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FOREWORD

In a letter to Walter Benjamin dated June 28, 1935, Gershom
Scholem, writing from Jerusalem, asked his old friend to provide
some clari�cation on the nature of his new project on the arcades of
nineteenth-century Paris. Was it to be a series of historical
observations, or theoretical speculation about the role of objects in
everyday life, or an application to historical material of the
surrealist procedures that so interested Benjamin? Scholem then
confessed to Benjamin, with the note of student jauntiness that often
characterized the exchanges between them, that he too was
launching on an ambitious work of historical synthesis:

A “textbook” that will give an extract of the last �fteen years of my work in
which the element of proof will be totally eliminated. There’ll be no lack of
amazing things, and the historical observer is guaranteed to get his
money’s worth. The whole thing is conceived of as the announcement of a
stock-taking, if one which is also fairly voluminous.

Scholem was thirty-seven at this point, Benjamin �ve years his
senior. Both men clearly felt that they had reached a time in their
lives when they should produce the lasting works of intellect of
which they knew they were capable. Each was deeply interested in
the undertakings of the other, and for all the di�erences between
modern European cultural history and the esoterica of Jewish
mysticism, they both had a sense that their respective projects had
some sort of spiritual kinship. But the outward circumstances and
the cast of mind in which they pursued their enterprises could not
have been more di�erent. Benjamin, an exile in Paris after Hitler’s
rise to power, was living a hand-to-mouth existence as a literary
journalist. He shared with Scholem a fascination for textual



fragments; indeed he had fallen into a mode of intellectual
operation in which he himself was essentially a producer of
fragments—aphorisms, travel notes, book reviews, feuilletons, short
essays. The Arcades Project was to be a grand synthesis of
nineteenth-century history through fragments. One suspects the
project was conceived, unconsciously, to be undoable: in any case,
Benjamin, with his genius for incompletion, was incapable of
exercising the concerted will and disciplined e�ort required to bring
it together, and when he took his own life in September 1940, in
despair over being turned back at the Spanish border, he left behind
only a heap of intriguing fragments.

His dear friend Gerhard, by contrast, was a man who knew
exactly what he wanted to do with his life and would allow nothing
to de�ect him from his purpose. As a student in Germany in the
years immediately after World War I, he had determined that he
would make himself master of the realm of Jewish mysticism, an
area largely neglected, and even contemptuously dismissed, by
earlier Jewish historical scholarship with its rationalist bias, and
that in so doing he would e�ect a fundamental revision in the
understanding of Jewish history. As is often the case with people of
iron will, circumstances seemed to conspire happily on his behalf.
When Scholem emigrated to Palestine in 1923 after completing his
doctoral dissertation on the twelfth-century mystical text Bahir, he
imagined he would support himself by teaching mathematics in a
high school. Instead, he found a position as librarian of the new
Jewish National Library. Three years later, the Hebrew University
was founded in Jerusalem, and Scholem became a member of its
original faculty. By the mid-1930s, he was Professor of Jewish
Mysticism, and he would soon be able to boast to Benjamin, with
ample warrant, that he had created a whole School of Scholem
around him. Meanwhile, during the �fteen-year period to which he
alludes in his letter of June 28, 1935, he had worked his way
through a mountain of manuscript materials (much of the
Kabbalistic corpus being unpublished) and rare editions, and had
published in German and Hebrew a long list of specialized studies—
monographs, annotated editions of texts, and philologically



grounded scholarly articles. Now he was ready to undertake a grand
synthesis.

The invitation to deliver the Stroock Lectures at the Jewish
Institute of Religion in New York in 1938 gave Scholem an external
stimulus to push his project to completion. It also determined that
his big book would make its initial appearance in English, and thus
reach a larger audience. (Scholem prepared his texts in German, and
they were translated into excellent English for delivery in New York
by George Lichtheim, then living in Jerusalem, who was destined to
become an eminent Anglo-American political journalist in the �fties
and sixties.) After his return to Jerusalem, as the clouds of war
gathered, Scholem spent the next two years expanding his nine
lectures to considerably more than twice their original length. In a
letter written on January 11, 1940, from occupied France, Benjamin
urges him—he scarcely needed urging—to �nish revising his New
York lectures as soon as possible: “Every line we succeed in
publishing today—no matter how uncertain the future to which we
entrust it—is a victory wrenched from the powers of darkness.”
When Major Trends in Jewish Mysticism was published the following
year, it bore what is surely one of the most poignant dedications
ever a�xed to a work of scholarship: “To the memory of Walter
Benjamin (1892–1940). The friend of a lifetime whose genius united
the insight of the Metaphysician, the interpretative power of the
Critic and the erudition of the Scholar. DIED AT PORT BOU (SPAIN)
ON HIS WAY INTO FREEDOM.”

Scholem would go on to write other pioneering works, among
which perhaps the most notable are his two-volume biography of
the seventeenth-century pseudo-messiah Sabbatai Zevi (1957) and
Origins of the Kabbalah (originally published in Hebrew in 1948,
expanded more than threefold in the German edition of 1962). But
Major Trends remains the book that de�nitively pulls together the
results of his indefatigable research and his revisionist
understanding of the whole panorama of Jewish history. An
enduring contribution to the study of religion, it stands out as one of
those rare intellectual achievements of the middle decades of this
century—like Erich Auerbach’s Mimesis (1946) and E. H. Gombrich’s



Art and Illusion (1960)—that still seem compelling and will surely
continue to have avid readers well into the next century.

It is tempting, especially for someone who is not a professional
student of mysticism, to explain the magnetism of Major Trends
through Scholem’s ability as a powerful expositor of esoteric lore to
intimate, without ever spelling out, connections between this
unfamiliar realm of intricate, often bizarre doctrine and other modes
of cultural expression that engage most of us more directly. Thus,
his vivid evocation of the eighteenth-century Frankist notion of
redemption through moral nihilism may make the general reader
think of some of the notable varieties of modern political anarchism,
or of certain countercultural extremists of the 1960s; and, at our
postmodernist moment, Isaac Luria’s idea that the Torah at Sinai
had 600,000 faces, one for each soul that received it, sounds like a
strong anticipation of the deconstructionist doctrine of radical
indeterminacy of textual meaning.

But Scholem was a scholar who would never have dreamed of
anything so vulgar as a conscious attempt to make his material
“relevant.” Whatever sense of relevance may emerge from his study
is a consequence of the fact that all of us, mystic and rationalist,
religious and secular, share certain human concerns—like the
consciousness of mortality, the awareness of su�ering and alienation
in individual and historical experience, a puzzlement over the
origins and nature of the world around us—and that to understand
searchingly the way any serious thinker or group, however esoteric,
has grappled with these issues is also to adumbrate connections with
widely di�erent manifestations of cultural life. In the �rst instance,
then, the abiding power of Major Trends must be attributed to a
magisterial scholarly intelligence in absolute command of the
pertinent materials and of the methodologies appropriate to their
scrutiny. The �rst of Scholem’s two chapters on the Zohar, the
central text of the Kabbalah, is a breathtaking example of how
scrupulous scholarship can attain a kind of Mozartian lucidity and
precision in the process of tracking down an elusive historical
phenomenon. Although Scholem had told Benjamin that “the



element of proof will be totally eliminated” from his stock-taking
volume, this chapter is a signal exception to that rule.

When Scholem delivered his two lectures on the Zohar in 1938,
there was still some scholarly debate about the book’s authorship.
No one gave total credence to the text’s own pseudepigraphic claim
that it was composed in late antiquity by Simeon bar Yohai, though
it did not seem unreasonable that it might contain vestiges of his
doctrine. The view that it was written by Moses de Leon in late
thirteenth-century Castile had been in circulation for at least a
century. Many, nevertheless, argued that this primary literary
source of Kabbalistic thought, the only text after the Talmud to be
accorded virtually canonical status by Jews, was a compilation of
many di�erent documents by a variety of hands. Referring to the
“detective story” of his e�ort to determine the author or authors and
the date of composition of the Zohar, Scholem is able to announce
near the beginning of his lecture, with a con�dent note of triumph,
“I have spent many years trying to lay a stable foundation for
critical work of this kind, and it seems to me that in so doing I have
arrived at a number of incontravertible conclusions.” He then
proceeds to lay out the terms of his demonstration, step by patient
step.

The �rst crucial step is philological analysis, though his method is
by no means restricted to philology, contrary to the recent claim of
one vocal critic. Sifting through the Aramaic of the Zohar, with
minute attention to syntax, grammar, idioms, and vocabulary, he
shows how the language consistently re�ects late medieval Hebrew,
along with Spanish and Arabic, and manifests certain systematic
errors of usage that have precise, recurrent analogues in the signed
Hebrew writings of Moses de Leon. (As a lover of Hebrew and
Aramaic, Scholem comments, with the touching disdain of a true
purist, that Moses de Leon’s “use of prepositions and conjunctions is
often quite preposterous.”) Having demonstrated that the language
must derive from the late Middle Ages, from Spain, and almost
certainly from the pen of Moses de Leon, Scholem goes on to
examine the geographical references, the characteristic patterns of
literary organization, the internal allusions, and the exploitation of



speci�c philosophic ideas and antecedent mystical doctrine in the
Zohar. After all this, he is able to conclude persuasively that the
core component of the Zohar was composed by Moses de Leon
between 1275 and 1280, and that the bulk of the work was
completed by the same writer during the six years following this
initial period.

Yet Scholem’s enterprise is not at all limited to such detective
work. On the contrary, he constantly proposes large imaginative
interpretations of the texts he invokes and of their relation to their
sundry historical settings. At least some of his views have been
seriously contested by recent scholars, like his understanding of
Lurianic Kabbalah as a re�ection of the traumatic expulsion of the
Jews from Spain, and his argument for a vital connection between
the Sabbatian underground and the Hebrew Enlightenment’s
secularizing drive for emancipation.* His demonstration, however,
of the time, place, and authorship of the Zohar, as well as much of
the more implicit spadework in the grand sweep of this book from
the Jewish Gnosticism of late antiquity to the Hasidism of the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, is a scholarly edi�ce that will
stand the test of time. The writing of history, of course, involves
interpretation, and interpretation is always debatable, but at a
moment when many are tempted to imagine that all historical
determinations are relative and perhaps even intrinsically �ctitious,
Scholem’s formidable work reminds us that the concept of truth still
has a role to play in the vocation of the historian.

Nevertheless, it is important to recognize that Scholem was a
powerful writer as well as a scrupulous researcher, and in Major
Trends he repeatedly summons his resources as a writer to convey a
particular vision of the abiding fascination of the world of Jewish
mysticism. Thus, he describes the hypnogenic linguistic mysticism of
Abraham Abula�a, who lived in Spain a generation before Moses de
Leon: “To him the closed doors of the soul open in the music of pure
thought which is no longer bound to ‘sense,’ and in the ecstasy of
the deepest harmonies which originate in the movement of the
letters of the great Name, they throw the way open to God.” On the
regimen of mystical prayer instituted by Isaac Luria in sixteenth-



century Safed, he writes: “It is an ecstasy of silent meditation, of a
descent of the human will to meet that of God, prayer serving as a
kind of balustrade on which the mystic leans, so as not to be
plunged suddenly or unprepared into an ecstasy in which the holy
waters might drown his consciousness.”

Where the proponents of the rationalist scholarly culture from
which Scholem derived were inclined to see charlatans and wild-
eyed fanatics trapped in a parochial and superstitious world,
Scholem could conjure up the visionary excitement and intellectual
subtlety of these creators of esoteric tradition. At the same time, he
keeps steadily in mind the bizarreness and the vein of crudeness or
naïveté in many of the materials he is investigating. “If one turns to
the writings of great Kabbalists one seldom fails to be torn between
alternate admiration and disgust,” he announces in his �rst lecture.
His keen appreciation of the remarkable imaginative gifts of Moses
de Leon does not prevent him from applying this perception even to
the author of the Zohar: “Again and again one is struck by the
simultaneous presence of crudely primitive modes of thought and
feeling, and of ideas whose profound contemplative mysticism is
transparent.”

It is clear, moreover, that the profundity of the mystic vision is of
more than antiquarian interest to Scholem: it speaks to him, and his
implicit assumption is that it has an element of spiritual authority
that can speak to other modern people. He surely must have
endorsed the claim put forth by Benjamin in his last piece of
writing, the “Theses on the Philosophy of History,” that “every
image of the past that is not recognized by the present as one of its
own concerns threatens to disappear irretrievably.” What sort of
concern would that have been for Scholem? He was certainly not a
mystic himself (despite some experimentation with mystic
meditation), and he was also not a traditionally observant Jew,
though his private writing—to which I can add the testimony of a
conversation with Scholem in San Francisco in the late 1970s—
shows him to have been a convinced theist. There is one
distinctively modern term which he applies repeatedly to the sundry
manifestations of Jewish mysticism that suggests why he thought



this tradition should still be compelling in the twentieth century,
after rationalism and empiricism and the historical critique of
religions. The term, which, by no means coincidentally, Benjamin
also invoked as a touchstone, is “dialectical.” (Needless to say,
Scholem never linked “dialectical” with “materialism” as his
idiosyncratically Marxist friend was wont to do.)

Now, it is self-evident that a mystical tradition would abound in
paradoxes—like the fundamental paradox of the absolute and
transcendent God who is also accessible to devekuth, the “adhesion”
of human soul to divine presence in the height of mystical ecstasy.
But whereas the notion of paradox a�rms that an entity or
condition is simultaneously a thing and its contradictory opposite—
say, God is at once transcendent and immanent—the dialectic
implies, as Hegel in fact stressed, restless process, things being
transformed into their opposites in a constant dynamic movement.
Thus, Scholem explains the cosmogony of the Zohar, whereby out of
the primordial Nothing (ain) the divine I (ani) comes into being, as
“a dialectical process whose thesis and antithesis begin and end in
God: surely a remarkable instance of dialectical thought.” The
dialectic bespeaks a modern sensibility because it powerfully implies
instability, unceasing change, transformation between opposite
poles in thought in the articulation of historical traditions and in the
nature of the cosmos itself. Scholem is therefore inclined to see the
capacity of dialectical thought of Jewish mysticism as a measure of
its profundity, but he also conceives dialectical thinking as a
dangerous business because it brackets negation with a�rmation,
the nihilistic denial of value with sublime aspiration.

His most revealing example of this danger is the movement he
was the �rst to imagine as the very pivot of modern Jewish history,
the Sabbatians, for whom “all reality became dialectically unreal
and contradictory,” whose very “Messiah bears the mark of such
self-contradiction and disintegration.” Sabbatianism is, in fact, the
crucial moment in Scholem’s vision of Jewish history. If his whole
undertaking is revisionist in according, for the �rst time, a decisive
role to mysticism in the articulation of Jewish tradition since late
antiquity, Sabbatianism is Jewish mysticism driven to the utmost



limits. Practically, it sought to translate mystic doctrine and mystic
yearnings into the actual implementation of a program of immediate
redemption. Theologically, it was prepared to open up wide spaces
for the expression of the irrational and to encourage a radically
antinomian disruption of Jewish tradition in the name of tradition.
The whole Sabbatian romance with the abyss is something that must
have struck a chord in Scholem’s modernist imagination, he being
an intellectual who had come of age at a time of breakdown of old
values, when speculative thought, literature, and the other arts were
exploring the human vocation for chaos and the signs of imminent
apocalypse. Scholem’s larger revisionist project is, of course, to
move the mystics from the margins to the center of Jewish history,
to show Jews not only as reasonable and keenly analytic expounders
of the Law but also as ecstatics, ascetics, theosophists, enthusiasts,
apocalyptic extremists, and magicians. In this startling new
perspective, with a backward look from modernity to the
seventeenth century, the phenomenon of Sabbatai Zevi suddenly
looms large. Before Scholem, the conventional view of Sabbatianism
had been that it was a peculiar and unfortunate aberration, a kind of
passing �t of mass hysteria, with no serious consequences. There
were, of course, ideological reasons for such an understanding, as
Scholem intimates—the need of the established Jewish community
to repress a past of which it was ashamed but which stubbornly
clung to it, the dissonance between Sabbatianism and the burgerlich
rationalism of “emancipated” European Jewry. Scholem had laid out
the terms for a counterstatement to this received view in a major
essay, “Redemption through Sin,” published in Hebrew in 1937. (He
was sure, with good reason, that Benjamin would be deeply
interested in it but had to inform his friend in a letter that,
regretably, he would be unable to read it because of the language.)
The overview in Major Trends drives home that revisionist
perception. Against the notion that Sabbatianism was a �eeting
episode that brie�y ignited the more susceptible Jewish populace in
some places, Scholem provides documentary evidence—later
considerably ampli�ed in his biography of Sabbatai Zevi—that the
movement engulfed a large part of the Jewish people, from the



Ukraine to the Levant, including many distinguished �gures in its
rabbinic elite; that its delusional looniness was mingled with
vigorous theological originality in the thought of its chief
propagandist, Nathan of Gaza; and that the Sabbatian tidal wave
continued to produce strong subsurface currents among Jews for
another century and a half.

Although the documentation Scholem assembled to demonstrate
the power and persistence of the Sabbatian movement is itself
impressive, the fascination the phenomenon exerts as he explains it
has even more to do with its role as a model of Jewish mysticism in
extremis, the dialectical thought of the Kabbalistic system pushed to
its ultimate limits. Here, �owering out of the world of traditional
Judaism, in texts written in Hebrew saturated with the symbolism
and lexicon of the classic Jewish sources, was a set of ideas that
violated every preconception of what was characteristically Jewish:
“a new form of the Gnostic dualism of the hidden God and the God
who is the Creator of the world.” Even more shockingly, this
dualism then generated a trinitarian conception of the hidden God,
the God of Israel, and the Shekhinah, accompanied by a doctrine
that imagined three corresponding messiahs, the last of them
female. Behind all these strange concepts stands the radically
antinomian notion that “the violation of the Torah is its ful�llment.”
Scholem compares the theological response to Sabbatai’s apostasy
with that of the �rst Christians to the cruci�xion of Jesus, and
concludes that the idea of an apostate messiah has more radical
moral implications than the idea of a murdered messiah, for it
“leads straight into the bottomless pit; its very idea makes almost
anything conceivable.” The messiah who betrays the faith works
quite like the God who does not exist for Ivan Karamazov, making
everything permissible.

But if Scholem �nds the vistas of nihilism of the Sabbatian
upheaval scary (as well as intriguing), he also sees this movement as
the expression of a profound impulse of liberation, of dialectical
self-transformation, that was only incipient or implicit in earlier
currents of Jewish mysticism: “Sabbatianism represents the �rst
serious revolt in Judaism since the Middle Ages; it was the �rst case



of mystical ideas leading directly to the disintegration of the
orthodox Judaism of ‘the believers.”  ’ After the apostasy, those of
Sabbatai’s followers who remained faithful to him and did not leave
the Jewish fold were driven underground, and Scholem proposes
that their need, over the next several generations, to lead a double
existence in the face of insult and potential persecution prepared the
way for a transformation of Judaism in the era of Emancipation. He
is able to trace actual lines of connection—though I do not think
they constitute preponderant evidence of causal relationship—
between the Sabbatian underground and the founders of Reform
Judaism, the proponents of the Hebrew Enlightenment, and Jewish
participants in the French Revolution. His remark on the link of the
last of these three movements with Sabbatianism is an especially
revealing indication of his vision of what lay behind the Sabbatian
explosion: “The urge towards revolutionizing all that existed no
longer had to �nd expression in desperate theories, like that of the
holiness of sin, but assumed an intensely practical aspect in the task
of ushering in the new age.” One must remember that Scholem
came to maturity in what Benjamin Harshav has aptly characterized
as the age of Jewish revolution. After two millennia of rabbinic
hegemony, Jews, entering by imperfect stages the labyrinth of
modernity, were pushing to rede�ne the fundamental terms of their
existence—in the Reform movement, in Hebraism, in Yiddishism, in
Bundism, in Simon Dubnow’s territorialism, and in Zionism, the
revolutionary movement to which Scholem himself was devoted. He
is too scrupulous a historian to draw simple equations, but I think
he does ultimately see Sabbatianism as a kind of abortive and
misdirected trial run for the impulse of national self-redemption that
would �nd a more viable channel over two centuries later in the
political movement of Zionism.

Scholem, however, was not strictly a political Zionist, or at least
was a political Zionist of a rather dissident sort, with a greater
a�nity for Ahad Ha-am’s “spiritual” Zionism than for the secular,
stateoriented approach of Herzl. Thus he is not inclined to construe
Sabbatianism as a movement of national liberation lamentably
derailed for want of a proper politics, because he also takes quite



seriously its desire at once to cling to the system of Jewish belief
and to radically transform it.

The Sabbatian movement is the extreme instance of the dialectical
relation to tradition that Scholem �nds inherent in virtually all the
manifestations of Jewish mysticism; and, beyond any speci�cally
Jewish problematic, Major Trends is a deeply instructive study in the
creative and sometimes dangerous tensions between continuity and
change in the evolution of any historical tradition. “Reverence for
the traditional,” he observes in his introductory lecture, “has always
been deeply rooted in Judaism, and even the mystics, who in fact
broke away from tradition, retained a reverent attitude toward it; it
led them directly to their conception of the coincidence of true
intuition and true tradition.” Later, he speaks of the early Kabbalah
as “deeply conservative and intensely revolutionary,” and of
Hasidism as “a curious mixture of conservatism and innovation,”
manifesting an attitude toward tradition that is “somewhat
dialectical.” And in the midst of his exposition of the theosophical
system of the Zohar, he concludes, “Here then we have nothing less
than a reductio ad absurdum of traditional Judaism and an attempt to
replace it by an entirely mystical system within the framework of
tradition.”

There are clearly nuances of di�erence in how Scholem describes
the balance of dialectical relation to tradition from one mystic
movement to the next. Hasidism is the most conservative; the
classical Kabbalah �lls the framework of tradition with new spiritual
content; Sabbatianism ends up breaking the frame. One of the
attractions of the whole panorama of Jewish mysticism for Scholem
is its vivid and manifold demonstration of how it is possible to
maintain a historical identity and a certain sense of continuity of
belief while vigorously transvaluing values, rede�ning world and
self and the realm of the spirit as historical circumstances change.
There are, I would suggest, two kinds of revolutionaries—the
scorched-earth variety, whose slogan is the Internationale’s “Du
passé faisons tabula rasa,” and the traditional revolutionary. It is the
latter who is the subject of all Scholem’s work and who provides an
implicit paradigm for his personal relation to tradition. One suspects



that the reason Scholem’s Marxisant friend Benjamin was never able
to embrace Party orthodoxy was because of his own powerful
nostalgia for tradition, his sense that human beings needed tradition
to sustain them in the bu�eting storms of history.

Reading Scholem again from our precarious vantage point in the
age of the information revolution, at the moment of the much-
trumpeted breaking of the canon, we may detect in his grand
evocation of this strange and in many ways quite alien mystical
corpus an exemplary pattern of how viable historical change takes
place, how the antithetical tensions of life in culture play against
each other without destroying the continuity of the cultural system.
The bleakest view would be that our own culture is rapidly
approaching a point of no return, the past already fading into tabula
rasa. The Western experience, however, as far back as Gilgamesh,
Homer, and the Bible, has been that all forms of cultural expression
—philosophy, literature, and the other arts as well as religion—are
constantly self-recapitulative, restlessly building by recasting their
antecedents. Picasso became Picasso by turning Ingres, Velázquez,
and El Greco inside out, not by turning his back on them; Joyce
created one of the most innovative novels of the modern period,
famously aggressive in its formal iconoclasm, not merely using the
Odyssey as a sca�olding but also articulating certain values of
conjugality and homecoming and human resilience that were
authentically Homeric. For all the di�erences in consciousness and
intention, this is also the underlying procedure of Moses de Leon,
who stood biblical and rabbinic tradition on its head and yet
incorporated in his own writing a sense of the intrinsic spiritual
authority of the texts he transformed.

The central instance of this whole dialectical movement of
tradition vividly evoked in Major Trends is the powerful resurgence
of myth at the heart of a monotheistic heritage dedicated to the
rigorous exclusion of mythology. If God is one and absolute, the
source of nature and also beyond nature, He cannot have consorts,
colleagues, or rivals; He should be exempt from biological processes;
and He should not be the subject of any real narrative. The Bible
itself does exhibit certain vestiges of mythology—enigmatic



fragments like the sons of God who couple with the daughters of
man in Genesis 6 or the shocking Bridegroom of Blood story in
Exodus 4, and the �itting ghosts of old Canaanite myths that inhabit
the poetic imagery of Psalms, Job, and some of the Prophets. But, as
has often been observed, the biblical writers were, on the whole,
variously committed to the supression, displacement, or eradication
of myth in the interests of monotheism, and the rabbis who built on
the biblical foundation continued this impulse in their own
emphatically legal manner, even if they left a back door open for
mythic imaginings in the Aggadah, the body of homiletic and
legendary materials composed in Hebrew and Aramaic beginning
around the fourth century C.E. If the e�ect of rabbinic law, as
Scholem contends, was to have “disturbed and broken the order of
the mythical world,” a certain residue of myth, on the whole
marginalized, persisted in the Jewish tradition. Scholem recognizes
that myth ful�lls a profound need in the human spiritual economy,
and the keenness of this recognition may well be another re�ection
of his modernist sensibility, as a historian who came of age in the
era of Kafka (the preeminent canonical writer for Scholem), Mann,
Joyce, and Eliot. Myth, I would say, enables man to experience
imaginatively what logic might deny, that there is an essential link
between the ultimate nature of reality and his own passions, his
sexuality, his very biology and anatomy. It draws its power from the
strange and satisfying paradox that there is a beautiful and
compelling isomorphism between all that is marked by mutability,
transience, and decay in human life and the stu� of eternity. It thus
enables ephemeral man to feel a visceral sustaining connection with
the encompassing order of things.

The assimilation of Aristotelianism by medieval Jewish thinkers—
above all, by Maimonides—pushed the antimythological disposition
of monotheism to its logical extreme in a systematic rationalism.
Some of the seminal Kabbalists, as Scholem shows, read deeply in
Maimonides but found their inner lives gravely threatened by his
rationalism and responded precisely by bringing to light again the
occluded mythic backgrounds of biblical and rabbinic Judaism.



Thus through wide and scattered provinces of Kabbalism, the revenge of
myth upon its conqueror is clear for all to see, and together with it we �nd
an abundant display of contradictory symbols. It is characteristic of
Kabbalistic theology in its systematical forms that it attempts to construct
and describe a world in which something of the mythical has again come to
life, in terms of thought which exclude the mythical element. However, it is
this contradiction which more than anything else explains the
extraordinary success of Kabbalism in Jewish history.

Scholem’s ability to understand the power of this root
contradiction and at the same time to hold it in a steady critical
perspective explains much of the continuing cogency of his vision of
history. The archaic past, as well as the manifold later accretions of
tradition, aurochs and angels alike, remains part of our collective
heritage, and because it both re�ects what once engaged humanity
and addresses deep human needs that refuse to disappear, it cannot
be jettisoned. In this regard, Scholem’s searching investigation of
the twisting paths of Jewish mysticism makes profoundly instructive
reading as we approach the millennium. But he also sees sharply
that the mystics, impelled by discernible historical circumstances,
very often sought to escape the ordeal of history by withdrawing
into a realm of ecstasy and, at worst, delusion. Thus he observes of
the Merkabah mystics after the fourth century who endured an era
of persecution by the Church, “from the world of history the mystic
turns to the prehistoric period of creation, from whose vision he
seeks consolation, or towards the post-history of redemption.” With
minor adjustments, this generalization holds for each of the major
trends that Scholem surveys—the pietists of medieval Germany, the
Spanish Kabbalists, the Safed school of Isaac Luria, the Sabbatians,
and the Hasidim. The historian and his implied audience, of course,
do not have the luxury of seceding from history and cannot indulge
in the Sabbatian delusion that history can be forced to an end.
Scholem’s magisterial study is hardly intended to promote a
nostalgia for mysticism or any illusion that we can embrace it as it
was, but he makes us see the essential role it has played in the
Jewish story, and indeed in the human story, and he leads us to



ponder what other symbolic languages there might be to express our
stubborn sense of connection with eternal things.

Robert Alter  
Berkeley       
January 1995

* The leading critic of Scholem’s historical interpretations is Moshe Idel. His
major revisionist statement is Kabbalah: New Perspectives (New Haven, 1988). See
also Ephraim Gottleib, Studies in the Kabbalah Literature (in Hebrew; Tel Aviv,
1976).



PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION

MORE THAN TWENTY YEARS have passed since I began to devote myself to
the study of Jewish mysticism and especially of Kabbalism. It was a
beginning in more than one sense, for the task which confronted me
necessitated a vast amount of spade-work in a �eld strewn with
ruins and by no means ripe as yet for the constructive labors of the
builder of a system. Both as to historical fact and philological
analysis there was pioneer work to be done, often of the most
primitive and elementary kind. Rapid bird’s-eye syntheses and
elaborate speculations on shaky premises had to give way to the
more modest work of laying the secure foundations of valid
generalization. Where others had either disdained close
acquaintance with the sources of what they frequently rejected and
condemned, or erected some lofty edi�ce of speculation, I found
myself constrained by circumstance and by inclination to perform
the modest but necessary task of clearing the ground of much
scattered debris and laying bare the outlines of a great and
signi�cant chapter in the history of Jewish religion. Needless to say,
like all spade-work, the task gradually imposed on my mind a
certain conception of the subject-matter as a whole. As the
innumerable and often laborious investigations of detailed points
neared completion, the outlines became less blurred, and presently
there emerged from the confusing welter of fact and �ction a
picture, more or less de�nite though not at all points complete, of
the development of Jewish mysticism, its inner signi�cance, its
problems and its meaning for the history of Judaism in general. In
many details this gradually unfolding conception di�ered not
inconsiderably from the views hitherto current in the literature
published on the subject. I owe a debt of gratitude to those among
my predecessors in this �eld whose footsteps I have followed, but
honesty compels me to add that on most points my later views have
very little in common with their own.



Having arrived at this stage of research, nothing could have been
more welcome to me than the invitation to serve as Stroock lecturer
at the Jewish Institute of Religion in New York for the year 1938. Of
the nine lectures contained in this volume, in which I have
attempted to sum up some of the principal results of my
investigations, seven were delivered there, six in English and one,
the �fth, in Hebrew. The remaining two, namely the second and
third, dealing with two additional important aspects of the
development of Jewish mysticism which could not be included in
the schedule of the original seven, were given upon other occasions.

All the lectures included in this volume are published in a
considerably enlarged version, with the exception of the last which
is reprinted almost in the original form. To have expanded the brief
account of Hasidism given here by a closer examination of speci�c
phenomena would have necessitated writing a new book. I have
therefore contented myself with an exposition of my general views
on the subject. All in all, it may be said that the purpose of this book
is not to give a complete historical account of Jewish mysticism but
an outline of its principal features in the form of an analysis of some
of its most important phases. A comprehensive critical history of
Jewish mysticism, with special reference to all the various currents
and cross-currents of Kabbalism, would require several volumes.
Since these lectures were not intended exclusively for research
students in this �eld but for the much wider circle of those who take
an interest in questions of Jewish history and religion, I have laid
greater stress on the analysis and interpretation of mystical thought
than on the historical links between the various systems. Where it
was possible without introducing too much philological detail I have
nevertheless sketched the historical connections at least in outline.
Only in the lecture on the Book Zohar and its author have I departed
from this rule and attempted a more thorough philological analysis.
I have considered it my obligation to do so both in view of the
generally acknowledged importance of the matter for the history of
Judaism and because of the unfortunate state of the discussion to
date. Readers who take only slight interest in such questions of



literary and historical criticism will miss little by skipping the �fth
lecture. For similar reasons I have placed the notes at the end of the
book, in order not to burden the text too much with references
which have little meaning for those outside the circle of students of
Judaism familiar with the reading of Hebrew texts.

This book challenges in some of its major theses not a few notions
about Jewish history and religion which are more or less generally
accepted by both Jews and non-Jews. If the great task of Jewish
scholarship in our generation, the task of rewriting Jewish history
with a deeper understanding of the interplay of religious, political
and social forces, is to be successfully carried out, there is urgent
need for a new elucidation of the function which Jewish mysticism
has had at varying periods, of its ideals, and of its approach to the
various problems arising from the actual conditions at such times. I
have endeavored to present my views on this subject as concisely
and at the same time as clearly as possible, in the hope of making a
serious contribution to a very important and very much needed
discussion. Among Hebrew writers, this discussion has now
proceeded for a number of years; in the corresponding English
literature on the subject it has been reopened by Salo Baron’s “A
Religious and Social History of the Jews,” the publication of which
coincided with the delivery of these lectures. I, for one, sincerely
believe that such a discussion of our past has something to do with
our future.

I wish to take this opportunity to thank all those who have placed
me under an obligation by their assistance and advice. My greatest
debt is due to Mr. George Lichtheim, Jerusalem, for his translation
of the bulk of the manuscript. Professor Henry Slonimsky and
Professor Ralph Marcus, of the Jewish Institute of Religion, went
through the �rst draft; Dr. J. L. Magnes, President of the Hebrew
University, and Mr. Morton Smith, S.T.B. (Harvard), a research
student at the University, have read the �nal manuscript. To them
all I am more than obliged for their kind help and many valuable



suggestions as to the correct wording of these lectures. Mr. Hayim
Wirszubski, M.A., has assisted in the compilation of the Index.

I owe an especial debt of gratitude to Dr. Stephen S. Wise, President
of the Jewish Institute of Religion, not only for the invitation to
deliver these lectures, but also for his generous consent to their
publication in the present form, and to Mr. Salman Schocken whose
constant interest and help has made it possible to publish them in
this enlarged version. I should equally like to mention the valuable
suggestions I owe to discussions of many points of detail with
friends and colleagues, especially with Prof. I. F. Baer.

Finally, I wish to express my thanks to all those who have shown me
friendship and goodwill during my stay in America and made me
feel at home in the great desert of New York; above all to Prof.
Shalom Spiegel, of the Jewish Institute of Religion, for his unfailing
friendship and readiness to give of his time and help. To Prof.
Alexander Marx, of the Jewish Theological Seminary of America, to
Mr. I. Mendelsohn and Dr. Abraham Halkin, of Columbia University
Library, and to Dr. Walter Rothmann and Mr. Moses Marx, of the
Library of the Hebrew Union College, I feel greatly indebted for the
exceedingly liberal assistance they have extended to me during my
work in these three great collections of Kabbalistical manuscripts in
the United States. The many pro�table hours I have spent there
have left their imprint on the �nal text of this book, since I was able
to make use of some important new material which had previously
escaped my notice or which was not included in the collections of
Europe and Palestine to which I had had access.

GERSHOM G. SCHOLEM      

    Jerusalem
The Hebrew University
        May 1941



PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION

THE KIND RECEPTION ACCORDED, in many circles, to this book, which deals
with no easy subject indeed, has made necessary, after �ve years, a
second edition. I have revised style and matter and have made some
more substantial additions here and there, wherever the context
allowed me to do so. I should have preferred very much to give an
account of the beginnings of Kabbalism as from 1150 to 1250, all
the more as it regards a problem having an extraordinary bearing on
the history of Judaism. But it appeared in the course of the work
that the subject needs a more thorough treatment than could
possibly have been given within the framework of these lectures; I
propose, therefore, to present the results of my studies in a special
publication.

G. C. S.    
Jerusalem, February 1946



TABLE OF TRANSLITERATION

In the text of the lectures, the use of Hebrew letters has been
avoided throughout. The following is the transliteration of the
Hebrew alphabet used, apart from the exceptions given below, in
the present volume:

Biblical names are given in the form used in the Authorized Version.
Certain accepted terms are given in the transliterations generally
current, e.g., Zaddik.





First Lecture

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF JEWISH
MYSTICISM

1

It is the purpose of these lectures to describe and to analyse some
of the major trends of Jewish mysticism. I cannot of course hope to
deal comprehensively in a few hours with a subject so vast and at
the same time so intricate as the whole sweep and whirl of the
mystical stream, as it runs its course through the movements which
are known to the history of Jewish religion under the names of
Kabbalah and Hasidism. Probably all of you have heard something
about these aspects of Jewish religion. Their signi�cance has been a
matter of much dispute among Jewish scholars. Opinion has
changed several times; it has �uctuated between the extremes of
hostile criticism and condemnation on the one hand, and
enthusiastic praise and defense on the other. It has not, however,
greatly advanced our knowledge of what may be called the real
nature of mystical lore, nor has it enabled us to form an unbiased
judgment as to the part this lore has played and continues to play in
Jewish history, or as to its importance for a true understanding of
Judaism.

It is only fair to add that the exposition of Jewish mysticism, or
that part of it which has so far been publicly discussed, abounds in
misunderstandings and consequent misrepresentations of the subject
matter under discussion. The great Jewish scholars of the past
century whose conception of Jewish history is still dominant in our
days, men like Graetz, Zunz, Geiger, Luzzatto and Steinschneider,



had little sympathy—to put it mildly—for the Kabbalah. At once
strange and repellent, it epitomised everything that was opposed to
their own ideas and to the outlook which they hoped to make
predominant in modern Judaism. Darkly it stood in their path, the
ally of forces and tendencies in whose rejection pride was taken by a
Jewry which, in Steinschneider’s words, regarded it as its chief task
to make a decent exit from the world. This fact may account for the
negative opinions of these scholars regarding the function of
mysticism in Jewish history. We are well aware that their attitude,
so far from being that of the pure scholar, was rather that of the
combatant actively grappling with a dangerous foe who is still full
of strength and vitality; the foe in question being the Hasidic
movement. Enmity can do a great deal. We should be thankful to
those zealous early critics who, though their judgment and sense of
values may have been a�ected and warped by their prejudices,
nevertheless had their eyes open to see certain important factors
with great distinctness. Often enough they were in the right, though
not for the reasons they themselves gave. Truth to tell, the most
astonishing thing in reading the works of these critics is their lack of
adequate knowledge of the sources or the subjects on which in
many cases they ventured to pass judgment.

It is not to the credit of Jewish scholarship that the works of the
few writers who were really informed on the subject were never
printed, and in some cases were not even recorded, since there was
nobody to take an interest. Nor have we reason to be proud of the
fact that the greater part of the ideas and views which show a real
insight into the world of Kabbalism, closed as it was to the
rationalism prevailing in the Judaism of the nineteenth century,
were expressed by Christian scholars of a mystical bent, such as the
Englishman Arthur Edward Waite1 of our days and the German
Franz Josef Molitor2 a century ago. It is a pity that the �ne
philosophical intuition and natural grasp of such students lost their
edge because they lacked all critical sense as to historical and
philological data in this �eld, and therefore failed completely when
they had to handle problems bearing on the facts.



The natural and obvious result of the antagonism of the great
Jewish scholars was that, since the authorized guardians neglected
this �eld, all manner of charlatans and dreamers came and treated it
as their own property. From the brilliant misunderstandings and
misrepresentations of Alphonse Louis Constant, who has won fame
under the pseudonym of Eliphas Lévi, to the highly coloured
humbug of Aleister Crowley and his followers, the most eccentric
and fantastic statements have been produced purporting to be
legitimate interpretations of Kabbalism. The time has come to
reclaim this derelict area and to apply to it the strict standards of
historical research. It is this task which I have set myself, and in the
following lectures I should like to give some idea of the conclusions
to which I have come in trying to light up this dark ground.

I do not have to point out that what I am going to say can in the
nature of things be no more than a brief outline of the main
structure of mystical thought, as it reveals itself in some of the
classics of Jewish mysticism—more often than not in an obscure
guise which makes it none too easy for modern minds to penetrate
into its meaning. Obviously it is impossible to give a summary of the
subject without at the same time attempting to interpret its
meaning. It is a dangerous task to summarize in a few chapters a
religious movement covering many centuries. In trying to explain so
intricate a matter as Kabbalism the historian, too, must heed Byron’s
query: “Who will then explain the explanation?” For the rest,
selection and abbreviation themselves constitute a kind of
commentary, and to a certain extent even an appreciation of the
subject. In other words, what I am going to present is a critical
appreciation involving a certain philosophical outlook, as applied to
the life texture of Jewish history, which in its fundamentals I believe
to be active and alive to this day.

2

Since Jewish mysticism is to be the subject of these lectures, the
�rst question bound to come up is this: what is Jewish mysticism?



What precisely is meant by this term? Is there such a thing, and if
so, what distinguishes it from other kinds of mystical experience? In
order to be able to give an answer to this question, if only an
incomplete one, it will be necessary to recall what we know about
mysticism in general. I do not propose to add anything essentially
new to the immense literature which has sprung up around this
question during the past half-century. Some of you may have read
the brilliant books written on this subject by Evelyn Underhill and
Dr. Rufus Jones. I merely propose to rescue what appears to me
important for our purpose from the welter of con�icting historical
and metaphysical arguments which have been advanced and
discussed in the course of the past century.

It is a curious fact that although doubt hardly exists as to what
constitutes the phenomena to which history and philosophy have
given the name of mysticism, there are almost as many de�nitions
of the term as there are writers on the subject. Some of these
de�nitions, it is true, appear to have served more to obscure the
nature of the question than to clarify it. Some idea of the confusion
engendered by these de�nitions can be gauged from the interesting
catalogue of “De�nitions of Mysticism and Mystical Theology”
compiled by Dr. Inge as an appendix to his lectures on “Christian
Mysticism.”

A good starting-point for our investigation can be obtained by
scrutinizing a few of these de�nitions which have won a certain
authority. Dr. Rufus Jones, in his excellent “Studies in Mystical
Religion” de�nes his subject as follows: “I shall use the word to
express the type of religion which puts the emphasis on immediate
awareness of relation with God, on direct and intimate
consciousness of the Divine Presence. It is religion in its most acute,
intense and living stage.”4 Thomas Aquinas brie�y de�nes
mysticism as cognitio dei experimentalis5 as the knowledge of God
through experience. In using this term he leans heavily, like many
mystics before and after him, on the words of the Psalmist (Psalm
XXXIV, 9): “Oh taste and see that the Lord is good.” It is this tasting
and seeing, however spiritualized it may become, that the genuine



mystic desires. His attitude is determined by the fundamental
experience of the inner self which enters into immediate contact
with God or the metaphysical Reality. What forms the essence of
this experience, and how it is to be adequately described—that is
the great riddle which the mystics themselves, no less than the
historians, have tried to solve.

For it must be said that this act of personal experience, the
systematic investigation and interpretation of which forms the task
of all mystical speculation, is of a highly contradictory and even
paradoxical nature. Certainly this is true of all attempts to describe
it in words and perhaps, where there are no longer words, of the act
itself. What kind of direct relation can there be between the Creator
and His creature, between the �nite and the in�nite; and how can
words express an experience for which there is no adequate simile
in this �nite world of man? Yet it would be wrong and super�cial to
conclude that the contradiction implied by the nature of mystical
experience betokens an inherent absurdity. It will be wiser to
assume, as we shall often have occasion to do in the course of these
lectures, that the religious world of the mystic can be expressed in
terms applicable to rational knowledge only with the help of
paradox. Among the psychologists G. Stratton, in his “Psychology of
Religious Life” (1911), has laid particular stress on this essential
con�ict in religious life and thought, even in its non-mystical form.
It is well known that the descriptions given by the mystics of their
peculiar experiences and of the God whose presence they experience
are full of paradoxes of every kind. It is not the least ba�ing of
these paradoxes—to take an instance which is common to Jewish
and Christian mystics—that God is frequently described as the
mystical Nothing. I shall not try now to give an interpretation of this
term, to which we shall have to return; I only want to stress the fact
that the particular reality which the mystic sees or tastes is of a very
unusual kind.

To the general history of religion this fundamental experience is
known under the name of unio mystica, or mystical union with God.
The term, however, has no particular signi�cance. Numerous
mystics, Jews as well as non-Jews, have by no means represented



the essence of their ecstatic experience, the tremendous uprush and
soaring of the soul to its highest plane, as a union with God. To take
an instance, the earliest Jewish mystics who formed an organized
fraternity in Talmudic times and later, describe their experience in
terms derived from the diction characteristic of their age. They
speak of the ascent of the soul to the Celestial Throne where it
obtains an ecstatic view of the majesty of God and the secrets of His
Realm. A great distance separates these old Jewish Gnostics from
the Hasidic mystics one of whom said:6 “There are those who serve
God with their human intellect, and others whose gaze is �xed on
Nothing.… He who is granted this supreme experience loses the
reality of his intellect, but when he returns from such contemplation
to the intellect, he �nds it full of divine and in�owing splendor.”
And yet it is the same experience which both are trying to express in
di�erent ways.

This leads us to a further consideration: it would be a mistake to
assume that the whole of what we call mysticism is identical with
that personal experience which is realized in the state of ecstasy or
ecstatic meditation. Mysticism, as an historical phenomenon,
comprises much more than this experience, which lies at its root.
There is a danger in relying too much on purely speculative
de�nitions of the term. The point I should like to make is this—that
there is no such thing as mysticism in the abstract, that is to say, a
phenomenon or experience which has no particular relation to other
religious phenomena. There is no mysticism as such, there is only
the mysticism of a particular religious system, Christian, Islamic,
Jewish mysticism and so on. That there remains a common
characteristic it would be absurd to deny, and it is this element
which is brought out in the comparative analysis of particular
mystical experiences. But only in our days has the belief gained
ground that there is such a thing as an abstract mystical religion.
One reason for this widespread belief may be found in the
pantheistic trend which, for the past century, has exercised a much
greater in�uence on religious thought than ever before. Its in�uence
can be traced in the manifold attempts to abandon the �xed forms
of dogmatic and institutional religion in favour of some sort of



universal religion. For the same reason the various historical aspects
of religious mysticism are often treated as corrupted forms of an, as
it were, chemically pure mysticism which is thought of as not bound
to any particular religion. As it is our intention to treat of a certain
de�nite kind of mysticism, namely Jewish, we should not dwell too
much upon such abstractions. Moreover, as Evelyn Underhill has
rightly pointed out, the prevailing conception of the mystic as a
religious anarchist who owes no allegiance to his religion �nds little
support in fact. History rather shows that the great mystics were
faithful adherents of the great religions.

Jewish mysticism, no less than its Greek or Christian counterparts,
presents itself as a totality of concrete historical phenomena. Let us,
therefore, pause to consider for a moment the conditions and
circumstances under which mysticism arises in the historical
development of religion and particularly in that of the great
monotheistic systems. The de�nitions of the term mysticism, of
which I have given a few instances, lead only too easily to the
conclusion that all religion in the last resort is based on mysticism; a
conclusion which, as we have seen, is drawn in so many words by
Rufus Jones. For is not religion unthinkable without an “immediate
awareness of relation with God”? That way lies an interminable
dispute about words. The fact is that nobody seriously thinks of
applying the term mysticism to the classic manifestations of the great
religions. It would be absurd to call Moses, the man of God, a
mystic, or to apply this term to the Prophets, on the strength of their
immediate religious experience. I, for one, do not intend to employ
a terminology which obscures the very real di�erences that are
recognized by all, and thereby makes it even more di�cult to get at
the root of the problem.

3

The point which I would like to make �rst of all is this: Mysticism
is a de�nite stage in the historical development of religion and
makes its appearance under certain well-de�ned conditions. It is



connected with, and inseparable from, a certain stage of the
religious consciousness. It is also incompatible with certain other
stages which leave no room for mysticism in the sense in which the
term is commonly understood.

The �rst stage represents the world as being full of gods whom
man encounters at every step and whose presence can be
experienced without recourse to ecstatic meditation. In other words,
there is no room for mysticism as long as the abyss between Man
and God has not become a fact of the inner consciousness. That,
however, is the case only while the childhood of mankind, its
mythical epoch, lasts. The immediate consciousness of the
interrelation and interdependence of things, their essential unity
which precedes duality and in fact knows nothing of it, the truly
monistic universe of man’s mythical age, all this is alien to the spirit
of mysticism. At the same time it will become clear why certain
elements of this monistic consciousness recur on another plane and
in di�erent guise in the mystical consciousness. In this �rst stage,
Nature is the scene of man’s relation to God.

The second period which knows no real mysticism is the creative
epoch in which the emergence, the break-through of religion occurs.
Religion’s supreme function is to destroy the dream-harmony of
Man, Universe and God, to isolate man from the other elements of
the dream stage of his mythical and primitive consciousness. For in
its classical form, religion signi�es the creation of a vast abyss,
conceived as absolute, between God, the in�nite and transcendental
Being, and Man, the �nite creature. For this reason alone, the rise of
institutional religion, which is also the classical stage in the history
of religion, is more widely removed than any other period from
mysticism and all it implies. Man becomes aware of a fundamental
duality, of a vast gulf which can be crossed by nothing but the voice;
the voice of God, directing and law-giving in His revelation, and the
voice of man in prayer. The great monotheistic religions live and
unfold in the ever-present consciousness of this bipolarity, of the
existence of an abyss which can never be bridged. To them the
scene of religion is no longer Nature, but the moral and religious
action of man and the community of men, whose interplay brings



about history as, in a sense, the stage on which the drama of man’s
relation to God unfolds.

And only now that religion has received, in history, its classical
expression in a certain communal way of living and believing, only
now do we witness the phenomenon called mysticism; its rise
coincides with what may be called the romantic period of religion.
Mysticism does not deny or overlook the abyss; on the contrary, it
begins by realizing its existence, but from there it proceeds to a
quest for the secret that will close it in, the hidden path that will
span it. It strives to piece together the fragments broken by the
religious cataclysm, to bring back the old unity which religion has
destroyed, but on a new plane, where the world of mythology and
that of revelation meet in the soul of man. Thus the soul becomes its
scene and the soul’s path through the abysmal multiplicity of things
to the experience of the Divine Reality, now conceived as the
primordial unity of all things, becomes its main preoccupation. To a
certain extent, therefore, mysticism signi�es a revival of mythical
thought, although the di�erence must not be overlooked between
the unity which is there before there is duality, and the unity that
has to be won back in a new upsurge of the religious consciousness.

Historically, this appearance of mystical tendencies is also
connected with another factor. The religious consciousness is not
exhausted with the emergence of the classic systems of institutional
religion. Its creative power endures, although the formative e�ect of
a given religion may be su�ciently great to encompass all genuine
religious feeling within its orbit for a long period. During this period
the values which such a religious system has set up retain their
original meaning and their appeal to the feelings of the believers.
However, even so new religious impulses may and do arise which
threaten to con�ict with the scale of values established by historical
religion. Above all, what encourages the emergence of mysticism is
a situation in which these new impulses do not break through the
shell of the old religious system and create a new one, but tend to
remain con�ned within its borders. If and when such a situation
arises, the longing for new religious values corresponding to the
new religious experience �nds its expression in a new interpretation



of the old values which frequently acquire a much more profound
and personal signi�cance, although one which often di�ers entirely
from the old and transforms their meaning. In this way Creation,
Revelation and Redemption, to mention some of our most important
religious conceptions, are given new and di�erent meanings
re�ecting the characteristic feature of mystical experience, the
direct contact between the individual and God.

Revelation, for instance, is to the mystic not only a de�nite
historical occurrence which, at a given moment in history, puts an
end to any further direct relation between mankind and God. With
no thought of denying Revelation as a fact of history, the mystic still
conceives the source of religious knowledge and experience which
bursts forth from his own heart as being of equal importance for the
conception of religious truth. In other words, instead of the one act
of Revelation, there is a constant repetition of this act. This new
Revelation, to himself or to his spiritual master, the mystic tries to
link up with the sacred texts of the old; hence the new
interpretation given to the canonical texts and sacred books of the
great religions. To the mystic, the original act of Revelation to the
community—the, as it were, public revelation of Mount Sinai, to
take one instance—appears as something whose true meaning has
yet to unfold itself; the secret revelation is to him the real and
decisive one. And thus the substance of the canonical texts, like that
of all other religious values, is melted down and given another form
as it passes through the �ery stream of the mystical consciousness. It
is hardly surprising that, hard as the mystic may try to remain
within the con�nes of his religion, he often consciously or
unconsciously approaches, or even transgresses, its limits.

It is not necessary for me to say anything further at this point
about the reasons which have often transformed mystics into
heretics. Such heresy does not always have to be fought with �re
and sword by the religious community: it may even happen that its
heretical nature is not understood and recognized. Particularly is
this the case where the mystic succeeds in adapting himself to the
‘orthodox’ vocabulary and uses it as a wing or vehicle for his
thoughts. As a matter of fact, this is what many Kabbalists have



done. While Christianity and Islam, which had at their disposal
more extensive means of repression and the apparatus of the State,
have frequently and drastically suppressed the more extreme forms
of mystical movements, few analogous events are to be found in the
history of Judaism. Nevertheless, in the lectures on Sabbatianism
and Hasidism, we shall have occasion to note that instances of this
kind are not entirely lacking.

4

We have seen that mystical religion seeks to transform the God
whom it encounters in the peculiar religious consciousness of its
own social environment from an object of dogmatic knowledge into
a novel and living experience and intuition. In addition, it also seeks
to interpret this experience in a new way. Its practical side, the
realization of God and the doctrine of the Quest for God, are
therefore frequently, particularly in the more developed forms of the
mystical consciousness, connected with a certain ideology. This
ideology, this theory of mysticism, is a theory both of the mystical
cognition of God and His revelation, and of the path which leads to
Him.

It should now be clear why the outward forms of mystical religion
within the orbit of a given religion are to a large extent shaped by
the positive content and values recognized and glori�ed in that
religion. We cannot, therefore, expect the physiognomy of Jewish
mysticism to be the same as that of Catholic mysticism, Anabaptism
or Moslem Su�sm. The particular aspects of Christian mysticism,
which are connected with the person of the Saviour and mediator
between God and man, the mystical interpretation of the Passion of
Christ, which is repeated in the personal experience of the
individual—all this is foreign to Judaism, and also to its mystics.
Their ideas proceed from the concepts and values peculiar to
Judaism, that is to say, above all from the belief in the Unity of God
and the meaning of His revelation as laid down in the Torah, the
sacred law.



Jewish mysticism in its various forms represents an attempt to
interpret the religious values of Judaism in terms of mystical values.
It concentrates upon the idea of the living God who manifests
himself in the acts of Creation, Revelation and Redemption. Pushed
to its extreme, the mystical meditation on this idea gives birth to the
conception of a sphere, a whole realm of divinity, which underlies
the world of our sense-data and which is present and active in all
that exists. This is the meaning of what the Kabbalists call the world
of the ‘Se�roth’. I should like to explain this a little more fully.

The attributes of the living God are conceived di�erently and
undergo a peculiar transformation when compared with the
meaning given to them by the philosophers of Judaism. Among the
latter, Maimonides, in his “Guide of the Perplexed”, felt bound to
ask: How is it possible to say of God that He is living? Does that not
imply a limitation of the in�nite Being? The words “God is living”,
he argues, can only mean that he is not dead, that is to say, that he
is the opposite of all that is negative. He is the negation of negation.
A quite di�erent reply is given by the Kabbalist, for whom the
distinction, nay the con�ict, between the known and the unknown
God has a signi�cance denied to it by the philosophers of Judaism.

No creature can take aim at the unknown, the hidden God. In the
last resort, every cognition of God is based on a form of relation
between Him and His creature, i.e. on a manifestation of God in
something else, and not on a relation between Him and Himself. It
has been argued that the di�erence between the deus absconditus,
God in Himself, and God in His appearance is unknown to
Kabbalism.7 This seems to me a wrong interpretation of the facts.
On the contrary, the dualism embedded in these two aspects of the
one God, both of which are, theologically speaking, possible ways of
aiming at the divinity, has deeply preoccupied the Jewish mystics. It
has occasionally led them to use formulas whose implied challenge
to the religious consciousness of monotheism was fully revealed
only in the subsequent development of Kabbalism. As a rule, the
Kabbalists were concerned to �nd a formula which should give as
little o�ense as possible to the philosophers. For this reason the
inherent contradiction between the two aspects of God is not always



brought out as clearly as in the famous doctrine of an anonymous
writer around 1300, according to whom God in Himself, as an
absolute Being, and therefore by His very nature incapable of
becoming the subject of a revelation to others, is not and cannot be
meant in the documents of Revelation, in the canonical writings of
the Bible, and in the rabbinical tradition.8 He is not the subject of
these writings and therefore also has no documented name, since
every word of the sacred writings refers after all to some aspect of
His manifestation on the side of Creation. It follows that while the
living God, the God of religion of whom these writings bear witness,
has innumerable names—which, according to the Kabbalists, belong
to Him by His very nature and not as a result of human convention
—the deus absconditus, the God who is hidden in His own self, can
only be named in a metaphorical sense and with the help of words
which, mystically speaking, are not real names at all. The favorite
formulae of the early Spanish Kabbalists are speculative paraphrases
like “Root of all Roots,” “Great Reality,” “Indi�erent Unity,”9 and,
above all, En-Sof. The latter designation reveals the impersonal
character of this aspect of the hidden God from the standpoint of
man as clearly as, and perhaps even more clearly than, the others. It
signi�es “the in�nite” as such; not, as has been frequently
suggested, “He who is in�nite” but “that which is in�nite.” Isaac the
Blind (one of the �rst Kabbalists of distinguishable personality) calls
the deus absconditus “that which is not conceivable by thinking”, not
“He who is not etc.”10 It is clear that with this postulate of an
impersonal basic reality in God, which becomes a person—or
appears as a person—only in the process of Creation and Revelation,
Kabbalism abandons the personalistic basis of the Biblical
conception of God. In this sense it is undeniable that the author of
the above-mentioned mystical aphorism is right in holding that En-
Sof (or what is meant by it) is not even mentioned in the Bible and
the Talmud. In the following lectures we shall see how the main
schools of Kabbalistic thought have dealt with this problem. It will
not surprise us to �nd that speculation has run the whole gamut—
from attempts to re-transform the impersonal En-Sof into the
personal God of the Bible to the downright heretical doctrine of a



genuine dualism between the hidden En-Sof and the personal
Demiurge of Scripture. For the moment, however, we are more
concerned with the second aspect of the Godhead which, being of
decisive importance for real religion, formed the main subject of
theosophical speculation in Kabbalism.

The mystic strives to assure himself of the living presence of God,
the God of the Bible, the God who is good, wise, just and merciful
and the embodiment of all other positive attributes. But at the same
time he is unwilling to renounce the idea of the hidden God who
remains eternally unknowable in the depths of His own Self, or, to
use the bold expression of the Kabbalists “in the depths of His
nothingness.”11 This hidden God may be without special attributes
—the living God of whom the Revelation speaks, with whom all
religion is concerned, must have attributes, which on another plane
represent also the mystic’s own scale of moral values: God is good,
God is severe, God is merciful and just, etc. As we shall have
occasion to see, the mystic does not even recoil before the inference
that in a higher sense there is a root of evil even in God. The
benevolence of God is to the mystic not simply the negation of evil,
but a whole sphere of divine light, in which God manifests Himself
under this particular aspect of benevolence to the contemplation of
the Kabbalist.

These spheres, which are often described with the aid of mythical
metaphors and provide the key for a kind of mystical topography of
the Divine realm, are themselves nothing but stages in the
revelation of God’s creative power. Every attribute represents a
given stage, including the attribute of severity and stern judgment,
which mystical speculation has connected with the source of evil in
God. The mystic who sets out to grasp the meaning of God’s
absolute unity is thus faced at the outset with an in�nite complexity
of heavenly spheres and stages which are described in the
Kabbalistic texts. From the contemplation of these ‘Se�roth’ he
proceeds to the conception of God as the union and the root of all
these contradictions Generally speaking, the mystics do not seem to
conceive of God as the absolute Being or absolute Becoming but as
the union of both; much as the hidden God of whom nothing is



known to us, and the living God of religious experience and
revelation, are one and the same. Kabbalism in other words is not
dualistic, although historically there exists a close connection
between its way of thinking and that of the Gnostics, to whom the
hidden God and the Creator are opposing principles. On the
contrary, all the energy of ‘orthodox’ Kabbalistic speculation is bent
to the task of escaping from dualistic consequences; otherwise they
would not have been able to maintain themselves within the Jewish
community.

I think it is possible to say that the mystical interpretation of the
attributes and the unity of God, in the so-called doctrine of the
‘Se�roth’, constituted a problem common to all Kabbalists, while the
solutions given to it by and in the various schools often di�er from
one another. In the same way, all Jewish mystics, from the
Therapeutae, whose doctrine was described by Philo of
Alexandria,12 to the latest Hasid, are at one in giving a mystical
interpretation to the Torah; the Torah is to them a living organism
animated by a secret life which streams and pulsates below the crust
of its literal meaning; every one of the innumerable strata of this
hidden region corresponds to a new and profound meaning of the
Torah. The Torah, in other words, does not consist merely of
chapters, phrases and words; rather is it to be regarded as the living
incarnation of the divine wisdom which eternally sends out new
rays of light. It is not merely the historical law of the Chosen People,
although it is that too; it is rather the cosmic law of the Universe, as
God’s wisdom conceived it. Each con�guration of letters in it,
whether it makes sense in human speech or not, symbolizes some
aspect of God’s creative power which is active in the universe. And
just as the thoughts of God, in contrast to those of man, are of
in�nite profundity, so also no single interpretation of the Torah in
human language is capable of taking in the whole of its meaning. It
cannot be denied that this method of interpretation has proved
almost barren for a plain understanding of the Holy Writ, but it is
equally undeniable that viewed in this new light, the Sacred Books
made a powerful appeal to the individual who discovered in their
written words the secret of his life and of his God. It is the usual fate



of sacred writings to become more or less divorced from the
intentions of their authors. What may be called their after-life, those
aspects which are discovered by later generations, frequently
becomes of greater importance than their original meaning; and
after all—who knows what their original meaning was?

5

Like all their spiritual kin among Christians or Moslems, the
Jewish mystics cannot, of course, escape from the fact that the
relation between mystical contemplation and the basic facts of
human life and thought is highly paradoxical. But in the Kabbalah
these paradoxes of the mystical mind frequently assume a peculiar
form. Let us take as an instance their relation to the phenomenon of
speech, one of the fundamental problems of mystical thought
throughout the ages. How is it possible to give lingual expression to
mystical knowledge, which by its very nature is related to a sphere
where speech and expression are excluded? How is it possible to
paraphrase adequately in mere words the most intimate act of all,
the contact of the individual with the Divine? And yet the urge of
the mystics for self-expression is well known.

They continuously and bitterly complain of the utter inadequacy
of words to express their true feelings, but, for all that, they glory in
them; they indulge in rhetoric and never weary of trying to express
the inexpressible in words. All writers on mysticism have laid stress
on this point.13 Jewish mysticism is no exception, yet it is
distinguished by two unusual characteristics which may in some
way be interrelated. What I have in mind is, �rst of all, the striking
restraint observed by the Kabbalists in referring to the supreme
experience; and secondly, their metaphysically positive attitude
towards language as God’s own instrument.

If you compare the writings of Jewish mystics with the mystical
literature of other religions you will notice a considerable
di�erence, a di�erence which has, to some extent, made di�cult
and even prevented the understanding of the deeper meaning of



Kabbalism. Nothing could be farther from the truth than the
assumption that the religious experience of the Kabbalists is barren
of that which, as we have seen, forms the essence of mystical
experience, everywhere and at all times. The ecstatic experience, the
encounter with the absolute Being in the depths of one’s own soul,
or whatever description one may prefer to give to the goal of the
mystical nostalgia, has been shared by the heirs of rabbinical
Judaism. How could it be otherwise with one of the original and
fundamental impulses of man? At the same time, such di�erences as
there are, are explained by the existence of an overwhelmingly
strong disinclination to treat in express terms of these strictly
mystical experiences. Not only is the form di�erent in which these
experiences are expressed, but the will to express them and to
impart the knowledge of them is lacking, or is counteracted by other
considerations.

It is well known that the autobiographies of great mystics, who
have tried to give an account of their inner experiences in a direct
and personal manner, are the glory of mystical literature. These
mystical confessions, for all their abounding contradictions, not only
provide some of the most important material for the understanding
of mysticism, but many of them are also veritable pearls of
literature. The Kabbalists, however, are no friends of mystical
autobiography. They aim at describing the realm of Divinity and the
other objects of the contemplation in an impersonal way, by
burning, as it were, their ships behind them. They glory in objective
description and are deeply averse to letting their own personalities
intrude into the picture. The wealth of expression at their disposal is
not inferior to that of their autobiographical confrères. It is as
though they were hampered by a sense of shame. Documents of an
intimate and personal nature are not entirely lacking, but it is
characteristic that they are to be found almost wholly in
manuscripts which the Kabbalists themselves would hardly have
allowed to be printed. There has even been a kind of voluntary
censorship which the Kabbalists themselves exercised by deleting
certain passages of a too intimate nature from the manuscripts, or at
least by seeing to it that they were not printed. I shall return to this



point at a later stage, when I shall give some remarkable instances
of this censorship.14 On the whole, I am inclined to believe that this
dislike of a too personal indulgence in self-expression may have
been caused by the fact among others that the Jews retained a
particularly vivid sense of the incongruity between mystical
experience and that idea of God which stresses the aspects of
Creator, King and Law-giver. It is obvious that the absence of the
autobiographical element is a serious obstacle to any psychological
understanding of Jewish mysticism as the psychology of mysticism
has to rely primarily on the study of such autobiographical material.

In general, it may be said that in the long history of Kabbalism,
the number of Kabbalists whose teachings and writings bear the
imprint of a strong personality is surprisingly small, one notable
exception being the Hasidic movement and its leaders since 1750.
This is partly due to personal reticence, which as we have seen was
characteristic of all Jewish mystics. Equally important, however, is
the fact that our sources leave us completely in the dark as regards
the personalities of many Kabbalists, including writers whose
in�uence was very great and whose teachings it would be worth
while to study in the light of biographical material, were any
available. Often enough such contemporary sources as there are do
not even mention their names! Frequently, too, all that these writers
have left us are their mystical tracts and books from which it is
di�cult, if not impossible, to form an impression of their
personalities. There are very few exceptions to this rule. Among
hundreds of Kabbalists whose writings are known to us, hardly ten
would provide su�cient material for a biography containing more
than a random collection of facts, with little or nothing to give us an
insight into their personalities. This is true, for example, of Abraham
Abula�a (13th century), of Isaac Luria (16th century) and, at a
much later period, of the great mystic and poet Moses Hayim
Luzzatto of Padua (died 1747), whose case is typical of the situation
I have described. Although his mystical, moralizing and poetical
works �ll several volumes and many of them have been published,
the true personality of the author remained so completely in the
shadow as to be little more than a name until the discovery and



publication, by Dr. Simon Ginzburg, of his correspondence with his
teacher and his friends threw an abundance of light on this
remarkable �gure.15 It is to be hoped that the same will gradually
be done for other great Jewish mystics of whom today we know
very little.

My second point was that Kabbalism is distinguished by an
attitude towards language which is quite unusually positive.
Kabbalists who di�er in almost everything else are at one in
regarding language as something more precious than an inadequate
instrument for contact between human beings. To them Hebrew, the
holy tongue, is not simply a means of expressing certain thoughts,
born out of a certain convention and having a purely conventional
character, in accordance with the theory of language dominant in
the Middle Ages. Language in its purest form, that is, Hebrew,
according to the Kabbalists, re�ects the fundamental spiritual nature
of the world; in other words, it has a mystical value. Speech reaches
God because it comes from God. Man’s common language, whose
prima facie function, indeed, is only of an intellectual nature,
re�ects the creative language of God. All creation—and this is an
important principle of most Kabbalists—is, from the point of view of
God, nothing but an expression of His hidden self that begins and
ends by giving itself a name, the holy name of God, the perpetual
act of creation. All that lives is an expression of God’s language, –
and what is it that Revelation can reveal in the last resort if not the
name of God?

I shall have to return to this point at a latter stage. What I would
like to emphasize is this peculiar interpretation, this enthusiastic
appreciation of the faculty of speech which sees in it, and in its
mystical analysis, a key to the deepest secrets of the Creator and His
creation.

In this connection it may be of interest to ask ourselves what was
the common attitude of the mystics toward certain other faculties
and phenomena, such as intellectual knowledge, and more
particularly rational philosophy; or, to take another instance, the
problem of individual existence. For after all, mysticism, while
beginning with the religion of the individual, proceeds to merge the



self into a higher union. Mysticism postulates self-knowledge, to use
a Platonic term, as the surest way to God who reveals Himself in the
depths of the self. Mystical tendencies, in spite of their strictly
personal character, have therefore frequently led to the formation of
new social groupings and communities, a fact which is true also of
Jewish mysticism; we shall have to return to this fact and to the
problem it involves at the end of these lectures. At any rate, Joseph
Bernhart, one of the explorers of the world of mysticism, was
justi�ed in saying “Have any done more to create historical
movement than those who seek and proclaim the immovable?”16

6

It is precisely this question of history which brings us back to the
problem from which we started: What is Jewish mysticism? For now
the question is: What is to be regarded as the general characteristic
of mysticism within the framework of Jewish tradition? Kabbalah, it
must be remembered, is not the name of a certain dogma or system,
but rather the general term applied to a whole religious movement.
This movement, with some of whose stages and tendencies we shall
have to acquaint ourselves, has been going on from Talmudic times
to the present day; its development has been uninterrupted, though
by no means uniform, and often dramatic. It leads from Rabbi
Akiba, of whom the Talmud says that he left the ‘Paradise’ of
mystical speculation safe and sane as he had entered it—something
which cannot, indeed, be said of every Kabbalist—to the late Rabbi
Abraham Isaac Kook, the religious leader of the Jewish community
in Palestine and a splendid type of Jewish mystic.17 I should like to
mention here that we are in possession of a vast printed literature of
mystical texts which I am inclined to estimate at 3,000.18 In
addition, there exists an even greater array of manuscripts not yet
published.

Within this movement there exists a considerable variety of
religious experience, to use William James’ expression. There have
been many di�erent currents of thought, and various systems and



forms of speculation. There is little resemblance between the earliest
mystical texts in our possession, dating from Talmudic and post-
Talmudic days, the writings of the ancient Spanish Kabbalists, those
of the school which later �ourished in Safed, the holy city of
Kabbalism in the sixteenth century, and �nally the Hasidic literature
of the modern age. Yet the question must be asked whether there is
not something more than a purely historical connection uniting
these disjecta membra, something which also provides us with a hint
as to what renders this mystical movement in Judaism di�erent
from non-Jewish mysticism. Such a common denominator can,
perhaps, be discovered in certain unchanging fundamental ideas
concerning God, creation and the part played by man in the
universe. Two such ideas I have mentioned above, namely the
attributes of God and the symbolic meaning of the Torah. But may it
not also be that such a denominator is to be found in the attitude of
the Jewish mystic towards those dominant spiritual forces which
have conditioned and shaped the intellectual life of Jewry during
the past two thousand years: the Halakhah, the Aggadah, the
prayers and the philosophy of Judaism, to name the most
important? It is this question which I shall now try to answer,
though without going into detail.

As I have said before, the relation of mysticism to the world of
history can serve as a useful starting-point for our investigation. It is
generally believed that the attitude of mysticism toward history is
one of aloofness, or even of contempt. The historical aspects of
religion have a meaning for the mystic chie�y as symbols of acts
which he conceives as being divorced from time, or constantly
repeated in the soul of every man. Thus the exodus from Egypt, the
fundamental event of our history, cannot, according to the mystic,
have come to pass once only and in one place; it must correspond to
an event which takes place in ourselves, an exodus from an inner
Egypt in which we all are slaves. Only thus conceived does the
Exodus cease to be an object of learning and acquire the dignity of
immediate religious experience. In the same way, it will be
remembered, the doctrine of “Christ in us” acquired so great an
importance for the mystics of Christianity that the historical Jesus of



Nazareth was quite often relegated to the background. If, however,
the Absolute which the mystic seeks is not to be found in the
varying occurrences of history, the conclusion suggests itself that it
must either precede the course of mundane history or reveal itself at
the end of time. In other words, knowledge both of the primary facts
of creation and of its end, of eschatological salvation and bliss, can
acquire a mystical signi�cance.

“The Mystic,” says Charles Bennett in a penetrating essay,19 “as it
were forestalls the processes of history by anticipating in his own
life the enjoyment of the last age.” This eschatological nature of
mystical knowledge becomes of paramount importance in the
writings of many Jewish mystics, from the anonymous authors of
the early Hekhaloth tracts to Rabbi Nahman of Brazlav. And the
importance of cosmogony for mystical speculation is equally
exempli�ed by the case of Jewish mysticism. The consensus of
Kabbalistic opinion regards the mystical way to God as a reversal of
the procession by which we have emanated from God. To know the
stages of the creative process is also to know the stages of one’s own
return to the root of all existence. In this sense, the interpretation of
Maaseh Bereshith, the esoteric doctrine of creation, has always
formed one of the main preoccupations of Kabbalism. It is here that
Kabbalism comes nearest to Neoplatonic thought, of which it has
been said with truth that “procession and reversion together
constitute a single movement, the diastole-systole, which is the life
of the universe.”20 Precisely this is also the belief of the Kabbalist.

But the cosmogonic and the eschatological trend of Kabbalistic
speculation which we have tried to de�ne, are in the last resort
ways of escaping from history rather than instruments of historical
understanding; that is to say, they do not help us to gauge the
intrinsic meaning of history.

There is, however, a more striking instance of the link between
the conceptions of Jewish mysticism and those of the historical
world. It is a remarkable fact that the very term Kabbalah under
which it has become best known, is derived from an historical
concept. Kabbalah means literally “tradition”, in itself an excellent
example of the paradoxical nature of mysticism to which I have



referred before. The very doctrine which centres about the
immediate personal contact with the Divine, that is to say, a highly
personal and intimate form of knowledge, is conceived as traditional
wisdom. The fact is, however, that the idea of Jewish mysticism
from the start combined the conception of a knowledge which by its
very nature is di�cult to impart and therefore secret, with that of a
knowledge which is the secret tradition of chosen spirits or adepts.
Jewish mysticism, therefore, is a secret doctrine in a double sense, a
characteristic which cannot be said to apply to all forms of
mysticism. It is a secret doctrine because it treats of the most deeply
hidden and fundamental matters of human life; but it is secret also
because it is con�ned to a small élite of the chosen who impart the
knowledge to their disciples. It is true that this picture never wholly
corresponded to life. Against the doctrine of the chosen few who
alone may participate in the mystery must be set the fact that, at
least during certain periods of history, the Kabbalists themselves
have tried to bring under their in�uence much wider circles, and
even the whole nation. There is a certain analogy between this
development and that of the mystery religions of the Hellenic period
of antiquity, when secret doctrines of an essentially mystical nature
were di�used among an ever-growing number of people.

It must be kept in mind that in the sense in which it is understood
by the Kabbalist himself, mystical knowledge is not his private a�air
which has been revealed to him, and to him only, in his personal
experience. On the contrary, the purer and more nearly perfect it is,
the nearer it is to the original stock of knowledge common to
mankind. To use the expression of the Kabbalist, the knowledge of
things human and divine that Adam, the father of mankind,
possessed is therefore also the property of the mystic. For this
reason, the Kabbalah, advanced what was at once a claim and an
hypothesis, namely, that its function was to hand down to its own
disciples the secret of God’s revelation to Adam.21 Little though this
claim is grounded in fact—and I am even inclined to believe that
many Kabbalists did not regard it seriously—the fact that such a
claim was made appears to me highly characteristic of Jewish
mysticism. Reverence for the traditional has always been deeply



rooted in Judaism, and even the mystics, who in fact broke away
from tradition, retained a reverent attitude towards it; it led them
directly to their conception of the coincidence of true intuition and
true tradition. This theory has made possible such a paradox as the
Kabbalah of Isaac Luria, the most in�uential system of later
Kabbalism, though the most di�cult. Nearly all the important points
and major theses in Luria’s system are novel, one might even say
excitingly novel—and yet they were accepted throughout as true
Kabbalah, i.e. traditional wisdom. There was nobody to see a
contradiction in this.

7

Considerations of a di�erent kind will take us even deeper into
the understanding of the problem. I have already said that the
mystical sphere is the meeting-place of two worlds or stages in the
development of the human consciousness: one primitive and one
developed, the world of mythology and that of revelation. This fact
cannot be left out of account in dealing with the Kabbalah. Whoever
tries to gain a better understanding of its ideas, without attempting
anything in the nature of an apology, cannot fail to notice that it
contains, side by side with a deep and sensitive understanding of the
essence of religious feeling, a certain mode of thought characteristic
of primitive mythological thinking. The peculiar a�nity of Kabbalist
thought to the world of myth cannot well be doubted, and should
certainly not be obscured or lightly passed over by those of us to
whom the notion of a mythical domain within Judaism seems
strange and paradoxical and who are accustomed to think of Jewish
Monotheism as the classical example of a religion which has severed
all links with the mythical. It is, indeed, surprising that in the very
heart of Judaism ideas and notions sprang up which purported to
interpret its meaning better than any others, and which yet
represent a relapse into, or if you like a revival of, the mythical
consciousness. This is particularly true of the Zohar and the Lurianic
Kabbalah, that is to say, of those forms of Jewish mysticism which



have exerted by far the greatest in�uence in Jewish history and
which for centuries stood out in the popular mind as bearers of the
�nal and deepest truth in Jewish thought.

It is no use getting indignant over these facts, as the great
historian Graetz did; they should rather set us thinking. Their
importance for the history of the Jewish people, particularly during
the past four centuries, has been far too great to permit them to be
ridiculed and treated as mere deviations. Perhaps, after all, there is
something wrong with the popular conception of Monotheism as
being opposed to the mythical; perhaps Monotheism contains room
after all, on a deeper plane, for the development of mythical lore. I
do not believe that all those devoted and pious spirits, practically
the vast majority of Ashkenazic and Sephardic Jewry, ceased, after
the exodus from Spain, to be Jews also in the religious sense, only
because their forms of belief appear to be in manifest contradiction
with certain modern theories of Judaism. I, therefore, ask myself:
What is the secret of this tremendous success of the Kabbalah
among our people? Why did it succeed in becoming a decisive factor
in our history, shaping the life of a large proportion of Jewry over a
period of centuries, while its contemporary, rational Jewish
philosophy, was incapable of achieving the spiritual hegemony after
which it strove? This is a pressing question; I cannot accept the
explanation that the facts I have described are solely due to external
historical circumstances, that persecution and decline weakened the
spirit of the people and made them seek refuge in the darkness of
Mysticism because they could not bear the light of Reason. The
matter appears to me to be more complicated, and I should like
brie�y to set out my answer to the question.

The secret of the success of the Kabbalah lies in the nature of its
relation to the spiritual heritage of rabbinical Judaism. This relation
di�ers from that of rationalist philosophy, in that it is more deeply
and in a more vital sense connected with the main forces active in
Judaism.

Undoubtedly both the mystics and the philosophers completely
transform the structure of ancient Judaism; both have lost the
simple relation to Judaism, that naiveté which speaks to us from the



classical documents of Rabbinical literature. Classical Judaism
expressed itself: it did not re�ect upon itself. By contrast, to the
mystics and the philosophers of a later stage of religious
development Judaism itself has become problematical. Instead of
simply speaking their minds, they tend to produce an ideology of
Judaism, an ideology moreover which comes to the rescue of
tradition by giving it a new interpretation. It is not as though the
rise of Jewish philosophy and of Jewish mysticism took place in
widely separated ages, or as though the Kabbalah, as Graetz saw it,
was a reaction against a wave of rationalism. Rather the two
movements are inter-related and interdependent. Neither were they
from the start manifestly opposed to each other, a fact which is
often overlooked. On the contrary, the rationalism of some of the
philosophical enlighteners frequently betrays a mystical tendency;
and conversely, the mystic who has not yet learnt to speak in his
own language often uses and misuses the vocabulary of philosophy.
Only very gradually did the Kabbalists, rather than the philosophers,
begin to perceive the implications of their own ideas, the con�ict
between a purely philosophical interpretation of the world, and an
attitude which progresses from rational thought to irrational
meditation, and from there to the mystical interpretation of the
universe.

What many mystics felt towards philosophy was succinctly
expressed by Rabbi Moses of Burgos (end of the 13th century).
When he heard the philosophers praised, he used to say angrily:
“You ought to know that these philosophers whose wisdom you are
praising, end where we begin.”22 Actually this means two things: on
the one hand, it means that the Kabbalists are largely concerned
with the investigation of a sphere of religious reality which lies
quite outside the orbit of mediaeval Jewish philosophy; their
purpose is to discover a new stratum of the religious consciousness.
On the other hand, though R. Moses may not have intended to say
this, they stand on the shoulders of the philosophers and it is easier
for them to see a little farther than their rivals.

To repeat, the Kabbalah certainly did not arise as a reaction
against philosophical ‘enlightenment,’23 but once it was there it is



true that its function was that of an opposition to it. At the same
time, an intellectual dispute went on between the Kabbalah and the
forces of the philosophical movement which left deep marks upon
the former’s structure. In my opinion, there is a direct connection
between Jehudah Halevi, the most Jewish of Jewish philosophers,
and the Kabbalists. For the legitimate trustees of his spiritual
heritage have been the mystics, and not the succeeding generations
of Jewish philosophers.

The Kabbalists employed the ideas and conceptions of orthodox
theology, but the magic hand of mysticism opened up hidden
sources of new life in the heart of many scholastic ideas and
abstractions. Philosophers may shake their heads at what must
appear to them a misunderstanding of the meaning of philosophical
ideas. But what from the philosopher’s point of view represents a
�aw in the conception can constitute its greatness and dignity in the
religious sense. After all, a misunderstanding is often nothing but
the paradoxical abbreviation of an original line of thought. And it is
precisely such misunderstanding which has frequently become
productive of new ideas in the mystical sphere.

Let us take, as an example of what I have said, the idea of
“creation out of nothing.” In the dogmatic disputations of Jewish
philosophy, the question whether Judaism implies belief in this
concept, and if so, in what precise sense, has played an important
part. I shall not go into the di�culties with which the orthodox
theologians found themselves faced whenever they tried to preserve
the full meaning of this idea of creation out of nothing. Viewed in
its simplest sense, it a�rms the creation of the world by God out of
something which is neither God Himself nor any kind of existence,
but simply the non-existent. The mystics, too, speak of creation out
of nothing; in fact, it is one of their favorite formulae. But in their
case the orthodoxy of the term conceals a meaning which di�ers
considerably from the original one. This Nothing from which
everything has sprung is by no means a mere negation; only to us
does it present no attributes because it is beyond the reach of
intellectual knowledge. In truth, however, this Nothing—to quote
one of the Kabbalists—is in�nitely more real than all other reality.24



Only when the soul has stripped itself of all limitation and, in
mystical language, has descended into the depths of Nothing does it
encounter the Divine. For this Nothing comprises a wealth of
mystical reality although it cannot be de�ned. “Un Dieu dé�ni serait
un Dieu �ni.” In a word, it signi�es the Divine itself, in its most
impenetrable guise. And, in fact, creation out of nothing means to
many mystics just creation out of God. Creation out of nothing thus
becomes the symbol of emanation, that is to say, of an idea which,
in the history of philosophy and theology, stands farthest removed
from it.

8

Let us return to our original problem. As we have seen, the
renaissance of Judaism on a new plane is the common concern of
both the mystics and the philosophers. For all that, there remains a
very considerable di�erence, a good example of which is a�orded
by the conception of Sithre Torah, or “Secrets of the Law”. The
philosophers no less than the mystics talk of discovering these
secrets, using this esoteric phraseology with a profusion hardly
distinguishable from the style of the real esoterics and Kabbalists.
But what are these secrets according to the philosopher? They are
the truths of philosophy, the truths of the metaphysics or ethics of
Aristotle, or Alfarabi or Avicenna; truths, in other words, which
were capable of being discovered outside the sphere of religion and
which were projected into the old books by way of allegorical or
typological interpretation. The documents of religion are therefore
not conceived as expressing a separate and distinct world of
religious truth and reality, but rather as giving a simpli�ed
description of the relations which exist between the ideas of
philosophy. The story of Abraham and Sarah, of Lot and his wife, of
the Twelve Tribes, etc., are simply descriptions of the relation
between matter and form, spirit and matter, or the faculties of the
mind. Even where allegorization was not pushed to such absurd
extremes, the tendency was to regard the Torah as a mere vehicle of



philosophic truth, though indeed one particularly exalted and
perfect.

In other words, the philosopher can only proceed with his proper
task after having successfully converted the concrete realities of
Judaism into a bundle of abstractions. The individual phenomenon
is to him no object of his philosophical speculation. By contrast, the
mystic refrains from destroying the living texture of religious
narrative by allegorizing it, although allegory plays an important
part in the writings of a great many Kabbalists. His essential mode
of thinking is what I should like to call symbolical in the strictest
sense.

This point requires a little further explanation. Allegory consists
of an in�nite network of meanings and correlations in which
everything can become a representation of everything else, but all
within the limits of language and expression. To that extent it is
possible to speak of allegorical immanence. That which is expressed
by and in the allegorical sign is in the �rst instance something
which has its own meaningful context, but by becoming allegorical
this something loses its own meaning and becomes the vehicle of
something else. Indeed the allegory arises, as it were, from the gap
which at this point opens between the form and its meaning. The
two are no longer indissolubly welded together; the meaning is no
longer restricted to that particular form, nor the form any longer to
that particular meaningful content. What appears in the allegory, in
short, is the in�nity of meaning which attaches to every
representation. The “Mysteries of the Torah” which I just mentioned
were for the philosophers the natural subject of an allegorical
interpretation which gave expression to a new form of the
mediaeval mind as much as it implied a veiled criticism of the old.

Allegorization was also, as I have said, a constant preoccupation
of the Kabbalists, and it was not on this ground that they di�ered
from the philosophers; nor was it the main constituent of their faith
and their method. We must look for this in the attention they gave
to the symbol—a form of expression which radically transcends the
sphere of allegory. In the mystical symbol a reality which in itself
has, for us, no form or shape becomes transparent and, as it were,



visible, through the medium of another reality which clothes its
content with visible and expressible meaning, as for example the
cross for the Christian. The thing which becomes a symbol retains
its original form and its original content. It does not become, so to
speak, an empty shell into which another content is poured; in itself,
through its own existence, it makes another reality transparent
which cannot appear in any other form. If allegory can be de�ned as
the representation of an expressible something by another
expressible something, the mystical symbol is an expressible
representation of something which lies beyond the sphere of
expression and communication, something which comes from a
sphere whose face is, as it were, turned inward and away from us. A
hidden and inexpressible reality �nds its expression in the symbol. If
the symbol is thus also a sign or representation it is nevertheless
more than that.

For the Kabbalist, too, every existing thing is endlessly correlated
with the whole of creation; for him, too, everything mirrors
everything else. But beyond that he discovers something else which
is not covered by the allegorical network: a re�ection of the true
transcendence. The symbol “signi�es” nothing and communicates
nothing, but makes something transparent which is beyond all
expression. Where deeper insight into the structure of the allegory
uncovers fresh layers of meaning, the symbol is intuitively
understood all at once—or not at all. The symbol in which the life of
the Creator and that of creation become one, is—to use Creuzer’s
words25—“a beam of light which, from the dark and abysmal depths
of existence and cognition, falls into our eye and penetrates our
whole being.” It is a “momentary totality” which is perceived
intuitively in a mystical now—the dimension of time proper to the
symbol.

Of such symbols the world of Kabbalism is full, nay the whole
world is to the Kabbalist such a corpus symbolicum. Out of the reality
of creation, without the latter’s existence being denied or
annihilated, the inexpressible mystery of the Godhead becomes
visible. In particular the religious acts commanded by the Torah, the
mitswoth, are to the Kabbalist symbols in which a deeper and hidden



sphere of reality becomes transparent. The in�nite shines through
the �nite and makes it more and not less real. This brief summary
gives us some idea of the profound di�erence between the
philosophers’ allegorical interpretation of religion and its symbolical
understanding by the mystics. It may be of interest to note that in
the comprehensive commentary on the Torah written by a great
mystic of the thirteenth century, Moses Nahmanides, there are many
symbolical interpretations as de�ned here, but not a single instance
of allegory.

9

The di�erence becomes clear if we consider the attitude of
philosophy and Kabbalah respectively to the two outstanding
creative manifestations of Rabbinical Jewry: Halakhah and
Aggadah, Law and Legend. It is a remarkable fact that the
philosophers failed to establish a satisfactory and intimate relation
to either. They showed themselves unable to make the spirit of
Halakhah and Aggadah, both elements which expressed a
fundamental urge of the Jewish soul, productive by transforming
them into something new.

Let us begin with the Halakhah, the world of sacred law and,
therefore, the most important factor in the actual life of ancient
Jewry. Alexander Altmann, in raising the question: What is Jewish
Theology? is quite justi�ed in regarding as one of the decisive
weaknesses of classical Jewish philosophy the fact that it ignored
the problem presented by the Halakhah.26 The whole world of
religious law remained outside the orbit of philosophical inquiry,
which means of course, too, that it was not subjected to
philosophical criticism. It is not as if the philosopher denied or
de�ed this world. He, too, lived in it and bowed to it, but it never
became part and parcel of his work as a philosopher. It furnished no
material for his thoughts. This fact, which is indeed undeniable, is
particularly glaring in the case of thinkers like Maimonides and
Saadia, in whom the converging streams meet. They fail entirely to



establish a true synthesis of the two elements, Halakhah and
philosophy, a fact which has already been pointed out by Samuel
David Luzzatto. Maimonides, for instance, begins the Mishneh Torah,
his great codi�cation of the Halakhah, with a philosophical chapter
which has no relation whatever to the Halakhah itself. The synthesis
of the spheres remains sterile, and the genius of the man whose
spirit moulded them into a semblence of union cannot obscure their
intrinsic disparity.

For a purely historical understanding of religion, Maimonides’
analysis of the origin of the mitswoth, the religious commandments,
is of great importance,27 but he would be a bold man who would
maintain that his theory of the mitswoth was likely to increase the
enthusiasm of the faithful for their actual practice, likely to augment
their immediate appeal to religious feeling. If the prohibition against
seething a kid in its mother’s milk and many similar irrational
commandments are explicable as polemics against long-forgotten
pagan rites, if the o�ering of sacri�ce is a concession to the
primitive mind, if other mitswoth carry with them antiquated moral
and philosophical ideas—how can one expect the community to
remain faithful to practices of which the antecedents have long
since disappeared or of which the aims can be attained directly
through philosophical reasoning? To the philosopher, the Halakhah
either had no signi�cance at all, or one that was calculated to
diminish rather than to enhance its prestige in his eyes.

Entirely di�erent was the attitude of the Kabbalists. For them the
Halakhah never became a province of thought in which they felt
themselves strangers. Right from the beginning and with growing
determination, they sought to master the world of the Halakhah as a
whole and in every detail. From the outset, an ideology of the
Halakhah is one of their aims. But in their interpretation of the
religious commandments these are not represented as allegories of
more or less profound ideas, or as pedagogical measures, but rather
as the performance of a secret rite (or mystery in the sense in which
the term was used by the Ancients).28

Whether one is appalled or not by this transformation of the
Halakhah into a sacrament, a mystery rite, by this revival of myth in



the very heart of Judaism, the fact remains that it was this
transformation which raised the Halakhah to a position of
incomparable importance for the mystic, and strengthened its hold
over the people. Every mitswah became an event of cosmic
importance, an act which had a bearing upon the dynamics of the
universe. The religious Jew became a protagonist in the drama of
the world; he manipulated the strings behind the scene. Or, to use a
less extravagant simile, if the whole universe is an enormous
complicated machine, then man is the machinist who keeps the
wheels going by applying a few drops of oil here and there, and at
the right time. The moral substance of man’s action supplies this
“oil,” and his existence therefore becomes of extreme signi�cance,
since it unfolds on a background of cosmic in�nitude.

The danger of theosophical schematism or, as S. R. Hirsch put
it,29 of “magical mechanism” is, of course, inherent in such an
interpretation of the Torah, and it has more than once raised its
head in the development of Kabbalism. There is danger of imagining
a magical mechanism to be operative in every sacramental action,
and this imagination is attended by a decline in the essential
spontaneity of religious action. But then this con�ict is inseparable
from any and every ful�lment of a religious command, since every
prescribed duty is also conceived as assumed willingly and
spontaneously. The antinomy is, in fact, inescapable, and can only
be overcome by religious feeling so long as it is strong and
unbroken. When it begins to �ag, the contradiction between
command and free-will increases in proportion and eventually
gathers su�cient force to become destructive.

By interpreting every religious act as a mystery, even where its
meaning was clear for all to see or was expressly mentioned in the
written or oral Law, a strong link was forged between Kabbalah and
Halakkah, which appears to me to have been, in large part,
responsible for the in�uence of Kabbalistic thought over the minds
and hearts of successive generations.

A good deal of similarity to what I have said about the Halakhah
is apparent in the attitude of philosophers and mystics, respectively,
to the Aggadah. Here too, their ways part right from the beginning.



The Aggadah is a wonderful mirror of spontaneous religious life and
feeling during the rabbinical period of Judaism. In particular, it
represents a method of giving original and concrete expression to
the deepest motive-powers of the religious Jew, a quality which
helps to make it an excellent and genuine approach to the essentials
of our religion. However, it was just this quality which never ceased
to ba�e the philosophers of Judaism. Their treatment of the
Aggadah, except where it pointed an ethical moral, is embarrassed
and fumbling. They almost certainly regarded it as a stumbling-
block rather than as a precious heritage, let alone a key to a
mystery. And thus it is not surprising that their allegorical
interpretation of its meaning re�ects an attitude which is not that of
the Aggadah. Only too frequently their allegorizations are simply, as
I have said, veiled criticism.

Here again the Kabbalists conceive their task di�erently, although
it also involves a transformation of the subject’s meaning. It would
be too much to say that they leave the meaning of the Aggadah
intact. What makes them di�er from the philosophers is the fact that
for them the Aggadah is not just a dead letter. They live in a world
historically continuous with it, and they are able, therefore, to
enhance it, though in the spirit of mysticism. Aggadic productivity
has been a constant element of Kabbalistic literature, and only when
the former disappears will the latter, too, be doomed to extinction.
The whole of Aggadah can in a way be regarded as a popular
mythology of the Jewish universe. Now, this mythical element
which is deeply rooted in the creative forms of Aggadic production,
operates on di�erent planes in the old Aggadah and in Kabbalism.
The di�erence between the Aggadic production of the Kabbalah and
that of the early Midrash can be easily gauged: in the Aggadah of
the Kabbalists the events take place on a considerably wider stage, a
stage with a cosmic horizon. Earth and heaven meet already in the
ancient Aggadah, but now an even greater stress is laid on the
heavenly element which comes more and more to the fore. All
events assume gigantic dimensions and a wider signi�cance; the
steps of the heroes of the Kabbalistic Aggadah are directed by
hidden forces from mysterious regions, while their doings react, at



the same time, upon the upper world. Seen that way, there is
nothing more instructive than a comparison between the two great
and truly comprehensive collections, or Yalkutim, each one
representing, respectively, one of the two types of Aggadic creation.
The compiler of the Yalkut Shim’oni collected in the thirteenth
century the old Aggadahs which, as preserved by the Midrashic
literature, accompanied the biblical text. In the Yalkut Reubeni, on
the other hand, we have a collection of the Aggadic output of the
Kabbalists during �ve centuries. The latter highly interesting work
which was compiled during the second half of the seventeenth
century bears full witness to the growing strength and
preponderance of the mythical element and to the great di�erence
between Aggadah and Kabbalah in their interpretation of the stories
of Biblical heroes. At the same time it is obvious that in comparison
with the older Aggadah the realistic element in the later Aggadah
has decreased because the realistic foundations, in which Jewish life
was rooted, have grown more and more narrow. In fact, this
explanation falls in well with the historical experience of the
di�erent generations. The old Aggadah is fed by deep and
comprehensive experience; the life which it re�ects has not yet
become colourless, nor did it lose its impetus. The Kabbalistic
Aggadah, in contrast, re�ects a narrow and circumscribed life which
sought, nay, was compelled to seek, inspiration from hidden worlds,
as the real world turned for them into the world of the Ghetto. The
Aggadic myth of the Yalkut Reubeni expresses the historical
experience of the Jewish people after the Crusades, and we may say
that it is expressed with rather greater force because it is not
directly mentioned at all. The depth of the penetration into the
hidden worlds which can be encountered here at every step stands
in direct proportion to the shrinking perimeter of their historical
experience. There is thus a mighty di�erence of function between
the two types of Aggadic creation but no di�erence of essence.

There is another point worth mentioning. No Kabbalist was ever
embarrassed by or ashamed of an old Aggadah; in particular those
Aggadahs, which were anathema to ‘enlightened’ Jews, were
enthusiastically hailed by the Kabbalists as symbols of their own



interpretation of the Universe. The anthropomorphical and
paradoxical Aggadahs belong to this class, as well as certain
epigrams, such as R. Abbahu’s saying, that before making this world
God made many others and destroyed them because he did not like
them.30 The philosophers, who had passed through the school of
Aristotle, never felt at home in the world of Midrash. But the more
extravagant and paradoxical these Aggadahs appeared to them, the
more were the Kabbalists convinced that they were one of the keys
to the mystical realm. Their vocabulary and favorite similes show
traces of Aggadic in�uence in proportions equal to those of
philosophy and Gnosticism; Scripture being, of course, the strongest
element of all.

10

What has been said of the Halakhah and the Aggadah is also true
of the liturgy, the world of prayer; the last of the three domains in
which the religious spirit of post-Biblical Judaism has found its
classical expression. Here too the conclusion is inescapable that the
philosophers had little of value to contribute. Of entire prayers
written by philosophers only a few have been preserved, and these
are often somewhat anaemic and half-hearted in their approach,
especially where the authors were not, like Solomon ibn Gabirol and
Jehudah Halevi, motivated in the last resort by mystical leanings.
There is in many of them a curious lack of true religious feeling. The
case is entirely di�erent when we turn to the Kabbalistic attitude
towards prayer; there is perhaps no clearer sign that Kabbalism is
essentially a religious and not a speculative phenomenon. The
novelty of its attitude to prayer can be viewed under two aspects:
the vast number of prayers whose authors were mystics themselves,
and the mystical interpretation of the old traditional community
prayers—the backbone of Jewish liturgy.

To begin with the former, it is hardly surprising that the new
religious revelation, peculiar to the visionaries of the Kabbalah, for
which there existed no liturgical equivalent in the older prayers,



strove after some form of expression and had already inspired the
earliest mystics to write their own prayers. The �rst prayers of a
mystical character, which can be traced back to the Kabbalists of
Provence and Catalonia,31 are carried forward by a long and varied
tradition to the prayers in which, about 1820, Nathan of Nemirov,
the disciple of Rabbi Nahman of Brazlav, gave valid expression to
the world of Hasidic Zaddikism.32 This mystical prayer, which bears
little outward resemblance to the older liturgy, and in particular of
course to the classical forms of communal prayer, �ows from the
new religious experience to which the Kabbalists were entitled to
lay claim. Often these prayers bear the mark of directness and
simplicity, and give plain expression to the common concern of
every form of mysticism. But not infrequently their language is that
of the symbol and their style reveals the secret pathos of magical
conjuration. This has found a profound expression in the mystical
interpretation of the phrase of Psalm cxxx, 1 “Out of the depths I
have called unto Thee”; which, according to the Zohar, means not “I
have called unto Thee from the depths [where I am]” but “from the
depths [in which Thou art] I call Thee up.”33

But side by side with these original productions of the Kabbalistic
spirit we �nd from the earliest beginnings down to our time another
tendency, that of mystical reinterpretation of the traditional
community liturgy which transforms it into a symbol of the mystical
way and the way of the world itself. This transformation, which has
meant a great deal for the true life of the Kabbalist, has become
crystallized in the conception of Kawwanah, i.e. mystical intention
or concentration, which is its instrument.34 In the words of the
liturgy as in the old Aggadahs, the Kabbalists found a way to hidden
worlds and the �rst causes of all existence. They developed a
technique of meditation which enabled them to extract, as it were,
the mystical prayer from the exoteric prayer of the community the
text of which followed a �xed pattern. The fact that this form of
prayer was conceived not as a free e�usion of the soul but as a
mystical act in the strict sense of the term, as an act, that is to say,
which is directly linked with the inner cosmic process, invests this
conception of Kawwanah with a solemnity which not only



approaches but also passes the border of the magical. It is signi�cant
that of all the various forms of Kabbalistic thought and practice this
meditative mysticism of prayer has alone survived and has taken the
place of all the others. At the end of a long process of development
in which Kabbalism, paradoxical though it may sound, has
in�uenced the course of Jewish history, it has become again what it
was in the beginning: the esoteric wisdom of small groups of men
out of touch with life and without any in�uence on it.

11

As I have already said, mysticism represents, to a certain extent, a
revival of mythical lore. This brings us to another and very serious
point which I should like at least to mention. The Jewish mystic
lives and acts in perpetual rebellion against a world with which he
strives with all his zeal to be at peace. Conversely, this fact is
responsible for the profound ambiguity of his outlook, and it also
explains the apparent self-contradiction inherent in a great many
Kabbalist symbols and images. The great symbols of the Kabbalah
certainly spring from the depths of a creative and genuinely Jewish
religious feeling, but at the same time they are invariably tinged by
the world of mythology. In the lectures on the Zohar and on
Lurianic Kabbalism I shall give a number of particularly outstanding
instances of this fact. Failing this mythical element, the ancient
Jewish mystics would have been unable to compress into language
the substance of their inner experience. It was Gnosticism, one of
the last great manifestations of mythology in religious thought, and
de�nitely conceived in the struggle against Judaism as the
conqueror of mythology, which lent �gures of speech to the Jewish
mystic.

The importance of this paradox can hardly be exaggerated; it
must be kept in mind that the whole meaning and purpose of those
ancient myths and metaphors whose remainders the editors of the
book Bahir, and therefore the whole Kabbalah, inherited from the
Gnostics35, was simply the subversion of a law which had, at one



time, disturbed and broken the order of the mythical world. Thus
through wide and scattered provinces of Kabbalism, the revenge of
myth upon its conqueror is clear for all to see, and together with it
we �nd an abundant display of contradictory symbols. It is
characteristic of Kabbalistic theology in its systematical forms that it
attempts to construct and to describe a world in which something of
the mythical has again come to life, in terms of thought which
exclude the mythical element. However, it is this contradiction
which more than anything else explains the extraordinary success of
Kabbalism in Jewish history.

Mystics and philosophers are, as it were, both aristocrats of
thought; yet Kabbalism succeeded in establishing a connection
between its own world and certain elemental impulses operative in
every human mind. It did not turn its back upon the primitive side
of life, that all-important region where mortals are afraid of life and
in fear of death, and derive scant wisdom from rational philosophy.
Philosophy ignored these fears, out of whose substance man wove
myths, and in turning its back upon the primitive side of man’s
existence, it paid a high price in losing touch with him altogether.
For it is cold comfort to those who are plagued by genuine fear and
sorrow to be told that their troubles are but the workings of their
own imagination.

The fact of the existence of evil in the world is the main
touchstone of this di�erence between the philosophic and the
Kabbalistic outlook. On the whole, the philosophers of Judaism treat
the existence of evil as something meaningless in itself. Some of
them have shown themselves only too proud of this negation of evil
as one of the fundamentals of what they call rational Judaism.
Hermann Cohen has said with great clarity and much conviction:
“Evil is non-existent. It is nothing but a concept derived from the
concept of freedom. A power of evil exists only in myth.”36 One may
doubt the philosophical truth of this statement, but assuming its
truth it is obvious that something can be said for ‘myth’ in its
struggle with ‘philosophy’. To most Kabbalists, as true seal-bearers
of the world of myth, the existence of evil is, at any rate, one of the
most pressing problems, and one which keeps them continuously



occupied with attempts to solve it. They have a strong sense of the
reality of evil and the dark horror that is about everything living.
They do not, like the philosophers, seek to evade its existence with
the aid of a convenient formula; rather do they try to penetrate into
its depth. And by doing so, they unwittingly establish a connection
between their own strivings and the vital interests of popular belief
—you may call it superstition—and all of those concrete
manifestations of Jewish life in which these fears found their
expression. It is a paradoxical fact that none other than the
Kabbalists, through their interpretation of various religious acts and
customs, have made it clear what they signi�ed to the average
believer, if not what they really meant from the beginning. Jewish
folklore stands as a living proof of this contention, as has been
shown by modern research in respect of some particularly well-
known examples.37

It would be idle to deny that Kabbalistic thought lost much of its
magni�cence where it was forced to descend from the pinnacles of
theoretical speculation to the plane of ordinary thinking and acting.
The dangers which myth and magic present to the religious
consciousness, including that of the mystic, are clearly shown in the
development of Kabbalism. If one turns to the writings of great
Kabbalists one seldom fails to be torn between alternate admiration
and disgust. There is need for being quite clear about this in a time
like ours, when the fashion of uncritical and super�cial
condemnation of even the most valuable elements of mysticism
threatens to be replaced by an equally uncritical and obscurantist
glori�cation of the Kabbalah. I have said before that Jewish
philosophy had to pay a high price for its escape from the pressing
questions of real life. But Kabbalism, too, has had to pay for its
success. Philosophy came dangerously near to losing the living God;
Kabbalism, which set out to preserve Him, to blaze a new and
glorious trail to Him, encountered mythology on its way and was
tempted to lose itself in its labyrinth.

12



One �nal observation should be made on the general character of
Kabbalism as distinct from other, non-Jewish, forms of mysticism.
Both historically and metaphysically it is a masculine doctrine,
made for men and by men. The long history of Jewish mysticism
shows no trace of feminine in�uence. There have been no women
Kabbalists; Rabia of early Islamic mysticism, Mechthild of
Magdeburg, Juliana of Norwich, Theresa de Jesus, and the many
other feminine representatives of Christian mysticism have no
counterparts in the history of Kabbalism.38 The latter, therefore,
lacks the element of feminine emotion which has played so large a
part in the development of non-Jewish mysticism, but it also
remained comparatively free from the dangers entailed by the
tendency towards hysterical extravagance which followed in the
wake of this in�uence.

This exclusively masculine character of Kabbalism was by no
means the result of the social position of Jewish women or their
exclusion from Talmudic learning. Scholasticism was as much
exclusively a domain of men as Talmudism, and yet the social
position of women in Islam and in Mediaeval Christianity did not
prevent their playing a highly important part among the
representatives—though not the theoreticians—of Islamic and
Christian mysticism. It is hardly possible to conceive Catholic
mysticism without them. This exclusive masculinity for which
Kabbalism has paid a high price, appears rather to be connected
with an inherent tendency to lay stress on the demonic nature of
woman and the feminine element of the cosmos.

It is of the essence of Kabbalistic symbolism that woman
represents not, as one might be tempted to expect, the quality of
tenderness but that of stern judgment. This symbolism was unknown
to the old mystics of the Merkabah period, and even to the Hasidim
in Germany, but it dominates Kabbalistic literature from the very
beginning and undoubtedly represents a constituent element of
Kabbalistic theology. The demonic, according to the Kabbalists, is
an o�-spring of the feminine sphere. This view does not entail a
negation or repudiation of womanhood—after all the Kabbalistic
conception of the Shekhinah has room for the, to orthodox Jewish



thought, highly paradoxical idea of a feminine element in God
Himself—but it does constitute a problem for the psychologist and
the historian of religion alike. Mention has already been made of the
dislike shown by the Kabbalists for any form of literary publicity in
connection with mystical experience, and of their tendency towards
the objectivization of mystical vision. These traits, too, would
appear to be connected with the masculine character of the
movement, for the history of mystical literature shows that women
were among the outstanding representatives of the tendency
towards mystical autobiography and subjectivism in expressing
religious experience.

If, �nally, you were to ask me what kind of value I attach to
Jewish mysticism, I would say this: Authoritative Jewish theology,
both mediaeval and modern, in representatives like Saadia,
Maimonides and Hermann Cohen, has taken upon itself the task of
formulating an antithesis to pantheism and mythical theology, i.e.:
to prove them wrong. In this endeavour it has shown itself tireless.
What is really required, however, is an understanding of these
phenomena which yet does not lead away from monotheism; and
once their signi�cance is grasped, that elusive something in them
which may be of value must be clearly de�ned. To have posed this
problem is the historic achievement of Kabbalism. The varying
answers it supplied to the question may be as inadequate as you
like; I shall certainly be the last to deny that its representatives often
lost their way and went over the edge of the precipice. But the fact
remains that they faced a problem which others were more
concerned to ignore and which is of the greatest importance for
Jewish theology.

The particular forms of symbolical thought in which the
fundamental attitude of the Kabbalah found its expression, may
mean little or nothing to us (though even today we cannot escape,
at times, from their powerful appeal). But the attempt to discover
the hidden life beneath the external shapes of reality and to make
visible that abyss in which the symbolic nature of all that exists
reveals itself: this attempt is as important for us today as it was for
those ancient mystics. For as long as nature and man are conceived



as His creations, and that is the indispensable condition of highly
developed religious life, the quest for the hidden life of the
transcendent element in such creation will always form one of the
most important preoccupations of the human mind.





Second Lecture

MERKABAH MYSTICISM AND JEWISH
GNOSTICISM

1

The �rst phase in the development of Jewish mysticism before its
crystallization in the mediaeval Kabbalah is also the longest. Its
literary remains are traceable over a period of almost a thousand
years, from the �rst century B.C. to the tenth A.D., and some of its
important records have survived. In spite of its length, and
notwithstanding the �uctuations of the historical process, there is
every justi�cation for treating it as a single distinct phase. Between
the physiognomy of early Jewish mysticism and that of mediaeval
Kabbalism there is a di�erence which time has not e�aced. It is not
my intention here to follow the movement through its various
stages, from its early beginnings in the period of the Second Temple
to its gradual decline and disappearance. To do so would involve a
lengthy excursion into historical and philological detail, much of
which has not yet been su�ciently clari�ed. What I propose to do is
to analyze the peculiar realm of religious experience which is
re�ected in the more important documents of the period. I do not,
therefore, intend to give much space to hypotheses concerning the
origins of Jewish mysticism and its relation to Graeco-Oriental
syncretism, fascinating though the subject be. Nor am I going to
deal with the many pseudepigraphic and apocalyptic works such as
the Ethiopic Book of Enoch and the Fourth Book of Ezra, which
undoubtedly contain elements of Jewish mystical religion. Their
in�uence on the subsequent development of Jewish mysticism



cannot be overlooked, but in the main I shall con�ne myself to the
analysis of writings to which little attention has hitherto been given
in the literature on Jewish religious history.

In turning our attention to this subject, we are at once made
aware of the unfortunate fact that practically nothing is known
about those who espoused the oldest organized movement of Jewish
mysticism in late Talmudic and post-Talmudic times, i.e. the period
from which the most illuminating documents have come down to us.
Like the authors of the Biblical Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha, they
have generally followed the practice of concealing their identity
behind the great names of the past. There is little hope that we shall
ever learn the true identity of the men who were the �rst to make
an attempt, still recognizable and describable, to invest Judaism
with the glory of mystical splendor.

It is only by accident that certain names from among the mystics
of the later period have been preserved. Thus we hear of Joseph ben
Abba who was head of the rabbinical academy of Pumbeditha
around 814, and who is said to have been versed in mystical lore.1
Another name which occurs with some frequency is that of Aaron
ben Samuel, of Baghdad, the “father of mysteries.” Although his
individuality disappears behind an iridescent haze of legends there
is no doubt that he was instrumental in bringing a knowledge of the
mystical tradition, such as it had by that time become in
Mesopotamia, to Southern Italy, and thence to the Jews of Europe.2
But these are men of the ninth century, that is to say of a time when
this particular form of mysticism was already fully developed and,
in certain respects, even on the decline. For its classical period,
approximately from the fourth to the sixth century, we are left
completely in the dark as to the leading �gures. It is true that we
know the names of some of the Talmudic authorities of the fourth
century who made a study of the secret doctrine—men like Rava
and his contemporary, Aha ben Jacob—but we have no means of
knowing whether they were in any way connected with the groups
of Jewish gnostics whose writings are in our hands.

Palestine was the cradle of the movement, that much is certain.
We also know the names of the most important representatives of



mystical and theosophical thought among the teachers of the
Mishnah. They belonged to a group of the pupils of Johanan ben
Zakkai, around the turn of the �rst century A.D. There is good reason
to believe that important elements of this spiritual tradition were
kept alive in small esoteric circles; the writers who, at the end of the
Talmudic epoch, attempted a synthesis of their new religious faith
and thereby laid the foundations of an entirely new literature,
appear to have received important suggestions from this quarter. As
we have seen, these writers no longer appear under their own
names, but under those of Johanan ben Zakkai, Eliezer ben
Hyrkanus, Akiba ben Joseph, and Ishmael the “High Priest.”3 These
authentic personages are at the same time introduced as the chief
characters of their writings, the “heroes” of mystical action, the
keepers and trustees of secret wisdom. Not all of this is mere
romancing, but it is impossible to treat the bulk of it as authentic. A
good deal undoubtedly pertains to later stages of development in
which older motifs have acquired a new signi�cance or revealed
new aspects. If the roots in many cases go far back, they do not
necessarily go back to these orthodox rabbinic teachers of the
Mishnaic period. Subterranean but e�ective, and occasionally still
traceable, connections exist between these later mystics and the
groups which produced a large proportion of the pseudepigrapha
and apocalypses of the �rst century before and after Christ.
Subsequently a good deal of this unrecognized tradition made its
way to later generations independent of, and often in isolation from,
the schools and academies of the Talmudic teachers.

We know that in the period of the Second Temple an esoteric
doctrine was already taught in Pharisaic circles. The �rst chapter of
Genesis, the story of Creation (Maaseh Bereshith), and the �rst
chapter of Ezekiel, the vision of God’s throne-chariot (the
“Merkabah”), were the favorite subjects of discussion and
interpretation which it was apparently considered inadvisable to
make public. Originally these discussions were restricted to the
elucidation and exposition of the respective Biblical passages.4 Thus
St. Jerome in one of his letters mentions a Jewish tradition which



forbids the study of the beginning and the end of the Book of
Ezekiel before the completion of the thirtieth year.5 It seems
probable, however, that speculation did not remain restricted to
commentaries on the Biblical text. The hayoth, the “living
creatures”, and other objects of Ezekiel’s vision were conceived as
angels who form an angelologic hierarchy at the Celestial Court. As
long as our knowledge is con�ned to the meagre fragmentary
material scattered across di�erent parts of the Talmud and the
Midrashim we shall probably be unable to say how much of this was
mystical and theosophical speculation in the strict sense. It is a well-
known fact that the editor of the Mishnah, the patriarch Jehudah
“the Saint,” a pronounced rationalist, did all he could to exclude
references to the Merkabah, the angelology, etc. A good deal of this
material has been preserved in a second Mishnah collection, the so-
called Tosefta, and it is from this and from other fragments that we
are able to draw some inferences concerning the character of these
speculations.

Our task in this respect would undoubtedly be considerably
facilitated if we could be sure that certain apocryphal works written
around similar themes, such as the Book of Enoch or the Apocalypse
of Abraham6—to mention only some of the most outstanding—
reproduce the essentials of the esoteric doctrine taught by the
teachers of the Mishnah; but it is precisely here that we are left in
the dark. Although an immense literature has grown up on the
subject of these apocrypha, the truth is that no one knows for
certain to what extent they re�ect views shared by Mishnaic
authorities. Be that as it may—and even granted that it may be
possible to trace the in�uence of the Essenes in some of these
writings—one fact remains certain: the main subjects of the later
Merkabah mysticism already occupy a central position in this oldest
esoteric literature, best represented by the Book of Enoch. The
combination of apocalyptic with theosophy and cosmogony is
emphasized almost to excess: “Not only have the seers perceived the
celestial hosts, heaven with its angels, but the whole of this
apocalyptic and pseudepigraphic literature is shot through with a
chain of new revelations concerning the hidden glory of the great



Majesty, its throne, its palace …  the celestial spheres towering up
one over the other, paradise, hell, and the containers of the souls.”7

—This is entirely correct and by itself su�cient to prove the
essential continuity of thought concerning the Merkabah in all its
three stages: the anonymous conventicles of the old apocalyptics;
the Merkabah speculation of the Mishnaic teachers who are known
to us by name; and the Merkabah mysticism of late and post-
Talmudic times, as re�ected in the literature which has come down
to us. We are dealing here with a religious movement of distinctive
character whose existence conclusively disproves the old prejudice
according to which all the productive religious energies of early
apocalyptic were absorbed by and into Christianity after the latter’s
rise.

2

What was the central theme of these oldest of mystical doctrines
within the framework of Judaism? No doubts are possible on this
point: the earliest Jewish mysticism is throne-mysticism. Its essence
is not absorbed contemplation of God’s true nature, but perception
of His appearance on the throne, as described by Ezekiel, and
cognition of the mysteries of the celestial throne-world. The throne-
world is to the Jewish mystic what the pleroma, the “fullness”, the
bright sphere of divinity with its potencies, aeons, archons and
dominions is to the Hellenistic and early Christian mystics of the
period who appear in the history of religion under the names of
Gnostics and Hermetics. The Jewish mystic, though guided by
motives similar to theirs, nevertheless expresses his vision in terms
of his own religious background. God’s pre-existing throne, which
embodies and exempli�es all forms of creation,8 is at once the goal
and the theme of his mystical vision. From the fourteenth chapter of
the Ethiopic Book of Enoch, which contains the oldest description of
the throne in the whole of this literature, a long succession of
mystical documents of the most varied character9 leads to the
ecstatic descriptions of the throne-world in the tracts of the



Merkabah visionaries to which we must now turn our attention.
From the interpretation of the throne-world as the true centre of all
mystical contemplation it is possible to deduce most of the concepts
and doctrines of these ancient mystics. The following is therefore an
excursion through the manifold variations on the one theme which
forms their common point of departure.

The outstanding documents of the movement appear to have been
edited in the �fth and sixth centuries when its spirit was still alive
and vigorous. It is di�cult to establish exact dates for the various
writings, but everything points to the period before the expansion of
Islam.10 The world re�ected in this literature has evoked in the
mind of more than one scholar comparisons with the pattern of
Byzantine society. But there is no reason for assuming that the
descriptions of the celestial throne and the heavenly court simply
re�ect the mundane reality of the Byzantine or Sassanid court, if
only because the roots of their central theme go much too far back
for such an hypothesis. At the same time there can be no reasonable
doubt that the atmosphere of these writings is in harmony with
contemporary political and social conditions.

All our material is in the form of brief tracts, or scattered
fragments of varying length from what may have been voluminous
works; in addition there is a good deal of almost shapeless literary
raw material. Much of this literature has not yet been published,11

and the history of many texts still await clari�cation. Most of the
tracts are called “Hekhaloth Books,” i.e., descriptions of the
hekhaloth, the heavenly halls or palaces through which the visionary
passes and in the seventh and last of which there rises the throne of
divine glory. One of them, whose title, “Book of Enoch”, appears to
belong to a very late period, was edited in 1928 by the Swedish
scholar Hugo Odeberg.12 Of still greater importance than this book
are the so-called “Greater Hekhaloth” and “Lesser Hekhaloth”. The
Hebrew text of both tracts is available unfortunately only in very
corrupt editions13 which still await a critical edition as much as a
translation. If this task were undertaken, a good deal of light would
be thrown on a startling and remarkable chapter in the history of
ancient Gnosticism. In the present context, with our chief interest



restricted to the ideas of the mystics who were the authors of these
writings, there is no room for a discussion of the rather intricate
questions connected with the probable origin and composition of
these texts. My own views on this subject are rather di�erent from
the very scholarly interpretation put forward by Odeberg.

The so-called “Third Book of Enoch,” which Odeberg attributes to
the third century, appears to me to belong to a later period than the
“Greater Hekhaloth.”14 The latter in their turn come after the
“Lesser Hekhaloth,” the oldest text available to us,15 in which Rabbi
Akiba appears as the principal speaker. The texts of the “Greater
Hekhaloth”, with Rabbi Ishmael as the speaker, are made up of
several di�erent strata. They even include a compilation of
materials—particularly in chapters 17 to 23—which go back in part
to the second century; but in their present form, including certain
apocalyptic revelations, they can hardly have been edited before the
sixth. Generally speaking, these documents re�ect di�erent stages of
development, although some of them may have coexisted with
others. A good deal of precious old material is whirled along in this
stream; not a few allusions to ideas apparently common in these
circles have no meaning for us. But what interests us chie�y, the
spiritual physiognomy and the religious mentality of these groups, is
clear and understandable enough.

In this connection one important point is to be noted: the most
important of these old tracts and compilations, such as the “Greater”
and “Lesser” Hekhaloth, are precisely those which are almost
entirely free from the exegetical element. These texts are not
Midrashim, i.e. expositions of Biblical passages, but a literature sui
generis with a purpose of its own. They are essentially descriptions
of a genuine religious experience for which no sanction is sought in
the Bible. In short, they belong in one class with the apocrypha and
the apocalyptic writings rather than with the traditional Midrash. It
is true that the vision of the celestial realm which forms their main
theme originally proceeded from an attempt to transform what is
casually alluded to in the Bible into direct personal experience;
similarly, the basic categories of thought which appear in the
description of the Merkabah are derived from the same Biblical



source. But for all that, one meets here with an entirely new and
independent spiritual and religious mood; only in the later stages of
the movement, probably corresponding with its gradual decline, do
the writings show a return to exegesis for its own sake.

The descriptions given to the contemplation of God’s “Glory” and
the celestial throne employ a terminology which has varied in the
course of the centuries. In the period of the Mishnah, reference is
usually made to a theosophic “Study of the Glory” or an
“Understanding of the Glory”16; we even �nd the curious term
“Employment of the Glory,” in connection with Rabbi Akiba, who
was found worthy of it.17 Later, the Hekhaloth tracts usually speak
of the “Vision of the Merkabah.”18 The sphere of the throne, the
“Merkabah,” has its “chambers,”19 and, later on, its “palaces”—a
conception foreign to Ezekiel and the earlier writers generally.
According to an Aggadic tradition from the fourth century, Isaac
had a vision on Moriah, at the moment when Abraham was about to
perform the sacri�ce, in which his soul perceived the “Chambers of
the Merkabah.”20 At di�erent times the visionary experience was
also interpreted di�erently. In the early literature, the writers
always speak of an “ascent to the Merkabah,” a pictorial analogy
which has come to seem natural to us. The “Lesser Hekhaloth”21

emphasize this “ascent”, and the same term recurs in a few out-of-
the-way passages of the “Greater Hekhaloth,”22 and in the
introduction to the “Book of Enoch”. But for reasons which have
become obscure, the whole terminology had in the meantime
undergone a change—it is di�cult to say exactly when, probably
around 500. In the “Greater Hekhaloth,” which are of such
importance for our analysis, and from then on in almost all the later
writings, the visionary journey of the soul to heaven is always
referred to as the “descent to the Merkabah.” The paradoxical
character of this term is all the more remarkable because the
detailed description of the mystical process nonetheless consistently
employs the metaphor of ascent and not of descent. The mystics of
this group call themselves Yorde Merkabah, i.e. “descenders to the
Merkabah” (and not “Riders in the Chariot,” as some translators
would have it),23 and this name is also given to them by others



throughout the whole literature down to a late period. The authors
of the “Greater Hekhaloth” refer to the existence of these Yorde
Merkabah as a group with some sort of organization and identify
them in the usual legendary fashion with the circle of Johanan ben
Zakkai and his disciples. Since the “Greater Hekhaloth” contain
Palestinian as well as Babylonian elements—the earliest chapters in
particular bear unmistakable traces, in their subject-matter as well
as their style, of Palestinian in�uence—it is not inconceivable that
the organization of these groups did indeed take place in late
Talmudic times (fourth or �fth century) on Palestinian soil. As a
matter of ascertained fact, however, we only know of their existence
in Babylonia, from where practically all mystical tracts of this
particular variety made their way to Italy and Germany; it is these
tracts that have come down to us in the form of manuscripts written
in the late Middle Ages.

To repeat, we are dealing with organized groups which foster and
hand down a certain tradition: with a school of mystics who are not
prepared to reveal their secret knowledge, their ‘Gnosis,’ to the
public. Too great was the danger, in this period of ubiquitous
Jewish and Christian heresies, that mystical speculation based on
private religious experience would come into con�ict with that
“rabbinical” Judaism which was rapidly crystallizing during the
same epoch.24 The “Greater Hekhaloth” show in many and often
highly interesting details25 that their anonymous authors were
anxious to develop their ‘Gnosis’ within the frame-work of Halakhic
Judaism, notwithstanding its partial incompatibility with the new
religious spirit; the original religious impulses active in these circles
came, after all, from sources quite di�erent from those of orthodox
Judaism.

One result of this peculiar situation was the establishment of
certain conditions of admission into the circle of the Merkabah
mystics. The Talmudic sources already mention certain stipulations,
albeit of a very general character, in accordance with which
admission to the knowledge of theosophical doctrines and principles
is made conditional on the possession of certain moral qualities.
Only a “court president” or one belonging to the categories of men



named in Isaiah III, 3 is found worthy of obtaining insight into the
tradition of Merkabah mysticism. Chapter 13 of the “Greater
Hekhaloth” lists eight moral requisites of initiation. In addition,
however, we �nd physical criteria which have nothing to do with
the moral or social status of the acolyte; in particular the novice is
judged in accordance with physiognomic and chiromantic criteria—
a novel procedure which appears to have been stimulated by the
renaissance of Hellenistic physiognomics in the second century A.D.

Apart from being a criterion for the admission of novices,26

physiognomy and chiromancy also �gure in Hekhaloth mysticism as
a subject of esoteric knowledge among the adepts. It is therefore not
surprising that several manuscripts have retained a sort of
introduction in the form of a chiromantic fragment27—incidentally
the oldest chiromantic document known to us, since no Assyrian or
Graeco-Roman texts of this kind have been preserved.28 This
preamble to the other Hekhaloth books interprets the signi�cance of
the favorable or unfavorable lines of the human hand, without
reference to astrology but on the basis of a �xed terminology which
to us is frequently obscure. One is perhaps justi�ed in regarding the
appearance of these new criteria as a parallel to the growth of neo-
Platonic mysticism in the Orient during the fourth century. (It is
characteristic of this period that Jamblichus, in his biography of
Pythagoras—a book which throws a good deal more light on the
period of its writing than on its subject-matter—asserts that entry
into the Pythagorean school was conditional upon the possession of
certain physiognomic characteristics.29) The above mentioned
fragment, in which the angel Suriyah reveals to Ishmael—one of the
two principal �gures of our Hekhaloth tracts—the secrets of
chiromancy and physiognomy, has a title taken from Isaiah III, 9:
Hakkarath Panim, i.e. “perception of the face,” and in fact this
passage from Isaiah �rst received a physiognomic interpretation in
the fourth century, as a Talmudic reference to the subject shows.30

3



Those who passed the test were considered worthy to make the
“descent” to the Merkabah which led them, after many trials and
dangers, through the seven heavenly palaces, and before that
through the heavens, their preparation, their technique, and the
description of what is perceived on the voyage, are the subject-
matter of the writings with which we are concerned.

Originally, we have here a Jewish variation on one of the chief
preoccupations of the second and third century gnostics and
hermetics: the ascent of the soul from the earth, through the spheres
of the hostile planet-angels and rulers of the cosmos, and its return
to its divine home in the “fullness” of God’s light, a return which, to
the gnostic’s mind, signi�ed Redemption. Some scholars consider
this to be the central idea of Gnosticism.31 Certainly the description
of this journey, of which a particularly impressive account is found
in the second part of the “Greater Hekhaloth,”32 is in all its details
of a character which must be called gnostic.

This mystical ascent is always preceded by ascetic practices whose
duration in some cases is twelve days, in others forty. An account of
these practices was given about 1000 A.D. by Hai ben Sherira, the
head of a Babylonian academy. According to him, “many scholars
were of the belief that one who is distinguished by many qualities
described in the books and who is desirous of beholding the
Merkabah and the palaces of the angels on high, must follow a
certain procedure. He must fast a number of days and lay his head
between his knees and whisper many hymns and songs whose texts
are known from tradition. Then he perceives the interior and the
chambers, as if he saw the seven palaces with his own eyes, and it is
as though he entered one palace after the other and saw what is
there.”33 The typical bodily posture of these ascetics is also that of
Elijah in his prayer on Mount Carmel. It is an attitude of deep self-
oblivion which, to judge from certain ethnological parallels, is
favorable to the induction of pre-hypnotic autosuggestion. Dennys34

gives a very similar description of a Chinese somnambulist in the act
of conjuring the spirits of the departed: “She sits down on a low
chair and bends forward so that her head rests on her knees. Then,



in a deep measured voice, she repeats three times an exorcism,
whereupon a certain change appears to come over her.” In the
Talmud, too, we �nd this posture described as typical of the self-
oblivion of a Hanina ben Dosa sunk in prayer, or of a penitent who
gives himself over to God.35

Finally, after such preparations, and in a state of ecstasy, the
adept begins his journey. The “Greater Hekhaloth” do not describe
the details of his ascent through the seven heavens, but they do
describe his voyage through the seven palaces situated in the
highest heaven. The place of the gnostical rulers (archons) of the
seven planetary spheres, who are opposed to the liberation of the
soul from its earthly bondage and whose resistance the soul must
overcome, is taken in this Judaized and monotheistic Gnosticism by
the hosts of “gate-keepers” posted to the right and left of the
entrance to the heavenly hall through which the soul must pass in
its ascent. In both cases, the soul requires a pass in order to be able
to continue its journey without danger: a magic seal made of a
secret name which puts the demons and hostile angels to �ight.
Every new stage of the ascension requires a new seal with which the
traveller “seals himself” in order that, to quote a fragment, “he shall
not be dragged into the �re and the �ame, the vortex and the storm
which are around Thee, oh Thou terrible and sublime.”36 The
“Greater Hekhaloth” have preserved a quite pedantic description of
this passport procedure;37 all the seals and the secret names are
derived from the Merkabah itself where they “stand like pillars of
�ame around the �ery throne” of the Creator.38

It is the soul’s need for protection on its journey which has
produced these seals with their twin function as a protective armour
and as a magical weapon. At �rst the magical protection of a single
seal may be su�cient, but as time goes on the di�culties
experienced by the adept tend to become greater. A brief and simple
formula is no longer enough. Sunk in his ecstatic trance, the mystic
at the same time experiences a sense of frustration which he tries to
overcome by using longer and more complicated magical formulae,
symbols of a longer and harder struggle to pass the closed entrance
gates which block his progress. As his psychical energy wanes the



magical strain grows and the conjuring gesture becomes
progressively more strained, until in the end whole pages are �lled
with an apparently meaningless recital of magical key-words with
which he tries to unlock the closed door.

It is this fact which explains the abundance of magical elements in
many of the Hekhaloth texts. Such voces mysticae are particularly
prominent in the unedited texts. Already the oldest documents of
all, the “Lesser Hekhaloth”, are full of them; nor is this surprising,
for shadowy elements of this kind, so far from being later additions
or signs of spiritual decadence—a prejudice dear to the modern
mind—belong to the very core of their particular religious system.
This fact has been placed beyond doubt by modern research into the
history of Hellenistic syncretism, where we �nd, in the Greek and
Coptic magical papyri written in Egypt under the Roman Empire,
the closest and most indissoluble union of religious fervor and
mystical ecstasy with magical beliefs and practices. These magical
interpolations have their proper and natural place in the texts only
to the extent that magical rites were actually practised. Every secret
name seemed to provide a further piece of protective armour against
the demons—up to the point where the magical energy was no
longer su�cient to overcome the obstacles which blocked the way
to the Merkabah. This point is really the end of the movement as a
living force; from then on it degenerates into mere literature. It is
therefore not surprising that the tracts in our possession clearly
re�ect two di�erent stages: an older one, in which the movement is
still a living reality and in which, therefore, the seals and secret
names occupy an important place; and a second phase, in which the
process of degeneration has set in and for this very reason the study
of the texts presents few di�culties. In this second stage the magical
contents cease to represent a psychical reality and are gradually
eliminated; in this way the old texts are gradually replaced by a new
devotional literature, at once stilted and lyrical, which employs the
elements of the original Merkabah mysticism. In our case, the �rst
stage is represented by the “Greater” and “Lesser” Hekhaloth. The
second includes the numerous texts of the “Midrash of the Ten
Martyrs” and the “Alphabet of Rabbi Akiba,”39 both of them



writings which were particularly popular among the Jews of the
Middle Ages.

The dangers of the ascent through the palaces of the Merkabah
sphere are great, particularly for those who undertake the journey
without the necessary preparation, let alone those who are
unworthy of its object. As the journey progresses, the dangers
become progressively greater. Angels and archons storm against the
traveller “in order to drive him out”;40 a �re which proceeds from
his own body threatens to devour him.41 In the Hebrew Book of
Enoch there is an account of the description given by the Patriarch
to Rabbi Ishmael of his own metamorphosis into the angel Metatron,
when his �esh was transformed into “�ery torches.” According to
the “Greater Hekhaloth,” every mystic must undergo this
transformation, but with the di�erence that, being less worthy than
Enoch, he is in danger of being devoured by the “�ery torches.” This
transition through the opening stage of the process of mystical
trans�guration is an ineluctable necessity. According to another
fragment, the mystic must be able to stand upright “without hands
and feet,” both having been burned.42 This standing without feet in
bottomless space is mentioned elsewhere as a characteristic
experience of many ecstatics; a mystical stage closely approximating
to it is referred to in the Apocalypse of Abraham.43

But the most remarkable passage of all is the interpretation given
already in the “Lesser Hekhaloth” of a famous fragment which is
found in the Talmud and the Tosefta. This little story is included in
the few pages of the Treatise Hagigah which the Talmud devotes to
the subject of contemporary mysticism:44 “Four entered ‘Paradise’:
Ben Azai, Ben Zoma, Aher and Rabbi Akiba. Rabbi Akiba spoke to
them: ‘When you come to the place of the shining marble plates,
then do not say: Water, water! For it is written: He that telleth lies
shall not tarry in my sight’.”

Modern interpretations of this famous passage, which clearly
enough refers to a real danger in the process of ascending to
‘Paradise,’45 are extremely far-fetched and not a little irrational in
their determination at all costs to preserve the characteristic
essentials of rationalism. We are told46 that the passages refers to



cosmological speculations about the materia prima, an explanation
which lacks all plausibility and �nds no support in the context or in
the subject-matter itself. The fact is that the later Merkabah mystics
showed a perfectly correct understanding of the meaning of this
passage, and their interpretation o�ers striking proof that the
tradition of Tannaitic mysticism and theosophy was really alive
among them, although certain details may have originated in a later
period. The following quotation is taken from the Munich
manuscript of the Hekhaloth texts:47 “But if one was unworthy to
see the King in his beauty, the angels at the gates disturbed his
senses and confused him. And when they said to him: ‘Come in,’ he
entered, and instantly they pressed him and threw him into the �ery
lava stream. And at the gate of the sixth palace it seemed as though
hundreds of thousands and millions of waves of water stormed
against him, and yet there was not a drop of water, only the
ethereal glitter of the marble plates with which the palace was
tessellated. But he was standing in front of the angels and when he
asked: ‘What is the meaning of these waters,’ they began to stone
him and said: ‘Wretch, do you not see it with your own eyes? Are
you perhaps a descendant of those who kissed the Golden Calf, and
are you unworthy to see the King in his beauty?’ … And he does not
go until they strike his head with iron bars and wound him. And this
shall be a sign for all times that no one shall err at the gate of the
sixth palace and see the ethereal glitter of the plates and ask about
them and take them for water, that he may not endanger himself.”

Thus the text. The authenticity of the story’s core, the ecstatic’s
vision of water, hardly requires proof. Nothing could be more
farfetched than to treat it as a post festum interpretation of the
Talmudic passage; there is no reason whatsoever to doubt that the
mystical experience of the dangers of the ascent is really the subject
of the anecdote.48 Similar dangers are described in the so-called
“Liturgy of Mithras” contained in the great magical papyrus of
Paris,49 where the description of the mystical ascent shows many
parallels of detail and atmosphere with the account given in the
“Greater Hekhaloth.”



Particularly vivid descriptions are given in the “Greater
Hekhaloth” of the last stages of the ascent, the passage through the
sixth and seventh gates. These descriptions, however, are not
uniform but appear rather to be a compilation of various documents
and traditions concerning the relevant experiences of the Merkabah
mystic. The discussions between the traveller and the gate-keepers
of the sixth palace, the archons Domiel and Katspiel, which take up
a good deal of space, clearly date back to very early times. One of
their more unexpected features is the recurrence of rudiments of
certain Greek formulae and standing expressions, which the editors
in Babylonia were not longer capable of understanding and
apparently regarded as magical names of the divinity.50 The fact
that the original Merkabah mystics in Palestine prescribed the use of
speci�c Greek formulae for certain occasions deserves special
attention. It is di�cult to say whether it indicates a concrete
in�uence of Hellenistic religion, or whether the employment of
Greek words by the Aramaic-speaking Jewish mystics is merely
analogous to the predilection for Hebraic or pseudo-Hebraic
formulae characteristic of the Greek-speaking circles for whom the
Egyptian magical papyri were written.

The idea of the seven heavens through which the soul ascends to
its original home, either after death or in a state of ecstasy while the
body is still alive, is certainly very old. In an obscure and somewhat
distorted form it is already to be found in old apocrypha such as the
Fourth Book of Ezra or the Ascension of Isaiah, which is based on a
Jewish text.51 In the same way, the ancient Talmudic account of the
seven heavens, their names and their contents, although apparently
purely cosmological, surely presupposes an ascent of the soul to the
throne in the seventh heaven.52 Such descriptions of the seven
heavens, plus a list of the names of their archons, have also come
down to us from the school of the Merkabah mystics in the post-
Mishnaic period. It is precisely here that we still �nd an entirely
esoteric doctrine. Thus for example in the “Visions of Ezekiel”,
which have recently become known,53 Ezekiel sees the seven
heavens with their seven Merkabahs re�ected in the waters of the
Chebar river. This form of speculation about seven Merkabahs



corresponding to the seven heavens is still innocent of any mention
of Hekhaloth, or chambers, of the Merkabah. Possibly both
conceptions were known to di�erent groups or schools of the same
period. In any event, the second variant gradually became the
dominant one.

4

This idea of the seven Hekhaloth transforms the old cosmological
conception of the world structure revealed during the ascent into a
description of the divine hierachy: the traveller in search of God,
like the visitor at Court, must pass through endless magni�cent halls
and chambers. This change of emphasis, like other important
aspects of the mystical system to which it belongs, appears to me to
be connected with the fundamental religious experience of these
mystics, namely, the decisive importance which they assigned to the
interpretation of God as King. We are dealing here with a Judaized
form of cosmocratorial mysticism concerning the divine King (or
Emperor). This form of adoration takes �rst place, and cosmological
mysticism is relegated to the writings concerned with the creation of
the world, the commentaries to Maaseh Bereshith. Not without good
reason has Graetz called the religious belief of the Merkabah mystic
“Basileomorphism.”

This point needs to be stressed, for it makes clear the enormous
gulf between the gnosticism of the Hekhaloth and that of the
Hellenistic mystics. There are many parallels between the two, but
there is a radical di�erence in the conception of God. In the
Hekhaloth, God is above all King, to be precise, Holy King. This
conception re�ects a change in the religious consciousness of the
Jews—not only the mystics—for which documentary evidence exists
in the liturgy of the period. The aspects of God which are really
relevant to the religious feeling of the epoch are His majesty and the
aura of sublimity and solemnity which surrounds Him.

On the other hand, there is a complete absence of any sentiment
of divine immanence. J. Abelson has made a valuable contribution



to the understanding of the subject in his “Immanence of God in
Rabbinical Literature,” where he has devoted a particularly
searching analysis to the theory of the Shekhinah, God’s
“immanence” or “indwelling” in the world, in the literature of the
Aggadah. Quite rightly he has stressed the connection between these
ideas and certain mystical conceptions which have played a part in
the later development of Jewish mysticism.54 But in the Merkabah
mysticism with which we are dealing here, the idea of the
Shekhinah and of God’s immanence plays practically no part at all.
The one passage in the “Greater Hekhaloth” which has been
adduced as proof of the existence of such conceptions is based on an
obviously corrupt text.55 The fact is that the true and spontaneous
feeling of the Merkabah mystic knows nothing of divine immanence;
the in�nite gulf between the soul and God the King on His throne is
not even bridged at the climax of mystical ecstasy.

Not only is there for the mystic no divine immanence, there is
also almost no love of God. What there is of love in the relationship
between the Jewish mystic and his God belongs to a much later
period and has nothing to do with our present subject. Ecstasy there
was, and this fundamental experience must have been a source of
religious inspiration, but we �nd no trace of a mystical union
between the soul and God. Throughout there remained an almost
exaggerated consciousness of God’s otherness, nor does the identity
and individuality of the mystic become blurred even at the height of
ecstatic passion. The Creator and His creature remain apart, and
nowhere is an attempt made to bridge the gulf between them or to
blur the distinction. The mystic who in his ecstasy has passed
through all the gates, braved all the dangers, now stands before the
throne; he sees and hears—but that is all. All the emphasis is laid on
the kingly aspect of God, not his creative one, although the two
belong together and the second, as we shall see, even becomes, in a
certain perspective of this mysticism, the dominant one. True, the
mysteries of creation and the hidden connection between all things
existing in the universe are among the riddles whose solution is of
deep interest to the authors of the Hekhaloth tracts. There are some
references to them in the description of the Merkabah vision; thus



the “Greater Hekhaloth” give promise of the revelation of “the
mysteries and wonderful secrets of the tissue on which the
perfection of the world and its course depends, and the chain of
heaven and earth along which all the wings of the universe and the
wings of the heavenly heights are connected, sewn together, made
fast and hung up.”56 But the promise is not carried out, the secret
not revealed. The magni�cence and majesty of God, on the other
hand, this experience of the Yorde Merkabah which overwhelms and
overshadows all the others, is not only heralded but also described
with an abundance of detail and almost to excess.

Strange and sometimes obscure are the names given to God, the
King who thrones in His glory. We �nd names such as Zoharariel,
Adiriron, Akhtariel,57 and Totrossiyah (or Tetrassiyah, i.e. the Tetras
or fourfoldness of the letters of God’s name YHWH?58), names
which to the mystics may have signi�ed various aspects of God’s
glory. In this context it is well to remember that the chief
peculiarity of this form of mysticism, its emphasis on God’s might
and magni�cence, opens the door to the transformation of
mysticism into theurgy; there the master of the secret “names”
himself takes on the exercise of power in the way described in the
various magical and theurgical procedures of which this literature is
full. The language of the theurgist conforms to that of the Merkabah
mystic. Both are dominated by the attributes of power and
sublimity, not love or tenderness. It is entirely characteristic of the
outlook of these believers that the theurgist, in adjuring the “Prince
of Divine Presence,” summons the archons as “Princes of Majesty,
Fear and Trembling.”59 Majesty, Fear and Trembling are indeed the
key-words to this Open Sesame of religion.

5

The most important sources for our understanding of this
atmosphere are undoubtedly the numerous prayers and hymns
which have been preserved in the Hekhaloth tracts.60 Tradition
ascribes them to inspiration, for, according to the mystics, they are



nothing but the hymns sung by the angels, even by the throne itself,
in praise of God. In chapter IV of the “Greater Hekhaloth,” in which
these hymns occupy an important place, we �nd an account of how
Rabbi Akiba, the prototype of the Merkabah visionary, was inspired
to hear them sung at the very throne of glory before which his soul
was standing. Conversely, their recitation serves to induce a state of
ecstasy and accompanies the traveller on his journey through the
gates. Some of these hymns are simply adjurations of God; others
take the form of dialogues between God and the heavenly dwellers,
and descriptions of the Merkabah sphere. It would be vain to look
for de�nite religious doctrines, to say nothing of mystical symbols,
in these hymns which belong to the oldest products of synagogal
poetry, the so-called piyut. Often they are curiously bare of meaning,
and yet the impression they create is a profound one.

Rudolf Otto in his celebrated book “The Idea of the Holy” has
stressed the di�erence between a purely rational glori�cation of
God, in which everything is clear, de�nite, familiar and
comprehensible, and one which touches the springs of the irrational,
or the “numinous”, as he calls it, one which tries to reproduce in
words the mysterium tremendum, the awful mystery that surrounds
God’s majesty. Otto61 has called compositions of this latter sort
“numinous hymns.” The Jewish liturgy, and not only that of the
mystics, contains a great number of these; and from the Jewish
liturgy Otto himself has drawn some of the most important of his
examples. In the Hekhaloth books we have as it were a full treasure-
house of such numinous hymns.

The immense solemnity of their style, the bombast of their
magni�cent phrases, re�ects the fundamental paradoxy of these
hymns: the climax of sublimity and solemnity to which the mystic
can attain in his attempt to express the magni�cence of his vision is
also the non plus ultra of vacuousness. Philipp Bloch, who was the
�rst to be deeply impressed by the problem presented by these
hymns, speaks of their “plethora of purely pleonastic and unisonous
words which do not in the least assist the process of thought but
merely re�ect the emotional struggle.”62 But at the same time he



shows himself aware of the almost magical e�ect of this vacuous
and yet sublime pathos on those who are praying when, for
example, hymns composed in this spirit are recited on the Day of
Atonement.63 Perhaps the most famous example of this kind is the
litany haadereth vehaemunah lehay olamim which is to be found—
with a wealth of variations—in the “Greater Hekhaloth” and has
been included in the liturgy of the High Holidays. The mediaeval
commentators still referred to it as the “Song of the Angels,”64 and it
is probable that it called for the deepest devotion and solemnity on
the part of those who prayed. But a formal demand of this kind can
hardly have been necessary, for the mighty e�ect of these
incomparably solemn and at the same time in�nitely vacuous
hymns, i.e. their numinous character, can be witnessed to this day
in every synagogue. No wonder that to this day this hymn is recited
by many Hasidic Jews every Sabbath among the morning prayers.
The following is an approximate translation of the text, which is
entirely a medley of praises of God and citations of the attributes
that “appertain to Him who lives eternally”:65

Excellence and faithfulness—are His who lives forever

Understanding and blessing—are His who lives forever

Grandeur and greatness—are His who lives forever

Cognition and expression—are His who lives forever

Magni�cence and majesty—are His who lives forever

Counsel and strength—are His who lives forever

Lustre and brilliance—are His who lives forever

Grace and benevolence—are His who lives forever

Purity and goodness—are His who lives forever

Unity and honor—are His who lives forever

Crown and glory—are His who lives forever

Precept and practice—are His who lives forever

Sovereignty and rule—are His who lives forever

Adornment and permanence—are His who lives forever



Mystery and wisdom—are His who lives forever

Might and meekness—are His who lives forever

Splendor and wonder—are His who lives forever

Righteousness and honor—are His who lives forever

Invocation and holiness—are His who lives forever

Exultation and nobility—are His who lives forever

Song and hymn—are His who lives forever

Praise and glory—are His who lives forever

This—in its original language—is a classic example of an
alphabetical litany which �lls the imagination of the devotee with
splendid concepts clothed in magni�cent expression; the particular
words do not matter. To quote Bloch again: “The glori�cation of
God is not that of the psalm, which either describes the marvels of
creation as proof of the grandeur and the glory of the Creator, or
stresses the element of divine grace and guidance in the history of
Israel as throwing light on the wisdom and benevolence of
Providence; it is simply praise of God, and this praise is heaped and
multiplied as if there were a danger that some honori�c might be
forgotten.”66

Another passage from a hymn to “Zoharariel, Adonai, God of
Israel,” in the “Greater Hekhaloth,” runs as follows:67

His throne radiates before Him and His palace is full of
splendor.    

His Majesty is becoming and His Glory is an adornment
for

Him.   

His servants sing before Him and proclaim the might of
His wonders, as King of all kings and Master of all
masters,
encircled by rows of crowns, surrounded by the ranks of
the

princes of splendor.   



With a gleam of His ray he encompasses the sky
and His splendor radiates from the heights.

Abysses �ame from His mouth and �rmaments sparkle
from

His body.   

Almost all the hymns from the Hekhaloth tracts, particularly those
whose text has been preserved intact, reveal a mechanism
comparable to the motion of an enormous �y-wheel. In cyclical
rhythm the hymns succeed each other, and within them the
adjurations of God follow in a crescendo of glittering and majestic
attributes, each stressing and reinforcing the sonorous power of the
world. The monotony of their rhythm—almost all consist of verses
of four words—and the progressively sonorous incantations induce
in those who are praying a state of mind bordering on ecstasy. An
important part of this technique is the recurrence of the key-word of
the numinous, the kedushah, the trishagion from Isaiah VI, 3, in
which the ecstasy of the mystic culminates: holy, holy, holy is the
Lord of Hosts. One can hardly conceive of a more grandiose proof of
the irresistible in�uence which the conception of God’s kingdom
exercised on the consciousness of these mystics. The “holiness” of
God, which they are trying to paraphrase, is utterly transcendent of
any moral meaning and represents nothing but glory of His
Kingdom. Through various forms of the prayer known as the
kedushah, this conception has also found its way into the general
Jewish liturgy and left its imprint on it.68

In spite of the last mentioned fact, it cannot be denied that this
“polylogy”, or verbiage, of the mystics, these magniloquent attempts
to catch a glimpse of God’s majesty and to preserve it in hymnical
form, stands in sharp contrast to the tendencies which already
during the Talmudical period dominated the outlook of the great
teachers of the Law. They could not but feel repelled by it, and in
the Talmud one early encounters a strong dislike for extravagant
enthusiasm in prayer, much as the Sermon on the Mount had
attacked the polylogy of the pagans, their e�usive and wordy style.
Passages like the following read like an attack on the tendencies



re�ected in the Hekhaloth tracts: “He who multiplies the praise of
God to excess shall be torn from the world.” Or: “In the presence of
Rabbi Hanina, one went to the praying-desk to say the prayer. He
said, ‘God, Thou great, strong, terrible, mighty, feared, powerful,
real and adorable!’ He waited until the other had �nished, then he
said to him: ‘Have you ended with the praise of your God? What is
the meaning of all this? It is as if one were to praise a king of the
world, who has millions of pieces of gold, for the possession of a
piece of silver.’ ”69

But this resistance to an enthusiasm and a verbiage so di�erent
from the classical simplicity and rationality of the fundamental
prayers of Jewish liturgy was of no avail. That much is clear not
only from the prayers and hymns of the Merkabah mystics, but also
from certain important parts of the liturgy proper whose spirit
re�ects the in�uence of the Yorde Merkabah. Bloch was the �rst to
point out that the community prayer in its �nal form, which it
received in late Talmudic and post-Talmudic times, represents a
compromise between these two opposing tendencies. Some of these
prayers are indeed much older than was thought by Bloch, who has
overlooked certain passages of the Palestinian Talmud and
attributed every prayer which mentions the angels of the Merkabah
to the post-Talmudic period.70 But since the mystical school of the
Yorde Merkabah is in general of much earlier origin than Zunz,
Graetz and Bloch assumed and may have been in existence in
Palestine during the fourth century, this fact presents no di�culty
for our contention.

While the Merkabah hymns with which we are dealing hardly go
back beyond the �fth century, they continue a tradition already
visible in the throne mysticism and the apocalyptic of the Mishnaic
period. In the Apocalypse of Abraham, whose connection with the
Merkabah mysticism has also struck its English editor, G. H. Box,
the patriarch who ascends to the throne hears a voice speaking from
the celestial �re “like a voice of many waters, like the sound of the
sea in its uproar.” The same terms are used in the “Greater
Hekhaloth” in describing the sound of the hymn of praise sung by
the “throne of Glory” to its King—“like the voice of the waters in



the rushing streams, like the waves of the ocean when the south
wind sets them in uproar.” The same apocalypse contains the song
which Abraham is taught by the angel who guides him on his way
to heaven—and this song is nothing but the hymn sung by the
angels who mount guard before the Throne.71 Although the
attributes of God are in some cases identical with those used in
Greek and early Christian prayers,72 this hymn already has the
numinous character described above. God is praised as the Holy
Being and also as the supreme master; this is quite in harmony with
the characteristic outlook of these hymns, whether sung by the
angels or by Israel, in which the veneration of God the King blends
imperceptibly with the conjuring magic of the adept. The
presentation of the crown to God is almost the only act through
which the devotee can still bear witness to the religious destiny of
man.

It is characteristic of these hymns that the traditional vocabulary
of the Hebrew language, although by no means restricted in this
�eld, no longer su�ced for the spiritual needs of the ecstatic eager
to express his vision of God’s majesty in words. This is evident from
the large number of original and frequently bizarre phrases and
word combinations, sometimes entirely novel creations,73 all
bearing a decidedly numinous character, and which perhaps mark
the beginning of the �ood of new verbal creations to be found in the
oldest classics of Palestinian synagogal poetry since the seventh
century A.D. Thus, for example, the in�uence of the Merkabah
literature on Eleazar Kalir, the outstanding master of this school, is
obvious enough.

The extent to which in these circles the hymn was regarded as the
original language of the creature addressing itself to its Creator, the
extent, therefore, to which they had adopted the prophetic vision of
a redeemed world, in which all beings speak in hymns, is clear from
a brief tract called Perek Shirah, i.e. the chapter of the song of
creation.74 Here all beings are gifted with language for the sole
purpose that they may sing—in Biblical words—the praise of their
Creator. Originally known only among mystics, this poem gradually



made its way—against violent opposition, whose motives are not
clear75—into the liturgy of the daily prayers.

To sum up, it would appear that the Merkabah mystics were led
by logical steps in the direction of mystical prayer, without,
however, having developed anything like a mystical theory of
prayer. One is perhaps justi�ed in seeing a �rst step towards such a
theory in the characteristic exaggeration of the signi�cance of
Israel’s prayer in the celestial realm. Only when Israel has sung may
the angels join in. One of them, Shemuiel, the “great archon,” stands
at the window of heaven as a mediator between the prayers of
Israel, which rise from below, and the denizens of the seventh
heaven to whom he transfers them.76 The angel who bears the name
of Israel stands in the centre of heaven and leads the heavenly choir
with the call, “God is King, God was King, God will ever be King.”77

But great though the importance of prayer undoubtedly is for him,
the Merkabah mystic who pours out his heart in ecstatic and
spontaneous hymns seeks no mysteries behind the words of prayer.
The ascent of the words has not yet substituted itself for the ascent
of the soul and of the devotee himself. The pure word, the as yet
unbroken summons stands for itself; it signi�es nothing but what it
expresses. But it is not surprising that when the �re out of which
these prayers had streamed to heaven had burned low, a host of
nostalgic souls stirred the ashes, looking in vain for the spirit which
had departed.

6

We have seen that the God of the Merkabah mystics is the Holy
King who emerges from unknown worlds and descends “through
955 heavens”78 to the throne of Glory. The mystery of this God in
His aspect of Creator of the universe is one of those exalted subjects
of esoteric knowledge which are revealed to the soul of the mystic
in its ecstatic ascent; it is of equal importance with the vision of the
celestial realm, the songs of the angels, and the structure of the
Merkabah. According to an account given in the “Greater



Hekhaloth”, which one is tempted to correlate with a similar
passage at the end of the Fourth Book of Ezra, it was even the
custom to place scribes or stenographers to the right and left of the
visionary who wrote down his ecstatic description of the throne and
its occupants.79 That the mystic in his rapture even succeeded in
penetrating beyond the sphere of the angels is suggested in a
passage which speaks of “God who is beyond the sight of His
creatures and hidden to the angels who serve Him, but who has
revealed Himself to Rabbi Akiba in the vision of the Merkabah.”80

It is this new revelation, at once strange and forbidding, which we
encounter in the most paradoxical of all these tracts, the one which
is known under the name of Shiur Komah, literally translated,
“Measure of the Body” (i.e. the body of God.).81 From the very
beginning, the frank and almost provocative anthropomorphism of
the Shiur Komah aroused the bitterest antagonism among all Jewish
circles which held aloof from mysticism.82 Conversely, all the later
mystics and Kabbalists came to regard its dark and obscure language
as a symbol of profound and penetrating spiritual vision. The
antagonism was mutual, for it is in this attitude towards
anthropomorphism that Jewish rational theology and Jewish
mysticism have parted company.

The fragment in question, of which several di�erent texts are
extant,83 describes the “body” of the Creator, in close analogy to the
description of the body of the beloved one in the �fth chapter of the
“Song of Solomon,” giving enormous �gures for the length of each
organ. At the same time, it indicates the secret names of the various
organs with the help of letters and con�gurations which to us are
meaningless. “Whoever knows the measurements of our Creator and
the glory of the Holy One, praise be to Him, which are hidden from
the creatures, is certain of his share of the world to come.” Rabbi
Ishmael and Rabbi Akiba, the two heroes of Merkabah mysticism,
appear as the guarantors of this sweeping promise—“provided that
this Mishnah is daily repeated.”84

What is really meant by these monstrous length measurements is
not made clear; the enormous �gures have no intelligible meaning
or sense-content, and it is impossible really to visualize the “body of



the Shekhinah” which they purport to describe; they are better
calculated, on the contrary, to reduce every attempt at such a vision
to absurdity.85 The units of measurement are cosmic; the height of
the Creator is 236,000 parasangs86—according to another tradition,
the height of His soles alone is 30 million parasangs. But “the
measure of a parasang of God is three miles, and a mile has 10,000
yards, and a yard three spans of His span, and a span �lls the whole
world, as it is written: Who hath meted out heaven with the span.”87

Plainly, therefore, it is not really intended to indicate by these
numbers any concrete length measurements. Whether the
proportion of the various �gures, now hopelessly confused in the
texts, once expressed some intrinsic relationships and harmonies is a
question to which we are not likely to �nd an answer. But a feeling
for the transmundane and the numinous still glimmers through
these blasphemous-sounding �gures and monstrous groupings of
secret names. God’s holy majesty takes on �esh and blood, as it
were, in these enormous numerical relationships. At any rate the
idea that “God is King” lends itself more easily to such symbolical
expression than the conception of God as Spirit. Again we see that it
was the exaltation of His kingship and His theophany which
appealed to these mystics, not His spirituality. It is true that
occasionally we �nd a paradoxical change into the spiritual. All of a
sudden, in the midst of the Shiur Komah, we read a passage like the
following: “The appearance of the face is like that of the cheek-
bones, and both are like the �gure of the spirit and the form of the
soul, and no creature may recognize it. His body is like chrysolite.
His light breaks tremendously from the darkness, clouds and fog are
around Him, and all the princes of the angels and the seraphim are
before Him like an empty jar. Therefore no measure is given to us,
but only secret names are revealed to us.”88 In the writings of the
second and third century gnostics, and in certain Greek and Coptic
texts, which frequently re�ect a mystical spiritualism, we �nd a
similar species of mystical anthropomorphism, with references to
the “body of the father,”89 or the “body of truth.” Gaster has pointed
out the signi�cance of such instances of anthropomorphism in the
writings of the second century gnostic Markos (described by some



scholars as “kabbalistic”) which are hardly less bizarre and obscure
than the analogous examples in the Shiur Komah.90

The fact probably is that this form of speculation originated
among heretical mystics who had all but broken with rabbinical
Judaism. At some date this school or group must have blended with
the “rabbinical” Gnosticism developed by the Merkabah visionaries,
i.e. that form of Jewish Gnosticism which tried to remain true to the
Halakhic tradition. Here we come inevitably to the question whose
bodily dimensions are the subject of these fantastic descriptions?
The prophet Ezekiel saw on the throne of the Merkabah “a �gure
similar to that of a man” (Ez. I, 26). Does it not seem possible that
among the mystics who wrote the Shiur Komah, this �gure was
identi�ed with the “primordial man” of contemporary Iranian
speculation, which thus made its entry into the world of Jewish
mysticism?91 Going a step further we may ask whether there did not
exist—at any rate among the Merkabah mystics to whom we owe
the preservation of the Shiur Komah—a belief in a fundamental
distinction between the appearance of God the Creator, the
Demiurge, i.e. one of His aspects, and His inde�nable essence?
There is no denying the fact that it is precisely the “primordial man”
on the throne of the Merkabah whom the Shiur Komah calls Yotser
Bereshith, i.e. Creator of the world—a signi�cant and, doubtless, a
deliberate designation. As is well known, the anti-Jewish gnostics of
the second and third centuries drew a sharp distinction between the
unknown, “strange,” good God, and the Creator, whom they
identi�ed with the God of Israel. It may be that the Shiur Komah
re�ects an attempt to give a new turn to this trend of thought,
which had become widespread throughout the Near East, by
postulating something like a harmony between the Creator and the
“true” God. A dualism of the Gnostic kind would of course have
been unthinkable for Jews; instead, the Demiurge becomes, by an
exercise of mystical anthropomorphism, the appearance of God on
the “throne of Glory,” at once visible and yet, by virtue of His
transcendent nature, incapable of being really visualized.



If this interpretation is correct, we should be justi�ed in saying
that the Shiur Komah referred not to the “dimensions” of the
divinity, but to those of its corporeal appearance. This is clearly the
interpretation of the original texts. Already the “Lesser Hekhaloth”
interpret the anthropomorphosis of the Shiur Komah as a
representation of the “hidden glory”. Thus, for example, Rabbi
Akiba says: “He is like us, as it were, but greater than everything;
and that is His glory which is hidden from us.”92 This conception of
God’s hidden glory, which forms the subject of much theosophical
speculation, is almost identical, as we have seen, with the term
employed for the object of their deepest veneration by the actual
representatives of the Mishnaic Merkabah mysticism, among them
the historical Rabbi Akiba. One has only to compare it with the
relevant passage of the Shiur Komah (already quoted above) where it
says, “whoever knows the measurements of our Creator, and the
glory of the Holy One, praise be to him,” etc. The term employed:
shivho shel hakadosh barukh hu, signi�es not only praise of God—in
this context that would be without any meaning—but glory, ,
shevah being the equivalent of the Aramaic word for glory, shuvha.93

The reference, in short, is not to God’s praise but to the vision of His
glory. Later when the “Glory of God” had become identi�ed with
the Shekhinah, the “Alphabet of Rabbi Akiba” expressly referred to
the “body of the Shekhinah”94 as the subject of the Shiur Komah.
The employment of this term is proof that its authors had in mind
not the substance of divinity but merely the measurements of its
appearance.

Shiur Komah speculation is already to be found in the earliest
Hekhaloth texts and must be counted among the older possessions
of Jewish gnosticism. Graetz’ theory that it came into being at a late
date under the in�uence of Moslem anthropomorphic tendencies is
entirely fallacious and has confused matters down to our own day.95

If there can be any question of external in�uence, it was certainly
the other way round. This is also borne out by the assertion of the
Arab doxograph Shahrastani—not, it is true, an altogether reliable
witness—that these ideas made their way from Jewish into Moslem
circles.96 Still less is it possible to agree with Bloch’s hypothesis that



the Shiur Komah with “its exaggerations and its dull dryness” (!) was
“intended for school children.”97 The curious tendency of some
nineteenth century Jewish scholars to treat profoundly mythical and
mystical references to God and the world as pedagogical obiter dicta
for the bene�t of small children is certainly one of the most
remarkable examples of misplaced criticism and insensitiveness to
the character of religious phenomena which this period has
produced.

7

The Shiur Komah is not the only subject of mystical vision in this
group. There are several others, some of which undoubtedly
originated from entirely di�erent sources but were more or less
closely mixed up with the Shiur Komah during the period when all
these various tendencies crystallized in the classical Hekhaloth
literature. To the later mystics they presented what appeared to be
on the whole a uniform picture. The most important of these
deviations from the main current is the Metatron mysticism which
revolves round the person of Enoch who, after a lifetime of piety,
was raised, according to the legend, to the rank of �rst of the angels
and sar ha-panim, (literally: prince of the divine face, or divine
presence). “God took me from the midst of the race of the �ood and
carried me on the stormy wings of the Shekhinah to the highest
heaven and brought me into the great palaces on the heights of the
seventh heaven Araboth, where there are the throne of the
Shekhinah and the Merkabah, the legions of anger and hosts of
wrath, the shinanim of the �re, the cherubim of the �aming torches,
the ofannim of the �ery coals, the servants of the �ames, and the
seraphim of the lightning, and He stood me there daily to serve the
throne of glory.”98 This Enoch, whose �esh was turned to �ame, his
veins to �re, his eye-lashes to �ashes of lightning, his eye-balls to
�aming torches,99 and whom God placed on a throne next to the
throne of glory, received after this heavenly transformation the
name Metatron.



The visions of the heavenly traveller Enoch, as set out in the
Ethiopic and Slavonic Books of Enoch, have become, in the Enoch
book of the Merkabah mystics, accounts given to Rabbi Ishmael by
Metatron of his metamorphosis and of the hierarchy of the throne
and the angels. It is impossible to overlook the steady line of
development in this Enoch mysticism; moreover, the Hebrew “Book
of Enoch” is not the only link between the earlier Enoch legend and
the later Jewish mysticism. Some of the oldest mythical motifs are
to be found not in that book but in an extremely interesting—from
the mythographical point of view—magical text, the “Havdalah of
Rabbi Akiba,” of which several as yet unpublished manuscripts are
in existence.100 In the “Greater Hekhaloth,” on the other hand, we
�nd Metatron mentioned only once in a chapter belonging to the
later stratum; the earlier chapters do not mention him at all.101

It was after the beginning of the second century A. D., probably not
earlier, that the patriarch Enoch was identi�ed following his
metamorphosis with the angel Yahoel, or Yoel, who occupies an
important and sometimes dominant position in the earliest
documents of throne mysticism and in the apocalypses.102 The most
important characteristics of this angel are now transferred to
Metatron. We also �nd Yahoel as the �rst in the various lists of the
“Seventy Names of Metatron” compiled in the Gaonic period (7th to
11th centuries).103 The Babylonian Talmud contains only three
references to Metatron, and the most important of these passages is
meaningless if thought to refer to the name Metatron.104 It refers to
a tradition from the beginning of the fourth century, according to
which Metatron is the angel of whom it is said in Exod. XXIII, 20 �.:
“Beware of him for my name is in him.” The explanation is to be
found in the tenth chapter of the Apocalypse of Abraham, already
mentioned several times, where the angel Yahoel says to Abraham:
“I am called Yahoel … a power in virtue of the ine�able name that
is dwelling in me.” That the name Yahoel contains the name of God
is obvious, Yaho being an abbreviation of the Tetragrammaton
YHWH, which was used especially often in texts bearing on Jewish-
Hellenistic syncretism. The same Yahoel is referred to in Jewish



gnostical literature as the “lesser Yaho,” a term which at the end of
the second century had already made its way into non-Jewish
gnostical literature,105 but which was also retained by the Merkabah
mystics as the most exalted cognomen of Metatron, one which to
outsiders seemed to border on blasphemy.106 Also in the Talmudic
passage cited above the assumption that the verse in Exodus XXIV, 1
“Ascend to YHWH” refers to Metatron seems to contain an implicit
recognition of the latter as the “lesser Yaho,” which he becomes
explicitly in later texts.107

Mention may be made, moreover, of a further and very striking
example of the extreme stubbornness with which ancient traditions
are preserved in Jewish mystical literature, often in out-of-the-way
places. In the Apocalypse of Abraham, Yahoel appears as the
spiritual teacher of the patriarch to whom he explains the mysteries
of the throne world and the last judgment, exactly as Metatron does
in the Hekhaloth tracts. Abraham is here the prototype of the novice
who is initiated into the mystery, just as he appears at the end of the
Sefer Yetsirah, the “Book of Creation”, a document the precise age of
which is not known but the character of which I propose to discuss
at the end of this lecture. In the Apocalypse we �nd him being
initiated into the mysteries of the Merkabah, just as in the Sefer
Yetsirah he is allowed to penetrate into the mysteries of its
cosmogonical speculation. It is somewhat surprising to read in a
manuscript originating among the twelfth century Jewish mystics in
Germany that Yahoel was Abraham’s teacher and taught him the
whole of the Torah. The same document also expressly mentions
Yahoel as the angel who—in the above-mentioned Talmudic passage
—invites Moses to ascend to heaven.108 Thus the tradition attached
to his name must still have been preserved in mediaeval literature.

If the meaning of the name Yahoel is fairly clear, that of Metatron
is completely obscure. There have been very many attempts to
throw light on the etymology of the word,109 the most widely
accepted interpretation being that according to which Metatron is
short for Metathronios, i.e. “he who stands besides the (God’s)
throne,” or “who occupies the throne next to the divine throne.”



Mention of this throne is indeed made in the later (Hebrew) “Book
of Enoch,” but there is not the slightest suggestion that the author
saw any connection between the name of the archon and his throne.
The fact is that all these etymologies are so much guess-work and
their studied rationality leads nowhere. There is no such word as
Metathronios in Greek and it is extremely unlikely that Jews should
have produced or invented such Greek phrase. In Talmudic
literature the word  is never used in the place of its Hebrew
equivalent. On the other hand, the reduplication of the t and the
ending ron follow a pattern which runs through all these texts. Both
the ending and the repetition of the consonant are observable, for
instance, in names like Zoharariel and Adiriron. It must also be
borne in mind that on and ron may have been �xed and typical
constituents of secret names rather than meaningful syllables. It is
quite possible that the word Metatron was chosen on strictly
symbolical grounds and represents one of the innumerable secret
names which abound in the Hekhaloth texts no less than in the
gnostical writings or in the magical papyri. Originally formed
apparently in order to replace the name Yahoel as a vox mystica, it
gradually usurped its place. It is interesting, by the way, that the
spelling in the oldest quotations and manuscripts is –a fact
which is usually overlooked; this would seem to suggest that the
word was pronounced Meetatron rather than Metatron. As a
transcription of the Greek epsilon in the word Meta, the yod in the
name would appear to be quite super�uous.

In the often highly imaginative description of the angelic sphere
which one �nds in the Hebrew Enoch book of the Merkabah period,
Metatron’s rank is always placed very high. Nevertheless the
classical writings of the Merkabah school contain no suggestion that
he is to be regarded as being one with the glory that appears on the
throne. Throughout this literature Metatron, or whatever name is
given to him, remains in the position of the highest of all created
beings, while the occupant of the throne revealed in the Shiur
Komah is, after all, the Creator Himself. No attempt is made to
bridge the gulf; what has been said of the relationship of the mystic



in his ecstasy towards his God is true also of the supreme exaltation
of the prince of angels himself. The latter, incidentally, is also called
Ana�el, according to an independent tradition which has found its
re�ection in the “Greater Hekhaloth,” and the characteristics given
of this angel make it clear that Ana�el is not simply one more name
for Metatron, but is the name of another �gure which for some
mystics retained that supreme rank.110

8

Several texts have preserved codi�cations of the throne mysticism
abounding among the Merkabah travellers, and elaborate lists of the
problems and questions relevant in this context. These do not all
belong to one particular period; subjects which appear to be of great
importance in one text are not even mentioned in the other. One
such codi�cation of pure throne mysticism, for example, is to be
found in the brief “Treatise of the Hekhaloth” which probably dates
back to the eighth century.111 Here the imaginative description of
objects which were originally really visualized, but are now treated
at great length purely for the purpose of edi�cation, has already
reached baroque proportions.

A more concise and restrained account of the principal subjects of
Merkabah mysticism—apparently based on a Hekhaloth tract—is to
be found in the Midrash to Solomon’s proverbs.112 Here, too, Rabbi
Ishmael appears as the representative of the esoteric tradition. In
this case he enumerates the questions which the doctors of the
Torah will be asked by God on the Day of Judgment; the crowning
part of this examination are the questions referring to esoteric
doctrine:

“If there comes before Him one who is learned in the Talmud, the
Holy One, praise be to Him, says to him: ‘My son, since you have
studied the Talmud, why have you not also studied the Merkabah
and perceived my splendor? For none of the pleasures I have in My
creation is equal to that which is given to me in the hour when the
scholars sit and study the Torah and, looking beyond it, see and



behold and meditate these questions: How the throne of My glory
stands; what the �rst of its feet serves as; what the second foot
serves as; what the third and what the fourth serve as; how the
hashmal (seen by Ezekiel in his vision) stands; how many
expressions he takes on in an hour, and which side he serves; how
the heavenly lightning stands; how many radiant faces are visible
between his shoulders, and which side he serves; and even greater
than all this: the �ery stream under the throne of My glory, which is
round like a stone made of brick; how many bridges are spanned
across it, how great is the distance between one bridge and the next,
and, if I cross it, over which bridge do I cross; which bridge do the
ofannim (a class of angels) cross, and which do the galgalim (another
class) cross; even greater than all this: how I stand from the nails of
My feet to the parting of My hair; how great is the measure of My
palm, and what is the measure of My toes. Even greater than all
this: how the throne of My glory does stand, and which side it does
serve on every day of the week. And is this not My greatness, is not
this My glory and My beauty that My children know My splendor
through these measurements?’ And of this David hath said: O Lord,
how manifold are Thy works!”

It is apparent from this passage that all these questions were
systematically discussed, although some of them are not mentioned
in the texts which have been preserved. Of the bridges in the
Merkabah world, for instance, which �nd almost no mention in the
“Greater Hekhaloth” and the Book of Enoch, we have several vivid
descriptions.

Among the most important objects which Metatron describes to
Rabbi Ishmael is the cosmic veil or curtain before the throne, which
conceals the glory of God from the host of angels. The idea of such a
veil appears to be very old; references to it are to be found already
in Aggadic passages from the second century. The existence of veils
in the resplendent sphere of the aeons is also mentioned in a Coptic
writing belonging to the gnostic school, the Pistis Sophia.113 Now
this cosmic curtain, as it is described in the Book of Enoch, contains
the images of all things which since the day of creation have their
pre-existing reality, as it were, in the heavenly sphere.114 All



generations and all their lives and actions are woven into this
curtain; he who sees it penetrates at the same time into the secret of
Messianic redemption, for like the course of history, the �nal
struggle and the deeds of the Messiah are already pre-existently real
and visible. As we have seen, this combination of knowledge
relating to the Merkabah and the Hekhaloth with a vision of the
Messianic end—the inclusion, that is to say, of apocalyptic and
eschatologic knowledge—is very old. It dominates the Apocalypse of
Abraham and the Book of Enoch no less than the various Hekhaloth
tracts four or eight centuries later. All of them contain varying
descriptions of the end of the world, and calculations of the date set
for the redemption.115 Indeed, there is a passage in the “Greater
Hekhaloth” where the meaning of the Merkabah vision is summed
up in the question: “When will he see the heavenly majesty? When
will he hear of the �nal time of redemption? When will he perceive
what no eye has yet perceived?”116—Incidentally, according to
these mystics, that which now belongs to the domain of secret lore
shall become universal knowledge in the Messianic age. The throne
and the glory which rests on it “shall be revealed anon to all
inhabitants of the world.”117 At the same time the reasons, now
obscure, of the commandments of the Torah will also be revealed
and made plain.118

It is safe to say that what might be termed apocalyptic nostalgia
was among the most powerful motive-forces of the whole Merkabah
mysticism. The attitude of these mystics towards the reality of
history is even more pointedly negative than that of the
contemporary Jewish theologians, the Aggadists.119 The depressing
conditions of the period, the beginning of the era of persecution by
the Church since the fourth century, directed the religious interests
of the mystics towards the higher world of the Merkabah; from the
world of history the mystic turns to the prehistoric period of
creation, from whose vision he seeks consolation, or towards the
post-history of redemption. Unfortunately the sources at our
disposal shed no light on the social environment of the founders and
leaders of the movement. As I said at the beginning of this lecture,
they have been only too successful in preserving their anonymity.



9

In contrast to the connection between throne mysticism and
apocalyptic which, as we have seen, is very close, that between
eschatology and cosmogony—the end of things and the beginning of
things—is rather loose, at any rate in the writings which have come
down to us. In this respect, Merkabah mysticism di�ers not only
from the non-Jewish forms of Gnosticism but also from the
Kabbalism of the later period, where the connection between the
two is exceedingly close. Moreover, the comparatively sparse
account devoted to this subject under the heading of re�ections on
the Maaseh Bereshith is cosmology rather than cosmogony, that is to
say, the emphasis is laid—so far as we are in a position to judge—on
the order of the cosmos rather than on the drama of its creation,
which plays so large a part in the mythology of the Gnostics. One
has only to read the “Baraitha on the Work of Creation,” which
includes some fragments belonging to this period, albeit in a
comparatively recent edition, and whose connection with Merkabah
mysticism is evident, to become aware of this di�erence between
Merkabah speculation and Gnosticism proper.120 Its cause is
obvious: the realm of divine “fullness,” the pleroma of the Gnostics,
which unfolds dramatically the succession of aeons, is directly
related to the problem of creation and cosmogony, while for the
Merkabah mystics, who substituted the throne world for the pleroma
and the aeons, this problem has no signi�cance at all. The
constituents of the throne world: the hashmal, the ofannim and
hayoth, the seraphim, etc., can no longer be interpreted in terms of a
cosmogonic drama; the only link between this realm and the
problem of creation was, as we have seen, the idea of the cosmic
curtain. Here we have one of the most important points of
di�erence between Merkabah mysticism and Kabbalism; the latter is
distinguished by renewed interest in purely cosmogonic speculation,
whose spirit often enough is entirely Gnostic. In the earlier
literature—certainly during the phase represented by the Hekhaloth
—theoretical questions have no place; its spirit is descriptive, not
speculative, and this is particularly true of the best examples of this



genre. Nevertheless it is possible that there was a speculative phase
in the very beginning and that the famous passage in the Mishnah
which forbids the questions: “What is above and what is below?
What was before and what will be after?” refers to theoretical
speculation in the manner of the Gnostics who strove after “the
knowledge of who we were, and what we have become, where we
were or where we are placed, whither we hasten, from what we are
redeemed.”121

As a matter of fact there exists indubitable proof that among
certain groups of Jewish Gnostics who tried to stay within the
religious community of rabbinical Judaism, Gnostical speculation
and related semi-mythological thought was kept alive. Traces of
such ideas in Aggadic literature are few but they exist. Thus for
instance there is the well-known saying of the Babylonian teacher
Rav in the third century A.D.: “Ten are the qualities with which the
world has been created: wisdom, insight, knowledge, force, appeal,
power, justice, right, love and compassion.”122 Or the following
reference to seven hypostases of similar general ideas of the kind so
often found in the names of Gnostical aeons: “Seven middoth serve
before the throne of glory: wisdom, right and justice, love and
mercy, truth and peace.”123 What the aeons and the archons are to
the Gnostics, the middoth are to this form of speculation, i.e. the
hypostatized attributes of God.

Much more important are the relics of speculation concerning
aeons preserved in the oldest Kabbalistic text, the highly obscure
and awkward book Bahir, which was edited in Provence during the
twelfth century.124 This brief document of Kabbalistic theology
consists, at least in part, of compilations and editions of much older
texts which, together with other writings of the Merkabah school,
had made their way to Europe from the East. It was my good
fortune to make a discovery a few years ago which renders it
possible to identify one of these Eastern sources, namely, the book
Raza Rabba, “The Great Mystery,” which some Eastern authors of
the tenth century named among the most important of esoteric
writings and which was hitherto thought to have been lost.125



Fortunately, several lengthy quotations from it have been preserved
in the writings of thirteenth century Jewish mystics in Southern
Germany, which leave no doubt that the Book Bahir was to a large
extent directly based on it.126 It thus becomes understandable how
gnostical termini technici, symbols, and mythologems came to be
used by the earliest Kabbalists who wrote their works in Provence
during the twelfth century. The point obviously has an important
bearing on the question of the origins of mediaeval Kabbalism in
general. It can be taken as certain that in addition to the Raza
Rabba, which appears to have been a cross between a mystical
Midrash and a Hekhaloth text, with a strong magical element
thrown in, other similar fragments of ancient writings, with Gnostic
excerpts written in Hebrew, made their way from the East to
Provence. It was thus that remainders of Gnostic ideas transmitted
in this fashion entered the main stream of mystical thought via the
Book Bahir, to become one of the chief in�uences which shaped the
theosophy of the thirteenth century Kabbalists.

10

The existence of speculative Gnostic tendencies in the immediate
neighborhood of Merkabah mysticism has its parallel in the writings
grouped together under the name of Maaseh Bereshith. These include
a document—the Sefer Yetsirah or Book of Creation—which
represents a theoretical approach to the problems of cosmology and
cosmogony.127 The text probably includes interpolations made at a
later period, but its connection with the Merkabah literature is fairly
evident, at least as regards terminology and style. Written probably
between the third and the sixth century, it is distinguished by its
brevity; even the most comprehensive of the various editions does
not exceed sixteen hundred words. Historically, it represents the
earliest extant speculative text written in the Hebrew language.
Mystical meditation appears to have been among the sources from
which the author drew inspiration, so far as the vagueness and
obscurity of the text permits any judgment on this point. The style is



at once pompous and laconic, ambiguous and oracular—no wonder,
therefore, that the book was quoted in evidence alike by mediaeval
philosophers and by Kabbalists. Its chief subject-matters are the
elements of the world, which are sought in the ten elementary and
primordial numbers—Se�roth, as the book calls them—and the 22
letters of the Hebrew alphabet. These together represent the
mysterious forces whose convergence has produced the various
combinations observable throughout the whole of creation; they are
the “thirty-two secret paths of wisdom,” through which God has
created all that exists. These Se�roth are not just ten stages, or
representative of ten stages, in their unfolding; the matter is not as
simple as that. But “their end is in their beginning and their
beginning in their end, as the �ame is bound to the coal—close your
mouth lest it speak and your heart lest it think.” After the author
has analysed the function of the Se�roth in his cosmogony, or rather
hinted at the solution in some more or less oracular statements, he
goes on to explain the function of the letters in creation: “[God]
drew them, hewed them, combined them, weighed them,
interchanged them, and through them produced the whole creation
and everything that is destined to be created.” He then proceeds to
discuss, or rather to unveil, the secret meaning of each letter in the
three realms of creation known to him: man, the world of the stars
and planets, and the rhythmic �ow of time through the course of the
year. The combination of late Hellenistic, perhaps even late
Neoplatonic numerological mysticism with exquisitely Jewish ways
of thought concerning the mystery of letters and language is fairly
evident throughout.128 Nor is the element of Merkabah mysticism
lacking; the author appears to have searched the Merkabah for a
cosmological idea, and not without success, for it seems that the
hayoth in the Merkabah described by Ezekiel, i.e. the “living beings”
which carry the Merkabah, are for him connected with the Se�roth
as “living numerical beings.” For, indeed, these are very peculiar
“numbers” of which it is said that “their appearance is like a �ash of
lightning and their goal is without end; His word is in them when
they come forth [from Him] and when they return; at His bidding



do they speed swiftly as a whirlwind, and before His throne they
prostrate themselves.”

Various peculiarities of the terminology employed in the book,
including some curious neologisms which �nd no natural
explanation in Hebrew phraseology, suggest a paraphrase of Greek
terms, but most of the details still await a full clari�cation.129 The
precise meaning of the phrase Se�roth belimah which the author
constantly uses and which may be the key to the understanding of
what he actually had in mind when speaking of the Se�roth, is a
matter of speculation. The second word belimah which may be taken
to denote or to qualify the speci�c nature of these “numbers” has
been explained or translated in accordance with the theories of the
several writers or translators: in�nite Se�roth, or closed, abstract,
ine�able, absolute Se�roth, or even Se�roth out-of-nothing. If the
author of the book wanted to be obscure, he certainly succeeded
beyond his wishes. Even the substance of its cosmogony, as set forth
in the chapter dealing with the Se�roth, is still a subject of
discussion. On the question whether the author believes in the
emanation of his Se�roth out of each other and of God it is possible
to hear directly con�icting views. According to some writers, he
identi�es the Se�roth directly with the elements of creation (the
spirit of God; ether; water; �re; and the six dimensions of space).
Others, with whom I am inclined to agree, see in his description a
tendency towards parallelism or correlation between the Se�roth
and the elements. In any event, the Se�roth which, like the host of
angels in the Merkabah literature, are visualized in an attitude of
adoration before God’s throne, represent an entirely new element
which is foreign to the conception of the classical Merkabah
visionaries.

On the other hand, one cannot overlook the connection between
the “Book of Creation” and the theory of magic and theurgy which,
as we have seen, plays its part in Merkabah mysticism.130 The
ecstatic ascent to the throne is not the only element of that
mysticism; it also embraces various other techniques which are
much more closely connected with magical practices. One of these,
for example, is the “putting on, or clothing, of the name,” a highly



ceremonious rite in which the magician impregnates himself, as it
were, with the great name of God131—i.e. performs a symbolic act
by clothing himself in a garment into whose texture the name has
been woven.132 The adjuration of the prince or archon of the Torah,
Sar Torah, belongs to the same category.133 The revelation sought
through the performance of such rites is identical with that of the
Merkabah vision. The “Prince of the Torah” reveals the same
mysteries as the voice which speaks from the throne of �re: the
secret of heaven and earth, the dimensions of the demiurge, and the
secret names the knowledge of which gives power over all things. It
is true that in addition these magical practices also hold out a
promise of other things, e. g. a more comprehensive knowledge of
the Torah, chie�y re�ected in the fact that the adept can no longer
forget anything he has learned, and similar accomplishments:
Matters which to the Hekhaloth mystics were important but not
vital, much as they tried to remain in conformity with rabbinical
Judaism—a tendency which �nds its expression in the emphasis laid
in the “Greater Hekhaloth” on the link with Halakhic tradition.
These theurgical doctrines form a kind of meeting-place for magic
and ecstaticism. The theurgical element is brought to the fore in
various writings which display manifold points of contact with the
Hekhaloth tracts, as, to take some instances, Harba de-Moshe, “The
Sword of Moses,” the “Havdalah of Rabbi Akiba” and the recipes
that are preserved in the book Shimmushe Tehillim, the title of which
means “The magical use of the psalms.” The latter have had a long,
if not quite distinguished career in Jewish life and folklore.134
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If Merkabah mysticism thus degenerates in some instances into
magic pure and simple, it becomes subject to a moral
reinterpretation in others. Originally, the ascent of the soul was by
no means conceived as an act of penitence, but in later days the
ancient Talmudic saying “great is repentance … for it leads to the
throne of Glory” came to be regarded—e. g. by the Babylonian Gaon



Jehudai (eighth century)—as a reference to it. In this conception,
the act of penitence becomes one with the ecstatic progress through
the seven heavens.135 Already in one of the Hekhaloth tracts the
�rst �ve of the seven palaces through which the soul must pass are
placed parallel to certain degrees or stages of moral perfection. Thus
Rabbi Akiba says to Rabbi Ishmael: “When I ascended to the �rst
palace I was devout (hasid), in the second palace I was pure (tahor),
in the third sincere (yashar), in the fourth I was wholly with God
(tamim), in the �fth I displayed holiness before God; in the sixth I
spoke the kedushah (the trishagion) before Him who spoke and
created, in order that the guardian angels might not harm me; in the
seventh palace I held myself erect with all my might, trembling in
all limbs, and spoke the following prayer: … ‘Praise be to Thee who
art exalted, praise be to the Sublime in the chambers of
grandeur’.”136

This tendency to set the stages of ascent in parallel with the
degrees of perfection obviously raises the question whether we are
not faced here with a mystical reinterpretation of the Merkabah
itself. Was there not a temptation to regard man himself as the
representative of divinity, his soul as the throne of glory, etc.? A
step in this direction had been taken by Macarius the Egyptian, one
of the earliest representatives of fourth century Christian monastic
mysticism. “The opening of his �rst homily reads like a programme
of his mystical faith. It o�ers a new explanation of the obscure
vision of Ezekiel (i.e. of the Merkabah)  …  according to him, the
prophet beholds ‘the secret of the soul which is on the point of
admitting its master and becoming a throne of his Glory’.”137 We
�nd an analogous reinterpretation of the Merkabah among the
Jewish mystics in the thrice repeated saying of the third century
Palestinian Talmudist Simeon ben Lakish: “The Patriarchs (i.e.
Abraham, Isaac and Jacob)—they are the Merkabah.”138 The author
tries to justify this bold assertion by an ingenious exegetical
reasoning based on certain Scriptural phrases, but it is plain that the
exegesis provided only the occasion for making it, not the motive;
the latter is genuinely and unmistakably mystical.



It must be emphasized that these tendencies are alien to the spirit
of Hekhaloth literature; we �nd in it none of that symbolic
interpretation of the Merkabah which was later revived and
perfected by the Kabbalists. Its subject is never man, be he even a
saint. The form of mysticism which it represents takes no particular
interest in man as such; its gaze is �xed on God and his aura, the
radiant sphere of the Merkabah, to the exclusion of everything else.
For the same reason it made no contribution to the development of
a new moral ideal of the truly pious Jew. All its originality is on the
ecstatical side, while the moral aspect is starved, so to speak, of life.
The moral doctrines found in Hekhaloth literature are pale and
bloodless; the ideal to which the Hekhaloth mystic is devoted is that
of the visionary who holds the keys to the secrets of the divine
realm and who reveals these visions in Israel. Vision and knowledge,
in a word, Gnosis of this kind, represents for him the essence of the
Torah and of all possible human and cosmic wisdom.





Third Lecture

HASIDISM IN MEDIAEVAL GERMANY

1

Mediaeval German Jewry held aloof from the discussions of
theological and philosophical problems which exercised so deep an
in�uence on contemporary Jewish thought in the East, in Spain and
in Italy, and which gave an impetus to new and important
developments in the cultural life of these communities. The
introduction of new values and ideas into the �elds of metaphysics,
ethics and anthropology by the Jewish theologians and philosophers
of the period, the whole movement which can be described as the
struggle between Plato and Aristotle for the Biblical and Talmudic
heritage of Judaism, was all but ignored by the Jewish communities
of Germany and Northern France. True, the study of the Talmud was
pursued with an enthusiasm which was nowhere surpassed;
nowhere else was so much importance assigned to learning, so much
zeal developed in the pursuit of study. But this interest in the
casuistry of the Holy Law was not paralleled by a similar genius for,
or devotion to, speculative thought.

That, however, is not to say that German Jewry made no
signi�cant contribution to the history of Jewish religion in the
Diaspora. Its spiritual leaders were indeed strangely devoid of
originality in the domain of metaphysics. They showed themselves
unable to turn to productive account even the few elements of
philosophic speculation which were gradually absorbed. But a
signi�cant and lasting imprint was made on the spirit of this great
Jewish community by the upheaval of the Crusades, by the savage
persecutions of the period and the Jews’ own constant readiness for



martyrdom. Henceforth there was to be a novel element in the
character of German Judaism, an element which owed its growth to
purely religious motives but which never found adequate
philosophic expression. Its mark is to be found in the movement to
which the name of German Hasidism has been given, i.e. in the
activities of certain groups of men whom their contemporaries
already called with special emphasis Haside Ashkenaz, i.e. “the
devout of Germany.”

The rise of Hasidism was the decisive event in the religious
development of German Jewry. Of all the factors determining the
deeper religion of that community it was the greatest until the
change which took place in the seventeenth century under the
in�uence of the later Kabbalism, which originated at Safed in
Palestine. Strictly speaking, it was the only considerable religious
event in the history of German Judaism. Its importance lies in the
fact that it succeeded already during the Middle Ages in bringing
about the triumph of new religious ideals and values which were
acknowledged by the mass of the people; in Germany and for the
German Jewish community at any rate the victory was complete.
Where the thirteenth century Kabbalism of Spain failed—for it
became a real historical factor only much later, after the expulsion
of the Jews from Spain and after Safed had become the new centre
—German Hasidism succeeded. So far from being isolated, the
Hasidim were intimately connected with the whole of Jewish life
and the religious interests of the common folk; they were recognized
as representatives of an ideally Jewish way of life even where their
principles were never completely translated into practice. Side by
side with the great documents of the Halakhah, and (in spite of their
deep reverence for the divine commandment) by no means always
in perfect conformity with them, the classical literature of Hasidism
retained a truly canonical prestige—not indeed among the
representatives of Talmudic learning, who can hardly have read
documents like the “Book of the Devout” without experiencing some
qualms, but with the average pious Jewish burgher or
“householder,” the baal bayith. Thus the Hasidim escaped the fate of
the early Kabbalists who always remained a small aristocratic sect



and whose ideas and values never entered into the general
consciousness of their contemporaries. Although the creative period
of the movement was relatively short-about one century, from 1150
to 1250—its in�uence on the Jews of Germany was lasting; the
religious ideas to which it gave rise and which it �lled with life
retained their vitality for centuries. It is to them that German Jewry
largely owes the inner strength and devotion which it displayed
when new storms of persecution arose.

Like the Talmudic aristocracy before it, Hasidism found its
leading representatives among that remarkable family which for
centuries provided the Jewish communities in the Rhineland with
their spiritual leaders: the Kalonymides, who had come to the Rhine
from Italy and who, in Speyer, Worms and Mainz, formed a natural
aristocracy among the communities. The three men who moulded
German Hasidism all belonged to this family. Samuel the Hasid, the
son of Kalonymus of Speyer, who lived in the middle of the twelfth
century1; his son Jehudah the Hasid, of Worms, who died in
Regensburg in 12172; and the latter’s disciple and relative, Eleazar
ben Jehudah, of Worms, who died between 1223 and 1232.3 All
three exercized a deep and lasting in�uence on their
contemporaries; Jehudah the Hasid in particular held an unrivalled
position as a religious leader so long as Hasidism itself remained a
living force. A contemporary said of him, “he would have been a
prophet if he had lived in the times of the prophets.”4 Like Isaac
Luria of Safed in a later age, he, too, soon became a legendary
�gure of mythical proportions, and in much the same way the
personalities of the other two leaders of German Hasidism tend to
disappear behind the tropical jungle of legends that has grown up
around them. These legends have been preserved not only in
Hebrew but also in a Yiddish version, the Maase Buch, which Gaster
has translated into English.5 They do not always give a true picture
of what Hasidism actually was, but rather tell us what popular
imagination would have liked it to be. And this distortion, too, is
not without signi�cance for an understanding of the motive-powers
which were active in this movement.



Of Samuel the Hasid’s writings little has been preserved, while the
more numerous writings of his son Jehudah have come down for the
most part only in the form given to them by his disciples. On the
other hand, Eleazar of Worms, the most zealous of all the apostles of
his master, has left a whole literature which is a veritable store-
house of early Hasidic thought, including in particular the entire
body of earlier mystical doctrine in so far as it was known to the
members of this group. Indeed, his life work seems to have been
devoted to the task of codi�cation, whether of the Halakhah (in his
great work Rokeah of which several editions have appeared in
print), or of other materials and traditions. His voluminous writings,
many of them extant only in manuscripts of which a distinguished
Jewish scholar once remarked that he hoped they would never
emerge from their “well-deserved oblivion”, are of considerable
interest for the study of Jewish mysticism. But the most important
literary monument of the movement which gives the fullest insight
into its origins and its originality, is the Sefer Hasidim or “Book of
the Devout”, an edition of the literary testaments of the three
founders, and in particular of the writings of Jehudah the Hasid.6
Undistinguished and even awkward in style, often resembling a
mass of casual jottings rather than a coherent literary composition,
it is yet undoubtedly one of the most important and remarkable
products of Jewish literature. No other work of the period provides
us with so deep an insight into the real life of a Jewish community
in all its aspects. For once we are able to study religion and theology
not detached from reality and as it were suspended in the vacuum of
Revelation, but in the closest and most intimate connection with
everyday life. Where other authors or editors have drawn a
dogmatic, Halakhic or idyllic veil before the living reality of
religious experience, the book records in plain words the actual
con�icting motives which determined the religious life of a Jew in
mediaeval Germany. Life, as it is presented here, although lived in
the shadow of a great idea, is painted with a realism which has an
almost dramatic quality. Thus the “Book of the Devout” inaugurates
the all too brief series of Jewish writings—not a few of them and
not the least valuable written at a later stage in the development of



Jewish mysticism—which are also genuine historical documents
revealing the whole truth about the circumstances of their time.

In his brilliant analysis of the “Religious Social Tendency of the
Sefer Hasidim,” F. I. Baer has shown that the “teachings of the Sefer
Hasidim form a de�nite and consistent whole”7 and that they re�ect
the spirit of a central dominating �gure—Rabbi Jehudah the Hasid,
whose historical position, according to Baer, is akin to that of his
Christian contemporary, St. Francis of Assisi. Baer has also raised
anew the problem of the relationship between the social philosophy
of Hasidism and its Monkish-Christian environment.8 It is in fact
undeniable that certain popular religious and social ideas common
to the Roman Catholic West after the Cluniacensian reform also
�ltered into the religious philosophy of some Jewish groups.
According to Baer, this was possible only in Germany, while in Italy
and Spain the spread of philosophical enlightenment among the
Jews either prevented this in�ltration or at least limited its scope by
conducting an incessant �ght against it. Although Baer describes
these tendencies as “stimulants which merely served to hasten a
spontaneous development” he goes further than Guedemann who
also believed in a connection between the popular Christian
mysticism of the period and the Hasidic movement, but makes a
reservation in respect of their interdependence by arguing that
“there is no need to speak of derivations; similar causes produce
similar e�ects. Mysticism was in the air and its seeds fell on fertile
soil both among Jews and Christians.”9

2

It would, however, be a mistake to assume that the impact upon
the Jewish religious consciousness of the terrible su�erings during
the Crusades was the source of an entirely novel mystical
disposition. The truth is that long before this period, and long before
the great body of lay Christianity had come under the in�uence of
mystical thoughts which in turn could have penetrated into Jewish
circles, the Jewish communities of the Rhineland, the cultural centre



of German Jewry, had begun to absorb elements of the early
Merkabah mysticism. It seems probable that this in�ltration of an
older tradition, in whose wake an entire literature was transplanted,
coincided with the immigration during the ninth century of the
already mentioned Kalonymide family from Italy, where through the
tireless activity of Aaron of Baghdad an understanding of this
literature had spread among wider circles.10 The extent to which
this renaissance of Merkabah mysticism on Italian soil had gone can
be gauged from the legends in the “Chronicle of Ahimaaz of Oria”—
a precious document of eleventh-century Jewish life which has been
preserved as though by a miracle in the library of the Cathedral of
Toledo.11 And one has only to read the religious poetry of the Jews
of Southern Italy in the tenth century—especially the hymns of
Amitai ben Shefatiah—to become aware of the enormous in�uence
of Merkabah mysticism both on its style and its contents. That the
Sefer Yetsirah was already known in Italy in the tenth century is
proved by the commentary of Sabbatai Donnolo.12 Together with it
there came a great deal of related literature, semi-mystical or
entirely mystical Midrashim and various documents of whose
existence we only know through quotations scattered in the writings
of the Hasidim.

The in�uence of this literature on the Jews of Germany was
profound. One �nds its re�ection in the writings of the old
synagogal poets of the German and Northern French school which
carried on the tradition of Palestine and Italy. This poetry is
frequently incomprehensible unless one is familiar with the
Merkabah literature. The voluminous commentary on a large
number of these poems compiled by Abraham ben Azriel of
Bohemia, publication of which has lately been started13, deals
largely with mystical ideas. It is equally obvious, though less
generally realized, that the writings of many Talmudists and
Tosa�sts—the name generally given to the school of Talmudic
casuists in Germany and Northern France in the twelfth and
thirteenth centuries—in so far as they deal at all with religious
subjects, are steeped in the same kind of mystical thought. The
tradition which ascribes to some of the most famous Tosa�sts a



preference for the study of old mystical tracts, if not the actual
practice of mystical rites, is by no means simply a legend. The
various testimonies to this e�ect are quite independent of each
other, and for the rest a careful study of their occasional ventures
into theology leaves no doubt that they draw their inspiration from
mystical ideas on the subject of creation, the Merkabah, and even
the Shiur Komah. One of the greatest masters of this school of
casuists, Isaac of Dampierre, whom one would be the last to suspect
of mystical leanings, was said to be a visionary14; we have a
commentary to the “Book of Creation,” written by Elhanan ben
Yakar of London, which was based on his lectures15, and one of his
most famous pupils, Ezra of Montcontour, whose cognomen “The
Prophet” was by no means intended to be merely an honori�c
appellation, is known to have practised Merkabah mysticism. His
“ascents to heaven” are attested by several witnesses, and his
possession of prophetic gifts was regarded as proved.16 “He showed
signs and miracles. One heard a voice speak to him from a cloud, as
God spoke to Moses. Great scholars, among them Eleazar of Worms,
after days of fasting and prayer, were granted the revelation that all
his words were truth and not deception. He also produced Talmudic
explanations the like of which had never been heard before, and he
revealed the mysteries of the Torah and the Prophets.” When he
announced that the Messianic age would begin in 1226 and
culminate in 1240, the year 5000 of Creation, the rumor of this
prediction spread far and wide.

These traditions concerning the way of life and the vision of the
old ecstatics, by which the imagination continued to be powerfully
a�ected although only a few followed in their footsteps, combined—
probably in the main during the period of the Crusades—with
various other and often quite heterogenous elements of thought.
Thus the ideas of Saadia, the soberest of philosophic rationalists,
who �ourished in the �rst half of the tenth century, gradually
became known and, paradoxically enough, they gained in�uence
owing to the poetical, enthusiastic and quasi-mystical style of the
old Hebrew translation, or rather paraphrase, of his magnum opus,
the “Book of Philosophic Doctrines and Religious Beliefs,” the



original of which was written in Arabic. Apart from partly
misunderstood elements of Saadia, there was the growing in�uence
of Abraham ibn Ezra and Abraham bar Hiya, through which
Neoplatonic thought, including some of purely mystical character,
came to Northern France and to the Hasidim of Germany. The
stream also carried along with it an inde�nable mixture of traditions
concerning occultism of which the sources are di�cult to trace; the
most extraordinary combinations of Hellenistic occultism, early
Jewish magic, and ancient German belief in demons and witches are
frequently encountered in the Hasidic literature of the period.17 It is
characteristic that Eleazar of Worms uses the term “philosopher” in
the same sense in which it is used in the medieval Latin writings on
alchemy and occultism, i.e. as the designation of a scholar versed in
these occult sciences. Wherever in his book on psychology a
“philosopher” makes his appearance, he introduces hermetical ideas
of this kind.18

All these elements are intermingled in the richly varied literature
of Hasidism, but rather in the form of an amorphous whole than as
elements of a system. Its authors, as we have already had occasion
to remark, showed themselves unable to develop these elements of
thought or to produce anything like a synthesis; possibly they were
not even conscious of the manifold inconsistencies among the
various traditions, all of which were treated by them with the same
reverence. As regards the form of their writings it is worth noting
that they displayed nothing of that passion for anonymity, let alone
pseudepigraphy, which is so characteristic of the Merkabah mystics.
Only a very small number of pseudepigraphic texts are grouped
round the �gure of one Joseph ben Uziel19 who �rst makes his
appearance in the “Alphabet of ben Sira” (tenth century), where he
is introduced as the grandson of ben Sira and the greatgrandson of
the Prophet Jeremiah. And even there it is not certain whether some
of these texts, and possibly the “Alphabet” as well, did not originate
in Italy. Whatever else there is to be found of pseudepigraphic
elements in this literature apparently owes its origin less to
deliberate intention than to misunderstanding and confusion, such
as for example the awkward commentary on the “Book of Creation”



written by a disciple of Eleazar of Worms but published under the
name of Saadia.20 For Saadia was actually considered by the
Hasidim as “learned in the mysteries.”

3

Notwithstanding the failure to establish doctrinal unity or rather
the lack of any serious attempt to bring it about, these writings,
with all their manifold contradictions and inconsistencies, display a
certain community of outlook. The new impulse which deeply
a�ected the precarious life led by the German Jews in the twelfth
century left a powerful imprint on the character of their literature;
its spirit somehow permates even the semi-philosophic arguments,
the ancient mythologems scattered among the fragments, and the
rest of this stream of traditions and reminiscences, replete with
obvious misunderstandings and not infrequently showing a
reversion to mythology.

For like the external world, the world of the spirit, too, had
undergone a deep transformation. The force of the religious impulse
which at one time found expression and satisfaction in the visionary
perception of God’s glory and in the apocalyptic vision of the
downfall of the �endish powers of evil, had waned and for a time
ceased to shape the outlook of actively religious groups. Nothing,
indeed, disappeared completely; all the old traditions were
preserved, often in abstruse metamorphoses, for in this Hasidic
world age is its own justi�cation.

But in spite of the innate conservatism of German Judaism, the
novel circumstances in the end called forth a new response. It will
always remain a remarkable fact that the great catastrophe of the
Crusades, the incessant waves of persecution which now broke over
the Jews of Germany, failed to introduce an apocalyptic element
into the religious tenets of German Jewry. Not a single apocalypse
was written during that period, unless this name be given to the no
longer extant “Prophecy” of Rabbi Troestlin the Prophet, the work
of a Merkabah mystic who lived in Erfurt and of whose book a brief



passage has been preserved.21 It is true that the chroniclers of the
persecutions and the writers of the new school of religious poetry,
perhaps the most characteristic representatives of this period,
sought consolation in eschatological hopes, but they laid far more
stress on the blessed state of the martyrs and the transcendent
splendor of the coming Redemption than on the terrors of the end
and the vision of the Last Judgment.

As far as concerns the views of the Hasidic leaders, Jehudah the
Hasid himself was radically opposed to all speculation concerning
the time of the Messiah’s arrival. In chronicling the account of the
journey of Petahyah of Regensburg, who made a voyage to Baghdad
and Persia around 1175, he even went so far as to censor the
manuscript by leaving out the Messianic prophecy of one Samuel, an
astrologer of Niniveh, “so that it might not seem as though he
believed in it.” And in the “Book of the Devout” he says: “If you see
one making prophecies about the Messiah, you should know that he
deals in witchcraft and has intercourse with demons; or he is one of
those who seek to conjure with the names of God. Now, since they
conjure the angels or spirits, these tell them about the Messiah, so as
to tempt him to reveal his speculations. And in the end he is shamed
because he has called up the angels and demons, and instead a
misfortune occurs at that place. The demons come and teach him
their calculations and apocalyptic secrets in order to shame him and
those who believe in him, for no one knows anything about the
coming of the Messiah.”22

But for all the lack of apocalyptic elements in the Messianic
conception of Hasidism it would be a mistake to overlook its
eschatological character. There have been tendencies in this
direction. Thus J. N. Simhoni, one of the few writers on the subject
who have tried to go below the surface, has drawn a picture of
Hasidism as a movement distinguished by a frankly anti-
eschatologic form of devotion which holds out no expectations of
reward in life for meritorious deeds, ignores the hope of salvation
and remains resolutely wedded to the present.23 “If heavy
misfortune befall a man let him think of the knights who go to war
and do not �ee before the sword, for they are ashamed to �ee, and



so as not to expose themselves to shame they let themselves be
killed or wounded, and they receive no reward from their masters
for their death in battle. Thus let him speak with the Scripture:
‘Though he slay me, yet will I trust in Him’, and I will serve him
without hope of reward.”24 According to Simhoni, the legend which
ascribes to Jehudah the Hasid an unsuccessful attempt, before his
death, to unravel the date of the ‘end’ is typical of the belated
e�orts to represent Hasidism as more Messianic than it really was.

But is it possible to accept this fundamentally anti-eschatological
interpretation of Hasidism? It is not borne out even by the “Book of
the Devout,” far less by the other documents of this group, such as,
for example, the writings of Eleazar of Worms. If it is true that their
religious interest does not center on the Messianic promise in the
strict sense, it is no less true that the imagination of these writers is
powerfully a�ected by everything which concerns the eschatology
of the soul. The whole subject was of less direct interest to the
apocalyptically inclined Merkabah mystics than to the older
visionaries like the author of the Ethiopic book of Enoch, but it was
studied in other circles and inspired several of the shorter
Midrashim. Eschatological ideas concerning the nature of the state
of bliss in Paradise, the dawn of Redemption, the nature of
Resurrection, the beati�c vision of the just, their bodies and
garments, the problem of reward and punishment, etc., were of real
importance to a man like Jehudah the Hasid.25 These notions were
by no means mere literary ballast carried along with many
traditions of a di�erent kind; indeed, they belong to the very heart
and core of the religious faith of these men which manifested itself
in so many di�erent ways. Many were no doubt the spontaneous
creation of the age, but even those which came from the East in the
wake of the eschatological Aggadah, such as the description of the
terrors of the judgment held in the grave itself in the �rst days after
burial (Hibbut Ha-Kever), were eagerly taken up and embellished.26

At all times the vagueness of eschatological hopes the contents of
which have not been dogmatically de�ned, has evoked more
interest among the common people than some great Jewish
theologians have been willing to allow. For Jehudah the Hasid,



mysticism represents something like an anticipation of a knowledge
which, strictly speaking, belongs to Messianic times. There are
secrets which are revealed in the upper world and which are
preserved there for “the time to come.” Only the mystics and the
allegorists of this world “absorb something of the odor of these
secrets and mysteries.”27—Notwithstanding which there can be no
doubt that speculations concerning the “end” never ceased to play a
part in Hasidic mysticism.28

The scope and variety of Hasidic speculation is far greater than
that of the old Merkabah mysticism. In addition to the latter’s
favorite subjects of meditation it introduces a species of mystical
thought on a number of new subjects. Thus we �nd a new
theosophy, the “mystery of God’s unity,” which, without entirely
abandoning the old mysticism of the Throne, goes far beyond it and
forms a special branch of mystical doctrine; a new mystical
psychology, conceived as an instrument of this theosophy29; and
extensive speculation concerning the “reasons of the Torah,” i.e.
above all the true motives of the commandments—a subject which
the old Aggadah, no less than many of the Merkabah mystics,
expressly reserved for Messianic times.30 Thus while the ecstatic
Merkabah vision, as we have seen, left little room for exegetical
speculation, such speculation, whatever its forms or methods—and
some of them were strange indeed—occupies a highly important
place in the religious thought of the Hasidim.31

Nor is this all. The Hasidic doctrine includes—in addition to a
social philosophy based on the conception of natural right and
probably derived from Christian sources—something like a
rudimentary theology of history. According to Eleazar of Worms,
there have been since the days of Creation historical forces of
opposition, “weeds” as he calls them, which counteract the divine
purpose. The verse Gen. III, 18 “thorns and thistles shall the earth
bring forth to thee” is to be understood not only in a natural but
also in a historical sense, the earth signifying in this context the
stage on which man’s history is enacted. “Thorns and thistles” are
interpreted, by a process of reasoning based on numerological



mysticism, as representations of the profane history which in every
generation stands in opposition to the inner sacred historical
process. The origin of profane history is sought in the Fall which is
also de�ned as the cause of force and social inequality in the
relations of men. But for Adam’s fall, man would have continuous
concourse with the angels and maintain a permanent relationship
with God based on direct revelation. And even after the Fall, men
might have avoided the division into rich and poor, the evil of social
inequality, if they all had remained tillers of the soil.32

The point to be stressed here is the fact that side by side with
theosophical speculation concerning the mysteries of the Creator
and the Creation, Hasidism gives prominence, far more than does
Merkabah mysticism, to ideas which are of direct concern to the
religious existence of man. It sets up a de�nite human ideal, a type
of man and a way of life to be followed, and includes among the
main articles of its mystical faith, in addition to a peculiar form of
mystical prayer, the ideal of Hasiduth, of which a fuller account
must now be given.

4

Neither learning nor tradition of any kind are among the prime
motive forces of Hasidism. What gave to the movement its
distinctive character was, more than any other idea, its novel
conception of the devout, the Hasid, as a religious ideal which
transcended all values derived from the intellectual sphere and the
realization of which was considered more desirable than any
intellectual accomplishment. To be a Hasid is to conform to purely
religious standards entirely independent of intellectualism and
learning. The surprise expressed by Guedemann that the term Hasid
was often used of “devout but otherwise not remarkable men”33

reveals a signi�cant inability—doubly remarkable in the case of so
eminent a scholar—to appreciate a scale of values completely
independent of the traditional Jewish veneration for the learned
student of the Torah. For while Hasidism continued to place a



premium on knowledge, it was nevertheless possible to be a Hasid
without an understanding of more than, say, the text of the Bible. It
is signi�cant that the psalm reader became a �gure of Hasidic
legend: it is owing to him that an entire community is able to resist
the great persecutions in the years of the “Black Death” (1348–
52).34 It is more than unlikely that such legends could have arisen in
Spain. They could �ourish only because the ground had been
prepared by a new conception of ideal humanity. The Hasid is
“remarkable” not by any intellectual standard of values but only
within the categorical frame-work of Hasiduth itself.

The word Hasid has a speci�c meaning which is sharply
distinguished from the much more vague and general signi�cance of
the same term in Talmudic usage.35 Three things above all others go
to make the true Hasid as he appears before us in the “Book of the
Devout”: Ascetic renunciation of the things of this world; complete
serenity of mind; and an altruism grounded in principle and driven
to extremes. Let us consider these points a little closer.36

The ascetic turn of mind is the corollary of a darkly pessimistic
attitude towards life, a characteristic expression of which may be
found in the interpretation given to an old Midrash by Eleazar of
Worms. The “Midrash on the Creation of the Child” relates that after
its guardian angel has given it a �llip upon the nose, the newborn
child forgets all the in�nite knowledge acquired before its birth in
the celestial houses of learning. But why, Eleazar asks, does the
child forget? “Because, if it did not forget, the course of this world
would drive it to madness if it thought about it in the light of what
it knew.”37 Truly a remarkable variant of the Platonic conception of
cognition as recollection, anamnesis, which lies also at the root of
this Midrash! For this doctrine, hope is present only in the
eschatological perspective. As Eleazar put it in a somewhat drastic
metaphor, man is a rope whose two ends are pulled by God and
Satan; and in the end God proves stronger.38

In practice, this asceticism enjoins the renunciation of profane
speech, of playing with children and of other innocent pleasures
—“he who keeps birds only for ornament would do better to give
the money to the poor.” In short, it amounts to turning one’s back



on ordinary life as lived by ordinary people, azivath derekh erets, to
quote the pregnant term used in the “Book of the Devout.”39 The
Hasid must resolutely reject and overcome every temptation of
ordinary life. By a natural corollary, this asceticism �nds its
antithesis in a magni�ed eschatological hope and promise; by
renouncing the temptations of this world, by averting his eyes from
women, he becomes worthy of an afterlife in which he will see the
glory of the Shekhinah with his own eyes and rank above the
angels.40

Secondly, the Hasid must bear insults and shame without
�inching; indeed the very term Hasid is interpreted, with the aid of
an ingenious play of words, as “one who bears shame.” For to bear
shame and derision is an essential part of the way of life of the true
devotee; in fact, the Hasid proves himself worthy of his name
precisely in such situations. Though he be insulted and pale with
shame, yet he remains deaf and dumb. “For even though his face is
now pale, Isaiah has already said (XXIX, 22): ‘neither shall his face
now wax pale’; for indeed his face shall be radiant hereafter.”41

“When the psalmist says: ‘for Thy sake are we killed all the day
long’ he means those who bear shame and dishonor and humiliation
in carrying out His commands.”42 This constantly stressed
imperviousness to the scorn and the mockery which the Hasid’s way
of life cannot fail to evoke by its extremism, is the true imitation of
God. He, the ideal of the Hasid, is meant by the prophet when he
says (Isaiah XLII, 14): “I have long time holden my peace; I have been
still and refrained myself.”43 Here again the hope of eternal bliss is
the predominant note, although, as we have seen, it is occasionally
emphasized that this hope should not be the motive of one’s actions.
“One abused and insulted a Hasid; the latter did not mind while the
other called down curses on his body and his possessions. But when
he cursed him by saying he wished him many sins so that he might
lose his share of eternal bliss, that grieved him. When his disciples
questioned him about it, he replied: When he called me names, he
could not wound me. I need no honor, for when a man dies, what



becomes of his honor? But when he called curses down on my
blessedness, then I began to fear that he might bring me to sin.”44

No less stress is laid on the third point: “The essence of Hasiduth is
to act in all things not on but within the line of strict justice—that is
to say, not to insist in one’s own interest on the letter of the Torah;
for it is said of God, whom the Hasid strives to follow, (Psalm CXLV,
17): The Lord is hasid in all his ways.”45 This altruism is stressed
already in the “Sayings of the Fathers,” an ethical Mishnah treatise:
“What is mine is yours, and what is yours is yours—that is the way
of the Hasid.” The famous commentator Rashi, too, repeatedly lays
emphasis on the fact that the Hasid does not insist on the letter of
the law even though it may be to his advantage to do so.46

There can be little doubt that the formulation of this principle in
the Sefer Hasidim only partially bridges the divergence between this
way of life and the normative canon of rabbinical Judaism, the
Halakhah. On the side of the Hasidim there was the ancient
Talmudic tradition of a special “Mishnah of the Hasidim,” whose
commandments place far heavier demands upon the Hasid than the
ordinary standards of common law. Tendencies of this kind appear
only sporadically in Talmudic literature and have never been
systematized; nevertheless, they could be used as a legitimation of
those ideals of mediaeval Hasidism which were indirectly derived
from contemporary religious movements.47 In the “Book of the
Devout” we �nd what amounts almost to a crystallization of this
hitherto amorphous “Mishnah of the Hasidim.” The “heavenly law,”
din shamayim, as conceived by the Hasid, i.e. the call to self-
abnegation and altruism, in many instances goes far beyond the
common law of the Torah as interpreted by the Halakhah. It is not
di�cult to perceive the latent antagonism between the two
conceptions.48 There are things chie�y concerning social relations
which are permitted under rabbinical law but for which heaven
nevertheless in�icts punishment.49 As Baer has pointed out, this
divergence between the law of the Torah and the heavenly law—the
latter frequently used as a synonym for natural and humane fairness
and equity—is a fundamental principle of the conception of



morality outlined in the Sefer Hasidim; it is even made the criterion
of what shall be considered right and just in everyday life.

True, even this higher law, which is considered binding only for
the Hasid and which is set up in somewhat veiled opposition to the
Halakhah, is capable of exegetical deduction from Scripture, an
undertaking in which the author of the book displays considerable
ingenuity.50 But it is plain that anyone who proceeds from such
assumptions can hardly be productive in the domain of strict
Halakhah, however much veneration he may show for Halakhic
tradition and however little he may feel inclined to adopt a
“revolutionary” attitude towards it. And in fact we possess hardly a
single new Halakhah from Jehudah the Hasid, in striking contrast to
his productive in�uence in so many other �elds. In the great
Halakhic work Or Zarua written by his disciple, Isaac ben Moses of
Vienna, who was with him in Regensburg during the last years of
his life, not one Halakhah is introduced in the name of his master.51

What he does attribute to him are “miracle stories, exegetical
commentaries, and original deductions and opinions”, such as there
are by the hundred—most of them taken no doubt from Jehudah—
in the “Book of the Devout.”

The Hasid, who in his outward behavior submits to the
established law in all its rigour, at bottom denies its absolute
validity for himself. It is a little paradoxical when Eleazar of Worms,
at the outset of his Sefer Rokeah, in which he gives an outline of the
religious law, makes an attempt to codify the Hasidic ideal in
Halakhic terms.52 It is a remarkable fact that both Maimonides and
his younger contemporary, Eleazar, preface their codi�cations of the
law by attempts to extend the Halakhah to matters which, strictly
speaking, lie beyond its province: in the case of Maimonides, a
philosophic and cosmologic preface in which the ideas of
Aristotelian enlightenment are introduced as elements of the
Halakhah; in the case of Eleazar, a chapter devoted to the entirely
unintellectual principles of Hasiduth. The coincidence is hardly
fortuitous and throws an interesting light on the signi�cance of the
various religious trends in Judaism; nor is it fortuitous that in both



cases the attempts failed: The Halakhah was never organically
linked with the quasi-Halakhah which preceded it.

5

Such Hasiduth leads man to the pinnacles of true fear and love of
God. In its sublimest manifestations, pure fear of God is identical
with love and devotion for Him, not from a need for protection
against the demons, or from fear of temptation, but because in this
mystical state a �ood of joy enters the soul and sweeps away every
trace of mundane and egotistical feeling.53 “The soul is full of love
of God and bound with ropes of love, in joy and lightness of heart.
He is not like one who serves his master unwillingly, but even when
one tries to hinder him, the love of service burns in his heart, and he
is glad to ful�ll the will of his Creator … For when the soul thinks
deeply about the fear of God, then the �ame of heartfelt love bursts
in it and the exultation of innermost joy �lls the heart … And the
lover thinks not of his advantage in the world, he does not care
about the pleasures of his wife or of his sons and daughters, but all
this is as nothing to him, everything except that he may do the will
of his Creator, do good unto others, keep sancti�ed the name of
God … And all the contemplation of his thoughts burns in the �re of
love for Him.”54

It is characteristic of this stage that the ful�llment of the divine
will becomes purely an act of love. As in the contemporaneous
Christian mystical love-poetry, the relation of the mystic to God is
described in terms of erotic passion, not infrequently in a way which
shocks our modern sensibilities.55 The use of such metaphors goes
back to the exhaustive treatment of the subject in Saadia’s theologic
magnum opus.56 The earthly love, which he describes in
considerable detail, was for the early German Hasidim a complete
allegory of the heavenly passion, just as it was in a later age for
Israel Baal Shem, the founder of Polish Hasidism, who is quoted as
saying: “What Saadia says of love makes it possible to draw an
inference from the nature of the sensual to that of the spiritual



passion; if the force of sensual love is so great, how great must be
the passion with which man loves God.”57 The mystical principles of
this Hasiduth which culminate in pure love of God are necessary for
the understanding of theosophy and of what is here called Merkabah
mysticism, and it is as such prerequisites that they are introduced by
Eleazar of Worms.58

It is clear that this ideal of the Hasidic devotee, an ideal which
bears none of the traces of scholarly gravity that might be expected
in a centre of Talmudic learning like mediaeval Germany, is closely
related to the ascetic ideal of the monk and particularly to its most
archaic traits. Its practical message is indistinguishable from the
ataraxy, the “absence of passion” of the Cynics and Stoics—an ideal
which, although originally not conceived from religious motives,
powerfully a�ected the nascent asceticism of Christianity and, at a
later period, the way of life of the ancient Mohammedan mystics,
the Su�s. What we have before us in these writings is a Judaized
version of Cynicism, which makes use of cognate tendencies in
Talmudic tradition but relegates to the background or eliminates
altogether those elements which did not fall into line with these
tendencies. The in�uence of Cynicism is obvious in the ideal of
complete indi�erence to praise or blame, which very often in the
history of mysticism �gures as a sine qua non of mystical
illumination, not least in the writings of the Kabbalists. The point is
well brought out in the following anecdote told by the Spanish
Kabbalist Isaac of Acre (around 1300): “He who is vouchsafed the
entry into the mystery of adhesion to God, devekuth, attains to the
mystery of equanimity, and he who possesses equanimity attains to
loneliness, and from there he comes to the holy Spirit and to
prophecy. But about the mystery of equanimity the following was
told to me by Rabbi Abner: Once upon a time a lover of secret lore
came to an anchorite and asked to be admitted as a pupil. Then he
said to him: My son, your purpose is admirable, but do you possess
equanimity or not? He replied: Indeed, I feel satisfaction at praise
and pain at insult, but I am not revengeful and I bear no grudge.
Then the master said to him: My son, go back to your home, for as
long as you have no equanimity and can still feel the sting of insult,



you have not attained to the state where you can connect your
thoughts with God.”59—There is nothing in this Kabbalistic or Su�c
anecdote which is not entirely in harmony with the spirit of
Hasidism. Very similar ideas have been expressed at the same time
by the German mystic Meister Eckhart who quotes “the old” i.e. the
Stoics as his authority.

Another element of Cynicism is evident in the way in which the
practice of certain actions is carried to extremes and the whole
moral and religious fervor of the mind concentrated on a single
aspect of religious life or on a single moral quality. Already the old
paraphrasis of Saadia, through which, as we have seen, numerous
religious ideas were transmitted to these circles, de�nes the Hasid as
one “who all his life devotes himself to one particular religious
commandment to which he stays obedient under any circumstances,
even though he may be inconsistent in ful�lling other
commandments  …  But one who wavers from one day to another
between the various commandments is not called a Hasid.”60 Here
the element of radicalism and extremism, which later on
Maimonides too regarded as characteristic of the Hasid,61 appears
already in the de�nition of the term. On the other hand, the element
of indi�erence to praise or blame, the ideal of ataraxy which stands
in such striking contrast to this religious radicalism, is nowhere
referred to in the theological sources of Hasidism and must have
come from outside, that is to say, probably from the Christian
environment. Both are equally essential, for it is the paradoxical
combination of these two spiritual qualities which makes the Cynic,
and it is the ideal of the monkish Cynic which appears before us in a
Jewish guise under the name of Hasidism. Generally accepted as the
moral ideal by contemporary Christian society, glori�ed by saints,
popular preachers and tract writers, it struck roots among the
German Jews in the atmosphere created by the Crusades. The
innumerable little stories in which the Hasidic ideal is developed in
the “Book of the Devout” have a close counterpart in the collections
of those “examples” which Christian preachers were in the habit of
introducing in their homilies.62 Alongside a mass of folklore these
contain not a few stories of profound moral interest, thoughts



common to the mystics of every religion and which might have
grown out of any one of them. Such tales travel fast and know no
boundaries; a story such as that of the devout man who bears the
odium of apparent depravity and lives among whores and gamblers
in order to try to save them from at least one sin,63 is cosmopolitan
in its appeal.

For the old Merkabah mystics, the devotee, as we have seen, was
at best the keeper of the holy mysteries. This conception di�ers
radically from that of the Hasidim for whom humility, restraint and
self-abnegation rank higher than the pride of heart which �lls the
Merkabah visionary in the mystical presence of God. The place of
the ecstatic seer, whose mystical élan carries him across all barriers
and hindrances to the steps of the heavenly throne, is taken by the
meditative devotee, sunk in humble contemplation of the
Omnipresent In�nite. However, this ideal of the purely
contemplative mystic must be understood in its true religious and
social context. The Hasid whose face is, as it were, turned towards
God and away from the community, nevertheless functions as the
latter’s true guide and master. The guiding function appears very
clearly in the manner in which Hasidic literature is at pains to make
allowances for human weakness and to show every consideration for
the conditions of life of the community. The moral casuistry of the
“Book of the Devout”, which in this respect goes far beyond the
older Halakhic literature in its earth-bound realism, is a precious
document of true humanity. For all the moral and religious
radicalism of its demands upon the devout, Hasidism does not
hesitate to condemn the ostentatious display of these qualities and
what the Talmud already called “heedless” or “absurd” devotion. Its
monkish character is also apparent in the quiet assumption that not
everybody is destined to be a Hasid. Both Jehudah the Hasid and his
father are pictured by the legend as saints in whom both aspects of
this form of religious life were harmoniously combined: radical,
anti-social, introspective devotion to the ideal, and loving care for
the maintenance of the community.

To this trait must be added another: The helpless, sel�ess,
indi�erent Hasid �gures in the minds of a public in�uenced by



Hasidism as an enormously powerful being who can command the
forces of all the elements. Here the popular conception of the true
Hasid supplements the picture which the Hasidim have drawn of
themselves, though not without causing some discrepancies. To take
one example, Jehudah the Hasid, though fully convinced of the
e�ectiveness of magic and other occult disciplines, was sharply
opposed to their practice. He appears to have sensed very clearly the
contrast between the magician who prides himself on his control of
the elements, and the humble Hasid who craves no form of power.
But his perception of the danger did not prevent the magical
elements in his heritage from gaining the upper hand over his moral
ideal. In the legend, he appears as the bearer and dispenser of all
those magical powers and attributes which he was at such pains to
renounce, and this legend is by no means the product of later
generations: it began to form already during his lifetime.64 In this
conception, the Hasid appears as the true master of magical forces
who can obtain everything precisely because he wants nothing for
himself. Nowhere else in Judaism has man the magical creator been
surrounded with such an halo. It is to Hasidism that we owe the
development of the legend of the Golem, or magical homunculus—
this quintessential product of the spirit of German Jewry—and the
theoretical foundations of this magical doctrine.65 In the writings of
Eleazar of Worms, the most faithful of Jehudah’s disciples,
discourses on the essence of Hasiduth are to be found side by side
with tracts on magic and the e�ectiveness of God’s secret names, in
one case even in the same book.66 There one also �nds the oldest
extant recipes for creating the Golem—a mixture of letter magic and
practices obviously aimed at producing ecstatic states of
consciousness.67 It would appear as though in the original
conception the Golem came to life only while the ecstasy of his
creator lasted. The creation of the Golem was, as it were, a
particularly sublime experience felt by the mystic who became
absorbed in the mysteries of the alphabetic combinations described
in the “Book of Creation.” It was only later that the popular legend
attributed to the Golem an existence outside the ecstatic



consciousness, and in later centuries a whole group of legends
sprang up around such Golem �gures and their creators.68

6

Obscurity still surrounds the question how far a certain form of
magic was also involved in the prayer mysticism of the Hasidim
which contemporary authors already regarded as particularly
characteristic of their faith. Jacob ben Asher, whose father came to
Spain from Germany, says on this subject: “The German Hasidim
were in the habit of counting or calculating every word in the
prayers, benedictions and hymns, and they sought a reason in the
Torah for the number of words in the prayers.”69 In other words,
this mysticism of prayer originates not from the spontaneous prayer
of the devotee but from a study of the classical liturgy whose text
was largely �xed by tradition. It is essentially not a new form of
devotion, but mystical speculation concerning the background of an
already �rmly established tradition. Here and elsewhere in the
literature of the Hasidism, prominence is given for the �rst time to
certain techniques of mystical speculation which are popularly
supposed to represent the heart and core of Kabbalism, such as
Gematria, i.e. the calculation of the numerical value of Hebrew
words and the search for connections with other words or phrases of
equal value; Notarikon, or interpretation of the letters of a word as
abbreviations of whole sentences; and Temurah, or interchange of
letters according to certain systematic rules.70 As a matter of
historical fact, none of these techniques of mystical exegesis can be
called Kabbalistic in the strict sense of the word. In the literature of
the classical Kabbalah, during the thirteenth and fourteenth
centuries, they often played a very minor part; the few important
Kabbalists who made more marked use of them, such as Jacob ben
Jacob Hacohen, or Abraham Abula�a, were clearly in�uenced by
the German Hasidim. What really deserves to be called Kabbalism
has very little to do with these ‘Kabbalistic’ practices.



The Hasidic literature on the subject of prayer is comprehensive
and to a large extent still in our hands.71 It shows that the number
of words which constituted a prayer and the numerical values of
words, parts of sentences, and whole sentences, were linked not
only with Biblical passages of equal numerical value, but also with
certain designations of God and the angels, and other formulas.
Prayer is likened to Jacob’s ladder extended from the earth to the
sky; it is therefore conceived as a species of mystical ascent and
appears in many of these “explanations” as a “highly formalized
process full of hidden aspects and purposes.”72 But while we know a
great deal about the external technique of these “mysteries of
prayer” as the Hasidim called them, we are in the dark as regards
the real meaning, the functional purpose of these mystical
numerologies. Were certain meditations meant to go with certain
prayers, or does the emphasis lie on the magical in�uence of
prayer? In the former case we should be dealing with what the
Kabbalah since 1200 referred to as Kawwanah, literally “intention,”
i.e. mystical meditation on the words of prayer while they are being
spoken. Kawwanah, in other words, is something to be realized in
the act of prayer itself.

Now among the German Hasidim, this fundamental doctrine of
Kabbalistic mysticism of prayer does not yet ocur. Eleazar of
Worms, in his great commentary on the prayers, makes no mention
of it, and where, in another context, he refers in passing to a
conception of Kawwanah which comes close to the Kabbalistic one—
a fact which I shall discuss later—it is clear that this concerns not
particular words but the whole of the prayer. As to how the Hasidim
themselves interpreted the use of the above-mentioned “mysteries” I
have been unable to come to a �nal conclusion, but it is plain that
this mysticism of prayer stands in opposition to the old Merkabah
mysticism. The emphasis is no longer on the approach of the mystic
himself to God’s throne but on that of his prayer. It is the word, not
the soul, which triumphs over fate and evil. The enormous concern
shown for the use of the correct phrase in the traditional texts, and
the excessive pedantry displayed in this regard reveals a totally new
attitude towards the function of words. Where the Merkabah



mystics sought spontaneous expression for their oceanic feeling in
the prodigal use of words, the Hasidim discovered a multitude of
esoteric meanings in a strictly limited number of �xed expressions.
And this painstaking loyalty to the �xed term does indeed seem to
go hand in hand with a renewed consciousness of the magic power
inherent in words.

As to when and how this mysticism of prayer or, as one should
perhaps say, magic of prayer, �rst originated, the texts tell us
nothing. Certainly it did not originate solely among the Hasidim,
although all our knowledge is derived from these sources. A
consensus of traditions handed down by the disciples of Jehudah the
Hasid determines the new mysticism as the �nal link in a chain
which reaches back through the Kalonymides to Italy, and from
there to Aaron of Baghdad, whose name has already been
mentioned. Certain intermediate links in the chain may appear
dubious, but in its essence the view that the “mysteries of prayer”
were brought to Germany from Italy, perhaps in a more primitive
form, seems incontrovertible.73 Eleazar of Worms tells us that when
the father of Samuel the Hasid, R. Kalonymus, died around 1126,
his son was too young to be told the secret by his father, in
accordance with the traditional family usage. For this reason
another scholar, at the time leader of prayers in the Speyer
community, was entrusted by him with the mission of initiating the
boy when he had grown up. This shows quite clearly that the origins
of the secret doctrine go back beyond the period of the Crusades.
Whether they lay in Babylonia and spread from there to Italy—
simultaneously perhaps with the already declining Merkabah
mysticism—must remain a matter for conjecture. At any rate there
can be little doubt that the Kabbalistic mysticism of prayer, though
its own subsequent development was entirely di�erent, was taken
over from the Hasidim.

The combination of ecstaticism and magic, already noted as
characteristics of Merkabah mysticism, reappears on a new plane in
this mysticism of prayer. As to whether it determined the theory of
prayer, it is only possible to guess. In other respects its in�uence is
plain. Moses Taku (of Tachau?) a follower of Jehudah the Hasid,



who set himself to defend the undiluted doctrine of Talmudic
Judaism, if necessary even against the teachings of his own master,
has given an account of such practices of which he strongly
disapproved and which he did not hesitate to condemn as heretical:
“They set themselves up as prophets by practicing the
pronounciation of holy names, or sometimes they only direct their
intention upon them without actually pronouncing the words. Then
a man is seized by terror and his body sinks to the ground. The
barrier in front of his soul falls, he himself steps into the centre and
gazes into the faraway, and only after a while, when the power of
the name recedes, does he awaken and return with a confused mind
to his former state. This is exactly what the magicians do who
practice the exorcism of the demons. They conjure one from their
midst with unclean exorcisms, in order that he may tell them what
has perhaps been happening in a far away country. The conjurer
falls down on the ground where he was standing and his veins
become cramped and sti�, and he is as one dead. But after a while
he rises without consciousness and runs out of the house, and if one
does not hold him at the door he would break his head and his
limbs. Then when he again becomes a little conscious of himself, he
tells them what he has seen.”74

It is well known how widespread such manifestations of the
abnormal “metapsychic” life were during this period among the
Christians in whose midst the Hasidim passed their life. A book like
Josef Goerres’ voluminous “Christliche Mystik” is a veritable
thesaurus of instances of this genre. But that the Jewish mystics also
attached the very greatest importance to such direct contact with
the psychic world is clearly proved by the example of Jacob Halevi
of Marvège, (around 1200) who seems to have belonged to a
Hasidic circle. He has left us a whole collection of “Responses from
Heaven” i.e. judgments (on controversial questions of rabbinic law)
which were revealed to him as answers to “dream questions,”
sheeloth halom.75 The asking of such questions was an extremely
widespread magical practice for which we have hundreds of
recipes.76 While there were scholars who disparaged the solution of
Halakhic problems on the basis of direct revelation instead of



Talmudic casuistry, there were also many others who admired and
imitated the practice. Indeed, the thing is as characteristic of the
attitude of many followers of Hasidism towards the Halakhah as it is
dubious from the point of view of strict Talmudism.
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Thus the new religious spirit which �nds expression in the ideal
of the Hasid permeates every domain of traditional Jewish
mysticism and theosophy and tries, albeit awkwardly and
unsystematically, to transform them. This e�ort includes attempts to
give a new interpretation to the Merkabah. Jehudah the Hasid
relates to his pupil Eleazar how, when he was once standing in the
synagogue with his father and there was a bowl with water and oil
before them, his father drew his attention to the incomparable
radiance which the light of the sun produced on the surface of the
liquid, and said to him: “Fix your attention on this radiance, for it is
the same as the radiance of the Hashmal” (one of the personi�ed
objects of Ezekiel’s Merkabah vision).77

We have seen how the new temper transformed the old spirit of
prayer. But it also opened new spheres of religious experience—
important in spite of all the doubts that they may raise in the minds
of later generations—such as the theory and practice of penitence
which here �rst in the development of Jewish mysticism acquired
vehement force. Hitherto penitence had not been of paramount
importance to the mystics; now it became the central fact of their
existence. In the place of the heavenly journey of the self-absorbed
ecstatic, and parallel to the new emphasis laid on the now
enormously important act of prayer, the technique of penitence was
developed into a vast and elaborate system until it became one of
the cornerstones of true Hasiduth. It is important to realize that
previously an elaborate casuistry of penitential acts corresponding
to every conceivable degree of transgression had been almost
unknown among Jews.78 The Hasidim were thus not restricted by
traditional obstacles when they undertook the task of formulating a



ritual of penitence that was entirely in accordance with the new
spirit they represented.

Here we are again undoubtedly faced with the after-e�ects of
Christian in�uence. The whole system of penitence, particularly in
the codi�ed form given to it by Eleazar of Worms in several of his
writings, closely corresponds to the practices prescribed by the early
mediaeval Church in its literature on the subject, the “penitentiary
books.”79 Among the latter, the Celtic and later the Frankish tracts
developed a peculiar system of which the understanding is pertinent
to our subject. Penitence is conceived as reparation for an insult to
God through a personal act of restitution, the sinner undertaking to
perform certain well-de�ned acts of a penitentiary character—a
conception which inevitably led to the establishment of what can
only be described as a tari� of penitence. These “forcible cures and
powerful remedies,” of which the history of ecclesiastical penitence
is full, were doubtless suited to the comprehension of the recently
Christianized Celts and Germans and accorded well with their
primitive notions of justice, especially in the case of the Franks. But
the point to be noted here is that they were also taken over by the
Hasidim and adapted to the Jewish milieu. Although after the
Gregorian reform of the Church in the eleventh century, Rome
opened a �ght against the old “penitentiary books,” their authority
remained unshaken among wide circles during the whole period of
the Crusades, at a time, that is to say, when the Jewish communities
in Germany were themselves under the in�uence of a mood
favorable to their adoption. Authority could easily be ascribed to
them by pointing to some scattered analogies in the older Jewish
literature. In this manner it became possible to justify the adoption
of a whole system of penitence, beginning with all sorts of fastings
and leading through various acts, frequently of a highly bizarre
nature, to the supreme punishment of voluntary exile—an act of
penance already known to the Talmud.80

Generally speaking, the system as developed in the Sefer Hasidim
and conserved in the moral literature of later generations
distinguishes between four categories of penitence.81 In its mildest
form, penitence simply meant that the opportunity for committing



the same sin again was not utilized (teshuvah habaah); but penitence
could also amount to a system of voluntary restraints and the
preventive avoidance of all occasions calculated to tempt one into
committing a certain sin (teshuvath hagader); thirdly, the amount of
pleasure derived from committing a sin could be made the criterion
of the self-imposed askesis (teshuvath hamishkal); lastly, in the case
of transgressions forbidden under pain of death by the Torah, the
sinner must undergo “tortures as bitter as death”—often amounting
to extravagantly painful and humiliating punishments—in order to
obtain divine forgiveness and avoid the “extermination of the soul”
which the Torah threatens for certain sins (teshuvath hakatuv). In
regard to these practices we have the evidence not only of the
Hasidic writings, whose exhortations might be dismissed as
belonging purely to the realm of theory, but also of a good many
accounts of actual happenings through which the fame of the
German Hasidim soon spread far and wide. These stories, of which
there are many, leave no doubt about the spirit of fanatical
earnestness which animated the zealots. To sit in the snow or in the
ice for an hour daily in winter, or to expose one’s body to ants and
bees in summer, was judged a common practice among those who
followed the new call. It is a far cry from the Talmudic conception
of penitence to these novel ideas and practices.

A story like the following is characteristic of the new mood: “A
Hasid was in the habit of sleeping on the �oor in summer, among
the �eas, and placing his feet into a bucket with water in winter,
until they froze into one lump with the ice. A pupil asked him: Why
do you do that? Why, since man is responsible for his life, do you
expose yourself to certain danger? The Hasid replied: It is true that I
have not committed any deadly sin, and though I am surely guilty of
lighter transgressions there is no need for me to expose myself to
such tortures. But it is said in the Midrash that the Messiah is
su�ering for our sins, as it is said (Isaiah LIII, 5): ‘he is wounded for
our transgressions’, and those who are truly just take su�erings
upon themselves for their generation. But I do not want anyone but
myself to su�er for my sins.”82 And in fact the pupil who, after the



death of his teacher, is perturbed by the thought that his death
might have been due to his ascetic su�erings, and that he may now
be punished for it, has a dream revelation in which he learns that
his master has attained to an in�nitely high place in heaven.

In the same manner we are told by the Kabbalist Isaac of Acre, in
the fourteenth century: “I have heard tell of a Hasid in Germany,
who was not a scholar but a simple and honest man, that he once
washed away the ink from a strip of parchment on which were
written prayers which included the name of God. When he learned
that he had sinned against the honor of God’s name, he said: I have
despised God’s honor, therefore I shall not think higher of my own.
What did he do? Every day during the hour of prayer, when the
congregation entered and left the synagogue, he lay down on the
doorstep and old and young passed over him; and if one trod on
him, whether deliberately or by accident, he rejoiced and thanked
God. Thus he did for a whole year, taking as his guide the saying of
the Mishnah: ‘the wicked will be judged in hell for twelve
months’.”83—Long afterwards, the responses of German Rabbis still
bear testimony to the powerful in�uence of Hasidic morality, as
when Jacob Weil prescribes detailed penances for an adulterous
young woman, or Israel Bruna for a murderer.84 There is, however,
one important respect in which Hasidism di�ers sharply from its
Christian contemporaries: it does not enjoin sexual asceticism. On
the contrary, the greatest importance is assigned in the Sefer Hasidim
to the establishment and maintenance of a normal and reasonable
marital life. Nowhere is penitence extended to sexual abstinence in
marital relations. The asceticism of the typical Hasid concerns solely
his social relations towards women, not the sexual side of his
married life.
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Turning to the in�uence which Hasidism as a whole has exercised
upon the Jews of Germany one �nds that its prcatical side, i.e. the
new morality, the system of penitence, and the mysticism of prayer,
have held their own much longer than the theological and



theosophical ideas and the conception of God expounded in the
writings of Jehudah the Hasid and his disciples. With the gradual
in�ltration, since the fourteenth century, of a more highly
developed system of thought, the Kabbalism of Spain, early Hasidic
theosophy lost ground, and in time—albeit never completely85—
relinquished its hold on those Jewish circles which were at all
concerned with theological questions.

Nevertheless, an understanding of Hasidism also requires an
analysis of these theosophical ideas of which the literature of the
thirteenth and fourteenth century is full; and here one is
immediately forced to recognize the existence of a new religious
mood with a strong tendency towards pantheism, or at least a
mysticism of divine immanence. In the literature with which we are
concerned, this element is combined with Aggadic traditions, with
remnants from the heritage of Merkabah mysticism86—sometimes in
a new guise—and above all with the consistently in�uential
theology of Saadia. In the case of some of these representations and
transformations of theosophical ideas, some doubt remains both as
regards their origin and their rabbinical orthodoxy. Now and then,
when they became entangled in mystical brooding, it seems as
though these pious and naive mediaeval Jewish devotees
unconsciously drew upon the religious heritage of heretics and
sectarians. One even �nds tendencies towards a kind of Logos
doctrine.

The God of the old pre-Hasidic mystics was the Holy King who,
from his throne in the empyraeum, listens to the ecstatic hymns of
his creatures. The living relationship of these mystics to God rested
upon the glori�cation of certain aspects of the divinity, its
solemnity, the absence of everything profane, even its immensity
and overwhelmingness. In contradistinction to this picture, German
Hasidism now develops a di�erent conception of God which
poignantly contrasts with the older one.

The Hasidim like to employ Saadia’s terminology in order to
describe the pure spirituality and the immeasurable in�niteness of
God, two aspects of His being on which they lay the greatest
emphasis. To these attributes was added a third which, like the two



others, played no part in the mysticism of the Merkabah period,
namely God’s omnipresence, which in turn imperceptibly acquired
the character of an immanence not easily reconciled with the
supramundane transcendence of the Creator, another Hasidic article
of faith. As the idea is �nally developed by the outstanding
representatives of the new school, God is not so much the master of
the universe as its �rst principle and prime mover. Side by side with
this new conception, the earlier belief seems to linger on as though
by force of tradition. The new conception is formulated by Eleazar
of Worms in a signi�cant passage where he says: “God is
omnipresent and perceives the just and the evil-doers. Therefore
when you pray, collect your mind, for it is said: I always place God
against myself; and therefore the beginning of all benedictions runs
‘Praise be to Thee, oh God’—as though a man speaks to a friend.”87

No Merkabah mystic would have given this interpretation of the
“Thee” with which God is addressed. More than that, the change
between the second and the third persons in the formulae of the
benedictions (“Praise be to Thee … who has blessed us”) is quoted
as proof that God is at once the nearest and the farthest, the most
plainly revealed and the most completely hidden of all.88

God is even closer to the universe and to man than the soul is to
the body. This doctrine, propounded by Eleazar of Worms89 and
accepted by the Hasidim, closely parallels Augustine’s thesis—so
often approvingly quoted by the Christian mystics of the thirteenth
and fourteenth centuries—that God is closer to any of His creatures
than the latter to itself. In its most uncompromising form this
doctrine of God’s immanence is expressed in the “Song of Unity”, a
hymn composed by a member of the inner circle around Jehudah
the Hasid—who seems to have written a commentary to it—which
gives an impressive version of Saadia’s conception of God.90 Thus
we read: “Everything is in Thee, and Thou art in everything; Thou
�llest every thing and dost encompass it; when everything was
created, Thou wast in everything; before everything was created,
Thou wast everything.” Expressions of this sort recur in every kind
of Hasidic writing. As Bloch has shown, they are nothing but



enthusiastic embellishments of the idea of divine omnipresence as
set out in the old Hebrew paraphrase of Saadia’s magnum opus.91

But from where are they taken? Whose spirit do they re�ect? One
is tempted to think of John the Scot, called Scotus Erigena, the
“great light” of Neoplatonic mysticism in the ninth century. His
in�uence was immense and could very well have extended to
Jewish circles in Provence where, according to some scholars, the
above-mentioned paraphrase of Saadia seems to have originated. It
is well known that writers from these circles drew heavily upon
early sources of Latin scholasticism. And indeed, it is the spirit of
John the Scot, which is re�ected in such formulae as those that I
have quoted. Nobody would be surprised if they closed with the
words: “For Thou shalt be everything in everything, when there
shall be nothing but Thee alone”—words which are actually a
transposition into direct speech of a sentence taken from John the
Scot’s book “On the Division of Nature.”92

Not infrequently the idea of immanence is given a naturalistic
twist, as when Moses Azriel, a thirteenth-century Hasid, de�nes it
thus: “He is One in the cosmic ether, for He �lls the whole ether and
everything in the world, and nowhere is there a barrier before Him.
Everything is in Him, and He sees everything, for He is entirely
perception though He has no eyes, for He has the power to see the
universe within His own being.”93 Some of these passages have been
taken literally from Saadia’s commentary to the Sefer Yetsirah,
where he refers in very naturalistic terms to God’s life as a positive
attribute of His being.94

Here it should be remarked in passing that this widespread
doctrine of divine immanence, which clearly corresponded to the
deepest religious feeling of the Hasidim, had already been criticized
sharply by a disciple of Jehudah the Hasid: Moses Taku expressed
the fear that this pantheistic element in the conception of the
divinity might be used as a justi�cation of paganism, since it made
it possible for the heathen to argue that “they were serving the
Creator with their cult and their idols, seeing that He was
omnipresent.”95 And in fact there have always been pronounced
opponents of this form of pantheism who refused to permit the



“Song of Unity” to be included in the communal prayer although it
was included already at an early period in the liturgy. Instances of
such opposition are related of Rabbi Solomon Luria in the 16th
century and the famous Rabbi Elijah of Vilna, the “Gaon of Vilna,”
in the 18th century.96

Among the Hasidim, the doctrine of divine immanence persisted
after they had come in contact with Spanish Kabbalism—hardly
surprising in view of the fact that Kabbalism was by no means free
of similar tendencies, including radically pantheistic notions. One of
these part Hasidic, part Kabbalistic treatises contains a very
illuminating explanation of the description of God as the “soul of
the soul,” in which it is explained that God inhabits the soul. This,
we are told, is the true meaning of the word (Deut. VII, 21) “for the
Lord thy God is in your midst,” the “in your midst” being a pregnant
reference not to the people—although this is doubtless the meaning
of the verse—but to the individual.97 Thus with the aid of mystical
exegesis the theory of divine immanence and the conception of God
as the inmost ground of the soul is traced back to the Torah itself—
an idea wholly foreign to the old Merkabah mystics.

This doctrine of a God who in a mysterious fashion is immanent
in all things does not always di�erentiate between the unknown
God, the deus absconditus and His revelation as King, Creator and
sender of prophecy. Frequently the same designation is applied in
both contexts. But side by side with these general theological
characteristics of spirituality, in�nity and immanence, there also
appears a form of theosophic speculation which attempts to
di�erentiate between the various aspects under which God is
revealed. Owing to the lack of talent, peculiar to the Hasidim, for
precisely-worded abstract thought, this attempt has been the source
of a good deal of confusion. There is overlapping in the texts, and
the various con�icting religious motives are not harmonized. As
religious philosophers the Hasidim were distinguished by the quality
which a modern scholar, referring to Philo, has de�ned as “that
model lack of clarity which, in conjunction with an extraordinary
susceptibility, makes it possible for a large variety of contradictory



ideas to coexist in one mind, so that one is struck now by one and
now by the other.”98 There are three main thoughts which
characterize the peculiar theosophy of the Hasidim and which
plainly originate from di�erent sources: (1) the conception of Kavod,
i.e. divine glory; (2) the idea of a “holy” or specially distinguished
cherub on the throne; and (3) their conception of God’s holiness and
greatness.

9

Before turning to the analysis of these ideas, it is necessary to
make a prefatory remark. The question how it is possible for the
unknown God to reveal himself as the Creator, this central problem
of Spanish Kabbalism, does not exist for the Hasidim. The
conception of God the Creator presents no problem to their minds. It
is to them not a special development, a modi�cation of the
unknown omnipresent God: since both are identical, there can be no
question of a relationship between the two. It is not the riddle of
Creation for which a solution is sought in the ideas of the Kavod and
the cherub. Those formulae of Merkabah mysticism which come
closest to postulating a discrepancy between the deus absconditus
and the appearance of God the King-Creator on his celestial throne
are precisely those to which the Hasidim pay least attention. Their
interest belongs not to the mystery of Creation but to that of
Revelation. How can God reveal Himself to His creatures? What is
the meaning of the frequent anthropomorphisms in the Bible and in
the Talmud? These are the questions which the theosophy of
German Hasidism undertakes to answer.99

The glory of God, the Kavod, i.e. that aspect of God which He
reveals to Man, is to the Hasidim not the Creator but the First
Creation. The idea is derived from Saadia whose doctrine of divine
glory was intended to serve as an explanation of the Biblical
anthropomorphisms and the appearance of God in the vision of the
prophets. According to him, God, who remains in�nite and
unknown also in the role of Creator, has produced the glory as “a



created light, the �rst of all creations.”100 This Kavod is “the great
radiance called Shekhinah” and it is also identical with the ruah ha-
kodesh, the “holy spirit”, out of whom there speaks the voice and
word of God. This primeval light of divine glory is later revealed to
the prophets and mystics in various forms and modi�cations, “thus
to one, and di�erently to the other, in accordance with the demands
of the hour.’101 It serves as a guarantee of the authentic character of
the words heard by the prophet and excludes any doubts as to their
divine origin.

The importance of this conception for the religious thought of
Hasidism is considerable. Its variations are manifold and the
contradictions between them frequently quite obvious. God does not
reveal Himself, nor does He speak. He “maintains His silence and
carries the universe,” as Eleazar of Worms puts it in a magni�cent
metaphor. The silent divinity immanent in all things as their deepest
reality speaks and reveals itself through the appearance of its glory.
The assertion that the light of glory was created is, of course, a
novelty introduced by Saadia of which the ancient Merkabah
conception of Kavod knows nothing. For Saadia there was a special
emphasis on the word “created” which became blurred in the
Hasidic conception, since for the Hasidim there is not, as for Saadia,
a sharp distinction between created and emanated glory. The idea
that the Kavod was created has for them little more signi�cance
than the notion of a created logos, which he sometimes uses, had for
Philo. While in Saadia’s theology this as yet amorphous light of
glory was born on the �rst day of creation, the Hasidim apparently
regarded it as in some way existent prior to the seven days’ work.

Jehudah the Hasid has laid down his own dotrine of Kavod in a
“Book of the Glory,” of which only some scattered quotations have
survived.102 It appears to have included also a variety of speculative
thoughts not concerned with the theory of Kavod. Like his pupil,
Eleazar, Jehudah distinguished between two kinds of glory: One is
an “inner glory” (Kavod Penimi) which is conceived as being
identical with the Shekhinah and the holy spirit and as having no
form, but a voice.103 While man cannot directly communicate with
God, he can “connect himself with the glory.”104 There is some



overlapping between the de�nition of God and that of the Kavod
Penimi, as when the qualities of omnipresence and immanence are in
one place attributed to God and in another only to the Shekhinah.
Occasionally this inner glory is identi�ed with the divine will,
thereby giving rise to a sort of Logos mysticism.105 Thus in the
“Book of Life,” a document written about 1200 A.D., the Kavod is
actually de�ned as the divine will, the “holy spirit,” the word of
God, and conceived as inherent in all creatures.106 The author of
this book goes even further. According to him, the potency of the
Kavod, from which every act of creation originates, is never the
same but undergoes a gradual, insensible change from one moment
to another. In this way, the mundane process of constant change
corresponds to a secret life of the divine glory active in it—a
conception not far distant from Kabbalism.107 For Eleazar of Worms
the ten Se�roth of the “Book of Creation” have already ceased to
represent the ten original numbers and have become aspects of
Creation, the �rst Se�rah being identi�ed with the all-transcending
will or glory of God, and therefore occupying a position midway
between the created and the uncreated.108

This ‘inner’ glory now has its pendant in the ‘visible’ glory. While
the �rst is formless, the second has various changing forms of which
each change is subject to the will of God. It is this second glory
which appears on the throne of the Merkabah or in the prophetic
vision, and which forms the subject of the enormous spatial
measurements in the Shiur Komah speculations regarding the “body
of the Shekhinah.”109 Through perceiving the Kavod, says Jehudah
the Hasid in conscious or unconscious development of one of
Saadia’s thoughts, the prophet knows that his vision comes from
God and that he is not deceived by demons, who are also able to
speak to man, for the demons are powerless to produce the
phenomena of the glory.110

The vision of the Kavod is expressly de�ned as the aim and the
reward of Hasidic askesis.111 As to the emanation of the visible from
the invisible Kavod, the notions vary. According to some writers,
they emanate directly from each other, while another view112



ascribes to the light of the invisible Kavod thousands and myriads of
re�ections before it becomes visible even to the angels and holy
seraphim.

Side by side with this conception of the two-fold Kavod, one �nds
another remarkable element of Hasidic theosophy, the idea of the
holy cherub as the appearance on the throne of the Merkabah. This
cherub, who is never mentioned by Saadia, �gures in certain
Merkabah tracts which were known to the Hasidim.113 Since in the
visions of Ezekiel reference is generally to a host of cherubim, the
idea of a particularly distinguished angel probably goes back to the
one passage in Ezekiel X, 4 where the singular is used: “Then the
glory of the Lord went up from the cherub.” For the Hasidim, this
cherub is identical with Saadia’s “visible glory.”114 He is the
emanation of God’s Shekhinah or His invisible glory—according to
others, the product of the “great �re” of the Shekhinah whose �ame
surrounds the Lord, while the throne of glory, on which the cherub
appears, springs from a less exalted �re. According to the mythical
account,115 the re�ection of the divine light in the cosmic waters
produced a radiance which became a �re and out of which the
throne and the angels arose. From the “great �re” of the Shekhinah
not only the cherub emanates but also the human soul, which
therefore ranks above the angels. The cherub can take every form of
angel, man or beast; his human form was the model in whose
likeness God created man.116

What this idea of the cherub originally signi�ed can only be
guessed, for it is clear that the Hasidim merely adapted to their own
thoughts a conception of much earlier origin. A hint is perhaps
supplied by an idea which one encounters among certain Jewish
sectaries of the period of Saadia. Philo thought that the logos, the
divine ‘word’ acted as an intermediary in the process of Creation.
This Philonic doctrine of creation was developed by these sectarians,
who for a long time moved on the fringe of rabbinic Judaism, in a
somewhat crude form which, incidentally, had been ascribed
already in earlier writings to isolated heretics.117 According to them,
God did not create the world directly, but through the intermediary



of an angel, whether this latter emanated from Him or was himself a
created being. This angel, who thus appears as creator or demiurge,
is also de�ned as the subject of all Biblical anthropomorphisms and
as the being which is perceived in the vision of the prophets.

This discovery of an echo of Philonic thought need not surprise
us. Although not many traces of it are to be found in Talmudic and
early rabbinic literature, there can be no doubt, since Poznanski’s
researches on the subject, that the ideas of the Alexandrian
theosophist somehow spread even to the Jewish sectarians in Persia
and Babylonia who as late as the tenth century were in a position to
quote from some of his writings.118 It is by no means impossible
that the cherub on the throne was originally nothing but the
transformed logos, especially if one takes into account the fact that
for the pre-Hasidic mystics—as we have seen in the previous lecture
—the appearance on the throne is precisely that of the Creator of
the world. Among the Hasidim, who saw no particular problem in
the idea of the in�nite God as the Creator of the �nite things, the
angel lost this character; nevertheless, he is given attributes which
almost make a second God out of him.119 In reading these
descriptions one is reminded time and again of the logos. Even the
names under which God appears in the Hekhaloth tracts: Akhtariel,
Zoharariel, Adiriron, are occasionally resuscitated and applied to the
Kavod and the cherub through which the Kavod appears.120 The
transformation is similar to the one which we have encountered in
the previous lecture, where the angel Metatron is described as the
“lesser JHWH,” except that the cherub corresponds more closely to
the idea of the logos.

To the question how such ideas could have penetrated to the
pious German Hasidim, several answers are possible. In the �rst
place, such logos speculations may have become part and parcel of
orthodox Jewish Gnosticism already in some Merkabah texts of
whose existence the Hasidim had knowledge. Secondly, there is the
possibility that the Hasidim came into direct contact with heretical
thoughts. Moses Taku mentions such writings which came from the
East and wandered in the twelfth century through Russia to
Regensburg, at that time one of the chief centres of trade with the



Slav countries.121 Moreover, we know from newly discovered
fragments of a book whose author was Samuel ben Kalonymus, the
father of Jehudah the Hasid, that “among the heretical scholars
there are a few who know of something like a re�ection of the
mysteries [of the Kavod], though not of their substance.”122 Samuel
the Hasid himself is known on good authority to have travelled
outside Germany for several years and may well have come into
contact with Jewish sectarians or heretics and their writings.

The third theosophic symbol of importance in this connection
seems to have originated among the Hasidim themselves. In their
literature there appears early a sort of continuous reference to the
“holiness” of God, and his “greatness” which they also call his
“kingdom.” The point is that these qualities are not conceived as
attributes of the divinity but—at any rate in those writings of which
we have any knowledge123—as a created hypostasis of its glory. The
“holiness” is the formless glory, the hidden presence of God in all
things. But in the same way as a passage of the Talmud says of the
Shekhinah that its essential locality is in the “West”,124 the holiness
of God is given a special “western” location. Again, the “holiness” is
identi�ed by the Hasidim with the “world of light”, the highest of
the �ve worlds of the spirit—a half gnostic, half Neoplatonic
conception borrowed from Abraham bar Hiya, an early twelfth
century writer in Northern Spain who belonged to the Neoplatonic
school. While God’s voice and His word issue from His “holiness,”
the latter radiates light from the “West” on His “greatness” which is
localized in the “East.” There is also this di�erence that while the
“holiness” is in�nite like God’s essence itself, His “greatness” or
appearance as “King” is �nite, that is to say, identical with the
visible Kavod or the cherub. In this system, therefore, the in�nite
Creator is conceived without any attributes which are a matter of
the Glory in its various modi�cations.

The doctrine of prayer is again of special importance in this
context. “God is in�nite and everything; therefore if He did not take
form in the vision of the prophets and appear to them as King on the
throne, they would not know to whom they were praying”, says
Eleazar of Worms.125 For this reason the devout in his prayer calls



to God as King—in the visible theophany of the glory. But the true
intention (kawwanah)—according to the same author—is not
directed towards the appearance on the throne, and still less
towards the Creator himself who, as we have seen, is identi�ed in
this system with the hidden God. The real object of mystical
contemplation, its true goal, is the hidden holiness of God, His
in�nite and formless glory, wherefrom there emerges the voice and
the word of God.126 The �nite word of man is aimed at the in�nite
word of God. By the same token the Shekhinah is de�ned, in
Eleazar’s terminology, as the real aim of prayer. In view of the
above-mentioned conception of the Shekhinah as a created light,
this idea is plainly paradoxical. And in fact we read in one of the
fragments from Samuel ben Kalonymus’ work, to which reference
has already been made, “the creatures praise the Shekhinah, which
is itself created; but in the world to come they will praise “God
Himself.”127 In other words, a direct prayer to the Creator, in spite
of His in-�niteness and omnipresence, is possible only in the
eschatological perspective. At present, it is directed only towards
“the Shekhinah of our Creator, the spirit of the living God,” i.e. His
“holiness”, which in spite of everything is almost de�ned as the
Logos.

10

Side by side with this theosophy and the mysticism of immanence
ascribed to the authority of Saadia, one �nds a third element of
thought which for all its lack of color and true metaphysical breadth
merits the description of Neoplatonism. Certain ideas derived from
the writings of Spanish-Jewish Neoplatonists were taken up by the
Hasidim and incorporated in their own system. In a number of
cases, of course, these ideas underwent a process of retrogression
from the metaphysical to the theological or Gnostical sphere, if not
to pure mythology.

It has been argued that the mystical theology of the Spanish
Kabbalists and that of the German Hasidim represent two di�erent



schools of thought which have nothing whatsoever in common. The
Spaniards, according to this reading of the facts, followed in the
footsteps of the Neoplatonists, while the typical Hasidic conceptions
go back to oriental mythology.128 This appears to me to be an
oversimpli�cation. The fact is that Neoplatonic thought came to be
known among both groups, but with the di�erence that in Spain and
Provence these ideas became a potent factor in transforming the
character of the early Kabbalism, which was almost entirely a
Gnostical system, whereas in Germany the elements of such
speculations as they engendered failed to make a lasting impression
on Hasidic thought. To the Hasidic mind they carried no real life.
Instead of transforming the doctrine of Hasidism they were
themselves transformed by being deprived of their original
speculative content. In the �nal stage of decomposition they are no
longer even recognizable for what they were. Thus to take an
example, Abraham bar Hiya’s doctrine of the hierarchy of the �ve
worlds—that of light, of the divinity, of the intellect, of the soul,
and of (spiritual) nature—was incorporated in a highly peculiar
fashion in the Hasidic system in which cosmological ideas played a
not unimportant part.129

Of special interest in this connection is the doctrine of the
archetypes—wholly foreign to Saadia—which dominates Eleazar’s
work on “The Science of the Soul,” but is of importance also for the
“Book of the Devout.” According to this doctrine, every “lower”
form of existence, including lifeless things,—“even the wood block”
to say nothing of even lower forms of life, has its archetype,
demuth.130 In this conception we recognize the traits not only of
Plato’s theory of ideas, but also of the astral theory of
correspondence between higher and lower planes, and of the
astrological doctrine that everything has its “star.” The archetypes,
as we have already seen in connection with the Hekhaloth tracts,131

are conceived as being pictorially represented in the curtain spread
before the Throne of Glory. According to the Hasidim, this curtain
consists of blue �ame and surrounds the throne from all sides except
from the west.132 The archetypes themselves represent a special
sphere of non-corporeal, semi-divine existence. In another



connection, mention is actually made of an occult “Book of
Archetypes.”133 The archetype is the deepest source of the soul’s
hidden activity. The fate of every being is contained in its
archetype, and there is even an archetypal representation of every
change and passing made of its existence.134 Not only the angels
and the demons draw their foreknowledge of human fate from these
archetypes;135 the prophet, too, is able to perceive them and thus to
read the future.136 Of Moses it is expressly said that God showed
him the archetypes.137 There is a hint that even guilt and merit have
their “signs” in the archetypes.138

These mysteries of the Godhead and its glory, then, the archetypes
of all existence in a mythically conceived realm of ideas, and the
secret of man’s nature and his path to God, are the principal subjects
of Hasidic theosophy. In a curiously pathetic manner those who
studied them became absorbed in a mixture of profound and
abstruse ideas and tried to combine a naive mythical realism with
mystical insight and occult experience.

There is little to connect these old Hasidim of the thirteenth
century with the Hasidic movement which developed in Poland and
the Ukraine during the eighteenth century with which we shall deal
in the �nal lecture. The identity of name is no proof of real
continuity. After all, the two are separated by two or three great
epochs in the development of Kabbalistic thought. The later
Hasidism was the inheritor of a rich tradition from which its
followers could draw new inspiration, new modes of thought and,
last but not least, new modes of expression. And yet it cannot be
denied that a certain similarity between the two movements exists.
In both cases the problem was that of the education of large Jewish
groups in a spirit of mystical moralism. The true Hasid and the
Zaddik of later Hasidism are related �gures; the one and the other
are the prototypes of a mystical way of life which tends towards
social activity even where its representatives are conceived as the
guardians of all the mysteries of divinity.





Fourth Lecture

ABRAHAM ABULAFIA AND THE DOCTRINE OF
PROPHETIC KABBALISM

1

As from the year 1200, the Kabbalists begin to emerge as a
distinct mystical group which, while still not numerically
signi�cant, had nonetheless attained considerable prominence in
many parts of Southern France and Spain. The main tendencies of
the new movement are clearly de�ned and the modern student may
without di�culty trace its development from the early stages about
1200 to the Golden Age of Kabbalism in Spain at the close of the
thirteenth and the early fourteenth centuries. An extensive literature
has preserved for us the highlights of thought and personalities
dominating the new mysticism which for �ve or six generations was
to exercise an ever increasing in�uence on Jewish life. Some of the
outstanding leaders, it is true, are but lightly sketched and we have
not su�cient data to give us a clear picture of them all, but research
of the past thirty years has brought an unexpected harvest of
illuminating facts. Nor must it be forgotten that each of the leading
�gures had his own clearly de�ned physiognomy and there was no
vagueness of outline to lead to confusion of identity. The same clear
lines of demarcation apply also to tendencies each of which can be
distinguished by terminology as well as by the nuance of its mystic
thought.

This demarcation is intelligible enough when we review the
growth of mystic tradition. Teaching by word of mouth and
implication rather than assertion, was the rule. The numerous



allusions found in this �eld of literature, such as “I cannot say
more”, “I have already explained to you by word of mouth”, “this is
only for those familiar with the ‘secret wisdom’  ” are not mere
�ights of rhetoric. This vagueness, indeed, is the reason why many
passages have remained obscure to the present day. In many cases,
whispers, and that in esoteric hints, were the only medium of
transmission. It is therefore not surprising that such methods should
lead to innovations, sometimes startling, and that di�erentiations
arose between the various schools. Even the devout pupil who
leaned heavily on the tradition of his master, found before him a
wide �eld for interpretation and ampli�cation if he were so
inclined. Nor should it be forgotten that the primary source was not
always a mere mortal. Supernatural illumination also plays its part
in the history of Kabbalism and innovations are made not only on
the basis of new interpretations of ancient lore but as a result of
fresh inspiration or revelation, or even of a dream. A sentence from
Isaac Hacohen of Soria (about 1270) illustrates the twin sources
recognized by the Kabbalists as authoritative. “In our generation
there are but a few, here and there, who have received tradition
from the ancients … or have been vouchsafed the grace of divine
inspiration.” Tradition and intuition are bound together and this
would explain why Kabbalism could be deeply conservative and
intensely revolutionary. Even “traditionalists” do not shrink from
innovations, sometimes far-reaching, which are con�dently set forth
as interpretations of the ancients or as revelation of a mystery which
Providence had seen �t to conceal from previous generations.

This duality colors Kabbalistic literature for the succeding
hundred years. Some scholars are staunch conservatives who will
say nothing that has not been handed down by their masters and
that only in enigmatic brevity. Others frankly delight in innovations
based on fresh interpretation and we have the admission of Jacob
ben Sheshet of Gerona:

                Were they not the �ndings of my heart
                 I had believed …this Moses from Sinai did impart.

A third class propound their views, either laconically or at length,
without citing any authority, while yet a fourth, such as Jacob



Hacohen and Abraham Abula�a, lean frankly on divine revelation.
But it is not surprising that so many Kabbalists, illuminates as well
as commentators, display a reticence which is among the factors
that led directly to the revival of pseudepigraphic forms in
Kabbalistic literature. This pseudepigraphy was, in my opinion,
based on two impulses, psychological and historic. The
psychological stimulus emanates from modesty and the feeling that
a Kabbalist who had been vouchsafed the gift of inspiration should
shun ostentation. The historic impulse, on the other hand, was
bound up with the desire to in�uence the writer’s contemporaries.
Hence the search for historic continuity and the sancti�cation of
authority, and the tendency to lend to Kabbalistic literature the
lustre of some great name from Biblical or Talmudic times. The
Zohar, or the “Book of Splendor”, is the most famous, but by no
means the sole example, of such pseudepigraphy. But not all
Kabbalists, fortunately for us, preferred anonymity and it is thanks
to them that we are able to place the authors of the pseudepigraphic
writings in their proper historic setting. I think it will be appropriate
to sum up the contribution of Spanish Kabbalism to the treasury of
Jewish mysticism by characterizing the most outspoken
representatives of its main currents, the outspoken illuminates and
ecstatics and, on the other hand, the masters of pseudepigraphy.

In the opening lecture I referred to the fact that Jewish mystics
are inclined to be reticent about the hidden regions of the religious
life, including the sphere of experiences generally described as
ecstasy, mystical union with God, and the like. Experiences of this
kind lie at the bottom of many Kabbalistic writings, though not, of
course, of all. Sometimes, however, this fact is not even mentioned
by the author. Of one bulky volume, Rabbi Mordecai Ashkenazi’s
book Eshel Abraham,1 I have been able to prove for instance that it
was written against a background of visionary dreams. But for the
fact that one of the author’s notebooks, a kind of mystical diary, has
come down to us, it would be impossible to guess this, for it is in
vain that one looks for a single allusion to the source of his ideas.2
The treatment of the subject remains throughout strictly objective.
Other Kabbalists deal at length with the question of the individual’s



approach to mystical knowledge, without any reference to their own
experience. But even writings of this kind, if they are really manuals
of the more advanced stages of mystical practice and technique,
have seldom been published. To this class belongs, for instance, a
penetrating analysis of various forms and stages of mystical rapture
and ecstasy written by Rabbi Dov Baer (died 1827), son of the
famous Rabbi Shneur Zalman of Ladi, the founder of Habad-
Hasidism, in his Kuntras Ha-Hithpaaluth—roughly translated “An
Enquiry into Ecstasy.”3 Or take the case of the famous Kabbalist,
Rabbi Hayim Vital Calabrese (1543–1620), the leading disciple of
Rabbi Isaac Luria, himself one of the central �gures of later
Kabbalism. This celebrated mystic is the author of an essay called
Shaare Kedushah, i.e., “The Gates of Holiness”, which includes a
brief and easily comprehensible introduction into the mystical way
of life, beginning with a description of certain indispensable moral
qualities and leading up to a whole compendium of Kabbalistic
ethics. The �rst three chapters of the little book have been printed
many times, and on the whole they make interesting reading. So far
so good. But Vital has added a fourth chapter, in which he sets out
in detail various ways of imbuing the soul with the holy spirit and
prophetic wisdom, and which, by virtue of its copious quotations
from older authors, is really an anthology of the teachings of the
older Kabbalists on the technique of ecstasy. You will not, however,
�nd it in any of the printed editions of the book; in its place the
following words have been inserted: “Thus speaks the printer: This
fourth part will not be printed, for it is all holy names and secret
mysteries which it would be unseemly to publish.” And in fact, this
highly interesting chapter has survived in only a few handwritten
copies.4 It is the same, or almost the same, with other writings
which describe either ecstatical experiences or the technique of
preparing oneself for them.

Still more remarkable is the fact that even when we turn to the
unpublished writings of Jewish mystics, we �nd that ecstatic
experience does not play the all-important part one might expect. It
is true that the position is somewhat di�erent in the writings of the
early mystics who lived before the development of Kabbalism and



whose ideas have been outlined in the second lecture. Instead of the
usual theory of mysticism, we are treated in these documents of
Jewish Gnosticism to enthusiastic descriptions of the soul’s ascent to
the Celestial Throne and of the objects it contemplates; in addition,
the technique of producing this ecstatic frame of mind is described
in detail. In later Kabbalistic literature these aspects tend more and
more to be relegated to the background. The soul’s ascension does
not, of course, disappear altogether. The visionary element of
mysticism which corresponds to a certain psychological disposition,
breaks through again and again. But, on the whole, Kabbalistic
meditation and contemplation takes on a more spiritualized aspect.
Moreover, the fact remains that, even leaving aside the distinction
between earlier and later documents of Jewish mysticism, it is only
in extremely rare cases that ecstasy signi�es actual union with God,
in which the human individuality abandons itself to the rapture of
complete submersion in the divine stream. Even in this ecstatic
frame of mind, the Jewish mystic almost invariably retains a sense
of the distance between the Creator and His creature. The latter is
joined to the former, and the point where the two meet is of the
greatest interest to the mystic, but he does not regard it as
constituting anything so extravagant as identity of Creator and
creature.

Nothing seems to me to express better this sense of the distance
between God and man, than the Hebrew term which in our
literature is generally used for what is otherwise called unio mystica.
I mean the word devekuth, which signi�es “adhesion,” or “being
joined,” viz., to God. This is regarded as the ultimate goal of
religious perfection. Devekuth can be ecstasy, but its meaning is far
more comprehensive. It is a perpetual being-with-God, an intimate
union and conformity of the human and the divine will.5 Yet even
the rapturous descriptions of this state of mind which abound in
later Hasidic literature retain a proper sense of distance, or, if you
like, of incommensurateness. Many writers deliberately place
devekuth above any form of ecstasy which seeks the extinction of the
world and the self in the union with God.6 I am not going to deny
that there have also been tendencies of the opposite kind7; an



excellent description of the trend towards pure pantheism, or rather
acosmism, can be found in a well-known Yiddish novel, F.
Schneerson’s Hayim Grawitzer,8 and at least one of the famous
leaders of Lithuanian Hasidism, Rabbi Aaron Halevi of Starosselje,
can be classed among the acosmists. But I do maintain that such
tendencies are not characteristic of Jewish mysticism. It is a
signi�cant fact that the most famous and in�uential book of our
mystical literature, the Zohar, has little use for ecstasy; the part it
plays both in the descriptive and in the dogmatical sections of this
voluminous work is entirely subordinate. Allusions to it there are,9
but it is obvious that other and di�erent aspects of mysticism are
much nearer to the author’s heart. Part of the extraordinary success
of the Zohar can probably be traced to this attitude of restraint
which struck a familiar chord in the Jewish heart.

2

Considering all the aforementioned facts, it is hardly surprising
that the outstanding representative of ecstatic Kabbalism has also
been the least popular of all the great Kabbalists. I refer to Abraham
Abula�a, whose theories and doctrines will form the main subject of
this lecture. By a curious coincidence, which is perhaps rather more
than a coincidence, Abula�a’s principal works and the Zohar were
written almost simultaneously. It is no exaggeration to say that each
marks the culminating point in the development of two opposing
schools of thought in Spanish Kabbalism, schools which I should like
to call the ecstatic and the theosophical. Of the latter I shall have
something to say in the following lectures. For all their di�erences,
the two belong together and, only if both are understood, do we
obtain something like a comprehensive picture of Spanish
Kabbalism.

Unfortunately, not one of Abula�a’s numerous and often
voluminous treatises has been published by the Kabbalists, while the
Zohar runs into seventy or eighty editions. Not until Jellinek, one of
the small band of nineteenth century Jewish scholars who probed



deeper into the problem of Jewish mysticism, published three of his
minor writings and some extracts from others, did any of them
appear in print.10 This is all the more remarkable as Abula�a was a
very proli�c writer who, on one occasion, refers to himself as the
author of twenty-six Kabbalistic and twenty-two prophetic works.11

Of the former, many still exist; I know of more than twenty, and it is
a fact that a few among them enjoy a great reputation among
Kabbalists to this day.12

While some of the more orthodox Kabbalists, such as Rabbi
Jehudah Hayat (about 1500 A. D.) attacked Abalua�a with
vehemence and warned their readers against his books13, their
criticism appears to have aroused only a faint echo.14 At any rate,
Abula�a’s in�uence as a guide to mysticism continued to remain
very great. He owed this to the remarkable combination of logical
power, pellucid style, deep insight and highly colored abstruseness
which characterizes his writings. Since, as we shall have occasion to
see, he was convinced of having found the way to prophetic
inspiration, and from there to the true knowledge of the Divine, he
took pains to use a simple and direct style which went straight to
the heart of every attentive reader. He went so far as to include
among his works a number of what one might call manuals, which
not only set out his theory but also constitute a guide to action. In
fact they can be practised so easily as to go far beyond his
intentions; the point is that although Abula�a himself never thought
of going beyond the pale of rabbinic Jewry, his teachings can be put
into e�ect by practically everyone who tries. That probably is also
one of the reasons why the Kabbalists refrained from publishing
them. Very likely they feared that once this technique of meditation,
which had a very broad appeal, became publicly known, its use
would no longer be restricted to the elect. Certainly the success of
Abula�a’s writing made the ever-present danger of a clash between
the mystical revelation and that of Mount Sinai seem more real than
ever. Thus, the whole school of practical mysticism, which Abula�a
himself called Prophetic Kabbalism, continued to lead an
underground life. By witholding his writings from the public, the



Kabbalists undoubtedly sought to eliminate the danger that people
might go in for ecstatic adventures without due preparation and lay
dangerous claims to visionary powers.

Generally speaking, lay mystics—self-taught and untutored by
Rabbinism—have always been a potential source of heretical
thought. Jewish mysticism tried to meet this danger by stipulating
in principle that entry into the domain of mystical thought and
practice should be reserved to rabbinic scholars.15 In actual fact,
however, there has been no lack of Kabbalists who either had no
learning whatsoever, or who lacked the proper rabbinic training.
Thus enabled to look at Judaism from a fresh angle, these men
frequently produced highly important and interesting ideas, and so
there grew up, side by side with the scholarly Kabbalah of the
Rabbis, another line of prophetic and visionary mystics. The pristine
enthusiasm of these early ecstatics frequently lifted the heavy lid of
rabbinic scholasticism, and for all their readiness to compromise
occasionally came into con�ict with it. It is also worth pointing out
that during the classical period of Kabbalism, i.e. up to 1300 A. D., as
distinct from later periods, its representatives were, as a rule, not
men whom their contemporaries regarded as outstanding Rabbis.
Great Kabbalists, who also contributed to strictly rabbinical
literature, men like Moses Nahmanides or Solomon ben Adret, were
rare.16 Yet the Kabbalists were, in the great majority, men of
rabbinic education. Abula�a marks an exception, having had little
contact with higher rabbinic learning. All the more extensive,
however, was his knowledge of contemporary philosophy; and his
writings, especially those of a systematic character, show him to
have been, by the standards of his age, a highly erudite man.

3

About Abula�a’s life and his person we are informed almost
exclusively by his own writings.17 Abraham ben Samuel Abula�a
was born in Saragossa in 1240, and spent his youth in Tudela, in the
province of Navarre. His father taught him the Bible with its



commentaries as well as grammar and some Mishnah and Talmud.
When he was eighteen years old he lost his father. Two years later
he left Spain and went to the Near East in order, as he writes, to
discover the legendary stream Sambation beyond which the lost ten
tribes were supposed to dwell. Warlike disturbances in Syria and
Palestine soon drove him back from Acre to Europe, where he spent
about ten years in Greece and Italy.

During these years of travel, he steeped himself in philosophy and
conceived for Maimonides an admiration that proved lifelong. For
him there was no antithesis between mysticism and the doctrines of
Maimonides. He rather considered his own mystical theory as the
�nal step forward from the “Guide of the Perplexed” to which he
wrote a curious mystical commentary. This a�nity of the mystic
with the great rationalist has its astounding parallel—as the most
recent research has shown—in the relationship of the great Christian
mystic Meister Eckhart to Maimonides, by whom he seems to be
much more in�uenced than was any scholastic before him. While
the great scholastics, such as Thomas Aquinas and Albertus Magnus,
although having learned and, indeed, accepted much from him,
none the less frequently oppose him, the Rabbi is—as Josef Koch
has ascertained18—for the great Christian mystic a literary authority
to whom Augustine at best is superior. In the same way Abula�a
tries to connect his theories with those of Maimonides.19 According
to him, only the “Guide” and the “Book of Creation” together
represent the true theory of Kabbalism.20

Coincidentally with these studies he seems to have been deeply
occupied with the Kabbalistic doctrines of his age, without,
however, being overmuch impressed by them. About 1270 he
returned to Spain for three or four years, during which he immersed
himself completely in mystical research. In Barcelona he began to
study the book Yetsirah and twelve commentaries to it showing both
philosophic and Kabbalistic inclinations.21 Here, too, he seems to
have come into contact with a conventicle the members of which
believed they could gain access to the profoundest secrets of
mystical cosmology and theology “by the three methods of
Kabbalah, being Gematria, Notarikon, and Temurah.” Abula�a



especially mentions one Baruch Togarmi, precentor, as his teacher,
who initiated him into the true meaning of the Sefer Yetsirah. We
still possess a treatise of this Kabbalist—“The Keys to Kabbalah”—
about the mysteries of the book Yetsirah.22 Most of them, he says, he
felt not entitled to publish, nor even to write down. “I want to write
it down and I am not allowed to do it, I do not want to write it
down and cannot entirely desist; so I write and I pause, and I allude
to it again in later passages, and this is my procedure.”23

Abula�a himself at times wrote in this vein, so typical of mystical
literature. By immersing himself in the mystical technique of his
teacher, Abula�a found his own way. It was at the age of 31, in
Barcelona, that he was overcome by the prophetic spirit. He
obtained knowledge of the true name of God, and had visions of
which he himself, however, says, in 1285, that they were partly sent
by the demons to confuse him, so that he “groped about like a blind
man at midday for �fteen years with Satan to his right.” Yet on the
other hand he was entirely convinced of the truth of his prophetic
knowledge. He travelled for some time in Spain, expounding his
new doctrine, but in 1274 he left his native country for the second
and last time, and from then on led a vagrant life in Italy and
Greece. It was still in Spain that he exerted a deep in�uence upon
the young Joseph Gikatila who later became one of the most
eminent Spanish Kabbalists. In Italy too, he found disciples in
various places and taught them his new way, partly in pursuit of the
philosophy of Maimonides. Quick enthusiasm about his disciples
turned quickly into disappointment and he complained bitterly of
the un-worthiness of some of those whom he had taught in Capua.24

He became the author of prophetical writings wherein he prefers
to designate himself by names of the same numerical value as his
original name of Abraham. He prefers to call himself Raziel or
Zechariah. Only in the ninth year after the beginning of his
prophetic visions he began, as he says himself,25 to compose
distinctly prophetic writings, although he had written before that
time other tracts on di�erent branches of science, among them
“writings on the mysteries of Kabbalah.”26 In the year 1280,
inspired with his mission, he undertook a most venturesome and



unexplained task: He went to Rome to present himself before the
Pope and to confer with him “in the name of Jewry.” It seems that
at that time he nursed Messianic ideas. Well may he have read of
such a mission of the Messiah to the Pope in a then very widely
known booklet.27 This contained the disputation of the famous
Kabbalist Moses ben Nahman with the apostate Pablo Christiani in
the year 1263. Here Nahmanides said: “When the time of the end
will have come, the Messiah will at God’s command come to the
Pope and ask of him the liberation of his people, and only then will
the Messiah be considered really to have come, but not before that.”

Abula�a himself relates28 that the Pope had given orders “when
Raziel would come to Rome to confer with him in the name of
Jewry, to arrest him and not to admit him into his presence at all,
but to lead him out of town and there to burn him.” But Abula�a,
although informed of this, paid no attention, but rather gave himself
up to his meditations and mystical preparations and on the strength
of his visions wrote a book which he later called: “Book of
Testimony,” in remembrance of his miraculous rescue. For as he
prepared himself to come before the Pope, “two mouths,” as he
obscurely expresses himself, grew on him, and when he entered the
city-gate, he learned that the Pope—it was Nicholas III.—had
suddenly died during the night. Abula�a was held in the College of
the Franciscans for twenty-eight days, but was then set free.

Abula�a then wandered about Italy for a number of years. Of
these he seems to have spent several in Sicily, where he remained
longer than in any other place. Almost all his extant works were
written during his Italian period, particularly between the years
1279 and 1291. We are altogether ignorant of his fate after the year
1291. Of his prophetic, or inspired, writings only his apocalypse,
Sefer ha-Oth, the “Book of the Sign,” a strange and not altogether
comprehensible book, has survived.29 On the other hand, most of
his theoretical and doctrinal treatises are still extant, some of them
in a considerable number of manuscripts.

He seems to have made many enemies by claiming prophetical
inspiration and antagonizing his contemporaries in various other
ways, for he very often complains of hostility and persecution. He



mentions denunciations by Jews to Christian authorities30, which
may perhaps be explained by the fact that he represented himself as
a prophet to Christians as well. He writes that he found among them
some who believed more in God than the Jews to whom God had
sent him �rst.31 In two places Abula�a tells of his connection with
non-Jewish mystics.32 Once, he relates, he talked with them about
the three methods of the interpretation of the Torah (literal,
allegoric, and mystic), and he noted their agreement with one
another when conversing with them con�dentially “and I saw that
they belong to the category of the ‘pious of the gentiles’, and that
the words of the fools of whatever religion need not be heeded, for
the Torah has been handed over to the masters of true
knowledge.”33 Another time he tells of a dispute with a Christian
scholar with whom he had made friends and in whose mind he had
implanted the desire for the knowledge of the Name of God. “And it
is not necessary to reveal more about it.”34

These connections of Abula�a’s do not, however, testify to a
special inclination to Christian ideas as some scholars have
assumed.35 On the contrary, his antagonism to Christianity is very
outspoken and intense.36 He sometimes, indeed, intentionally makes
use—among many other associations—of formulae which sound
quite trinitarian, immediately giving them a meaning which has
nothing whatsoever to do with the trinitarian idea of God.37 But his
predilection for paradox as well as his prophetic pretensions
alienated from him the Kabbalists of a more strictly orthodox
orientation. And indeed he acutely criticizes the Kabbalists of his
times and their symbolism insofar as it is not backed by individual
mystical experience.38 On the other hand, some of his writings are
devoted to the refutation of attacks directed against him by
‘orthodox’ Kabbalists.39 But “poverty, exile, and imprisonment”
were powerless to make Abula�a, a proud and unbending spirit,
abandon the standpoint to which his personal experience of things
divine had led him.

In the preface to one of his works, the main part of which has
been lost, he compares his mission and his place among his
contemporaries with that of the prophet Isaiah. He tells how a voice



called him twice: “Abraham, Abraham” and, he continues, “I said:
Here am I! Thereupon he instructed me in the right way, woke me
from my slumber and inspired me to write something new. There
had been nothing like it in my day.” He realized only too well that
his gospel would make enemies for him among the Jewish leaders.
Nevertheless he submitted to this “and I constrained my will and
dared to reach beyond my grasp. They called me heretic and
unbeliever because I had resolved to worship God in truth and not
as those who walk in darkness. Sunken in the abyss, they and their
kind would have delighted to engulf me in their vanities and their
dark deeds. But God forbid that I should forsake the way of truth for
that of falsehood.”40

Yet for all his pride in the achievement of prophetic inspiration
and his knowledge of the great Name of God, there was combined in
his character meekness and a love of peace. Jellinek rightly points
out that his moral character must be estimated very highly. When
accepting desciples to his Kabbalah he is extremely fastidious in his
requirements as to a high morality and steadiness of character and it
may be concluded from his writings even in their ecstatic parts that
he himself possessed many of the qualities he asked for in others.41

He who gains the deepest knowledge of the true essentials of reality
—so he says in one place—at the same time acquires the deepest
humility and modesty.42

It is one of the many oddities of the history of modern research
into Kabbalism that Abula�a, of all men, has sometimes been made
out to be the anonymous author of the Zohar. This hypothesis,
which still �nds its supporters, was �rst advanced by M. H.
Landauer, who—a hundred years ago—was the �rst to point to
Abula�a at all. He says: “I found a strange man with whose writings
the contents of the Zohar coincide most accurately down to the
minutest details. This fact struck me at once with the �rst writing of
his which came into my hands. But now that I have read many of
his works and have come to know his life, his principles, and his
character, there cannot exist any longer even the slightest doubt
that we now have the author of the Zohar.”43 This seems to me an
extraordinary example of how a judgment proclaimed with



conviction as certainly true may nevertheless be entirely wrong in
every detail. The truth is that no two things could be more di�erent
than the outlook of the Zohar and that of Abula�a.

4

I shall now try to give a brief synthetic description, one after the
other, of the main points of his mystical theory, his doctrine of the
search for ecstasy and for prophetic inspiration.44 Its basic principles
have been upheld with varying modi�cations by all those among the
Kabbalists who found in Abula�a a congenial spirit, and its
characteristic mixture of emotionalism and rationalism sets its seal
on one of the main trends of Kabbalism.

Abula�a’s aim, as he himself has expressed it, is “to unseal the
soul, to untie the knots which bind it,”45 “All the inner forces and
the hidden souls in man are distributed and di�erentiated in the
bodies. It is, however, in the nature of all of them that when their
knots are untied they return to their origin, which is one without
any duality and which comprises the multiplicity.”46 The “untying”
is, as it were, the return from multiplicity and separation towards
the original unity. As a symbol of the great mystic liberation of the
soul from the fetters of sensuality the “untying of the knots” occurs
also in the theosophy of northern Buddhism. Only recently a French
scholar published a Tibetan didactic tract the title of which may be
translated: “Book on Untying Knots”.47

What does this symbol mean in Abula�a’s terminology? It means
that there are certain barriers which separate the personal existence
of the soul from the stream of cosmic life—personi�ed for him in
the intellectus agens of the philosophers, which runs through the
whole of creation. There is a dam which keeps the soul con�ned
within the natural and normal borders of human existence and
protects it against the �ood of the divine stream, which �ows
beneath it or all around it; the same dam, however, also prevents
the soul from taking cognizance of the Divine. The “seals,” which
are impressed on the soul, protect it against the �ood and guarantee



its normal functioning. Why is the soul, as it were, sealed up?
Because, answers Abula�a, the ordinary day-to-day life of human
beings, their perception of the sensible world, �lls and impregnates
the mind with a multitude of sensible forms or images (called, in the
language of mediaeval philosophers, “natural forms”). As the mind
perceives all kinds of gross natural objects and admits their images
into its consciousness, it creates for itself, out of this natural
function, a certain mode of existence which bears the stamp of
�niteness. The normal life of the soul, in other words, is kept within
the limits determined by our sensory perceptions and emotions, and
as long as it is full of these, it �nds it extremely di�cult to perceive
the existence of spiritual forms and things divine. The problem,
therefore, is to �nd a way of helping the soul to perceive more than
the forms of nature, without its becoming blinded and overwhelmed
by the divine light, and the solution is suggested by the old adage
“whoever is full of himself has no room for God.” All that which
occupies the natural self of man must either be made to disappear or
must be transformed in such a way as to render it transparent for
the inner spiritual reality, whose contours will then become
perceptible through the customary shell of natural things.

Abula�a, therefore, casts his eyes round for higher forms of
perception which, instead of blocking the way to the soul’s own
deeper regions, facilitate access to them and throw them into relief.
He wants the soul to concentrate on highly abstract spiritual
matters, which will not encumber it by pushing their own particular
importance into the foreground and thus render illusory the whole
purpose of mental purgation. If, for instance, I observe a �ower, a
bird, or some other concrete thing or event, and begin to think
about it, the object of my re�ection has an importance or
attractiveness of its own. I am thinking of this particular �ower,
bird, etc. Then how can the soul learn to visualize God with the help
of objects whose nature is of such a sort as to arrest the attention of
the spectator and de�ect it from its purpose? The early Jewish
mystic knows of no object of contemplation in which the soul
immerses itself until it reaches a state of ecstasy, such as the Passion
in Christian mysticism.



Abraham Abula�a is, therefore, compelled to look for an, as it
were, absolute object for meditating upon; that is to say, one
capable of stimulating the soul’s deeper life and freeing it from
ordinary perceptions. In other words, he looks for something
capable of acquiring the highest importance, without having much
particular, or if possible any, importance of its own. An object
which ful�lls all these conditions he believes himself to have found
in the Hebrew alphabet, in the letters which make up the written
language. It is not enough, though an important step forward, that
the soul should be occupied with the meditation of abstract truths,
for even there it remains too closely bound to their speci�c
meaning. Rather is it Abula�a’s purpose to present it with
something not merely abstract but also not determinable as an
object in the strict sense, for everything so determined has an
importance and an individuality of its own. Basing himself upon the
abstract and non-corporeal nature of script, he develops a theory of
the mystical contemplation of letters and their con�gurations, as the
constituents of God’s name. For this is the real and, if I may say so,
the peculiarly Jewish object of mystical contemplation: The Name of
God, which is something absolute, because it re�ects the hidden
meaning and totality of existence; the Name through which
everything else acquires its meaning and which yet to the human
mind has no concrete, particular meaning of its own. In short,
Abula�a believes that whoever succeeds in making this great Name
of God, the least concrete and perceptible thing in the world, the
object of his meditation, is on the way to true mystical ecstasy.48

Starting from this concept, Abula�a expounds a peculiar
discipline which he calls Hokhmath ha-Tseruf, i.e. “science of the
combination of letters.” This is described as a methodical guide to
meditation with the aid of letters and their con�gurations. The
individual letters of their combinations need have no ‘meaning’ in
the ordinary sense; it is even an advantage if they are meaningless,
as in that case they are less likely to distract us. True, they are not
really meaningless to Abula�a, who accepts the Kabbalistic doctrine
of divine language as the substance of reality. According to this
doctrine, as I have mentioned in the �rst lecture, all things exist



only by virtue of their degree of participation in the great Name of
God, which manifests itself throughout the whole Creation. There is
a language which expresses the pure thought of God and the letters
of this spiritual language are the elements both of the most
fundamental spiritual reality and of the profoundest understanding
and knowledge. Abula�a’s mysticism is a course in this divine
language.

The purpose of this discipline then is to stimulate, with the aid of
methodical meditation, a new state of consciousness; this state can
best be de�ned as an harmonious movement of pure thought, which
has severed all relation to the senses. Abula�a himself has already
quite correctly compared it with music. Indeed, the systematic
practice of meditation as taught by him, produces a sensation
closely akin to that of listening to musical harmonies. The science of
combination is a music of pure thought, in which the alphabet takes
the place of the musical scale. The whole system shows a fairly close
resemblance to musical principles, applied not to sounds but to
thought in meditation. We �nd here compositions and modi�cations
of motifs and their combination in every possible variety. This is
what Abula�a himself says about it in one of his unpublished
writings: “Know that the method of Tseruf can be compared to
music; for the ear hears sounds from various combinations, in
accordance with the character of the melody and the instrument.
Also, two di�erent instruments can form a combination, and if the
sounds combine, the listener’s ear registers a pleasant sensation in
acknowledging their di�erence. The strings touched by the right or
left hand move, and the sound is sweet to the ear. And from the ear
the sensation travels to the heart, and from the heart to the spleen
(the centre of emotion), and enjoyment of the di�erent melodies
produces ever new delight. It is impossible to produce it except
through the combination of sounds, and the same is true of the
combination of letters. It touches the �rst string, which is
comparable to the �rst letter, and proceeds to the second, third,
fourth and �fth, and the various sounds combine. And the secrets,
which express themselves in these combinations, delight the heart
which acknowledges its God and is �lled with ever fresh joy.”49



The directed activity of the adept engaged in combining and
separating the letters in his meditation, composing whole motifs on
separate groups, combining several of them with one another and
enjoying their combinations in every direction, is therefore for
Abula�a not more senseless or incomprehensible than that of a
composer. Just as—to quote Schopenhauer—the musician expresses
in wordless sounds “the world once again,” and ascends to endless
heights and descends to endless depths, so the mystic: To him the
closed doors of the soul open in the music of pure thought which is
no longer bound to “sense,” and in the ecstasy of the deepest
harmonies which originate in the movement of the letters of the
great Name, they throw open the way to God.

This science of the combination of letters and the practice of
controlled meditation is, according to Abula�a, nothing less than
the “mystical logic” which corresponds to the inner harmony of
thought in its movement towards God.50 The world of letters, which
reveals itself in this discipline, is the true world of bliss.51 Every
letter represents a whole world to the mystic who abandons himself
to its contemplation.52 Every language, not only Hebrew, is
transformed into a transcendental medium of the one and only
language of God. And as every language issues from a corruption of
the aboriginal language—Hebrew—they all remain related to it. In
all his books Abula�a likes to play on Latin, Greek, or Italian words
to support his ideas. For, in the last resort, every spoken word
consists of sacred letters, and the combination, separation and
reunion of letters reveal profound mysteries to the Kabbalist, and
unravel to him the secret of the relation of all languages to the holy
tongue.53

5

Abula�a’s great manuals, such as “The Book of Eternal Life,”54

“The Light of Intellect,”55 “The Words of Beauty” and “The Book of
Combination”56 are systematic guides to the theory and practice of
this system of mystical counterpoint. Through its methodical



exercise the soul is accustomed to the perception of higher forms
with which it gradually saturates itself. Abula�a lays down a
method which leads from the actual articulation of the permutations
and combinations, to their writing and to the contemplation of the
written, and �nally from writing to thinking and to the pure
meditation of all these objects of the “mystical logic.”

Articulation, mivta, writing, miktav, and thought, mahshav, thus
form three superimposed layers of meditation. Letters are the
elements of every one of them, elements which manifest themselves
in ever more spiritual forms. From the motion of the letters of
thought result the truths of reason. But the mystic will not stop here.
He di�erentiates further between matter and form of the letters in
order to approach closer to their spiritual nucleus; he immerses
himself in the combinations of the pure forms of the letters, which
now, being purely spiritual forms, impress themselves upon his soul.
He endeavours to comprehend the connections between words and
names formed by the Kabbalistic methods of exegesis.57 The
numerical value of words, gematria, is here of particular importance.

To this must be added another point: the modern reader of these
writings will be most astonished to �nd a detailed description of a
method which Abula�a and his followers call dillug and ke�tsah,
“jumping” or “skipping” viz., from one conception to another. In
fact this is nothing else than a very remarkable method of using
associations as a way of meditation. It is not wholly the “free play of
association” as known to psychoanalysis; rather it is the way of
passing from one association to another determined by certain rules
which are, however, su�ciently lax. Every “jump” opens a new
sphere, de�ned by certain formal, not material, characteristics.
Within this sphere the mind may freely associate. The “jumping”
unites, therefore, elements of free and guided association and is said
to assure quite extraordinary results as far as the “widening of the
consciousness” of the initiate is concerned. The “jumping” brings to
light hidden processes of the mind, “it liberates us from the prison
of the natural sphere and leads us to the boundaries of the divine
sphere.” All the other, more simple, methods of meditation serve



only as a preparation for this highest grade which contains and
supersedes all the others.58

Abula�a describes in several places the preparations for
meditation and ecstasy, as well as what happens to the adept at the
height of rapture. The report of one of his disciples which I quote
below, con�rms his statements. Abula�a himself says in one place59:

“Be prepared for thy God, oh Israelite! Make thyself ready to
direct thy heart to God alone. Cleanse the body and choose a lonely
house where none shall hear thy voice. Sit there in thy closet and do
not reveal thy secret to any man. If thou canst, do it by day in the
house, but it is best if thou completest it during the night. In the
hour when thou preparest thyself to speak with the Creator and
thou wishest Him to reveal His might to thee, then be careful to
abstract all thy thought from the vanities of this world. Cover
thyself with thy prayer shawl and put Te�llin on thy head and hands
that thou mayest be �lled with awe of the Shekhinah which is near
thee. Cleanse thy clothes, and, if possible, let all thy garments be
white, for all this is helpful in leading the heart towards the fear of
God and the love of God. If it be night, kindle many lights, until all
be bright. Then take ink, pen and a table to thy hand and remember
that thou art about to serve God in joy of the gladness of heart. Now
begin to combine a few or many letters, to permute and to combine
them until thy heart be warm. Then be mindful of their movements
and of what thou canst bring forth by moving them. And when thou
feelest that thy heart is already warm and when thou seest that by
combinations of letters thou canst grasp new things which by
human tradition or by thyself thou wouldst not be able to know and
when thou art thus prepared to receive the in�ux of divine power
which �ows into thee, then turn all thy true thought to imagine the
Name and His exalted angels in thy heart as if they were human
beings sitting or standing about thee. And feel thyself like an envoy
whom the king and his ministers are to send on a mission, and he is
waiting to hear something about his mission from their lips, be it
from the king himself, be it from his servants. Having imagined this
very vividly, turn thy whole mind to understand with thy thoughts
the many things which will come into thy heart through the letters



imagined. Ponder them as a whole and in all their detail, like one to
whom a parable or a dream is being related, or who meditates on a
deep problem in a scienti�c book, and try thus to interpret what
thou shalt hear that it may as far as possible accord with thy
reason … And all this will happen to thee after having �ung away
tablet and quill or after they will have dropped from thee because of
the intensity of thy thought. And know, the stronger the intellectual
in�ux within thee, the weaker will become thy outer and thy inner
parts. Thy whole body will be seized by an extremely strong
trembling, so that thou wilt think that surely thou art about to die,
because thy soul, overjoyed with its knowledge, will leave thy body.
And be thou ready at this moment consciously to choose death, and
then thou shalt know that thou hast come far enough to receive the
in�ux. And then wishing to honor the glorious Name by serving it
with the life of body and soul, veil thy face and be afraid to look at
God. Then return to the matters of the body, rise and eat and drink
a little, or refresh thyself with a pleasant odor, and restore thy spirit
to its sheath until another time, and rejoice at thy lot and know that
God loveth thee!”

By training itself to turn its back upon all natural objects and to
live in the pure contemplation of the divine Name, the mind is
gradually prepared for the �nal transformation. The seals, which
keep it locked up in its normal state and shut o� the divine light,
are relaxed, and the mystic �nally dispenses with them altogether.
The hidden spring of divine life is released. But now that the mind
has been prepared for it, this irruption of the divine in�ux does not
overwhelm it and throw it into a state of confusion and self-
abandonment. On the contrary, having climbed the seventh and last
step of the mystical ladder,60 and reached the summit, the mystic
consciously perceives and becomes part of the world of divine light,
whose radiance illuminates his thoughts and heals his heart. This is
the stage of prophetic vision, in which the ine�able mysteries of the
divine Name and the whole glory of its realm reveal themselves to
the illuminate. Of them the prophet speaks in words which extoll
the greatness of God and bear the re�ection of His image.



Ecstasy, which Abula�a regards as the highest reward of mystical
contemplation, is not, therefore, to be confused with semi-conscious
raving and complete self-annihilation. These uncontrolled forms of
ecstasy he treats with a certain disdain and even regards them as
dangerous. Rationally prepared ecstasy, too, comes suddenly61 and
cannot be enforced, but when the bolts are shot back and the seals
taken o�, the mind is already prepared for the ‘light of the intellect’
which pours in. Abula�a, therefore, frequently warns against the
mental and even physical dangers of unsystematic meditation and
similar practices. In combining the letters, every one of which—
according to the book Yetsirah—is co-ordinated to a special member
of the body “one has to be most careful not to move a consonant or
vowel from its position, for if he errs in reading the letter
commanding a certain member, that member may be torn away and
may change its place or alter its nature immediately and be
transformed into a di�erent shape so that in consequence that
person may become a cripple.”62 In the account I am going to quote
at the end Abula�a’s disciple also mentions spasmodic distortions of
the face.

Abula�a lays great emphasis on the newness and singularity of his
prophecy. “Know that most of the vision which Raziel saw are based
on the Name of God and its gnosis, and also on his new revelation
which took place on earth now in his days and the like there was
not from the time of Adam until his.”63 The prophets who draw
from the knowledge of the true name, are at the same time, to his
mind, the true lovers. The identity of prophecy with the love of God
also �nds its proof in the mysticism of numbers, and he who serves
God out of pure love, is on the right path towards prophecy.64 That
is why the Kabbalists with whom the pure fear of God turns into
love, are for him the genuine disciples of the prophets.65

6

In the opinion of Abula�a, his own doctrine of prophetic ecstasy
is in the last resort nothing but the doctrine of prophecy advanced



by the Jewish philosophers, more especially by Maimonides, who
also de�nes prophecy as a temporary union of the human and the
divine intellect, deliberately brought about through systematic
preparation. The prophetic faculty, according to this doctrine,
represents the union of the human intellect at the highest stage of
its development, with a cosmic in�uence normally domiciled in the
intelligible world, the so-called active intellect (intellectus agens).
The in�ux of this active intellect into the soul manifests itself as
prophetic vision. Abula�a is concerned to prove the substantial
identity of this theory of prophecy, which was widely recognized in
the Middle Ages, with his own doctrine.66 These rationalizations
cannot, however, obscure the fact that his teachings represent but a
Judaized version of that ancient spiritual technique which has found
its classical expression in the practices of the Indian mystics who
follow the system known as Yoga. To cite only one instance out of
many, an important part in Abula�a’s system is played by the
technique of breathing;67 now this technique has found its highest
development in the Indian Yoga, where it is commonly regarded as
the most important instrument of mental discipline. Again, Abula�a
lays down certain rules of body posture, certain corresponding
combinations of consonants and vowels, and certain forms of
recitation,68 and in particular some passages of his book “The Light
of the Intellect” give the impression of a Judaized treatise on Yoga.
The similarity even extends to some aspects of the doctrine of
ecstatic vision, as preceded and brought about by these practices.

For what is the reward of reaching this supreme stage of vision?
We are repeatedly told by Abula�a that the visionary perceives the
image of his spiritual mentor, usually visualized either as a young or
as an old man, whom he not only sees but also hears.69 “The body,”
Abula�a says, “requires the physician of the body, the soul the
physician of the soul, to wit the students of the Torah, but the
intellect (the highest power of the soul) requires a mover from
outside who has received Kabbalah concerning the mysteries of the
Torah and a mover from inside, me’orer penimi, who opens the
closed doors before him.”70 Elsewhere too he di�erentiates between
the human and the divine teacher. If need be, one could manage



without the former: Abula�a assumes that his own writings may
possibly replace an immediate contact between disciple and
teacher,71 yet by no means could one forego the spiritual teacher
who confronts man at the secret gates of his soul. This spiritual
mentor—in Indian terminology the Guru—personi�es the intellectus
agens through the mythical �gure of the angel Metatron, but he is
also, according to certain passages, God Himself as Shaddai.72 Of
Metatron, the Talmud says “his name is like the name of his
master,”73 the Hebrew word for master also signifying “teacher.”
Abula�a applies this statement to the relation between the visionary
and his Guru, his spiritual teacher. Its signi�cance is seen to lie in
the fact that in the state of ecstasy, man becomes aware of his
intrinsic relationship with God. Although he is apparently
confronted with his master, he is yet in some way identical with
him. The state of ecstasy, in other words, represents something like
a mystical trans�guration of the individual. This experience of self-
identi�cation with one’s guide or master, and indirectly with God, is
mentioned several times by Abula�a, but nowhere does he write
about it with complete and utter frankness.74 The following passage,
for instance, is taken from an unpublished fragment called The
Knowledge of the Messiah and the Meaning of the Redeemer:75

“This science [of mystical combination] is an instrument which
leads nearer to prophecy than any other discipline of learning. A
man who gains his understanding of the essentials of reality from
books is called Hakham, a scholar. If he obtains it from the
Kabbalah, that is to say from one who has himself obtained it from
the contemplation of the divine names or from another Kabbalist,
then he is called Mevin, that is, one who has insight, but if his
understanding is derived from his own heart, from re�ecting upon
what he knows of reality, then he is called Daatan, that is, a gnostic.
He whose understanding is such as to combine all three, to wit,
scholarly erudition, insight obtained from a genuine Kabbalist, and
wisdom from re�ecting deeply upon things, of him I am not indeed
going to say that he deserves to be called a prophet, especially if he
has not yet been touched by the pure intellect, or if touched [that is
to say, in ecstasy] does not yet know by whom. If, however, he has



felt the divine touch and perceived its nature, it seems right and
proper to me and to every perfected man that he should be called
‘master’, because his name is like the Name of his Master, be it only
in one, or in many, or in all of His Names. For now he is no longer
separated from his Master, and behold he is his Master and his
Master is he; for he is so intimately adhering to Him [it is here that
the term Devekuth is used], that he cannot by any means be
separated from Him, for he is He [“he is He” being a famous
formula of advanced Moslem pantheism]. And just as his Master,
who is detached from all matter, is called Sekhel, Maskil and Muskal,
that is the knowledge, the knower and the known, all at the same
time, since all three are one in Him,76 so also he, the exalted man,
the master of the exalted name, is called intellect, while he is
actually knowing; then he is also the known, like his Master; and
then there is no di�erence between them, except that his Master has
His supreme rank by His own right and not derived from other
creatures, while he is elevated to his rank by the intermediary of
creatures.”

In this supreme state, man and Torah become one. This Abula�a
expresses very deftly when he supplements the old word from the
“Sayings of the Fathers” about the Torah: “Turn it round and round,
for everything is in it” by the words: “for it is wholly in thee and
thou art wholly in it.”77

To a certain extent, as we have seen, the visionary identi�es
himself with his Master; complete identi�cation is neither achieved
nor intended. All the same, we have here one of the most
thoroughgoing interpretations of the meaning of ecstatic experience
to which rabbinical Jewry has given birth. Hence the fact that
nearly all Kabbalists who in everything else follow the steps of
Abula�a, have as far as I can see recoiled from this remarkable
doctrine of ecstatic identi�cation. Let us take as an instance a little
tract called Sullam Ha-Aliyah, “the Ladder of Ascent”—i.e., ascent to
God—written in Jerusalem by a pious Kabbalist, Rabbi Jehudah
Albottini, or Albuttaini one of the exiles of Spain. It contains a brief
statement of Abula�a’s doctrine, and its tenth chapter, which I once
had an occasion to publish, describes “the paths of loneliness and



the preliminaries of adhesion (devekuth)”; in other words, the theory
of ecstaticism.78 But nowhere does it make the slightest mention of
those radical consequences of Abula�a’s methods and of the images
employed by him, although for the rest its description is interesting
and impressive enough.

The content of ecstasy is de�ned by the followers of prophetic
Kabbalism by yet another and even stranger term which deserves,
for the unexpected turn it takes, the special attention of the
psychologist. According to this de�nition, in prophetic ecstasy man
encounters his own self confronting and addressing him. This occult
experience was estimated higher than the visions of light usually
accompanying ecstasy.79 The Midrash says of the anthropomorphic
utterances of the prophets: Great is the strength of the prophets who
assimilate the form to Him who formed it,80 that is to say who
compare man to God. Some Kabbalists of Abula�a’s school,
however, interpret this sentence di�erently. The form being
compared to its creator, i.e., being of divine nature, is the pure
spiritual self of man departing from him during prophecy. The
following �ne passage has been conserved by a collector of
Kabbalistic traditions:81 “Know that the complete secret of prophecy
consists for the prophet in that he suddenly sees the shape of his self
standing before him and he forgets his self and it is disengaged from
him and he sees the shape of his self before him talking to him and
predicting the future, and of this secret our teachers said: Great is
the strength of the prophets who compare the form [appearing to
them] to Him who formed it. Says Rabbi Abraham ibn Ezra: ‘In
prophecy the one who hears is a human being and the one who
speaks is a human being.’82 … And another scholar writes: ‘I know
and I understand with absolute certainty that I am neither a prophet
nor the son of a prophet, that the holy spirit is not in me and that I
have no power over the “divine voice”; for of all these things I have
not been found worthy, for I did not take o� my dress nor did I
wash my feet—and yet I call heaven and earth to witness that one
day I sat and wrote down a Kabbalistic secret; suddenly I saw the
shape of my self standing before me and myself disengaged from me
and I was forced to stop writing!” This explanation of the occult



character of prophecy as self-confrontation sounds like a mystical
interpretation of the old Platonic prescript: “Recognize thyself”, as
“Behold thy self.”

The state of ecstasy as described by Abula�a, frequently, so it
seems, on the basis of personal experience, also carries with it
something like an anticipatory redemption. The illuminate feels
himself not only aglow with a heavenly �re, but also as it were
anointed with sacred and miraculous oil. He becomes, as Abula�a
puts it, by playing upon the double meaning of the Hebrew word
Mashiah, the Lord’s anointed.83 He is, so to speak, his own Messiah,
at least for the brief period of his ecstatical experience.

7

Abula�a calls his method “The Path of the Names,” in contrast to
the Kabbalists of his time, whose doctrine concerning the realization
of the divine attributes it referred to as “The Path of the Se�roth.”84

Only together the two paths from the whole of the Kabbalah, the
Path of the Se�roth the ‘rabbinical’ and that of the Names the
‘prophetic’ Kabbalah. The student of Kabbalah is to begin with the
contemplation of the ten Se�roth.85 These, indeed, during
meditation are to become objects of quickened imagination rather
than objects of an external knowledge acquired by merely learning
their names as attributes or even symbols of God.86 For in the
Se�roth, too, according to Abula�a, there are revealed the
‘profundities of the intellectus agens’, that cosmic power which for
the mystic coincides with the splendor of the Shekhinah.87 Only
from there is he to proceed to the twenty-two letters which
represent a deeper stage of penetration.

For what he calls the Path of the Names, the ancient Jewish
Gnostics, as we have seen, employed another term, namely Maaseh
Merkabah, literally translated “The Work of the Chariot,” because of
the Celestial chariot which was supposed to carry the throne of God
the Creator. Abula�a, with his penchant for playing upon words,
introduces his new doctrine as the true Maaseh Merkabah—a term



which can also be taken to mean “combination”. The theory of
combining the letters and names of God—that is the true vision of
the Merkabah.88 It is true that where he describes the seven stages
of knowledge of the Torah, from the inquiry into the literal meaning
of the word to the stage of prophecy, he draws a distinction between
prophetic Kabbalism, which is the sixth stage, and the holy of holies
to which it is merely the preliminary. The substance of this �nal
stage, in which “the language which comes from the active intellect”
is understood, may not be divulged even if it were possible to clothe
it in words.89 But as we have seen, Abula�a himself, despite this
solemn vow, has lifted a corner of the veil.

It remains to be said that Abula�a is far from despising
philosophical knowledge. Indeed, he even says in one place that
philosophy and Kabbalah both owe their existence to the active
intellect, with the di�erence that Kabbalism represents a more
profound manifestation of the spirit and probes into a deeper and
more spiritual region.90 At the same time, however, he is de�nitely
of the opinion that certain philosophical problems are meaningless,
except insofar as they serve to lead the mind astray. It is interesting
to hear his comment on the dispute concerning the supposed
eternity or non-eternity of the universe, by and large one of the
main issues of Jewish philosophy in its struggle against pure
Aristotelianism. The fact that the Torah advances no proof for either
contention is explained by Abula�a by remarking that from the
point of view of prophetic Kabbalism, itself the crowning
achievement of the Torah, the whole question is meaningless. “The
prophet, after all, demands nothing from the Torah except that
which helps him to reach the stage of prophecy. What then does it
mean to him whether the world is eternal or created, since its
eternity can neither advance his development nor take anything
away from him. And the same is true of the hypothesis that the
world came into existence at a given moment.”91 Religious
importance attaches solely to that which contributes to man’s
perfection, and that is above all else the Path of the Names.
Although Abula�a himself denies the eternity of the world,92 he is



inclined to adopt a strictly pragmatic attitude and to dismiss the
whole argument as sterile.

In short, Abula�a is before all else what one might call an
eminently practical Kabbalist. It is true that in Kabbalistic parlance
‘Practical Kabbalism’ means something entirely di�erent. It simply
means magic, though practised by means which do not come under
a religious ban, as distinct from black magic, which uses demonic
powers and probes into sinister regions. The fact is, however, that
this consecrated form of magic, which calls out the tremendous
powers of the names, is not very far removed from Abula�a’s
method; if the sources from which he drew the elements of his
doctrine are investigated more closely—a task which is outside the
scope of this lecture—it becomes plain that all of them, both the
Jewish and the non-Jewish, are in fact closely connected with
magical traditions and disciplines. This is true both of the ideas of
the mediaeval German Hasidim, which seem to have made a deep
impression upon him,93 and of the tradition of Yoga which in
devious ways had also in�uenced certain Moslem mystics, and with
which he may have become acquainted during his Oriental travels.
But it is no less true that Abula�a himself has decisively rejected
magic and condemned in advance all attempts to use the doctrine of
the holy names for magical purposes. In countless polemics he
condemns magic as a falsi�cation of true mysticism;94 he does admit
a magic directed towards one’s own self, a magic of inwardness—I
think that is the general name one could give to his doctrine—but
none which aims at bringing about external sensory results, even
though the means may be inward, permissible and even sacred.
Such magic is possible, according to Abula�a, but he who practices
it is accursed.95 Already in his �rst known work Abula�a maintains
that conjuration of demons, although as a matter of fact based on a
delusive fantasy, was just good enough to strike the rabble with a
healthy terror of religion.96 Elsewhere he warns against the use of
the “Book of Creation” for the purpose of creating to oneself—in the
words of the Talmud—a fat calf. They who want this, he says
bluntly, are themselves calves.97



Abula�a has resolutely taken the path that leads inwards, and I
think one can say he has pursued it as far as anybody in latter-day
Jewry. But this path runs along the border between mysticism and
magic, and for all the irreconcilable di�erence that appears to exist
between the two, their interrelation is more profound than is usually
taken for granted. There are certain points at which the belief of the
mystic easily becomes that of the magician, and Abula�a’s magic of
inwardness, which I have just outlined, is one of them. Although he
himself escaped the danger of sliding insensibly from the meditative
contemplation of the holy names into magical practices aimed at
external objects, many of his successors fell into confusion and
tended to expect from the inward path the power to change the
outer world. The magician’s dream of power and lordship over
nature by mere words and strained intention, found its dreamers in
the Ghetto also and formed manifold combinations with the
theoretical and practical interests of mysticism proper. Historically,
Kabbalism presents itself almost invariably as a combination of the
two. Abula�a’s doctrine of combination (Hokhmath ha-Tseruf) came
to be regarded by later generations as the key not only to the
mysteries of Divinity but also to the exercise of magical powers.

In the literature of the 14th to 16th centuries on the Hokhmath ha-
Tseruf we �nd a blend of ecstatic and theosophic Kabbalism. Thus
for instance a writing of this character could even be ascribed to
Maimonides who appears here as a practical magician and
thaumaturge.98 And thus instructions concerning meditation on the
di�erent possibilities of vocalizing the Tetragrammaton are given in
the very awkward book Berith Menuhah, “Order of Calmness”, which
was almost the only one of these books to be printed.99 These
instructions concerning meditation describe the lights �ashing up in
the soul of the devotee, but at the same time dwell rather
extensively on the magical application of the names of God. Yet in
the two great works of the Kabbalist Josef ibn Sayah of Jerusalem,
which were composed about 1540 and which we possess in
manuscript, both sides of this Jewish Yoga are brought into a system
and pushed to excess: meditation endeavoring to reveal ever deeper
layers of the soul and more of its secret lights, and magical



application of the forces of the soul thus revealed by inward
meditation.100

Finally, it may be interesting to note, that in the writings of some
Kabbalists the Great Name of God appears as the supreme object of
meditation in the last hour of the martyrs. In a powerful speech of
the great mystic Abraham ben Eliezer Halevi of Jerusalem (died
about 1530) we �nd a recommendation to those who face
martyrdom. He advises them to concentrate, in the hour of their last
ordeal, on the Great Name of God; to imagine its radiant letters
between their eyes and to �x all their attention on it. Whoever does
this, will not feel the burning �ames or the tortures to which he is
subjected. “And although this may seem improbable to human
reason, it has been experienced and transmitted by the holy
martyrs.”101
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Of the attractive power of these ideas and practices we possess a
very precious testimonial. An anonymous disciple of Abula�a’s
wrote a book in 1295, apparently in Palestine, in which he set forth
the basic ideas of prophetic Kabbalism.102 Discussing three paths of
“expansion”, i.e. of the progress of the spirit from corporeality to an
ever purer spiritual apprehension of objects, he has interpolated an
autobiographical account. In it he describes very accurately and
without doubt reliably his own development, as well as his
experiences with Abula�a and the latter’s Kabbalah. He does not
name Abula�a, but from the description he gives and the kindred
ideas he employs, there can be no doubt to whom he alludes. This
book is called Shaare Tsedek, “Gates of Justice.” Four manuscripts of
it are extant. But only two of them103 contain this autobiographical
account which obviously in the other two has fallen a prey to that
previously mentioned self-censorship of the Kabbalists who are
adverse to confessions of an all too intimate character concerning
mystical experiences, and before whom the author deems it
necessary to apologize for his candor.



I believe it will be a good illustration for what I have been saying
if I give the main parts of this account, which in my opinion, is of
extraordinary psychological interest.104

“I, so and so, one of the lowliest, have probed my heart for ways
of grace to bring about spiritual expansion and I have found three
ways of progress to spiritualization: the vulgar, the philosophic, and
the Kabbalistic way. The vulgar way is that which, so I learned, is
practiced by Moslem ascetics. They employ all manner of devices to
shut out from their souls all ‘natural forms’, every image of the
familiar, natural world. Then, they say, when a spiritual form, an
image from the spiritual world, enters their soul, it is isolated in
their imagination and intensi�es the imagination to such a degree
that they can determine beforehand that which is to happen to us.
Upon inquiry, I learned that they summon the Name, ALLAH, as it is in
the language of Ishmael. I investigated further and I found that,
when they pronounce these letters, they direct their thought
completely away from every possible ‘natural form’, and the very
letters ALLAH and their diverse powers work upon them. They are
carried o� into a trance without realizing how, since no Kabbalah
has been transmitted to them. This removal of all natural forms and
images from the soul is called with them E�acement.105

“The second way is the philosophic, and the student will
experience extreme di�culty in attempting to drive it from his soul
because of the great sweetness it holds for the human reason and
the completeness with which that reason knows to embrace it. It
consists in this: That the student forms a notion of some science,
mathematics for instance, and then proceeds by analogy to some
natural science and then goes on to theology. He then continues
further to circle round this centre of his, because of the sweetness of
that which arises in him as he progresses in these studies. The
sweetness of this so delights him that he �nds neither gate nor door
to enable him to pass beyond the notions which have already been
established in him. At best, he can perhaps enjoy a [contemplative]
spinning out of his thoughts and to this he will abandon himself,



retiring into seclusion in order that no one may disturb his thought
until it proceed a little beyond the purely philosophic and turn as
the �aming sword which turned every way. The true cause of all
this is also to be found in his contemplation of the letters through
which, as intermediaries, he ascertains things. The subject which
impressed itself on his human reason dominates him and his power
seems to him great in all the sciences, seeing that this is natural to
him [i.e. thus to ascertain them]. He contends that given things are
revealed to him by way of prophecy, although he does not realize
the true cause, but rather thinks that this occured to him merely
because of the extension and enlargement of his human
reason … But in reality it is the letters ascertained through thought
and imagination, which in�uence him through their motion and
which concentrate his thought on di�cult themes, although he is
not aware of this.

“But if you put the di�cult question to me: ‘Why do we nowadays
pronounce letters and move them and try to produce e�ects with
them without however noticing any e�ect being produced by
them?’—the answer lies, as I am going to demonstrate with the help
of Shaddai, in the third way of inducing spiritualization. And I, the
humble so and so, am going to tell you what I experienced in this
matter.

“Know, friends, that from the beginning I felt a desire to study
Torah and learned a little of it and of the rest of Scripture. But I
found no one to guide me in the study of the Talmud, not so much
because of the lack of teachers, but rather because of my longing for
my home, and my love for father and mother. At last, however, God
gave me strength to search for the Torah, I went out and sought and
found, and for several years I stayed abroad studying Talmud. But
the �ame of the Torah kept glowing within me, though without my
realizing it.

“I returned to my native land and God brought me together with a
Jewish philosopher with whom I studied some of
Maimonides’  “Guide of the Perplexed” and this only added to my
desire. I acquired a little of the science of logic and a little of natural
science, and this was very sweet to me for, as you know, ‘nature



attracts nature.’ And God is my witness: If I had not previously
acquired strength of faith by what little I had learned of the Torah
and the Talmud, the impulse to keep many of the religious
commands would have left me although the �re of pure intention
was ablaze in my heart. But what this teacher communicated to me
in the way of philosophy [on the meaning of the commandments],
did not su�ce me, until the Lord had me meet a godly man, a
Kabbalist who taught me the general outlines of the Kabbalah.
Nevertheless, in consequence of my smattering of natural science,
the way of Kabbalah seemed all but impossible to me. It was then
that my teacher said to me: ‘My son, why do you deny something
you have not tried? Much rather would it be�t you to make a trial
of it. If you then should �nd that it is nothing to you—and if you are
not perfect enough to �nd the fault with yourself—then you may
say that there is nothing to it.’ But, in order to make things sweet to
me until my reason might accept them and I might penetrate into
them with eagerness, he used always to make me grasp in a natural
way everything in which he instructed me. I reasoned thus within
myself: There can only be gain here and no loss. I shall see; if I �nd
something in all of this, that is sheer gain; and if not, that which I
have already had will still be mine. So I gave in and he taught me
the method of the permutations and combinations of letters and the
mysticism of numbers and the other ‘Paths of the book Yetsirah.’ In
each path he had me wander for two weeks until each form had
been engraven in my heart, and so he led me on for four months or
so and then ordered me to ‘e�ace’ everything.

“He used to tell me: ‘My son, it is not the intention that you come
to a stop with some �nite or given form, even though it be of the
highest order. Much rather is this the “Path of the Names”: The less
understandable they are, the higher their order, until you arrive at
the activity of a force which is no longer in your control, but rather
your reason and your thought is in its control. I replied: ‘If that be
so [that all mental and sense images must be e�aced], why then do
you, Sir, compose books in which the methods of the natural
scientists are coupled with instruction in the holy Names?’106 He
answered: ‘For you and the likes of you among the followers of



philosophy, to allure your human intellect through natural means,
so that perhaps this attraction may cause you to arrive at the
knowledge of the Holy Name.’ And he produced books for me made
up of [combinations of] letters and names and mystic numbers
[Gematrioth], of which nobody will ever be able to understand
anything for they are not composed in a way meant to be
understood. He said to me: ‘This is the [unde�led] Path of the
Names.’ And indeed, I would see none of it as my reason did not
accept it. He said: ‘It was very stupid of me to have shown them to
you.’

“In short, after two months had elapsed and my thought had
disengaged itself [from everything material] and I had become
aware of strange phenomena occurring within me, I set myself the
task at night of combining letters with one another and of pondering
over them in philosophical meditation, a little di�erent from the
way I do now, and so I continued for three nights without telling
him. The third night, after midnight, I nodded o� a little, quill in
hand and paper on my knees. Then I noticed that the candle was
about to go out. I rose to put it right, as oftentimes happens to a
person awake. Then I saw that the light continued. I was greatly
astonished, as though, after close examination, I saw that it issued
from myself. I said: ‘I do not believe it.’ I walked to and fro all
through the house and, behold, the light is with me; I lay on a couch
and covered myself up, and behold, the light is with me all the
while. I said: ‘This is truly a great sign and a new phenomenon
which I have perceived.’

“The next morning I communicated it to my teacher and I brought
him the sheets which I had covered with combinations of letters. He
congratulated me and said: ‘My son, if you would devote yourself to
combining holy Names, still greater things would happen to you.
And now, my son, admit that you are unable to bear not combining.
Give half to this and half to that, that is, do combinations half of the
night, and permutations half of the night.’ I practiced this method
for about a week. During the second week the power of meditation
became so strong in me that I could not manage to write down the
combinations of letters [which automatically spurted out of my



pen], and if there had been ten people present they would not have
been able to write down so many combinations as came to me
during the in�ux. When I came to the night in which this power was
conferred on me, and midnight—when this power especially
expands and gains strength whereas the body weakens—had passed,
I set out to take up the Great Name of God, consisting of seventy-
two names, permuting and combining it.107 But when I had done
this for a little while, behold, the letters took on in my eyes the
shape of great mountains, strong trembling seized me and I could
summon no strength, my hair stood on end, and it was as if I were
not in this world. At once I fell down, for I no longer felt the least
strength in any of my limbs. And behold, something resembling
speech emerged from my heart and came to my lips and forced
them to move. I thought—perhaps this is, God forbid, a spirit of
madness that has entered into me? But behold, I saw it uttering
wisdom. I said: ‘This is indeed the spirit of wisdom.’ After a little
while my natural strength returned to me, I rose very much
impaired and I still did not believe myself. Once more I took up the
Name to do with it as before and, behold, it had exactly the same
e�ect on me. Nevertheless I did not believe until I had tried it four
or �ve times.

“When I got up in the morning I told my teacher about it. He said
to me: ‘And who was it that allowed you to touch the Name? Did I
not tell you to permute only letters?’ He spoke on: ‘What happened
to you, represents indeed a high stage among the prophetic degrees.’
He wanted to free me of it for he saw that my face had changed. But
I said to him: ‘In heaven’s name, can you perhaps impart to me
some power to enable me to bear this force emerging from my heart
and to receive in�ux from it?’ For I wanted to draw this force
towards me and receive in�ux from it, for it much resembles a
spring �lling a great basin with water. If a man [not being properly
prepared for it] should open the dam, he would be drowned in its
waters and his soul would desert him. He said to me: ‘My son, it is
the Lord who must bestow such power upon you for such power is
not within man’s control.”



“That Sabbath night also the power was active in me in the same
way. When, after two sleepless nights, I had passed day and night in
meditating on the permutations or on the principles essential to a
recognition of this true reality and to the annihilation of all
extraneous thought—then I had two signs by which I knew that I
was in the right receptive mood. The one sign was the
intensi�cation of natural thought on very profound objects of
knowledge, a debility of the body and strengthening of the soul until
I sat there, my self all soul. The second sign was that imagination
grew strong within me and it seemed as though my forehead were
going to burst. Then I knew that I was ready to receive the Name. I
also that Sabbath night ventured at the great ine�able Name of God
[the name JHWH]. But immediately that I touched it, it weakened
me and a voice issued from me saying: ‘Thou shalt surely die and
not live! Who brought thee to touch the Great Name?’ And behold,
immediately I fell prone and implored the Lord God saying: ‘Lord of
the universe! I entered into this place only for the sake of Heaven,
as Thy glory knoweth. What is my sin and what my transgression? I
entered only to know Thee, for has not David already commanded
Solomon: Know the God of thy father and serve Him; and has not
our master Moses, peace be upon him, revealed this to us in the
Torah saying: Show me now Thy way, that I may know Thee, that I
may there �nd grace in Thy sight?’ And behold, I was still speaking
and oil like the oil of the anointment anointed me from head to foot
and very great joy seized me which for its spirituality and the
sweetness of its rapture I cannot describe.

“All this happened to your servant in his beginnings. And I do not,
God forbid, relate this account from boastfulness in order to be
thought great in the eyes of the mob, for I know full well that
greatness with the mob is de�ciency and inferiority with those
searching for the true rank which di�ers from it in genus and in
species as light from darkness.

“Now, if some of our own philosophizers, sons of our people who
feel themselves attracted towards the naturalistic way of knowledge
and whose intellectual power in regard to the mysteries of the Torah
is very weak, read this, they will laugh at me and say: See how he



tries to attract our reason with windy talk and tales, with fanciful
imaginations which have muddled his mind and which he takes at
their face value because of his weak mental hold on natural science.
Should however Kabbalists see this, such as have some grasp of this
subject or even better such as have had things divulged to them in
experiences of their own, they will rejoice and my words will win
their favor. But their di�culty will be that I have disclosed all of
this in detail. Nevertheless, God is my witness that my intention is in
majorem dei gloriam and I would wish that every single one of our
holy nation were even more excellent herein and purer than I.
Perhaps it would then be possible to reveal things of which I do not
as yet know … As for me, I cannot bear not to give generously to
others what God has bestowed upon me. But since for this science
there is no naturalistic evidence, its premises being as spiritual as
are its inferences, I was forced to tell this story of the experience
that befell me. Indeed, there is no proof in this science except
experience itself … That is why I say, to the man who contests this
path, that I can give him an experimental proof, namely, my own
evidence of the spiritual results of my own experiences in the
science of letters according to the book Yetsirah. I did not, to be
sure, experience the corporeal [magic] e�ects [of such practices];
and even granting the possibility of such a form of experience, I for
my part want none of it, for it is an inferior form, especially when
measured by the perfection which the soul can attain spiritually.
Indeed, it seems to me that he who attempts to secure these [magic]
e�ects desecrates God’s name, and it is this that our teachers hint at
when they say: Since licence prevailed, the name of God has been
taught only to the most reticent priests.108

“The third is the Kabbalistic way. It consists of an amalgamation
in the soul of man of the principles of mathematical and of natural
science, after he has �rst studied the literal meanings of the Torah
and of the faith, in order thus through keen dialectics to train his
mind and not in the manner of a simpleton to believe in everything.
Of all this he stands in need only because he is held captive by the
world of nature. For it is not seemly that a rational being held
captive in prison should not search out every means, a hole or a



small �ssure, of escape. If today we had a prophet who showed us a
mechanism for sharpening the natural reason and for discovering
there subtle forms by which to divest ourselves of corporeality, we
should not need all these natural sciences in addition to our
Kabbalah which is derived from the basic principles or heads of
chapters of the book Yetsirah concerning the letters [and their
combinations] … For the prophet would impart to us the secrets of
the combination of consonants and of the combination of vowels
between them, the paths by which the secret and active powers
emanate, and the reason that this emanation is sometimes hindered
from above … All this he would convey to us directly whereas now
we are forced to take circuitous routes and to move about restrain-
edly and go out and come in on the change that God may confront
us. For as a matter of fact every attainment in this science of
Kabbalah looked at from its point of view is only a chance, even
though, for us, it be the very essence of our being.109

“This Kabbalistic way, or method, consists, �rst of all, in the
cleansing of the body itself, for the bodily is symbolic of the
spiritual. Next in the order of ascent is the cleansing of your bodily
disposition and your spiritual propensities, especially that of anger,
or your concern for anything whatsoever except the Name itself, be
it even the care for your only beloved son; and this is the secret of
the Scripture that ‘God tried Abraham.’ A further step in the order of
ascent is the cleansing of one’s soul from all other sciences which
one has studied. The reason for this is that being naturalistic and
limited, they contaminate the soul, and obstruct the passage through
it of the divine forms. These forms are extremely subtle; and though
even a minor form is something innately great in comparison with
the naturalistic and the rational, it is nevertheless an unclean, thick
veil in comparison with the subtlety of the spirit. On this account
seclusion in a separate house is prescribed, and if this be a house in
which no [outside] noise can be heard, the better. At the beginning
it is advisable to decorate the house with fresh greens in order to
cheer the vegetable soul which a man possesses side by side with his
animal soul. Next, one should pray and sing psalms in a pleasant
melodious voice, and [read] the Torah with fervor, in order to cheer



the animal soul which a man possesses side by side with his rational
soul. Next, one directs his imagination to intelligible things and to
understanding how one thing proceeds from another. Next, one
proceeds to the moving of letters which [in their combinations] are
unintelligible, thus to detach the soul [from the senses] and to
cleanse it of all the forms formerly within it. In the same way one
proceeds with the improvement of his [bodily] matter by meat and
drink, and improves it [the body] by degrees. As to the moving of
letters we shall deal with some methods in the chapter ‘Letters.’
Next, one reaches the stage of ‘skipping’ as Scripture says, ‘and his
banner over me was love.’110 It consists of one’s meditating, after all
operations with the letters are over, on the essence of one’s thought,
and of abstracting from it every word, be it connected with a notion
or not. In the performance of this ‘skipping’ one must put the
consonants which one is combining into a swift motion. This motion
heats the thinking and so increases joy and desire, that craving for
food and sleep or anything else is annihilated. In abstracting words
from thought during contemplation, you force yourself so that you
pass beyond the control of your natural mind and if you desire not
to think, you cannot carry out your desire. You then guide your
thinking step by step, �rst by means of script and language and then
by means of imagination. When, however, you pass beyond the
control of your thinking, another exercise becomes necessary which
consists in drawing thought gradually forth—during contemplation
—from its source until through sheer force that stage is reached
where you do not speak nor can you speak. And if su�cient
strength remains to force oneself even further and draw it out still
farther, then that which is within will manifest itself without, and
through the power of sheer imagination will take on the form of a
polished mirror. And this is ‘the �ame of the circling sword’, the
rear revolving and becoming the fore. Whereupon one sees that his
inmost being is something outside of himself.111 Such was the way
of the Urim and Tummim, the priest’s oracle of the Torah, in which,
too, at �rst the letters shine from inside and the message they
convey is not an immediate one nor arranged in order, but results
only from the right combination of the letters. For a form, detached



from its essence, is defective until it clothe itself in a form which
can be conceived by imagination, and in this imaginable form the
letters enter into a complete, orderly and understandable
combination. And it seems to me that it is this form which the
Kabbalists call ‘clothing’, malbush.”112





Fifth Lecture

THE ZOHAR
I : THE BOOK AND ITS AUTHOR

1

In the years immediately following 1275, while Abraham Abula�a
was expounding his doctrine of prophetic Kabbalism in Italy, a book
was written somewhere in the heart of Castile which was destined
to overshadow all other documents of Kabbalist literature by the
success and the fame it achieved and the in�uence it gradually
exerted; this was the Sefer Ha-Zohar, or “Book of Splendor.” Its place
in the history of Kabbalism can be gauged from the fact that alone
among the whole of post-Talmudic rabbinical literature it became a
canonical text, which for a period of several centuries actually
ranked with the Bible and the Talmud. This unique position,
however, was only achieved gradually. It took the better part of two
centuries to raise the Zohar from the comparative obscurity of its
early beginnings to the foremost eminence in Kabbalistic literature.
Moreover, there is little doubt that its author, whoever he may have
been, had nothing so far-reaching in mind. Everything goes to
suggest that when writing the Zohar his primary object was simply
to �nd a congenial expression for his thought. His mind was
completely immersed in the world of Kabbalistic thought, but the
manner in which he deals with the subject bears the imprint of his
own personality, much as he tried to obscure the personal aspect. As
a writer, he can claim to have achieved his object, for whatever one
may think of the book’s merits, it was undeniably a success, �rst
among the Kabbalists and later, particularly after the exodus from



Spain, among the whole Jewish people. For centuries it stood out as
the expression of all that was profoundest and most deeply hidden
in the innermost recesses of the Jewish soul. The story is told of
Rabbi Phineas of Koretz, a famous Hasidic saint (died about 1791),
who was wont to praise and thank God because he had not been
born while the Zohar was still unknown to the world; “denn der
Zohar hot mich derhalten bei Yiddishkeit (for the Zohar has helped me
to remain a Jew.)”1 Such a remark, coming from such a man, sets
one thinking, for the Zohar is perhaps the classical example of that
mythical reaction in the heart of Judaism which I have mentioned
in the �rst lecture. If notwithstanding this fact a great many Jewish
mystics have felt it to be the expression of their deepest emotions
and volitions, we shall have to ask ourselves in what the secret of its
in�uence consisted and why the same success was denied to other
documents of mystical literature.

The Zohar is written in pseudepigraphic form, almost, one might
say, in the form of a mystical novel. In itself, this is not a new
departure in style, for the pseudepigraphic form had been employed
by many previous writers, including Kabbalists. Already the authors
of the Book Bahir made use of the device and spoke through the
mouths of older authorities—some of them mere names of �ction,
such as Rabbi Amora or Rabbi Rehumai. But neither before nor
since has any Kabbalist shown anything like the same delight in
letting his fancy elaborate upon the details of his mysti�cation.
Against the background of an imaginative Palestinian setting, the
famous Mishnah teacher, Rabbi Simeon ben Yohai, is seen
wandering about with his son Eleazar, his friends and his disciples,
and discoursing with them on all manner of things human and
divine. The literary method employed is modelled on that of the
Midrash, that is to say, where possible it avoids theoretical, let alone
systematic, disquisition; preference is given to homiletics. Its
favorite way of putting forward an idea is to work at the mystical
interpretation of a Scriptural saying. As a stylist the author is
inclined to be verbose and long-winded in contrast to the terse and
pregnant style of true Midrash. Where he employs the pointed
language of the ancient sages he is usually less successful than they



in making himself understood. Often several discourses are skilfully
worked into the pattern of a longer story. The whole of these shorter
or longer discourses, stories and monologues is assembled in the
form of a Midrash to the Torah, the Song of Songs and the Book of
Ruth. But because its parts are strung on a selection of Scriptural
sayings chosen at random and as best suited to serve as vehicles for
the writer’s own train of thought, it is very far from constituting
anything like a real commentary. It remains to be added that from
the point of view of style, a highly e�ective ingredient is supplied
by the solemn Aramaic language of the book.

I have already said that the author is a homiletical rather than a
systematic thinker. In this, however, he is at one with a deeply
rooted tendency in Jewish thought. The more genuinely and
characteristically Jewish an idea or doctrine is, the more
deliberately unsystematic is it. Its principle of construction is not
that of a logical system. Even the Mishnah, which comes nearest to
presenting an orderly array of thought, re�ects this lack of
systematization. True, there have been attempts to express
Kabbalistic thought in systematic form; indeed, most of the
fundamental ideas found in the Zohar were expressed only a little
later in a systematically constructed treatise, Maarekheth Ha-Elohuth,
“The Order of God.”2 But how dry and lifeless are these bare
skeletons of thought compared with the �esh and blood of the
Zohar! To repeat, the Zohar does not so much develop an idea as it
applies it in a homily, and it must be said that the author is
distinctly a genius of homiletical thought. Under his touch the most
unpretentious verses of Scripture acquire an entirely unexpected
meaning. As David Neumark, that searching historian of Jewish
philosophy, once said, even the critical reader is occasionally
plagued by doubts whether the true interpretation of certain
passages of the Torah may not after all be found here and nowhere
else! Frequently the author loses himself in mystical allegorizations,
and not infrequently he becomes abstruse, but again and again a
hidden and sometimes awful depth opens before our eyes, and we
�nd ourselves confronted with real and profound insight. His style,
tortuous on other occasions, is then lightened up by a magni�cent



clarity of expression, by a profound symbol of that world into whose
hidden regions his mind has so deeply penetrated.

I have spoken of an “author” of the Zohar and therefore assumed
his existence, but we must now turn to the question whether there
ever was a single author. On this subject it is still possible to hear
widely divergent views. Was there one author or were there several?
Was the Zohar the work of many generations, or at any rate a
compilation from more than one author, rather than the work of one
man? Do its several parts, of which we shall presently hear more,
correspond to di�erent strata or periods? In short, we have to face
the crucial questions of “higher criticism”: What can be said to be
known about the compilation of the Zohar, the time of its writing
and its author or authors? I have spent many years trying to lay a
stable foundation for critical work of this kind, and it seems to me
that in so doing I have arrived at a number of incontrovertible
conclusions.3 Research work of this kind has something of the
character of a detective story, but fascinating though it is, at least to
me, this is not the place to describe it in detail. What I propose to do
in this lecture is to give as precise an account as possible of my
views on the subject and the manner in which I have arrived at my
�nal conclusions.

To begin brie�y with the latter, I have come to accept in
substance the contention of Graetz—itself only the most articulate
expression of a whispered tradition of centuries—that the Spanish
Kabbalist Moses de Leon must be regarded as the author of the
Zohar. The fact that Graetz was in a surprisingly large number of
respects unable to supply satisfactory proof of his theory4 has
facilitated the more general acceptance of the contrary view, very
common now, viz., that the Zohar represents only a �nal edition of
writings composed over a long period—so long as to make it seem
possible that they still contain rudiments of the original mystical
thought of Simeon ben Yohai.5 I may say that when I began to study
the Zohar twenty years ago, I also inclined to this view,6 as is
probably the case with everyone who reads the Zohar for the �rst
time (not to mention those who read it only once in their lives). But
in the attempt to base my preference for this explanation on solid



philological grounds, I gradually became convinced that I had been
on the wrong track.7

2

At �rst sight, the existence of a multitude of writings of
apparently very di�erent character, loosely assembled under the
title of “Zohar,” seems to leave no argument against the view that
they do in fact belong to di�erent writers and di�erent periods. Our
�rst task, therefore, must be to examine more closely the major
components which make up the �ve full volumes of the “Zoharic
literature.”8 These may be summarized under the following heads:
a) A bulky part which has no speci�c title and is wholly composed
of discursive commentaries on various passages from the Torah
Everything that I have said of the literary character of the Zohar
applies fully to this part, in which discourses, discussions and longer
or shorter stories are mingled throughout in about the same
proportion.
b) Sifra di-Tseniutha, or “Book of Concealment”,9 a document of only
six pages10 containing a sort of commentary on passages from the
�rst six chapters of Genesis which form a single section in the
synagogical division of the Torah. Its style is highly oracular and
obscure, not a single name being mentioned, and only the briefest
allusions are made to the various doctrines, while no explanations of
any sort are vouchsafed.
c) Idra Rabba, or “Greater Assembly.”11 Under this head, the
oracular hints and allusions of the preceding chapter are now fully
developed and explained.12 Simeon ben Yohai assembles his faithful
followers in order to reveal to them the mysteries hitherto hidden
from their eyes. Each in turn rises to speak and is praised by the
Master. The composition of this part is architecturally perfect; the
totality of the speeches constitutes a systematic whole, in so far as
this expression can be at all applied to anything in the Zohar. As the
unravelling of the mystery progresses, the participants are



increasingly overcome by ecstasy, and in the �nal dramatic
apotheosis, three of them die in a state of ecstatic trance.
d) Idra Zutta, or “Lesser Assembly.”13 Here the death of Simeon ben
Yohai is described in the same dramatic fashion, and the lengthy
speech is quoted in which he sums up the mysteries of the great
Idra, at the same time introducing certain novel speci�cations.
e) Idra di-be-Mashkana, i.e. “Assembly on the occasion of a lecture in
connection with the Torah section concerning the Tabernacle.”14

This chapter follows in its composition the example of the Idra
Rabba, but deals with di�erent questions, particularly those relating
to the mysticism of prayer.
f) Hekhaloth, a description of the seven “palaces” of light perceived
by the soul of the devout after his death, or by the inner vision of
the mystic during prayer. The same description recurs in another
passage, but at �ve times its length and with many new and
picturesque embellishments, particularly of the angelology.15

g) Raza de-Razin, i.e. “Secretum Secretorum.”16 Here we �nd
separate pieces on physiognomy and chiromancy:17 evidently two
parallel attempts to deal with the subject in di�erent ways. One
chapter is completely anonymous, the other employs the customary
stage setting, with Simeon ben Yohai and his pupils in the
foreground.
h) Sava, “The Old Man.”18 A romantic story centering on the speech
made by a mysterious old man who, under the beggarly appearance
of a donkey driver, reveals himself before Simeon ben Yohai’s pupils
as one of the greatest Kabbalists—a literary �ction which is also
employed in many of the tales of which part a is compounded. The
speaker’s elaborately styled discourse deals mainly with the
mysteries of the soul, the roots of which he traces in the legal code
of the Torah concerning the treatment of the Hebrew slave.
i) Yenuka, “The Child.” The story of an infant prodigy and its own
discourse on the mysteries of the Torah and the saying of grace after
meals.19 Like other child prodigies mentioned in part a,20 this child
is discovered by the pupils of Simeon ben Yohai after its own
parents and relatives have come to regard it as incapable of
learning.



k) Rav Methivtha, “The Head of the Academy.”21 A description of a
visionary journey through Paradise undertaken by members of the
circle, and a discourse by one of the heads of the celestial academy
on the destinies of the soul, particularly in the other world.
l) Sithre Torah, “Secrets of the Torah.”22 Allegorical and mystical
interpretations of some passages of the Torah, with a tendency
towards theosophy and mystical psychology; part anonymous, part
in accordance with the usual style of legend.
m) Mathnithin, i.e. “Mishnas,” and “Tosefta.”23 These chapters show
a deliberate attempt to follow the characteristically laconic style of
the second century Halakhic compendia known as Mishnah and
Tosefta, though of course on a purely Kabbalistic basis. They are
apparently meant to serve as brief introductions to the lengthy
speeches and discussions on part a based upon the sections of the
Torah, just as the Mishnah, with its brief passages, serves as an
introduction to the discussions of the Talmud. The mystical Mishnas
are anonymous and written in a high-�own style. They seem to
express some sort of revelation of heavenly voices.
n) Zohar to the Song of Songs, a purely Kabbalistic commentary to
the �rst verses of the Song of Solomon, with numerous digressions
from the central train of thought.24

o) Kav Ha-Middah, “The Mystical Standard of Measure.”25 A very
profound and searching interpretation of the meaning of Deut. VI, 4,
the Shema Israel.
p) Sithre Othioth, “Secrets of the Letters.”26 A Kabbalistic monologue
by Rabbi Simeon on the letters which occur in the names of God,
and on the origins of Creation.
q) A commentary, for which no title is supplied, on Ezekiel’s vision
of the Merkabah.27

r) Midrash Ha-Neelam, i.e. “Mystical Midrash,” on the Torah.28 Here
we encounter not only Simeon ben Yohai and his pupils but also a
host of other authorities, who, like the others, are either legendary
�gures or Talmudic teachers of the second, third and fourth
centuries. (For further details see below.)



s) Midrash Ha-Neelam on the Book of Ruth. A close parallel to the
one just mentioned. Both are partly written in Hebrew.
t) Raya Mehemna, “The Faithful Shepherd.”30 A Kabbalistic
interpretation of the commandments and prohibitions of the Torah.
u) Tikkune Zohar. A new commentary on the �rst section of the
Torah, divided into seventy chapters each of which begins with a
new interpretation of the �rst word of the Torah, Bereshith. In print
this part constitutes a separate bibliographical unit.31

v) Further additions to the last mentioned, or texts written in the
same style, e. g., . new commentary to Ezekiel’s Merkabah, etc.32

These are the main components of the Zohar, i.e. all except a few
brief texts of little importance and some “forged” parts, imitations of
the main work, written at a much later time and only partly
incorporated into the printed editions.33 In the published volumes of
the Zohar, these writings cover about two thousand four hundred
closely printed pages, of which only about half—chie�y the material
headed under a and h to k—are contained in the English translation
of the Zohar by Harry Sperling and Maurice Simon published in �ve
volumes a few years ago.34

Upon closer examination of these writings themselves and their
relation to each other, it becomes plain that they must be divided
into two groups. One includes the �rst eighteen items of our list,
among which, however, the two sections of the Midrash Ha-Neelam
occupy a special position; the last three items form a second group
which di�ers radically from the �rst.

Of the eighteen items which make up the �rst group and may be
said to constitute what is to all intents and purposes the real Zohar,
it can be de�nitely asserted that they are the work of one author. It
is neither true that they were written at di�erent periods or by
di�erent authors, nor is it possible to detect di�erent historical
layers within the various parts themselves. Here and there a
sentence or a few words may have been added at some later date,
but in the main the distinction—still popular with some writers—
between so-called authentic parts and subsequent interpolations
does not bear serious investigation.35 The truth is that the general
impression left by these writings is one of surprising uniformity



despite their wealth of color; the physiognomy of their author is
more or less clearly re�ected in all of them, and the picture which
emerges is that of a distinctive personality with all its strength and
weaknesses, both as a thinker and as a writer. Evidence of this
identity is to be found in the language of the book, in its literary
style, and, last but not least, in the doctrine which it sets forth.

3

The Aramaic language of all these eighteen sections is throughout
the same, and throughout it displays the same individual
peculiarities. This is all the more important because it is not in any
sense a living language which Simeon ben Yohai and his friends in
the �rst half of the second century A. D. in Palestine might
conceivably have spoken. The Aramaic of the Zohar is a purely
arti�cial a�air, a literary language employed by a writer who
obviously knew no other Aramaic than that of certain Jewish
literary documents, and who fashioned his own style in accordance
with de�nite subjective criteria. The expectation expressed by some
scholars that philological investigation would reveal the older strata
of the Zohar has not been borne out by actual research. Throughout
these writings, the spirit of mediaeval Hebrew, speci�cally the
Hebrew of the thirteenth century, is transparent behind the Aramaic
facade. It is a further important point that all the resultant
peculiarities of the language in which the Zohar is written, and
which set it o� from spoken Aramaic dialects, are to be found
equally in all its various parts. It is true that the style shows a great
many variations; it runs all the way from serene beauty to labored
tortuousness, from in�ated rhetoric to the most paltry simplicity,
and from excessive verbosity to laconic and enigmatic brevity,—all
depending on the subject and the mood of the author. But these
stylistic variations all play upon a single theme and never obscure
the essential identity of the mind behind them. It remains to be
added that the author’s vocabulary is extremely limited, so that one



never escapes a feeling of surprise at his ability to express so much
with the aid of so little.

In general, the language of the Zohar may be described as a
mixture of the Aramaic dialects found in the two books with which
the author was above all familiar: The Babylonian Talmud and the
Targum Onkelos, the old Aramaic translation of the Torah; in
particular, the grammatical forms of the latter are given preference
over all others. The author apparently regarded the language of the
Targum Onkelos as the dialect which was spoken in Palestine
around 100 A. D. Nevertheless, linguistic elements from the
Babylonian Talmud occur in almost every line. It is noteworthy that
the Palestinian Talmud has exercised virtually no in�uence on the
language of the Zohar, although elements of it are traceable in some
of its contents. Evidently it was not one of the author’s standard
books of reference. To take an example, the terminology of the
discussion on questions of exegesis and Halakhah is wholly derived
from the Babylonian Talmud, albeit not copied literally but enriched
by certain stylistic novelties.

This motley display of di�erent styles is equally evident in the use
of pronouns and particles and in the employment of verbal forms
and endings of nouns. In some cases, the forms used are those of the
Targum Jerushalmi. Frequently, the various forms appear quite
indiscriminately in the same sentence. As a result, every page of the
Zohar displays a rainbow picture of linguistic eclecticism, the
constituent elements of which, however, remain constant
throughout. The syntax is extremely simple, almost monotonous,
and wherever there are di�erences between Hebrew and Aramaic,
the construction is distinctly Hebrew. Syntactical peculiarities of
mediaeval Hebrew recur in Aramaic disguise.36

As in the case of every arti�cial language, a characteristic note is
introduced by misunderstandings and grammatical
misconstructions. Thus the author in many cases confuses the verb-
stems of Kal with those of Pael and Aphel, and vice versa.37 He
employs entirely wrong forms of Ethpael,38 and gives a transitive
meaning to verbs in Ethpael.39 He mixes up �nite verb-forms, chie�y



in the many cases where the endings of the participle are tacked on
the perfect; and his use of prepositions and conjunctions is often
quite preposterous.40

The same is also true of his vocabulary. One frequently
encounters mediaeval Hebrew expressions, particularly from the
language of the philosophers, in Aramaic disguise.41 Thus in a
hundred places one �nds for “nevertheless” or “despite”, the word
im kol da, which is nothing but a metaphrase of the Hebrew word,
introduced by the Tibbonide family of translators in conscious
imitation of the Arabic adverb and gradually naturalized in the
thirteenth century. Some recurrent expressions are simply Arabic,
like the word taan, in the sense of goading an animal,42 or Spanish,
like gardina = guardian.43 The Zohar’s standing expression for
“mitigating or allaying the stern judgment” is coined from a Spanish
phrase.44 In a number of cases, the author choses the wrong
metaphrases, i.e. he attributes to the Aramaic roots all the meanings
that the derivatives of the corresponding Hebrew roots may carry,
irrespective of the actual Aramaic usage.45 Simple
misunderstandings of expressions which he found in his literary
sources also play a part.

Many words have a meaning of their own in the Zohar that they
could not have had in any spoken Aramaic dialect. A study of the
manner in which the author has extracted from them these new and
often quite fantastic meanings not infrequently throws new light on
his sources. To take a few instances, the Talmudic word for an Arab
becomes a term for a Jewish donkey driver;46 what is there a word
for ship, is here a word for a treasure-house;47 the same word which
in the Talmud signi�es strength, comes to mean also the mother’s
breast or lap;48 the word for thirst now signi�es clarity.49 The verb:
to lend someone something, now means: to accompany someone.50

And so on through a long list of cases in all of which the author’s
method in his misunderstandings is on the whole one and the same:
He stretches the meaning of ancient words in an entirely arbitrary
fashion and frequently employs them for the purpose of
paraphrasing mystical termini technici.51 He also likes to play on
double meanings by using ambiguous expressions in which the



original and the secondary meaning give an opaque character to the
word.52 He is careful to avoid expressions which appear to have too
much of a modernistic sound, such as Kabbalah and Se�roth. In their
place he employs paraphrases, often with a �ne absence of
awareness that modern forms of thought are perceptible even in
archaic disguise. He does not seem to have realized that the Hebrew
of his day, which he tried to translate into Aramaic, totally di�ered
as a language from that of the ancient books. With all his vast
erudition he was anything but a philologist, and modern criticism
can bene�t a good deal from an analysis of his not infrequent
“howlers”. In some instances it is possible to show that he made use
of the standard Hebrew and Aramaic dictionaries of the period. In
other cases he evidently employed expressions newly coined by
himself, either by inventing completely new words53 or by altering
old ones,54 and it is of some interest that the same three or four
consonants recur in most of these neologisms (Teth, Samekh and in
particular Koph).55

These peculiarities of language and style are uniformly present in
every one of the eighteen writings on our list, from the Midrash Ha-
Neelam and the Idroth to the Mishnas and the tracts on physiognomy.
The Sifra di-Tseniutha, which some writers have assigned to remote
antiquity, without o�ering the least proof of so far-reaching a thesis,
is distinguished in nothing from the Aramaic sections of the Midrash
Ha-Neelam which, according to the same authorities, were written a
long time after the main part of the Zohar.56

Everything that has been said of the vocabulary of the Zohar also
applies to its phraseology. Whether the style is elliptic and oracular
or verbose and circumstantial, there is the same tendency to employ
words such as all-profundity, all-completion, all-connection, all-
con�guration, all-mystery, etc.,—expressions in which the word de-
kola (“of the whole”) is tacked on to the substantive.57 Such
expressions, although used a good deal by the Gnostics, are not to
be found in the language of the ancient Jewish literature; in the
literature of Kabbalism, their appearance in the wake of the Neo-
platonic revival constitutes one of the most striking examples of the
gradual penetration of Neoplatonic terminology into Kabbalism.



Also due to the same in�uence is the increasing vogue enjoyed by
superlatives on the pattern of “mystery of mysteries,” “bliss of
blisses,” “depth of depths,” etc., of which a large number are to be
found in all parts of the Zohar.

Another characteristic peculiarity of style which must be
mentioned in this context is the author’s predilection for oxymora
and paradoxes. Rhetorical �gures of speech such as “cooked and
uncooked” also occur in the Talmud, but there they signify—in our
instance—“half-baked”. The long list of similiar expressions in the
Zohar is usually employed to indicate that a certain act is of a
spiritual and impenetrable nature. “It is and is not” signi�es, not
that something exists, as it were, only partially, but that its
existence is of an exquisitely spiritual nature and cannot therefore
be properly described. Whole sentences couched in grand and
magniloquent style, which at �rst sight seem to be pure nonsense,
are employed for the sole purpose of drawing the attention of the
reader to what is to follow.

“Which is the serpent that �ies in the air and walks alone, and
meanwhile an ant resting between its teeth has the enjoyment,
beginning in community and ending in isolation? Which is the eagle
whose nest is in the tree that does not exist? Which are his young
which grow up, but not among the creatures, which were created in
the place where they were not created? What are those which, when
they ascend, descend, and when they descend, ascend, two which
are one, and one which is three?58 Who is the beautiful girl on
whom nobody has set his eyes, whose body is concealed and
revealed, who goes out in the morning and hides in the day, who
puts on the ornaments which are not there?”—Thus the “Old Man”
(see item h of our list) begins his great discourse. The mystifying
purpose is plain. It is also apparent in the not infrequent sentences
containing some brief impressive-sounding obiter dictum which is not
only in most cases entirely obscure but which in many instances
cannot even be properly construed grammatically.59 It is sometimes
di�cult to avoid the impression that the author was acting on the
good old principle of épater le bourgeois. However that may be, his
capacity for declamatory, pathetical and sonorous prose was



without doubt highly developed, and it is undeniable that he was a
sovereign master on the instrument which he himself had fashioned.

These arti�ces of style also include a peculiar form of hendiadys
by which special emphasis is placed on a notion through the
negation of its opposite: “Hidden and not evident”, “sealed and not
comprehensible”, “short and not long”, etc. The formulae with
which distinctions between di�erent categories of the same general
application are introduced are everywhere the same.60 Nor must the
stereotyped homiletical phrases be forgotten which are entirely
foreign to the old Midrash and which the author has borrowed in
part from the later Midrash, but chie�y from the stock of standing
expressions habitually employed by the preachers of his age: “This
verse must be more closely examined.” “Now the time has come to
reveal the meaning.” “Let us return to the earlier words.” “This the
friends have already dealt with,”—typical cliches of this genre are to
be found on almost every page.

Compared with this style, that of the Raya Mehemna and the
Tikkunim at once reveals an important di�erence. Here we evidently
have before us a deliberate imitation of the uniform language of the
other parts, but executed in a rather lame fashion and without any
originality. The author of this group of writings knows vastly less
Aramaic even than his predecessor. His use of words is quite
preposterous and the transcription largely limited to pure Hebrew
with an aleph tacked on at the end, in order to give a quasi-Aramaic
appearance to the substantive. In place of many of the Aramaic
expressions used in the magnum opus, there is an indiscriminate use
of Hebraisms not to be found in the writings which he is trying to
imitate. With two or three exceptions, he makes no use of the new
words peculiar to the vocabulary of the Zohar, and the same applies
to the peculiarities of style just mentioned. The syntax is entirely
di�erent, and so are the formulae with which Biblical verses or
Talmudic quotations are introduced. Of the glamour which
distinguishes the best passages of the Zohar in spite of the
arti�ciality of their language there is not a trace; everything is pale
and lifeless. On the other hand, there are no marked di�erences in
style between the Raya Mehemna and the Tikkunim, except perhaps



that the style of the Tikkunim is even less distinguished than that of
the Raya Mehemna.

4

If one turns from purely philological to literary criteria, the results
are no di�erent. Whether it be the form or the content of the Zohar
that is subjected to critical analysis, the conclusion to which one is
led is invariably the same, namely, that all those parts which I
propose to call the real Zohar are to be de�ned as the work of one
author, and that the Raya Mehemna and Tikkunim must be regarded
as an imitation of it.

The �rst point that strikes one in analyzing the literary form of
the “real” Zohar is its peculiar stage-setting: The Palestine which is
described in all its parts is not the real country such as it exists or
existed, but an imaginary one. So far from proving that the Zohar
originated in Palestine,61 the various topographical and sundry
descriptions of the natural background of the miraculous actions
and happenings attributed to Rabbi Simeon and his friends provide
the most convincing proof possible that the author had never so
much as set foot in Palestine and that his knowledge of the country
was derived entirely from literary sources.62 Localities which owe
their existence in literature to the misreading of mediaeval
Talmudic manuscripts are selected as the stage of mystical
revelations.63 Whole villages are set up on the authority of some
Talmudic passage the meaning of which has eluded the author. The
most characteristic example of this kind is the frequent mention of a
place called Kapotkia, which for the author is not the province of
Kappadocia in Asia Minor, but a village, apparently in Lower
Galilee, frequently visited by the adepts on their journeys. What the
Zohar has to say about the character of its inhabitants leaves no
doubt that—as Samuel Klein has shown64—a passage from the
Palestinian Talmud containing some rather unfriendly remarks on
“the Kappadocians in Sepphoris,” i.e. the settlement of Kappadocian
Jews in the town of Sepphoris, has prompted the author to found his



mythical village of “Kapotkia.” This is on a par with his treatment of
Palestinian topography, of which he had evidently read a good deal
in his Talmudic and Midrashic sources, but remembered only what
suited his imagination. His descriptions of the mountains of
Palestine, for example, are of the most romantic kind and accord far
better with the reality of Castile than with that of Galilee.

Much the same applies to the fanciful treatment of the
personalities of the narrative. Here again, the author’s
misconceptions are inexplicable on the assumption that he was
drawing on ancient and authentic sources. The legend which he
builds up, in the Mid-rash Ha-Neelam and in the “real” Zohar,
around the �gure of Simeon ben Yohai is fanciful in the last degree.
He has even misunderstood the family relations of his hero: the
famous saint Phineas ben Yair is mentioned in the Talmud as the
son-in-law of Simeon ben Yohai;65 the author, having evidently
misread a word, described him as his father-in-law!66 The name of
the father-in-law of Eleazar, Rabbi Simeon’s son, he seems to have
changed deliberately.67 Nor is he worried by chronology: where it is
a question of giving the names of the initiates who gathered round
Simeon ben Yohai he lets his imagination roam freely and
introduces the names of Talmudic teachers who lived generations
later.68 He even goes so far as to introduce the legendary �gure of
Rabbi Rehumai, who �rst appears as a Kabbalistic authority in the
book Bahir, as a sort of older mystical colleague of Simeon ben
Yohai—thereby involuntarily betraying the true historical position
of the Zohar in relation to the book Bahir.69 The names of the most
important members of the group around Simeon ben Yohai are
largely taken from a pseudepigraphical Midrash and given a
spurious appearance of authenticity by the addition of the name of
the father or other cognomens. This particular Midrash, the Pirke
Rabbi Eliezer, dating from the eighth century, is one of the most
important sources for the Aggadah of the Zohar in general. As for
the descriptions of the contemplative life led by anchorites and
mystics in the desert, it is possible to show that so far from
describing—as Gaster assumed70—the real conditions of Trans-
Jordan in the �rst centuries of the Christian era, the author simply



made use of the description of hermits given by the Spanish-Jewish
moral philosopher Bahya ibn Pakuda on the basis of Arab mystical
sources.71

In sharp contradistinction to this pseudo-realism, the scenery and
the personalities of the Raya Mehemna and the Tikkunim show no
attempt to describe concrete situations. In these later writings, the
tendency to obscure all earthly happenings and to transfer the stage
from earth to heaven has completely triumphed. Not Palestine,
however romantically draped and dis�gured, but the celestial house
of learning provides the stage of the Raya Mehemna. Simeon ben
Yohai is shown in conversation not with his pupils, Rabbi Abba,
Rabbi Jehudah, Rabbi Hizkiah, etc., but with Moses, “the faithful
shepherd”, whose cognomen has suggested the title of the book,
with an “ancient of the ancients,” with the Prophet Elijah, with the
“Tannaites and Amoraites” collectively, and, �nally, even with God
Himself. It is plain that the author intended to write a sort of
continuation of the Zohar, which he had of course read; the
justi�cation being that, following the death of Simeon ben Yohai,
his further revelations in Heaven and among its residents, from God
to the spirits of the blessed, remained to be dealt with. The author
signi�cantly refers to the real Zohar, whose stage is the sublunary
world, as the “earlier work.”72 His own contribution is independent
of it in character, and in a number of places, particularly in the
Tikkunim, he actually introduces a sort of systematic commentary to
Zoharic passages.

A close analysis of the Zohar’s literary composition supplies
further proof of the view set out in the preceding paragraphs. Its
construction is on the whole regular and systematic and exhibits
certain recurrent characteristics. There is no di�erence between the
structure of the various quasi-independent writings on our list and
that of the numerous briefer compositions scattered throughout part
a, which outwardly imitates the form of the Midrash. It is evident
that the author had no clear perception of the di�erence between
the old Midrash, whose tradition he tried to carry on, and the
mediaeval homily which issued from his pen without his being
aware of it. Like the old Midrashim, the Zohar follows the division



of the Torah into sections for synagogal use. Within each section—
Sidra—one �nds introductions, systematic mystical Midrash to
certain verses, and, scattered among these homiletic explanations,
various literary compositions in the form of anecdotes, etc.,
referring to some subject mentioned in the Sidra. The personalities
who �gure in these proto-anecdotes or tales are frequently made to
hold lengthy discourses whose construction is always the same. As
regards the introductions which precede the interpretation proper of
the Torah verse there is the same super�cial imitation of the
Midrash, usually in the form of taking a verse from the Prophets or
the Hagiographa as the starting-point and linking its interpretation
with that of the Torah verse in question. But whereas in the old
Midrash these introductions display a loose mosaic of authentic
remarks and sayings, their imitations in the Zohar are really like
homilies carefully built up with an eye to formal unity and
coherence of thought. Even in those parts which purport to be
independent writings, the development of the argument is always
preceded by such homiletical introductions.

Uniformity is also the mark of the illustrative or explanatory
proto-excursions into story-telling. The same small number of
literary motifs is juggled in all of them. The �gurants change, but
the story remains the same. Of di�erences in the historical strata
going beyond a period of a few years there can be no question.
These stories are not only as a rule built up in strict accordance with
certain archetypes, but they are also closely linked with each other
—and with the more loosely constructed homilies to the various
verses of the Torah—both directly, by cross-reference, and by
implication. Thus it may happen that an idea developed in a story or
an introductory homily is simply continued in the subsequent
“Midrash,” and vice versa. The further one carries the analysis of
these cross-references and implications, the general form of the
arguments and their architectural structure, the more clearly does
one perceive that long passages have been written on the spur of the
moment, and occasionally under the spell of inspiration.
Subsequently, on reading through what he had written, the author
made certain emendations and corrections, including cross-



references where he found them advisable. When all the facts are
fairly considered, there is never any proof that these subsidiary
notes amount to more, i.e. that they are traceable to independent
sources. The lengthy chapters on the history of the patriarchs and
the �rst two hundred pages of the Zohar on Leviticus are instances
of such parts composed at a single stretch. Here and there one
encounters a brief passage whose genuine connection with the rest
might conceivably seem doubtful, but such passages are never of
particular importance for the subject-matter. It is part of the same
general picture that the author tends to repeat himself. Occasionally
he goes so far as to introduce the same passage in di�erent
contexts,73 but as a rule he prefers to vary the same idea. But
whenever that happens we are plainly dealing with homiletical
variations on one subject, and not with a plurality of writers.

5

Finally we come to the important question of the literary sources
of which the author has made use. Again one is struck by the
uniformity of the picture; although the same sources are not
constantly used throughout, one obtains a fairly clear impression of
his “library.” I do not mean to imply that in the actual process of
writing he surrounded himself with books to which he constantly
went for reference. It is more probable that, being an omnivorous
reader gifted with an excellent memory, and having, moreover,
made an intensive study of certain writings, he was able to quote
more or less textually from memory, in the manner generally
accepted in the Middle Ages. Now and then, of course, memory
failed him, and the resultant inaccuracies and errors are sometimes
very illuminating.

Among the writings which must be regarded as his principal
sources are the Babylonian Talmud, the Midrash Rabba in its various
parts, the Midrash to the Psalms, the Pesiktoth and the Pirke Rabbi
Eliezer, and also the Targumim, and Rashi’s commentary to the Bible
and the Talmud. Over and above these there emerges a long list of



other writings of which use is made more occasionally.74 As Bacher
has shown in a brilliant essay on the subject,75 he drew heavily
upon the mediaeval Scriptural commentators. More than that, it is
possible to show that he also made use of the main writings of
Jehudah Halevi76 and Moses Maimonides, and that some of his ideas
on questions of the �rst order which were among his favorite
subjects are directly based on the views of Maimonides, such as for
instance his frequent references to paganism as a form of astral
worship closely linked with magic and idolatry.77

To this can be added that he has clearly made much use of
thirteenth century literature, both Hasidic and Kabbalistic; and in
particular he has drawn freely upon the writings published by the
school of Kabbalists whose center was the little Catalan town of
Gerona and who between the years 1230 and 1260 did more than
any other contemporary group to unify and consolidate what was
pregnant and living in the Kabbalism of Spain. There can be no
doubt that the writings of Ezra ben Solomon, Azriel78 and of Moses
ben Nahman,79 the leading �gure of this group, in�uenced him not
only generally but also down to certain peculiar details of his own
doctrine. The latest ascertainable source of a highly important
terminus technicus adopted by the Zohar is Joseph Gikatila’s Ginnath
Egoz, the “Nut Garden,” which was written in 1274. This book is the
source both of the term used to describe the “primordial point,” or
mystical centre, which one encounters in widely separated parts of
the Zohar,80 and of the highly original manner in which the
conception of the primordial point is linked with that of the
primordial Torah conceived as the wisdom of God.81

Naturally these sources are not mentioned. Instead, the author
contents himself—and discontents the reader—with vague
references to ancient writings or mystical tracts dealing with the
same topics. Thus the discovery of the real sources, which he is so
careful to obscure, is one of the main prerequisites for a correct
appreciation of the historical and doctrinal signi�cance of the
Zohar.82 The task is made all the more intricate and amusing
because the author not only fails to indicate his real sources but
supplies fantastic references to non-existent ones. The whole book is



full of �ctitious quotations and other bogus references to imaginary
writings which have caused even serious students to postulate the
existence of lost sources for the mystical parts of the Zohar. But
these “quotations” from the Book of Adam, the Book of Enoch, the
Book of King Solomon, the Book of Rav Hamnuna Sava, etc.—we
owe to a writer with a sense of humor the publication of a catalogue
of this “library from the upper world”83—are entirely of a piece
with the context in which they stand, both in style and terminology,
and as a rule they are part of the argument as well. It is only in very
rare cases that these references do actually refer to an existing book,
and whenever that happens the document in question is the very
reverse of a text of hoary antiquity. The “Alphabet of ben Sira”, a
very late text (tenth century) from which the author has obviously
taken the myth of Lilith as Adam’s �rst wife, is a case in point.84 Not
in a single instance are we confronted with genuine quotations from
earlier writings which have since disappeared.

The same independence of mind characterizes the author’s
treatment of his sources. As often as not he displays a sovereign
contempt for the literal text, using it freely as plastic material for his
own constructive purposes and giving free rein to his imagination in
making vital changes, emendations and reinterpretations of the
original. His favorite method is to take the motifs of the old
Aggadah and weave them into his own fabric of thought, even
where he does not convert their meaning into outright mysticism.
Such excursions into Aggadic legends nowhere else found in this
form are, therefore, not necessarily based on lost writings. Their
source is simply the author’s own imagination. His treatment of such
subjects is characterized by a tendency towards dramatization,
equally apparent in the architecture of whole compositions and in
the manner in which brief Talmudic stories or legends are converted
into lively Aggadoth on the same subject.85 Where an Aggadah
already contains mystical elements, these are of course duly
emphasized and occasionally woven into an entirely new myth.86

In all this busy reinterpretation of old material the author displays
a passion for his subject and a naïveté which are not among the
least peculiar of his characteristics as a writer. One may explain



them by recalling that, for all his familiarity with the elements of
mediaeval Jewish culture, and his own frequent development of
profoundly mystical and dialectical ideas, the author’s spiritual life
is centered as it were in a more archaic layer of the mind. Again and
again one is struck by the simultaneous presence of crudely
primitive modes of thought and feeling, and of ideas whose
profound contemplative mysticism is transparent. And it is perhaps
noteworthy that the two harmonize better than might be imagined.
There cannot even be a question of relating them to di�erent
literary sources87; what we have before us is the re�ection of their
living con�ict in the mind of a very remarkable personality in
whom, as in so many mystics, profound and naive modes of thought
existed side by side.

It may be observed here that the author of the Zohar is not the
only thirteenth century Kabbalist who displays this peculiar and
fruitful combination of seemingly divergent traits, though there is
hardly another writer of the period whose personality is of such
arresting interest to us. It must be borne in mind that by his outlook,
and probably also through personal relations, he belonged to a
group of writers in Spain, and more particularly in Castile, who
might be described as the representatives of the Gnostical reaction
in the history of Spanish Kabbalism. The Kabbalah of the early
thirteenth century was the o�spring of a union between an older
and essentialy Gnostical tradition represented by the book Bahir,
and the comparatively modern element of Jewish Neoplatonism.
The growing in�uence of the latter in turn provoked a reaction
which naturally stressed the Gnostical elements of the Kabbalistic
outlook. In the second half of the thirteenth century, this tendency
was represented by such writers as the brothers Isaac and Jacob
Hacohen of Soria, Todros ben Joseph Abula�a of Toledo, and Moses
ben Simon of Burgos. We still have a number of their writings,88 and
it is not di�cult to detect in them (particularly in those of the two
last mentioned), a mood which is closely related to that of the
Zohar, though they possess hardly any of the glamor and originality
which distinguishes that great work.



To return to our critical examination of the Zohar’s sources, the
statement that the use which the author makes of older literary
material is consistent and uniform throughout is also true if we
consider as that material ideas which belong to the general
consciousness of the epoch rather than to speci�c writers. This
category includes, for example, the liturgy which the Zohar takes for
granted in dealing with the mysticism of prayer and which is
without any doubt that current in Spain during the twelfth and
thirteenth centuries. The same is true of the frequent references to
popular Jewish usages, the customary forms of polite intercourse
which are here treated as natural,89 the author’s ideas on the subject
of medicine,90 and above all his views on sorcery, magic and
demonology which play an important part in his doctrine. The
constituent elements of his theory of magic are clearly traceable to
the popular mediaeval views on the subject, though leavened with a
strong dose of personal fancy. A detailed analysis of the resultant
conception of magic could hardly fail to be of considerable interest,
for the power of evil is a problem which exercised a special
fascination upon his mind, and as I shall try to show in the
following lecture, it forms one of the main subjects of his writings,
both in their theoretical and in their homiletical aspects. In the same
manner, some of the basic ideas of his eschatology, such as the
distinction between an earthly and a heavenly paradise, are in
conformity with Jewish and Christian beliefs of the time.

6

And what has been said of his style and his attitude towards the
heritage of Jewish thought is true also of his own doctrines. Here
again the various parts of the real Zohar form a whole, distinct from
the Raya Mehemna and the Tikkunim. Of the substance of these
ideas, or at any rate of some of the most important of them, I shall
have something to say in the following lecture. Here we are
concerned with their bearing upon the question of the authorship of
the Zohar, and the point which must be stressed before all others is



the fact that the line of thought which runs through all these
writings is consistent in spite of occasional minor contradictions.91

The mystical terminology is virtually the same throughout,
representing as it does a development of the terminology employed
by the Kabbalists of the Geronese school. The mass of symbols
follow a more or less uniform rule, so much so that it would be
possible to interpret them in detail even if we had no other
document of early Kabbalism than the Zohar. The same fundamental
symbolic con�gurations are repeated innumerable times in various
forms, and what is chie�y alluded to in one place is lengthily
explained in another. It is clear that when an author writes a
number of homilies on one and the same verse he is able to express
entirely di�erent thoughts without abandoning the unity of his
fundamental conception, a fact which explains such minor
contradictions as are to be found in the more doctrinal and
theoretical passages. To some questions he has propounded di�erent
solutions, but these do not belong to di�erent “layers” but are
deliberately introduced into the same complex of discursive tales,
and sometimes even into the same discourse.

What then is the special peculiarity of the Zohar on its theoretical
side? It must be admitted that as a matter of fact the existence of a
personal note is more apparent in the author’s style than in the
substance of his thought. The chief doctrines he puts forward are
essentially the consummation of the development of Kabbalistic
thought during the �rst three-quarters of the thirteenth century. The
point to be noted, however, is that he does not indiscriminately
adopt the whole of this spiritual legacy. His point of view is that of
a clearly de�ned school of thought in Spanish Kabbalism, the
“Gnostical” school already mentioned. Spanish Kabbalism as a
whole included a considerable variety of more or less clearly
grouped tendencies and schools. The manifold views on such
subjects as the depths of the Godhead, the destiny of man, and the
signi�cance of the Torah which one �nds in the Zohar, were the
product of the hundred years of intensive development of thought
which separate the Zohar from the book Bahir. From this welter of
frequently con�icting views the author makes his own selection and



gives prominence to that which appeals most strongly to his mind,
often in a highly personal manner characteristic of his intensive
preoccupation with the subject.

Thus he displays the greatest interest in a group of ideas which
owes its very development to the already mentioned Gnostical
school: the idea of a “left emanation,” i.e. of an ordered hierarchy of
the potencies of evil, the realm of Satan, which, like the realm of
light, is organized in ten spheres or stages. The ten “holy” Se�roth
have their counterparts in ten “unholy” or “impure” ones; the latter,
however, are distinguished from the former in that each one has a
highly personal character. Each therefore has a personal name
proper to itself, while the names of the divine Se�roth merely
represent abstract qualities such as wisdom, intelligence, grace,
beauty, etc. Complete mythologies of this realm of darkness are to
be found above all in the writings of Isaac ben Jacob Hacohen and
Moses of Burgos.92 The author of the Zohar adopts these ideas but
plays new variations on the original theme. Starting out from the
same assumptions as the writers we have just mentioned, he yet
arrives at a doctrine of the “other side,” sitra ahra, which closely
parallels but does not converge with that of his contemporaries.

But, and this carries us a step further, the individuality of the
author is no less clearly expressed in what he omits than in what he
emphasizes. To take a particularly striking example, he completely
ignores a form of speculation very popular among thirteenth century
Kabbalists, namely, the idea of successive periods of cosmic
development, each lasting seven thousand years, in which the
universal process follows certain theosophic laws, until in the �fty
thousandth year, the Great Jubilee, it returns to its source.

This theory was �rst expounded in the book Temunah (around
1250)93 in the form of a mystical interpretation of the twenty-two
letters of the Hebrew alphabet, and was based on a new
interpretation of the Biblical prescriptions for the Sabbath year, the
Shemitah, and the Jubilee, when all things shall return to their
possessor. To the Kabbalists of Catalonia, these rules were but
symbolical representations of the stages of the process in which all
things emanate from God and return to Him. The literature of the



thirteenth and fourteenth centuries is full of speculations on this
subject. The question how many world-periods or Jubilees there are
was of as much importance to some Kabbalists as that of the state of
the world in the various Shemitahs. Indeed, the assumption was even
made that the Torah was read in di�erent ways during the various
successive periods, without however being changed in its literal
content as the secret name of God, i.e. that it is capable of revealing
more than one meaning. The current period, according to the book
Temunah, is that of stern judgment, i.e. that which is dominated by
the Se�rah, the divine quality, of rigor, and in which there are
accordingly commandments and prohibitions, pure and impure
things, holy and profane matters—in accordance with the present
reading of the Torah. But in the coming aeon, the next Shemitah, the
Torah will no longer contain prohibitions, the power of evil will be
curbed, etc., in brief, Utopia will at last be realized.

It is di�cult to avoid the impression that we are dealing here
with an independent Jewish parallel to the doctrine of Joaquin of
Fiore concerning the three cosmic stages which accord with the
three �gures of the Christian Trinity. This doctrine, which was �rst
developed in far-o� Calabria towards the end of the twelfth century,
became of importance in the forties of the thirteenth century when
it was taken up and developed further by the Franciscans of Italy.94

By a curious coincidence, the doctrine of the Shemitahs was codi�ed
in Gerona at about the same time. Of a direct historical connection
between the two there is no proof and the idea carries little
probability. Moreover, the Shemitahs concern not only the process of
our present cosmos, like the three world-periods of the Father, the
Son and the Holy Spirit in the writings of Joaquin, but its past and
future as well. Nevertheless, it remains a remarkable fact that in
both doctrines the various manifestations of the Divine—the Trinity
and the Se�roth—appear as successive principles each of a
particular cosmic unit, an aeon. It is clear that in the eschatological
perspective this doctrine opened up a vast number of new vistas: the
probable meaning of the Messianic time, the transformation of all
things before the rebirth of the world in the new Shemitah, the
continuity of the soul in this process of change, and other questions



which to the followers of this doctrine inevitably appeared in a new
light.

Now the remarkable fact is that our author, for all his lively
interest in the eschatological fate of the soul, appears to have
strongly disapproved of this doctrine which I have just outlined. In
the whole of his great work there is not a single mention to be found
of the Shemitahs in this pregnant sense of the term, although he too
refers to the passage of �fty thousand years before the “Great
Jubilee.”95 It is as though he was repelled by something in this
doctrine, perhaps its latent antinomianism which is perceptible
behind the Utopian expectation of a change in the commandments
and prohibitions of the Torah during the coming Shemitahs. A good
example of this antinomian tendency is to be found in the doctrine
expounded by a writer of this school which postulates the existence
of a twenty-third letter of the Hebrew alphabet, invisible in our
present aeon but to be resuscitated in the next—a theory which of
course implies a complete change in the traditional attitude towards
the Torah.96 Notions of this kind are as foreign to the author of the
genuine Zohar as they are dear to the heart of the writer who has
produced the Raya Mehemna. The latter is full of references to the
“two trees”: the “tree of knowledge of good and evil” which
dominates our world age, and the “tree of life” which is to preside
over the coming Messianic aeon. The di�erence between these two
cosmic forces is vividly described, and it is obvious that the writer is
greatly fascinated by the idea of the coming liberation from the
yoke of commandments and prohibitions. Nothing of the sort is to
be found in the genuine Zohar. Nor is a very pointed social criticism
in an apocalyptical vein typical of the Zohar, whereas it is an
outstanding feature of the Raya Mehemna whose burning hate of the
oppressive groups in contemporary Jewish society is unmistakable.
He speaks not so much as a reformer as does the author of the
Zohar, but rather as an apocalyptical revolutionary who is con�ned
by circumstances to solitary dreams of the great upheaval that is to
precede the mystical Utopia.97 In the same way we �nd in the Zohar
little or no mention of various Kabbalistic doctrines with which the
author must certainly have been familiar. He selects from the wealth



of material what is proper and adequate for his own purpose and
ignores what he cannot use. It seems, for example, that the author of
the Zohar disliked, for some reason or other, the catalogues or
inventories of demonic and angelic beings which abound in the
writings of the Spanish Kabbalists in whose circle he moved. He
replaced them by fanciful beings of his own creation.

Having now asserted proof of the essential unity of the bulk of the
Zohar and the somewhat later date of writing of the subsidiary part,
a few words must be said about the literary and ideological
character of the Raya Mehemna and the Tikkunim. Their literary
merit requires little comment; it is poor indeed and far inferior to
that of the Zohar. Compared with the latter, these writings are as
much distinguished by the poverty of their style as by their
excessive fondness for verbal association. It frequently happens that
instead of the systematic development of a train of thought
characteristic of the Zohar, we �nd nothing but a confused
meandering from one association to the next. Secondly, as regards
the doctrines put forward in the Raya Mehemna and the Tikkunim, it
su�ces to say that they are as closely alike as they are sharply
di�erent in important respects from those of the Zohar, although
their author was evidently intent on making his writings a
continuation of the latter. The author of the Zohar proper, as we
shall have occasion to see, inclines towards pantheism, while the
Kabbalah outlined in the Raya Mehemna is strictly theistic.98 Its
treatment of the Se�roth is much less lively and colorful, and in
many details di�erent from that of the major part. Lastly, it might
be remarked that as a Talmudist (in the casuistical sense), the
author of the Raya Mehemna is markedly superior to that of the
Zohar, whose frequent attempts to introduce mystical
interpretations of the Halakhah are distinguished by a good deal of
uncertainty and some rather elementary misunderstandings of
Talmudic law.

7



Assuming the bulk of the Zohar to be the work of one author we
come to the question whether it is still possible to trace the stages in
the composition of so vast a literary opus. Where did the author
begin and how ought one to picture his method of working? The
�rst question can be answered in my opinion quite simply and
somewhat surprisingly. Even those scholars who realized that the
Zohar was written at a comparatively late date usually proceeded
upon the assumption that certain chapters of the major part, such as
the two Idras, made the beginning, followed by the Midrashic parts,
after which the Midrash Ha-Neelam was added, perhaps even by
another author.99 In the same way, many Kabbalists regarded the
Midrash Ha-Neelam, in which the mediaeval element is not cloaked
by the Aramaic language, as a later addition to the Zohar properly
speaking.100

This view I consider to be mistaken. One of the most striking
results to which I have been led by a closer analysis of the Zohar is
the recognition that the Midrash Ha-Neelam to the �rst sections
(Sidras) of the Torah, and the Midrash Ha-Neelam to the Book of
Ruth are the two oldest constituents of the whole work. The
following are some of the main considerations by which I have been
guided.

(a) A careful analysis of all the cross-references in the Zohar, and
of those passages which necessarily imply certain other passages
leads to the conclusion that in many cases the �rst reference is to be
found in the two sections of the Midrash Ha-Neelam, but never vice
versa. This is true not only of doctrinal material but also of the
legendary form of certain essential pieces of the major part, which
either assume or directly refer to points mentioned in the Midrash
Ha-Neelam, while the reverse is never the case.101

(b) In a number of cases, the same homily or identical tale—the
identity being that of motif—appears both in the Midrash Ha-Neelam
and in the other parts of the genuine Zohar. Analysis always shows
that the literary form employed in the former is more primitive,
more clearly dependent on the original sources, and more awkward
in style than in the corresponding passages of the other parts.
Frequently the di�erence is most striking; one clearly sees how the



author treats the passage in the Midrash Ha-Neelam as raw material
for a second edition more in accordance with the subsequent
improvement of his literary taste.102 I was very surprised myself
when after making a number of such comparisons, without any
reference to the literary problem of the Midrash Ha-Neelam, I
suddenly became aware that priority belonged throughout to this
part.

(c) Only in the Midrash Ha-Neelam is it still possible to �nd some
uncertainty regarding the group of personalities whom the author
meant to place into the center of his imaginative construction. While
in the other parts the stage is dominated by Simeon ben Yohai and
his disciples, the Midrash Ha-Neelam shows the author wavering
between three di�erent solutions: (1) to do without a hero and
follow the tradition of the genuine Midrash in ranging together the
largest possible number of dicta purporting to represent the true
views of a large number of authorities throughout the Talmudic
period; (2) to build up the legendary scenery around the Mishnaic
teacher Eliezer ben Hyrkanus; in this the author was undoubtedly
in�uenced by a favorite piece of mystical literature, the Midrash
Pirke Rabbi Eliezer, which had already done the same, as well as by
the fact that this teacher was already mentioned as a mystical
authority by the Merkabah mystics; (3) to center the tale on Simeon
ben Yohai, whose historical personality was not ill-�tted for the
purpose but who is nowhere mentioned as a mystical authority, if
one excepts two early mediaeval apocalypses in which he �gures as
the hero. Throughout large parts of the Midrash Ha-Neelam, Simeon
ben Yohai and his circle play no part at all. Apparently the author
�nally decided in his favor only while he was already busy writing
the book. He did not, however, sacri�ce Eliezer ben Hyrkanus
altogether. In a minor writing apparently thrown o� during a pause
in working on the Zohar, he develops the legend of Eliezer and
makes him voice certain ideas which he puts forward
simultaneously in the Zohar. The fact that the “Testament of Rabbi
Eliezer”—the title of this little Hebrew book which went into many
editions—really belongs to the Zohar literature has never so far



been recognized,103 and various mistaken theories have been
advanced concerning its origin.

(d) In the Midrash Ha-Neelam, the author is still endeavoring to
�nd for his thought a place within the frame-work of the old
Merkabah mysticism; the other parts no longer show any trace of
this tendency. In the Midrash Ha-Neelam, too, his literary method is
more dependent on the genuine older Midrashic literature than in
the later parts. The title also shows that the writer’s purpose was to
create a “mystical Midrash” as distinct from the purely Aggadic one;
for that, and not “a hitherto unknown Midrash”, is the distinctive
meaning of the title Midrash Ha-Neelam, as the occurence of the
same term in the writings of other Kabbalists of the same period
conclusively shows.104

(e) In the Midrash Ha-Neelam, the use of direct quotations from
Talmudic sources is much more open than in the later writings. The
author also shows no hesitation to quote genuine documents with
their real title, although he already begins with the invention of
titles from his “celestial library.”

(f) The doctrinal di�erences which exist in several important
points between the Midrash Ha-Neelam and the other parts are
psychologically explicable only on the assumption that the simpler
conception of the Midrash preceded the more complicated one of the
texts which I have come to regard as having been written later. On
this assumption the author, like all the followers of Maimonides,
began with philosophical allegorization, and gradually came to
mysticism—a process of development which in the circumstances of
the period is far more plausible than the reverse. In the beginning
he was closer to philosophy and further away from Kabbalism. In
the course of time he was progressively drawn more deeply into the
realm of mystical thought, and the philosophic elements of his
doctrine were either relegated to the background or given a mystical
twist. The philosophizer becomes a theosophist. In the Midrash Ha-
Neelam, the doctrine of the Se�roth is very far from being his main
subject, a position occupied by all kinds of allegorical homilies on
cosmological, psychological and eschatological subjects. His
psychological ideas here and in the later parts show a de�nite



development, without, however, necessitating the assumption that
they re�ect the in�uence of more than one mind. In the Midrash Ha-
Neelam, the psychological theories current in the Middle Ages, and
more particularly a blend of those of Maimonides and the
Neoplatonists, are put forward as the author’s own opinion, but
their mystical coloring is already apparent. In the main part, this
progress towards a purely mystical psychology, which can be traced
in close detail, is already in a much more advanced stage.

(g) The author’s Hebrew, which in the Midrash Ha-Neelam still
alternates with Aramaic, is unquestionably that of the late Middle
Ages. At the same time, it is still possible to distinguish quite clearly
in a number of cases which Hebrew phrases were formerly
employed in the place of the later and arti�cial Aramaic ones.

As against these considerations, there is not a single one which
argues conclusively in favor of placing the main part before the
Midrash Ha-Neelam. In some of its chapters, e. g. in the Sithre Torah,
one still notices something like a wavering in the direction of the
Midrash Ha-Neelam. In some tales we make the acquaintance of
�gures which are to be found only there. Generally speaking,
however, the character of the picture has changed. Above all, the
author’s literary ability and his power of expression have
considerably improved. It is evident that he has in the meantime
had moments of inspiration, but also that he has made much
progress in the technique of writing. Instead of brief tales and
discursions one �nds elaborate and often well-constructed
compositions. One has the impression that he wrote the later parts
of the Midrash Ha-Neelam simultaneously with the main part –a) -q)
of our list—as though he was occasionally tempted to continue for a
while in the old direction; but here again one �nds references to the
later work only in two or three places, and it may well be that these
passages, too, were on the whole written before he turned to the
main part. In any case he broke o� his work on the Midrash Ha-
Neelam when he had come to the middle of Genesis. To the other
books of the Torah he wrote only a few commentaries, particularly a
beginning to Exodus. Instead of continuing with this work he
appears to have concentrated on the various parts of the real Zohar



which were probably completed in �ve or six years of intensive
productivity. In later years, he may have made a few additions,
including probably the beginnings of an anonymous explanation of
the commandments, called Pikkuda, a piece which is still written in
the true style and language of the real Zohar and which seems to
have furnished the author of the Raya Mehemna with a stimulus for
his own book. At any rate he uses these rather fragmentary
beginnings as a starting-point and then develops the argument in his
own manner: the transition from one style to the other can be quite
distinctly observed.105

The fact that the whole work is a torso—to Deuteronomy there
are only a few Zohar passages—can be explained in several ways.
The least plausible explanation is that a great deal has been lost.
The manuscripts we have correspond on the whole very well to the
printed text, although their closer analysis occasionally still yields
interesting results. Thus for example one �nds that the author has
made two versions of a very important part of the Midrash Ha-
Neelam, of which the older is extant only in a fourteenth century
manuscript now in Cambridge,106 while most of the manuscripts
and all the printed editions have made use only of the other.
Similarly, the quotations found in writers before 1350 show that
they had knowledge of only very few texts of the genuine Zohar
which are no longer traceable.107 Thus while it is certain that some
minor passages have been lost in the course of time, there is nothing
to show that the work was ever completed in a formal sense. Rather
does it seem probable that the author at some point felt that he had
done enough and turned his attention to a new subject. At any rate
that seems to me a more plausible explanation, particularly in view
of the character of his later work. It may also be that he had in
those years more or less exhausted his productive power.

The precise order in which the di�erent parts of the Torah
commentary and the various subsidiary texts outside its framework
were written can no longer be ascertained with anything like
certainty, but since the whole task probably occupied no more than
a few years, the question is not one of great importance. On the
whole one has the impression that the Idra Rabba and the Sifra di-



Tseniutha were among the �rst major writings to be completed. In
this connection it is of interest that the pages following directly
upon the conclusion of the Idra represent a conscious return to the
Midrash Ha-Neelam. To the �rst section of the Torah, which was of
course of the greatest importance for him, he has written no less
than three commentaries, apart from the Midrash Ha-Neelam. Such
instances of recurrent attempts to solve the same problem in
di�erent ways are as characteristic of his method as they are
eloquent of the fundamental unity and coherence of his thought.

8

What after all this is our answer to the question when the book
was written? It appears to me that what has been said above of the
result to which one is led by an analysis of the sources is also
con�rmed by other considerations. We have seen that the author
was familiar with a group of writings of which the latest was written
in 1274. This gives us a de�nite terminus post quern, the signi�cance
of which is enhanced by the general character of the allusions made
both in the Midrash Ha-Neelam and in other chapters to
contemporary events and institutions. From these allusions it is not
di�cult to draw the inference that the author was writing at a time
when Palestine, after the vicissitudes of the Crusades, was again in
the hands of the Arabs.108 There is no lack of polemical references
to Christianity and Islam,109 nor of remarks alluding to the moral
atmosphere of Jewry which harmonize with what we know of the
conditions around 1280. The data can be narrowed down a little
further. In several places the author introduces apocalyptical
calculations all of which set the end of exile around the year 1300
and the following years.110 In one passage, however, the assumption
is made that since the destruction of the Second Temple—in the
year 68, according to the Jewish calendar—twelve hundred years of
exile have already passed, and that Israel is now living in the
darkness which precedes the dawn.111 In other words, he is writing
some years after 1268.



Now this date accords perfectly with everything we know of the
circumstances of the book’s publication. All sources are agreed that
the Zohar was �rst circulated in the eighties or nineties of the
thirteenth century by the Kabbalist Moses ben Shemtob de Leon
who lived until 1290 in the little town of Guadalajara in the heart of
Castile,112 then led a wandering life and �nally spent his last years
in Avila to which town he may have been attracted by the brief
sensation caused by the appearance of a Jewish “prophet” in 1295.
He died in 1305 in the little town of Arevalo on a return journey to
Avila from the Royal Court at Valladolid.113

Apart from these brief data on his life we know that Moses de
Leon published under his own name a considerable number of
Hebrew writings, most of which have been preserved, although only
two have been printed.114 We also know that he was in close touch
with the family of Todros Abula�a whom we have met as a member
of the Gnostical school of Kabbalism; in other words, he belonged to
the circle of a man who occupied a very high position in the Jewish
community of Castile between 1270 and 1280. We are told by
himself that his �rst book, i.e. the �rst book whose authorship he
admitted, was the Shushan Eduth or “Rose of Testimony.” This book,
of which about half has been preserved, was written in 1286.115 In
the following year he published a fairly voluminous treatise on the
meaning of the Commandments, Sefer Ha-Rimmon, the “Book of the
Pomegranate.”116 Both, but in particular the latter, are replete with
allusions to mystical sources. Although the Zohar is never directly
mentioned, a detailed analysis shows that he is already making
systematic use of all its parts, from the Midrash Ha-Neelam to the
commentaries of the main part on Leviticus and Numbers.

But even before Moses de Leon made his appearance as a Hebrew
author, quotations from the Zohar—to be exact, from the Midrash
Ha-Neelam—began to appear in the writings of two other Kabbalists,
thus con�rming our view of the order in which the various parts of
the Zohar were written and began to circulate. The oldest quotation
from the Zohar dates from the year 1281 and is to be found at the
end of the Mashal Ha-Kadmoni, by Isaac ibn Abu Sahulah. It is a
passage taken from the Midrash Ha-Neelam, or rather from the



above-mentioned version, hitherto unknown, of a paragraph on
Genesis which I had the good fortune to discover in a Cambridge
manuscript of the Zohar.117 The author, who like Moses de Leon
lived in Guadalajara, two years later wrote a mystical commentary
to the Song of Songs. He does not there quote the full text of the
passages from the genuine Midrashim to which he alludes, but he
does make use of a good number of quotations from an obviously
unknown and unpublished Midrash—none other than the Midrash
Ha-Neelam to the �rst three Sidras of the Torah.118 At about the
same time, Todros Abula�a appears to have written his Otsar Ha-
Kavod, “Treasure of Glory,” where one �nds two quotations from
the Midrash Ha-Neelam, the title of which is again not mentioned.
Both writers, who for various reasons may safely be excluded from
the list of possible authors of the Zohar, maintained close relations
with Moses de Leon, the former being a resident of the same locality
and the latter a wealthy friend to whose son several of Moses de
Leon’s works are dedicated.119

Taken all together, these facts permit us to draw the following
conclusion: The Midrash Ha-Neelam, the forerunner of the Zohar
proper, was written between 1275 and 1280, probably not long
before the latter year, while the bulk of the work was completed in
the years 1280–86. After the latter date, Moses de Leon in his
various writings mingles a constant proportion of quotations from
the Zohar among his other quotations from Midrashim and
commentaries. Till about 1293 in particular he appears to have
worked fairly intensively on the publication of writings designed to
propagate the doctrines of the Zohar. Probably in conjunction with
this work, certainly after 1290, he also began to circulate copies of
the main Zohar among other Kabbalists. Bahya ben Asher of
Saragossa, who started work on his great Torah commentary in
1291, appears to have read certain chapters of these copies of the
new Kabbalistic Midrash, which was at �rst circulated not only
under the title “Zohar,” but also as the “Midrash of Rabbi Simeon
ben Yohai.”120 Probably on the basis of these texts, another
Kabbalist, either in the nineties of the thirteenth or at the beginning
of the fourteenth century, wrote the Raya Mehemna and the



Tikkunim. In general, there seems to have been no lack of imitations;
David ben Jehudah, the grandson of Nahmanides, in his Maroth Ha-
Tsoveoth, written at the beginning of the fourteenth century, quotes,
apart from various authentic Zoharic passages, some lengthy pieces
written in the manner of the Midrash Ha-Neelam and the Zohar,
whose contents show them to be imitations of these two books.121

That such imitations were produced is in itself proof that some
Kabbalists did not take the literary form of the Zohar too seriously,
but regarded it as pure �ction which they had no hesitation to copy.
No doubt there were also unsophisticated souls who accepted the
book as a genuine Midrash, even as an authentic work of the
disciples of Simeon ben Yohai. Its masterly presentation of the secret
thoughts and feelings of the contemporary Kabbalists was far too
true to reality not to have excited the wish that this romantic
projection of their own spiriual world might really prove to have
been the secret doctrine of the Midrash teachers,122 at once hoary
with antiquity and sancti�ed by authority. The proportion of critical
minds at that time was no greater than it is in our own day.
Nevertheless, criticism was not completely lacking. As late as 1340,
Joseph ibn Wakkar of Toledo—almost the only Kabbalist known to
us who wrote in Arabic123—warned his readers to exercise caution
in using the Zohar as it contained “a great many errors.”124

This solution of the Zoharic problem accords, so far as I can see,
completely with all the circumstances which the critic must bear in
mind. As to the motive which prompted the writing of the Zohar
immediately prior to its publication, the general remarks of Eduard
Zeller, the historian of Greek philosophy, are still true. “An author
who writes under an assumed name wants to produce a certain
e�ect in his own time; he will therefore circulate his work
immediately, and if the �rst who read it regard it as genuine, the
growth of its circulation will perhaps be more rapid than if it had
appeared under the real name of its author. Only where a book is
inadvertently attributed to the wrong author because the real one is
unknown, and without its author having any part in the mistake,
will a length of time be required as a rule before it begins to
circulate.”125 Having disposed of all the fantasies about the various



parts of the Zohar belonging to di�erent periods, about its sources
and its supposed derivation from the East, as well as of all doubts
that it was not only published but also written in Castile, the inner
dynamic of the process which led to its inception and circulation is
now clearly revealed before our eyes.

There is another consideration which may be mentioned at least
in passing. Some defenders of the Zohar as a book composed of
many di�erent elements and in di�erent periods have argued that it
is impossible to assume that a vast production like the “Zoharic
literature” could have been the result of a few years’ work (in our
case of six years). This is a serious error in judgment. Precisely the
contrary is true: if a man writes under the spell of inspiration, if he
has found an “Archimedean point” around which his spiritual world
is focussed, it is indeed easy for him to produce thousands of pages
within a very limited period. We have the example of the famous
German mystic Jacob Boehme who produced during the six years
1618–1624 an even vaster theosophic literature than the Zohar.

9

There remains only one last question: Who was the author? Was it
Moses de Leon himself or an unknown writer who moved in Moses
de Leon’s circle and managed to shield his identity from the glaring
light of posterity? Can the possibility be wholly discarded that
another Kabbalist, whose identity has been lost in the dark
remoteness of the past, had the main share in the work? It can at
least be said that by some of his contemporaries, Moses de Leon was
already described as the author of the Zohar. That much at any rate
we know from the much-discussed testimony of the Kabbalist Isaac
ben Samuel of Acre, one of the two documents of the period, apart
from Moses de Leon’s own writings, in which we �nd him
mentioned.126 Isaac left his home when he was still a young student
after the conquest of Acre by the Moslems (1291), apparently for
Italy where he also seems to have heard of the Zohar, and �nally
went to Spain in 1305, where he began to take an interest in the



circumstances under which the book was published. His diary, of
which a few other parts have also been preserved in manuscript,
gives a rather naive account of the information he gathered on the
subject. We are told that he met Moses in Valladolid and was
informed under oath that he (Moses de Leon) was in possession of
“the ancient book written by Simeon ben Yohai” and would show it
to him in his house at Avila. Subsequently, when after Moses de
Leon’s death he came to Avila, he was told that a rich citizen of the
town, Joseph de Avila, had o�ered to marry his son to the daughter
of the deceased in exchange for the original manuscript of the
Zohar, said to be ancient as well as authentic, from which Moses de
Leon was supposed to have copied, but that both the widow of the
deceased and his daughter had denied the existence of such an
original. According to them, Moses de Leon had written the Zohar
all by himself, and, to his wife’s question why he did not claim the
authorship of the work, had replied: “If I told people that I am the
author, they would pay no attention nor spend a farthing on the
book, for they would say that these are but the workings of my own
imagination. But now that they hear that I am copying from the
book Zohar which Simeon ben Yohai wrote under the inspiration of
the holy spirit, they are paying a high price for it as you know.”
Isaac of Acre, who did not himself speak to Moses de Leon’s widow
but relates all this as second, or rather third hand information, also
speaks of further researches, but unfortunately his account, as
quoted by a later chronicler of the �fteenth century, breaks o� at
the very point where he proposes to disclose what he was told under
solemn oath by a pupil of Moses de Leon about “the book Zohar
which was written by Rabbi Simeon ben Yohai.” Whether Isaac of
Acre, who later became one of the leading Kabbalists of the �rst half
of the fourteenth century, believed in the authenticity of the Zohar
remains obscure. That he quotes it several times in his own writings
does not imply belief in its antiquity. On the other hand, it is of
some interest that he repeatedly contrasts the Catalan and the
Castilian tradition of Kabbalism. According to him, the former
school based its teachings on the doctrine expounded in the book



Bahir, the latter on the Zohar.127 In other words, he postulates a
close connection between the Zohar and the Kabbalism of Castile!

On the account given by Isaac of Acre, and in particular on the
alleged evidence of Moses de Leon’s widow, Graetz has based his
impression of Moses de Leon, on whom he pours the full measure of
the wrath kindled in him by the “book of lies.”128 According to him,
Moses de Leon was an idle and impecunious charlatan who “made
use of the increasingly fashionable Kabbalah in order to pose as a
writer on the subject and thus opened up a rich source of income for
himself.”129 The foundation of this startling assertion is the
mistaken assumption that Moses de Leon began by writing under his
own name and descended to pseudepigraphy from thoroughly mean
and worthless motives, i.e. because his original writings had failed
to win him su�cient laurels and pro�ts. Hence he is supposed to
have written the whole Zohar after 1293, including the Midrash Ha-
Neelam, the Raya Mehemna and the Tikkunim. That this view of the
author’s personality and the date and form of his work is thoroughly
mistaken should be clear after our conclusions on the subject which
are the result of a somewhat more detailed analysis. Having
established this point I have no hesitation in saying that Graetz’
fanciful picture of Moses de Leon as a base and despicable swindler
who tried to parade a fake profundity of thought, and his other
moral strictures on his character, can be dismissed as pure
fantasy.130 There is nothing in the character of the Zohar and of
Moses de Leon’s Hebrew writings which justi�es this view of the
book and its author. Nor is there anything in them which might
predispose one to regard the alleged cynical remark to his wife as
authentic; on the contrary, the manner in which this remark is
related rather suggests that it owes its origin to the spite of persons
ill disposed towards the author.

That his widow described him as the author of the book is indeed
well possible and, as we shall see, in entire accordance with the
facts. But the supposed authenticity of her particular words is a
question on which it is well to exercise some restraint. One thing is
certain: the actual relationship between the Zohar and Moses de
Leon’s other writings is the reverse of that assumed by Graetz. A



detailed analysis of all the books written under his own name proves
that they presuppose the existence of the Zohar as a completed
work, and their obvious purpose is to prepare the readers for its
publication, unobtrusively at �rst and gradually with growing
emphasis. It appears indeed that they were intended to prepare the
ground for the publication of those copies of the Zohar to which he
seems to have devoted the better part of the remaining twelve years
of his life, for it is di�cult to believe that he can have done much
copying work in the seven years between 1286 and 1293 during
which he was engaged in producing Hebrew writings, of which the
part that is still preserved alone runs into close on a thousand pages.

It is interesting to note the gradual process by which quotations
from the Zohar are introduced with ever growing frequency and
forthrightness in the course of these seven years. In the beginning,
we �nd the author referring in suitably vague terms to “sayings of
the wise” or “commentaries” by “mystics”, but as time goes on, his
introductions become more and more enthusiastic, and in the
Mishkan Ha-Eduth, written in 1293, there are whole long passages in
which he refers in a very remarkable manner to the character of
these antique pearls of wisdom newly ‘discovered’ by him and
�nally revealed. A closer analysis of this book removes the last
doubt that it was intended to serve as a propagandist introduction to
the Zohar which had just been, or was on the point of being,
published. Although it is to some extent devoted to the further
development of those ideas relevant to its central theme (the
eschatology of the soul), which are expounded in the Zohar, its
main purpose is clearly propagandist.

But notwithstanding all that has been said of the author’s motives
and the chronological sequence in which the Zohar was written, the
question of its authorship cannot yet be said to have been answered.
After all, it is still possible that Moses de Leon made use of writings
which were in his possession but not written by himself. The
question, therefore, is whether it is possible to �nd proof positive
that he was really the author of the Zohar.

In regard to this question all I can say is that after making a close
study of Moses de Leon’s Hebrew writings and their relation to the



Midrash Ha-Neelam and the components of the Zohar, I have come
to the conclusion that they were all written by the same man. I am
bound to admit that for many years, even after I had become
convinced that the Zohar is the work of one writer, I was in doubt
on this point. For a long time I searched for criteria which would
positively exclude the possibility of Moses de Leon being the author,
such as for example repeated �agrant misunderstandings of the text
of the Zohar by Moses de Leon himself. But although hundreds of
quotations from the Zohar occur in the writings published under his
own name, be it textually or paraphrased, I have been unable to
discover a single case in which it is possible to speak of a signi�cant
misunderstanding. I have thus come to abandon the idea that the
theory of another authorship is capable of being proved. On the
other hand, the assumption that the author of the Zohar was also
the author of the Hebrew writings supplies an adequate explanation
of all doubtful points, if it be fairly borne in mind that the writer
was not willing to disclose the pseudepigraphic character of his
work on the Zohar.

What I have said does not mean that the personality of Moses de
Leon and his authorship of the Zohar no longer o�er any problem.
To say that would be to overlook that we possess too little
documentary material which goes beyond the bare rehearsal of his
theosophic doctrines. Even if the proof of Moses de Leon’s
authorship which I shall advance is conclusive, the acceptance of
this theory still leaves a number of questions unanswered. These
questions in particular concern the various stages of Moses de Leon’s
religious development and the events which brought about his
pseudepigraphic activity. This applies for instance to the still
unsolved problem of his relationship to Joseph Gikatila.

There can be no doubt that Moses de Leon, too, began as a
follower of Maimonides and was only gradually attracted by the
study of Kabbalism. This is plain enough from the philosophical
elements of his Hebrew writings, and in addition we have the
clearest documentary proof in the form of a manuscript—described
in the autographed catalogue of the Guenzburg collection of Hebrew
manuscripts, now in Moscow—of the Hebrew translation of



Maimonides’  “Guide of the Perplexed”, which was written in 1264
“for the erudite (ha-maskil) Rabbi Moses de Leon.”131 The absence
of further honori�cs suggests that he was at that date still a young
man, although of su�cient means to be able to pay for a private
copy of so voluminous a book. We shall probably not go wrong in
assuming that he was born around 1240. The period of more than
twenty years between 1264 and 1286 we may picture as being �lled
with intensive study and gradual development towards mysticism,
with its latter half devoted to the writing of the Zohar in the manner
outlined in the foregoing pages.

From all we know it would appear that in the seventies he made
the acquaintance of Joseph Gikatila who at that time was a zealous
follower of the school of Prophetic Kabbalism founded by Abraham
Abula�a. Although the two Kabbalists never mention each other by
name, a study of their writings leads one to the conclusion that each
had a considerable share in in�uencing the other. To begin with
Moses de Leon, it is plain enough that, although he nowhere
approaches the main points of Abula�a’s doctrine itself, which does
not seem to have aroused his enthusiasm, his writings, and
particularly those in Hebrew, re�ect the in�uence of Gikatila’s
Ginnath Egoz in their treatment of the mysticism of letters and
similar subjects.132 In some passages, the in�uence of the Ginnath
Egoz is so striking that on the face of it one might be inclined to
ascribe the authorship to Gikatila.133 On the other hand, it is certain
that it was not Gikatila through whom Moses de Leon was led to the
Se�rothic Kabbalah, for Gikatila during the �rst period of his
literary activity, i.e. the period during which the Zohar was written,
showed hardly any understanding for the theosophic conception of
mysticism. The spiritual development of Gikatila, too, shows
evidence of a de�nite change of outlook. In his later writings there
is hardly a trace of the in�uence of Abula�a and the characteristic
ideas of the Ginnath Egoz. Instead, he displays all signs of having
gone over body and soul to the doctrine of theosophic Kabbalism.
The in�uence of the Zohar is plain in all his later writings, though
the form in which it is expressed di�ers widely from that which we
�nd in the case of Moses de Leon. It would appear that Moses de



Leon’s theosophical trend of mind very deeply in�uenced his own
development.

Unfortunately we have no knowledge of the actual personal
relations between these two Kabbalists. Did Gikatila know of the
pseudepigraphic character of the Zohar? He too propagates its ideas,
particularly in his Shaare Orah, but his references to the source of
these doctrines are limited to vague allusions to “the words of the
wise.”134 This systematic failure to mention the name of the Zohar
must have been in accordance with some de�nite purpose. The title
of Gikatila’s book originally was Sefer Ha-Orah, i.e., “Book of
Light”,135 which sounds almost like a paraphrase of Sefer Ha-Zohar
or “Book of Splendor.” By all accounts it was written during the
years when Moses de Leon had begun to circulate the �rst copies of
the Zohar. Already in 1293, Moses de Leon in three di�erent
passages of his book Mishkan Ha-Eduth quotes the “words of the
wise in the Shaare Orah.” It is not clear whether “Gates of Light” is
one of the several assumed names under which the Zohar appears in
Moses de Leon’s other writings, or whether the reference is to
Gikatila’s book. On the one hand, there is the fact that one of the
passages quoted is in fact to be found in the �rst chapter of
Gikatila’s book, and is written in a terminology particularly
characteristic of this writer.136 On the other hand, the two other
passages mentioned are not to be found in Gikatila’s work, and there
is the further point that since Gikatila wrote under his own name,
his book does not purport to be the work of the ancient Rabbis. Is it
therefore permissible to conclude that Moses de Leon had read only
the �rst chapter of Gikatila’s still incomplete work and that in his
veiled hints as to the existence of the Zohar he made playful use of
the title of his friend’s book? That would at least not be out of
harmony with his general habits as a writer. In any event it appears
likely that Gikatila had read the Zohar already before 1293 and that
he had conceived the idea of making its mystical smybolism the
subject of one of his own works. It may be that in propagating the
new ideas he acted in accordance with Moses de Leon’s own wishes.
He himself cannot possibly have been the author of the Zohar. Not
one of the criteria of authorship to which we must now turn our



attention applies to his own original writings as compared with the
Zohar. But it is likely enough that as a member of Moses de Leon’s
closest circle, as his friend who was at one and at the same time his
teacher and his disciple, he played a part in the preliminaries of the
writing and publication of the Zohar, a part which, at the present
time, we are still unable to determine.

10

It goes without saying that it is no more possible to solve the
riddle of Moses de Leon’s authorship without a detailed analysis of
all the factors involved, than it is possible to answer the question
when and how the Zohar as a work of literature was composed
without thorough research. Nevertheless, the conclusions at which I
have arrived can be summarized comparatively brie�y.

Moses de Leon’s Hebrew writings are distinguished by a style
which is peculiarly their own and, in some respects, di�ers sharply
from that of Gikatila. Its special mark is an admixture of rhymed
prose and an abundance of Scriptural “tags” in the precious and
�owery manner of erudite Hebrew literature in mediaeval Spain and
a very awkward prose-fabric of his own. Clearly it would be idle to
look for anything like that in the Zohar where the author had to put
up with a language—Aramaic—which did not o�er him the
advantage of a stock of ready-made phrases and semi-poetical
quotations. On the other hand, this �owery style—which he drops
not infrequently—does not prevent one from discerning the texture
of what might be called with some justi�cation his real language.

Now the point is that while the many peculiarities of his authentic
speech are not found in the writings of any other contemporary
author, not even Gikatila to whom he is very close in other respects,
they do correspond in the most striking manner to certain
peculiarities of the language of the Zohar. One �nds in both the
same deviations from common usage, in some cases even the same
mistakes. And these mistakes occur not only in Hebrew passages
which might be thought to be translations of the corresponding



Aramaic passages of the Zohar, but also where this possibility is
excluded. The same wrong constructions, the same words with
peculiar new meanings, the same wrong verb in�ections, the same
manner of confusing the verb-stems of Kal and Hif’il—all these and
many other characteristics of Moses de Leon’s Hebrew language are
also to be found in the Zohar.137 Any translator of the Zohar would
have corrected these mistakes, especially in the many cases where
they are in �agrant contradiction with the usage common in
Hebrew. Moses de Leon does nothing of the sort. He displays
precisely the same preference for endless repetition, verbal bombast
and the indiscriminate use of certain terms which are thereby
almost robbed of their meaning. No other writer, for example, uses
the word “mystery” half as often as he and the author of the Zohar
—in most cases to very little purpose.

Again, both Moses de Leon and the author of the Zohar display
the same aversion to the terms Kabbalah and Se�roth, the infrequent
use of which in his Hebrew writings is doubly striking in view of the
plethora of Kabbalistic terms which crowd every page of his books.
And if one turns from the use of words to the construction of
sentences, one is struck by the many instances where one of his
Hebrew passages—freely written and not taken from the Zohar—in
its construction and its use of words reads for all the world like a
translation from the Zohar. This is particularly true of the
parallelism with the Hebrew part of the Midrash Ha-Neelam. Often
one scarcely realizes that a passage one has just read in its own
proper context is to all intents and purpose nothing but an almost
literal repetition of a passage from the Midrash Ha-Neelam. The chief
di�erence between the two is that in Moses de Leon’s other Hebrew
writings, the style has usually been touched up and embellished by
�owery Scriptural phrases for which there was of course no room in
a pseudo-Midrash.

Again, in analyzing those passages of which it is expressly said
that their sources are antique, and which are in fact to be found
only in the Zohar, one comes upon a highly signi�cant uncertainty
of phrasing in the introductory formulae. No mediaeval author
would ever have thought of referring to the Talmud or the Midrash



as the work of “commentators,” a term reserved exclusively for
mediaeval writers. Moses de Leon, nevertheless, thinks nothing of
introducing quotations from the Zohar alternatively as “words of the
wise”, and as the opinion of the “commentators”.

To this must be added the further signi�cant fact that these
quotations frequently di�er in no way from their context where the
author advances as his own literary product what is simply taken
from the Zohar, without troubling to quote his references. Nothing
could be more mistaken than to imagine that Moses de Leon, in
quoting the Zohar (or whatever name he gave it), is careful to
distinguish what he quotes from what he puts forward as his own
brain-child. His way of quoting the Zohar is to some extent
conditioned by the need of masking the true position. The Sefer Ha-
Rimmon in particular abounds with such quotations where the
quotation marks are actually applied to only a very small portion of
long passages lifted textually from the Zohar, sometimes even from
a single paragraph. He is simply quoting himself under another
name; even where he paraphrases a Zoharic passage with his “own”
words, these turn out upon analysis to be nothing but a repetition of
the words used in some other part of the Zohar!

The manner in which Moses de Leon makes use of the Zohar
contrasts sharply with the attitude he displays where his source is a
genuine Midrash. With the latter, he does not vary quotations or
combine them into a new context. With the Zohar, however, he
shows no hesitation in employing his material in a new form.
Sometimes he quotes an idea almost without changing an
expression, but as often as not he strings together scattered thoughts
from the original, and vice versa. His method is that of the artist
who shapes the material into any form he desires. One never has the
feeling that the author is laboriously groping through the text for
suitable quotations which can be incorporated in his own work. On
the contrary, every word breathes the same spirit, and it is left to
the critic to discover, with no small amount of labor, that the
constituent thoughts of a �rmly constructed homily are to be found
scattered among various Zoharic passages. When one has analyzed a
number of such examples one begins to realize that in many cases



the author is strictly speaking not dealing in literary quotations at
all, but merely adapting the method already worked out in the
Zohar, whose subject-matter is constantly present in his mind. The
motifs of his homiletics being always before his eye so to speak, his
technique consists in presenting them now in this way, now in that,
often without adhering strictly to the particular construction of
thought which was dominant in his mind when he wrote the Zohar.
In this sense, his Hebrew writings are a genuine continuation, and in
some cases a further development, of the Zohar. The same fact also
explains why Jellinek, who was the �rst to undertake a comparative
study of the Zohar and one of Moses de Leon’s Hebrew texts,138 was
led to the wrong conclusion that the latter were written before the
Zohar. This idea may have suggested itself to him because he found
that a single train of thought in Moses de Leon’s Hebrew book
recurred in the form of three scattered fragments in the Zohar. Had
he considered the possibility that the author might have continued
his work on the same motifs after completing the Zohar, he would
have been led to more fruitful conclusions.

The same technique of variation on themes begun in the Zohar is
evident in the way in which he employs parables and similes
capable of illustrating more than one idea, modifying them as the
context demands.139 Or he translates a piece of cosmic symbolism,
which he has introduced in the Zohar, into the equivalent
psychological symbol. A conversation in the Zohar between the sun
and the moon concerning her waning—a variation of a Talmudic
Aggadah—is converted, in Moses de Leon’s Mishkan Ha-Eduth, into a
dialogue between God and the Soul.140 In every instance it is
evident that the author is completely familiar with the subject and is
making use of it as one would with one’s own work, although he is
careful to conceal this fact as far as this is possible.

Again, Moses de Leon’s “library” is exactly the same as that of the
Zohar. How often has it happened that some more or less unfamiliar
source of a Zoharic passage which I noted down as such, next turned
up in Moses de Leon’s treatment of the same subject.141 The very
mistakes he makes in quoting his sources throw light on his
authorship of the Zohar. Let us take an example. In the Mid-rash



known under the name Pesikta, the inauguration of the Tabernacle is
compared to a wedding,142 the comparison resting on a play of
words which in turn suggested a further idea to the Kabbalists. For
the ‘marriage’, of God and the Community of Israel they substituted
that of Moses and the Shekhinah, the description of Moses as the
‘Man of God’ thus being made to signify, according to them, that he
was indeed the ‘husband of the Shekhinah.’ This interpretation,
which is of course entirely foreign to the Pesikta, is advanced by
more than one Kabbalist of the period with which we are concerned
and also plays an important part in the Zohar where it appears in
several variations: Moses, according to the Zohar, was the only
mortal who was vouchsafed the mystical union with the Shekhinah
during his earthly life, and who from then on constantly remained
in this state of ‘mystical marriage’. Moses de Leon, whose mind
dwells entirely in these constructions, quotes one of the most
remarkable Zoharic passages on this subject, but from the Pesikta!143

The mystical interpretation which he has himself read into this
Pesikta passage is so dominant in his mind that he inadvertently
quotes the Midrash in support of an idea which he has actually
developed in the Zohar.

In addition to the genuine sources of his ideas which he is in the
habit of referring to with more or less circumstantial accuracy, there
is also in his Hebrew writings more than a trace of pseudepigraphy.
Thus he quotes long passages from the Book of Enoch which are not
to be found in the Zohar but which have the advantage of �tting in
admirably, both in content and in style, with his own train of
thought. There can be no question of his having used an Arabic
Book of Enoch unknown to us, or anything else of the sort144; nor is
it necessary to assume that he had himself written such a book
before he quoted it, although he may have intended to do so or even
have begun writing it. He is the �rst to quote from the above
mentioned “Testament of Eliezer ben Hyrkanus,”145 of which I have
said that it must have been written by the author of the Zohar
himself. The same applies to non-authentic pieces from alleged
responsa of the Babylonian savant Hai Gaon, which contain several
passages in the vein of the Midrash Ha-Neelam and concerning the



origin of which there has hitherto been some obscurity. Here again,
Moses de Leon, the author of the Midrash Ha-Neelam, is the �rst to
quote one of these bogus responsa146 which even a scholar of the
rank of David Luria eighty years ago adduced as proof of the hoary
antiquity of the Zohar.147 It follows that he must have had a share
in the writing of these pseudepigraphic responsa, even if he did not
write all of them. And generally speaking, there is no lack in his
Hebrew writings of curious parables, legends, etc., which, while
they are not to be found in the Zohar, are entirely in harmony with
its spirit, and in some of which we encounter legendary persons
whom we met in the Zohar as the alleged authors of mystical
texts.148

It is worth mentioning that in his Hebrew writings, Moses de Leon
not infrequently deals very fully with matters which the Zohar
mentions only in passing, thereby incidentally con�rming the
authenticity of Zoharic passages which critics, as well as later
Kabbalists, have treated as interpolations.149 A study of his Hebrew
writings in fact supplies the best commentary to large parts of the
Zohar. On the literary side, it helps one to realize that Moses de
Leon as a writer was fully equal to the task of writing the Zohar, but
it is also plain how important the arti�cial patina of his Aramaic,
with its strangeness and its solemnity, was for the literary success of
the Zohar. Had it been written in Hebrew and without that
picturesque background, I rather doubt whether it would have
produced anything like the same impression.

11

If proper account is taken of all these facts, certain allusions in
Moses de Leon’s writings to his mystical ‘sources’ appear no longer
as anything but veiled references to his own authorship. Thus in
1290 he remarks in his “Book of the Rational Soul,” that “only
recently the spring of mystery has begun to �ow in the land”150—a
plain allusion to the recent publication of some of the Zoharic
writings. But the most remarkable hints of this genre are to be found



in the Mishkan Ha-Eduth, written in 1293, from which I shall quote,
as literally as possible, the most important passage, one which, like
so much else, has escaped the notice of writers on the subject. In a
passage where he discusses the theory of a two-fold Gehenna—a
close parallel to the above-mentioned idea of a double Paradise—he
prefaces his Zoharic variations on the subject by the following
remarks:

“Concerning this matter there are hidden mysteries and secret
things which are unknown to men. You will now see that I am
revealing deep and secret mysteries which the holy sages regarded
as sacred and hidden, profound matters which properly speaking are
not �t for revelation so that they may not become a target for the
wit of every idle person. These holy men of old have pondered all
their lives over these things and have hidden them, and did not
reveal them to every one, and now I have come to reveal them.
Therefore keep them to yourself, unless it be that you encounter one
who fears God and keeps His Commandments and the Torah  …  I
looked at the ways of the children of the world and saw how in all
that concerns these [theological] matters, they are enmeshed in
foreign ideas and false, extraneous [or heretical] notions. One
generation passes away and another generation comes, but the
errors and falsehoods abide for ever. And no one sees and no one
hears and no one awakens, for they are all asleep, for a deep sleep
from God has fallen upon them, so that they do not question and do
not read and do not search out. And when I saw all this I found
myself constrained to write and to conceal and to ponder, in order to
reveal it to all thinking men, and to make known all these things
with which the holy sages of old concerned themselves all their
lives. For they are scattered in the Talmud and in their [other]
words and secret sayings, precious and hidden better even than
pearls. And they [the sages] have closed and locked the door behind
their words and hidden all their mystical books, because they saw
that the time had not come to reveal and publish them. Even as the
wise king has said to us: ‘Speak not in the ears of a fool.’ Yet I have
come to recognize that it would be a meritorious deed to bring out
to light what was in the dark and to make known the secret matters



which they have hidden.”151 And a few pages later he says: “And
though I now reveal their mysteries, the Almighty God knows that
my purpose in doing so is good, in order that many may become
wise and retain their faith in God, and hear and learn and fear in
their soul and rejoice because they know the truth.”152

Now this appears to me a highly signi�cant statement. To refer in
such a manner and in so many ambiguous terms to a work which, as
we have seen, was without any doubt written shortly before, is to
reveal one’s authorship. Short of abandoning the pseudepigraphical
�ction—a thing not to be expected of him—Moses de Leon could
hardly go farther in proclaiming himself to be the author of these
“words of the wise” which he feels compelled to write and to conceal,
as his own excellent phrase puts it. He does not explicitly claim to
have discovered the old books themselves; his purpose is merely to
reveal what must be contained in them if they were in accordance
with that meaning of the Kabbalah which was to him natural and
supremely important.

At the same time, the evidence he provides in these passages also
supplies a clear picture of the motives which led him to write the
Zohar and which are expressed with special emphasis in his long
preface to the Sefer Ha-Rimmon. Jellinek, who was the �rst to
discern these motives from the much briefer allusions in the “Book
of the Rational Soul,”153 and Graetz who followed him on this point,
were right in their assertion: Moses de Leon wrote the Zohar in
order to stem the growth of the radical rationalistic mood which
was widespread among his educated contemporaries and with
regard to which we have quite a number of interesting testimonials.
He refers in one of his books to the opinions and habits of these
circles who had already broken in theory as well as in practice with
large parts of Jewish tradition and religious law.154 In opposition to
them he strives to maintain the unde�led Judaism of the Torah, as
he interpreted it in his mystical way. A mystical Midrash which
presented an impressive picture of the profundity of the divine word
appeared to him as the best instrument for awakening an
understanding of the grandeur of true Judaism, when it is properly,
i.e. mystically, understood. And since he was a man of genius he



succeeded, over and above the immediate purpose which he set
himself and which is now clear to us, in giving magni�cent
expression to the spirit of that contemporary world of Spanish
Kabbalism which was the abode of his own restless mind.

The �gure of the man now stands clearly before us. He came from
the world of philosophic enlightenment against which he
subsequently conducted so unremitting a �ght. In his youth we see
him brooding over Moses Maimonides’ great work and going to
some expense to procure a private copy. Somewhat later his
mystical inclinations turn him in the direction of Neoplatonism.
There can be no doubt that he read those extracts from Plotinus’
Enneads which were current in the Middle Ages under the title of
“The Theology of Aristotle.” He quotes in one of his writings
Plotinus’ description of the philosopher’s ecstatic ascent into the
world of pure intelligence and his vision of the One.155 But at the
same time he is more and more attracted by the mystical side of
Judaism, which appears to him as its true core, and gradually he
comes to ponder the mystery of the Godhead as it was presented by
the Kabbalistic theosophy of his age. He studies, alters, selects and
develops these ideas and links them with his own thoughts on a
mystical theory of morals—thoughts which play so large a part in
the Zohar, as well as in all his Hebrew writings.156 But the
theosophist and moralist in whom the genius comes to life has also
developed the adventurous side of his being, for it is plain that he
embarked on a great adventure in writing and propagating the
Midrash Ha-Neelam and the Zohar, even if one concedes him his
great hours of inspiration, as I for one am prepared to do. For him,
however, there was no paradox in what he did, and I am almost
inclined to say that he was right. Pseudepigraphy is far removed
from forgery. The mark of immorality, which is inseparable from
falsehood, does not stain it, and for this reason it has always been
admitted as a legitimate category of religious literature of the
highest moral order. The historian of religion in particular has no
cause to express moral condemnation of the pseudepigraphist. The
Quest for Truth knows of adventures that are all its own, and in a
vast number of cases has arrayed itself in pseudepigraphic garb. The



further a man progresses along his own road in this Quest for Truth,
the more he might become convinced that his own road must have
already been trodden by others, ages before him. To the streak of
adventurousness which was in Moses de Leon, no less than to his
genius, we owe one of the most remarkable works of Jewish
literature and of the literature of mysticism in general.





Sixth Lecture

THE ZOHAR
II. THE THEOSOPHIC DOCTRINE OF THE ZOHAR

1

Taken as a whole, the Zohar must be regarded as the complete
antithesis to the now familiar system of Abula�a. That esoteric
doctrine centered round a pragmatic philosophy of ecstasy for the
elect, which laid exclusive emphasis on meditation as the way to the
cognition of God. By contrast, the Zohar is chie�y concerned with
the object of meditation, i.e. the mysteries of mundus intelligibilis.
Again, the doctrine of prophetic Kabbalism presents itself as the
most aristocratic form of mysticism, whereas the language of the
Zohar is that of a writer who has experienced the common fears of
mankind as profoundly as anyone. For this reason if for no other it
struck a chord which resounded deeply in human hearts and assured
it a success denied to other forms of early Kabbalism. Last but not
least, Abula�a presents the reader with something very much like a
system, and his ideas are set out on the whole without reference to
Scripture. (Of course, Abula�a, too, has written mystical
commentaries to the Torah,1 but his particular contribution to
mysticism did not grow out of these writings.) Here again the Zohar
strikes a di�erent note: throughout it re�ects the homiletic
viewpoint and remains closely bound to the Scriptural text. Often an
idea is not so much extrapolated and projected into the Biblical
word but rather conceived in the process of mystical re�ection upon
the latter. In making this approach the Zohar remains true to the



tradition of Jewish speculative thought which, to repeat, is alien to
the spirit of systematization.

If I were asked to characterize in one word the essential traits of
this world of Kabbalistic thought, those which set it apart from
other forms of Jewish mysticism, I would say that the Zohar
represents Jewish theosophy, i.e., a Jewish form of theosophy.
Thirteenth century Kabbalism with its theosophic conception of God
is essentially an attempt to preserve the substance of naive popular
faith, now challenged by the rational theology of the philosophers.
The new God of Kabbalism who, according to the Kabbalists, is
simply the old God of creation and revelation and man in his
relation to Him—these are the two poles of Kabbalistic doctrine
round which the system of Zoharic thought revolves.

Before proceeding further, I should like to indicate in a few words
what I am trying to express by using this much abused term
theosophy. By theosophy I mean that which was generally meant
before the term became a label for a modern pseudo-religion,2 i.e.
theosophy signi�es a mystical doctrine, or school of thought, which
purports to perceive and to describe the mysterious workings of the
Divinity, perhaps also believing it possible to become absorbed in its
contemplation. Theosophy postulates a kind of divine emanation
whereby God, abandoning his self-contained repose, awakens to
mysterious life; further, it maintains that the mysteries of creation
re�ect the pulsation of this divine life. Theosophists in this sense
were Jacob Boehme and William Blake, to mention two famous
Christian mystics.

I shall now try to go a little deeper into the meaning of this
theosophical conception of God, which, it can hardly be doubted,
has exercised a decisive in�uence on the majority of Kabbalistic
writers. It rests upon a basic assumption to which I have referred in
the course of the �rst lecture, where I tried to trace its origin in the
problem of the divine attributes. There I also mentioned the
Kabbalistic term Se�roth—a term for which the approximate
translation would be ‘spheres’ or ‘regions’ (although the Hebrew
word se�rah has nothing to do with the Greek sphaira, various
hypotheses to the contrary notwithstanding). In the “Book of



Creation” from which it was originally taken, Se�roth simply meant
numbers,3 but with the gradual development of mystical
terminology, with which I cannot deal here, it changed its meaning
until it came to signify the emergence of divine powers and
emanations.

It may be useful at this point to consider the di�erence between
the old Merkabah mysticism and the Kabbalistic system. The world
of the Merkabah, with its celestial throne, its heavenly household,
and its palaces through which the wanderer passes, is for the
Kabbalist no longer of supreme importance, though its core,
frequently clothed in new disguise, never ceases to attract his
interest. All knowledge concerning it is, for him, merely provisional.
Indeed, some Kabbalists go so far as to refer to Ezekiel’s Merkabah
as the second Merkabah.4 In other words, the new Kabbalistic Gnosis
or cognition of God, which in the Hekhaloth tracts is not even
mentioned, is related to a deeper layer of mystical reality, an “inner
Merkabah”,5 as it were, which can be visualized only in a
symbolical way, if at all. Brie�y, this gnosis concerns God Himself.
Where previously the vision could go no farther than to the
perception of the glory of his appearance on the throne, it is now a
question, if the expression be permitted, of the inside of this glory.
In the early period of Kabbalistic thought, represented by the book
Bahir and various smaller writings down to the middle of the
thirteenth century,6 these two domains, the world of the throne and
that of the divinity—the original pleroma of the Gnostics—are not
yet completely di�erentiated. Nevertheless the tendency to separate
them, and to penetrate into a new �eld of contemplation beyond the
sphere of the throne, is at the roots of the original impulse of the
Kabbalah.

Historically, Jewish mysticism has tended to carry this process
ever further, striving to detect successively new layers in the
mystery of the Godhead. These worlds of the Se�roth, too, became,
in their turn, a starting-point of fresh attempts to push on into yet
more remotely hidden worlds where the radiance of the divine light
is mysteriously refracted in itself.7 The more the original perception,
born from deep meditation, of a given mode of divine reality, was



externalized and transformed into mere book-learning, in which the
symbols lost their tremendous meaning and unfettered allegory
�lled their empty husks, the more did original thinkers among the
Kabbalists strive to penetrate into new and yet deeper layers of
mystical consciousness; hence the adoption of new symbols. For the
Zohar, however, the Se�roth still had the unbroken reality of
mystical experience. To the analysis of this experience, or at least of
some of its essential traits, we must now turn our attention.

2

The hidden God, the innermost Being of Divinity so to speak, has
neither qualities nor attributes. This innermost Being the Zohar and
the Kabbalists like to call En-Sof, i.e., the In�nite.8 Insofar, however,
as this hidden Being is active throughout the universe, it has also
certain attributes which in turn represent certain aspects of the
divine nature; they are so many stages of the divine Being, and
divine manifestation of His hidden life. That is to say, they are not
meant to be mere metaphors. To the mediaeval philosopher, a
Scriptural allusion to the “arm of God” was simply an analogy to the
human arm, which is the only one that exists, i.e. the “arm of God”
is merely a �gure of speech. To the mystic, on the contrary, the arm
of God represents a higher reality than the human arm.9 The latter
exists only by virtue of the former’s existence. Isaac ibn Latif, a 13th
century mystic, puts it in the shortest terms: “All names and
attributes are metaphoric with us but not with Him” which,
according to him, is the true key to a mystical understanding of the
Torah. In other words, the mystic believes in the existence of a
sphere of divine reality to which this term, among others, is really
applicable. Each sphere of this sort constitutes one of the Se�roth.
The Zohar10 expressly distinguishes between two worlds, which
both represent God. First a primary world, the most deeply hidden
of all, which remains insensible and unintelligible to all but God, the
world of En-Sof; and secondly one, joined unto the �rst, which
makes it possible to know God, and of which the Bible says: “Open



ye the gates that I may enter”, the world of attributes. The two in
reality form one, in the same way—to use the Zohar’s simile11—as
the coal and the �ame; that is to say, the coal exists also without a
�ame, but its latent power manifests itself only in its light. God’s
mystical attributes are such worlds of light in which the dark nature
of En-Sof manifests itself.

According to the Kabbalists, there are ten such fundamental
attributes to God, which are at the same time ten stages through
which the divine life pulsates back and forth. The point to keep in
mind is that the Se�roth are not secondary or intermediary spheres
which interpose between God and the universe. The author does not
regard them as something comparable to, for example, the ‘middle
stages’ of the Neoplatonists which have their place between the
Absolute One and the world of the senses. In the Neoplatonic
system, these emanations are “outside” the One, if it is possible to
use that expression. There have been attempts to justify an
analogous interpretation of the theology of the Zohar and to treat
the Se�roth as secondary stages or spheres outside of, or apart from
the divine personality. These interpretations, which have been
advanced above all by D. H. Joel,12 have the distinct advantage of
avoiding the problem of God’s unity in the Se�roth, but it may be
said not unfairly that they ignore the crucial point and misrepresent
the intention of the author. True, the Zohar frequently refers to the
Se�roth as stages, but they are plainly regarded not as the steps of a
ladder between God and the world, but as various phases in the
manifestation of the Divinity which proceed from and succeed each
other.

The di�culty lies precisely in the fact that the emanation of the
Se�roth is conceived as a process which takes place in God and
which at the same time enables man to perceive God. In their
emanation something which belongs to the Divine is quickened and
breaks through the closed shell of His hidden Self. This something is
God’s creative power, which does not reside only in the �nite
universe of creation, although of course there, too, it is immanent
and even perceptible. Rather do the Kabbalists conceive their
creative power to be an independent theosophical world of its own,



which antedates the natural world and represents a higher stage of
reality. The hidden God, En-Sof, manifests himself to the Kabbalist
under ten di�erent aspects, which in turn comprise an endless
variety of shades and gradations. Every grade has its own
symbolical name, in strict accordance with its peculiar
manifestations. Their sum total constitutes a highly complex
symbolical structure, in which almost every Biblical word
corresponds to one of the Se�roth. This correspondence, which in
turn could be subjected to the most searching investigation
regarding its motives,13 enables the Kabbalists to base their
interpretation of Scripture on the assumption that every verse not
only describes an event in nature or history but in addition is a
symbol of a certain stage in the divine process, an impulse of the
divine life.

The mystical conception of the Torah, of which mention has been
made in the �rst lecture, is fundamental for the understanding of
the peculiar symbolism of the Zohar. The Torah is conceived as a
vast corpus symbolicum representative of that hidden life in God
which the theory of the Se�roth attempts to describe. For the mystic
who starts out with this assumption, every word is capable of
becoming a symbol, and the most inconspicuous phrases or verses
are precisely the ones into which at times the greatest importance is
read.14 For the peculiar speculative genius which discovers in the
Torah layer upon layer of hidden meaning, there is in principle no
limit. In the last resort, the whole of the Torah, as is often stressed
by the author, is nothing but the one great and holy Name of God.
Seen that way it cannot be “understood”; it can only by
“interpreted” in an approximate manner. The Torah has “seventy
faces” shining forth to the initiate. Later Kabbalism has tended to
give a more individualistic turn to this idea. Isaac Luria taught that
there are 600,000 “faces” of the Torah, as many as there were souls
in Israel at the time of the Revelation. This meant that, in principle,
everybody in Israel has his own way of reading and interpreting the
Torah, according to the “root of his soul”, or to his own lights. The
hackneyed phrase acquires here a very precise meaning: the divine



word sends out to every man another ray of light which indeed is all
his own.

The Zohar is the �rst book in which the theory of the four
methods of interpreting Scripture, originally developed by Christian
exegetes, is taken up by a Jewish author.15 But of the four layers of
meaning: the literal, the Aggadic or homiletic, the allegorical, and
the mystical, in the last resort only the fourth—Raza, i.e. “The
Mystery”, in the terminology of the Zohar—matters to the author. It
is true that he also advances numerous examples of Scriptural
interpretation based on the other three methods, but these are either
taken from other writings or, at the most, developed from ideas not
peculiar to Kabbalism.16 Only when it is a question of revealing the
mystery of a verse—or rather one of its many mysteries—does the
author show real enthusiasm. And, as we have seen, the “mystery”
in every case concerns the interpretation of the Biblical word as a
symbol pointing to the hidden world of God and its inner processes.

Incidentally, the author frequently takes issue with those among
his contemporaries who reject the view that the Torah has more
than one meaning. He does not, it is true, in any sense question or
deny its literal meaning, but he makes the assumption that it merely
hides and envelopes the inner mystical light.17 Indeed, he goes so
far as to assert that if the Torah really contained merely those tales,
genealogies and political precepts which are capable of being
literally understood, we should be able even today to write a much
better one.18

Still more radical are the ideas developed by the author of the
Raya Mehemna; here we already �nd sharp invective against the
representatives of purely literal exegesis and the dogmatic advocates
of an exclusively Halakhic study of the Talmud who, in his view,
show no understanding of the religious problems with which the
mystics are wrestling.19 This sharply critical attitude towards non-
mystical Judaism reached its climax in the second half of the
fourteenth century, when an anonymous Kabbalistic theosophist in
Spain summed up the doctrine of his school in two important works,
the book Peliah and the book Kanah—the �rst a commentary to the
�rst six chapters of Genesis, the second an explanation of the



meaning of the religious commandments.20 This writer goes so far
as to proclaim the literal meaning even of the rabbinical sources,
and above all the Talmud, to be identical with the Kabbalistic
interpretation. By applying the method of immanent criticism he
tries to prove that the Talmudic discourses on the law become
meaningless unless they are so interpreted.21 Here then we have
nothing less than a reductio ad absurdum of traditional Judaism and
an attempt to replace it by an entirely mystical system within the
framework of tradition. In this system, nothing exists except
symbols, and signs mean nothing independently of the symbols
manifest in them. It is not surprising that a latent anti-Talmudism
has been diagnosed in these writings,22 nor does it surprise us to
learn that the Messiah of Kabbalism, Sabbatai Zevi, studied no other
Kabbalistic books in his youth than the Zohar and the book Kanah,
the latent antinomianism of which became manifest in the
movement inaugurated by him.

3

The nature of this mystical symbolism is one of the main obstacles
to a true understanding of a work of mystical exegesis like the
Zohar, and yet this elaborate and often bizarre symbolism is the key
to its particular religious world. Even a writer of the distinction of
R. T. Herford who has given proof of his understanding of Judaism,
speaks of a “symbolism which often appears to be wildly
extravagant and sometimes gross and repulsive.”23 The fact is that it
is hardly possible at �rst contact with the world of Kabbalistic
symbolism to escape a sense of bewilderment.

There is, of course, no question of the symbolism of the Zohar
having fallen from heaven—it is the result of the development of the
four generations since the book Bahir, and especially that of the
school of Gerona. Already in the earlier writings we �nd the same
principle and often even the same details. It is true, however, that
they made free use with the details and every Kabbalist of
importance grouped the symbols in his own way. For our purpose



there is no need to dwell on these di�erences, however great their
importance for the internal history of many Kabbalistic ideas might
be.

In the course of a brief lecture it is not possible to give more than
a few examples of the manner in which the Zohar seeks to describe
in symbolical terms the theosophic universe of God’s hidden life.
Joseph Gikatila’s Shaare Orah, “The Gates of Light,” is still much the
best work on the subject.24 It gives an excellent description of
Kabbalistic symbolism and also analyzes the motives which
determine the correlation between the Se�roth and their Scriptural
symbols. Gikatila wrote only a few years after the appearance of the
Zohar, and although he leans heavily on it, his book is also marked
by quite a few original departures in thought. In English literature
on the subject A. E. Waite’s “The Secret Doctrine in Israel”
represents a serious attempt to analyze the symbolism of the Zohar.
His work, as I have had occasion to remark at the outset of these
lectures, is distinguished by real insight into the world of Kabbalism;
it is all the more regrettable that it is marred by an uncritical
attitude towards facts of history and philology, to which it must be
added that he has frequently been led astray by Jean de Pauly’s
faulty and inadequate French translation of the Zohar, which, owing
to his own ignorance of Hebrew and Aramaic, he was compelled to
accept as authoritative.25

For the succession of the ten Se�roth, the Kabbalists have a
number of more or less �xed terms; this terminology is also quite
often employed by the Zohar, although even more frequently its
author operates with the innumerable symbolical names correlated
to each Se�rah and its various aspects. These �xed or common
names of the Se�roth are:

1. Kether Elyon, the “supreme crown” of God;

2. Hokhmah, the “wisdom” or primordial idea of God;

3. Binah, the “intelligence” of God;

4. Hesed, the “love” or mercy of God;



5. Gevurah or Din,   the “power” of God, chie�y manifested as the
power of stern judgment and punishment;

6. Rahamim, the “compassion” of God, to which falls the
task of mediating between the two preceding
Se�roth; the name Tifereth “beauty”, is used
only rarely.

7. Netsah, the “lasting endurance” of God;

8. Hod, the “majesty” of God;

9. Yesod, the “basis” or “foundation” of all active forces
in God;

10. Malkhuth, the “kingdom” of God, usually described in the
Zohar as the Keneseth Israel, the mystical
archetype of Israel’s community, or as the
Shekhinah.

These are the ten spheres of divine manifestation in which God
emerges from His hidden abode. Together they form the “uni�ed
universe” of God’s life, the “world of union,” alma de-yihuda, both
the ensemble and the particulars of which the Zohar attempts to
interpret in an unending variety of speculation. Of this multitude of
symbols I can only quote and try to interpret a few.

The manner in which the Se�roth are described in the Zohar
which, it should be pointed out, avoids this classical term and uses
others instead, throws some light on the extent to which the idea of
God’s mystical qualities have moved away from the conception of
divine attributes. They are called “mystical crowns of the Holy
King”26 notwithstanding the fact that “He is they, and they are
He.”27 They are the ten names most common to God, and in their
entirety they also form his one great Name. They are “the King’s



faces,”28 in other words, his varying aspects, and they are also
called the inner, intrinsic or mystical Face of God. They are the ten
stages of the inner world, through which God descends from the
inmost recesses down to His revelation in the Shekhinah. They are
the garments of the Divinity, but also the beams of light which it
sends out.29

The world of Se�roth is described, for instance, as a mystical
organism, a symbol which has the additional advantage of supplying
the Kabbalist with a ready justi�cation for the anthropomorphic
mode of Scriptural expression. The two most important images used
in this connection are that of the tree—see the drawing—and that of
the man.



“All the divine powers form a succession of layers and are like a
tree”—we read already in the book Bahir,30 through which, as we
have seen, the thirteenth century Kabbalists became the heirs of
Gnostical symbolism. The ten Se�roth constitute the mystical Tree
of God or tree of divine power each representing a branch whose
common root is unknown and unknowable. But En-Sof is not only
the hidden Root of all Roots, it is also the sap of the tree; every
branch representing an attribute, exists not by itself but by virtue of
En-Sof, the hidden God. And this tree of God is also, as it were, the
skeleton of the universe; it grows throughout the whole of creation
and spreads its branches through all its rami�cations. All mundane
and created things exist only because something of the power of the
Se�roth lives and acts in them.

The simile of the man is as often used as that of the Tree. The
Biblical word that man was created in the image of God means two
things to the Kabbalist: �rst, that the power of the Se�roth, the
paradigm of divine life, exists and is active also in man. Secondly,
that the world of the Se�roth, that is to say the world of God the
Creator, is capable of being visualized under the image of man the
created. From this it follows that the limbs of the human body, to
repeat the instance I have already given, are nothing but images of a
certain spiritual mode of existence which manifests itself in the
symbolic �gure of Adam Kadmon, the primordial man.31 For, to
repeat, the Divine Being Himself cannot be expressed. All that can
be expressed are His symbols. The relation between En-Sof and its
mystical qualities, the Se�roth, is comparable to that between the
soul and the body, but with the di�erence that the human body and
soul di�er in nature, one being material and the other spiritual,
while in the organic whole of God all spheres are substantially the
same.32 Nevertheless the question of the essence and substance of
the Se�roth, with which the Zohar itself is not concerned,
subsequently became to theosophical Kabbalism a special problem
whose consideration we must forego here.33 The conception of God
as an organism had the advantage of answering the question why
there are di�erent manifestations of the divine power, although the
divine Being is an Absolute Whole. For is not the organic life of the



soul one and the same, although the function of the hands di�ers
from that of the eyes, etc.34

Incidentally, the conception of the Se�roth as parts or limbs of the
mystical anthropos leads to an anatomical symbolism which does
not shrink from the most extravagant conclusions. Thus, for
instance, the concept of the various aspects of the beard worn by the
“most ancient one” is stated to be symbolical of varying shades of
God’s compassion. The Idra Rabba is almost entirely devoted to a
most radical symbolism of this kind.

Side by side with this organic symbolism, other ways of
symbolical expression present themselves to the theosophist who is
concerned to describe the realm of Divinity. The world of the
Se�roth is the hidden world of language, the world of the divine
names. The Se�roth are the creative names which God called into
the world, the names which He gave to Himself.35 The action and
development of that mysterious force which is the seed of all
creation is, according to the Zohar’s interpretation of the Scriptural
testimony, none other than speech. “God spoke—this speech is a
force which at the beginning of creative thought was separated from
the secret of En-Sof.”36 The process of life in God can be construed
as the unfolding of the elements of speech. This is indeed one of the
Zohar’s favorite symbols. The world of divine emanation is one in
which the faculty of speech is anticipated in God. Varying stages of
the Se�roth-Universe represent, according to the Zohar, the abysmal
will, thought, inner and inaudible word, audible voice, and speech,
i.e. articulated and di�erentiated expression.37

The same conception of progressive di�erentiation is inherent in
other symbolisms of which I should like to mention only one, that of
the I, You and He. God in the most deeply hidden of His
manifestations, when he has as it were just decided to launch upon
His work of creation, is called He. God in the complete unfolding of
his Being, Grace and Love, in which He becomes capable of being
perceived by the “reason of heart,” and therefore of being expressed,
is called “You.” But God, in His supreme manifestation, where the
fullness of His Being �nds its �nal expression in the last and all-
embracing of His attributes, is called “I.”38 This is the stage of true



individuation in which God as a person says “I” to Himself. This
divine Self, this “I”, according to the theosophical Kabbalists—and
this is one of their most profound and important doctrines—is the
Shekhinah, the presence and immanence of God in the whole of
creation. It is the point where man, in attaining the deepest
understanding of his own self, becomes aware of the presence of
God. And only from there, standing as it were at the gate of the
Divine Realm,39 does he progress into the deeper regions of the
Divine, into His “You” and “He” and into the depths of Nothing. To
gauge the degree of paradox implied by these remarkable and very
in�uential thoughts one must remember that in general the mystics,
in speaking of God’s immanence in His creation, are inclined to
depersonalize Him: the immanent God only too easily becomes an
impersonal God-head. In fact, this tendency has always been one of
the main pitfalls of pantheism. All the more remarkable is the fact
that the Kabbalists and even those among them who are inclined to
pantheism managed to avoid it, for as we have seen the Zohar
identi�es the highest development of God’s personality with
precisely that stage of His unfolding which is nearest to human
experience, indeed which is immanent and mysteriously present in
every one of us.

4

Among the symbolical descriptions of the unfolding of God in His
revelation, special attention must be given to that which is based on
the concept of the mystical Nothing. To the Kabbalist the
fundamental fact of creation takes place in God; apart from that he
admits of no act of creation worth that name which might be
conceived as fundamentally di�erent from the �rst inmost act and
which takes place outside the world of the Se�roth. The creation of
the world, that is to say, the creation of something out of nothing, is
itself but the external aspect of something which takes place in God
Himself. This is also a crisis of the hidden En-Sof who turns from
repose to creation, and it is this crisis, creation and Self-Revelation



in one, which constitutes the great mystery of theosophy and the
crucial point for the understanding of the purpose of theosophical
speculation. The crisis can be pictured as the break-through of the
primordial will, but theosophic Kabbalism frequently employs the
bolder metaphor of Nothing. The primary start or wrench in which
the introspective God is externalized and the light that shines
inwardly made visible, this revolution of perspective, transforms En-
Sof, the inexpressible fullness, into nothingness. It is this mystical
‘nothingness’ from which all the other stages of God’s gradual
unfolding in the Se�roth emanate and which the Kabbalists call the
highest Se�rah, or the “supreme crown” of Divinity. To use another
metaphor, it is the abyss which becomes visible in the gaps of
existence. Some Kabbalists who have developed this idea, for
instance Rabbi Joseph ben Shalom of Barcelona (1300), maintain
that in every transformation of reality, in every change of form, or
every time the status of a thing is altered, the abyss of nothingness
is crossed and for a �eeting mystical moment becomes visible.40

Nothing can change without coming into contact with this region of
pure absolute Being which the mystics call Nothing. The di�cult
task of describing the emergence of the other Se�roth from the
womb of the �rst—the Nothing—is somehow managed with the aid
of copious metaphors.

In this connection it may be of interest to examine a mystical jeu
de mots which comes very close to the ideas of the Zohar and was
already used by Joseph Gikatila.41 The Hebrew word for nothing,
ain has the same consonants as the word for I, ani—and as we have
seen, God’s “I” is conceived as the �nal stage in the emanation of
the Se�roth, that stage in which God’s personality, in a
simultaneous gathering together of all its previous stages, reveals
itself to its own creation. In other words, the passage from ain to ani
is symbolical of the transformation by which the Nothing passes
through the progressive manifestation of its essence in the Se�roth,
into the I—a dialectical process whose thesis and antithesis begin
and end in God: surely a remarkable instance of dialectical thought.
Here as elsewhere, mysticism, intent on formulating the paradoxes
of religious experience, uses the instrument of dialectics to express



its meaning. The Kabbalists are by no means the only witnesses to
this a�nity between mystical and dialectical thinking.

In the Zohar, as well as in the Hebrew writings of Moses de Leon,
the transformation of Nothing into Being is frequently explained by
the use of one particular symbol, that of the primordial point.42

Already the Kabbalists of the Geronese school employed the
comparison with the mathematical point, whose motion creates the
line and the surface, to illustrate the process of emanation from the
“hidden cause.”43 To this comparison, Moses de Leon adds the
symbolism of the point as the centre of the circle.44 The primordial
point from Nothing is the mystical center around which the
theogonical processes crystallize. Itself without dimensions and as it
were placed between Nothing and Being, the point serves to
illustrate what the Kabbalists of the thirteenth century call “the
Origin of Being”,45 that “Beginning” of which the �rst word of the
Bible speaks. The somewhat pompous phrases in which the opening
lines of the Zohar’s interpretation of the story of creation describe
this emergence of the primordial point—not indeed from the
Nothing as remarked in another context, but from the ethereal aura
of God—can serve as an example of the mystical imagery of the
whole book46:

“In the beginning, when the will of the King began to take e�ect,
he engraved signs into the divine aura. A dark �ame sprang forth
from the innermost recess of the mystery of the In�nite, En-Sof, like
a fog which forms out of the formless, enclosed in the ring of this
aura, neither white nor black, neither red nor green, and of no color
whatever. But when this �ame began to assume size and extension it
produced radiant colors. For in the innermost center of the �ame a
well sprang forth from which �ames poured upon everything below,
hidden in the mysterious secrets of En-Sof. The well broke through,
and yet did not entirely break through, the ethereal aura which
surrounded it. It was entirely unrecognizable until under the impact
of its break-through a hidden supernal point shone forth. Beyond
this point nothing may be known or understood, and therefore it is
called Reshith, that is ‘Beginning’, the �rst word of creation”.47



By the Zohar, as by the majority of the other Kabbalistic writers,
this primordial point is identi�ed with the wisdom of God,
Hokhmah. God’s wisdom represents the ideal thought of Creation,
conceived as the ideal point which itself springs from the impulse of
the abysmal will. The author extends the comparison by likening it
to the mystical seed which is sown into Creation,48 the point of
comparison apparently being not only the subtlety of both but also
the fact that in either the possibilities of further being are
potentially, though as yet invisibly, existent.

Insofar as God appears through the manifestation of Hokhmah, He
is perceived as wise, and in His wisdom the ideal existence of all
things is as it were enshrined; if still undeveloped and
undi�erentiated, the essence of all that exists is nevertheless derived
from God’s Hokhmah.49 Between this primordial mode of existence
in God’s thoughts, and the concretest of reality, there is no second
transition or crisis, no second creation from the uncreated in the
theological sense.

In the following Se�rah, the point develops into a “palace” or
“building”—an allusion to the idea that from this Se�rah, if it is
externalized, the “building” of the cosmos proceeds.50 What was
hidden and was as it were folded up in the point is now unfolded.
The name of this Se�rah, Bina, can be taken to signify not only
“intelligence”, but also “that which divided between the things”, i.e.
di�erentiation. What was previously undi�erentiated in the divine
wisdom exists in the womb of the Binah, the “supernal mother”, as
the “pure totality of all individuation.”51 In it all forms are already
preformed, but still preserved in the unity of the divine intellect
which contemplates them in itself.

In the passage from the Zohar which has been quoted above, the
image of the point is already combined with the more dynamic one
of the fountain which springs from the heart of the mystical
Nothing. In many places, the primordial point is directly identi�ed
with this fountain from which all bliss and all blessings �ow. This is
the mystical Eden—Eden meaning literally bliss or joy—and from
here the stream of divine life takes its course and �ows through all
the Se�roth and through all hidden reality, until at last it falls into



the “great sea” of Shekhinah, in which God unfolds His totality. The
seven Se�roth which �ow from the maternal womb of the Binah are
the seven primeval days of creation.52 What appears in time as the
epoch of actual and external creation is nothing but the projection
of the archetypes of the seven lower Se�roth which, in timeless
existence, are enshrined in God’s inwardness. One is tempted to
apply to this hidden life of the Se�roth in their relation to En-Sof
Shelley’s lines:53

Life, like a dome of many-coloured glass,

Stains the white radiance of Eternity.

It is true that this supreme entity which springs out of Nothing,
this entity in God, this substance of divine wisdom, lies beyond the
horizon of human experience. It cannot be questioned or even
visualized; it precedes the division between the subject and the
object of consciousness without which there is no intellectual
cognition, that is to say, no knowledge. In describing this division of
the divine consciousness, the Zohar in one of its profoundest
symbolisms,54 speaks of it as a manifestation of God’s progressive
unfolding. Among the manifestations of God, there is one—for
several reasons the Kabbalists identify it with Binah, the divine
Intelligence—in which He appears as the eternal subject, using the
term in its grammatical sense, as the great Who, Mi, who stands at
the end of every question and every answer; a thought which
suggests the idea of an apotheosis of the well-known Jewish
penchant for putting questions. There are certain spheres of Divinity
where questions can be asked and answers obtained, namely the
spheres of “this and that”, of all those attributes of God which the
Zohar symbolically calls Eleh, i.e., the determinable world. In the
end, however, meditation reaches a point where it is still possible to
question “who”, but no longer possible to get an answer; rather does
the question itself constitute an answer; and if the domain of Mi, of
the great Who, in which God appears as the subject of the mundane
process, can at least be questioned, the higher sphere of divine
wisdom represents something positive beyond the reach of



questioning, something which cannot even be visualized in abstract
thought.

This idea is expressed in a profound symbol: the Zohar, and
indeed the majority of the older Kabbalists, questioned the meaning
of the �rst verse of the Torah: Bereshith bara Elohim, “In the
beginning created God”; what actually does this mean? The answer
is fairly surprising. We are told55 that it means Bereshith—through
the medium of the “beginning,” i.e., of that primordial existence
which has been de�ned as the wisdom of God,—bara, created, that
is to say, the hidden Nothing which constitutes the grammatical
subject of the word bara, emanated or unfolded,—Elohim, that is to
say, its emanation is Elohim. It is the object, and not the subject of
the sentence. And what is Elohim? Elohim is the name of God, which
guarantees the continued existence of creation insofar as it
represents the union of the hidden subject Mi and the hidden object
Eleh. (The Hebrew words Mi and Eleh have the same consonants as
the complete word Elohim).—In other words, Elohim is the name
given to God after the disjunction of subject and object has taken
place, but in which this gap is continuously bridged or closed. The
mystical Nothing which lies before the division of the primary idea
into the Knower and the Known, is not regarded by the Kabbalist as
a true subject. The lower ranges of God’s manifestation form the
object of steady human contemplation, but the highest plane which
meditation can reach at all, namely the knowledge of God as the
mystical Mi (Who), as the subject of the mundane process, this
knowledge can be no more than an occasional and intuitive �ash
which illuminates the human heart, as sunbeams play on the surface
of water—to use Moses de Leon’s metaphor.56

5

These are only a few instances of the method by which the author
of the Zohar seeks to describe in symbolical terms the theosophical
universe of God’s hidden life. At this point we are faced with the
problem of the world outside the Se�roth, or in other words, that of



creation in the narrower sense and its relations to God—a problem
involving that of pantheism. In the history of Kabbalism, theistic
and pantheistic trends have frequently contended for mastery. This
fact is sometimes obscured because the representatives of pantheism
have generally endeavoured to speak the language of theism; cases
of writers who openly put forward pantheistic views are rare.57

Most of the texts, and in particular the classical writings of the
theosophic school, contain elements of both tendencies. The author
of the Zohar inclines towards pantheism, a fact made even clearer
by the Hebrew writings of Moses de Leon, but one would look in
vain for confession of his faith beyond some vague formulae and
hints at a fundamental unity of all things, stages and worlds. On the
whole, his language is that of the theist, and some penetration is
needed to lift its hidden and lambent pantheistic core to the light.

We read in one passage:58 “The process of creation, too, has taken
place on two planes, one above and one below, and for this reason
the Torah begins with the letter “Beth”, the numerical value of
which is two. The lower occurrence corresponds to the higher; one
produced the upper world (of the Se�roth), the other the nether
world (of the visible creation).”—In other words, the work of
creation as described in the �rst chapter of Genesis has a twofold
character: Insofar as it represents, in a mystical sense, the history of
God’s self-revelation and His unfolding in the life of the Se�roth, the
description is theogony—it is di�cult to �nd a more suitable term,
for all its mythological connotations—and only in so far as it brings
the “nether” world into being, i.e. creation in the strict sense of a
processio Dei ad extra, as the scholastic de�nition goes, can it be
described as cosmogony. Both di�er, as we are told in the
continuation of the above quoted passage,59 only in that the higher
order represents the dynamic unity of God, while the lower leaves
room for di�erentiation and separation. For the description of this
lower realm the Zohar favors the term alma de-peruda, the “world of
separation”.60 Here there exist things which are isolated from each
other and from God. But, and at this point the pantheistic tendency
comes to the surface, to the eye which penetrates more deeply this
isolation, too, is only apparent. “If one contemplates the things in



mystical meditation, everything is revealed as one.”61 Already
Gikatila has the formula, “He �lls everything and He is everything.”

Theogony and Cosmogony represent not two di�erent acts of
creation, but two aspects of the same. On every plane—in the world
of the Merkabah and the angels, which is below the Se�roth, in the
various heavens, and in the world of the four elements—creation
mirrors the inner movement of the divine life. The “vestiges” of the
innermost reality are present even in the most external of things.62

Everywhere there is the same rhythm, the same motion of the
waves. The act which results beyond and above time in the
transformation of the hidden into the manifest God, is paralleled in
the time-bound reality of every other world. Creation is nothing but
an external development of those forces which are active and alive
in God Himself. Nowhere is there a break, a discontinuity. Though
the “palaces” (Hekhaloth) of the Merkabah world emanate from the
light of the Shekhinah,63 this is not a creatio ex nihilo, which at this
stage would no longer be a mystical metaphor.

The most frequent illustration of this doctrine to be found in
Moses de Leon’s Hebrew writings is that of the chain and the links
of which it consists. There are in this chain, the links of which are
represented by the totality of the di�erent worlds, di�erent grades
of links, some deeply hidden and others visible from outside, but
there is no such thing as isolated existence: “Everything is linked
with everything else down to the lowest ring on the chain, and the
true essence of God is above as well as below, in the heavens and on
the earth, and nothing exists outside Him. And this is what the sages
mean when they say: When God gave the Torah to Israel, He opened
the seven heavens to them, and they saw that nothing was there in
reality but His Glory; He opened the seven worlds to them and they
saw that nothing was there but His Glory; he opened the seven
abysses before their eyes, and they saw that nothing was there but
His Glory. Meditate on these things and you will understand that
God’s essence is linked and connected with all worlds, and that all
forms of existence are linked and connected with each other, but
derived from His existence and essence.”64



The pantheistic side of this conception has its limits and can be
shelved altogether if necessary. All created existence has a certain
kind of reality to itself in which it appears independent of these
mystical worlds of unity. But in the sight of the mystic the separate
outlines of things become blurred until they, too, represent nothing
but the Glory of God and His Hidden Life which pulsates in
everything.

It is true that this is not all. As we shall see further on, this limited
and isolated existence of separate things is not really a primary and
essential component of the divine scheme of creation. Originally,
everything was conceived as one great whole, and the life of the
Creator pulsated without hindrance or disguise in that of his
creatures. Everything stood in direct mystical rapport with
everything else, and its unity could have been apprehended directly
and without the help of symbols. Only the Fall has caused God to
become “transcendent”. Its cosmic results have led to loss of the
original harmonious union and to the appearance of an isolated
existence of things. All creation was originally of a spiritual nature
and but for the intervention of evil would not have assumed
material form. No wonder that where the Kabbalists of this school
describe the state of the Messianic world and the blissful knowledge
of the devotee in a world purged of its blemish, the emphasis is on
the restoration of the original coexistence and correlation of all
things.65 What is at present reserved to the mystic whose gaze
penetrates through the outer shell to the core of the matter, will
anon be the common property of mankind in the state of
redemption.

It is true that despite this multiformity of stages and
manifestations, the theosophist tries to maintain the unity of God
and to avoid the danger of postulating a plurality. Theoretically he
manages this frequently with the aid of the philosophical formula
that the semblance of di�erence between God’s compassion, wrath,
etc., exists only in the mind, but not in the objective reality of God’s
existence. In other words, the appearance of a multitude of
manifestations is due to the existence of a medium, the �nite
creature, which perceives the divine light in its own way.66



However, it is impossible to escape from the fact that such formulae,
ingenious as they are, do not entirely correspond to the essence of
the particular religious feeling which has found its expression in the
doctrine of the Se�roth.

As I have said previously, these symbolically conceived spheres of
God are more than the attributes of theology, or the meditations and
hypostases which Plotinus, in his doctrine of emanation, interposed
between the Absolute and the phenomenal world. The Se�roth of
Jewish theosophy have an existence of their own; they form
combinations, they illuminate each other, they ascend and descend.
They are far from being static. Although each has its ideal place in
the hierarchy, the lowest can under a certain aspect appear as the
highest.67 In other words, what we have here is something like a
real process of life in God, the �uctuations of which the theosophist
perceives, if his experience can be called perception, the organ of
perception being, so to speak, the heart. To reconcile this process
with the monotheistic doctrine, which was as dear to the Kabbalists
as it was to every Jew, became the task of the theorists of
Kabbalistic theosophy. Although they applied themselves bravely to
it, it cannot be said that they were completely successful. Even the
most grandiose e�orts to establish a complete synthesis, like the one
made by Moses Cordovero of Safed,68 left an indissoluble remainder
which de�ed rationalization. It is impossible to avoid the conclusion
that the problem was from the beginning insoluble, that mysticism
originally perceived an aspect of God which is beyond rationality
and which becomes paradoxical the moment it is put into words.
The author of the Zohar seldom makes a direct approach to the
problem; the theosophic world of Se�roth is so real to him as to be,
according to him, perceptible in almost every word of the Bible. The
symbols and images which serve to describe it are, after all, more
than mere metaphors to him. He is not simply a mystic who hunts
for expressions to describe his irrational experience; he is that, too,
and the origin of the mystical symbol, described by E. Récéjac in his
“Essay on the Bases of the Mystical Knowledge” (1899), can be
traced in many a striking passage. But at the same time the Zohar,
indeed the whole of theosophical Kabbalism, re�ects a very ancient



heritage of the soul, and it would be too much to say that this
mythical heritage has everywhere been successfully integrated into
the doctrine of monotheism.

6

Some of these mythical symbols a�ord a particularly striking
instance of the way in which genuine Jewish thought became
indissolubly mixed up with primitive mythical elements. This is true
above all of sexual symbolism. It is well known that those deepest
regions of human existence which are bound up with the sexual life
play an important part in the history of mysticism. With few
exceptions mystical literature abounds in erotic images. Even the
mystical relation to God is frequently described as love between the
soul and God, and Christian mysticism in particular has become
notorious for the way in which it pushed this metaphor to extremes.
The �rst fact to be noted is that this particular interpretation of
man’s relation to God plays hardly any part in the documents of the
older, and particularly the Spanish, Kabbalah. It may be remarked in
passing that the older Kabbalists never interpreted the “Song of
Songs” as a dialogue between God and the soul, i.e., an allegorical
description of the path to the unio mystica—an interpretation
common to Christian mystics since the days of Bernard of Clairvaux.
The mystical school of Safed in the sixteenth century was the �rst to
have its attention drawn to it.69

It is true that for the Kabbalists, as well as for the Hasidim of
Germany, love towards God is a matter of the greatest importance.
Again and again the Zohar recurs to the problem of the two-fold
attitude towards God, that of love and that of fear.70 Like Eleazar of
Worms, whose writings, as well as similar mystical tracts on
morality, were doubtless known to him, Moses de Leon, too,
postulates the identity of the deepest fear with the purest love. But
even in the most extravagant descriptions of this love its character
remains that of the love of the child for its father; it is never the
passion of the lover for his beloved. Here the Kabbalists of Spain



di�er radically from the Hasidim of Germany who, as we have seen,
did not shrink from taking this �nal step. The Zohar, in its
description of the soul’s fate after death, speaks of an ascent of the
soul into higher regions until in the end it enters the “chamber of
love”. There the last veil falls and the soul stands pure and
undisguised before its Maker. But this is not the bridal chamber of
contemporary Christian mysticism: “Like a daughter” to quote the
Zohar, the soul receives the kiss of its father as the mark and seal of
the highest state of bliss.71

There is only one instance in which the Zohar refers to the
relation of a mortal to the Divinity, to be exact, the Shekhinah, in
terms of sexual symbolism. The exception is provided by Moses, the
man of God; of him and of him alone it is said in a striking phrase
that he had intercourse with the Shekhinah.72 Here for once, the
continuous relation with the Divinity is pictured in terms of a
mystical marriage between Moses and the Shekhinah. From certain
passages in the Midrash where mention is made of the termination
of Moses’ sexual relationship with his wife after he had been
vouchsafed personal intercourse with God “from face to face”,
Moses de Leon has drawn the conclusion that for him, the marriage
with the Shekhinah had taken the place of earthly marriage.

But while in all other instances the Kabbalists refrain from
employing sexual imagery in describing the relation between man
and God, they show no such hesitation when it comes to describing
the relation of God to Himself, in the world of the Se�roth. The
mystery of sex, as it appears to the Kabbalist, has a terribly deep
signi�cance.73 This mystery of human existence is for him nothing
but a symbol of the love between the divine “I” and the divine
“You,” the Holy one, blessed be He and His Shekhinah. The 
, the “sacred union” of the King and the Queen,74 the Celestial
Bridegroom and the Celestial Bride, to name a few of the symbols, is
the central fact in the whole chain of divine manifestations in the
hidden world. In God there is a union of the active and the passive,
procreation and conception, from which all mundane life and bliss
are derived.



This sexual imagery is employed again and again, and in every
possible variation. One of the images employed to describe the
unfolding of the Se�roth pictures them, as I have said above, as the
o�spring of mystical procreation, in which the �rst ray of divine
light is also the primeval germ of creation; for the ray which
emerges from Nothing is, as it were, sown into the “celestial
mother”, i.e. into the divine Intellect, out of whose womb the
Se�roth spring forth, as King and Queen, son and daughter. Dimly
we perceive behind this mystical images the male and female gods
of antiquity, anathema as they were to the pious Kabbalist.75

The ninth Se�rath, Yesod, out of which all the higher Se�roth—
welded together in the image of the King—�ow into the Shekhinah,
is interpreted as the procreative life force dynamically active in the
universe. Out of the hidden depth of this Se�rah the divine life
over�ows in the act of mystical procreation. The holy sign of
circumcision is proof to the Kabbalist that within the limits of the
holy law, these forces have their rightful place. It cannot be denied
that this whole sphere exercises a strong fascination upon the mind
of the author of the Zohar. The mythical character of his thought is
more strongly pronounced in these passages than in any others, and
that is saying a good deal. It is to be noted that the Zohar makes
prominent use of phallic symbolism in connection with speculations
concerning the Se�rah Yesod—not a minor psychological problem
considering the author’s strict devotion to the most pious
conceptions of Jewish life and belief.76 There is, of course, ample
room here for psychoanalytical interpretation; indeed, the ease with
which this method can be applied to the subject is only too
apparent, but there is little hope, in my opinion, that real light can
be shed on the matter in this way. An attempt to interpret the
“Eroticism of the Kabbalah” in psychoanalytical terms has actually
been made,77 but the author has not advanced beyond the common
catch-phrases which not a few adherents of the school unfortunately
seem to regard as a su�cient answer to problems of this nature.

Certain it is that in the Zohar this form of symbolism confronts us
in a far more uncompromising form than it wears in any other
literary document of Spanish Kabbalism, though to some extent it is



common to the whole of this literature. We are obviously dealing
here with a special individual characteristic of our author and it is
not surprising that it has aroused the criticism of the opponents of
Kabbalism. An example of his radicalism is to be found in one of the
sublimest passages of the whole book, where he describes the end of
his hero, Simeon ben Yohai: Death comes to him at the moment
when, after a long monologue on the deepest mysteries, he
concludes with a symbolical description of the “holy union” in God,
a description, whose drastic and paradoxical character can scarcely
be excelled.78 Here as elsewhere, an unprejudiced analysis of this
phenomenon would be of greater assistance for the understanding of
the Zohar than the eloquent denunciation of so-called obscenities
which Graetz and other detractors of this “book of lies” have
permitted themselves. Charges of this kind simply misconstrue both
the morality and the tendency of the Zohar, and are hardly relevant
even to the literary form of presentation; but above all they
completely ignore the problem presented by the resurrection of
mythology in the heart of mystical Judaism, of which the Zohar is
the classical representative. Undoubtedly the author has gone
farther in the Aramaic disguise, and under cover of pseudepigraphy,
than in his Hebrew writings in which these tendencies have found a
far more moderate expression. But it is precisely the comparatively
uninhibited language of the Zohar which provides us with that
deeper insight into his mind denied us by the majority of the
writings of this school.

7

In this connection, attention must be directed above all to the
new meaning infused into the idea of the Shekhinah. This
restatement of an ancient conception actually represents one of the
most important constituent elements of Kabbalism. In all the
numerous references to the Shekhinah in the Talmud and the
Midrashim—I have already referred in the second lecture to
Abelson’s work on the subject—there is no hint that it represents a



feminine element in God. Not a single metaphor employs such terms
as Princess, Matron, Queen, or Bride to describe the Shekhinah. It is
true that these terms frequently occur where reference is made to
the Community of Israel in its relation to God, but for these writers
the Community has not yet become a mystical hypostasis of some
divine force; it is simply the personi�cation of the real Israel.
Nowhere is there a dualism, with the Shekhinah, as the feminine,
opposed to the “Holy one, praise be to Him,” as the masculine
element in God. The introduction of this idea was one of the most
important and lasting innovations of Kabbalism. The fact that it
obtained recognition in spite of the obvious di�culty of reconciling
it with the conception of the absolute unity of God, and that no
other element of Kabbalism won such a degree of popular approval,
is proof that it responded to a deep-seated religious need. I have
already suggested in the �rst lecture that the mystics, for all their
aristocratic tendencies, were the true representatives of the living,
popular religion of the masses, and that the secret of their success is
to be found in this fact. Not only for the philosophers, but for the
strict Talmudists as well, insofar as they were not themselves
mystics, the conception of the Shekhinah as the feminine element in
God was one of the main stumbling-blocks in approaching the
Kabbalistic system. It says something for its vitality that, despite the
opposition of such powerful forces, this idea became part and parcel
of the creed of wide circles among the Jewish communities of
Europe and the East.

Traces of this conception are to be found already in the book
Bahir, the oldest document of Kabbalist thought, upon whose
relation to earlier Gnostic sources I have already commented in a
few places.79 This fact is further proof, if proof were needed, that, so
far from being Christian, the idea originally belonged to the sphere
of pagan mythology. In the Gnostic speculations on the male and
female aeons, i.e. divine potencies, which constitute the world of
the pleroma, the ‘fullness’ of God, this thought assumed a new form
in which it became known to the earliest Kabbalists through the
medium of scattered fragments. The similes employed in the book
Bahir to describe the Shekhinah are extremely revelatory in this



respect. For some Gnostics, the “lower Sophia,” the last aeon on the
rim of the pleroma, represents the “daughter of light” who falls into
the abyss of matter. In close parallel with this idea, the Shekhinah,
as the last of the Se�roth, becomes the “daughter” who, although
her home is the “form of light,” must wander into far lands.80

Various other motives helped to complete the picture of the
Shekhinah as drawn in the Zohar; above all, she was now identi�ed
with the “Community of Israel,” a sort of Invisible Church,
representing the mystical idea of Israel in its bond with God and in
its bliss, but also in its su�ering and its exile. She is not only Queen,
daughter and bride81 of God, but also the mother of every
individual in Israel. She is the true “Rachel weeping for her
children,” and in a magni�cent misinterpretation of a Zoharic
passage, the Shekhinah weeping in her exile becomes for later
Kabbalism “the beauty who no longer has eyes.”82 It is as a woman
that she now appears to the visionaries among the Kabbalists, like
the Abraham Halevi, a disciple of Luria, who in 1571 saw her at the
Wailing Wall in Jerusalem as a woman dressed in black and
weeping for the husband of her youth.83 In the symbolic world of
the Zohar, this new conception of the Shekhinah as the symbol of
“eternal womanhood”84 occupies a place of immense importance
and appears under an endless variety of names and images. It marks
the sphere which is the �rst to open itself to the meditation of the
mystic, the entrance to that inwardness of God which the Zohar
very frequently paraphrases by the term raza de-mehemanutha, “the
mystery of faith,” i.e. a domain which discloses its secret only to
those who approach it in a spirit of complete devotion.85

8

The union of God and the Shekhinah constitutes the true unity of
God, which lies beyond the diversity of His various aspects, Yihud as
the Kabbalists call it. Originally, according to the Zohar, this unity
was a steady and continuous one. Nothing disturbed the blissful
union of the rhythms of divine existence in the one great melody of



God. Equally, nothing disturbed at �rst the steady contact of God
with the worlds of creation, in which His life pulsates, and
particularly with the human world.

In his original paradisical state, man had a direct relation to God.
As Moses de Leon, using an older formula, frequently expresses it:
Man is a synthesis of all the spiritual forces which have gone into
the work of creation.86 He re�ects, as we have seen, in his organism
the hidden organism of God’s own life. However, an important
modi�cation is to be noted: Man was originally a purely spiritual
being.87 The ethereal shape which enclosed him and which was
later transformed into the organs of his body stood in an entirely
di�erent relation to its nature than his body does now. It is to sin
that he owes his corporeal existence, born from the pollution of all
matter by the poison of sin. Sin, a subject on which the Jewish
mystics have lavished an immense amount of speculation, has
destroyed the immediate relation between man and God and
thereby also in some way a�ected the life of God in His creation. It
is only now that the distinction between the Creator and creation
assumes the nature of a problem. To quote Joseph Gikatila: “In the
beginning of creation, the core of the Shekhinah was in the lower
regions. And because the Shekhinah was below, heaven and earth
were one and in perfect harmony. The well springs and the channels
through which everything in the higher regions �ows into the lower
were still active, complete and unhindered, and thus God �lled
everything from above to below. But when Adam came and sinned,
the order of things was turned into disorder, and the heavenly
channels were broken.”88

I have said that the mystics were deeply concerned with the
problem of sin and, especially, with the nature and meaning of
Adam’s fall, and that this problem was amply discussed in
Kabbalistic literature. This is true with but one exception, that of the
Zohar. Whilst the Kabbalists of Gerona deal at length with this
subject, and also some of Moses de Leon’s circle seem to display a
predilection for it, passages referring to the question of original sin
are scanty in the Zohar, and especially in its main parts. Moreover,
these passages are written with a restraint which cannot be said to



have been exercised by the author in regard to the other
fundamental doctrines of the Kabbalah. The meager treatment of the
subject in the Zohar is also in sharp contrast with the profusion with
which the problem was discussed in the contemporary Kabbalistical
work Ma’arekhet Ha-Elohut, “The Order of the Godhead.” This
reticence is not accidental; it is evident that the author of the Zohar
considered the subject as extremely dangerous, as it touched the
great question, where and how the unity of God’s life has been
disturbed and whence comes the breach which is now manifest in
the whole universe. As a matter of fact, in the Midrash Ha-Neelam
the author reveals the reason for his silence or reserve, by putting
into the mouth of Adam bitter complaints against those Kabbalists
who indulge in too much talk on the mystery of his fall. Why reveal
a secret which has been left undisclosed by the Torah, why not
content themselves with allusions only, especially when speaking to
the rabble? The secret must be kept inside the circle of the initiates.
On the other hand, in the Midrash Ha-Neelam as well as in the other
parts of the Zohar Simeon ben Yohai alludes to di�erent
explanations of this mystery and leaves little doubt indeed that his
opinion is essentially the same as that of the aforementioned
Kabbalists. And as though to conceal his esoteric views, the author
accompanies them by entirely rationalistic explanations which are
most astonishing in the Zohar and contain nothing of the main
Gnostic interpretation. This interpretation says that the Se�roth
were revealed to Adam in the shape of the Tree of Life and the Tree
of Knowledge, i.e. the middle and the last Se�rah; instead of
preserving their original unity and thereby unifying the spheres of
‘life’ and ‘knowledge’ and bringing salvation to the world, he
separated one from the other and set his mind to worship the
Shekhinah only without recognizing its union with the other
Se�roth. Thus he interrupted the stream of life which �ows from
sphere to sphere and brought separation and isolation into the
world.

From this time on there has been a mysterious �ssure, not indeed
in the substance of Divinity but in its life and action. This doctrine
has been completely hedged round with reservations, but its basic



meaning for all that is clear enough. Its pursuit led to the
conception of what the Kabbalists call “the exile of the
Shekhinah.”89 Only after the restoration of the original harmony in
the act of redemption, when everything shall again occupy the place
it originally had in the divine scheme of things, will “God be one
and His name one,” in Biblical terms, truly and for all time.90

In the present unredeemed and broken state of the world this
�ssure which prevents the continuous union of God and the
Shekhinah91 is somehow healed or mended by the religious act of
Israel: Torah, mitswoth and prayer. Extinction of the stain,
restoration of harmony—that is the meaning of the Hebrew word
Tikkun, which is the term employed by the Kabbalists after the
period of the Zohar, for man’s task in this world. In the state of
redemption, however, “there shall be perfection above and below,
and all worlds shall be united in one bond.”

In the Community of Israel, whose mundane life re�ects the
hidden rhythm of the universal law revealed in the Torah, the
Shekhinah is immediately present, for the earthly Community of
Israel is formed after the archetype of the mystical Community of
Israel which is the Shekhinah. Everything that is done by the
individual or the community in the mundane sphere is magically
re�ected in the upper region, i.e. the higher reality which shines
through the acts of man. To quote a favorite expression of the
Zohar: “The impulse from below (itharuta dil-tata) calls forth that
from above.”92 The earthly reality mysteriously reacts upon the
heavenly, for everything, including human activity, has its “upper
roots”93 in the realm of the Se�roth. The impulse which originates
from a good deed guides the �ow of blessing which springs from the
superabundance of life in the Se�roth into the secret channels
leading into the lower and the outer world. The devotee, it is even
said, through his acts links the visible and practicable Torah with
the invisible and mysterious one.

The supreme religious value which the Zohar, in common with
the whole of Spanish Kabbalism, places in the center of its ethical
system is devekuth, the continuous attachment or adhesion to God,
that direct relationship which—as I have already mentioned in a



previous lecture—almost takes the whole place of the previous
ecstatic experience.94 Although devekuth is de�nitely a
contemplative value, it is not predicated upon special or abnormal
modes of consciousness. Indeed, according to Moses ben Nahman—a
generation before the Zohar—true devekuth can be realized in the
normal life of the individual within the community.95 It is therefore
capable of being transformed into a social value, a point of great
importance in the subsequent in�uence of Kabbalism on popular
ethics. All the other values of Kabbalist ethics—fear of God, love of
God, purity of thought, chastity, charity, study of the Torah,
penitence and prayer—are set in relation to this highest ideal and
take their ultimate signi�cance from it. Those that I have mentioned
may be said to represent the meritorious acts to which the Zohar
attaches special importance. Together they constitute an ideal which
unites, through a mystical revaluation, the virtues of the poor and
the devotee in a manner interesting also from the point of view of
social ethics.

In harmony with this tendency, the Zohar, for the �rst time in the
history of rabbinical Judaism, lays special stress on the glori�cation
of poverty as a religious value. It has been suggested by F. I. Baer
that this mood re�ects the in�uence of the popular movement led
by the radical wing of the Franciscans, known as the “Spirituals,”
which spread through southern Europe in the thirteenth century and
found its most impressive representative in Petrus Olivi in Spain
during the very years in which the Zohar was written. Whatever the
facts, it is undeniable that the glori�cation of poverty found in the
Psalms was considerably dimmed in the later development of
rabbinical Judaism96 until its revival in the Sefer Hasidim on the one
hand, and in the Zohar on the other. To the mystic, the poor are
“God’s broken vessels,” to quote the frequent metaphor which one
would look for in vain in the old Midrash.97 This spiritualistic
identi�cation of the poor and the devotee �nds further expression in
the fact that Moses de Leon, in his Hebrew writings, uses the same
term for the poor which in the Zohar he very often employs for the
mystics, the true devotees: they are bne hekhla de-malka, the true
“Court” of God.98



In the Raya Mehemna, written shortly after the Zohar, these
tendencies are systematized into a radical spiritualistic criticism of
contemporary Jewish society. The Zohar itself as yet draws no such
consequences,99 but it already contains an interpretation of
theosophic thoughts in which the quality of poverty is attributed to
the Shekhinah, in other words to God Himself in the last of his
manifestations: the Shekhinah is poor for “she has nothing from
herself,” but only what she receives from the stream of the
Se�roth.100 The alms from which the poor live symbolically re�ect
this mystical state of the Shekhinah. The “just,” or righteous man,
the Zaddik of the Zohar, therefore, is he who attains to the state of
devekuth with God. It is hardly an accident that among the ethical
values glori�ed by the Kabbalists, those of a purely intellectual
nature—apart from the study of the Torah—are all but entirely
absent. In this conception of ethics, which lays so much more stress
on the voluntaristic than on the intellectualist element, the
Kabbalists again prove themselves close to the religious faith of the
common people.

To repeat what I said before, the Zohar’s sexual symbolism
re�ects the in�uence of two di�erent tendencies. Insofar as it shows
a positive attitude towards the function of sexual life, within the
limits ordained by divine law, it may be said to represent a
genuinely Jewish outlook. Chastity is indeed one of the highest
moral values of Judaism: Joseph, who by his chastity has “upheld
the covenant” is regarded by the Midrash and the Kabbalah as the
prototype of the righteous man, the true Zaddik.101 But at no time
was sexual ascetism accorded the dignity of a religious value, and
the mystics make no exception. Too deeply was the �rst command
of the Torah, Be fruitful and multiply, impressed upon their minds.
The contrast to other forms of mysticism is striking enough to be
worth mentioning: non-Jewish mysticism, which glori�ed and
propagated asceticism, ended sometimes by transplanting eroticism
into the relation of man to God. Kabbalism, on the other hand, was
tempted to discover the mystery of sex within God himself. For the
rest it rejected asceticism and continued to regard marriage not as a
concession to the frailty of the �esh but as one of the most sacred



mysteries. Every true marriage is a symbolical realization of the
union of God and the Shekhinah. In a tract on the “union of a man
with his wife” which was later ascribed to Nahmanides, Joseph
Gikatila gave a similar interpretation of the mystical signi�cance of
marriage.102 The Kabbalists deduced from Gen. IV, I: “And Adam
knew Eve his wife” that “knowledge” always means the realization
of a union, be it that of wisdom (or reason) and intelligence, or that
of the King and the Shekhinah. Thus knowledge itself received a
sublime erotic quality in this new Gnostical system, and this point is
often stressed in Kabbalistic writings.103

9

We �nd the same curious mixture of mystical and mythical strains
in the Zohar’s interpretation of the nature of evil. The ancient
Christian, and the mediaeval Jewish Gnostic, have both asked the
question, unde malum? What is the source of evil? For the
theosophical school of Kabbalism, which in addition to a de�nite
similarity in outlook was, through certain channels, historically
connected with Gnosticism, this was indeed a fundamental question.
In dealing with it, as I propose to do now, one becomes more than
ever aware of the di�erence between religious and intellectual
motives of thought. To the intellect the problem is no real problem
at all. All that is needed is to understand that evil is relative, more,
that it does not really exist. This done, it really has ceased to exist,
or so the intellect imagines, whereas the religious consciousness
demands that evil should be really vanquished. This demand is
based on the profound conviction that the power of evil is real, and
the mind which is conscious of this fact refuses to content itself with
intellectual tours de force, however brilliant, which try to explain
away the existence of something which it knows to be there.

That is also the position of the theorists of evil in the old
Kabbalah, mystics like Isaac ben Jacob Hacohen of Soria, Moses ben
Simon of Burgos,104 Joseph Gikatila and Moses de Leon. The Zohar
itself puts forward several di�erent attempts at a solution which



have this in common—that they all assume the reality of evil. For
the rest, the author of the Zohar often treats as one various aspects
of evil—such as the metaphysical evil, the imperfect state of all
beings, the physical evil, the existence of su�ering in the world, and
the moral evil in human nature—while sometimes he is specially
concerned with the latter. The task of reducing the conception of
evil in the theosophic school of Kabbalism to a brief formula is
made di�cult by the fact that its adherents advance not one theory
but several. Sometimes the existence of evil is identi�ed with that of
a metaphysical domain of darkness and temptation which exists
independently of human sinfulness; on other occasions we are told
that man’s sinfulness actualized the potentially evil, i.e. made it tear
itself away from the Divine. In fact, moral evil, according to the
Zohar, is always either something which becomes separated and
isolated, or something which enters into a relation for which it is
not made. Sin always destroys a union, and a destructive separation
of this kind was also immanent in the Original Sin through which
the fruit was separated from the tree, or as another Kabbalist puts it,
the Tree of Life from the Tree of Knowledge.105 If man falls into
such isolation—if he seeks to maintain his own self, instead of
remaining in the original context of all things created, in which he,
too, has his place—then this act of apostasy bears fruit in the
demiurgical presumption of magic in which man seeks to take God’s
place and to join what God has separated.106 Evil thus creates an
unreal world of false contexts107 after having destroyed or deserted
the real.

However, the fundamental causes of evil lie deeper than that; in
fact they are bound up, according to an important Zoharic doctrine,
with one of the manifestations or Se�roth of God. This must be
explained. The totality of divine potencies forms a harmonious
whole, and as long as each stays in relation to all others, it is sacred
and good. This is true also of the quality of strict justice, rigor and
judgment in and by God, which is the fundamental cause of evil.
The wrath of God is symbolized by His left hand, while the quality
of mercy and love, with which it is intimately bound up, is called
His right hand. The one cannot manifest itself without involving the



other. Thus the quality of stern judgment represents the great �re of
wrath which burns in God but is always tempered by His mercy.
When it ceases to be tempered, when in its measureless
hypertrophical outbreak it tears itself loose from the quality of
mercy, then it breaks away from God altogether and is transformed
into the radically evil, into Gehenna and the dark world of Satan.108

It is impossible to overlook the fact that this doctrine, whose
fascinating profundity is undeniable, found a highly remarkable
parallel in the ideas of the great theosophist Jacob Boehme (1575–
1624), the shoemaker of Goerlitz whose thoughts exercised so great
an in�uence on many Christian mystics of the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries, especially in Germany, Holland and England.
Boehme’s doctrine of the origins of evil, which created such a stir,
indeed bears all the traits of Kabbalistic thought. He, too, de�nes
evil as a dark and negative principle of wrath in God, albeit
eternally trans�gured into light in the theosophical organism of
divine life. In general if one abstracts from the Christian metaphors
in which he tried, in part at least, to express his intuitions, Boehme,
more than any other Christian mystic, shows the closest a�nity to
Kabbalism precisely where he is most original. He has, as it were,
discovered the world of Se�roth all over again. It is possible, of
course, that he deliberately assimilated elements of Kabbalistic
thought after he had made, in the period following upon his
illumination, their acquaintance through friends who, unlike
himself, were scholars. At any rate, the connection between his
ideas and those of the theosophic Kabbalah was quite evident to his
followers, from Abraham von Franckenberg (died 1652) to Franz
von Baader (died 1841),109 and it was left to the modern literature
on the subject to obscure it. F. C. Oetinger, one of the later followers
of Boehme, relates in his autobiography110 that in his youth he
asked the Kabbalist Koppel Hecht in Frankfort-on-Main (died 1729)
how he might best gain an understanding of Kabbalism, and that
Hecht referred him to a Christian author who, he said, spoke of
Kabbalism more openly than the Zohar. “I asked him which he
meant, and he replied: Jacob Boehme, and also told me of the
parallels between his metaphors and those of the Kabbalah.”—There



is no reason to doubt the authenticity of this story. It should also be
recalled that at the end of the seventeenth century, a follower of
Boehme, Johann Jacob Spaeth, was so impressed by this astonishing
a�nity with Kabbalism that he even became a convert to Judaism.

To return to the subject matter, the metaphysical cause of evil is
seen in an act which transforms the category of judgment into an
absolute. As I have said before, the Zohar supplies no completely
unequivocal answer to the questions why this transformation takes
place, whether it is rooted in the essence of the theosophic process,
or whether its origin is to be found in human sin. The two ideas
intermingle; on the whole the author appears to incline to the �rst:
Evil fell upon the world not because Adam’s fall actualized its
potential presence, but because it was so ordained, because evil has
a reality of its own. This was also the doctrine of Gnosticism: Evil is
by its very nature independent of man; it is woven into the texture
of the world, or rather into the existence of God. It is this thought
which leads the Zohar to interpret evil as a sort of residue or refuse
of the hidden life’s organic process. This peculiar idea, in itself an
audacious consequence of interpreting God as a living organism, has
found frequent expression in a variety of similes. Even as the tree
cannot exist without its bark, or the human body without shedding
“unclean blood,” so, too, all that is demonic has its root somewhere
in the mystery of God.111 The incompatibility of these varying
explanations does not appear to have struck the author of the Zohar,
who sees no contradiction in alternatively using metaphysical and
physical or biological metaphors. One of these metaphors has
become predominant in later Kabbalism. It is that which considers
evil as the Kelipah, or the “bark” of the cosmic tree112 or “the shell”
of the nut. (The nut as a symbol of the Merkabah was taken over by
the Zohar from the writings of Eleazar of Worms.)

It is true that some Kabbalists of this school have advanced
another theory according to which evil represents an illegitimate
inroad upon the divine realm of light, and that it becomes evil only
because something which is good in its right place tries to usurp a
place for which it is not �tted. Thus Joseph Gikatila, who laid great
emphasis upon this point.113 The Zohar, on the other hand, takes an



entirely di�erent view; according to its author, evil is indeed
something which has its ordained place, but in itself it is dead, it
comes to life only because a ray of light, however faint, from the
holiness of God falls upon it114 or because it is nourished and
quickened by the sin of man115; by itself it is simply the dead
residue of the process of life. A spark of God’s life burns even in
Sammael,116 the personi�cation of evil, the “other” or “left side.”117

This sinister demonic world of evil which forms the dark side of
everything living and threatens it from within, exercises a peculiar
fascination upon the author of the Zohar. A comparison of the very
scanty attention paid to these ideas in the Midrash Ha-Neelam and
the embarras de richesse which confronts us in the parts written later
clearly reveals their progressive in�uence upon his thought. It is
true that these philosophical and Gnostical speculations, including
the conception of evil as the remains of the primeval world which
existed before God destroyed it,118 are intermingled with less
sophisticated ideas. Thus we read for instance that, far from being
rooted in a theogonic or cosmogonic process, evil is there simply in
order to increase man’s chances; because God wanted man to be
free, he ordained the real existence of evil, that he might prove his
moral strength in overcoming it.119

10

The Kabbalistic view of the nature of man and the essence of sin
is of course closely connected with the theory of the soul set out in
the Zohar. The intimate connection between cosmogony and
psychology in all Gnostical systems is so well known that its
appearance in the Zohar is hardly a cause for surprise. In a mystical
hymn, Moses ben Nahman has described the birth of the soul in the
depth of the divine spheres from where its life streams forth. For the
soul, too, is a spark of the divine life and bears in it the life of the
divine stages through which it has wandered. These are the words of
Nahmanides120:



From the beginning of time, through eternities
I was among his hidden treasures.
From Nothing he called me forth, but at the end of time
I shall be reclaimed by the King.

My life �ows from the depth of the spheres
Which give order and form to the soul;
Divine forces build it and nourish it;
Then it is preserved in the chambers of the King.

He radiated light to bring her forth,
In hidden well-springs, right and left.
The soul descended the ladder of heaven,
From the primeval pool of Siloam to the garden of the

King.121     

The psychology of the Zohar shows a peculiar mixture of two
doctrines held by certain schools of mediaeval philosophy. The �rst
distinguished between the vegetative, the animal, and the rational
soul—three stages which Aristotelian doctrine regarded as di�erent
faculties of the one soul, while the mediaeval followers of Plato
were inclined to think of them as three di�erent entities. The
second, which was generally held by the Arab philosophers and
popularized among the Jews by Maimonides, is based on the
conception of the “acquired intellect.” According to this view, the
rational faculty latent in the mind is actualized in the process of
cognition, and this realization of the intellect is the sole guide to
immortality.122 To this doctrine, the Zohar now gives a Kabbalistic
turn. It retains the distinction between three spiritual agencies:
Nefesh or life; Ruah or spirit; and Neshamah or soul proper, but
abandons the idea that they represent three di�erent faculties of the
soul. Rather all three are already latently present in the �rst, Nefesh,
and the higher grades correspond to the new and deeper powers
which the soul of the devotee acquires through the study of the
Torah and through meritorious actions.



In particular, Neshamah, the “holy soul,” can be realized only by
the perfect devotee, who, for the author of the Zohar, is identical
with the Kabbalist, and it is only by penetrating into the mysteries
of the Torah, that is to say, through the mystical realization of his
cognitive powers, that he acquires it.123 Neshamah is the deepest
intuitive power which leads to the secrets of God and the universe.
It is therefore natural that Neshamah is also conceived as a spark of
Binah, the divine intellect itself.124 By acquiring it, the Kabbalist
thus realizes something of the divine in his own nature. The various
detailed theories concerning the functions, origins and destinies of
the three souls of man are obscure and sometimes contradictory, as
well as involved, and it is not my intention here to analyze them,
but it is perhaps worth noting that, on the whole, our author holds
to the view that only Nefesh, the natural soul given to every man, is
capable of sin: Neshamah, the divine, innermost spark of the soul, is
beyond sin. In his Hebrew writings, Moses de Leon actually
propounds the question: How is it possible for the soul to su�er in
Hell, since Neshamah is substantially the same as God, and God
therefore appears to in�ict punishment upon Himself?125 His
solution of the problem—which incidentally throws a �ood of light
on the pantheism at the bottom of his system—is that in the act of
sin, Neshamah, the divine element, abandons man, and its place is
taken by an impure spirit from the “left side” who takes up his
abode in the soul and who alone su�ers the torments of retribution.
Neshamah itself is not a�ected, and if it descends to Hell, it is only
to guide some of the su�ering souls up to the light. In the Zohar,
too, the punishment of the soul after death is similarly restricted to
Nefesh, and in some passages extended to Ruah, but never to
Neshamah.126

The story of the soul’s fate after death, of reward and punishment,
of the bliss of the devout and the torments of the sinner, in short the
eschatology of the soul, is the last of the major problems with which
the author is concerned.127 Its connection with the fundamental
thoughts of his theosophy is but loose, but his vivid imagination
constantly produces new variations on the theme whose detailed
exempli�cation �lls a considerable part of the Zohar. Taken by and



large, the doctrine expounded by the author is fairly consistent. Like
all Kabbalists he teaches the pre-existence of all souls since the
beginning of creation. Indeed, he goes so far as to assert that the
pre-existent souls were already pre-formed in their full individuality
while they were still hidden in the womb of eternity. “Since the day
when it occurred to God to create the world, and even before it was
really created, all the souls of the righteous were hidden in the
divine idea, every one in its peculiar form. When He shaped the
world, they were actualized and they stood before Him in their
various forms in the supreme heights [still in the Se�rotic world],
and only then did He place them in a treasure-house in the upper
Paradise.”128 There the souls live in pure celestial garments and
enjoy the bliss of the beati�c vision. Their progress from the
Se�rotic sphere to the paradisical realm, which latter is already
outside God, is interpreted as a consequence of the mystical “union
of the King and the Shekhinah.”129 But already in this pre-existent
state, there are di�erences and gradations in the position of the
souls.

On more than one occasion we read of the ‘audience’ given to the
soul by God130 before its descent into a mundane body and the vow
taken by the soul to complete its mission on earth by pious acts and
mystical cognition of God. From its good deeds, mitswoth, nay from
the days on which it has accomplished good, as the poetic
description has it, the soul during its earthly stay weaves the
mystical garment which it is destined to wear after death in the
lower Paradise.131 This notion of heavenly garments of the souls has
a special attraction for the author. Only the souls of the sinners are
“naked,” or at any rate the garment of eternity which they weave in
time and out of time has “holes.” After death, the various parts of
the soul, having accomplished their mission, return to their original
location, but those which have sinned are brought to court and are
puri�ed in the ‘�ery stream” of Gehenna, or, in the case of the most
shameful sinners, burned.132

Here the doctrine of transmigration, Gilgul, also plays a part. One
encounters it �rst in the book Bahir.133 Unless it goes back to the
literary sources of this work, it is reasonable to assume that the



Kabbalists of Provence who wrote or edited the book Bahir owe it to
the in�uence of the Catharists, the chief religious force in Provence
until 1220, i.e. during the years which saw the rise of Kabbalism.
The Catharist heresy, which was only stamped out after a bloody
Crusade, represented a late and attenuated form of Manichaeism,
and as such clung to the doctrine of metempsychosis which the
Church condemned as heretical.134 It must be kept in mind,
however, that to the early Kabbalists metempsychosis was not the
general destiny of the soul but, according to the Zohar, an exception
brought about, above all, by o�ences against procreation.135 He
who has not obeyed the �rst commandment of the Torah assumes a
new existence in a new bodily abode, be it as a form of punishment
or as a chance or restitution. Thus the institution of the levirate is
explained by the theory of transmigration. If the dead man’s brother
marries his widow, he “draws back” the soul of the deceased
husband. He builds it up again and it becomes a new spirit in a new
body.136 On the other hand, Moses de Leon, unlike other early
Kabbalists, seems to have disapproved of the theory of
transmigration into non-human forms of existence. Such
transmigration is mentioned as a punishment in the case of certain
sins by Menahem of Recanati (1300) who quotes several details
about it from the “modern Kabbalists.” However, the conception of
metempsychosis as a general form of divine retribution is not
unknown to the early Kabbalist tradition.137 The fundamental
contradiction between the ideas of punishment in Hell and of
metempsychosis—two forms of retribution which in the strict sense
are mutually exclusive—is blurred in the Zohar by the limitation of
the idea of punishment proper to the process of torment in Hell.

Taken altogether, the spiritual outlook of the Zohar might well be
de�ned as a mixture of theosophic theology, mythical cosmogony
and mystical psychology and anthropology. God, the universe and
the soul do not lead separate lives, each on its own plane. The
original act of creation in fact knows nothing of such clear-cut
division which, as we have seen, was the cosmic fruit of human sin.
The close interrelation of all three which we �nd in the Zohar is also
characteristic of all later Kabbalism. Reference to one often shades



o� imperceptibly into talk of the other. Later Kabbalists have
sometimes tried to deal separately with them, but as far as the
Zohar is concerned its fascinating appeal to the mind is to a large
extent bound up with its unique combination of the three elements
into a colorful though not unproblematic whole.





Seventh Lecture

ISAAC LURIA AND HIS SCHOOL

1

After the Exodus from Spain, Kabbalism underwent a complete
transformation. A catastrophe of this dimension, which uprooted
one of the main branches of the Jewish people, could hardly take
place without a�ecting every sphere of Jewish life and feeling. In
the great material and spiritual upheaval of that crisis, Kabbalism
established its claim to spiritual domination in Judaism. This fact
became immediately obvious in its transformation from an esoteric
into a popular doctrine.

When the Jews were expelled from Spain in 1492, the Kabbalistic
form of Jewish mysticism had reached the end a certain stage of
development. The main currents of twelfth and thirteenth century
Kabbalism had run their course by the close of the fourteenth
century and the beginning of the �fteenth. This coincided with the
beginning of the persecution of the Jews in Spain and the
appearance of Marrano Judaism after 1391, and the literature of the
�fteenth century re�ects an unmistakable �accidity of religious
thought and expression.

The Kabbalists of the time were a small group of esoterics who
had little desire to spread their ideas,1 and who would have been
the last to promote any movement for introducing radical changes
into Jewish life, or for altering its rhythms. Only two isolated
mystics, the authors of the Raya Mehemna and of the book Peliah,
had been dreaming about a mystical revolution in Jewish life, and
nothing had responded to their call.2 Kabbalism was essentially the
privilege of the elect who pursued the path of ever deeper



penetration into the mysteries of God. This attitude was clearly
manifest in the older Kabbalah, with its ‘neutralization’ of all
Messianic tendencies which, though not complete, was very marked.
This comparative indi�erence to the suggestion that the course of
history might be somewhat shortened by mystical means was due to
the fact that originally the mystics and apocalyptics had turned their
thoughts in the reverse direction: the Kabbalists concentrated all
their mental and emotional powers not upon the Messianic end of
the world, upon the closing stage of the unfolding universe, but
rather upon its beginning. Or to put it in other words, in their
speculation they were on the whole more concerned with creation
than with redemption. Redemption was to be achieved not by
storming onward in an attempt to hasten historic crises and
catastrophes, but rather by retracing the path that leads to the
primordial beginnings of creation and revelation, at the point where
the world-process (the history of the universe and of God) began to
evolve within a system of laws. He who knew the way by which he
had come might hope eventually to retrace his steps.

The mystical meditations of the Kabbalists on theogony and
cosmogony thus produced a non-Messianic and individualistic mode
of redemption or salvation. In union—says a fourteenth century
Kabbalist3—there is redemption. In these meditations history was
purged of its taint, since the Kabbalists sought to �nd their way
back to the original unity, to the world-structure prior to Satan’s
First Deception, with the consequences of which they were bound to
identify the course of history. Given a new emotional approach at
this point, the Kabbalah might have absorbed the intensity of Mes-
sianism and become a powerful apocalyptic factor, because
retracing the spiritual process to the ultimate foundations of
existence might in itself have been regarded as the redemption, in
the sense that the world would thus return to the unity and purity of
its beginnings. This return to the cosmogonic starting-point, as the
central aim of the Kabbalah, need not always have proceeded in the
silent and aloof meditations of the individual, which have and can
have no relation to outward events.



After the catastrophe of the Spanish Expulsion, which so radically
altered the outer aspect of the Kabbalah if not its innermost content,
it also became possible to consider the return to the starting-point of
creation as the means of precipitating the �nal world-catastrophe,
which would come to pass when that return had been achieved by
many individuals united in a desire for ‘the End’ of the world. A
great emotional upheaval having taken place, the individual
mystic’s absorption could have been transformed, by a kind of
mystical dialectics, into the religious aspiration of the whole
community. In that event, what had been hidden under the mild
aspect of Tikkun (striving for the perfection of the world) would be
revealed as a potent weapon, one capable of destroying all the
forces of evil; and such destruction would in itself have been
tantamount to redemption.

Though Messianic calculations, ideas, and visions were not an
essential part of the older Kabbalah, it was by no means lacking in
these matters, and it should not be inferred that Kabbalism
altogether disregarded the problem of redemption “in our time.”
The point is that if and when it did concern itself with it, it did so in
a spirit of supererogation. Typical of the catastrophic aspects of
redemption—of which the Kabbalists were fully aware—is the
gruesome fact that, long before 1492, some Kabbalistic writers had
proclaimed that catastrophic year as the year of the redemption.
However, 1492 brought no liberation from above, but a most cruel
exile here below. The consciousness that redemption signi�ed both
liberation and catastrophe permeated the new religious movement
to such an extent that it can only be called the obverse side of the
apocalyptic temper predominating in Jewish life.

The concrete e�ects and consequences of the catastrophe of 1492
were by no means con�ned to the Jews then living. As a matter of
fact, the historic process set going by the expulsion from Spain
required several generations—almost an entire century—to work
itself out completely. Only by degrees did its tremendous
implications permeate ever more profound regions of being. This
process helped to merge the apocalyptic and Messianic elements of
Judaism with the traditional aspects of Kabbalism. The last age



became as important as the �rst; instead of reverting to the dawn of
history, or rather to its metaphysical antecedents, the new doctrines
laid the emphasis on the �nal stages of the cosmological process.
The pathos of Messianism pervaded the new Kabbalah and its
classical forms of expression as it never did the Zohar; the
‘beginning’ and the ‘end’ were linked together.

The contemporaries of the Expulsion were aware chie�y of the
concrete problems it had created, but not of its deep-lying
implications for religious thought and its theological expression. For
the exiles from Spain the catastrophical character of the “End” was
again made clear. To summon up and to release all the forces
capable of hastening the “End,” became once more the chief aim of
the mystics. The messianic doctrine, previously the concern of those
interested in apologetics, was made for a time the subject of an
aggressive propaganda. The classic compendia in which Isaac
Abarbanel codi�ed the Messianic doctrines of Judaism a few years
after the Expulsion were soon followed by numerous epistles, tracts,
homilies, and apocalyptic writings in which the repercussions of the
catastrophe reached their most vigorous expression. In these
writings, whose authors were at great pains to link up the Expulsion
with the ancient prophecies, the redemptive character of the 1492
catastrophe was strongly emphasized. The birthpangs of the
Messianic era, with which history is to “end” or (as the apocalyptics
would have it) to “collapse,” were therefore assumed to have set in
with the Expulsion.5

The sharply etched and impressive �gure of Abraham ben Eliezer
Ha-Levi in Jerusalem, an untiring agitator and interpreter of events
“pregnant” with redemption, is typical of a generation of Kabbalists
in which the apocalyptic abyss yawned, but without swallowing up
the traditional categories of the mystical theology or, as happened
later, transforming it.6 The emotional force and eloquence of a
preacher of repentance were here combined with a passion for the
apocalyptic interpretation of history and of historical theology; but
the very belief that redemption was near prevented the drastic
experiences of the Expulsion, vividly as they were still remembered,
from being transmuted into ultimate religious concepts. Only



gradually, as the Expulsion ceased to be regarded in a redemptive
light and loomed up all the more distinctly in its catastrophic
character, did the �ames which had �ared up from the apocalyptical
abyss sweep over wide areas of the Jewish world until they �nally
seized upon and recast the mystical theology of Kabbalism. The new
Kabbalah, which was fashioned by this transforming and fusing
process in “the Community of the Devout” at Safed, bore enduring
marks of the event to which it owed its origin. For, once the
catastrophic had been sown as a fertile seed in the heart of this new
Kabbalah, its teachings were bound to lead to that further
catastrophe which became acute with the Sabbatian movement.

The mood which prevailed in Kabbalistic circles enkindled by the
apocalyptic propaganda and in the groups in�uenced by them, is
re�ected most revealingly in two anonymous works—Sefer Ha-
Meshiv “The Book of Revelations,” and Kaf Ha-Ketoreth “The
Censer”—written about 1500 and preserved in manuscript.7 The
�rst is a commentary on the Torah and the second a commentary on
the Psalms. Both authors tried to force apocalyptic meanings into
every word of the Scriptures. The Scriptures were alleged to have
seventy “faces,” and to manifest a di�erent face to each generation,
with a di�erent mode of address. In their own generation every
word of the Bible was assumed to refer to Exile and Redemption.
The entire Scriptures were interpreted as a series of symbols of the
preliminary events, sorrows, and travail of the redemption, which
these authors most vividly envisaged as a catastrophe.

The author of Kaf Ha-Ketoreth, in particular, took up a very
radical position. Employing every device of that mystical precision
with which the Kabbalists read the Bible, he infused extraordinary
apocalyptical meanings into the words of the Psalms, and held up
the Psalter as a textbook of the millenium and the Messianic
catastrophe. He furthermore developed an exceedingly bold theory
of the Psalms as apocalyptic hymns and of the comfort which these
hymns yield to worshippers.8 The secret function of true hymns was
to serve as magical weapons to be wielded in the �nal struggle,
weapons which were endowed with unlimited powers of
puri�cation and destruction so that they might annihilate all the



forces of evil. Seen in this light, the words of the Psalms stood forth
as “sharp swords in Israel’s hand and deadly weapons,”9 and the
Psalter itself was envisaged in the double capacity of a book of war
songs and an arsenal of weapons for the “last war.” Before the �nal
apocalyptic struggle in which these weapons were to be used, the
tremendous apocalyptic power latent in the words of the Psalms is
to manifest itself in the form of comfort, which is really the glow
and secret crackling of the apocalyptic �res in their depths. Comfort
is the classical symbol of delay. Even the delay of the �nal
consummation, undesirable as it is, has a healing force. Comfort
paves the way for the apocalyptic struggle. But when once the
absolute power of the divine words erupts from beneath the
comforting guise of meditation and promise, “all the forces will be
transformed,” as the author puts it in the language of apocalyptic
dialectics.

Such deep-seated feeling as to the religious signi�cance of
catastrophes was bound, after the acute apocalyptic phase had
subsided, to be transferred to more solid and substantial regions and
there to struggle for expression. This expression was achieved in the
far-reaching changes in the outlook on life, and in the new religious
conceptions with which the Kabbalah of Safed laid claim to
dominate the Jewish world, and did in fact so dominate it for a long
time.

The exiles from Spain must have held an intense belief in the
�endish realities of Exile, a belief that was bound to destroy the
illusion that it was possible to live peacefully under the Holy Law in
Exile. It expressed itself in a vigorous insistence upon the
fragmentary character of Jewish existence, and in mystical views
and dogmas to explain this fragmentariness with its paradoxes and
tensions. These views won widespread acceptance as the social and
spiritual e�ects of the movement which originated either in the
catastrophe of 1492 itself or in the Kabbalistic-apocalyptic
propaganda attached to that event, made themselves increasingly
felt. Life was conceived as Existence in Exile and in self-
contradiction, and the su�erings of Exile were linked up with the
central Kabbalistic doctrines about God and man. The emotions



aroused by these su�erings were not soothed and tranquilized, but
stimulated and whipped up. The ambiguities and inconsistencies of
“unredeemed” existence, which were re�ected in the meditations on
the Torah and the nature of prayer, led that generation to set up
ultimate values which di�ered widely from those of the rationalist
theology of the Middle Ages, if only because the religious ideals it
a�rmed had no connection with a scale of values based on an
intellectual point of view. Aristotle had represented the essence of
rationalism to Jewish minds; yet his voice, which had not lost its
resonance even in mediaeval Kabbalism despite its passage through
a variety of media, now began to sound hollow and spectral to ears
attuned to the new Kabbalah. The books of the Jewish philosophers
became “devilish books.”10

Death, repentance, and rebirth were the three great events in
human life by which the new Kabbalah sought to bring man into
blissful union with God. Humanity was threatened not only by its
own corruption, but by that of the world, which originated in the
�rst breach in creation, when subject and object �rst parted
company. By its emphasis upon death and rebirth (rebirth either in
the sense of reincarnation or by the spiritual process of repentance),
the Kabbalistic propaganda, through which the new Messianism
sought to win its way, gained in directness and popularity. This
propaganda shaped the new attitudes and social customs which
originated in Safed no less than the new systems and theologumena
on which they were based. There was a passionate desire to break
down the Exile by enhancing its torments, savouring its bitterness to
the utmost (even to the night of the Exile of the Shekhinah itself),
and summoning up the compelling force of the repentance of a
whole community. (The Zohar promised redemption if only a single
Jewish community would repent whole-heartedly.11 The strength of
the belief in this promise was demonstrated in Safed even while the
attempt itself failed.12) Attempts to curtail or end the Exile by
organized mystical action not rarely took on a social or even quasi-
political character. All these tendencies, which were manifested in
the very theatre of the redemption—Eretz Israel—clearly re�ect the



circumstances in which the Kabbalah became the authentic voice of
the people in the crisis produced by the banishment from Spain.

The horrors of Exile were mirrored in the Kabbalistic doctrine of
metempsychosis, which now won immense popularity by stressing
the various stages of the soul’s exile. The most terrible fate that
could befall any soul—far more ghastly than the torments of hell—
was to be “outcast” or “naked,” a state precluding either rebirth or
even admission to hell. Such absolute exile was the worst nightmare
of the soul which envisaged its personal drama in terms of the tragic
destiny of the whole people. Absolute homelessness was the sinister
symbol of absolute Godlessness, of utter moral and spiritual
degradation. Union with God or utter banishment were the two
poles between which a system had to be devised in which the Jews
could live under the domination of Law, which seeks to destroy the
forces of Exile.

This new Kabbalism stands and falls with its programme of
bringing its doctrines home to the community, and preparing it for
the coming of the Messiah.13 On the lofty pinnacles of speculative
thought, sustained by the deep founts of mystical contemplation, it
never proclaimed a philosophy of escape from the madding crowd;
it did not content itself with the aristocratic seclusion of a few elect,
but made popular education its business. In this it was for a long
time surprisingly successful. A comparison of typical popular
moralizing and edifying treatises and writings, before and after
1550, reveals the fact that until and during the �rst half of the
sixteenth century this type of popular literature showed no trace of
Kabbalistic in�uence. After 1550, the majority of these writers
propagated Kabbalistic doctrines. In the centuries that followed,
almost all the outstanding treatises on morals were written by
mystics, and, with the exception of Moses Hayim Luzzatto in his
“Path of the Upright” Mesilath Yesharim, their authors made no
attempt to conceal this fact. Moses Cordovero’s Tomer Deborah,
Elijah de Vidas’ Reshith Hokhmah, Eliezer Azikri’s14 Sefer Haredim,
Hayim Vital’s Shaare Kedushah, Isaiah Horovitz’ Shne Luhoth Ha-
Berith, Zevi Koidanover’s Kav Ha-Yashar, to mention only a few of a
long list of similar writings between 1550 and 1750—all played



their part in carrying the religious message of the Kabbalah into
every Jewish home.

2

The most important period in the history of the older Kabbalah is
linked up with the little Spanish town of Gerona in Catalonia, where
a whole group of mystics were active in the �rst half of the
thirteenth century; this group was also the �rst which succeeded in
familiarizing in�uential circles of Spanish Jewry with Kabbalist
thought. It was mainly their spiritual heritage that was brought to
the fore in the Zohar. Similarly the small town of Safed, in Upper
Galilee, became about forty years after the exodus from Spain the
center of the new Kabbalistic movement. There its peculiar
doctrines were �rst formulated, and from there they began their
victorious march through the Jewish world.

Strange as it may seem, the religious ideas of the mystics of Safed,
which had such an immense in�uence, have to this day not been
properly explored.15 The fact is that all the scholars who followed
Graetz and Geiger were inclined to single out the Lurianic school of
Kabbalism for attack and to pillory it. Hence anyone can read in our
historical literature how deeply Isaac Luria injured Judaism, but it is
not so easy to discover what Luria actually thought. The mystical
system, the in�uence of which on Jewish history has certainly been
no less considerable than that of Maimonides’  “Guide of the
Perplexed,” was considered by nineteenth century rationalism a
slightly unsavory subject. This view no longer holds good. There is a
valuable introduction to the subject in Schechter’s beautiful essay
“Safed in the Sixteenth Century,” where he describes the general
characteristics of the movement and more particularly some of the
leading �gures.16 But Schechter who says “I lay no claim to be
initiated in the science of the invisible,”17 studiously refrains from
giving what would amount to an analysis of their mystical ideas. It
is here that our task really begins.



The Kabbalists of Safed have left numerous and sometimes
voluminous writings, some of them complete systems of mystical
thought, of which the two most famous are those of Moses ben
Jacob Cordovero and of Isaac Luria. It would be a fascinating task to
compare and contrast the personalities and ideas of the two men, in
the manner which Plutarch developed in his famous biographies, for
they di�er as much from one another as they are intimately related
to each other. I must leave such an analysis for another occasion.
Let me, however, say this much: Cordovero is essentially a
systematic thinker; his purpose is to give both a new interpretation
and a systematic description of the mystical heritage of the older
Kabbalah, particularly the Zohar. One may say that this thinking,
rather than a new stage of mystical insight, leads him to new ideas
and formulas. To describe him in the terms of Evelyn Underhill, he
is a mystical philosopher rather than a mystic, although he was by
no means lacking mystical experience altogether.18

Of the theoreticians of Jewish mysticism Cordovero is
undoubtedly the greatest. He was the �rst to make an attempt to
describe the dialectical process through which the Se�roth pass in
the course of their development, with particular emphasis on that
side of the process which may be said to take place inside each.
Again, it was he who tried to interpret the various stages of
emanation as stages of the divine mind. The problem of the relation
of the substance of En-Sof to the “organism,” the “instruments”
(kelim: i.e. vessels or bowls), through which it works and acts was
one to which he returned again and again. The intrinsic con�ict
between the the-istic and the pantheistic tendencies in the mystical
theology of Kabbalism is nowhere brought out more clearly than in
his thought, and his attempts to synthetize the contradiction not
only dominated the speculative side of his thinking but also
produced tentative solutions which are frequently as profound and
audacious as they are problematical. His ideas on the subject are
summed up in the formula—a century before Spinoza and
Malebranche,—that “God is all reality, but not all reality is God.”19

En-Sof, according to him, can also be called thought (i.e. thought of
the world) “insofar as everything that exists is contained in His



substance. He encompasses all existence, but not in the mode of its
isolated existence below, but rather in the existence of the
substance, for He and existing things are [in this mode] one, and
neither separate nor multifarious, nor externally visible, but rather
His substance is present in His Se�roth, and He Himself is
everything, and nothing exists outside Him.”20

Cordovero’s fecundity as a writer is comparable to that of Bona-
ventura or Thomas Aquinas, and like the latter he died
comparatively young. When death carried him away in 1570, he
was only 48 years old. The bulk of his writings is still extant,
including an immense commentary on the Zohar, which has come
down to us in a complete copy from the original.21 He had the gift
of transforming everything into literature, and in this as in many
other things he was the complete antithesis of Isaac Luria, in whom
we meet the outstanding representative of later Kabbalism. Luria
was not only a true “Zaddik” or saintly man—that Cordovero was
no less, from all we know about him22—but in addition there was
also in him that creative power which has led every successive
generation to regard him as the leader of the Safed movement. He
was also the �rst Kabbalist whose personality impressed his
disciples so deeply that some thirty-odd years after his death a kind
of “saint’s biography” began to circulate which relates not only a
multitude of legends, but a faithful description of many of his
personal traits. It is contained in three letters written by one
Solomon, better known as Shlomel Dresnitz, who came from
Strassnitz in Moravia to Safed in the year 1602 and from there
spread Luria’s fame in his letters to his Kabbalistic friends in
Europe.23

Luria was no less a scholar than many other Kabbalists; during his
formative years in Egypt he had his �ll of rabbinical learning. But
although he speaks the symbolical language of the old Kabbalists,
particularly that of the anthropomorphists among them, it is evident
that he is looking for ways of expressing new and original thoughts.
Unlike Cordovero he left no written legacy when he passed away in
1572 at the age of 38; indeed he seems to have lacked the literary
faculty altogether. When one of his disciples, who seem to have



worshipped him like a superior being, asked him once why he did
not set out his ideas and teaching in book form, he is said to have
replied: “It is impossible, because all things are interrelated. I can
hardly open my mouth to speak without feeling as though the sea
burst its dams and over�owed. How then shall I express what my
soul has received, and how can I put it down in a book?”24 Actually,
a critical analysis of the very numerous written tracts which
circulate under his name and to which the Kabbalists always
reverently referred as Kithve Ha-Ari, “The writings of the Sacred
Lion,” shows that either before or during his stay in Safed, which
lasted only about three years, Luria did make an attempt to put his
thoughts down in a book, which is undoubtedly authentic and in
our possession. This is his commentary to the Sifra di-Tseniuta, “The
Book of Concealment,” one of the most di�cult parts of the Zohar.25

But here we �nd but little that is peculiar to him. In addition, a
number of his commentaries on certain passages of the Zohar have
survived. Finally there are his three mystical hymns for the Sabbath
meals, which are among the most remarkable products of
Kabbalistic poetry and may be found in almost every prayer-book of
Eastern Jewry.

On the other hand, all we happen to know of his system is based
on his conversations with his disciples; conversations which were as
di�use and unsystematic as possible. Luckily for us his pupils have
left us several compilations of his ideas and sayings, including some
which were written independently of each other, so that we are not,
as has sometimes been said, dependent upon a single source. His
most important follower, Hayim Vital (1543–1620), is the author of
several versions of Luria’s system, the most elaborate of which runs
into �ve folio volumes, the so-called “Eight Gates” (Shemonah
Shearim) into which he has divided his life work, Ets Hayim, “The
Tree of Life.”26 In addition we have several anonymous writings,
also by his followers, as well as a more compact presentation of the
theosophical side of his system by Rabbi Joseph ibn Tabul, the most
authoritative of his disciples after Vital.27 Tabul’s book in
manuscript was for a long time buried in various libraries, with
nobody paying any attention to it, and even when it was �nally



published by pure accident in 1921,28 it was attributed to the more
famous Vital—ironically enough, since Vital seems to have had little
sympathy for his rival. What is common to both versions may safely
be regarded as the authentic Lurianic doctrine.

As regards Luria’s personality it is fortunate that Vital has
carefully jotted down hundreds of little personal traits which bear
the unmistakable imprint of authenticity.29 Altogether Luria’s
personality comes out much clearer than that of Cordovero.
Although not long after his death he had already become a
legendary �gure, there remains enough genuine biographical
material to show us the man. First and foremost he was a visionary.
As a matter of fact, we owe to him a good deal of insight into the
strength and the limits of visionary thinking. The labyrinth of the
hidden world of mysticism—for that is the way it appears in the
writings of his disciples—was as familiar to him as the streets of
Safed. He himself dwelt perpetually in this mysterious world, and
his visionary gaze caught glimpses of psychical life in all that
surrounded him; he did not di�erentiate between organic and
inorganic life, but insisted that souls were present everywhere and
that intercourse with them was possible. He had many uncanny
visions, as for example when he frequently pointed out to his
disciples, while walking with them in the vicinity of Safed, the
graves of pious men of old with whose souls he held intercourse.
Since the world of the Zohar was to him completely real, he not
infrequently “discovered” the tombs of men, who were nothing but
literary phantoms, derived from the romantic trappings of that
remarkable book.30

Vital’s account of his master’s critical remarks on earlier Kab-
balistic literature is also interesting; he warns against all the Kab-
balists between Nahmanides and himself, because the prophet Elijah
had not appeared to them and their writings were based purely on
human perceptions and intelligence, and not on true Kabbalah. But
the books he recommends, such as the Zohar, the commentary of
the so-called pseudo-Abraham ben David to the “Book of Creation,”
the book Berith Menuhah and the book Kanah, were without
exception written during the period which he condemns. Moreover,



Luria, who rejected the lyrical poetry of the mediaeval poets, had a
very high regard for the hymns of Eleazar Kalir and spoke of them
as being representative of the true spirit of mysticism, doubtless
because in accordance with an ancient tradition he believed this
poet to be one of the great teachers of the period of the Mishnah,31

the period which he also unsophisticatedly believed to be the
background of the heroic �gures which make their appearance in
the great Kabbalistic pseudepigrapha.

By inclination and habit of mind, Luria was decidedly
conservative. This tendency is well expressed in his persistent
attempts to relate what he had to say to older authorities, especially
to the Zohar, and in his attitude towards minor matters. He was
always in favor of retaining what had a clearly de�ned character of
its own and ever ready to grant the mystical truth of contradictory
assertions. Even the various types of the Hebrew script have,
according to him, each its own mystical signi�cance.32 In the same
way he accorded equal rights so to speak to the di�erent orders of
prayer established by the various Jewish communities, on the
ground that each of the twelve tribes of Israel had its own entrance
to heaven which correspond to a certain form of prayer; and since
no one knew to which tribe he belonged, there was no harm in
being faithful to the traditions and usages of one’s particular
geographical group, the Spanish Jews remaining loyal to their
customs, the Jews of Poland to theirs, and so on.33

The story of the gradual spread of Lurianic Kabbalism is
remarkable and, like the creation of the Zohar, not without its
dramatic side. Luria’s original disciples did comparatively little to
spread his ideas. Although Hayim Vital began to systematize Luria’s
thought immediately after his master’s death he was jealously on
guard against any attempt by others to claim possession of the key
to the mystery. For a time he gave lectures before his former co-
disciples on the new doctrines whose theosophic principles he
surrounded with a great deal of scholastic detail. We still have the
text of a document from the year 1575 in which almost all the more
important pupils of Luria, insofar as they were still living in Safed,
undertook in writing to recognize Vital’s authority as supreme: “We



shall study the Kabbalah with him and truly remember all he tells us
and relate to no one else anything of the mysteries which we shall
learn from him or which he has taught us in the past, even of what
he has taught us in the life-time of our teacher, the great Rabbi Isaac
Luria Ashkenazi, except it be that we receive his permission.34

Subsequently Vital withdrew completely from this activity and only
very reluctantly admitted others to the knowledge of his Kabbalistic
writings. Until his death in Damascus in 1620, not a single one of
his books was reproduced and circulated with his permission. A
large number of them were, however, secretly copied in Safed in
1587 while he was dangerously ill—his brother having received a
bribe of �fty pieces of gold for handing them over—and thereafter
circulated among the adepts in Palestine. Nor can it be said of
Joseph ibn Tabul, Luria’s second most important follower, that he
was a zealous propagandist, although he seems to have been
somewhat more active in teaching his master’s doctrine in Safed
itself. He was not among those who signed the above mentioned
declaration, and it is known that he also taught pupils who had not
studied under Luria.35

On the whole, the spread of Lurianic Kabbalism was almost
entirely due to the activity of another Kabbalist, Israel Sarug, who
between 1592 and 1598 carried on a lively propaganda in the
interests of the new school among the Kabbalists of Italy.36 He
posed as one of Luria’s principal disciples, although it seems certain
that he had no claim to this title and that all his knowledge of
Lurianic doctrine was derived from those stolen copies of Vital’s
writings which had come into his hands in Safed. A man of
considerable intellectual originality, he concieved himself to have
penetrated more deeply than Luria’s genuine pupils into the
mysteries of the new doctrine. This fact probably explains why his
missionary zeal led him to claim an authority which strictly
speaking he did not possess. The deception passed unnoticed, and
down to our own days Sarug has been treated both by adherents
and opponents of Kabbalism as an authentic interpreter of Luria.
The truth is that in certain essential points he gave an entirely new
turn to Luria’s thought and enriched it by speculative ideas of his



own with which I cannot deal in this context. They are to be found
chie�y in his book Limmude Atsiluth, “Doctrines on Emanation.” The
essence of Sarug’s interpretation of Luria may be described as an
attempt to provide a quasi-philosophical basis for Luria’s distinctly
unphilosophical doctrine by injecting a species of Platonism into it,
and the singular success his interpretation achieved was due in part
to those elements of his teaching which were not genuinely
Lurianic.

One of Sarug’s own followers subsequently carried these
tendencies to a particularly radical conclusion and produced a
system of Kabbalism which represents a curious eclectical mixture
of the Neoplatonism fashionable in the Italy of the Renaissance and
Luria’s doctrine according to the interpretation of Sarug. He was
Abraham Cohen Herrera of Florence (died in Amsterdam 1635 or
1639), the descendant of a Marranic family and the only Kabbalist
who wrote in Spanish. His books were translated from the Spanish,
in which they have been preserved only in manuscript form,37 into
Hebrew, and a Latin compendium which appeared in 1677 played a
very considerable role—not least because it was written in a more
or less comprehensible style38—in moulding the prevailing Christian
view of the character of Kabbalism, and its alleged pantheism or
Spinozism,39 down to the beginning of the nineteenth century.

While the authentic writings of Luria’s eastern followers achieved
a wide circulation already in the seventeenth century, but almost
without exception only in the form of manuscripts, the type of
Lurianic Kabbalism represented by the followers of Sarug—
speci�cally in Italy, Holland, Germany and Poland—predominates
in the small number of printed books devoted to the propagation of
Luria’s ideas before the outbreak of the Sabbatian movement
(1665). Of special importance in this connection was the great folio
volume of Naphtali ben Jacob Bacharach, of Frankfort-on-Main,
which appeared in 1648 under the title Emek Ha-Melekh. (A correct
translation of this title might be “The Mystical Depths of the King,”
rather than “The Valley of the King.”) The book relies wholly on
Sarug’s interpretation of Luria. It was sharply criticized in parts, by
Kabbalists among others, but it was not before the end of the



eighteenth century, and in some respects only in the nineteenth,
that the Kabbalists consented to the publication of Vital’s own books
in print. However, the innovation did not add much to their
popularity, for during the eighteenth century the business of
copying his writings from manuscripts had become in some places,
e. g. Jerusalem, Italy and Southern Germany, almost an industry.

3

In the years following his death, Luria’s mystical inspiration was
generally recognized in Safed, and precisely those ideas which were
peculiar to him became the common property of later Kabbalism—
not at once but through a process of expansion and development
which began shortly before 1600.

I have spoken of Luria’s mystical inspiration. But it must not be
assumed that his doctrine came entirely out of the blue. It is true
that at �rst it strikes one as being entirely di�erent, in its outlook
and its basic conceptions, from the earlier doctrine of the Safed
school, and especially from Cordovero’s system. However, closer
comparison makes it apparent that a good many points in Luria’s
system are based on Cordovero’s ideas, although they are developed
in such an original way as to lead Luria to quite di�erent and novel
conclusions.

There is hardly any di�erence between Cordovero and Luria as far
as the practical application of Kabbalistic thought is concerned,
although some modern writers have been at pains to prove that this
is the real point at issue. Nothing could be further from the truth; it
is entirely wrong to say that Cordovero stands for the theory and
Luria for the practice of Kabbalism, or alternatively, that Cordovero
is the heir of Spanish Kabbalism, while Luria, an Ashkenazic Jew,
whose parents appear to have come to Jerusalem only a short time
before he was born, represents the consummation of the tradition of
Jewish ascetism in mediaeval Germany.40 Luria’s Kabbalah is just as
much or as little “practical” as that of the other Safed mystics. They
all have something to do with “practical Kabbalism” and the things



it connotes to the Kabbalist mind, to which I have drawn attention
in the fourth lecture, but all of them were equally anxious to draw a
distinction between their practical mysticism and its possible
degeneration into magic. As for the ascetic ways of life which
Lurianic Kabbalism propagated, it is di�cult to �nd here anything
that owes its in�uence to Luria. On the whole they are no more than
a re�ex of religious life in Safed as it existed before Luria’s time as
well as after him. It is to be hoped that the unfortunate term
practical Kabbalism as a description of Luria’s system, which is
already �nding its way into our historical text-books, will be given
its quietus. The hegemony of the Safed school and more especially
of its most important o�shoot, the Lurianic Kabbalah, may justly be
described as a period in which practical mysticism dominated, but
for the speci�c di�erence between the Lurianic doctrine and its
immediate predecessors we must look elsewhere.

To repeat, Luria’s ideas are developed by him out of those of his
predecessors, including not only Cordovero but far older authors. In
the case of certain important details, for which he went back to the
old Kabbalists, it can be said that these played no conspicuous part
in their writings, while to Luria they were all-important. These
connections between Luria and a few half-forgotten Spanish
Kabbalists still await an adequate historical analysis.41

4

As we shall see later on, the form in which Luria presented his
ideas is strongly reminiscent of the Gnostic myths of antiquity. The
similarity is, of course, unintentional; the fact is simply that the
structure of his thoughts closely resembles that of the Gnostics. His
cosmogony is intensely dramatic, and I am inclined to believe that
this quality, which was lacking in Cordovero’s system, partly
explains its success. Compared to that of the Zohar, whose authentic
interpretation—on the basis of Elijah’s revelations—it purports to
be, his cosmogony is both more original and more elaborate. The
older Kabbalists had a much simpler conception of the cosmological



process. According to them, it begins with an act in which God
projects His creative power out of His own Self into space. Every
new act is a further stage in the process of externalization, which
unfolds, in accordance with the emanationist doctrine of
Neoplatonism, in a straight line from above downwards. The whole
process is strictly one-way and correspondingly simple.

Luria’s theory has nothing of this ino�ensive simplicity. It is based
upon the doctrine of Tsimtsum, one of the most amazing and far-
reaching conceptions ever put forward in the whole history of
Kabbalism. Tsimtsum originally means “concentration” or
“contraction,” but if used in the Kabbalistic parlance it is best
translated by “withdrawal” or “retreat.” The idea �rst occurs in a
brief and entirely forgotten treatise which was written in the middle
of the thirteenth century and of which Luria seems to have made
use,42 while its literary original is a Talmudic saying which Luria
inverted. He stood it on its head, no doubt believing that he had put
it on its feet. The Midrash—in sayings originating from third
century teachers—occasionally refers to God as having concentrated
His Shekhinah, His divine presence, in the holiest of holies, at the
place of the Cherubim, as though His whole power were
concentrated and contracted in a single point.43 Here we have the
origin of the term Tsimtsum, while the thing itself is the precise
opposite of this idea: to the Kabbalist of Luria’s school Tsimtsum
does not mean the concentration of God at a point, but his retreat
away from a point.

What does this mean? It means brie�y that the existence of the
universe is made possible by a process of shrinkage in God. Luria
begins by putting a question which gives the appearance of being
naturalistic and, if you like, somewhat crude. How can there be a
world if God is everywhere? If God is ‘all in all,’ how can there be
things which are not God? How can God create the world out of
nothing if there is no nothing? This is the question. The solution
became, in spite of the crude form which he gave it, of the highest
importance in the history of later Kabbalistic thought. According to
Luria, God was compelled to make room for the world by, as it
were, abandoning a region within Himself, a kind of mystical



primordial space from which He withdrew in order to return to it in
the act of creation and revelation.44 The �rst act of En-Sof, the
In�nite Being, is therefore not a step outside but a step inside, a
movement of recoil, of falling back upon oneself, of withdrawing
into oneself. Instead of emanation we have the opposite,
contraction. The God who revealed himself in �rm contours was
superseded by one who descended deeper into the recesses of His
own Being, who concentrated Himself into Himself,45 and had done
so from the very beginning of creation. To be sure, this view was
often felt, even by those who gave it a theoretical formulation, to
verge on the blasphemous. Yet it cropped up again and again,
modi�ed only ostensibly by a feeble ‘as it were’ or ‘so to speak.’

One is tempted to interpret this withdrawal of God into his own
Being in terms of Exile, of banishing Himself from His totality into
profound seclusion. Regarded this way, the idea of Tsimtsum is the
deepest symbol of Exile that could be thought of, even deeper than
the ‘Breaking of the Vessels.’46 In the ‘Breaking of the Vessels,’ with
which I propose to deal later, something of the Divine Being is
exiled out of Himself, whereas the Tsimtsum could come to be
considered as an exile into Himself. The �rst act of all is not an act
of revelation but one of limitation. Only in the second act does God
send out a ray of His light and begin his revelation, or rather his
unfolding as God the Creator, in the primordial space of His own
creation. More than that, every new act of emanation and
manifestation is preceded by one of concentration and retraction.47

In other words, the cosmic process becomes two-fold. Every stage
involves a double strain, i.e. the light which streams back into God
and that which �ows out from Him, and but for this perpetual
tension, this ever repeated e�ort with which God holds Himself
back, nothing in the world would exist. There is fascinating power
and profundity in this doctrine. This paradox of Tsimtsum—as Jacob
Emden said48—is the only serious attempt ever made to give
substance to the idea of Creation out of Nothing. Incidentally, the
fact that an idea which at �rst sight appears so reasonable as
“Creation out of Nothing” should turn out upon inspection to lead to



a theosophical mystery shows us how illusory the apparent
simplicity of religious fundamentals really is.

Apart from its intrinsic importance, the theory of Tsimtsum also
acted as a counterpoise to the pantheism which some scholars think
is implied by the theory of emanation.49 Not only is there a residue
of divine manifestation in every being, but under the aspect of
Tsimtsum it also acquires a reality of its own which guards it against
the danger of dissolution into the non-individual being of the divine
“all in all.” Luria himself was the living example of an outspoken
theistic mystic. He gave the Zohar, for all its intrinsic pantheism, a
strictly theistic interpretation. Nothing is more natural, therefore,
than that the pantheistic tendencies which began to gain momentum
in Kabbalism, especially from the period of the European
Renaissance onwards, clashed with the Lurianic doctrine of
Tsimtsum, and that attempts were made to re-interpret it in such a
way as to strip it of its meaning. The question whether it should be
interpreted literally or metaphorically came sometimes to be
symbolical of the struggle between theistic and pantheistic trends,
so much so that in later Kabbalism the position which a writer
occupied in this struggle is to a certain extent implied by his stand
on the question of Tsimtsum.50 For if Tsimtsum is merely a metaphor
to which no real act or occurence, however shrouded and
mysterious, corresponds, then the question how something that is
not God can really exist remains unsolved. If the Tsimtsum—as some
later Kabbalists have tried to prove—is only a veil which separates
the individual consciousness from God in such a way as to give it
the illusion of self-consciousness, in which it knows itself to be
di�erent from God, then only an imperceptible change is needed so
that the heart may perceive the unity of divine subsistence in all
that exists. Such a change would necessarily destroy the conception
of Tsimtsum as one intended to provide an explanation for the
existence of something other than God.

As I have already said, the doctrine of Tsimtsum played an
extremely important part in the development of Lurianic thought,
and new attempts to formulate it were made continuously. The
history of this idea from Luria down to our own days would give a



fascinating picture of the development of original Jewish mystical
thought.51 Here I must content myself with stressing one more
aspect which Luria himself undoubtedly regarded as highly
important and for which our source is an authentic remark by
himself.52 According to this, the essence of the Divine Being, before
the Tsimtsum took place, contained not only the qualities of love and
mercy, but also that of Divine Sternness which the Kabbalists call
Din or Judgment. But Din was not recognizable as such; it was as it
were dissolved in the great ocean of God’s compassion, like a grain
of salt in the sea, to use Joseph ibn Tabul’s simile. In the act of
Tsimtsum, however, it crystallized and became clearly de�ned, for
inasmuch as Tsimtsum signi�es an act of negation and limitation it is
also an act of judgment.53 It must be remembered that to the
Kabbalist, judgment means the imposition of limits and the correct
determination of things. According to Cordovero the quality of
judgment is inherent in everything insofar as everything wishes to
remain what it is, to stay within its boundaries.54 Hence it is
precisely in the existence of individual things that the mystical
category of judgment plays an important part. If, therefore, the
Midrash says that originally the world was to have been based on
the quality of strict judgment, Din, but God seeing that this was
insu�cient to guarantee its existence, added the quality of mercy,
the Kabbalist who follows Luria interprets this saying as follows:
The �rst act, the act of Tsimtsum, in which God determines, and
therefore limits, Himself, is an act of Din which reveals the roots of
this quality in all that exists; these “roots of divine judgment”
subsist in chaotic mixture with the residue of divine light which
remained after the original retreat or withdrawal within the primary
space of God’s creation. Then a second ray of light out of the
essence of En-Sof brings order into chaos and sets the cosmic process
in motion, by separating the hidden elements and moulding them
into a new form.55 Throughout this process the two tendencies of
perpetual ebb and �ow—the Kabbalists speak of hithpashtuth,
egression, and histalkuth, regression56—continue to act and react
upon each other. Just as the human organism exists through the
double process of inhaling and exhaling and the one cannot be



conceived without the other, so also the whole of Creation
constitutes a gigantic process of divine inhalation and exhalation. In
the �nal resort, therefore, the root of all evil is already latent in the
act of Tsimtsum.

True to the tradition of the Zohar, Luria regards the cosmic
process, up to a certain point, after the Tsimtsum, as a process within
God—a doctrine, incidentally, which has never failed to involve its
adherents in di�culties of the most complex sort. This assumption
was made easier for him by his belief, already mentioned in passing,
that a vestige or residue of the divine light—Reshimu in Luria’s
terminology—remains in the primeval space created by the
Tsimtsum even after the withdrawal of the substance of En-Sof.57 He
compares this with the residue of oil or wine in a bottle the contents
of which have been poured out.58 This conception makes it possible
to lay stress alternatively on the divine character of the Reshimu, or
on the fact that the essence of En-Sof has been withdrawn so that
what comes into being as the result of this process must stand
outside God. It remains to be added that some of the more decided
theists among the Kabbalists have solved the dilemma by
disregarding the Reshimu altogether.

Before going further it may be of interest to point out that this
conception of the Reshimu has a close parallel in the system of the
Gnostic Basilides who �ourished about 125 A.D. Here, too, we �nd
the idea of a primordial “blessed space, which can neither be
conceived of, nor characterized by any word, yet is not entirely
deserted from the Sonship”; the latter is Basilides’ term for the most
sublime consummation of the universal potentialities. Of the
relation of the Sonship to the Holy Spirit, or Pneuma, Basilides says
that even when the Pneuma remained empty and divorced from the
Sonship, yet at the same time it retained the latter’s �avor which
permeates everything above and below, even as far as formless
matter and our own state of existence. And Basilides, too, employs
the simile of a bowl in which the delicate fragrance of a “sweetest
smelling unguent” remains though the bowl be emptied with the
greatest possible care. Moreover, we have an early prototype of the



Tsimtsum in the Gnostic “Book of the Great Logos,” one of those
astounding remains of Gnostic literature that have been preserved
through Coptic translations. Here we are taught that all primordial
spaces and their “fatherhoods” have come into being because of the
“little idea,” the space of which God has left behind as the shining
world of light when He “withdrew Himself into Himself.” This
withdrawal that precedes all emanation is repeatedly stressed.59

5

Side by side with this conception of the cosmic process, we �nd
two other important theosophical ideas. Luria has expressed them in
bold mythical language, at times perhaps rather too bold. These two
ideas are the doctrine of Shevirath Ha-Kelim, or “Breaking of the
Vessels,” and that of Tikkun, which means mending or restitution of
a defect. The in�uence of these two ideas on the development of
later Kabbalistic thought has been as great as that of the doctrine of
Tsimtsum.

Let us begin by considering the former. We have to assume that
the divine light which �owed into primordial space—of which
three-dimensional space is a late development—unfolded in various
stages and appeared under a variety of aspects. There is no point in
going here into the details of this process. Luria and his followers
are inclined to lose themselves partly in visionary, partly in
scholastic, descriptions of it.60 It came to pass within a realm of
existence which, to use a Gnostic term, might well be called the
sphere of Pleroma, or the “fullness” of divine light. The decisive
point is that, according to this doctrine, the �rst being which
emanated from the light was Adam Kadmon, the “primordial man.”

Adam Kadmon is nothing but a �rst con�guration of the divine
light which �ows from the essence of En-Sof into the primeval space
of the Tsimtsum—not indeed from all sides but, like a beam, in one
direction only. He therefore is the �rst and highest form in which
the divinity begins to manifest itself after the Tsimtsum. From his
eyes, mouth, ears and nose, the lights of the Se�roth burst forth. At



�rst these lights were coalesced in a totality without any
di�erentiation between the various Se�roth; in this state they did
not require bowls or vessels to hold them. The lights coming from
the eyes, however, emanated in an ‘atomized’ form in which every
Se�rah was an isolated point. This “world of punctiform lights,”
Olam Ha-Nekudoth, Luria also calls Olam Ha-Tohu, i.e., “world of
confusion or disorder.”61 In reply to a question regarding the
di�erence between his doctrine and that of Cordovero, Luria
expressed himself in the sense that the Kabbalah of his predecessor
dealt on the whole only with events in this realm and a state of the
world corresponding to them.62 Since, however, the divine scheme
of things involved the creation of �nite beings and forms, each with
its own allotted place in the ideal hierarchy, it was necessary that
these isolated lights should be caught and preserved in special
“bowls” created—or rather emanated—for this particular purpose.
The vessels which corresponded to the three highest Se�roth
accordingly gave shelter to their light, but when the turn of the
lower six came, the light broke forth all at once and its impact
proved too much for the vessels which were broken and shattered.
The same, though not to quite the same extent, also occurred with
the vessel of the last Se�rah.63

This idea of the “breaking of the vessels” was developed by Luria
in a highly original manner from a suggestion made in the Zohar. In
a Midrash to which I have referred already in the �rst Lecture,
mention is made of the destruction of worlds before the creation of
the now existing cosmos.64 The Zohar’s interpretation of this
Aggadah is that it refers to the creation of worlds in which only the
forces of Gevurah, the Se�rah of stern judgment, were active, and
which were therefore destroyed by this excess of sternness. This
event in turn is placed in relation to the list of the Kings of Edom in
chapter 36 of Genesis, of whom nothing is said but that they built a
town and died. “And these are the Kings that reigned in the land of
Edom,”—Edom signifying the realm of stern judgment untempered
by compassion.65 But the world is maintained only through the
harmony of grace and strict judgment, of the masculine and the
feminine, a harmony which the Zohar calls the “balance.”66 The



death of the “primordial kings,” of which more is said in the Idra
Rabba and the Idra Zutta in the Zohar, now re-appears in Luria’s
system as the “breaking of the vessels.”

In the description given of this event by Luria’s original disciples,
it has none of the characteristics of chaos or anarchy. On the
contrary, it is a process which follows certain very de�nite laws or
rules which are described in considerable detail. Subsequently,
however, popular imagination took hold of the picturesque side of
the idea and gave a literal interpretation, so to speak, to metaphors
like “breaking of the vessels” or “world of the tohu”; in this manner,
the emphasis was gradually shifted from the lawful to the
catastrophic nature of the process.

The cause of this “breaking of the vessels,” which releases the
whole complexity of the cosmological drama and determines man’s
place in it, appears in Luria’s and Vital’s doctrine under varying
aspects. In the immediate sense, the event is traced back to certain
technical �aws in the structure of the Se�rotic atom-cosmos from
which the ‘accident’ follows with necessity.67 In a profounder sense,
however, the event is due to what I propose to term, with Tishby,68

the cathartic cause. For Luria, the deepest roots of the Kelipot, or
“shells,” i.e. the forces of evil, existed already before the breaking of
the vessels and were mixed up, so to speak, with the lights of the
Se�roth and the above-mentioned Reshimu, or residue of En-Sof in
the primordial space. What really brought about the fracture of the
vessels was the necessity of cleansing the elements of the Se�roth by
eliminating the Kelipot, in order to give a real existence and separate
identity to the power of evil.69 The Zohar, as we have seen, already
de�nes evil as a by-product of the life process of the Se�roth, and
more particularly, of the Se�rah of strict judgment. According to
Luria, these waste products were originally mixed with the pure
substance of Din (sternness), and it was only after the breaking of
the vessels and the subsequent process of selection that the evil and
demonic forces assumed real and separate existence in a realm of
their own. Not from the fragments of the broken vessels but from
the “dross of the primordial kings” did the domain of the Kelipah
arise. More than that, the Zohar’s organological imagery is



developed to its logical conclusion: the Shevirah is compared to the
“breakthrough” of birth, the deepest convulsion of the organism
which, incidentally, is also accompanied by the externalization of
what might be described as waste products.70 In this manner, the
mystical “death of the primordial kings” is transformed into the far
more plausible symbol of a mystical ‘birth’ of the pure new vessels.

This cathartic interpretation of the meaning of the Shevirah was
accepted by all the Kabbalists of the Lurianic school. For some of
them, however, the idea that the roots of evil lie in the ‘world of
points’ remained a stumbling-block, since it seemed to suggest a
dualistic conception of God, i.e. one of the most serious heresies.71

They therefore held to the view that the powers of evil developed
out of the scattered fragments of the vessels which have sunk into
the lower depths of the primordial space and there constitute the
“depth of the great abyss” in which the spirit of evil dwells. Like all
attempts to answer the question, Unde malum?, this e�ort to �nd a
rational explanation of the existence of evil, or rather of its myth,
fails to give complete satisfaction. Again the Gnostical character of
the doctrine is clearly evident. The mythology of the Gnostical
systems, too, recognizes in the pleroma dramatic processes in which
particles of the light of the aeons are driven out and fall into the
void. In the same manner, Luria accounts for the fall of divine
“sparks of light” from the divine realm into the lower depths.

Later Kabbalists have lavished a great deal of further speculative
thought on this point. According to some of them, the Breaking of
the Vessels is connected, like so many other things, with the law of
organic life in the theosophical universe. Just as the seed must burst
in order to sprout and blossom, so too the �rst bowls had to be
shattered in order that the divine light, the cosmic seed so to speak,
might ful�ll its function.72 At any rate the Breaking of the Bowls, of
which we �nd exhaustive descriptions in the literature of Lurianic
Kabbalism, is the decisive turning point in the cosmological process.
Taken as a whole, it is the cause of that inner de�ciency which is
inherent in everything that exists and which persists as long as the
damage is not mended. For when the bowls were broken the light
either di�used or �owed back to its source, or �owed downwards.



The �endish nether-worlds of evil, the in�uence of which crept into
all stages of the cosmological process, emerged from the fragments
which still retained a few sparks of the holy light—Luria speaks of
just 288.73 In this way the good elements of the divine order came
to be mixed with the vicious ones.74 Conversely the restoration of
the ideal order, which forms the original aim of creation, is also the
secret purpose of existence. Salvation means actually nothing but
restitution, re-integration of the original whole, or Tikkun, to use the
Hebrew term. Naturally enough the mysteries of Tikkun are the chief
concern of Luria’s theosophical system, theoretical and practical. Its
details, particularly on the theoretical side, are of a highly technical
nature and I shall not go to the length of describing them here.75

What we have to consider are the few basic ideas which �nd their
expression in the theory of Tikkun.

6

These parts of the Lurianic Kabbalah undoubtedly represent the
greatest victory which anthropomorphic thought has ever won in
the history of Jewish mysticism. It is as certain that many of these
symbols re�ect highly developed mystical meditations, which are
almost impenetrable to rational thought, as it is undeniable that,
taken as a whole, this symbolism is of a somewhat crude texture.
The tendency to interpret human life and behavior as symbols of a
deeper life, the conception of man as a micro-cosmos and of the
living God as a macro-anthropos, has never been more clearly
expressed and driven to its farthest consequences.

In the stage which corresponds to the manifestation of God under
the aspect of Adam Kadmon, before the Breaking of the Vessels, the
forces in action are not yet altogether parts of an organic whole and
likewise have not yet assumed a distinctive, personal and
characteristic con�guration. Now that the vessels are broken a new
stream of light wells from the original source of En-Sof and, bursting
forth from the forehead of Adam Kadmon, gives a new direction to
the disordered elements. The lights of the Se�roth streaming from



Adam Kadmon are organized in new con�gurations in each of which
Adam Kadmon is re�ected in certain de�nite forms. Every Se�rah is
transformed from a general attribute of God into what the
Kabbalists call a Partsuf, a “countenance” of God, which means that
all the potentialities implied in every Se�rah are now brought under
the in�uence of a formative principle,76 and that in each the entire
personality of God becomes apparent, if always under the aspect of
a distinctive feature. The God who manifests Himself at the end of
the process, represents a great deal more than the hidden En-Sof; He
is now the living God of religion, whom Kabbalism attempted to
portray. The whole attempt of Lurianic Kabbalism to describe the
theogonic process in God in terms of human existence represents an
e�ort to arrive at a new conception of the personal God,77 but all it
does is to culminate in a new form of Gnostical mythology. There is
no use trying to get away from this fact; Luria tries to describe how
in the process of Tikkun, of restoring the scattered lights of God to
their right place, the various aspects, under which God manifests
Himself, emerge one from the other as so many Partsu�m; the
conception of these is already quite personalistic.

In reading these descriptions one is easily tempted to forget that
for Luria they refer to purely spiritual processes. Super�cially at
least, they resemble the myths through which Basilides, Valentinus
or Mani tried to describe the cosmic drama, with the di�erence that
they are vastly more complicated than these Gnostical systems.

The chief Partsu�m or con�gurations are �ve in number.78 Their
names were suggested to Luria by the symbolism of the Zohar,
particularly in the Idras; but the function and signi�cance which he
assigns to them is to a large extent novel.

Where the �owing potencies of pure mercy and divine love which
are contained in the supreme Se�rah are gathered together in a
personal �gure, there, according to the Zohar, arises the
con�guration of Arikh Anpin, occasionally translated “The Long
Face,” but actually signifying “the Long-Su�ering,” i.e. God the
long-su�ering and merciful.79 In the Zohar, Arikh is also called
Attika Kaddisha, i.e. “the Holy Ancient One.” For Luria, the former is
to some extent a modi�cation of the latter. The potencies of the



Se�roth of divine wisdom and intelligence, Hokhmah and Binah,
have become the Partsu�m of “father and mother,” Abba and
Imma.80 The potencies of the six lower Se�roth (with the exception
of the Shekhinah), in which therefore mercy, justice and compassion
are in harmonious balance, are organized into a single con�guration
which Luria, in accordance with the Zohar, calls Zeir Anpin. Again,
the correct translation is not “The Short Face,” but “The
Impatient,”81 as opposed to “The Long-Su�ering.” In this
con�guration, the quality of stern judgment, which has no place in
the �gure of the “Holy Ancient One,” plays an important part.

In the same manner in which, according to the Zohar, the six
Se�roth, corresponding to the six days of creation, play the chief
part in the cosmic process and through the unity of their motion
represent God as the living Lord of the universe, so the �gure of Zeir
Anpin stands in the centre of Lurianic theosophy insofar as the latter
refers to the process of Tikkun. Zeir Anpin is “The Holy One, praise
be to Him.” What the “Holy One, praised be He,” and the Shekhinah
were for the Zohar, Zeir Anpin and Rachel, the mystical
con�guration, or Partsuf, of the Shekhinah, are to Luria. As long as
the Tikkun is not complete they form two Partsu�m, although the
doctrine essentially concerns the one fully developed personality of
the living God which is carved out of the substance of En-Sof by the
immeasurably complicated process of Tikkun. The doctrine of Zeir
and Rachel, therefore, is the real focal point of the theoretical side of
the Tikkun. The origin of Zeir Anpin in the womb of the ‘celestial
mother,’ his birth and development, as well as the laws in
accordance with which all the ‘upper’ potencies are organized in
him, form the subject of detailed exposition in the system developed
by Luria’s followers.82 There is something bewildering in the
eccentricity of these over-detailed expositions—the architecture of
this mystical structure might be styled baroque.

Luria is driven to something very much like a mythos of God
giving birth to Himself; indeed, this seems to me to be the focal
point of this whole involved and frequently rather obscure and
inconsistent description. The development of man through the
stages of conception, pregnancy, birth and childhood, to the point



where the developed personality makes full use of its intellectual
and moral powers,83 this whole process appears as a bold symbol of
the Tikkun in which God evolves His own personality.

The con�ict here is latent but inescapable: Is En-Sof the personal
God, the God of Israel, and are all the Partsu�m only His
manifestations under various aspects, or is En-Sof the impersonal
substance, the deus absconditus, who becomes a person only in the
Partsu�m? What could easily be managed so long as it concerned
only the theological interpretation of the doctrine of the Zohar, with
its immediate relationship between En-Sof and the Se�roth, becomes
a pressing problem in this very complicated process of Tsimtsum and
Shevirah and the long chain of events leading up to the development
of Zeir Anpin. The more dramatic the process in God becomes, the
more inevitable is the question: Where in all this drama is God?

For Cordovero, only En-Sof was the real God of whom religion
speaks, and the world of divinity with all its Se�roth nothing but
the organism in which He constitutes Himself in order to bring forth
the universe of creation, and to act in it. In reading the authentic
literature of Lurianic Kabbalism, one is frequently struck by the
opposite impression: En-Sof has little religious interest for Luria. His
three hymns for the three Sabbath meals are directed to the mystical
con�gurations of God: the “Holy Ancient One,” the Zeir Anpin, and
the Shekhinah for whom he employs a Zoharic symbol, the “holy
apple garden.”84 These hymns have the magni�cent sweep of mind
which visualizes a mystical process, half describing it, half conjuring
and producing it through these very words. Their solemnity is
highly suggestive, and the third hymn in particular deserves its
immense popularity, so well does it express the mood which
envelopes the mind when the growing dusk proclaims the end of the
Sabbath. In these hymns, then, Luria appears to address the
Partsu�m as separate personalities. This is an extreme attitude.
There have always been Kabbalists who declined to go so far and,
like Moses Hayim Luzzatto, insisted on the personal character of En-
Sof. These outspoken theists among the theosophists never ceased to
reinterpret the doctrine of the Partsu�m in a sense designed to strip
it of its obvious mythical elements, a tendency particularly



interesting in the case of Luzzatto whose doctrine on the world of
divinity was the o�spring not of pure theory but of mystical vision.
For the rest, the manifold contradictions and non sequiturs in Vital’s
writings supplied these Kabbalists with a su�ciency of arguments in
favor of their own theistic exegesis.

According to Luria, this evolution of personality is repeated and
as it were re�ected at every stage and in every sphere of divine and
mundane existence. From earlier sources, the Kabbalists of Safed,
and in particular Cordovero, had adopted the doctrine of four
worlds placed between the En-Sof and our earthly cosmos—a
doctrine of which no trace is to be found in the major part of the
Zohar.85 In Safed, this theory was for the �rst time more fully
elaborated and Luria, too, accepted it, though in his own way. The
four worlds are: (1) Atsiluth, the world of emanation and of the
divinity which has so far been our subject; (2) Beriah, the world of
creation, i.e. of the Throne, the Merkabah and the highest angels; (3)
Yetsirah, the world of formation, the chief domain of the angels; and
(4) Asiyah, the world of making (and not, as some translators would
have it, action). This fourth world, similar to Plotinus’ hypostasis of
“Nature,” is conceived as the spiritual archetype of the material
world of the senses. In every one of these four worlds, the mystical
vision which unravels their innermost structure perceives the above
mentioned con�gurations of the Godhead, the Partsu�m, albeit
shrouded in progressively deeper disguise, as is shown in the last
part of Vital’s “Tree of Life.”86

For Luria and his followers, there is no break in this continuous
process of evolution. This fact makes the problem of Luria’s theism
doubly acute, for the pantheistic implications of this doctrine are
too manifest to require emphasis. Luria’s reply to the question takes
the form of a subtle distinction between the world of Atsiluth and
the three other spheres: the former, or at any rate an important part
of it, is conceived as being substantially identical with the divinity
and the En-Sof, but from then on Luria tries to draw a �rm dividing
line. Between the world of Atsiluth and that of Beriah, and similarly
between each of the following ones, he postulates a curtain or
partition wall which has a double e�ect. In the �rst place it causes



the divine substance itself to �ow upwards; the Light of En-Sof is
refracted. Secondly, the power which emanates from the substance,
if not the latter itself, passes through the �lter of the ‘curtain.’ This
power then becomes the substance of the next world, of which again
only the power passes into the third, and so through all four
spheres. “Not En-Sof itself is dispersed in the nether worlds, but only
a radiance [di�ering from his substance], haarah, which emanates
from him.”87 In this fashion, that element of the nether worlds
which, as it were, envelopes and hides the Partsu�m in them
assumes the character of a creature in a stricter sense. These
“garments of the divinity” are no longer substantially one with God.
It is true that there is no lack of speculative discursions in entirely
di�erent connections which are calculated to throw doubt on the
de�niteness of this solution88 and which have in fact encouraged
various pantheistic reinterpretations of the Lurianic system. More
radical theists like Moses Hayim Luzzatto have tried to guard
against this danger by denying altogether the continuity of the
process in the four worlds and assuming that the Godhead, after
manifesting itself in all its glory in the world of Atsiluth, proceeded
to bring forth the three other worlds by an act of “creation out of
nothing” no longer conceived as a mere metaphor.89 Others have
gone further and assumed that even the ray from En-Sof, whose
incursion into primordial space forms the starting-point of all the
processes after the Tsimtsum, was not of the same substance as En-
Sof but was created ex nihilo.90 All these interpretations must,
however, be regarded as deviations from Luria’s authentic teachings.
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This brings us to a further aspect of the doctrine of Tikkun, which
is also the more important for the system of practical theosophy.
The process in which God conceives, brings forth and develops
Himself does not reach its �nal conclusion in God. Certain parts of
the process of restitution are allotted to man. Not all the lights
which are held in captivity by the powers of darkness are set free by



their own e�orts; it is man who adds the �nal touch to the divine
countenance; it is he who completes the enthronement of God, the
King and the mystical Creator of all things, in His own Kingdom of
Heaven; it is he who perfects the Maker of all things! In certain
spheres of being, divine and human existence are intertwined. The
intrinsic, extramundane process of Tikkun, symbolically described as
the birth of God’s personality, corresponds to the process of
mundane history. The historical process and its innermost soul, the
religious act of the Jew, prepare the way for the �nal restitution of
all the scattered and exiled lights and sparks. The Jew who is in
close contact with the divine life through the Torah, the ful�lment
of the commandments, and through prayer, has it in his power to
accelerate or to hinder this process. Every act of man is related to
this �nal task which God has set for His creatures.

It follows from this that for Luria the appearance of the Messiah is
nothing but the consummation of the continuous process of
Restoration, of Tikkun.91 The true nature of redemption is therefore
mystical, and its historical and national aspects are merely ancillary
symptoms which constitute a visible symbol of its consummation.
The redemption of Israel concludes the redemption of all things, for
does not redemption mean that everything is put in its proper place,
that the original blemish is removed? The ‘world of Tikkun’ is
therefore the world of Messianic action. The coming of the Messiah
means that this world of Tikkun has received its �nal shape.

It is here that we have the point where the mystical and the
Messianic element in Luria’s doctrine are welded together. The
Tikkun, the path to the end of all things, is also the path to the
beginning. Theosophic cosmology, the doctrine of the emergence of
all things from God, becomes its opposite, the doctrine of Salvation
as the return of all things to their original contact with God.
Everything that man does, reacts somewhere and somehow on this
complicated process of Tikkun. Every event and every domain of
existence faces at once inwardly and outwardly, which is why Luria
declares that worlds in all their externals are dependent on acts of
religion, on the ful�lment of the commandments and meritorious
deeds. But, according to him, everything internal in these worlds



depends on spiritual actions, of which the most important is
prayer.92 In a sense, therefore, we are not only masters of our own
destiny, and in the last resort are ourselves responsible for the
continuation of the Galuth, but we also ful�l a mission which
reaches far beyond that.

In a previous lecture I mentioned the magic of inwardness
connected with certain Kabbalistic doctrines. In Lurianic thought
these elements, under the name of Kawwanah, or mystical intention,
occupy a highly important position. The task of man is seen to
consist in the direction of his whole inner purpose towards the
restoration of the original harmony which was disturbed by the
original defect—the Breaking of the Vessels—and those powers of
evil and sin which date from that time. To unify the name of God, as
the term goes, is not merely to perform an act of confession and
acknowledgment of God’s Kingdom, it is more than that; it is an
action rather than an act. The Tikkun restores the unity of God’s
name which was destroyed by the original defect—Luria speaks of
the letters JH as being torn away from WH in the name JHWH—and
every true religious act is directed towards the same aim.

In an age in which the historical exile of the people was a terrible
and fundamental reality of life, the old idea of an exile of the
Shekhinah gained a far greater importance than ever before. For all
their persistent claim that this idea represents a mere metaphor, it is
clear from their own writings that the Kabbalists at bottom saw
something else in it. The exile of the Shekhinah is not a metaphor, it
is a genuine symbol of the ‘broken’ state of things in the realm of
divine potentialities. The Shekhinah fell, as the last Se�rah, when
the vessels were broken. When the Tikkun began and the last Se�rah
was reorganized as ‘Rachel,’ the celestial bride, she gathered fresh
force and had all but achieved complete uni�cation with the Zeir
Anpin when, through an act described as the ‘lessening of the Moon,’
she was for the second time deprived of some of her substance.93

Again, with the creation of the earthly Adam the Tikkun was strictly
speaking at an end; the worlds were almost in the state for which
they had been prepared, and if Adam had not fallen into sin on the
sixth day, the �nal redemption would have been brought about on



the Sabbath by his prayers and spiritual actions.94 The eternal
Sabbath would have come and “everything would have returned to
its original root.”95 Instead, Adam’s fall again destroyed the
harmony, hurled all the worlds from their pedestals,96 and again
sent the Shekhinah into exile. To lead the Shekhinah back to her
Master, to unite her with Him, is in one way or other the true
purpose of the Torah. It is this mystical function of human action
which lends it a special dignity. The ful�lment of each and every
commandment was to be accompanied by a formula declaring that
this was done “for the sake of uniting the Holy One, praised be He,
and his Shekhinah, out of fear and love.”97

But the doctrine of Kawwanah, particularly of the Kawwanah of
prayer, does not stop there. To Luria, the heir of a whole school of
thought in classical Kabbalism which he merely developed further,
prayer means more than a free outpouring of religious feeling. Nor
is it merely the institutionalized acknowledgment and praise of God
as Creator and King by the religious community, in the standard
prayers of Jewish liturgy. The individual’s prayers, as well as those
of the community, but particularly the latter, are under certain
conditions the vehicle of the soul’s mystical ascent to God.98 The
words of prayer, more particularly of the traditional liturgical
prayer with its �xed text, become a silken cord with the aid of
which the mystical intention of the mind gropes its dangerous way
through the darkness towards God. The purpose of mystical
meditation in the act of prayer, and in re�ecting upon this act, is to
discover the various stages of this ascent, which of course can also
be called a descent into the deepest recesses of the soul. Prayer,
according to Luria, is a symbolical image of the theogonic and
cosmic process. The devout worshipper who prays in a spirit of
mystical meditation moves through all the stages of this process,
from the outermost to the innermost.99 More than that: prayer is a
mystical action which has an in�uence on the spheres through
which the mystic moves in his Kawwanah. It is part of the great
mystical process of Tikkun. Since Kawwanah is of a spiritual nature,
it can achieve something in the spiritual world. It can become a
most powerful factor, if used by the right man in the right place. As



we have seen, the process of restoring all things to their proper
place demands not only an impulse from God, but also one from His
creature, in its religious action. True life and true amends for
original sin are made possible by the con�uence and concurrence of
both impulses, the divine and the human.

The true worshipper, in short, exercises a tremendous power over
the inner worlds, just as he bears a correspondingly great
responsibility for the ful�lment of his Messianic task. The life of
every world and every sphere is in continuous movement; every
moment is a new stage in its development.100 At every moment it
strives to �nd the natural form which will lift it out of the
confusion. And therefore there is in the last resort a new Kawwanah
for every new moment. No mystical prayer is completely like any
other. True prayer is modelled on the rhythm of the hour for which
and in which it speaks.101 Since everyone makes his individual
contribution to the task of Tikkun, in accordance with the particular
rank of his soul in the hierarchy, all mystical meditation is of an
individual nature. As for the general principles concerning the
direction of such meditation, the principles which everyone may
apply in his own way and in his own time to the standard prayers of
the liturgy, Luria believed he had found them, and his followers
developed them in great detail. They represent an application of
Abula�a’s theory of meditation to the new Kabbalah. The emphasis
on the strictly individual character of prayer, which occupies an
important place in Hayim Vital’s theory of Kawwanah, is all the
more important because we are here in a region of mysticism where
the danger of degeneration into mechanical magic and theurgy is
greatest.

Luria’s doctrine of mystical prayer stands directly on the
borderline between mysticism and magic, where the one only too
easily passes into the other. Every prayer which is more than mere
acknowledgment of God’s Kingdom, indeed every prayer which in a
more or less clearly de�ned sense is bound up with the hope of its
being granted, involves the eternal paradox of man’s hope to
in�uence the inscrutable ways and eternal decisions of Providence.
This paradox, in the unfathomable depths of which religious feeling



has its abode, leads inevitably to the question of the magical nature
of prayer. The facile distinction between magic and so-called true
mysticism, which we �nd in the writings of some modern scholars,
(and which we have also met in Abula�a’s account of his own
system), with their abstract de�nition of the term mysticism, is quite
irrelevant to the history and to the lives of many mystical thinkers.
Granted that magic and mysticism represent fundamentally di�erent
categories, that does not disprove the fact that they are capable of
meeting, developing and interacting in the same mind. History
shows that particularly those schools of mysticism which are not
purely pantheistic and show no tendency to blur the distinction
between God and Nature, represent a blend of the mystical and the
magical consciousness. That is true of many forms of Indian, Greek,
Catholic and also of Jewish mysticism.

That the doctrine of Kawwanah in prayer was capable of being
interpreted as a certain kind of magic seems clear to me; that it
involves the problem of magical practices is beyond any doubt. Yet
the number of Kabbalists who weakened under the temptation is
surprisingly small. I have had occasion in Jerusalem to meet men
who to this day adhere to the practice of mystical meditation in
prayer, as Luria taught it, for among the 80,000 Jews of Jerusalem
there are still thirty or forty masters of mystical prayer who practise
it after years of spiritual training.102 I am bound to say that in the
majority of cases a glance is su�cient to recognize the mystical
character of their devotion. None of these men would deny that the
inner Kawwanah of prayer is easily capable of being externalized as
magic, but they have evolved, or perhaps one should say inherited,
a system of spiritual education in which the center of gravity lies on
mystical introspection. The Kawwanah is to them also the way to
Devekuth, that mystical contact with God which, as we have seen in
a previous lecture, is the typical form of unio mystica in Kabbalism.
Ecstasy is possible here only within the limits imposed by this
Kawwanah; it is an ecstasy of silent meditation,103 of a descent of
the human will to meet that of God, prayer serving as a kind of
balustrade on which the mystic leans, so as not to be plunged



suddenly or unprepared into an ecstasy in which the holy waters
might drown his consciousness.

8

The doctrine and practice of mystical prayer is the esoteric part of
Lurianic Kabbalism, that part of it which is reserved to the elect.
Side by side with this doctrine, however, we �nd ideas of a di�erent
character. Above all the doctrine of practical realization of the
Tikkun, and its combination not only with the aforementioned view
of the devotee’s task, but also with the doctrine of metempsychosis,
secured to all three elements the strongest in�uence on wide circles
of Jewry. The task of man has been de�ned by Luria in a simple but
e�ective way as the restoration of his primordial spiritual structure
or Gestalt. That is the task of every one of us, for every soul contains
the potentialities of this spiritual appearance, outraged and
degraded by the fall of Adam, whose soul contained all souls.105

From this soul of all souls, sparks have scattered in all directions
and become di�used into matter. The problem is to reassemble
them, to lift them to their proper place and to restore the spiritual
nature of man in its original splendor as God conceived it.
According to Luria the meaning of the acts which the Torah
prescribes or forbids is none other than the execution, by and in the
individual, of this process of restitution of man’s spiritual nature.
The Targum already drew a parallel between the 613
commandments and prohibitions of the Torah and the supposed 613
parts of the human body.106 Now Luria advances the thought that
the soul, which represented the original appearance of man before
its exile into the body, also has 613 parts. By ful�lling the
commandments of the Torah, man restores his own spiritual
structure; he carves it out of himself as it were. And since every part
corresponds to a commandent, the solution of the task demands the
complete ful�lment of all the 613 commandments.

Incidentally, this interrelation of all men through Adam’s soul had
already moved Cordovero to mystical speculations. To quote his



words, “in everyone there is something of his fellow man. Therefore,
whoever sins, injures not only himself but also that part of himself
which belongs to another.” And this, according to Cordovero, is the
true reason why the Torah (Lev. XIX, 18) could prescribe the
commandment “Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself,”—for the
other is really he himself.”107

At this point I should like to insert a remark. The Gnostical
character of this psychology and anthropology is evident. The
structure of Luria’s anthropology corresponds on the whole to that
of his theology and cosmology, with the di�erence that the point of
reference is no longer the mystical light of divine emanation and
manifestation, but the soul and its ‘sparks.’ Man, as he was before
his fall, is conceived as a cosmic being which contains the whole
world in itself and whose station is superior even to that of
Metatron, the �rst of the angels.108 Adam Ha-Rishon, the Adam of
the Bible, corresponds on the anthropological plane to Adam
Kadmon, the ontological primary man. Evidently the human and the
mystical man are closely related to each other; their structure is the
same, and to use Vital’s own words, the one is the clothing and the
veil of the other. Here we have also the explanation for the
connection between man’s fall and the cosmic process, between
morality and physics. Since Adam was truly, and not merely
metaphorically, all-embracing, his fall was bound likewise to drag
down and a�ect everything, not merely metaphorically but really.
The drama of Adam Kadmon on the theosophical plane is repeated,
and paralleled by that of Adam Rishon. The universe falls, Adam
falls, everything is a�ected and disturbed and enters into a “stage of
diminution” as Luria calls it. Original sin repeats the Breaking of the
Vessels on a correspondingly lower plane.109 The e�ect is again that
nothing remained where it should be and as it should be; nothing
therefore was from then on its proper place.110 Everything is in
Exile. The spiritual light of the Shekhinah was dragged down into
the darkness of the demonic world of evil. The result is the mixture
of good and evil which must be dissolved by restoring the element
of light to its former position.111 Adam was a spiritual being whose



place was in the world of Asiyah112 which, as we have seen, was
also a spiritual realm. When he fell into sin, then and then only did
this world, too, fall from its former place and thereby become mixed
up with the realm of the Kelipoth which originally was placed below
it.113 Thus there came into being the material world in which we
live, and the existence of man as a part spiritual, part material
being.114 And whenever we fall into sin we cause a repetition of this
process, of the confusion of the holy with the unclean, the ‘fall’ of
the Shekhinah and her exile. “Sparks of the Shekhinah” are
scattered in all worlds and “there is no sphere of existence including
organic and inorganic nature, that is not full of holy sparks which
are mixed up with the Kelipoth and need to be separated from them
and lifted up.”

To the student of religious history the close a�nity of these
thoughts to the religious ideas of the Manichaeans must be obvious
at once. We have here certain Gnostic elements—especially the
theory of the scattered sparks or particles of light—which were
either absent from or played no particular part in early Kabbalist
thought. As the same time there can be no doubt that this fact is due
not to historical connections between the Manichaeans and the new
Kabbalah of Safed, but to a profound similarity in outlook and
disposition which in its development produced similar results. In
spite of this fact, or perhaps rather because of it, students of
Gnosticism may have something to learn from the Lurianic system
which, in my opinion, is a perfect example of Gnostical thought,
both in principle and in detail.

9

But let us go back to where we started. The ful�lment of man’s
task in this world is connected by Luria, as well as by all the other
Safed Kabbalists, with the doctrine of metempsychosis, or
transmigration of the soul. In the later development of the school of
Safed, this remarkable doctrine has been elaborated in great detail,
and Hayim Vital’s Sefer Ha-Gilgulim, or “Book of Transmigrations,”



in which he gave a systematic description of Luria’s doctrine of
metempsychosis, is the �nal product of a long and important
development in Kabbalistic thought.115 I do not intend to pursue
this point further than to remark that there is a considerable
di�erence between the respective attitudes of the older and the
newer school of Kabbalism towards this idea, which as I said found
its classis expression in Luria’s and Vital’s doctrine. As for the
motives which prompted both the old and the new Kabbalah to
embrace the doctrine of transmigration, they were probably not
di�erent at �rst from those which have always encouraged belief in
it, i.e. the impression made upon sensitive minds by the su�erings of
innocent children, the contentedness of the wicked, and other
phenomena which demand a natural explanation in order to
conform with the belief in divine justice within the sphere of nature.
For it must be admitted that the solution of these apparent
contradictions by the conception of divine retribution, and in
general by eschatological hopes, has at all times failed to satisfy the
mind of many believers in religion. The di�erence is that the
majority of older Kabbalists believed in Gilgul, to use the Hebrew
term for transmigration, only in connection with certain o�ences,
chie�y sexual. As I have pointed out in the previous lecture, they
knew nothing of a universal law of transmigration considered as a
system of moral causality—that is to say, a system of moral causes
and physical e�ects—Karma, to use the Sanskrit term. It �ts into this
picture that the whole doctrine, which at �rst seems to have
encountered much opposition, was regarded as a particularly occult
mystery and gained no entrance into wider circles. A thirteenth
century mystic like Isaac ibn Latif rejected it disdainfully.116

Sixteenth century Kabbalism took a totally di�erent view, for
meanwhile—as I said at the beginning of this lecture—the doctrine
of Gilgul had come to express in a new and forcible way the reality
of Exile. Its function was, as it were, to lift the experience of the Jew
in the Galuth, the exile and migration of the body, to the higher
plane of a symbol for the exile of the soul.117 The inner exile, too,
owes its existence to the fall. If Adam contained the entire soul of
humanity, which is now di�used among the whole genus in



innumerable codi�cations and individual appearances, all
transmigrations of souls are in the last resort only migrations of the
one soul whose exile atones for its fall. In addition, every individual
provides, by his behavior, countless occasions for ever renewed
exile. Altogether we have here a fairly comprehensive conception of
the Gilgul as a law of the universe, and the idea of retribution by
punishment in hell is pushed rather far into the background.
Obviously a radical theory of retribution in the process of
transmigration leaves no room at all for the conception of hell, and
it is not surprising to �nd that there have indeed been attempts to
allegorize the idea of hell so much as to deprive it of its literal
meaning.118 In general, however, we �nd a mixture of both ideas,
and the Safed school in particular was inclined to allot a certain
place in its scheme of transmigratory stages to the old-fashioned
hell. The two ideas intertwine, but the emphasis is undoubtedly on
transmigration.

This doctrine now becomes closely involved with the conception
of man’s role in the universe. Each individual soul retains its
individual existence only until the moment when it has worked out
its own spiritual restoration. Souls which have ful�lled the
commandments, be they those of all humanity—of “the sons of
Noah”—or, in the case of the Jews, the 613 of the Torah, are
exempted from the law of transmigration and await, each in its
blessed place, their integration into Adam’s soul, when the general
restitution of all things shall take place. As long as the soul has not
ful�lled this task it remains subject to the law of transmigration.
Transmigration is thus no longer mere retribution, it is also at the
same time a chance of ful�lling the commandments which it was
not given to the soul to ful�l before, and of thereby continuing the
work of self-emancipation. Pure retribution is indeed implied by the
idea of transmigration into other spheres of nature, such as animals,
plants and stones. This banishment into the prison of strange forms
of existence, into wild beasts, into plants and stones, is regarded as a
particularly dreadful form of exile. How can souls be released from
such an exile? Luria’s reply to this question refers to the relationship
between certain souls, in accordance with the place which they



originally occupied in the undivided soul of Adam, the father of
mankind. There are, according to him, relationships between souls,
and even families of souls, which somehow constitute a dynamic
whole and react upon one another.119 These souls have a special
aptitude for assisting each other and supplementing each other’s
actions, and can also by their piety lift up those members of their
group or family who have fallen onto a lower plane and can enable
them to start on the return journey to higher forms of existence.
According to Luria, this mysterious interrelation of souls throws
light on many biblical histories. Altogether the true history of the
world would seem to be that of the migrations and interrelations of
the souls, which is precisely what Hayim Vital tried to describe in
the later parts of his Sefer Ha-Gilgulim. There, and in similar writings
of this kind, we �nd a characteristic and curious mixture of
elements of pure vision, characterological intuitions (including some
that are very profound) and purely homiletical ideas and
associations of thought.

To recapitulate what we have said, the Gilgul is part of the process
of restoration, of Tikkun. Owing to the power of evil over mankind,
the duration of this process is immeasurably extended, but—and
here we come to a point in Luria’s doctrine which appealed very
strongly to the individual consciousness—it can be shortened by
certain religious acts, i.e. rites, penitential exercises and
meditations.120 Everybody carries the secret trace of the
transmigrations of his soul in the lineaments of his forehead and his
hands,121 and in the aura which radiates from his body.122 And
those to whom it is given to decipher this writing of the soul can aid
in its wandering. It is true that this power is conceded by Cordovero
and Luria only to the great mystics.123

Now it is very interesting and signi�cant that this Kabbalistic
doctrine of transmigration, the in�uence of which was originally
con�ned to very small circles, extended its in�uence with startling
rapidity after 1550. The �rst voluminous book which is based on a
most elaborate system of Gilgul is the Galli Razaya, “The Revealed
Mysteries,” written in 1552 by an anonymous author.124 In a short
time this doctrine became an integral part of Jewish popular belief



and Jewish folklore. This is all the more remarkable as we have here
a doctrine which, contrary to many other elements of Jewish
popular religious belief, was not generally accepted in the social and
cultural environment in which the Jews lived. To repeat what I have
already said, I am inclined to believe that the particular historic
situation of the Jews in those generations had as much to do with its
success as did the general popular disposition towards animism.
Primitive belief is animistic in that it is inclined to regard all things
as animated, acting creatures. And the doctrine of the Gilgul not
only appealed to this stratum of primitive thought but also
explained, trans�gured and glori�ed the deepest and most tragic
experience of the Jew in the Galuth, in a manner which appealed
most strongly and directly to the imagination. For Galuth here
acquires a new meaning. Formerly it had been regarded either as a
punishment for Israel’s sins or as a test of Israel’s faith. Now it still is
all this, but intrinsically it is a mission: its purpose is to uplift the
fallen sparks from all their various locations. “And this is the secret
why Israel is fated to be enslaved by all the Gentiles of the world: In
order that it may uplift those sparks which have also fallen among
them.… And therefore it was necessary that Israel should be
scattered to the four winds in order to lift everything up.125

10

The in�uence of the Lurianic Kabbalah, which from about 1630
onwards became something like the true theologia mystica of
Judaism, can hardly be exaggerated. It taught a doctrine of Judaism
which even in its most popular aspects renounced nothing of its
Messianic pathos. The doctrine of Tikkun raised every Jew to the
rank of a protagonist in the great process of restitution, in a manner
never heard of before. It seems that Luria himself believed the end
to be near and that he “entertained the hope that the year 1575 was
the year of Redemption,” a hope that was shared by many other
Kabbalists of his generation.126 It seems to be in the nature of such
doctrines that the tension which they express demands a sudden and



dramatic relief. Once the doctrine of Tikkun had entered into the
popular consciousness, the eschatological mood was bound to grow;
it could hardly be otherwise. But even after the Messianic element
of the new mysticism had threatened to kindle the �ames of an
apocalyptic con�agration in the heart of Jewry, its basic speculative
ideas and practical conclusions retained their in�uence.

Not only the ideas but also a large number of customs and rites
propagated for mystical reasons by the Kabbalists of Safed—by no
means only the followers of Luria—were accepted in all the
communities. To a large extent these rites and customs were
connected with the ever growing ascendancy of ascetic principles in
communal life, e. g. the fasting of the �rst born on the day before
Passover, the night vigil before Shevuoth and Hoshanah Rabbah, the
transformation of the latter day from a feast of joy into a day of
penitence which really concludes the Day of Atonement, the
transformation of the last day before every new moon into a so-
called “lesser day of atonement” and many other examples of the
kind.127 In place of the rites of penitence prescribed by the old
Hasidim of Germany we now �nd Isaac Luria’s prescriptions for
penitents.128 Some spheres of Jewish life become permeated to an
extraordinary degree by the new spirit and the mystic restatement
of older principles. I would mention three spheres as outstanding in
this respect: the celebration of the Sabbath and the other festivals,
sexual life and procreation, and, at the other hand, everything
pertaining to death and the afterlife. Many of these innovations
became extremely popular, e. g. the custom of studying Mishnah in
remembrance of the deceased (because Mishnah has the same
consonants as the Hebrew word Neshamah, “soul”). But in
particular, the liturgy, at all times the clearest mirror of religious
feeling, was deeply a�ected by the in�uence of the mystics. A
multitude of new prayers, for the individual as well as for the
community, gradually made their way, at �rst into the prayer books
of private conventicles and later into the generally accepted forms
of prayer.129 Thus the mystics were instrumental in causing the
famous hymn Lekha dodi likrath kallah of Solomon Alkabez of Safed
to be included in the Friday evening liturgy. By far the most



beautiful and detailed description of the life of the Kabbalistic
devotee all through the year, such as it became under the dominant
in�uence of Lurianic Kabbalism, is to be found in Hemdath
Yamim,130 “The Adornment of Days,” the work of an anonymous
follower of the moderate Sabbatians who remained true to
rabbinical tradition. (The old theory that its author was no other
than the Sabbatian prophet Nathan of Gaza himself must be
discarded.) Written in Jerusalem towards the end of the seventeenth
century,131 this voluminous book remains in my opinion, despite all
that strikes us as bizarre, one of the most beautiful and a�ecting
works of Jewish literature.

The Lurianic Kabbalah was the last religious movement in
Judaism the in�uence of which became preponderant among all
sections of the Jewish people and in every country of the diaspora,
without exception. It was the last movement in the history of
rabbinic Judaism which gave expression to a world of religious
reality common to the whole people. To the philosopher of Jewish
history it may seem surprising that the doctrine which achieved this
result was deeply related to Gnosticism, but such are the dialectics
of history.

To sum up, the Kabbalah of Isaac Luria may be described as a
mystical interpretation of Exile and Redemption, or even as a great
myth of Exile. Its substance re�ects the deepest religious feelings of
the Jews of that age. For them, Exile and Redemption were in the
strictest sense great mystical symbols which point to something in
the Divine Being. This new doctrine of God and the universe
corresponds to the new moral idea of humanity which it propagates:
the ideal of the ascetic whose aim is the Messianic reformation, the
extinction of the world’s blemish, the restitution of all things in God
—the man of spiritual action who through the Tikkun breaks the
exile, the historical exile of the Community of Israel and that inner
exile in which all creation groans.





Eighth Lecture

SABBATIANISM AND MYSTICAL HERESY

1

The development of Jewish mysticism from the time of the
Spanish exodus onwards has been singularly uniform and free from
cross-currents. There is only one main line. The catastrophic events
of that period led directly to the rise of the new School of Safed
whose thoughts, as we have seen, centered round certain problems
created or become visible through that great cataclysm. We have
also seen that in dealing with them that school evolved a completely
new doctrine. It seems to me that this new doctrine, as it was
formulated by Luria and �nally adopted by Jewish theology,
represents a particularly accurate expression of the outlook which
gradually became predominant in Jewry after the turn of the
century. These new ideas combine a mystical interpretation of the
fact of exile with an equally mystical theory of the path to
redemption. The old spirit of mystical contemplation is enriched by
the new element of Messianic fervor, with its apocalyptic dream of
an end to the period of su�ering and degradation. The spread of
Lurianic Kabbalism with its doctrine of Tikkun, of the restitution of
cosmic harmony through the earthly medium of a mystically
elevated Judaism, this doctrine could not but lead to an explosive
manifestation of all those forces to which it owed its rise and its
success. If it be true that the Kabbalah gave expression to the
prevalent mood of the age, then nothing seems more natural than
that there should have been the closest correspondence between the
historical conditions which moulded the fate of the Jewish people in
this epoch of Kabbalist ascendancy, and the inner development of



Jewish religious thought, including all its new forms. A people
which had su�ered from all the tribulations which exile and
persecution could bring, and which at the same time had developed
an extremely sensitive consciousness of life actually lived between
the poles of exile and redemption, needed little to take the �nal step
to Messianism. The appearance of Sabbatai Zevi and Nathan of Gaza
precipitated this step by liberating the latent energies and
potentialities which had gradually accumulated during the
generations immediately preceding them. The eruption of the
volcano, when it came, was terri�c.

It is not my purpose here to describe the swift rise and the sudden
collapse of the Sabbatian movement in 1665 and 1666, from
Sabbatai Zevi’s proclamation of his Messianic mission to his
renunciation of Judaism and adoption of Islam when he was led
before the Turkish Sultan. I am not primarly concerned with the
biography of the Messiah and his prophet, Nathan of Gaza, nor with
the details of the tremendous religious mass movement which
spread like wild-�re through the entire Diaspora—already prepared,
as it were, for such an event by the in�uence of the new Kabbalism.
Su�ce it to say that very large numbers of people were swept on a
tide of emotion and underwent the most extravagant forms of self-
in�icted penance, “the like of which,” we are told by the
contemporaries, “never were seen before, nor will be again until the
true redemption comes.”1 But hand in hand with penitence there
also went boundless rejoicing and enthusiasm, for at last there
seemed to be visible proof that the su�erings of 1600 years had not
been in vain. Before redemption had actually come it was felt by
many to have become reality. An emotional upheaval of immense
force took place among the mass of the people, and for an entire
year, men lived a new life which for many years remained their �rst
glimpse of deeper spiritual reality.

The course which events took is described in every book on
Jewish history, though in many details the story still awaits critical
revision. My object here is to stress those aspects of the Sabbatian
movement which are wholly or partly neglected in the historical
literature, and those which through misunderstanding or other



causes have remained entirely in the dark. Without a proper
appreciation of these aspects of the matter it is impossible to
understand the true nature of this grandiose though abortive
attempt to revolutionize Judaism from within, its signi�cance for
the history of Judaism and for Jewish mysticism in particular.

2

This task, however, cannot be undertaken without saying a few
words about the personalities of the two original leaders of the
movement and their place in its �rst outbreak and subsequent
development. This is all the more needed because in this, as in so
many other matters discussed in the course of these lectures, I am
bound to take a view which di�ers to a considerable extent from the
customary one. What then was the basic trait of Sabbatai Zevi’s
personality and how are we to judge his individual contribution to
the movement? In particular, how are we to interpret his relation to
Nathan of Gaza, his subsequent prophet? To these questions, the
only documents available in print until recent years have not
permitted a de�nite answer. Those which throw most light on the
subject have not hitherto been published, and in their absence it has
often been impossible to form a correct impression even of
published writings. In these circumstances undue weight has been
given to the testimony of persons who were not intimately
acquainted with the leaders of the movement. It is, therefore,
scarcely astonishing that where the scholars had failed, poets,
dramatists and other masters of �ction have tried to complete the
picture by drawing on the resources of their imagination. Yet there
are in our possession not a few highly important documents, some
personal and others theological, emanating from the closest circle of
Sabbatai Zevi’s followers, which throw an entirely unexpected light
on all these questions. An analysis of all the sources to which I have
had access yields the following main conclusions:

It was not Sabbatai Zevi himself who by his appearance and his
constant activity over a number of years �nally succeeded, in the



teeth of persecution, in founding the movement which bears his
name. True, without him it would have been unthinkable in this
form, but his own unaided activity would never have su�ced to
bring it about. It was the awakening of Nathan of Gaza to his
prophetic mission which set the whole train of events in motion.
The role of this brilliant and ardent youth, who at the time of the
inception of the movement was only twenty years old, has scarcely
been understood and now appears in a totally di�erent light.

Even before the critical date of 1665, Sabbatai Zevi (1625–1676)
appears to have regarded himself in certain moments as the Messiah
and to have made occasional references to this conviction. But no
one, literally no one, took this claim seriously. To be precise,
nobody, including his admirers in Smyrna, gave the faintest sign
between 1648—when there appears to have been for the �rst time a
slight scandal about him—and 1665 of knowing anything about the
existence and personality of the true Messiah of God. The
explanation of this fact is very simple and provides the key to the
understanding of this tragic Messiah: Sabbatai Zevi was physically a
sick man. To some extent this truth has of course been suspected
before; people have talked of paranoia or hysteria.2 But a mass of
documentary evidence now available shows that his a�iction was in
fact of a somewhat di�erent nature, he was constitutionally a
manic-depressive, that is to say he belonged to a type whose lack of
mental balance displays itself in alternate �ts of deepest gloom and
most uncontrollable exuberance and exaggerated joy. Periods of
profound depression and melancholia constantly alternated in him
with spasms of maniacal exaltation, enthusiasm and euphoria,
separated by intervals of a more normal state of mind. What is
known of his character does not give the faintest indication of
paranoia, but on the other hand it hardly lacks a single trait of
manic-depressive psychosis as described in the standard handbooks
of psychiatry.3 The evidence of his biographers permits us to
conclude that he showed the �rst traits of this mental a�iction
between his sixteenth and his twentieth year.4 Now it is of special
importance for our understanding of his character, that this mental
illness is distinguished from all others by the fact that it does not



lead to the decomposition and destruction of the human personality
and in particular does not a�ect the intelligence. Actually the term
illness is used only in a single, a very eloquent testimony, written by
one of his most important followers who retained his faith in him to
the end: Samuel Gandor, who in the summer of 1665 was sent from
Egypt to Gaza in order to investigate the events which had taken
place there. This enthusiastic follower of Sabbatai Zevi and
travelling companion of Nathan has left us the following description
of his master:5 “It is said of Sabbatai Zevi that for �fteen years he
has been bowed down by the following a�iction: he is pursued by a
sense of depression which leaves him no quiet moment and does not
even permit him to read, without his being able to say what is the
nature of this sadness which has come upon him. Thus he endures it
until the depression departs from the spirit, when he returns with
great joy to his studies. And for many years already he has su�ered
from this illness, and no doctor has found a remedy for it, but it is
one of the su�erings which are in�icted by Heaven.” The same
letter contains a description of an incident during the night before
the feast of Shevuoth in 1665, when Sabbatai Zevi was suddenly
overcome by a profound depression of the kind just described.6

Similar clear and incontrovertible evidence exists for the state of
manic excitement which alternated with these attacks of depression.
The Sabbatians later on no longer refer to these varying states of
consciousness as the e�ects of illness. In their view they represent
certain states of mind induced by heavenly power for which they
employ theological terms—including novel ones of their own
making—corresponding in the closest possible manner to the terms
depression and exaltation. Their writings refer to a periodic
alternation between a state of “illumination” and one of “fall” or
“abandon,”7 an enthusiastic “stand on the highest steps” and a
depth of extreme spiritual “poverty and misery.”8 The accounts of
the maniac phase, of which by far the most illuminating comes from
Sabbatai Zevi himself, supply the key to the understanding of the
role which his mental a�iction had in the formation of his
character, for they reveal nothing less than the ideational content of
his mania. The truth which they lay bare is strange enough, and its



importance for the fate of the Sabbatian movement can hardly be
overrated: Sabbatai Zevi, the Kabbalistic ascetic and devotee, feels
impelled, under the in�uence of his maniac enthusiasm, to commit
acts which run counter to religious law. A latent antinomianism is
discernible in these acts—harmless enough at �rst—to which the
Sabbatians gave the restrained but signi�cant name maasim zarim,
“strange or paradoxical actions.”

Only the vaguest of guesses are possible concerning the origin of
this irrepressible inclination to commit bizarre and anti-Halakhic
acts. It is possible that some light is shed on the matter by the
evidence supplied many years later by Moses Pinheiro, one of
Sabbatai Zevi’s fellow-students in Smyrna, concerning the
Kabbalistic books which Sabbatai Zevi had studied at the time.
According to Pinheiro, whom it is di�cult to credit with wholesale
fabrication of the story, Sabbatai Zevi had read in his younger years
only the Zohar and the book Kanah.10 Of the latter, a work written
in the fourteenth century, I have already indicated in a previous
lecture11 that it reveals the same curious combination of pious
devotion and mystical reverence for the Halakhah with veiled but
sometimes very radical criticism of its precepts, which subsequently
was personi�ed as it were in Sabbatai Zevi. Its various elements may
be said to have come into open con�ict in the Sabbatian movement,
after the apostasy of the Messiah. It may be, that at the time when
his a�iction �rst began to take possession of him he was under the
in�uence of this book and that it left its imprint on the ideational
content of his mania. With the doctrine of the Lurianic school he
appears to have concerned himself only at a later date, although
from all we know it seems that his way of life was modelled on the
ascetic principles of the Kabbalists of Safed.

Solomon ben Abraham Laniado of Aleppo, an enthusiastic
Sabbatian even after the apostasy of the Messiah, relates in a letter
to Kurdistan what he was himself told by Sabbatai Zevi when the
latter passed through Aleppo in the late summer of 1665:12 “Since
1648, the holy spirit and a great ‘illumination’ had come over him;
it was his practice to pronounce the name of God in accordance
with its letters13 and to commit various strange acts, because it



seemed to him that to act in this way was right for many reasons
and for purposes of acts of Tikkun which he proposed to carry out.
But those who saw him did not understand these matters and he
was like a fool in their eyes.14 And frequently our teachers in the
holy land punished him for his wicked actions which were far
removed from common-sense, so that he was compelled to part
company with other people and to wander into the desert.… And
sometimes he was overcome by a great depression, but at other
times he saw something of the glory of the Shekhinah. Often, too,
God tried him with great temptations, and he overcame them all.”
Laniado even asserts that when the “illumination” had passed from
him, “he was like a normal man and regretted the strange things he
had done, for he no longer understood their reason as he had
understood it when he committed them.”

Here then we have a clear description of Sabbatai Zevi’s state of
mind. Of the temptations to which he was subjected in his �ts of
depression a great deal is said, especially in the writings of Nathan
of Gaza, and we are told that they were of a demonic and erotic
character.15 In brief, we have before us a man who felt himself
pursued by demons during periods of melancholy depression which
exposed him to a severe physical and mental strain, and who above
all was the helpless victim of these forces.16 On the other hand, he
shared with others of the same psychical type who were like him
men of a remarkable moral or intellectual level the gift of a strong
personal suggestive power over others. This personal magnetism,
however, was bound up with his states of exaltation and did not
survive them. Incidentally, his intellectual qualities, although fully
developed, were by no means out of the ordinary. He has left no
writings and, what is more important, he is not credited with a
single unforgettable word, epigram, or speech. As a Kabbalist and a
scholar he does not appear to have raised himself above mediocrity.
The emotional side of his character was more fully developed: he
was unusually musical, fond of singing and of listening to song—
during his imprisonment in the fortress of Gallipoli, in the summer
of 1666, he was almost constantly surrounded by musicians17—and
the singing of the Psalms, for which he had a special fondness,



moved him easily and deeply. But his truly original characteristic is
without any doubt to be found in the peculiarity of his mania: the
commission of antinomian acts which in his state of exaltation he
appears to have regarded as sacramental actions. That was his
speci�c trait and that was also his speci�c contribution to the
Sabbatian movement in which he played on the whole a fairly
passive part, for it was this peculiarity which gave its special
character to the movement from the moment when he had �rst been
recognized as a religious authority. The law which dominated this
development was the law of his own personality, although it was
left to Nathan of Gaza to discover it in him and to formulate it in
conscious terms. In his state of illumination he was the living
archetype of the paradox of the holy sinner, and it may well be that,
without his being able to express it, the image of an act of Tikkun
through the infringement of the holy law was before his eyes in
these exalted states of mind. And this and nothing else is the true
heritage of Sabbatai Zevi: the quasi-sacramental character of
antinomian actions, which here always take the form of a ritual,
remained a shibboleth of the movement, not least in its more radical
o�shoots. In his “normal” state, the Sabbatian is anything but an
antinomian. The performance of such acts is a rite, a festive action
of an individual or a whole group, something out of the ordinary,
greatly disturbing and born from the deep stirring of emotional
forces.

3

Thus Sabbatai Zevi wandered through the world for years,
without friends or real followers and without doing anything for the
furtherance of the Messianic aspirations which dominated him in
rare moments of high exaltation. Had it not been for Nathan of Gaza
he would undoubtedly have remained one of the many anonymous
enthusiasts of his generation who, in the years after the great
catastrophe of the Chmielnitzki persecution in 1648, entertained
vague dreams of Messianic vocation, without anybody paying any



attention to them. It was a turning-point in his life that he should
have settled in Jerusalem in 1662. During the �rst two years of his
stay there, Nathan of Gaza (1644–1680), at that time a young
student of the Talmud, cannot have failed to see a good deal of
Sabbatai Zevi, already approaching forty and doubtless the subject
of much gossip in the small Jewish community of the town. Even in
the absence of close personal relations between them, for which
there exists no proof, the personality of Sabbatai Zevi must have
made a deep impression on the sensitive and susceptible young man
who was then between seventeen and nineteen.

In the �nal and decisive awakening of the prophetic mood in
Nathan, Sabbatai Zevi, who was at that time on a mission in Egypt,
had no part. Nathan has told the story himself in a hitherto
unpublished letter dated in the year 1667, from which I quote the
following passage:18 “I studied the Torah in purity until I was
twenty years of age, and I carried out the great Tikkun which Isaac
Luria prescribes for everyone who has committed great faults.
Although, praise be to God, I have not advertently committed any
sins, nevertheless I carried it out in case my soul be sullied from an
earlier stage of transmigration. When I had attained the age of
twenty I began to study the book Zohar and some of the Lurianic
writings. But he who comes to purify himself receives the aid of
Heaven, and thus He sent me some of His holy angels and blessed
spirits and revealed to me many of the mysteries of the Torah. In
that same year, my force having been stimulated by the visions of
the angels and the blessed souls, I was undergoing a long fast in the
week after the feast of Purim. Having now locked myself in holiness
and purity in a separate room and completed the morning prayer
under many tears, the spirit came over me, my hair stood on end
and my knees shook and I saw the Merkabah, and I saw visions of
God all day long and all night, and I was vouchsafed true prophecy
like any other prophet, as the voice spoke to me and began with the
words: ‘Thus speaks the Lord.’ And with the utmost clarity my heart
perceived towards whom my prophecy was directed [i.e. towards
Sabbatai Zevi], and until this day I have never yet had so great a
vision, but it remained hidden in my heart until the Redeemer



revealed himself in Gaza and proclaimed himself the Messiah; only
then did the angel permit me to proclaim what I had seen.”19

How then did Sabbatai Zevi come to proclaim himself as the
Messiah in Gaza? The answer is as simple as it is startling. When
Sabbatai Zevi, who was then in Egypt, learned from a letter sent by
Samuel Gandor that an illuminate had appeared in Gaza who
disclosed to everyone the secret root of his soul and the particular
Tikkun of which his soul stood in need, he “abandoned his mission
and went also to Gaza in order to �nd a Tikkun and peace for his
soul.”20 I consider this to be the most interesting sentence in the
history of Sabbatai Zevi. Thus when the story of Nathan’s
illumination spread, Sabbatai Zevi came to him, not as the Messiah
or in accordance with some secret understanding, but “in order to
�nd peace for his soul.” To put it plainly: he came as a patient to a
doctor of the soul. We know from Laniado’s letter that precisely at
this time in Egypt he had come into one of his normal periods and
was troubled about his transgressions. He sought a cure for his
psychosis and only then was he convinced by Nathan—by virtue of
the latter’s prophetic vision in which, as he discloses in another
context,21 he had also seen the �gure of Sabbatai Zevi—of the
authenticity of his Messianic mission. It was Nathan who dispelled
his doubts and prevailed up him, after they had wandered together
for several weeks through the holy places of Palestine, to proclaim
himself the Messiah.

Nathan represents a most unusual combination of character traits.
If the expression be permitted, he was at once the John the Baptist
and the Paul of the new Messiah, surely a very remarkable �gure.
He had all the qualities which one misses in Sabbatai Zevi: tireless
activity, originality of theological thought, and abundant productive
power and literary ability. He proclaims the Messiah and blazes the
trail for him, and at the same time he is by far the most in�uential
theologian of the movement. He and his successor, the former
Marrano Abraham Miguel Cardozo, are the great theologians of
classical Sabbatianism, that is to say of a many-colored heretical
movement within Jewish mysticism. Nathan does not himself
practice antinomianism; he interprets it. He raises an inde�nable



state of exaltation with its euphoria, which manifests itself in absurd,
bizarre and sacrilegious actions, to the rank of a “sacred act” in
which a sublime reality becomes manifest: the state of the new
“world of Tikkun.“ The meeting of these two personalities made the
Sabbatian movement. The great historical force of this new
Messianism was born on the day on which Nathan discovered that
Sabbatai Zevi, this curious sinner, ascetic and saint who had
occasionally dreamed of his Messianic mission, was indeed the
Messiah, and having discovered him, made him the symbol of a
movement and himself became its standard-bearer.

Thus from the moment of its appearance, long before the apostasy
of the Messiah, the theology of Sabbatianism was already
conditioned by the need to furnish a mystical interpretation of the
personal peculiarities and the strange and paradoxical traits in the
character and the actions of Sabbatai Zevi. His manias and
depressions receive a Kabbalistic interpretation, and in particular
the �gure of Job is consistently treated by Nathan from the very
beginning as the prototype of the personality of his Messiah. There
still exist a few manuscripts of a highly remarkable little book
written by Nathan under the title Derush Ha-Tanninim “Treatise on
the Dragons,” in the form of a commentary to a Zoharic passage on
the mystery of the “Great Dragon that lieth in the midst of the rivers
of Egypt” (Ezekiel XXIX, 3).22 In this treatise, which was written
during Sabbatai Zevi’s imprisonment in Gallipoli,23 at a time when
no one even dreamed of the apostasy of the Messiah, there are as
yet no suggestions of a downright heretical character. The writer
develops his ideas in a form which nowhere con�icts with the tenets
of traditional religion or with the principles of Lurianic Kabbalism.
But already in this book we �nd him expounding new thoughts in
his doctrine of the Messiah for which there is no parallel in Aggadic
homiletics or the Lurianic Kabbalists. Luria de�nes the appearance
of the Messiah as the consummation of the Tikkun, but in his theory
no special place is reserved for the question of the root of the
Messiah’s soul.24 He does not raise the problem of the probable fate
of his soul before it makes its appearance in the world and ful�ls its



task. The new step taken by Nathan consists in linking this question
with the traditional ideas of Lurianic Kabbalism.

According to Nathan, there exists a certain relationship between
the Messiah and the course of all those intrinsic processes of which I
have spoken in the last lecture: Tsimtsum, Shevirah and Tikkun. In
the beginning of the cosmic process, En-Sof withdrew His light into
Himself, and there arose that primal space in the center of En-Sof in
which all the worlds take birth. This primal space is full of formless,
hylic forces, the Kelipoth. The process of the world consists in giving
shape to these formless forces, in making something out of them. As
long as this has not been done, the primal space, and in particular
its lower part, is the stronghold of darkness and evil. It is the “depth
of the great abyss” in which the demonic powers have their abode.
When, following the Breaking of the Vessels, some sparks of the
divine light, radiating from En-Sof in order to create forms and
shapes in the primal space, fell into the abyss, there also fell the soul
of the Messiah which was embedded in that original divine light.
Since the beginning of Creation, this soul has dwelt in the depth of
the great abyss, held in the prison of the Kelipoth, the realm of
darkness. Together with this most holy soul at the bottom of the
abyss there dwell the “serpents” which torment it and try to seduce
it. To these “serpents” the “holy serpent” is given over which is the
Messiah—for has not the Hebrew word for serpent, Nahash, the
same numerical value as the word for Messiah, Mashiah? Only in the
measure in which the process of the Tikkun of all the world brings
about the selection of good and evil in the depth of the primal
space, is the soul of the Messiah freed of its bondage. When the
process of perfection, on which this soul is at work in its “prison”
and for which it struggles with the “serpents” or “dragons,” is
completed—which, however, will not be the case before the end of
the Tikkun generally—the soul of the Messiah will leave its prison
and reveal itself to the world in an earthly incarnation. Thus Nathan
of Gaza. It is a matter of the deepest interest that one encounters in
the writings of a youth from the Ghetto of Jerusalem in the
seventeenth century an age-old Gnostical myth of the fate of the
Redeemer’s soul, built up from Kabbalistic ideas but nevertheless



obviously intended as an apology for Sabbatai Zevi’s pathological
state of mind. Were it not for the fact that the raw material of this
Kabbalistic doctrine is actually to be found in the Zohar and in the
Lurianic writings, one would be tempted to postulate an intrinsic,
though to us obscure, connection between the �rst Sabbatian myth
and that of the ancient Gnostical school known as Ophites or as
Naassenes who placed the mystical symbolism of the serpent in the
center of their Gnosis.25

The practical application of this new theory is put forward by
Nathan quite frankly and stressed with great frequency. Thus he
says: “All these matters we have only described in order to proclaim
the greatness of our master, the King Messiah, how he will break the
power of the serpent the roots of which are deep and strong. For
these serpents always endeavored to allure him, and whenever he
had labored to exact great holiness from the Kelipoth, they were able
to take possession of him when the state of illumination had
departed from him. Then they showed him that they, too, had the
same power as the Se�rah of ‘Beauty’ in which he [Sabbatai Zevi]
believed the true God to be represented, just as Pharaoh—who is the
great dragon, the symbol of the Kelipah—said: Who is God? But
when the illumination came over him, he used to bend it [the
serpent or dragon which tormented him in his depression] down.
And of this our teachers already said [Baba Bathra 15b]: “Greater is
that which is written of Job than that which is written of Abraham.
For of Abraham it is said only that he feared God, but of Job that he
feared God and eschewed evil. For I have already explained above
that in the Scripture the Redeemer is called Job because he had
fallen under the domination of the Kelipoth. And this refers to the
days of darkness which are the days of his depression; but when the
illumination came over him, in the days of calm and rejoicing, then
he was in the state of which it is said “and eschewed evil”; for then
he emerged from the realm of the Kelipoth among which he had
sunk in the days of darkness.”26

In this interpretation, therefore, the metaphysical and
psychological element are closely intertwined; or to be more exact,
they are one. The metaphysical prehistory of the Messiah’s soul is



also the history of those psychical states which for Nathan are
precisely the proof of his divine mission. And it is easy to perceive
that the Gnostical idea of an imprisonment of the Messiah in the
realm of evil and impurity, which in this doctrine has as yet no
heretical connotations, lent itself without di�culty to such a
development after the apostasy of the Messiah. In a way which
strikes one as almost uncanny, the subsequent heretical doctrine of
Nathan and the other Sabbatians concerning the mission of the
Messiah, and in particular concerning his apostasy as a mission, is
contained in nuce in this astounding document of early
Sabbatianism.27

4

It seems to me that the facts which I have brie�y outlined thus far
in this lecture throw considerable new light on the origins and the
course of the Sabbatian movement. Having established these facts, I
now propose in speaking of Sabbatianism to give special attention to
the religious movement which developed in consequence of the
tragic apostasy of the new Messiah and both directly and indirectly
deepened the paradoxical nature of his step.28 I regard it as
important to follow the course of this movement, if only because the
part which Sabbatianism played in the spiritual development of
Jewry during the generations that followed, is generally underrated.
Sabbatianism represents the �rst serious revolt in Judaism since the
Middle Ages; it was the �rst case of mystical ideas leading directly
to the disintegration of the orthodox Judaism of “the believers.” Its
heretical mysticism produced an outburst of more or less veiled
nihilistic tendencies among some of its followers. Finally it
encouraged a mood of religious anarchism on a mystical basis
which, where it coincided with favorable external circumstances,
played a highly important part in creating a moral and intellectual
atmosphere favorable to the reform movement of the nineteenth
century.



To trace the history of Sabbatianism through its various stages
objectively, sine ira et studio, has been impossible as long as two
distinctly opposed but equally strong emotional currents combined
to prevent the description of this most tragic chapter in later Jewish
religious history. These were on the one hand the very
understandable aversion of the orthodox against the antinomian
tendencies in Sabbatianism, and on the other the dread felt by
rationalists and reformers, particularly during the nineteenth
century of having their spiritual ancestry traced back to that
despised sect which was commonly regarded as the incarnation of
every conceivable aberration and perversion. Those who felt this
way may be said to have somewhat uncritically adopted the
traditional views bequeathed to them by their fathers. In the
eighteenth century, to be called a Sabbatian was to all intents and
purposes equivalent, so far as the e�ect on ordinary public opinion
was concerned, to being termed an anarchist or a nihilist in the
second half of the nineteenth. I could go on telling about my own
di�culties in trying to penetrate into this vanished world,
di�culties which arise not so much from the supposed obscurity or
abstruseness of the Sabbatian doctrine, which is largely a myth, but
from the fact that most, if not all, the theological and historical
documents which could throw some light upon it have undoubtedly
been destroyed. That this should be so is no less understandable
from the psychological point of view than it is sad for the historian.
The followers of Sabbatai Zevi who persisted in worshipping him as
the Messiah, were persecuted during the eighteenth century with all
the means at the disposal of the Jewish communities of those days.
From the point of view of orthodoxy there is nothing in this that
stands in need of being justi�ed. Its representatives could hardly be
expected to adopt any other attitude towards a revolutionary sect
which kindled the �ames of a destructive con�agration and which
sometimes, if only darkly and abstrusely, proclaimed a new
conception of Judaism. Wherever it was possible, the mystical
literature of Sabbatianism was destroyed, and when the movement
had been stamped out, everything was done to minimize its
importance. It became obligatory to depict it as an a�air of a very



small minority and to pretend that there had been from the start a
sharp division between the orthodox believers and the heretics.

In actual fact things were a little di�erent. There were for
instance various moderate forms of Sabbatianism in which orthodox
piety and Sabbatian belief existed side by side, and the number of
more or less outstanding rabbis who were secret adherents of the
new sectarian mysticism was far larger than orthodox apologists
have ever been willing to admit. That there should be so much
confusion regarding its strength is partly accounted for by the fact
that Sabbatianism as a movement was long identi�ed with its more
extreme, antinomian and nihilistic aspects, with the result that care
was taken to obscure the fact that this or that reputed scholar or
well-known family had had anyhing to do with it. Thus stigmatized
it became no easy matter to admit one’s descent from a Sabbatian
family, and only very few men of high standing and untarnished
reputation had the courage to do so. For a long time, and
particularly during the nineteenth century, descent from Sabbatian
ancestors was widely regarded as a shameful thing which might
under no condition be publicly mentioned. As late as in the middle
of that century, Leopold Loew, the leader of the Jewish reform
movement in Hungary who in his youth had come in touch with the
Sabbatians in Moravia, wrote that in their circles much was done to
propagate and encourage the new rationalist movement.29 Yet in the
whole of Jewish historical literature you will �nd no reference to
this highly important relation between the mystical heretics and the
representatives of the new rationalism. It is as though this spiritual
and often even ancestral relationship was regarded as something to
be ashamed of. In several famous Jewish communities where
Sabbatian groups played an important part right up to the beginning
of the nineteenth century, care was taken to destroy all documents
containing the names of sectarians whose children or grandchildren
had risen to in�uential positions—not infrequently owing to their
early attachment to the new world of emancipation.

The important part played by religious and mystical movements
in the development of eighteenth century rationalism is today a
generally accepted fact so far as the Christian world is concerned,



and in England and Germany in particular, much work has been
devoted to the task of unravelling these subterranean connections.
Thus, to take an example, it has become almost a commonplace that
the radical pietists, Anabaptists and Quakers represented such
mystical movements the spirit of which, although nourished from
the purest of religious motives, created an atmosphere in which the
rationalist movement, in spite of its very di�erent origins, was
enabled to grow and develop, so that in the end both worked in the
same direction. Mutatis mutandis, the same applies to Judaism. It is
not as though the Sabbatians were a species of Quakers—many of
them were anything but that. But here again, the attempt of a
minority to maintain, in the face of persecution and vituperation,
certain new spiritual values which corresponded to a new religious
experience, facilitated the transition to the new world of Judaism in
the period of emancipation. Some authors have regarded the
eighteenth century Hasidic movement as the trail-blazer for the
modern emancipated Jewry of the nineteenth. S. Hurwitz was the
�rst to o�er vigorous opposition to this romantic misconception and
to stress the fact that this description might with far greater justice
be applied to Sabbatianism.30

As we have seen, Lurianic Kabbalism had in the seventeenth
century become the dominant spiritual in�uence through the entire
Diaspora. It is therefore hardly surprising that the explosion of
Sabbatianism, bound up as it was with the preponderant in�uence
of the older school, a�ected fairly large parts of the community,
although it never succeeded in becoming a mass movement. By
contrast with its comparatively very limited strength it had a
particularly deep and lasting e�ect upon many of its adherents. Yet
even its numerical strength must not be underrated. Immediately
after the apostasy of Sabbatai Zevi large groups, particularly among
the Sephardic Jews, showed themselves susceptible to the
propagation of apostasy as a mystery. In Morocco this tendency was
especially marked, but it was also noticeable among many
communities in Turkey, particularly in the Balkans, then under
Turkish domination.



At �rst, too, the propaganda for the apostate Messiah was
conducted quite openly. It was only later, after a number of years,
when the expected triumphant return of Sabbatai Zevi from the
spheres of impurity had still not occurred, that Sabbatianism
changed its character. From a popular movement it became a
sectarian one, whose propagandist work was conducted in secret.
The transformation did not take many years. Comparatively soon,
Sabbatianism took the form of a more or less loosely organized sect
whose adherents met in secret conclave and were at pains to hide
their ideas and activities from the outside world in order to avoid
persecution. This occurred in spite of the recurrent appearance of
prophets who believed that the time was ripe to proclaim the secret
of Sabbatai Zevi’s Messianic mission, in view of his impending
reincarnation as Messiah. As the years went by, the new Kabbalah
which purported to correspond to the new Messianic age and to
replace the Lurianic doctrine began to occupy a larger place in
Sabbatian thought than the doctrine of the Messiah’s return. Quite a
number of writings which belong undoubtedly to the theological
literature of Sabbatianism hardly mention this subject at all, partly
out of precaution, but in part also because other problems had come
into the foreground. For all this conscious and unconscious
dissimulation, however, Sabbatian writings can often easily be
recognized from their employment of certain terms and modulations
of terms such as emunah “belief,” sod ha-elohuth “the mystery of
God,” and Elohe Israel “The God of Israel.”

To turn to its spread as a movement, its �rst really important
strongholds, apart from the Balkans, were to be found in Italy and
Lithuania. It is an interesting fact that in Lithuania Sabbatianism
never struck �rm roots and disappeared more completely than in
most other countries inhabited by Ashkenazic Jews. In Lithuania the
leaders of the movement were for the most part typical illuminates,
including such out-and-out revivalists as Heshel Zoref of Vilna31 and
the prophet Zadok ben Shemaryah of Grodno. In Italy, on the other
hand, the men who secretly maintained contact with the movement
were educated rabbinical representatives of Kabbalism, above all the
disciples of Moses Zakuto: Benjamin Cohen of Reggio and Abraham



Rovigo of Modena.32 Generally speaking, in Italy the in�uence of
the moderates was preponderant, while in the Balkan communities
radical and even nihilistic tendencies were soon to gather strength.
Owing mainly to the activities of one man, Hayim ben Solomon,
better known as Hayim Malakh,33 who was at �rst under the
in�uence of the Italian and later of the Turkish “believers,”34 the
sect spread to the southern provinces of Poland of which a large
part was at that time under Turkish sovereignty. Eastern Galicia and
Podolia in particular became hotbeds of Sabbatianism and remained
under its in�uence for a comparatively long time. In addition, the
sect at various times during the eighteenth century gained a
foothold in many German communities, including Berlin, Hamburg,
Mannheim, Fuerth, and Dresden, but above all in Bohemia and
Moravia. It seems that in these latter countries Sabbatianism was
particularly strong numerically and that rabbinical circles, large and
petty traders and manufacturers were alike under its in�uence.
Some of the most in�uential Bohemian and Moravian Jews in the
reign of Maria Theresa and her successors were secret adherents of
the sect. Twice Sabbatianism took the form of organized apostasy by
large groups who believed such repetition of the Marranic example
to be the way of salvation. The �rst time in Salonica, where in
168335 the sect of the Doenmeh—as the Turks called them, the word
meaning “apostates”—was founded, its members outwardly
professing Islam; and for the second time in Eastern Galicia, where
the followers of the sinister prophet Jacob Frank in 1759 entered
the Catholic Church in large numbers. The members of both groups
continued to call themselves Maaminim (“believers,” namely in the
mission of Sabbatai Zevi), the common name used by all Sabbatians
when they speak of themselves. The members of both groups
remained in close contact with the extremist wing of Sabbatianism
even after their formal apostasy which they regarded of course as
purely extrinsic. This was particularly true of the followers of Frank,
most of whom remained Jews—almost all in Bohemia and Moravia,
and the majority also in Hungary and Rumania. It was the in�uence
of these elements which had not openly cut themselves o� from
rabbinical Judaism, which, after the French Revolution, became



important in fostering the movement towards reform, liberalism and
“enlightenment” in many Jewish circles.

Around 1850, a consciousness of this link between Sabbatianism
and reform was still alive in some quarters. In circles close to the
moderate reform movement, a very remarkable and undoubtedly
authentic tradition had it that Aron Chorin, the �rst pioneer of
reformed Jewry in Hungary was in his youth a member of the
Sabbatian group in Prague.36 Prossnitz and Hamburg, both in the
eighteenth century centers of Sabbatian propaganda and the scene
of bitter struggles between the orthodox and the heretics or their
sympathizers, were among the chief strongholds of the reform
movement in the beginning of the nineteenth century. The sons of
those Frankists in Prague who in 1800 still pilgrimed to O�enbach,
near Frankfort, the seat of Frank’s successors, and who educated
their children in the spirit of this mystical sect, were among the
leaders, in 1832, of the �rst “reform” organization in Prague. The
writings of Jonas Wehle himself, the spiritual leader of these Prague
mystics around 1800, already display an astonishing mixture of
mysticism and rationalism. Of his extensive writings, an extremely
interesting commentary to the Talmudic Aggadoth is extant in
manuscript37 from which it is clear that his particular pantheon had
room for Moses Mendelssohn and Immanuel Kant side by side with
Sabbatai Zevi and Isaac Luria.38 And as late as 1864, his nephew,
writing in New York, lengthily praises in his testament his Sabbatian
and Frankist ancestors as the standard-bearers of the “true Jewish
faith,” i.e. of a deeper spiritual understanding of Judaism.39
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The question remains why and how it happened that the
Kabbalists who came under the in�uence of the Sabbatian
movement, became the bearers of ideas which brought them into
more or less open con�ict with the tenets of rabbinical Judaism. Let
me recall here what I have said in the last lecture about the doctrine
of redemption through Tikkun. The mystical conception and



interpretation of exile and deliverance was of course originally
based upon actual experience of the exile and upon the popular
ideas of the way in which Redemption would take place. The very
conception of deliverance had a practical and historical connotation:
liberation from the yoke, new freedom—these were the enormously
powerful Messianic motivating forces which went into the doctrine
evolved by the Kabbalists of Safed. In their interpretation, the
popular conception of Messianism and national restoration was
transformed into a drama of cosmic importance.

Redemption is no longer primarily a liberation from the yoke of
servitude in exile, but a transformation of the essence of Creation. It
is conceived as a process which runs through all the visible and the
hidden worlds, for it is nothing but Tikkun, the restoration of that
great harmony which was shattered by the Breaking of the Vessels
and later by Adam’s sin. Redemption implies a radical change in the
structure of the universe. Its signi�cance is seen to be, not so much
the end of that exile which began with the destruction of the
Temple, as rather the end of that inner exile of all creatures which
began when the father of mankind was driven out of paradise. The
Kabbalist laid far greater emphasis on the spiritual nature of
Redemption than on its historical and political aspects. These are by
no means denied or discounted, but they tend more and more to
become mere symbols of that mystical and spiritual process of
which I have spoken. “When good and evil are �nally separated, the
Messiah will come,” as Vital puts it. The historical redemption is as
it were a natural by-product of its cosmic counterpart, and the
Kabbalists never conceived the idea that a con�ict might arise
between the symbol and the reality which it was supposed to
express. Nobody could foresee the danger inherent in such a shifting
of the emphasis to a sphere of inner reality, as long as the Messianic
idea was not put to the test in a crucial moment of history. In its
original form at any rate, Lurianic Kabbalism had as its main
purpose the preparation of men’s hearts for that renaissance the
scene of which is the human soul. It placed the regeneration of the
inner life far above that of the nation as a political entity. At the
same time it was convinced that the former was the essential



precondition of the latter. Moral improvement was to bring about
the delivery of the people from its exile.

With the coming of Sabbatai Zevi and his enthusiastic reception
by the masses of the people, this experience of inner freedom, of a
pure world, which so far had been experienced only by Kabbalists in
rare moments of exaltation, became the common property of the
many. Naturally they also expected the complete ful�lment of the
external and historical part of the Messianic promise. These hopes
were speedily disappointed, but what had taken place in the brief
but thorough experience of Messianic uprising could not be taken
away again. To many this experience, which the Kabbalists call “the
elevation of the Shekhinah from the dust”40 became a lasting and
indestructible part of their consciousness.

Sabbatianism as a mystical heresy dates from the moment when
the apostasy of Sabbatai Zevi, which was an entirely unforeseen
occurrence, opened a gap between the two spheres in the drama of
Redemption, the inner one of the soul and that of history. Inner and
outer experience, inner and outer aspects of Geulah, of Redemption
and Salvation, were suddenly and dramatically torn apart. This
con�ict, for which nobody was prepared, which nobody had ever
dreamt could happen, went to the very root and core of existence. A
choice became necessary. Every one had to ask himself whether he
was willing to discover the truth about the expected redemption in
the distressing course of history or in that inner reality which had
revealed itself in the depths of the soul. Sabbatianism as a heresy
came into existence when large sections, �rst of Sephardic and later
also of Ashkenazic Jewry, refused to submit the judgment of their
soul to that of history. It was argued that God, who does not even
place a stumbling-block in the path of the “beast of the righteous,”41

could not have misled his people and deceived it with the false
appearance of Redemption.42 Doctrines arose which had one thing
in common: that they tried to bridge the gap between the inner
experience and the external reality which had ceased to function as
its symbol. The sudden emergence of a contradiction between the
external and the internal aspects of life imposed upon the new
doctrine the task of rationalizing this con�ict, in other words, of



making life bearable under the new conditions. Never before had
this task been forced upon the Kabbalah, whose tendency, as we
have seen, had been throughout to represent the outer world as a
symbol of the inner life. Sabbatianism arose out of the awareness of
an inherent contradiction, out of a paradox, and the law of its birth
determined its subsequent development. It is built upon the tragic
paradox of an apostate Savior and it thrives upon paradoxes of
which one implies the other.

Inevitably there is a far-reaching and highly illuminating
similarity between the religious characteristics and the development
of Sabbatianism on the one hand, and of Christianity on the other.
In both cases the ancient Jewish paradox of the su�erings of God’s
servant is pushed to extremes. In both cases, too, a certain mystical
attitude of belief crystallizes round an historical event which in turn
draws its strength from the very fact of its paradoxality. Both
movements begin by adopting an attitude of intense expectation
towards the Parousia, the advent or return of the Savior, be it from
Heaven, be it from the realm of impurity. In both cases the
destruction of the old values in the cataclysm of redemption leads to
an outburst of antinomian tendencies, partly moderate and veiled
and partly radical and violent; in both cases you get a new
conception of “belief” as the realization of the new world of
Salvation, and in both this “belief” involves that latent polarity of
even more startling paradoxes. In both cases, �nally, you get in the
end a theology of some kind of Trinity and of God’s incarnation in
the person of the Savior.

Now the direct and indirect in�uence of Christian ideas upon
Sabbatianism must not be underrated. It �owed through various
channels, and about one of them, which is of the greatest
importance for the understanding of Sabbatianism, the Marranos, I
shall have to say more later on. Yet nothing could be farther from
the truth than the idea that the similarity of which I have just
spoken owes everything to foreign in�uence or to the imitation of
Christian prototypes. The crisis in Judaism came from within and it
would hardly have taken any other course had there been no
Christian in�uence. Moreover, the existence of important historical,



moral and religious di�erences between Sabbatianism and
Christianity must not be overlooked.

In the Sabbatian movement we have a rebellion against the
ghetto, but one which never quite succeeded in freeing itself from
the very thing against which it rebelled. To this must be added the
weakness of Sabbatai Zevi’s personality as compared with that of
Jesus. It is true that this weakness is somehow in accordance with a
certain tendency in later Jewish Messianism. The Jewish conception
of the personality of the Messiah is surprisingly colorless, one might
also say anonymous, particularly when it is compared with the
powerful impact which the personality of Jesus made upon the
Christian mind. The picture of the Messiah presented by the two
great codi�ers of rabbinical Messianism, Isaac Abarbanel among the
Sefardim and Jehudah Loewe ben Bezalel of Prague, the so-called
“Exalted Rabbi Loew,”43 is distinctly impersonal. Of classical
Lurianism it can be said that it has no interest at all in the person of
the Messiah. It is therefore not at all surprising that when a Messiah
appeared who succeeded in winning general recognition, his
comparative lack of personal magnetism, to say nothing of his
mental peculiarities, was not regarded as a defect. As I have
previously mentioned, there are no unforgettable “words of the
master,” no “logia,” by Sabbatai Zevi, and nobody seems to have
expected any. Only towards the end of the Sabbatian movement do
you �nd in Jacob Frank a strong personality whose very words
exercise a considerable though sinister fascination. But this Messiah
who for once is a personality in every �ber of his being, is also the
most hideous and uncanny �gure in the whole history of Jewish
Messianism.

To return to our comparison, the fate of the Messiahs is entirely
di�erent and so is the religious paradox. The paradox of cruci�xion
and that of apostasy are after all on two altogether di�erent levels.
The second leads straight into the bottomless pit; its very idea
makes almost anything conceivable. The shock which had to be
surmounted in both cases is greater in the case of Sabbatianism. The
believer is compelled to furnish even more emotional energy in
order to overcome the terrible paradox of an apostate Savior. Death



and apostasy cannot possibly evoke the same or similar sentiments,
if only because the idea of betrayal contains even less that is
positive. Unlike the death of Jesus, the decisive action (or rather,
passion) of Sabbatai Zevi furnished no new revolutionary code of
values. His betrayal merely destroyed the old. And so it becomes
understandable why the deep fascination exercised by the
conception of the helpless Messiah who hands himself over to the
demons, if driven to its utmost limits, led directly to nihilistic
consequences.

As we have seen, the starting point of Sabbatianism is the attempt
to defend the mission of Sabbatai Zevi. Perhaps few things could be
more paradoxical than the endeavor to glorify the most abominable
act known to the Jewish mind—betrayal and apostasy. By
implication this fact suggests something of the volcanic nature of
the spiritual upheaval which enabled men to maintain such a
position.

It seems almost unbelievable that a movement based upon such
foundations should have been able to in�uence so great a number of
people. One must, however, take into account the existence of an
external factor of crucial importance; and that is the part played in
the movement by the Sefardic communities. For generations the
Marranos in the Iberian peninsula, the o�spring of those Jews who,
in their hundreds of thousands, went over to Christianity in the
persecutions between 1391 and 1498, had been compelled to lead,
as it were, a double life. The religion which they professed was not
that in which they believed. This dualism could not but endanger, if
it did not indeed destroy the unity of Jewish feeling and thinking,
and even those who returned to the fold after they or their children
had �ed from Spain, particularly in the seventeenth century,
retained something of this peculiar spiritual make-up. The idea of an
apostate Messiah could be presented to them as the religious
glori�cation of the very act which continued to torment their own
conscience. There have been Marranos who tried to �nd a
justi�cation for their apostasy, and it is signi�cant that all the
arguments which they were wont to put forward in defense of their
crypto-Judaism, recur later on in the ideology of Sabbatianism,



above all the frequent reference to the fate of Queen Esther who was
supposed to have led a kind of Marranic existence at King
Ahasuerus’ court “telling not her race nor her birth,” yet still faithful
to the religion of her fathers.44

That the Messiah should by the very nature of his mission be
forced into the inescapable tragedy of apostasy was a doctrine
ideally made to provide an emotional outlet for the tormented
conscience of the Marranos. I doubt whether without this spiritual
disposition on the part of numerous Sefardic communities the new
doctrine would have taken su�cient root to become an important
factor in the disintegration of the ghetto. The similarity between the
fate of the Marranos and that of the apostate Messiah was remarked
only a short time after Sabbatai Zevi’s apostasy, and it is no accident
that the leading propagandist of this school, Abraham Miguel
Cardozo (died 1706), was himself born as a Marrano and began by
studying Christian theology.45 Cardozo and Nathan of Gaza, the new
prophet, are the �rst in the list of the great Kabbalist heretics,
whose doctrines had in common the paradoxical and, to the
unsophisticated mind, outrageous character of their basic tenets.
Both were men of tireless literary and propagandistic activity and
both have taken great pains to develop their new ideas in all their
details. Nathan’s magnum opus, Sefer Ha-Beriah, “The Theory of
Creation,” was written in 1670, whereas Cardozo wrote a whole
literature on the new Sabbatian doctrine of God in the following
decades.

6

Taking as their starting point the fate of the Messiah and the
question of Redemption in general, these doctrines gradually extend
to other spheres of religious thought, until at last they begin to
pervade the whole of theology and ethics. Thus for instance Cardozo
taught that in consequence of Israel’s sins all of us were originally
fated to become Marranos,46 but that from this awful destiny of
having to live as it were in constant denial of one’s own inner



knowledge and belief, the grace of God has saved us by imposing
this supreme sacri�ce upon the Messiah; for only the soul of the
Messiah is strong enough to bear this fate without loss. It goes
without saying that this conception of the Messiah appealed to the
unhappy dualism of the Marranic mind. It also happened to recall
an idea of entirely di�erent historic origin, namely the Lurianic
theory of restitution through “the uplifting of the fallen sparks,”
which I outlined in the previous lecture. This doctrine was capable
of being given a turn of which nobody had thought before Sabbatai
Zevi’s apostasy, but which from then on quickly became only too
fashionable. According to its recognized, orthodox interpretation,
Israel has been dispersed among the nations in order that it may
gather in from everywhere the sparks of souls and divine light
which are themselves dispersed and di�used throughout the world,
and through pious acts and prayers “lift them up” from their
respective prisons. When this process is more or less complete, the
Messiah appears and gathers the last sparks, threby depriving the
power of evil of the element through which it acts. The spheres of
good and evil, of pure and impure, are from then on separated for
all eternity. The heretic version of this doctrine, as expounded with
considerable success by Nathan of Gaza,47 di�ers from the orthodox
mainly in its conclusions: the attraction of saintliness is not always
su�cient to liberate the sparks from their prisons, the Kelipoth or
“shells.” There are stages of the great process of Tikkun, more
particularly its last and most di�cult ones, when in order to liberate
the hidden sparks from their captivity, or to use another image, in
order to force open the prison doors from within, the Messiah
himself must descend into the realm of evil. Just as the Shekhinah
had to descend to Egypt—the symbol of everything dark and
demonic—to gather in the fallen sparks, so the Messiah too at the
end of the ages starts on his most di�cult journey to the empire of
darkness, in order to complete his mission. Not before he has
reached the end of his journey will evil disappear and redemption
extend to the external world.

It can easily be seen how this doctrine satis�ed those who thought
they had experienced their own and the world’s salvation in their



inner consciousness and consequently demanded a solution of the
contradiction between their experience and the continuation of
Exile. The apostasy of the Messiah is the ful�lment of the most
di�cult part of his mission, for redemption implies a paradox which
becomes visible only at the end, in its actual occurrence. It is not a
steady and unhindered progress as it appears in Luria’s doctrine, but
a tragedy which renders the supreme sacri�ce of the Messiah
incomprehensible to others. In order to ful�l his mission he must
condemn himself through his own acts. An immense amount of
religious passion has been lavished on the task of developing this
dangerous paradox and letting the believers taste its bitterness to
the full.48

To this must be added something else. What the Sabbatians call
the “strange acts of the Messiah,” have not only a negative aspect,
from the point of view of the old order, but also a positive side, in
so far as the Messiah acts in accordance with the law of a new
world. If the structure of the world is intrinsically changed by the
completion of the process of Tikkun, the Torah, the true universal
law of all things, must also appear from then on under a di�erent
aspect. Its new signi�cance is one that conforms with the primordial
state of the world, now happily restored, while as long as the Exile
lasts the aspect it presents to the believer naturally conforms to that
particular state of things which is the Galuth. The Messiah stands at
the crossing of both roads. He realizes in his Messianic freedom a
new law, which from the point of view of the old order is purely
subversive. It subverts the old order, and all actions which conform
to it are therefore in manifest contradiction with the traditional
values.* In other words, redemption implies the destruction of those
aspects of the Torah which merely re�ect the Galuth, the Torah itself
remains one and the same, what has changed is its relation to the
mind. New vistas are opened up, a new Messianic Judaism takes the
place of the Judaism of the Galuth. The numerous instances of
radical phraseology and the hints of a state of the world to come
when there will be a new law, in which particularly the Raya
Mehemna in the Zohar abounds, could be used by the Sabbatians to
justify their revolutionary doctrine. Here the ideas of an isolated



Jewish “spiritual” around 1300 have at last found a home, so to
speak, and begin to exercise an in�uence among wider circles.49

It is amazing how clearly these thoughts were expressed as early
as one or two years after Sabbatai Zevi’s apostasy. In a treatise
written in 1668, Abraham Perez, one of Nathan’s pupils in Salonica,
sets forth what can only be described as a theory of
antinomianism:50 whoever remained faithful, in the new world, to
the “oral Torah,” i.e. to the rabbinical tradition, or to put it as
plainly as possible, to the real and existing Judaism of the Galuth, is
to be positively regarded as a sinner.51 A new understanding of the
essentially unchangeable Torah, that is to say, a new Judaism, was
proclaimed in the place of the old. And the author shows that he is
fully aware of the implications and consequences of this theory. It is
true that he has taken precautions against the danger of pure
antinomianism: the positive law of the new world becomes visible,
according to him, only with the complete and �nal redemption, i.e.
after the Messiah will have completed his Calvary through the world
of evil and annihilated or transformed its power from within. Until
that new epoch, in the early dawn of which we ourselves live, the
ancient law retains its force. In this way the facade of orthodoxy is
preserved, although there can be no doubt that the emotional
relation to its tenets and values has undergone a complete change.

Such theories, in which the antinomian tendencies remain only
latent, were put forward in various guises by the moderate schools
of Sabbatianism. Not a few Sabbatians achieved the miracle of living
in the continuous paradox of devout ful�lment of the law and belief
in the impending approach of a new era in which such ful�lment
will become meaningless. We know of such enthusiastic Sabbatians,
whose devout attachment to the traditional tenets of their religion,
within the sphere of rabbinical Judaism, is re�ected in documents of
the most intimate kind in which they have opened their hearts
without reserve. The most astonishing and moving of these
documents is the diary of two Sabbatians in Modena, in Northern
Italy, of which I have given a detailed account elsewhere.52 The
existence of such a moderate wing of Sabbatianism, in particular
until about 1715, is of importance for the understanding of the



movement, and the fact that it was ignored has tended to obscure
matters. For this reason frequent and unsuccessful attempts have
been made to dispute the fact that such men belonged to the
Sabbatian movement, which was regarded as nothing but an unholy
rebellion against rabbinical Judaism, with an open tendency
towards transgressions and sins in theory and practice. A picture
which is far from portraying the whole truth.

On the other hand it must be admitted that the mood which
speaks from such ideas as were advanced by Abraham Perez had its
counterpart in eruptions of real antinomianism. For the �rst time in
the history of mediaeval Jewry, the rigid emotional and intellectual
attitude born from the continuity of life under the undisputed
dominance of the Mosaic and rabbinic Law gave way to a new
mood. The positive in�uence of this way of life over the Jewish
mind had been so great that for centuries no movement, least of all
an organized movement, had rebelled against the values linked up
with the practical ful�lment of the Law. This is all the more
remarkable as orthodox Judaism by its very nature o�ered much
greater scope to antinomian explosions than either Christianity or
Islam, which yet had far oftener to contend with them. For the
causes of this apparent contradiction one must go back to certain
external historical factors, such as the strong instinct of self-
preservation in Jewry which sensed the subversive nature of
antinomian tendencies; the historical situation of Jewry was such as
to make this danger only too real. One must also take into account
the fact that for individuals who rebelled against the Law the
obvious course was to seek a way out of the Jewish community and
to enter the non-Jewish fold. Only a mystical interpretation of the
fundamental categories of the Law and the Redemption was capable
of preparing the ground for antinomian tendencies which strove to
maintain themselves within the general framework of Judaism. On
the other hand, the antinomian rebellion, when it came, was all the
wilder while it lasted and engulfed a large part of the Sabbatian
movement, its radical wing, to use a modern term.

The motives which came to the surface in the development of
extreme antinomianism were of two kinds. There was on the one



hand the personality of the Messiah and its paradox, and on the
other the attitude and the individual experience of the believer. The
point at which moderate and extreme Sabbatianism parted ways
was supplied by the question whether the actions of the Messiah
serve as an example to the believer or not.53 The moderate thought
not. They held that the paradox of the new religious life is limited to
the person of the Messiah. The Messiah alone stands at the
crossroads where the old values are no longer binding, and he alone
must tread the weary path through the world of evil which is the
mark of his mission. His actions are not examples to be followed; on
the contrary, it is of their nature to give o�ense. Already Nathan of
Gaza asserted (in 1667) that precisely the “strange actions” of
Sabbatai Zevi constituted proof of the authenticity of his Messianic
mission: “For if he were not the Redeemer, these deviations would
not occur to him; when God lets His light shine over him, he
commits many acts which are strange and wonderful in the eyes of
the world, and that is proof of his truth.”54 The true acts of
Redemption are at the same time those which cause the greatest
scandal. In the life of the believers there can be no room for
nihilistic tendencies, as long as the completion of the Tikkun has not
yet transformed the external world and Israel remains in exile. The
paradox of the Messiah is a matter purely of belief; if it makes its
appearance in the life of the individual it does so only in spheres
which lie beyond practicality. Especially Cardozo has taken great
pains to defend this stand on the question of mystical apostasy.

7

It was over this point that the split became inevitable. The
radicals could not bear the thought of remaining content with
passive belief in the paradox of the Messiah’s mission. Rather did
they hold that as the end draws nearer this paradox necessarily
becomes universal. The action of the Messiah sets an example and to
follow it is a duty. The consequences which �owed from these
religious ideas were purely nihilistic, above all the conception of a



voluntary Marranism with the slogan: We must all descend into the
realm of evil in order to vanquish it from within. In varying
theoretical guises the apostles of nihilism preached the doctrine of
the existence of spheres in which the process of Tikkun can no
longer be advanced by pious acts; Evil must be fought with evil.55

We are thus gradually led to a position which, as the history of
religion shows, occurs with a kind of tragic necessity in every great
crisis of the religious mind. I am referring to the fatal, yet at the
same time deeply fascinating doctrine of the holiness of sin, that
doctrine which in a remarkable way re�ects a combination of two
widely di�erent elements: the world of moral decadence and
another, more primitive, region of the soul in which long-
slumbering forces are capable of sudden resurrection. That in the
religious nihilism of Sabbatianism, which during the eighteenth
century proved so dangerous to the most precious possession of
Judaism, its moral substance, both these elements had a share,
cannot be proved better than by the tragic history of its last phase,
the Frankist movement.

The connection postulated by the Torah between the original sin
and the sense of shame confronts the Kabbalists concerned with the
Tikkun, the elimination of the stigma of sin, with the awkward
problem of the disappearance of shame in the new Messianic state.56

The opposite solution, that of seeking redemption by “treading upon
the vesture of shame,” in the words of a famous phrase ascribed by
some Gnostics to Jesus,57 was openly proclaimed among the radical
Sabbatians by Jacob Frank. The ancient and profound word of the
Mishnah that it is possible to love God also with the ‘evil impulse’58

now received a meaning of which its author had not thought.
Moses Hagiz distinguishes between two forms of the Sabbatian

heresy: “The way of the one sect is to regard every impure person
who de�les himself by lighter or heavier transgressions as a saint.
They say that what we see with our eyes, how they eat on the days
of fast, is not a corporeal but a spiritual meal, and that when they
de�le themselves before the eyes of the world, that is not an
impurity but an act through which they come in contact with the
spirit of holiness. And of every evil action which we see them



commit, not only in thought but also in reality, they say that this is
precisely how it must be, and that there is a mystery in the matter,
and a Tikkun and a salvaging of holiness from he Kelipoth. And thus
they are agreed that whoever commits a sin and does evil is good
and honest in the eyes of God. But another sect among them turns
the heresy to a di�erent purpose. It is their custom to argue that
with the arrival of Sabbatai Zevi the sin of Adam has already been
corrected and the good selected out of the evil and the ‘dross.’ Since
that time, according to them, a new Torah has become law under
which all manner of things formerly prohibited are now permitted,
not least the categories of sexual intercourse hitherto prohibited. For
since everything is pure, there is no sin or harm in these things. And
if before our eyes they nevertheless adhere to the Jewish law, they
do so only because it is written: “Do not forsake altogether the
Torah of thy mother.”59

These assertions of a heresy-hunter like Hagiz, which in
themselves would perhaps not carry full conviction, are, however,
supported by a mass of evidence on the development of
Sabbatianism between 1700 and 1760. The doctrine described and
condemned by Hagiz in 1714 was practiced in various forms and in
widely scattered localities until the end of the century. In the history
of Gnosticism, the Carpocratians are regarded as the outstanding
representatives of this libertinistic and nihilistic form of gnosis.60

But nothing that is known of them touches the resolute spirit of the
gospel of antinomianism preached by Jacob Frank to his disciples in
more than two thousand dogmatic sayings. The ideas he adduced in
support of his preachings constitute not so much a theory as a
veritable religious myth of nihilism.

Generally speaking, it is in the nature of nihilistic doctrines that
they are not proclaimed publicly and, even in written tracts, are
hardly ever preached without reserve. In the case of Frank,
however, the boundless enthusiasm and devotion of his followers
led them to preserve this unique document. To them, he was the
incarnation of God and his word divine inspiration. For whatever
one may think of the character and personality of Jacob Frank, his
followers, of whom we have at least two independent writings,62



were without doubt largely men of pure heart. Deep and genuine
religious emotion speaks to us from their words and it is clear that
they must have found in those dark sayings of their prophet, on the
“abyss into which we must all descend” and on the “burden of
silence” which we must bear, a liberation which the rabbinical
Torah denied them. Thus it comes about that we possess two or
three manuscripts in the Polish language of the Ksiega Slów Panskich,
the “Book of the Words of the Lord.”63 In this collection of sayings,
parables, explanations and ‘words of Torah’—if they can be called
that—the characteristic mixture of primitive savagery and
putrescent morals, which I have mentioned, strikes one with its full
force. It is only fair to add that a certain vigor of style and élan of
thought cannot be denied to this work, perhaps the most remarkable
“holy writ” which has ever been produced.

Certain more or less paradoxical utterances from the Talmud and
other sources, as well as certain mystical symbols, became after
1700 the slogans of a religious nihilism in which the ideational
content of a depraved mysticism comes into open con�ict with
every tenet of the traditional religion. Talmudic and semi-Talmudic
sayings, such as “Great is a sin committed for its own sake,”64 or
“The subversion of the Torah can become its true ful�lment,”65—
remarks whose meaning was originally by no means antinomistic or
nihilistic but which lent themselves to such interpretation—were
turned upside down. The Torah, as the radical Sabbatians were fond
of putting it,66 is the seed-corn of Salvation, and just as the seed-
corn must rot in the earth in order to sprout and bear fruit, the
Torah must be subverted in order to appear in its true Messianic
glory. Under the law of organic development, which governs every
sphere of existence, the process of Salvation is bound up with the
fact of man’s actions being, at least in certain respects and at certain
times, dark and as it were rotten. The Talmud says: “David’s son
comes only in an age which is either completely guilty or
completely innocent.”67 From this epigram, many Sabbatians drew
the moral: since we cannot all be saints, let us all be sinners.

The truth is that this doctrine of the holiness of sin represents a
mixture of several ideas. In addition to the belief that certain



actions, which are in reality pure and holy, must bear the outward
appearance of sin, we also �nd the idea that that which is really and
truly evil is transformed from within by being practiced with, as it
were, religious fervor. It is obvious that these conceptions are
radically opposed to everything which for centuries had formed the
essence of moral teaching and speculation in Judaism. It is as if an
anarchist rebellion had taken place within the world of Law. The
reaction went so far that in certain radical conventicles acts and
rites were practiced which aimed deliberately at the moral
degradation of the human personality: he who has sunk to the
uttermost depths is the more likely to see the light. In the
elaboration of this thesis, the apostles of the radicals who came from
Salonica, and above all Jacob Frank, were tireless.

Mere condemnation of this doctrine, however, leads us nowhere.
Attention must be given also to its positive side. The religious, and
in some cases the moral, nihilism of the radicals is after all only the
confused and mistaken expression of their urge towards a
fundamental regeneration of Jewish life, which under the historic
conditions of those times could not �nd a normal expression. The
feeling of true liberation which “the believers” had experienced in
the great upheaval of 1666, sought to �nd an expression on the
moral and religious plane, when historical and political realization
was denied to it. Instead of revolutionizing the external
circumstances of Jewish life, a thing it could no longer do after the
apostasy of the Messiah, it became introverted and encouraged a
mood which easily adapted itself to the new spirit of rationalization
and reform, once the myth of the Messiah’s journey to the gates of
impurity had begun to fade.

To this must be added a further motive, also well known from the
history of religion and particularly from that of the mystical sects,
which almost invariably makes its appearance together with the
doctrine of the holiness of sin. That is the idea that the elect are
fundamentally di�erent from the crowd and not to be judged by its
standards. Standing under a new spiritual law and representing as it
were a new kind of reality, they are beyond good and evil. It is well
known to what dangerous consequences Christian sects in ancient



and modern times have been led by the idea that the truly new-born
is incapable of committing a sin, and that therefore everything he
does must be regarded under a higher aspect. Similar ideas made
their appearance very soon in the wake of Sabbatianism especially
in Salonica. The inner reality of redemption, which has already been
inaugurated in the hidden world, was held to dictate a higher law of
conduct to those who experience it.

I do not propose to discuss the various concrete applications of
this thesis. The two contentions: it is meritorious to sin in order to
overcome the power of evil from within, and: it is impossible for
those who already live in the Messianic world of Tikkun to sin,
because to them evil has already lost its meaning—I say these two
contentions appear to con�ict with one another, but from a practical
point of view their e�ect is the same. Both have the tendency to
make all external action and conduct appear unreal, and to oppose
to it an inner secret action which is the counterpart of true belief.
The radical Sabbatians, the nihilists, were agreed that just as
redemption had so far become only intrinsically real and not yet
visible, so the true belief must be held only in secret, while external
behavior must conform to the power of evil in the world of the
Galuth. The belief which one professes can by its very nature no
longer coincide with that which one really holds. Everyone must in
some way share the fate of the Marranos; one’s heart and one’s
mouth may not be one.68 This can be done also within the orbit of
Judaism, and in fact the great majority even of the radical
Sabbatians remained Jews. Here the external world the value of
which was denied by the inner and secret rites, was that of
rabbinical Jewry, for which the Messianic Judaism of
Antinomianism, the secret annihilation of the Torah as its true
ful�lment, became the secret substitute. But this external world
could also be Mohammedanism, if one followed the example of
Sabbatai Zevi, or Catholicism if one followed that of Frank.69 The
blasphemous benediction “Praise be to Thee, O Lord, who permittest
the forbidden” came to be considered by these radicals as a true
expression of their feeling.70 For the purpose was not to deny the
authority of the Torah, but to oppose a “Torah of the higher world,”



Torah de-Atsiluth, which alone is relevant, to the Torah in its present
sensual appearance, Torah de Beriah.71 To the anarchic religious
feeling of these new Jews, all the three great institutional religions
have no longer an absolute value. This revolution of the Jewish
consciousness was gradually spread by groups who, like the
majority of Sabbatian Jews in Germany and in the countries of the
Hapsburg Monarchy, remained within the walls of the Ghetto, those
who continued to profess rabbinical Judaism but secretly believed
themselves to have outgrown it. When the outbreak of the French
Revolution again gave a political aspect to their ideas, no great
change was needed for them to become the apostles of an
unbounded political apocalypse. The urge towards revolutionizing
all that existed no longer had to �nd its expression in desperate
theories, like that of the holiness of sin, but assumed an intensely
practical aspect in the task of ushering in the new age.

The man of whom it appears to have been thought for some time,
that after Frank’s death in 1791 he would become his successor as
the leader of the sect in O�enbach, was sent to the guillotine in
1794, together with Danton, under the name of Junius Frey.72

However, these are extreme cases. On the whole, the movement
remained within the con�nes of the Jewish communities. The
account given by Moses Porges of Prague of the description of
Frankism given to him by his father in 1794 is highly characteristic:
“There exists in addition to the Torah a holy book, the Zohar, which
has revealed to us the secrets only hinted at in the Torah. It calls
upon men to work for their spiritual perfection and shows the way
to reach this aim. There are many noble souls who have devoted
themselves to the new doctrine. Their end, their aim is liberation from
spiritual and political oppression. God has revealed Himself in the
latter days as He did in days of old. You my son, shall know all
about this.”73
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In this critical transformation of Judaism in the consciousness of
both the moderate and the radical wing of Sabbatianism, the
traditional forms of Kabbalism could not but become problematical.
As a theory, Sabbatianism had its roots in an extravagant
overstressing of certain aspects of Lurianism. It is hardly surprising,
therefore, that from now on a multitude of new theories either tried
to draw the �nal consequences from Luria’s ideas, or else started
from scratch with mystical ideas of their own. In the history of
Kabbalism, the emergence of new ideas and systems was almost
without exception accompanied by the belief that the last age was
drawing near. Again and again we read in Kabbalist documents that
the most profound and true mysteries of the Divinity, obscured in
the period of Exile, will reveal their true meaning on the eve of the
last age. The courage it took to break away from earlier doctrines
and substitute new ideas for old ones was grounded in such beliefs,
even though the pretence of ‘tradition’ was maintained. Abula�a,
the Zohar, the book Peliah, the Kabbalistic systematizers of Safed—
they all no less than the Sabbatians and Frankists, plead the coming
of the dawn as the justi�cation of what was new in their ideas.
Thus, while certain Sabbatians, like Nathan of Gaza, merely gave a
new interpretation to the Lurianic ideas without renouncing them,
others have more or less radically broken away from them. The
Sabbatian Kabbalists, above all during the �fty to sixty years after
Sabbatai Zevi’s apostasy, spent a great deal of thought on this
point.74 Abraham Cardozo, Samuel Primo, Abraham Rovigo and his
disciple Mordecai Ashkenazi, Nehemia Hayun and �nally Jonathan
Eibeschuetz, are the outstanding representatives of a Sabbatian
Kabbalah of more or less de�nitely heretical character. Their
writings and thoughts are now fairly well known,75 while the details
of the more outspokenly nihilistic theories have remained somewhat
obscure. In particular we have only indirect knowledge of the
teachings of the leading theoretician of the most radical group
among the Doenmeh in Salonica, Baruch Kunio, better known as
Berahya or Barochia.76 He has undoubtedly inspired the leading
ideas of Frank’s “theory,” probably also important elements of
thought found in the esoteric writings of youthful Jonathan



Eibeschuetz (1690/1695–1764), one of the last great representatives
of rabbinical Judaism, whose secret a�nity to Sabbatianism has
therefore been denied with particular heat down to our own days.77

Although Eibeschuetz denied responsibility for these writings when,
thirty years later, a scandal broke out in Hamburg because of his
alleged Sabbatianism, his authorship can be proved by philological
analysis.

On the whole it can be said that the Sabbatian conceptions of God
are no whit less paradoxical than the fundamental doctrine of
Sabbatianism, namely that the apostasy of Sabbatai Zevi was a
sacred mystery. For the rest they are grounded in the thought that
the true “Mystery of the Godhead,” Sod ha-Elohuth, had been
revealed to the Sabbatians, doubtless by Sabbatai Zevi himself, on
the eve of the expected sabbath of the world after remaining
obscure during the period of exile alike to scholars and theologians,
philosophers and Kabbalists. The last of the wise at the beginning of
the Galuth, Simeon ben Yohai and his friends, knew the secret, and
hints of their wisdom are scattered through the pages of the Zohar
and the Talmudic Aggadah. But these hints and milestones on the
road to true knowledge remained insoluble enigmas as long as the
Galuth lasted.78 They are covered by a veil which even the
Kabbalists were unable to lift. The Sabbatian solution of the dark
riddle, their diagnosis of the true mystery of God and the idea they
o�ered as the theological content of a Judaism regenerated by the
revelation of the Messiah is so astonishing as to be comparable only
to their paradox of the necessary apostasy of the Messiah. It is
nothing less than a new form of the Gnostic dualism of the hidden
God and the God who is the Creator of the world. This then was to
be the true meaning of Monotheism. The forms under which these
ideas were put forward vary considerably. What they had in
common was their fundamental concept which I should like brie�y
to describe.

The ancient Gnostics of the second and third century
distinguished between the hidden and benevolent God, the God of
the illuminate whose knowledge they call “gnosis,” and the Creator
and Lawgiver whom they also call the Jewish God, and to whom



they attribute the writings of the Old Testament. The term Jewish
God or God of Israel is abusive and meant to be so. The Gnostics
regarded the confusion between the two Gods, the higher loving
one, and the lower who is merely just, as a misfortune for religion.
It is metaphysical antisemitism in its profoundest and most e�ective
form which has found expression in these ideas and continues to do
so. The same dualism is to be found in Sabbatian theology, but with
a signi�cant di�erence. The Sabbatians distinguish between the
hidden God, whom they call the “First Cause,” and the revealed God
who is the “God of Israel.” The existence of a First Cause is in their
opinion evident to every rational being, and its knowledge forms an
elementary part of our consciousness. Every child able to use its
intelligence cannot fail to perceive the necessity of a primary cause
of existence. But this knowledge which we receive through our
reasoning is without religious signi�cance. Religion is in no sense
concerned with the First Cause; rather is its essence to be found in
the revelation of something which the mind by itself cannot grasp.
The First Cause has nothing to do with the world and with creation;
it exercises neither providence nor retribution. It is the God of the
philosophers, the God of Aristotle, which according to Cardozo even
Nimrod, Pharaoh and the pagans have worshipped. The God of
religion, on the other hand, is the God of Sinai. The Torah, the
documentary evidence of revelation, says nothing about the hidden
root of all being, of which we know nothing except that it exists,
and which is never and nowhere revealed. Revelation alone has the
right to speak, and does speak, of that “God of Israel,” Elohe Israel,
who is the creator of everything, but at the same time Himself the
First E�ect of the First Cause.

Where the ancient Gnostics disparaged the God of Israel, the
Sabbatians disparaged the unknown God. According to them, the
error committed by Israel in exile consists in confusing the First
Cause and the First E�ect, the God of Reason and the God of
Revelation. Cardozo and Hayun did not �inch from the awful
consequence that, in the martyrdom of exile, Israel had lost the true
and pure knowledge of God. The philosophers who tried to bulldoze
us into accepting the God of Aristotle as the God of Religion, will



one day have to justify themselves, and Israel has little reason to be
proud of them.

The object of religion, the goal of our prayers, can only be the
“God of Israel” and its unity or union with his Shekhinah. From this
original dualism some Sabbatians developed a Trinity of the
unknown God, the God of Israel and the Shekhinah, and it did not
take long for the idea to develop that the completion of Salvation is
dependent upon the separate appearance of a Messiah for each of
these three aspects of Trinity, with a female Messiah for the last!
The conceptions which the Sabbatians had of this new Trinity, one
version of which has been set out at length in Nehemia Hayun’s Oz
l’Elohim, “Power of God,”—the only document of Sabbatian
Kabbalism which was ever printed79—however interesting they may
be, are of no particular importance in this connection. What is more
important is the fact that even the moderate Sabbatians tried to
evolve a conception of God which con�icted with the fundamental
tenets of Judaism. Their passionate insistence in proclaiming a
derivative of something else the supreme object of religion has
something strange and perturbing. The furious reaction of
orthodoxy and also of orthodox Kabbalism against this attempt to
tear the God of Reason and the Revealed God asunder, is only too
comprehensible.

To the Sabbatians all reality became dialectically unreal and
contradictory. Their own experience led them to the idea of an
existence in permanent contradiction with itself, and it is not
surprising that their God no less than their Messiah bears the mark
of such self-contradiction and disintegration.





Ninth Lecture

HASIDISM: THE LATEST PHASE

1

No other phase in the development of Jewish mysticism has been
so thoroughly described in literature as its latest, the Hasidic
movement. As I have already said towards the end of the third
lecture, this Polish and Ukrainian Hasidism of the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries has nothing to do with mediaeval Hasidism in
Germany. The new Hasidism was founded shortly before the middle
of the eighteenth century by that famous saint and mystic Israel
Baal Shem (“Master of the Holy Name”) who died in 1760 and who
during his life-time impressed the mark of his personality on the
movement much as Sabbatai Zevi had shaped the character of
Sabbatianism. Large sections of Russian and Polish Jewry were
drawn into the orbit of the movement, particularly up to the middle
of the nineteenth century, but outside the Slavic countries and
Russia this form of mysticism was never able to gain a foothold.

Particularly during the past three decades the literature on
Hasidism has grown enormously. Of thoughtful and scholarly
writers on the subject there has been no lack. The writings of Martin
Buber, Simeon Dubnow, S. A. Horodezky, Jacob Minkin and others1

have provided us with a deeper insight into the spirit of Hasidism
than we have at present of its predecessors. Its history, its quarrels
with its opponents, the �gures of its great saints and leaders and
even its decay into a political instrument of reactionary forces—all
this is fairly well known today. That a more scholarly treatment of
Jewish mysticism should have taken its starting point from this
latest phase, and from there proceeded to the earlier stages,



becomes less surprising when it is remembered that Hasidism as a
living phenomenon is still with us. For all its decay it remains a
living force in the lives of countless thousands of our people. More
than that: some open-minded writers, not necessarily all of them so-
called scholars, have shown us, as the result of their investigations,
that beneath the super�cial peculiarities of Hasidic life there
subsists a stratum of positive values, which were all too easily
overlooked in the furious struggle between rationalistic
“enlightenment” and mysticism during the nineteenth century.

It is a well-known fact that the emotional world of Hasidism
exercised a strong fascination upon men who were primarily
concerned with the spiritual regeneration of Judaism. They soon
perceived that the writings of the Hasidim contained more fruitful
and original ideas than those of their rationalistic opponents, the
Maskilim, and that the reborn Hebrew culture could �nd much of
value in the heritage of Hasidism. Even so restrained a critic as
Ahad Haam wrote around 1900, in a critical essay on modern
Hebrew literature:2 “To our shame we must admit that if today we
want to �nd even a shadow of original Hebrew literature, we must
turn to the literature of Hasidism; there, rather than in the literature
of the Haskalah, one occasionally encounters, in addition to much
that is purely fanciful, true profundity of thought which bears the
mark of the original Jewish genius.”

Among the factors which have made Hasidic writings more easily
accessible to the layman than earlier Kabbalistic literature, two must
be mentioned above all. One is the comparatively modern style of
the more important Hasidic authors, the other their fondness for
epigrams or aphorisms. In the case of most of the older Kabbalistic
authors, the reader must make the e�ort of transplanting himself
into a world of strange symbolism; the mind must adapt itself to a
complicated and often abstruse mystical vocabulary, and even so
understanding often becomes di�cult. Hasidism marks an
exception. For all their obvious defects in matters of Hebrew
grammar not a few and not the least important Hasidic treatises are
fascinatingly written. In general, although it would be very
misleading to call it perfect, the style of Hasidic books is easier and



more lucid than that of earlier Kabbalistic works of literature. Their
mysticism notwithstanding, there is in them what must be called the
breath of modernity. We should know more about the older
Kabbalah if its representatives had included such masters of incisive
epigrammatic style as Rabbi Phineas of Koretz, Rabbi Nahman of
Brazlav, Rabbi Mendel of Kotzk, and other leaders of Hasidism.

But although, as I said, there are books in all languages which
deal with the subject, some of them in a masterly fashion, there is
still room for further attempts to interpret Hasidism, particularly in
its relation to the whole of Jewish mysticism. I have no wish to
compete with the excellent collections of Hasidic anecdotes and
epigrams which nowadays enjoy such wide circulation. You will not
expect me to add anything to the wealth of Hasidic tales and
teachings contained for instance in the writings of Martin Buber or
in the voluminous “Hasidic Anthology” which has been compiled by
Louis Newman.3 It is not that I should �nd any di�culty in adding
to it; the range of this literature is enormous. But in this lecture I
should like to con�ne myself to a few points which have a more
direct bearing upon our problem.

The fact is that attempts have been made for some time to deny
the mystical character of Hasidism.4 Although I do not agree with
these views, it seems to me there is something to be said in their
favor; moreover they have a value precisely because they show us
that we are dealing with a problem. The problem to my mind is that
of the popularization of Kabbalistic thought, or to put it a little
di�erently, we have to consider in this lecture the problem of the
social function of mystical ideas. But before going further, let me
recall the subject of the last two lectures. Lurianic Kabbalism,
Sabbatianism and Hasidism are after all three stages of the same
process. As we have seen, a proselytizing tendency was already
inherent in the �rst. The distinguishing feature of Lurianic
Kabbalism was the important part played by the Messianic element.
Lurianism, as I have said before, appealed to the masses because it
gave an expression to their yearning for deliverance by emphasizing
the contrast between the broken and imperfect state of our existence
and its perfection in the process of Tikkun. In the Sabbatian



movement this urge for redemption “in our time” became the cause
of aberrations. Great as was the in�uence of Sabbatianism, it was
bound to fail as a missionary movement. Its extravagant
paradoxicalness, which overstressed the fundamental paradoxy
inherent in every form of mysticism, remained an a�air of
comparatively small groups. Hasidism, on the other hand, broadly
speaking represents an attempt to make the world of Kabbalism,
through a certain transformation or re-interpretation, accessible to
the masses of the people, and in this it was for a time
extraordinarily successful.

I think one can say that after the rise and collapse of
Sabbatianism there were only three ways left open to the Kabbalah,
in addition to that of accepting the contradictions in which the new
believers and adherents of Sabbatai Zevi had become hopelessly
muddled. One was to pretend that nothing in particular had
happened; that was actually what a good many orthodox Kabbalists
tried to do. They continued in the old way without bothering much
about new ideas. But the pretence rang hollow; the explosion of the
Messianic element contained in Lurianic Kabbalism was a fact which
could not well be denied.

Another way was to renounce all attempts to create a mass
movement, in order to avoid a repetition of the disastrous
consequences which had followed the most recent of these attempts.
That was the attitude of some of the most important representatives
of later Kabbalism who entirely renounced the more popular aspects
of Lurianism and tried to lead the Kabbalah back from the market
place to the solitude of the mystic’s semi-monastic cell. In Poland,
and in particular in those regions where Sabbatianism and Hasidism
were at home, a spiritual center was once more formed about the
middle of the eighteenth century which came to exercise a strong
authority, particularly between 1750 and 1800 in Galicia. Here an
orthodox anti-Sabbatian Kabbalism �ourished and found
enthusiastic followers. This was the great age of the Klaus, the
“close,” in Brody, not a hermitage as the word seems to suggest, but
a little room (adjoining the great synagogue) where the Kabbalists
studied and prayed. The “close” of Brody, as Aaron Marcus has put



it, formed a sort of “paradisical hot-house in which the “Tree of
Life” [as the Lurianic magnum opus was called] blossomed out and
brought forth fruit.”5 But the classical representative of this
tendency has been found in Rabbi Shalom Sharabi, a Yemenite
Kabbalist who lived in Jerusalem in the middle of the eighteenth
century and founded a center for Kabbalists which exists to this
day.6 This is Beth-El, now a forlorn spot in the Old City of
Jerusalem, where even today as I write these lines, men who are
thoroughly “modern” in their thought may draw inspiration from
contemplating what Jewish prayer can be in its sublimest form. For
here the emphasis was again, and more than ever, laid on the
practice of mystical prayer, the mystical contemplation of the elect.
“Beth-El,” says Ariel Bension, the son of one of its members, “was a
community resolved to live in unity and sanctity. Of those who
thought to enter its portals it demanded the attainment of the
scholar and the self-abnegation of the ascetic. Thus it missed the
masses.”7 We are in possession of documents signed by twelve
members of this group in the eighteenth century, in which the
signatories pledge themselves to build up, through their common
life, the mystical body of Israel and to sacri�ce themselves for each
other “not only in this life but in all lives to come.”8 Kabbalism
becomes at the end of its way what it was at the beginning; a
genuine esoterism, a kind of mystery-religion which tries to keep the
profanum vulgus at arm’s length. Among the writings of the
Sephardic Kabbalists of this school, which has exercised a
considerable in�uence on Oriental Jewry,9 it would be di�cult to
�nd a single one capable of being understood by the laity.

Finally there was a third way, and that is the one which Hasidism
took, particularly during its classical period. Here the Kabbalah did
not renounce its proselytizing mission; on the contrary, Hasidism—a
typical revivalist movement whose founder was innocent of higher
rabbinical learning—aimed from the beginning at the widest
possible sphere of in�uence. Later on I shall have to say something
about the way in which Hasidism achieved this aim and the price it
had to pay for it. But �rst let us see what distinguishes this



movement from the previous ones; this will also give us a starting
point for the question, what unites them.

As far as I can see, Hasidism represents an attempt to preserve
those elements of Kabbalism which were capable of evoking a
popular response, but stripped of their Messianic �avor to which
they owed their chief successes during the preceding period. That
seems to me the main point. Hasidism tried to eliminate the element
of Messianism—with its dazzling but highly dangerous
amalgamation of mysticism and the apocalyptic mood—without
renouncing the popular appeal of later Kabbalism. Perhaps one
should rather speak of a “neutralization” of the Messianic element. I
hope I shall not be misunderstood. I am far from suggesting that the
Messianic hope and the belief in redemption disappeared from the
hearts of the Hasidim. That would be utterly untrue; as we shall see
later on, there is no single positive element of Jewish religion which
is altogether lacking in Hasidism. But it is one thing to allot a niche
to the idea of redemption, and quite another to have placed this
concept with all it implies in the center of religious life and thought.
This was true of the theory of Tikkun in the system of Lurianism and
it was equally true of the paradoxical Messianism of the Sabbatians;
there is no doubt what idea moved them most deeply, motivated
them, explained their success. And this is precisely what Messianism
had ceased to do for the Hasidim, although some groups and two or
three of their leaders transplanted themselves to Palestine in 1777.10

It is only typical of this new attitude to Messianism that Rabbi Baer
of Meseritz, the disciple of the Baal Shem and the teacher of the
aforementioned leaders, used to stress the rather astounding idea
that to serve God in Exile was easier and therefore more within the
grasp of the devout than to serve him in Palestine. Equally, the old
Lurianic doctrine on the “uplifting of the holy sparks” was deprived
of its intrinsic Messianic meaning by introducing a di�erentiation
between two aspects of redemption. The one was said to be the
individualistic redemption, or rather salvation, of the soul and the
second the truly Messianic redemption which is, of course, a
phenomenon concerning the whole body of the community of Israel
and not the individual soul. The uplifting of the sparks was assumed



already by the �rst theorist of Hasidism, Rabbi Jacob Josef of Polna,
to lead up only to the �rst aspect of redemption, in contradistinction
to Messianic redemption which can be wrought by God alone and
not by the action of man. This retroversion of the Messianic doctrine
of Kabbalism in earlier Hasidic literature has not been su�ciently
taken into account by several modern writers on Hasidism.

2

It can hardly be called an accident that the Hasidic movement
made its �rst appearance in the regions where Sabbatianism had
taken strongest root, Podolia and Volhynia. Israel Baal Shem, the
founder of the movement, began at a time when Sabbatianism,
incessantly persecuted by rabbinical orthodoxy, had steadily become
more and more nihilistic. Towards the end of his life there occurred
the great outburst of antinomianism which found its expression in
the Frankist movement. The founder of Hasidism and his �rst
disciples, therefore, must have been fully aware of the destructive
power inherent in extreme mystical Messianism, and from this
experience they undoubtedly drew certain consequences. They were
active among the same people whom Sabbatianism had tried and
partly succeeded in converting, and it is by no means impossible
that there was at �rst a certain passing over of members from one
movement to the other. Those groups of Polish Jewry which already
before and at the time of the �rst appearance of the Baal Shem
called themselves Hasidim11 included many Sabbatians, if they were
not indeed wholly crypto-Sabbatian in character, and it took some
time before the di�erence between the new Hasidim of the “Baal
Shem” and the old ones became generally appreciated. During that
interval there was time for stock-taking among the followers of
either group. What Solomon Maimon tells of one of these “pre-
Hasidic” Hasidim, Jossel of Kletzk,12 shows clearly that there was no
di�erence in principle between “Hasidim” like the aforementioned
and the Hasidim of the group of Rabbi Jehudah Hasid who
organized a mystical crusade to the Holy Land in the years 1699 and



1700. But with regard to this latter group, we have good reason to
believe that the majority of its members were actually Sabbatians.13

Moreover, an unexpected �nd has provided us with a useful hint
concerning the relations between these two forms of Hasidism, and
therefore between Hasidism and Sabbatianism. Brie�y it is this. In
the biographical legends concerning the life of the Baal Shem, which
were written long after his death, a good deal is said about a
mysterious saint, Rabbi Adam Baal Shem, whose mystical writings
the Baal Shem was said to have treasured without having known
their author personally. The name Rabbi Adam, which was
exceedingly unusual among the Jews of that period, seemed to
prove that the so-called Rabbi was in reality a legendary �gure and I
personally am inclined to the view that the whole story of his
literary heritage was a �gment of the imagination. Only recently,
however, we have come to learn of a very curious fact.

As is well known, many of the followers of the Baal Shem’s
followers, pupils of his pupils, became the founders of Hasidic
dynasties in which the leadership of larger or smaller Hasidic groups
was and still is more or less automatically passed down from father
to son. One of the more important of these dynasties, the
descendants of Rabbi Solomon of Karlin,14 has in its possession a
great many Hasidic manuscripts and other documents which at the
end of the eighteenth century had come into the possession of its
founder and his son. As against the brazen forgeries which in recent
years have been published in great numbers, these documents have
at least the inestimable advantage of being genuine. It is true that
they contain less sensational revelations than the �ood of
fabrications purporting to be letters written by Israel Baal Shem, or
even the mystical Rabbi Adam Baal Shem himself, which have
recently been o�ered to a gullible public.15 The archives of the
Zaddikim of Karlin contain less astounding but more trustworthy
documents. Yet for me they did have something exciting in store, for
I learned to my great surprise that there is among other documents
a voluminous manuscript called Sefer Ha-Tsoref, written by Rabbi
Heshel Zoref of Vilna who died in 1700, just when the Baal Shem
was born.16 Its fourteen hundred odd pages deal in the main with



Kabbalistic mysteries concerning the Shema Israel. The copyist of the
manuscript tells its history in detail and we have no reason to
disbelieve him. We learn then that one of the manuscripts of the
book came after the death of Rabbi Heshel into the hands of the
Baal Shem who guarded it as a most precious mystical treasure. He
must have heard much of Heshel Zoref, who during his closing years
led the secluded life of a saint, in a little room of the Beth ha-
Midrash in Cracow. The Baal Shem intended to have the voluminous
and partly cryptographic manuscript copied by one of his friends
who was a famous Kabbalist, Rabbi Sabbatai Rashkover, but nothing
came of his plan and the manuscript fell into the possession of the
Baal Shem’s grandson, Aaron Tutiever, who �nally had it copied.
The copy we have is based on that �rst copy which became the
property of another famous Hasidic leader, Rabbi Mordecai of
Czernobyl. So far everything is perfectly straightforward, and there
is an interesting commentary by the copyist in the colophon of the
manuscript, where he sings the praise of this profound Kabbalistic
work. What the copyist, however, did not know was that the author
was without doubt one of the outstanding prophets of moderate
Sabbatianism. I mentioned his name in the last lecture.17 Like many
others he seems to have kept his belief in Sabbatai Zevi secret
during the latter part of his life, but we know from trustworthy
witnesses that it has found a symbolical expression in his book18 of
which some contemporary writers speak with the deepest
veneration. Now all this amounts to no less than the fact that the
founder of Hasidism guarded the literary heritage of a leading
crypto-Sabbatian and held it in the highest esteem. Apparently we
have here the factual basis of the legend of Rabbi Adam Baal Shem.
The historical Rabbi Heshel Zoref, who was indeed something like a
Baal Shem, was transformed into a mythical �gure, when it became
known, to the considerable scandal of the Hasidim, that he was
“suspected” of Sabbatianism.19 It seems to me to be a fact of great
importance that, between the new Hasidim and the old to whom
Rabbi Heshel Zoref belonged, there was a link, if only an
unconscious one—assuming that Rabbi Heshel’s Sabbatian belief
was as little known to the Baal Shem as to his followers, one of



whom is even credited with an abortive attempt to have the work
printed.

Heshel Zoref, however, was not the only Sabbatian authority on
whom the new Hasidim placed much trust. There was also Rabbi
Jacob Koppel Lifshitz, a celebrated mystic in his times and the
author of a very interesting introduction into what purports to be
Lurianic Kabbalah. This book was printed about sixty years after his
death by the pupils of Rabbi Baer of Meseritz, the town where the
author, too, spent his later years and where he died. Although the
book was regarded with some suspicion by orthodox Kabbalists
outside the Hasidic camp it enjoyed a wide reputation with the
Hasidim. But only recently it has been proved conclusively by
Tishby that the author was an outstanding crypto-Sabbatian and
based his doctrine to a very considerable extent on the Sabbatian
writings of Nathan of Gaza. In his case, too, old Hasidic tradition
had it that the Baal Shem had expressed himself with great
enthusiasm on his writings when he saw them during a visit to
Meseritz some years after the author’s death.

There is a further and very important point in which
Sabbatianism and Hasidism join in departing from the rabbinical
scale of values, namely their conception of the ideal type of man to
which they ascribe the function of leadership. For rabbinical Jewry,
particularly in those centuries, the ideal type recognized as the
spiritual leader of the community is the scholar, the student of the
Torah, the learned Rabbi. Of him no inner revival is demanded;
what he needs is deeper knowledge of the sources of the Holy Law,
in order that he may be able to show the right path to the
community and to interpret for it the eternal and immutable word
of God. In the place of these teachers of the Law, the new
movements gave birth to a new type of leader, the illuminate, the
man whose heart has been touched and changed by God, in a word,
the prophet. Both movements have also counted scholars among
their ranks, and paradoxically the Sabbatians numbered among their
adherents a larger number of outstanding minds than the Hasidim,
at any rate during the heyday of the Hasidic movement. But for
them it was not scholarship and learning that counted; it was rather



an irrational quality, the charisma, the blessed gift of revival. Ever
since the hearts were deeply stirred in 1666 and hidden sources of
emotion had begun to �ow, one �nds many unlettered men among
the preachers of the Sabbatian doctrine. Was it not, after all, they
who led in the struggle to place faith above knowledge in the scale
of values, now that it was necessary to defend an inner reality which
in the perspective of reason and knowledge was bound to seem
absurd and paradoxical? Inspired preachers, men of the holy spirit,
prophets—pneumatics in a word, to employ the term commonly
used in the history of religion—led the Sabbatian movement; the
Rabbis did not though there was no lack of them in the movement.
When, as happened more than once, both types were combined in
one person, that was all the better, but it was not considered
essential. It is this ideal of pneumatic leadership which Hasidism,
likewise a movement born from a deep and original religious
impulse, adopted from the Sabbatians, but as we shall have occasion
to see, the conception of the ideal was now to undergo a grandiose
change.

3

But let us return to our starting point. We know that certain
disciples of the Baal Shem’s most important follower, Rabbi Baer the
Maggid, or popular preacher of Meseritz, displayed a behavior which
was judged extraordinary by their contemporaries and which
seemed to justify the suspicion that they stood for a new form of
Sabbatian antinomianism. Abraham Kalisker was the leader of a
group of Hasidim who were in the habit—in the words of one of his
Hasidic friends, who thoroughly disapproved of the practice—“of
pouring scorn on the students of the Torah and the learned,
in�icting all manner of ridicule and shame on them, turning
somersaults in the streets and market places of Kolusk and Liozna,
and generally permitting themselves all sorts of pranks and practical
jokes in public.”20 And yet there is an all-important di�erence
between even these radical groups and the Sabbatians: their motives



are entirely di�erent. For the followers of the “Great Maggid”
Messianism as an active force of immediate appeal no longer had
any importance. The mood that inspired them and scandalized their
opponents was the primitive enthusiasm of mystical “friends of
God.” I have already mentioned the fact that in its beginnings
Hasidism bore a good many revivalist traits. Its founder had evolved
a new form of religious consciousness in which rabbinical learning,
whatever its intrinsic signi�cance, played no essential part. For the
foundations of his immediate experience he went back to the
Kabbalistic books which helped him to give expression to his
emotional enthusiasm. He follows the ideas of the Tsimtsum of God,
the uplifting of the fallen sparks, the conception of Devekuth as the
highest religious value, and other notions of which we have already
heard. For the soaring �ight of the soul from the worlds created in
the act of Tsimtsum there are no limits. “He who serves God in the
‘great way’ assembles all his inner power and rises upwards in his
thoughts and breaks through all skies in one act and rises higher than
the angels and the seraphs and the thrones, and that is the perfect
worship.” And: “In prayer and in the commandment which one
keeps, there is a great and a small way … but the ‘great way’ is that
of right preparation and enthusiasm through which he unites
himself with the upper worlds.”21

The clearest re�ection of this enthusiasm is to be found in the
Hasidic prayer which strikes one as an almost complete antithesis of
the form of mystical prayer which was developed at about the same
time in Jerusalem by the Sefardic Kabbalists of Beth-El. The latter is
all restraint, the former all movement. It would be almost possible
to speak of a contrast between ‘sunken’ and ‘ecstatic’ moods in the
literal meaning of the term ecstatic “to be out of one’s mind”—were
it not for the re�ection that such extreme opposites are always two
sides of the same thing. To the Hasidic mind, Devekuth and
Kawwanah were primarily emotional values, a signi�cance which
they had by no means always had before. “That is the meaning of
Devekuth that when he ful�lls the commandments or studies the
Torah, the body becomes a throne for the soul  …  and the soul a
throne for the light of the Shekhinah which is above his head, and



the light as it were �ows all round him, and he sits in the midst of
the light and rejoices in trembling.”22

The �rst �fty years of Hasidism after its founder’s death (1760–
1810), its truly heroic period, are characterized by this spirit of
enthusiasm which expressed and at the same time justi�ed itself by
stressing the old idea of the immanence of God in all that exists. But
this enthusiasm was anything but Messianic. It was not based on
Chiliastic expectations. Here is the explanation of the fact that when
it came into con�ict, as it could hardly fail to do, with the sober and
somewhat pedestrian spirit of rabbinical Orthodoxy, typi�ed by the
Lithuanian brand, it more than held its own. We have seen how
Sabbatianism centred round the hope of a mystical redemption. On
this issue no compromise was possible or even conceivable. With the
shelving of the Messianic element an understanding between
rabbinical and mystical Judaism was no longer ruled out. From a
possibility it became a reality after the Hasidic movement had
outgrown its �rst stormy period of growth and from active
revivalism turned to religious organization, if still on a pneumatic
and mystical basis. Here and there, an individual became the bearer
of Messianic hopes, but the movement as a whole had made its
peace with the Galuth.

Yet it is this later period of Hasidism, the period of the
“Zaddikim” and their dynasties, which in certain important respects
is closer to Sabbatianism than the earlier stages of the movement. It
is particularly the episode of Frankism which makes for a certain
similarity. Sabbatianism as we know, perished, not in a cloud of
glory, but in the tragedy of the Frankist movement whose founder
incarnates all the hideous potentialities of a corrupted, despotic
Messianism. Jacob Frank (1726–1791) is a Messiah with a thirst for
power; indeed his greedy lust for power dominated him to the
exclusion of every other motive. It is this which makes his
personality at once so fascinating and so ignoble. There is a certain
demonic grandeur about the man. The quality that set him apart
from Sabbatai Zevi is well expressed in a remark attributed to him.
“If Sabbatai Zevi,” he is reported to have said, “had to taste
everything in this world, why did he not taste the sweetness of



power?”23 This almost sensuous love for power, which Frank
possessed in the highest degree, is the stigma of nihilism. To Frank
the grand gesture of the ruler is everything.

What matters here is that the development of Zaddikism, after
Hasidism had become the religious organization of large masses,
took a similar course. True, the unlimited power and authority of
the Zaddik over his followers was not purchased at the price of such
destructive paradoxes as Frank had to uphold. Zaddikism was able
to attain its goal without coming into open con�lict with the basic
tenets of traditional Judaism. But this fact should not blind us to its
doctrinal implications. Lust for power is active even among those
profound theoreticians of Zaddikism who developed the doctrine of
the Zaddik, the saint and the spiritual leader of the Hasidic
community, as the non-Messianic Messiah, and characteristically
carried it to its extreme. A man of genius like Rabbi Nahman of
Brazlav impresses us by his extravagant references to the power of
the Zaddik, but he does so because in his case one senses an obvious
concern for the spiritual aspects of Zaddikism. With many others,
however, this spiritual character is only faintly or not at all
recognizable, and the greatest and most impressive �gure of
classical Zaddikism, Israel of Rishin, the so-called Rabbi of
Sadagora, is to put it bluntly, nothing but another Jacob Frank who
has achieved the miracle of remaining an orthodox Jew. All the
mysteries of the Torah have disappeared, or rather they are
overshadowed and absorbed by the magni�cent gesture of the born
ruler. He is still witty and quick at repartee, but the secret of his
power is the mystery of the magnetic and dominant personality and
not that of the fascinating teacher.

4

But I am running ahead of my own thoughts. Let us return for a
moment to the question, what Hasidism means and what it does not
mean. There are two things about the movement which are
particularly remarkable. One is the fact that within a geographically



small area and also within a surprisingly short period, the ghetto
gave birth to a whole galaxy of saint-mystics, each of them a
startling individuality. The incredible intensity of creative religious
feeling, which manifested itself in Hasidism between 1750 and
1800, produced a wealth of truly original religious types which, as
far as one can judge, surpassed even the harvest of the classical
period of Safed. Something like a rebellion of religious energy
against petri�ed religious values must have taken place.

No less surprising, however, is the fact that this burst of mystical
energy was unproductive of new religious ideas, to say nothing of
new theories of mystical knowledge. If you were to ask me: what is
the new doctrine of these mystics, whose experience was obviously
�rst hand, more so perhaps than in the case of many of their
predecessors? What were their new principles and ideas? I say, if
you were to ask me this, I should hardly know what to answer. In
the previous lectures it was always possible to lay down a blueprint,
so to speak, of the spiritual architecture of the subject-matter and to
give a more or less precise de�nition of its ideational side. In the
case of Hasidism, certainly a creative religious movement, we
cannot do so without repeating ourselves innumerable times.

It is precisely this fact which makes Hasidism a special problem
for our interpretation. The truth is that it is not always possible to
distinguish between the revolutionary and the conservative
elements of Hasidism: or rather, Hasidism as a whole is as much a
reformation of earlier mysticism as it is more or less the same thing.
You can say if you like that it depends on how you look at it. The
Hasidim were themselves aware of this fact. Even such a novel thing
as the rise of the Zaddikim and the doctrine of Zaddikism appeared
to them as being, despite its novelty, well in the Kabbalistic
tradition. So much seems clear, that the followers of these Hasidim
became genuine revivalists. Rabbi Israel of Koznitz, a typical
Kabbalist among the Zaddikim, used to say that he had read eight
hundred Kabbalistic books before coming to his teacher, the “Great
Maggid of Meseritz,” but that he had really learned nothing from
them. If, however, you merely read his books you will not �nd the
slightest doctrinal di�erence between his teachings and those of the



old authors whom he a�ected to despise. The new element must
therefore not be sought on the theoretical and literary plane, but
rather in the experience of an inner revival, in the spontaneity of
feeling generated in sensitive minds by the encounter with the living
incarnations of mysticism.

A good deal of light is thrown on the attitude of the Hasidim to
the question of their relationship—or that of their great teachers—to
Kabbalism as a whole, by the testimony of Solomon of Luzk who
edited the writings of the Maggid of Meseritz.24 On the one hand, he
reproves the later Kabbalists for their supercilious attitude towards
earlier documents of Kabbalism; but then again he seems to regard
the writings of Rabbi Baer of Meseritz as purely Kabbalistic and not
at all as a new departure. Speaking generally one does get the
impression from reading Hasidic authors that the continuity of
Kabbalistic thought was not really interrupted.

Again it would be quite wrong to regard, as the original and novel
contribution of Hasidism to religion, the fact that it popularized the
Kabbalistic ideas of a mystical life with God and in God. Though it
be true that this tendency has celebrated its greatest triumph in the
Hasidic movement and its literature, its antecedents go farther back.
Too little attention is given to the fact that the popularization of
certain mystical ideas had begun long before the rise of Hasidism
and that, at about the time of its �rst appearance, it had already
found its most magni�cent literary incarnation. I am thinking here
of the now almost forgotten writings of Jehudah Loewe ben Bezalel
of Prague (about 1520–1609), the “Exalted Rabbi Loew” of the
Golem legend. In a sense, one could say that he was the �rst Hasidic
writer. It is certainly no accident that so many Hasidic saints had a
penchant for his writings. Some of his more voluminous tracts, such
as the great book Gevuroth Adonai, “the Mighty Deeds of God”,25

seem to have no other purpose than to express Kabbalistic ideas
without making too much use of Kabbalistic terminology.26 In this
he succeeded so well that not a few modern students have failed to
perceive the Kabbalistic character of his writings. Some have gone
so far as to deny that he occupied himself with Kabbalistic thought
at all.



The Hasidim themselves did not go so far in their popularization
of Kabbalistic thought as the Exalted Rabbi Loew, who appears to
have renounced the Kabbalistic vocabulary only in order to give the
widest possible range of in�uence to Kabbalistic doctrine. They too
on occasions depart from the classical terminology of Kabbalism,
especially where it had become petri�ed; there is subtlety and
ambiguity in their writings which is not found in earlier authors, but
on the whole they stuck fairly close to the old formulae. If one
studies the writings of Rabbi Baer of Meseritz the most important
follower of the Baal Shem and the real organizer of the movement,
one sees immediately that in them the old ideas and conceptions, all
of which duly make their appearance, have lost their sti�ness and
received a new infusion of life by going through the �ery stream of
a truly mystical mind. Even this popularization of the Kabbalistic
vocabulary, however, is not a speci�c product of the Hasidic
movement, but one that dates back to the literature of the so-called
Musar-books (moralizing tracts), particularly those written during
the century before the rise of Hasidism. There you get works and
pamphlets on moral conduct and Jewish ethics which were written
for a broader public. Previously I said that since the period of Safed
this kind of literature was for the most part written by men who
were under Kabbalistic in�uence and whose writings propagated
doctrines and values peculiar to Kabbalism. Since the Hasidim drew
much more on these books than on the metaphysical and
theosophical literature of Kabbalism, an analysis of Hasidic
doctrines cannot a�ord to pass them by. Unfortunately no serious
attempt has yet been made to establish the true relation between the
traditional and the novel elements in Hasidic thought—the one
known to me27 has failed completely. In the absence of a competent
scholarly work on the question one is reduced to dangerous
generalizations from more or less vague impressions and occasional
intuitive glimpses of the situation. The impression one gets is that
no element of Hasidic thought is entirely new, while at the same
time everything has somehow been transformed; certain ideas are
more strongly emphasized than before, while others have been



relegated to the background. A consistent attitude inspires these
changes, and we have to ask ourselves wherein it is to be found.

If one leaves out of account the lone e�ort at religious orientation
made by Rabbi Shneur Zalman of Ladi and his school, the so-called
Habad-Hasidism, Hasidism seems to have produced no truly original
Kabbalistic thought whatever. However, this interesting attempt to
arrive at something like a synthesis of Isaac Luria and the Maggid of
Meseritz, despite the fact that it stands alone, provides in fact the
best starting point for our investigation. It gives a new emphasis to
psychology, instead of theosophy, a fact which must be deemed of
the highest importance. To put it as brie�y as possible, the
distinctive feature of the new school is to be found in the fact that
the secrets of the divine realm are presented in the guise of mystical
psychology. It is by descending into the depths of his own self that
man wanders through all the dimensions of the world; in his own
self he lifts the barriers which separate one sphere from the other;28

in his own self, �nally, he transcends the limits of natural existence
and at the end of his way, without, as it were, a single step beyond
himself, he discovers that God is “all in all” and there is “nothing
but Him”. With every one of the endless stages of the theosophical
world corresponding to a given state of the soul—actual or
potential, but at any rate capable of being felt and perceived—
Kabbalism becomes an instrument of psychological analysis and self-
knowledge, an instrument the precision of which is not infrequently
rather astounding. What gives the writings of the Habad-school their
distinctive feature is that striking mixture of enthusiastic worship of
God and pantheistic, or rather acosmistic, interpretation of the
universe on the one hand, and intense preoccupation with the
human mind and its impulses on the other.

Something of this attitude is indeed common to the whole Hasidic
movement, even though the majority of its followers rejected the
mood of religious intoxication peculiar to the Habad mystics, whose
theoretical outlook struck them as being a little too scholastic and
strained. This much then can be said: in the Hasidic movement,
Kabbalism appears no longer in a theosophical guise, or to be more
exact, theosophy with all its complicated theories, if it is not



entirely dropped, is at least no longer the focal point of the religious
consciousness. Where it continues to play a prominent part, as for
instance in the school of Rabbi Zevi Hirsh of Zydaczow (died 1830),
it is bound up with some belated o�shoot of the older Kabbalah
within the framework of Hasidism. What has really become
important is the direction, the mysticism of the personal life.
Hasidism is practical mysticism at its highest. Almost all the
Kabbalistic ideas are now placed in relation to values peculiar to the
individual life, and those which are not remain empty and
ine�ective. Particular emphasis is laid on ideas and concepts
concerning the relation of the individual to God. All this centers
around the concept of what the Kabbalists call Devekuth, the
meaning of which I have tried to explain in previous lectures. The
comparatively few terms of religious expression which date back to
Hasidism, such as Hithlahavuth, “enthusiasm,” or “ecstasy,” or
Hithazkuth, “self-maintenance”, are related to this sphere.

There is much truth in Buber’s remark in the �rst of his Hasidic
books that Hasidism represents “Kabbalism turned Ethos”, but a
further ingredient was needed to make Hasidism what it was.
Ethical Kabbalism can also be found in the moralizing and
propagandist literature of Lurianism which I have mentioned, yet it
would be stretching the term too far to call this Hasidic. What gave
Hasidism its peculiar note was primarily the foundation of a
religious community on the basis of a paradox common to the
history of such movements, as the sociology of religious groupings
has shown. Brie�y, the originality of Hasidism lies in the fact that
mystics who had attained their spiritual aim—who, in Kabbalistic
parlance, had discovered the secret of true Devekuth—turned to the
people with their mystical knowledge, their “Kabbalism become
Ethos”, and, instead of cherishing as a mystery the most personal of
all experiences, undertook to teach its secret to all men of good will.

Nothing is further from the truth than the view which regards
Zaddikism, that is to say the unlimited religious authority of an
individual in a community of believers, as foreign to the nature of
Hasidism, and insists that one must distinguish between the “pure”
Hasidism of the Baal Shem and the “depraved” Zaddikism of his



followers and their followers. This simon-pure Hasidism never
existed because anything like it could never have in�uenced more
than a few people. The truth is that the later development of
Zaddikism was already implicit in the very start of the Hasidic
movement. As soon as the mystic felt the urge to perpetuate his
personal and solitary experience in the life of a community, which
he addressed not in his language but in its own, a new factor made
its appearance round which the mystical movement as a social
phenomenon could and did crystallize. The believer no longer
needed the Kabbalah; he turned its mysteries into reality by
fastening upon certain traits which the saint, or Zaddik, whose
example he strove to follow, had placed in the center of his relation
to God. Everyone, thus the doctrine ran, must try to become the
embodiment of a certain ethical quality. Attributes like piety,
service, love, devotion, humility, clemency, trust, even greatness
and domination, became in this way enormously real and socially
e�ective. Already in mediaeval Jewish literature, as we have seen in
the third lecture, the radical or extreme practice of a good deed, or
Mitswah, is mentioned as characteristic of the idea of Hasiduth. The
modern Hasid certainly showed himself worthy of his name. Certain
religious values were pushed so far and became symbolical of so
much ardor and piety that their realization su�ced to bring about
the mystical experience of Devekuth.

All this demanded from the �rst, and particularly during the most
creative and virile period of the movement, the existence of the
Zaddik or saint as the actual proof of the possibility of living up to
the ideal. The whole energy and subtlety of emotion and thought,
which in the case of the orthodox Kabbalist went into the
exploration of the theosophical mysteries, was turned about in the
quest for the true substance of ethico-religious conceptions and for
their mystical glori�cation. The true originality of Hasidic thought is
to be found here and nowhere else. As mystical moralists the
Hasidim found a way to social organization. Again we see the
ancient paradox of solitude and communion. He who has attained
the highest degree of spiritual solitude, who is capable of being
alone with God, is the true center of the community, because he has



reached the stage at which true communion becomes possible.
Hasidism produced a wealth of striking and original formulations of
this paradox, formulae which bear the mark of the utmost sincerity,
but which with the decay of the movement became only too easily a
screen for the more sinister potentialities of saintly existence. To
live among ordinary men and yet be alone with God, to speak
profane language and yet draw the strength to live from the source
of existence, from the “upper root” of the soul29—that is a paradox
which only the mystical devotee is able to realize in his life and
which makes him the center of the community of men.

5

To sum up: the following points are of importance for a
characterization of the Hasidic movement:

1. A burst of original religious enthusiasm in a revivalist
movement which drew its strength from the people.

2. The relation of the true illuminate, who becomes a popular
leader and the center of the community, to the believers whose life
centers round his religious personality. This paradoxical relation led
to the growth of Zaddikism.

3. The mystical ideology of the movement is derived from the
Kabbalistic heritage, but its ideas are popularized, with an
inevitable tendency towards terminological inexactitude.

4. The original contribution of Hasidism to religious thought is
bound up with its interpretation of the values of personal and
individual existence. General ideas become individual ethical
values.

The whole development centers round the personality of the
Hasidic saint; this is something entirely new. Personality takes the
place of doctrine; what is lost in rationality by this change is gained



in e�cacy. The opinions particular to the exalted individual are less
important than his character, and mere learning, knowledge of the
Torah, no longer occupies the most important place in the scale of
religious values. A tale is told of a famous saint who said: “I did not
go to the ‘Maggid’ of Meseritz to learn Torah from him but to watch
him tie his boot-laces.”30 This pointed and somewhat extravagant
saying, which must not of course be taken literally, at least throws
some light on the complete irrationalization of religious values
which set in with the cult of the great religious personality. The new
ideal of the religious leader, the Zaddik, di�ers from the traditional
ideal of rabbinical Judaism, the Talmid Hakham or student of the
Torah, mainly in that he himself “has become Torah.” It is no longer
his knowledge but his life which lends a religious value to his
personality. He is the living incarnation of the Torah. Inevitably the
original mystical conception of bottomless depths within the Torah
was soon transferred to the personality of the saint, and in
consequence it quickly appeared that the various groups of Hasidism
were developing di�erent characteristics in accordance with the
particular type of saint to whom they looked for guidance. To
establish a common type becomes not a little di�cult. In the
development of Hasidism opposing extremes found their place, and
the di�erences between Lithuanian, Polish, Galician and South
Russian Jewry were re�ected in the personalities of the saints round
whom they were grouped; all of which is not to say that the Zaddik
was ever completely one with his environment.

The upshot of all this unlimited emotionalism was paradoxically
enough a return to rationality. Such paradoxes by the way are not
infrequent. In the event the waves went so high that emotion turned
against itself. There was a sudden anti-climax. Zaddikim such as
Rabbi Mendel of Kotzk, the most important among this group and
generally speaking one of the most remarkable personalities—not a
“saint”, but a true spiritual leader—in Jewish religious history,
began to inveigh against the extravagant sentimentalism which the
cult of religious emotion had produced, notably among the Jews in
Poland. Strict rational discipline suddenly becomes a fetish. The



Rabbi of Kotzk had no sympathy for the Hasidic community whose
yoke he bore only with the greatest reluctance. He hates
emotionalism. In reply to an inquiry about man’s way to God he is
credited with the frank and laconic answer—in Scriptural language,
Numbers xxxi, 53—“The man of war had taken spoil, every man for
himself.”31

After an interval of a hundred years, during which Hasidism as a
whole, apart from the solitary �gure of Rabbi Shneur Zalman of
Ladi, developed independently of the rabbinic tradition, there
occured a revival of rabbinic learning, chie�y under the in�uence of
the Rabbi of Kotzk. You �nd Zaddikim who write rabbinical
responsa and works of “Pilpul,” that is to say, hair-splitting
casuistry. But important as these aspects of later Hasidism no doubt
are, they certainly represent a departure from what is new and
original in Hasidism. There this sort of learning was of no
consequence. Everything was mystery, if not exactly mystery in the
Kabbalistic sense, for compared with the peculiar note of Hasidic
emotionalism, even the Kabbalistic mystery has a rational character.
Now it is dissolved into personality and in this transformation it
acquires a new intensity. The miraculous thing about it all is the fact
that Hasidism did not con�ict much more sharply with orthodox
Judaism than it did; and yet everything seemed to move towards a
mortal struggle. The personality of the Zaddik, its interpretation by
the Hasidic writers, their insistence upon his supreme religious
authority, his elevation to the rank of a source of canonical
inspiration, of a medium of revelation—all this fairly compelled a
clash with the recognized religious authority of rabbinic Judaism.

Such a con�ict broke out with great vehemence in many
localities. The “Gaon” Elijah of Vilna, the oustanding leader of
Lithuian Jewry and an excellent representative of the highest
rabbinical learning combined with a strictly theistic, orthodox
Kabbalism, took the lead, in 1772, in an organized persecution of
the new movement. Nor were the orthodox squeamish about the
means that were employed in this struggle. As late as 1800,
fanatical opponents of Hasidism tried to induce the Russian
Government to take action against it. The history of these organized



persecutions and of the Hasidic defence against them has been fully
described by Simeon Dubnow. There can be no doubt that the
Hasidim cherished a feeling of moral superiority over their
contemporaries which has found expression in the writings of some
famous Hasidic authors. One could easily make a collection of
Hasidic epigrams which breathe a spirit not very far removed from
that of Sabbatianism. The Hasidic Zaddik, too, is occasionally
compelled to descend to a lower or even dangerous plane in order to
rescue the scattered sparks of light, for “every descent of the Zaddik
means an elevation of divine light.”32 And yet Hasidism did not go
the way of Sabbatianism. Its leaders were far too closely connected
with the life of the community to succumb to the danger of
sectarianism. Opportunities were not lacking. Yet these men whose
utterances not infrequently throw more light on the paradoxical
nature of the mystical consciousness than anything before them,
became—supreme paradox!—the advocates of the simple and
untainted belief of the common man, and this simplicity was even
glori�ed by them as the highest religious value. So profound an
intellect as Rabbi Nahman of Brazlav, a man whose Kabbalistic
terminology hides an almost hyper-modern sensitiveness to
problems, turned all his energy to the task of defending the simplest
of all beliefs.

The fact is that from the beginning the Baal Shem, the founder of
Hasidism, and his followers were anxious to remain in touch with
the life of the community; and to this contact they assigned an
especial value. The paradox which they had to defend, that of the
mystic in the community of men, was of a di�erent nature than that
upon which the Sabbatians took their stand and which inevitably
gave a destructive turn to all their endeavors: salvation through
betrayal. The greatest saints of Hasidism, the Baal Shem himself,
Levi Isaac of Berdiczew, Jacob Isaac the “Seer of Lublin,” Moshe
Leib of Sassov and others, were also its most popular �gures. They
loved the Jews and their mystical glori�cation of this love did not
decrease but rather added to its socially e�ective in�uence. It is not
surprising, rather the contrary, that these men did everything in
their power to avoid a con�ict with a Judaism they intended to



reform from within, and where it could not be avoided, to blunt its
edge. Hasidism in fact solved the problem, at least as far as Judaism
was concerned, of establishing so close a relation between the
pneumatic, that is to say the man who feels himself inspired in
every act by a transcendental power, the Pneuma or Spirit, and the
religious community, that the inevitable tension between them helps
to enrich the religious life of the community instead of destroying it.
The fact that this possession of superior faculties, this pneumatic
character, became an establishment, as it did in later Zaddikism
after the holy �re had burnt down, is merely the reverse side of this
positive achievement of Hasidism. Had the typical Zaddik been a
sectarian or a hermit and not what he was in fact, namely the center
of the community, such an establishment could never have grown
up, safeguarding as it did a distinctive form of religious life even
after the spirit had departed or, oven worse, been commercialized.

In this connection a further point must be kept in mind. Classical
Hasidism was not the product of some theory or other, not even of a
Kabbalistic doctrine, but of direct, spontaneous religious experience.
Since the men who met with this special experience were for the
most part simple and unsophisticated, the form in which they
expressed their ideas and feelings was somewhat primitive
compared to the older Kabbalah which re�ected something of the
complicated ambiguity of its subject. This is why we �nd a far more
de�nite pantheistic tinge in the formulation of the thoughts of the
�rst Hasidic thinkers than ever before. Probably under the in�uence
of this fact, Solomon Schechter de�ned the doctrine of God’s
immanence in all things not only as the very root and core of
Hasidism, but as its distinguishing characteristic.33 It is permissible
to doubt this; as has been shown in some of the previous lectures,
the same doctrine had been expounded long before by some of the
great Jewish mystics and Kabbalists. To me not the doctrine seems
new, but rather the primitive enthusiasm with which it was
expounded and the truly pantheistic exhilaration evoked by the
belief that God “surrounds everything and pervades everything.” It
was this which so deeply shocked the Gaon of Vilna who
nevertheless was an ardent Kabbalist himself. The Hasidim on their



part accused him of having misunderstood the doctrine of Tsimtsum
and through a misplaced literal interpretation arriving at the false
idea of an absolute transcendence of God, a real abyss between God
and creation.34 To the Hasid, at least during the early period of the
movement, the Tsimtsum is much more a symbol of our natural self
than a real occurence in God; in other words, it is nothing real at
all. A ray of God’s essence is present and perceptible everywhere
and at every moment.

Gradually, it is true, with the growth and spread of the movement
and in the measure in which it became detached from the primitive
environment of Podolia and was joined by more learned and
sophisticated minds, the old radicalism began to wane.
Compromises were sought and found and gradually Hasidism
learned to speak a language which no longer shocked the orthodox.
For the rest the Hasidim, for whom it was a commonplace that the
Torah is the law of the Jewish people and the cosmic law of the
universe, had never by their actions transgressed the limits of
orthodox Judaism, at least not in principle. Such apparent heresies
as the elimination of �xed hours of prayer, and similar acts which
sprang from the unbounded enthusiasm of individual Zaddikim,
clashed sharply enough with certain passages of the codes of
religious law, but did not amount to anything like a real con�ict
between the “Torah in the heart” and the written Torah. The fact is
that Hasidism represents throughout a curious mixture of
conservatism and innovation. Its attitude towards tradition is
somewhat dialectical. Thus when a great Zaddik was asked why he
did not follow the example of his teacher in living as he did, he
replied: “On the contrary, I do follow his example, for I leave him as
he left his teacher.” The tradition of breaking away from tradition
produced such curious paradoxes.

6

Consideration must �nally be given to another point. This is the
close connection between mysticism and magic throughout the



history of the Hasidic movement. It is as though the personality of
Israel Baal Shem had been created solely for the purpose of
confusing the modern theorists of mysticism. Here you have a
mystic whose authentic utterances permit no doubt as to the
mystical nature of his religious experience and whose earlier and
later followers have resolutely taken the same path. And yet he is
also a true “Baal Shem”, that is to say, a master of the great Name of
God, a master of practical Kabbalism, a magician. Unbroken
con�dence in the power of the holy Names bridges the gap in his
consciousness between the magician’s claim to work miracles with
his amulet, or through other magical practices, and the mystical
enthusiasm which seeks no object but God. At the end of the long
history of Jewish mysticism these two tendencies are as closely
interwoven as they were in the beginning, and in many of the
intermediate states of its development.

The revival of a new mythology in the world of Hasidism, to
which attention has been drawn occasionally, especially by Martin
Buber, draws not the least part of its strength from its connection
between the magical and the mystical faculties of its heroes. When
all is said and done it is this myth which represents the greatest
creative expression of Hasidism. In the place of the theoretical
disquisition, or at least side by side with it, you get the Hasidic tale.
Around the lives of the great Zaddikim, the bearers of that irrational
something which their mode of life expressed, legends were spun
often in their own lifetime. Triviality and profundity, traditional or
borrowed ideas and true originality are indissolubly mixed in this
overwhelming wealth of tales which play an important part in the
social life of the Hasidim. To tell a story of the deeds of the saints
has become a new religious value, and there is something of the
celebration of a religious rite about it.35 Not a few great Zaddikim,
above all Rabbi Israel of Rishin, the founder of the Eastern Galician
Hasidic dynasty, have laid down the whole treasure of their ideas in
such tales. Their Torah took the form of an inexhaustible fountain of
story-telling. Nothing at all has remained theory, everything has
become a story.—And so perhaps I may also be permitted to close
these lectures by telling you a story of which the subject, if you like,



is the very history of Hasidism itself. And here it is, as I have heard
it told by that great Hebrew novelist and story-teller, S. J. Agnon:36

When the Baal Shem had a di�cult task before him, he would go
to a certain place in the woods, light a �re and meditate in prayer—
and what he had set out to perform was done. When a generation
later the “Maggid” of Meseritz was faced with the same task he
would go the the same place in the woods and say: We can no
longer light the �re, but we can still speak the prayers—and what
he wanted done became reality. Again a generation later Rabbi
Moshe Leib of Sassov had to perform this task. And he too went into
the woods and said: We can no longer light a �re, nor do we know
the secret meditations belonging to the prayer, but we do know the
place in the woods to which it all belongs—and that must be
su�cient; and su�cient it was. But when another generation had
passed and Rabbi Israel of Rishin was called upon to perform the
task, he sat down on his golden chair in his castle and said: We
cannot light the �re, we cannot speak the prayers, we do not know
the place, but we can tell the story of how it was done. And, the
story-teller adds, the story which he told had the same e�ect as the
actions of the other three.

You can say if you will that this profound little anecdote
symbolizes the decay of a great movement. You can also say that it
re�ects the transformation of all its values, a transformation so
profound that in the end all that remained of the mystery was the
tale. That is the position in which we �nd ourselves today, or in
which Jewish mysticism �nds itself. The story is not ended, it has
not yet become history, and the secret life it holds can break out
tomorrow in you or in me. Under what aspects this invisible stream
of Jewish mysticism will again come to the surface we cannot tell.
But I have come here to speak to you of the main tendencies of
Jewish mysticism as we know them. To speak of the mystical course
which, in the great cataclysm now stirring the Jewish people more
deeply than in the entire history of Exile, destiny may still have in
store for us—and I for one believe that there is such a course—is the
task of prophets, not of professors.
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NOTES TO LECTURE I

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF JEWISH MYSTICISM

1 A. E. Waite, The Secret Doctrine in Israel (London 1918). This book is
incorporated in the author’s later work, The Holy Kabbalah (1930).
2 Philosophie der Geschichte oder ueber die Tradition. 4 vols. (Münster
1827–1855). The book appeared anonymously. On the philosophy of the
author cf. Carl Frankenstein, Molitors metaphysische
Geschichtsphilosophie (1928).
3 In my Bibliographia Kabbalistica (1927) p. 94, I have listed the writings
of Constant pertinent to the subject of Kabbalism. Eliphas Levi is a
Judaization of his Christian names Alphonse Louis. No words need be
wasted on the subject of Crowley’s “Kabbalistic” writings in his books on
what he was pleased to term “Magick,” and in his journal, The Equinox.
4 Rufus Jones, Studies in Mystical Religion (1909), p. XV of the
Introduction.
5 I owe this quotation from Thomas’ Summa Theologiae to Engelbert
Krebs’ little book, Grundfragen der kirchlichen Mystik (1921) p. 37.
6 Levi Isaac, the “Rabbi” of Berditchev, in his work  at the end of

section : 
7 Molitor, Philosophie der Geschichte vol. II (1834) p. 56.
8  ascribed sometimes to Perez of Barcelona, Mantua 1558 fol.

82b:  In the �xed
terminology of this author, the mystics are referred to as  “the
masters of worship.”
9 The terms  and  (or )
are to be found in particular in the writings of those thirteenth century
Kabbalists in Spain who show an outspoken tendency towards
Neoplatonism.
10 Hebrew:  no which sounds like a paraphrase of a
Neoplatonic . It is to be found, in the place of the term En-Sof, in



Isaac’s commentary on the “Book of Creation” and in the writings of his
disciples.
11 This term  is a favorite metaphor of the thirteenth century
Kabbalists, cf. my remarks in the Gaster Anniversary Volume (1936) p.
505.
12 Cf. Philo’s De vita contemplativa, ed. Conybeare p. 119.
13 Cf. Martin Buber’s eloquent dissertation on this point in the
introduction to his anthology, Ekstatische Konfessionen (1909).
14 See the �rst and last sections of the fourth lecture.
15 Simon Ginzburg,  (Tel Aviv, 1937).
16 J. Bernhart in an essay, Zur Soziologie der Mystik, in Sueddeutsche
Monatshefte vol. XXVI (1928) p. 27.
17 Rabbi Kook’s great work entitled , the �rst two volumes of
which were published in Jerusalem in 1938 from papers left by the
author, is a veritable theologia mystica of Judaism equally distinguished by
its originality and the richness of its author’s mind. It is the last example
of productive Kabbalistic thought of which I know.
18 A bibliography of Jewish mystical literature is still a pium desiderium of
Kabbalistic research. My “Bibliographia Kabbalistica” (1927) lists only the
scholarly literature on the subject of Jewish Mysticism, not the texts
themselves.
19 Charles Bennett, A Philosophical Study of Mysticism (1931), p. 31.
20 E. R. Dodds, in his commentary on Proclus’ Elements of Theology
(1933), p. 219.
21 This thesis is elaborated particularly by Meir ibn Gabbai in  part
III (written in 1531). The idea that the Kabbalah represented the lost
tradition of the earliest state of mankind was familiar also to the
“Christian Kabbalists” of the late �fteenth and sixteenth centuries, such as
Pico della Mirandola and Johannes Reuchlin.
22 , quoted by Isaac of Acre, cf. Tarbiz
vol. V (1934), p. 318.
23 I have enlarged on this point in my essay, Zur Frage der Enstehung der
Kabbala, which appeared in Korrespondenzblatt der Akademie fuer die
Wissenschaft des Judentums 1928 p. 4–26. See also Julius Guttmann, Die
Philosophie des Judentums (1933), p. 238.



24 David ben Abraham Ha-Laban  (written about 1300),
published in  series vol. I (1936) p. 31. Exactly the same
imagery is used by Dionysius the pseudo-Areopagite (quoted by Inge, The
Philosophy of Plotinus vol. II p. 112) and by John the Scot, called Erigena,
in De divisione naturae, liber III, 19–23.
25 Friedrich Creuzer, Symbolik und Mythologie der alten Voelker. Second
edition, �rst part (1816), p. 70.
26 Alex. Altmann, Was ist juedische Theologie? (Frankfurt-on-Main 1933),
p. 15.
27 This analysis is to be found in the third part of the “Guide of the
Perplexed.” On its importance for the history of religion cf. Julius
Guttmann, John Spencers Erklaerung der biblischen Gesetze in ihrer
Beziehung zu Maimonides, in Festskrift af Professor David Simonsen
(Copenhagen 1923), p. 258–276.
28 Since the days of the Kabbalistic school of Gerona (about 1230),
Kabbalistic writings are full of such mystical interpretations of .
Speci�cally Ezra ben Solomon and Jacob ben Sheshet (the true author of
the  which has later been ascribed to Nahmanides) were the
�rst to treat at considerable length on such questions.
29 Samson Raphael Hirsch, Neunzehn Briefe ueber Judentum. Fourth
edition (1911) p. 101.
30 Gen. Rabba ed. Theodor p. 68. This conception of primeval worlds also
occurs in the “orthodox Gnosticism” of such Fathers of the Church as
Clement of Alexandria and Origen, albeit with a di�erence, in as much as
for them these worlds were not simply corrupt but necessary stages in the
great cosmic process.
31 To this category belong the prayers grouped under the title 
which are ascribed to Rabbi Nehuniah ben Hakanah and Rabban Gamaliel
but the style of which is the enthusiastic one of the Kabbalistic
Neoplatonists. Cf. also the great prayer of Jacob ben Jacob Hacohen of
Segovia (Castile, about 1265), published by me in  vol. II (1927) p.
220–226.
32  printed �rst at Brazlav 1822.
33 Zohar II, 63b and III, 69b; cf. also Joseph Gikatila  (O�enbach
1715) f. 40b �.



34 Cf. H. G. Enelow, Kawwana, the Struggle for Inwardness in Judaism, in
Studies in Jewish Literature issued in honour of Professor K. Kohler
(1913), p. 82–107, and my own exposition Der Begri� der Kawwana in
der alten Kabbala, in MGWJ vol. 78 (1934) p. 492–518.
35 See my article Buch Bahir, in EJ vol. III col. 969–979.
36 H. Cohen, Ethik des reinen Willens; second edition (1907) p. 452.
37 Cf. Jacob Lauterbach’s studies: The Ritual for the Kapparot-Ceremony,
in Jewish Studies in Memory of George A. Kohut (1935) p. 413–422;
Tashlik, a Study in Jewish Ceremonies, in Hebrew Union College Annual
vol. XI (1936) p. 207–340.
38 The single case of a woman, Hannah Rachel “the Maid of Ludomir,”
who became the spiritual leader, or Zaddik, of a Hasidic community (in
the middle of the nineteenth century), constitutes no convincing evidence
of the contrary. Cf. about her S. A. Horodezky, Leaders of Hasidism (1928)
p.113�.

NOTES TO LECTURE II

MERKABAH MYSTICISM AND JEWISH GNOSTICISM

1  ed. B. M. Lewin p. 109–110, Graetz vol. V, p. 235.
2 A. Neubauer in REJ vol. XXIII (1893) p. 256–264; D. Kaufmann,
Gesammelte Schriften vol. III (1915) p. 5–11. In the earliest extant text he

is described as follows 
3 The real Ishmael was still a boy at the time of the destruction of the
temple, and it is his father Elisha whom he himself describes as High
Priest (Tosefta Halla I, 10). Apparently this description was early made to
refer to the son. The Babylonian Talmud in two places makes a mystical
reference to Ishmael. There is no reason apart from prejudice to follow
Zunz and Bacher (Aggada der Tannaiten vol. I p. 267�) in assuming that
these passages are subsequent Gaonic interpolations. The fact that the
earliest Hekhaloth texts already make use of this Ishmael legend without
troubling to introduce it proves that it was then already an established
tradition. This transformation of Ishmael into a High Priest and at the
same time a mystic seems likely to have become part of the Talmudic
tradition already in the third or fourth century. In Berakhoth 7a this



already legendary Ishmael is made to say: “Once I entered the holiest of
holies in order to burn the incense. Then it happened to me that I saw
Akhtariel Jah, the Lord of Hosts, sitting on a high and sublime throne, and
he spoke to me thus: Ishmael, my son, give me your praise (or blessing).”
While the Hekhaloth tracts visualize Akhtariel on the throne of the
Merkabah, Ishmael has a vision of him in the holiest of holies in the
Temple. The addition of  to the name entirely accords with the
traditional usage of the Greater Hekhaloth. There too we read 

 (chapter III, 2) or  (chapter I, 1,
according to the Mss.) The archons too, in addition to their angelic names,
bear the name  “by the name of their King,” cf. Odeberg p. 29, in the
commentary to the Hebrew Enoch, chapter 10. Further, Berakhoth 51a
relates three things which Ishmael heard from the “Prince of the Divine
Face” Suriel—not from Metatron, as later Gaonic additions would have it!
At an early date Ishmael was already regarded as the “type of the martyr”
(Bacher loc. cit.). This may explain his appearance as an apocalyptic
visionary in several apocalypses from the Hekhaloth circle. His real
position as a disciple of Rabbi Nehuniah ben Hakanah, which however
was con�ned to the Halakhah, received a mystical projection among the
members of this circle. Similarly, his controversial attitude toward Akiba
in the Halakhic discussions now received a mystic aureole in the
Hekhaloth tracts.
4 See Sh. Spiegel, in Journal of Biblical Literature Vol. LIV part III (1935)
p. 164–65.
5 According to S. Liebermann,  (1940) p. 16, this was already
attested to in the third century by Origenes in his preface to the Song of
Solomon.
6 For this particularly important text see G. H. Box’ Introduction and
Translation: The Apocalypse of Abraham, London (1919).
7 Baldensperger, Die messianisch-apokalyptischen Ho�nungen des
Judentums, p. 68.
8 Thus it is said in Midrash Mishle to Prov. XX, 2 .
Altogether, correspondences such as that between the Throne and
Creation play a large part in the more mystical Midrashim. Instances are
the parallel between the World and Man (macrocosm and microcosm), or
between the Tabernacle and the World. The microcosm motif is most
clearly expressed in the passage in the Aboth de-Rabbi Nathan, chapter 31,



where it says . The conception of the Tabernacle as
a parallel to Creation, such as it is found in the Midrash Tadshe, chap. II,
appears to belong to the later Midrash and to have come from Southern
France.
9 Material on the mysticism of the Throne from pseudepigrapha and
Midrashim (but not from the writings of the Merkabah school) is to be
found in Strack and Billerbeck, Kommentar zum Neuen Testament aus
Talmud und Midrasch, Vol. I (1922), p. 974–978.
10 See Ph. Bloch in Festschrift fuer Jakob Guttmann (1915) p. 113–123.
An analysis of the names—not explained by Bloch—of the Roman king
and his wife in the apocalypse which form the second major part of the
Greater Hekhaloth reveals a curious detail: If one reads them as
cryptograms according to the  alphabet, i.e. if one substitutes for
each letter the corresponding one by counting backward from the end of
the alphabet, one obtains words which, though corrupted, clearly reveal
themselves as Germanic names by the end syllables - ich and - ut. And in
fact one also �nds cryptograms of awkward words in other parts of the
manuscripts of this text. See also the text of this apocalypse derived from
such a manuscript in Naphtali Elhanan Bacharach’s Emek Hamelekh (1648)
f. 39c �.
11 Important and as yet unedited material on the subject of Merkabah
mysticism is to be found above all in the Hebrew manuscripts of the
Bodleian Library, Oxford, No. 1531; British Museum 752; Munich State
Library 22 and 40; JThS, New York, 828.
12 3 Enoch, or The Hebrew Book of Enoch, edited and translated by Hugo
Odeberg, 1928. Unfortunately the correct text has to be worked out with
the aid of the critical apparatus, since the edition is based on a
particularly bad manuscript. The very elaborate commentary, however, is
on the whole valuable.
13 The “Greater Hekhaloth” have been edited as  in Jellinek’s
Beth Ha-Midrash III (1855) p. 83–108, and from a di�erent manuscript as 

 by S. A. Wertheimer, Jerusalem (1889). Both texts are extremely
bad. A new edition is being prepared by me on the basis of the Mss. and
the printed material available to me. The “Lesser Hekhaloth”, 
are to be found, as Jellinek has already perceived (preface to Beth Ha-
Midrash IV, 44), in the Hebrew manuscript 1531 of the Bodleiana in
Oxford, fol. 38a–46a. Parts therefrom have been printed, without being



recognized as such, from a Ms. of the Musajo� collection in Jerusalem, in
the compilation  Jerusalem (1922) fol. 6a–8b. Here again the text
is very bad but can be corrected from the manuscripts. Odeberg
(Introduction p. 104) mistakenly gives the name of “Lesser Hekhaloth” to
a piece which has nothing to do with them but like the former has
appeared in the compilation  and belongs to the “Mystery of
Sandalphon,” from a book called Merkabah Rabba.
14 In the “lesser Hekhaloth,” Enoch-Metatron is not mentioned at all, in
the “Greater Hekhaloth” only once, and not in one of the oldest pieces.
The fact is that the system of these tracts has no room for him. In the
Book of Enoch (ch. X) a belated and somewhat arti�cial attempt is made
to �nd a place for him at the entrance to the seventh palace, so as to
establish a link with the older tracts. These early tracts contain a great
deal more truly antique material of somewhat bizarre originality than the
Book of Enoch which is more conventional both in subject-matter and
style. Their references to the Metatron tradition (for details see further on)
are not the source of the corresponding Talmudic passages, as Odeberg
seems to have thought, but rather vice versa. The manner in which the
legend of Metatron as the celestial scribe, as well as the entire Aggadah on
Aher in Hagigah and the position of Metatron as the teacher of
prematurely dead children in Paradise (Abodah Zarah 3b), is transformed
in the tracts shows clearly that they belong to a much later phase of
development.
15 It is true that here, too, additions were made at the beginning and the
end of the main part of the old text, with the result that its antique and
very characteristic style has become blurred. The Aramaic of the text is
old and genuine, the dialect Babylonian. The hero is Akiba, while the
“Greater Hekhaloth” give more prominence to Ishmael.
16 J. Hagigah II, 1: Tosefta to the same passage.  is
employed as a synonym for , the term used in Hagigah 14b. 

 as a theosophic term for the one who thrones on the Merkabah is fairly
general in second century Rabbinical sources, see Michael Sachs’ remarks
on the subject in Kerem Hemed VII, 275, and Senior Sachs in Ha-Tehiya I,
22f. The use of phrases like ) 

. are proof of the
existence of a quite de�nite terminology.



17 Hagigah 15b . The verb  in the whole of
this literature is a �xed term for “undertaking theurgical practices.” 

 is explained already in the Aboth de-Rabbi Nathan as signifying
“to make magical use of the name of God JHWH.”
18 First used in the Tosefta Megillah IV, Ed. Zuckermandel p. 228. In
Megillah 24b the Munich Ms. already reads . In
the Hekhaloth tracts, mention is always made of . Instead of 
one also often �nds the term .
19 Originally probably in the Aggadath Shir Ha-Shirim, Ed. Schechter p. 13

.
20 This passage (Midrash Tanhuma, Ed. Buber 1, 71a: )
has been drawn to my attention by Saul Liebermann. Of still more antique
appearance is the formulation of an Aggadah on Simeon ben Azzai,
Akiba’s collaborator in the Merkabah studies, of which the oldest text is
found in Levit. Rabba Par. XVI, 4. Here he is asked 

. This reading, instead of the corrupted 
in the prints, is borne out not only by the parallel in Shir Ha-Shirim Rabba
1, 10 but, according to Liebermann, by the good Mss. of Levit. Rabba
investigated by him.
21 Ms. Oxford 1531f. 39b; 

22 The names of the archons which must be known in the ascent (which
latter is mentioned �rst!) are, according to ch. XXII (Ed. Jellinek III, 99)
di�erent from those which one must know in descending.
23 This interpretation given by Bloch, Ginzberg and Abelson I regret to
say I cannot share. Nowhere in all the texts is there ever any suggestion
that the visionary himself drives in the Merkabah as though in a chariot. It
is true that during the ascent from the sixth to the seventh palace there is
a very vivid description of the way in which the celestial traveller passes
the gate-keepers in a “chariot of radiance”  on his way to the
higher sphere, but this “chariot” has nothing to do with the Merkabah.
Also the verb yarad is not employed in this context.
24 Of the existence of a heretical Gnosis of a dualistic and antinomian
character on the outskirts of Judaism there cannot be any doubt, to my
mind. Surely these Gnostics and not the Jewish-Christians are the target of
some of the numerous references to “Minim”  in the older Rabbinical



literature on which, since the appearance of Graetz’ Gnosticismus und
Judenthum (1846), so many scholars have lavished a profusion of
thought. I do not propose to dwell on this controversy which, like the
voluminous literature on the subject of the Essenes, has become the happy
hunting-ground of those who delight in hypotheses. Any reader can
inform himself from the works of such writers as M. Friedlaender: Der
vorchristliche juedische Gnosticismus (1898); Die religioesen Bewegungen
innerhalb des Judentums im Zeitalter Jesu (1905); M. Joel: Blicke in die
Religionsgeschichte (1880); A. Buechler (in Judaica, Festschrift fuer
Hermann Cohen, 1912); and the same in MGWJ vol. 76 (1932) p. 412–
456.
25 The most remarkable evidence of the author’s strictly Halakhic attitude
is the very detailed description (Ch. XVIII of the “Greater Hekhaloth”) of
the procedure by which the adepts recall their master Nehuniah ben
Hakanah from his ecstasy to a normal frame of mind. Incidentally, certain
unusual expressions and ways of spelling in this piece are manifestly of
Palestinian origin.
26 This is con�rmed by a response of Sherira Gaon 

 p. 12, and by one of Hai Gaon in  ed.
Lyck no. 31.
27 Ms. Casanatense 179 f. 109; Oxford 1785 f. 281; Brit. Museum 822 f.
270–273. I have found another fragment of this text in the Taylor—
Schechter Collection from the Geniza, at Cambridge, (K 1, 84).
28 This is proved by F. Boll’s remarks on the history of chiromancy in the
Graeco-Roman period, cf. Catalogus Codicum Astrologicorum vol. VII p.
236–237.
29 Jamblichus, De Vita Pythagorica, chapter 17.
30 Cf. Yebamoth 120a in an interpretation given by Abbayi. The term 

 occurs also in the response quoted in note 26. Harkavy has
questioned its authenticity (Zikhron Larishonim vol. IV p. XXVIII and again
in Ha-Kedem vol. III (1912) p. 198). His argument may be dismissed. He
had of course no knowledge of the fact that a fragment of this old 
still exists.
31 Cf. Anz, Zur Frage nach dem Ursprung des Gnostizismus (1897) p. 9–
58.
32 Particularly in chapters 15–23 of the “Greater Hekhaloth.”



33 Cf. 14 
34 Dennys, The Folklore of China, p. 60—quoted by Otto Stoll, Suggestion
und Hypnotismus in der Voelkerpsychologie (1904), p. 49–50.
35 Cf. Berakhoth 34b and Abodah Zarah 17a.
36 Cf.  f. 1b (bottom) 
(in a fragment from a book called Merkabah Rabba).
37  chapter XVII. Thus Celsus relates (Origenes, Contra Celsum
VII, 40) that the members of the Gnostical sect known as Ophites were
compelled to learn the names of the “gate-keepers” laboriously by heart.
38  in Jellinek’s Beth Ha-Midrash vol. III p. 25. Cf. also my
remarks in Zeitschrift fuer die Neutestamentliche Wissenschaft 1931 p.
171–176.
39 We possess no less than four texts of the “Midrash of the Ten Martyrs” 

 representing four stages of progressive popularization. Graetz,
in a very scholarly article on the subject, has tried to substantiate the
utterly erroneous thesis that the “Alphabet of Rabbi Akiba” was the chief
source of the Hekhaloth literature, cf. MGWJ vol. 8 (1859) p. 67 �.
40 Hagigah 15b: 

41  chapter III, 4: 
42 Ms. Oxford 1531 f. 45a (bottom) on the vision of the ruler of the �rst
door: 
43 Ed. Box chapter XVII “�re came against us round about and a voice
was in the �re … and the high place on which we stood at one moment,
rose upright, but at another rolled downwards.”
44 Hagigah 14b; Tosefta ed. Zuckermandel p. 234 where the decisive
(second) sentence is missing.
45 “Paradise,” as Joel has pointed out, could well be a Talmudical
metaphor for Gnosis, because of the tree of knowledge (Gnosis!) therein,
cf. Manuel Joel, Blicke in die Religionsgeschichte I (1880) p. 163. Origen
(Contra Celsum VI, 33) relates that the Gnostical sect of the Ophites used
the same metaphor.
46 Joel, loc. cit. Graetz, Gnosticismus und Judentum (1846) p. 94–95, and
similar interpretations by other writers. Bacher, Aggada der Tannaiten,
vol. I, 2nd edition, p. 333, although he accepts this interpretation
evidently sensed its weakness. A. Hoenig, Die Ophiten (1889) p. 94 has



justly stressed the absurdity of the explanation, but without o�ering a
better one.
47 Ms. Munich 22 f. 162b, an elaboration of the explanations put forward
in the  (already quoted by Hai Gaon in this connection) and in
the  chapter. 19. The Hebrew text of the passage reads as follows: 

48 M. Ninck, Die Bedeutung des Wassers im Kult und Leben der Alten
(1921) p. 112–117, mentions several examples of the fact that it was
possible in a state of ecstasy to experience a feeling of going under or
being drowned in whirling water.
49 Cf. Papyri Graecae Magicae, ed. Preisendanz I (1928) p. 92–96, and
Albrecht Dieterich, Eine Mithraslithurgie, 3rd ed. (1923).
50 The �rst to recognize the Greek element in an important passage of the
“Greater Hekhaloth” was M. Schwab in the Introduction to his
Vocabulaire de l’Angélologie (1897), p. 13. His reading and translating of
the only slightly corrupted Hebrew transcription was, however, quite
fantastic. “L’ange Dumiel portier de l’enfer addresse au survenants ces

paroles:  En ce bon
jour, à ce squelette vénérable (!!) paix.” Now Domiel, so far from being
the gate-keeper of Hell in the Hekhalothtracts is the guardian of the
entrance to the sixth palace in the seventh heaven. The correct reading
has been given and interpreted by my colleague Johanan Lewy in Tarbiz
vol. XII (1941) p. 164. Domiel says to the Gnostic:  (or
rather, if the text is properly corrected, . Instead of 

 one should read  if the proper graphical changes are made. The
phrase now reads: “Best day, best luck; show [me] your sign [viz. the
seal]. Peace!” Thereupon, i.e. after he has seen the seal, Domiel “receives
him in the friendliest manner and sits down next to him on a bench of
pure stone” (chapter XIX, end). Such remains of Greek formulae are to be



found also in �ve other places in . Domiel, another very curious
detail, was apparently conceived originally as ruler of the four elements.
Chapter XVIII, 6, upon the �rst mention of Domiel and the seal which is to
be shown to him, asks: “Is he called Domiel? Is not his name ?”
This is interpreted by Lewy, rightly as I think, as an only slightly
corrupted transcription of the Greek names of the four elements: 

 is the common Palestinian transcription of , as Saul
Liebermann,  p. 221 has shown.  (thus in the Ms. of the JThS
in New York, instead of the  of the Ed. Jellinek) is a graphically easily
explained variation of .
51 This has been justly stressed by G. H. Box in his introduction to R. H.
Charles’ Translation of the Ascension of Isaiah (1919) p. XXII: In 4 Ezra
VII, 90–98 we �nd a description of seven “ways” or stages apportioned to
souls after death.
52 Hagigah 12b, following a tradition dating from the third century A. D.
53  published by Jacob Mann in  V (1921) p. 256–
264. Preisendanz has published (in Papyri Graecae Magicae vol. II (1931)
p. 160) the inscription of an amulet from the �fth century which seems to
re�ect Jewish ideas. Here we �nd the names of six heavens and of their
respective archons.
54 In his book (which appeared 1912), Abelson paid no attention to the
kabbalistic conceptions of the Shekhinah.
55 Odeberg, 3 Enoch, Introduction p. 106 quotes  chapter 26 

. But the correct reading is  (Ms. David
Kaufmann 238 in Budapest, and Ms. New York J Th S 828).
56  chapter 14. In the  we encounter some attempts
to give a closer description of this “intersection” of the seven heavens and
the seven earths.
57  is quite common in the “Greater Hekhaloth” (corrupted into 
and ) is to be found already in Berakhoth 7a.  occurs in
the “Lesser Hekhaloth” Ms. Munich 22 f. 163a. Their meaning is quite
obvious. The full formula consists always of the mystical Name plus 

”.
58  or  is very common in the Hekhaloth texts. It corresponds
exactly to names like  in the Papyri Graecae Magicae. The Greek
magician uses the Hebrew word , whereas the Jewish mystic uses the



Greek term , similar to the predilection for Greek formulae mentioned
in note 50.
59 Cf.  1b, .
60 Cf. especially  chapters 3–4, 7–10, 24–26, and the prayers and
hymns which are printed at the end of  Amsterdam (1701) f. 37–40.
Moreover, there is a great deal of unpublished material of this genre.
61 Rudolf Otto, The Idea of the Holy, translated by John W. Harvey
(1923), chapter VI.
62 Cf. Philipp Bloch in MGWJ vol. 37 (1893) p. 259.
63 Loc. cit. p. 306.
64 Eleazar of Worms calls it  (in Naftali Treves’ commentary on
the prayer-book, Thiengen 1560.)
65  chapter 26, altered in a few places in accordance with better
readings in the Mss.
66 Bloch, loc. cit. p. 259.
67  chapter 24.
68 This has been proved in detail particularly by Bloch in his above-
mentioned article on the subject.
69 Megillah 18a and Berakhoth 33b.
70 Bloch, loc. cit. p. 262�. He overlooked the passage in J. Berakoth V,
end of Halakhah 3,  which, of course, is not a later
addition, as Bloch has contended in his essay, Rom und die Mystiker der
Merkaba (Festschrift fuer J. Guttmann 1915) p. 113. Cf. also Hullin 91b on
the prayer of the angels called Ofannim.
71 Apocalypse of Abraham, chapters XVII and XVIII. The passage quoted
from the Greater Hekhaloth is from the beginning of chapter 9: 

72 For comparison see the prayers in the so-called Liturgy of Mithras, and
the prayer of the primordial man to the “Father of Light”, in Ch. Baynes, A
Coptic Gnostic Treatise (1933) p. 26–36.
73 Thus for instance the words  splendour,  exaltation.
74 Cf. the text in Baer’s  p. 547–552.
75 Moses Taku in  quoted by Baer p. 547, contends that the heretics
forged it.



76 Beth Ha-Midrash vol. III p. 161–163. Ms. 828 of the JThS in New York
includes this piece as part of the text of .
77 This is not a verse from the Bible, but a formula of the Merkabah
mystics, cf.  ed. Wertheimer ch. 31, where the text is de�cient but
can be completed from early quotations of this passage, such as Naftali
Treves in his commentary to  in the morning prayer.
78  7, in Beth Ha-Midrash vol. II, 45; 3 Enoch chapter 48
(Odeberg p. 155). 955 is the numerical value of the word , the �nal
Mem representing the number 600. Another theory on 390 heavens in
Masekheth Derekh Erets ed. Higger p. 294;  ed. Urbach p. 212; and
Azriel  ed. Tishbi p. 46.
79  chapters XVIII, 4 and XXI, 3.
80  Ms. Oxford 1531f. 45b: 

81 The title has frequently been translated “Measure of the Height”, 
being used in the Biblical sense. This is wrong. Komah is used here in the
sense it has in the Aramaic incantation texts where it simply signi�es
“body.”
82 Cf. Salmon ben Yeruhim in his  ed. Davidson (1939) p. 114–
124. Maimonides’ responsum in  ed. Freimann p. 343; Moses
Taku in Otsar Nehmad III p. 62.
83 We have the following texts: 1) in  f. 30a–33b; 2)  1701
f. 37a–38b and, with various di�erent readings, in  f. 34a–40a; 3)
Ms. Oxford 1791 f. 58–71  in 12 chapters. Fragments of it are
scattered also in the  and other works of the Merkabah
literature.
84 This formula is an imitation of the ending of the last treatise of the

Babylonian Talmud, Niddah, where it is said 

85 Jehudah Halevi in  IV, 3 defends the Shiur Komah 
86 The verse Psalm CXLV, 5  was interpreted: The height of
our Lord is 236, according to the numerical value of .
87  f. 38a.
88 Ibidem f. 37a.



89 Cf. Kropp, Einleitung in die Koptischen Zaubertexte (1930) p. 41. A
kind of Shiur Komah mysticism is to be found also in the Coptic Gnostic
Treatise translated by Charlotte Baynes p. 42: the hair of his head is the
number of hidden worlds etc.
90 M. Gaster, Das Shiur Komah, in his Studies and Texts vol. II p. 1330–
1353, particularly p. 1344. Although mistaken in many particulars, Gaster
has recognized the true Gnostical connotations of the Shiur Komah.
91 The connection between the speculations about the “body of truth” and
the idea of the primordial man in Marcus’ system is obvious.

92 Ms. Oxford 1531f. 40b: 
93 For this reason, the phrase in some texts reads more fully: 

 Cf. also the same meaning of  in
Gen. Rabba ed. Theodor p. 775.
94  in  on the letter ;cf. also the quotation in 

 ed. Urbach (1939) p. 127.
95 MGWJ vol. VIII p. 115�, and similarly in his History of the Jews.
96 “Schahrastani’s Religionspartheien und Philosophen-Schulen”
translated by Haarbruecker vol. I (1850) p. 116, in his account of the
Mushabbiha.
97 Ph. Bloch, Geschichte der Entwicklung der Kabbala kurz
zusammengefasst (1894) p. 17.
98 3 Enoch ed. Odeberg chapter VII.
99 Ibid. chapter XV.
100 Ms. Oxford 1531 f. 137–145; 1539 f. 1–21; New York JThS Ms. Maggs
419 f. 66–70; Vatican. 228 f. 93–103 (the best manuscript.) Here we �nd
the ideas of 1 Enoch, viz. a) that Azza and Azael betrayed God’s secrets to
man, b) their fall into the Tartarus (here the “Mountains of Darkness”).
101 I have been unable to discover a source in the older literature for the
scurrilous legend current in the Middle Ages of Enoch the shoemaker—a
mythical Jacob Boehme!—who with every stitch connected the upper and
lower world. The legend may or may not have grown out of Hasidic
circles in mediaeval Germany. In a Ms. from the year 1458 (Paris, Bibl.
Nat. 786 f. 109b) it is already mentioned as . Odeberg, in his
extensive study on the Enoch-Metatron legend in the introduction to his 3



Enoch, makes no mention of it. It is quoted by many 16th century
Kabbalists.
102 The �rst writer who seems to have suspected the identity of Metatron
and Yahoel is Box (in his introduction to the Apocalypse of Abraham p.
XXV). He has seen deeper than the author of the article on this Apocalypse
in the EJ vol. I, 553.
103 In addition to lists given in Odeberg’s edition chapter 48 (and in his
note p. 174) mention must be made of the list printed at the end of
Abraham Hamoy’s  (Livorno 1858) f. 196–201.
104 Sanhedrin 38, Hagigah 15a and Abodah Zarah 3b.
105 Odeberg, Introduction to 3 Enoch p. 189 has analyzed the Gnostic
references to the “little Jao” in the Coptic work Pistis Sophia.
106 The instances quoted from the earlier mystical texts by Odeberg p. 33
could easily be supported by other quotations. Of particular interest in
this connection would be a quotation from an 8th century Christian text in
Syriac which I have found in Bidez et Cumont, Les Mages Hellenisés II p.

115. It reads: . Even
the plain spelling  has its justi�cation in speci�c passages of the
literature on the names of Metatron. Cf. also J. Mann, Texts and Studies in
Jewish History II p. 85 and 88, and Gruenbaum’s quotation from Mas’udi
in ZDMG vol. XXX p. 272.
107 The Karaite author Kirkisani (beginning of the 10th century) quotes
the Talmudic passage (obviously Sanhedrin 38): 

. It is well possible that the name  was
deliberately eliminated from the Talmudic manuscripts because of its
heretical connotations.
108 Ms. British Museum, Margoliouth n. 752 f. 45b: 

109 Cf. Odeberg p. 125–142: Origin of the word “Metatron”, and also
Louis Ginzberg, Legends of the Jews vol. V p. 162.
110 Cf.  chapter XXII and Odeberg to 3 Enoch ch. XVII, p. 59.
111  ed. Jellinek in Beth Ha-Midrash vol. II p. 40–47.
112 Midrash Mishle ed. Buber f. 34a �. In some instances I have corrected
the translation in accordance with the readings of the quotation found in



the Ms. of Azriel’s  in the Hebrew University Library f. 29b. See
also the enumeration of subjects in chapter 13 of the .
113 Pistis Sophia, chapter 139, in Carl Schmidt’s German translation
(1925). The Greek term is , whereas the Hebrew texts speak of
the .
114 3 Enoch, chapter 45;  ed. Wertheimer p. 50; quotation
from  in Yalkut Shimoni  173; cf. also Rashi on Yebamoth 63b and
Baba Metsia 59a.
115 Such apocalypses are: chapters 4–6 of the  or 

 Ms. Enelow Memorial Collection 704 in the JThS in New York
(= Parma 541 no. 21 and Oxford 2257), the greater part of which is
incorporated in the version of the  chapters 6–9 in the Ms. New
York JThS 828; the entire literature around the �gure of Zerubabel; the
apocalypse of Simeon ben Yohai, etc.
116  chapter XVI.
117 Midrash Tanhuma ed. Buber V p. 31.
118 Cf. the Midrash in  ed. Hildesheimer p. 223 quoted by L.
Ginzberg, Legends of the Jews vol. VI p. 438, and Rashi’s commentary on
Canticles I 2. On the question of  cf. Pesahim 119a, Sanhedrin 21b,
Shabbath 120a.
119 Cf. the valuable contribution of N. Glatzer, Untersuchungen zur
Geschichtslehre der Tannaiten (Berlin 1932).
120 There are several fragments of the  a) in  1701 f.
35a–36b; b) under the title  ed. Wertheimer vol. I p.
1–31; c) in the supplement to Chone’s  (1894) p. 47–50; d) in L.
Ginzberg’s  vol. I p. 182–187.
121 Cf. Mishnah Hagigah II, 1, and the Excerpta ex Theodoto of Clement
of Alexandria ed. Casey (1934),  78.
122 Hagigah 12b.
123 Aboth de-Rabbi Nathan chapter 37.
124 See note 35 to lecture I. I have published a German translation (Das
Buch Bahir) in 1923.
125 The book is mentioned by Daniel , cf. J. Mann, Texts and Studies
in Jewish History vol. II p. 76, 79, and by Hai Gaon, cf. 

 p. 21.



126 A pupil of Eleazar of Worms quotes several passages from the 
 in his commentary on the Shiur Komah, which I have discovered

in a Ms. of the Angelica in Rome (Capua no. 27) and other Mss. (partly
also in New York JThS 844 f. 100a–103a). Another fragment from the 

 is found in Ms. Milano 57 f. 20 in a piece called .
127 There exists a vast literature on this book, cf. my article Jezira in EJ
vol. IX col. 104–111 where bibliographical notes are given. The English
translations and commentaries of W. Westcott (1893) and K. Stenring
(1923) contain some rather fantastic passages.
128 L. Baeck has tried to show that the Book of Creation is a Jewish
adaptation of certain basic ideas of Proclus, much as the books of
Dionysius the pseudo-Areopagite are a Christian one, cf. MGWJ vol. 70
(1926) p. 371–376; vol. 78 (1934) p. 448–455. But his reasoning is not
convincing, although his thesis looks fascinating enough. Some very
remarkable similarities between the Book of Creation and early Islamic
gnosticism have been pointed out by Paul Kraus, Jabir ibn Hayyan vol. II
(Cairo 1942) p. 266–268.
129 Such words or phrases are  which make no sense in
good Hebrew, or the use of  in the sense of principle.  seems to
imitate the double meaning of the Greek word stoicheia, meaning both
elements and letters.
130 There is no lack of passages in the old Aggadah in which stress is laid
on the link between Creation and the letters of the Torah, as well as on
the secret powers of man. Cf. Berakhoth 55a, Sanhedrin 65b, Aboth de-
Rabbi Nathan ch. 39 (ed. Schechter p. 116); Midrash Tehillim ed. Buber
17a. The  regards the letters and their combinations as cosmical
powers—the fundamental hypothesis of every magical application of
words and names.
131 The Hebrew phrase  corresponds to the Syriac one, Odes of
Solomon XXXIX, 7 . Paul, Rom. XIII, 14 says similarly: put ye
on the Lord Jesus Christ. This goes far beyond the corresponding use of 
in the Hebrew Bible.
132 This rite is described in the  found in many Mss., e. g. Sassoon
290 f. 311 f.; British Museum 752 (cf. details in Margoliouth’s catalouge p.
38). Cf. also note 112 to lecture IV.
133 Cf.  chapters 27–30 and some very valuable pieces in Ms.
Oxford 1531.



134 The book  has been �rst published by Gaster (1896). Most of
these books are extant in Mss.:  (cf. note 100); 
(Sassoon 290 p. 302�);  and 

—all the latter in many
manuscripts. On  cf. M. Grunwald in Mitteilungen der Gesellschaft
für jüdische Volkskunde no. X (1902) p. 81–98, particularly p. 91�.;
Joshua Trachtenberg, Jewish Magic and Superstition (1939) p. 108–113.
A full German translation of the  by G. Selig has appeared in
Berlin 1788, an English translation by L. Weber [from Selig] in London s.
a. [ca. 1880?].
135 Cf. Aptowitzer in Hebrew Union College Annual vol. VIII/IX p. 397,
on Pesikta Rabbati ed. Friedmann, 185a.
136 Ms. Oxford 1531 f. 52a: 

137 Jos. Sto�els, Die Mystische Theologie Makarius des Aegypters (1908)
p. 79. The soul is pictured as the Throne of God in Spanish Kabbalism, cf.

Tikkune Zohar (1558) f. 3b: 
138 Gen. Rabba ed. Theodor p. 475, 793, 983.

NOTES TO LECTURE III

HASIDISM IN MEDIAEVAL GERMANY

1 Cf. A. Epstein  in Hagoren IV (1903) p. 81–101.
2 Cf. M. Guedemann, Geschichte des Erziehungswesens und der Cultur der
Juden im Mittelalter vol. I (1880) p. 153 �; Jekutiel Kamelhar, 

 (1917); J. Freimann,  (1924). Av Aptowitzer, 
 (1938) p. 343–350, who also supplies some interesting new

data on Jehudah the Hasid.



3 Apart from the literature mentioned in the foregoing note, there is a
rather uncritical monograph by Israel Kamelhar, 
(1930). Concerning the year of Eleazar’s death cf. Aptowitzer p. 317.
4 Cf. Bruell in Jahrbuecher fuer juedische Geschichte vol. IX p. 23.
Kamelhar p. 54 suggests that R. Senior, who transmits this “tradition”,
was Jehudah’s contemporary in Speyer.
5 There are three versions of these legends: a) a Hebrew one, described by
Bruell, Jahrbuecher vol. IX (1889) p. 20–45; b)  by Juspa Shamash
of Worms (1604–1678) representing the local tradition of Worms,
published (Amsterdam 1696) in Yiddish; c) the  Basle (1602) no.
158–182, cf. Ma’aseh Book, translated by Moses Gaster (1934), and
Meitlis, Das Ma’assebuch (1933).
6 The Sefer Hasidim is extant in two versions, a shorter one published in
print a number of times, and a more detailed one published (1891) by
Wistinetzki. Quotations are from the latter, in accordance with the
sequence of paragraphs.
7 Baer,  in Zion vol. III (1938) p. 1–50. The
objections to this view raised in Urbach’s preface to his edition of 
(1939)—to be found only in some of the copies—have failed to convince
me.
8 This question was raised �rst by Guedemann op. cit. vol. I, who devoted
three chapters (V–VII) of his valuable book to the Sefer Hasidim.
9 Guedemann, op. cit. p. 158.
10 Cf. note 2 on the second lecture.
11 Published by A. Neubauer, Mediaeval Jewish Chronicles vol. II p. 111–
132. A critical edition by B. Klar has recently appeared. (Jerusalem 1945).
12  published by D. Castelli, Firenze (1880). On Donnolo cf.
Cassuto’s article in EJ vol. V.
13  ed. E. Urbach, vol. I, Jerusalem (1939).
14 Cf. A. Marx in Hatsofeh vol. V p. 195.
15 Ms. of the Landesbibliothek in Fulda, cf. Weinberg in Jahrbuch der
Juedisch-Literarischen Gesellschaft vol. XX p. 283–284.
16 Cf. Scholem in Tarbiz II p. 244 and 514; Assaf in Zion V p. 117 and
124. Assaf’s identi�cation of “the prophet” referred to in the document
which I have quoted above with R. Ezra is undoubtedly justi�ed.



17 Cf. Guedemann op. cit., chapter VII. A more recent attempt to analyze
these elements has been made by J. Trachtenberg, Jewish Magic and
Superstition (New York 1939). The material of this work has been
collected chie�y from the literature of the German Hasidim or from that
in�uenced by them.
18 Cf. , Lemberg (1876), f. 14c, 17c, 18a, 20c.
19  and a prayer ascribed to him, cf. A. Epstein in Hahoker
II (1894) p. 41–48.
20 Cf. A. Epstein in MGWJ vol. 37 (1893) p. 75–78, and N. Wieder in
Saadya Studies ed. E. Rosenthal (Manchester 1943) p. 256 who quotes a
passage from Eleazar of Worms on Saadia as being 
21 Cf. A. Marx in Hatsofeh vol. V p. 198. Mystical commentaries composed
by this Rabbi have been preserved also in Ms. Adler 1161 in New York
JThS f. 27a and (di�erent content) Oxford 1816 f. 102b.
22 Sefer Hasidim  212 and Wistinetzki’s note who quotes the .
But  630 contains Hai Gaon’s response on the arrival of the Messiah.
23 In his valuable essay  which appeared in
Hatse�rah (1917), especially  10 and 14.
24 Sefer Hasidim  359.
25 Cf.  331, 335, 424, 555, 591, 879—a list which might be lengthened
ad libitum. Eleazar’s  abounds in such eschatological material.
26 Cf. especially in .
27 Sefer Hasidim  1056.
28 Cf. A. Marx  in Hatsofeh vol. V p. 194–202.
29  f. 3c: the  is mentioned in addition to  and

. Eleazar says:  (ibid. f. 3d).
30 Eleazar of Worms in  printed in Sefer Raziel (1701) f. 7b
speaks on the  as one of the “three mysteries”. Cf. Sefer Hasidim 
1447 on . Cf. also note 118 on the second lecture.
31 One can safely say that at least half of the literature of German
Hasidism is devoted to Scriptural exegesis.
32  f. 24d. Eleazar of Worms makes use of the Gematria

. Cf. also Sefer Hasidim  1049.
33 Guedemann op. cit. p. 175.



34 This legend is quoted in  (Amsterdam 1648), f. 15a of the
preface, from a mystical commentary on Psalm 150 written by Avigdor
Kara, a 14th century writer who combined Hasidism and Kabbalism.
35 Cf. L. Gulkowitsch, Die Bildung des Begri�es Hasid I (Tartu 1935),
where only the Talmudic usage of the term is more closely analyzed. Cf.
also Wistinetzki’s note to  975 of the Sefer Hasidim.
36 The bulk of the following analysis of Hasiduth was written before
Baer’s article (note 7) was published. Proceeding from di�erent starting
points, we often arrived at the same conclusions. I wish to acknowledge
my debt to Simhoni’s analysis, although I disagree with him on several
major points.
37 This is quoted from Eleazar’s writings in Menahem Zioni’s mystical
commentary on the Torah (written about 1460), Cremona (1560) f. 20c.
38 Eleazar’s  (published under the wrong title ) ed.
Kamelhar (1936) p. 39.
39 Sefer Hasidim  861, 984, 986.
40 Ibid.  978–980.
41 Ibid.  975. Cf. also the anecdote in  860. There may be, perhaps, some
connection between these traits of Hasidism and the older Palestinian
movement of the  “the mourners of Zion” of whose adherents
similar descriptions are given in the Pesikta Rabbati ch. 34.
42 Ibid.  976.
43 Ibid.  119.
44 Ibid.  977.
45 Ibid.  987, 1979.
46 Cf. the passages quoted by Wistinetzki in his note to  975.
47 On this point, I agree entirely with Baer’s views in chapter IV of his
essay, and disagree with Urbach’s criticism (cf. note 7).
48 Cf. Guedemann op. cit. p. 154.
49 Baer, loc. cit. p. 34; Sefer Hasidim  1005.
50 Baer p. 12.
51 I owe this remark to Simhoni’s essay. Aptowitzer maintains that
Jehudah wrote  but there is very meagre proof for this
contention. The eight pages on Shehita in a Paris Ms. are not a “book”, and



there is no proof that they contain anything novel from the Halakhic point
of view.
52 These  and the  following them were also printed
separately several times.
53 Cf. Sefer Raziel (Ed. 1701) f. 7b and 9a.
54 Eleazar of Worms  in the paragraph called .
55 Cf. the passages quoted by Guedemann p. 160.
56  X,4. Such erotic imagery for Israel’s love for God already
occurs in a famous passage of the Talmud, Tr. Yoma f. 54a.
57 Cf. Rodkinsohn,  (1876) p. 96 from the . In ed.
Podgorze (1898) f. 6b the passage is given in a much briefer form.
58 Cf. Sefer Raziel f. 8b (from Eleazar’s ) and Sefer Hasidim  984.
59 A. Jellinek, Beiträge zur Geschichte der Kabbala II p. 45 quotes the
Hebrew text. He did not remark that the core of the story is told as a Su�c
anecdote in Bahya ibn Pakuda  ch. V, 5 (ed. Stern 1854 f. 74a/b).
Eckhart, Sermones ed. Benz (1937) p. 69 has the same de�nition of
equanimity (aequaliter se habere) as the true perfection of man when he
may set out to “unbe” (longe �eri, in his German sermons: entwerden).
60 Ms. Vatican. 266 f. 73b. In the Tibbonian translation of Saadia’s work
(ed. Leipzig p. 88) this point is not brought out clearly, for it refers not to
the  but to the . The Ms. reads: 

61 
62 Cf. Baer loc. cit. p. 7.
63 Sefer Hasidim  80. On the Hasid in the brothel cf. Aboth de-Rabbi
Nathan ed. Schechter f. 19a.
64 All the magical texts of the 13th and 14th centuries are already full of
references to Jehudah Hasid as a hero of magic. Cf. also  f. 142a
on his magical powers, quoted in the name of Nahmanides!
65 Cf. my article “Golem” in EJ vol. VII col. 501–507. My theory has been
accepted and elaborated by B. Rosenfeld, Die Golemsage (1934) p. 1–35.
66 In Eleazar’s voluminous work Sode Razaya “The Secrets of the
Mysteries,” preserved in Mss. Brit. Mus. 737, Munich 81 etc., the �rst part



of which is included in the Sefer Raziel, (Amsterdam 1701) f. 7b–24a.
67 Cf. the literature quoted in my above-mentioned article col. 503. The
purpose of these magical ceremonies comes out very clearly in a recipe
which I have found in several Mss. (Casanatense 197 f. 85a; Vatican. 528
f. 71b etc.).
68 Chayim Bloch, The Golem, legends of the Ghetto of Prague, which has
appeared also in an English translation (1925), purports to be translated
from a manuscript “edited about 300 years ago.” As a matter of fact, the
book was written by one Y. Rosenberg around the year 1908 and contains
not ancient legends but modern �ction.
69 . The author quotes this in the name of his brother
Yehiel.
70 On Gematria and its methods cf. S. A. Horodezky in EJ vol. VII col.
170–179.
71  by Eleazar of Worms is still extant in several manuscripts, e.g.
Paris 772. A considerable part of it has been incorporated, in the form of
quotations, in Naftali Treves’ commentary on the prayers, Thiengen 1560.
This book is a veritable storehouse of Hasidic traditions. In addition, there
are quite a number of other writings on the mysticism of prayer.
72 Guedemann, op. cit. p. 160. The simile of the ladder also occurs in
Treves’ commentary (see last note), signature I  col. b, in connection with
the theory of mystical Kawwanah.
73 Cf. Gross in MGWJ vol. 49 (1905) p. 692–700.
74  in Otsar Nehmad III (1860) p. 84.
75  printed several times (with a commentary, Cracow
1895). Cf. also Steinschneider in Hebraeische Bibliographie vol. XIV
(1874) p. 122–124.
76 Many of these recipes are collected in Abraham Hamoy’s .
77 Eleazar of Worms in his  Ms. Paris 850 f. 47b: 

 In a Ms. on 
belonging to the late A. Z. Schwarz, I found: 

78 Cf. H. Tykocinski, Die gaonaeischen Verordnungen (1929) p. 100, 174.
79 Cf. Baer’s essay p. 18 and the literature quoted by him.



80 Cf. Berakhoth 56a; Rosh ha-Shanah 16b; Sanhedrin 37b. Jacob Anatoli
regarded this form of penitence as unJewish, cf. Enelow’s note to his
edition of  III p. 116.
81 Cf. Sefer Hasidim  37–53; Eleazar’s  and ; Israel
Nakawa  ed. Enelow vol. III p. 113–119. Sometimes these
“Halakoth” on penitence are called  (Ms. Adler 900 f. 128–131, in
JThS).
82 Sefer Hasidim  1556.
83  Ms. Munich 17 f. 163a.
84 Responsa of Jacob Weil No. 12; Responsa of Israel Bruna No. 265.
85 We are still in possession of some valuable tracts which represent a
blend of Hasidic and Kabbalistic theology, e. g. in the Mss. British
Museum 752 and Adler 1161, dating mostly from the 13th and 14th cent.
86 In particular there is an abundance of new material on angelology in
the writings of the Hasidim.
87 Sefer Raziel (1701) f. 8b.
88 Cf. Sefer Hasidim  549 which should be compared with corresponding
formulas in Bahya ben Asher’s  s. v.  and s. v. . He quotes in
this connection the poetic formula 
89  in  27 (1862) p. 9: ; cf. also 

 ed. Kamelhar p. 37.
90 On the  (printed in every Siddur) cf. Baer,  p. 133�.; A.
Berliner, Der Einheitsgesang 1910. The passage quoted in the text is found
in this form in Moses Taku’s  cf. Otsar Nehmad III p. 81. Jehudah’s
commentary is already quoted in a piece  dating from the 13th
century, Ms. Ambrosiana 57f. 19a/b.
91 Bloch in MGWJ vol. 19 (1870) p. 451–54; Zunz, Gesammelte Schriften
vol. III p. 233 �.; Berliner op. cit.
92 De Divisione Naturae, liber V, 8 (Patrol. Latina vol. 122 p. 876): “erit
enim Deus omnia in omnibus, quando nihil erit nisi solus Deus.” Cf. I Cor.
XV, 28.
93 Ms. British Museum 752 f. 78b: 

. How Xenophanes’



famous saying that God  came to the knowledge of the Hasidic
author I do not know. Perhaps he found it somewhere in Saadia.
94 Saadya, Commentaire sur le Séfer Yesira  …  publié et traduit par M.
Lambert (1891) p. 19�, and Jehudah ben Barzilai’s  (1885) p.
340.
95 Otsar Nehmad III p. 82: .
96 Berliner op. cit. p. 8, 14.
97 This is to be found in a very interesting explanation of the Se�roth, in
Ms. British Museum 752 f. 41a. God is called  for—says the author

— . This last
remark proves that the author was fully aware of the implications of his
statement!
98 C. Siegfried, Philo von Alexandria als Ausleger des Alten Testaments
(1875) p. 223.
99 The chief sources of this theosophy are, apart from the Hasidic books
mentioned above, Eleazar’s  published by Jellinek in 

 No. 27 (1862) p. 7–15 and his treatise  in several Mss., e.
g. Munich 285.
100 Cf. Aptowitzer  p. 345 who also corrects Epstein’s
erroneous interpretation of the subject in Hahoker II p. 38–40. Saadia’s
teaching on the Kavod has recently been analysed by Al. Altmann, in
Saadya Studies ed. Rosenthal (1943) p. 4–25. He has shown that with
Saadia this conception is but a rationalization of the older teaching of
Merkabah mysticism on the same subject, and is not borrowed from
Islamic sources.
101 Eleazar of Worms  p. 9.
102 Cf. Otsar Nehmad III p. 65 and Jacob Freimann  p. 15–16,
49–56 (a collection of quotations).
103 The terms are  p.6) and 

 1543). The identity of  and  is stressed
very often, e. g. in the  and .
104  p. 6 uses the expression . Such a
“communion” with the Shekhinah would have been repulsive to many



Talmudic teachers (cf. Ketuboth f. 111b where the rhetoric question is
asked ).
105 Eleazar of Worms  p. 9.
106  Ms. Parma Derossi 1390 f. 120b 

. Of this  it is said that it is 
.

107 The same Ms. f. 127a.
108 Sefer Raziel f. 12b.
109  p. 9–10.
110 From the ; Otsar Nehmad III p. 65.
111 Sefer Hasidim  979.
112 Cf.  ed. Urbach p. 201.
113  chapter VII (Beth Ha-Midrash II p. 45)—but no mention is
made there of his appearance on the throne!
114 On the Cherub cf. the passages quoted by Epstein in Hahoker II pp.
38–39, 43–44, and those collected by Naftali Treves in his prayerbook,
Thiengen 1560 ( ) which have escaped Epstein. Much material
on the Cherub is found in Elhanan ben Yakar’s writings in two Mss. of the
JThS in New York.
115 Donnolo, ed. Castelli p. 40;  f. 7b/c;  p. 13.
116 Eleazar of Worms in  p. 14.
117 Schreiner in REJ vol. 29 p. 207 (on Malik al-Sejdulani of Ramleh and
Benjamin Nahawendi); Schahrastani transl. Haarbruecker vol. I p. 256;
Kirkisani transl. Nemoy in HUCA VII p. 386.
118 Poznanski in REJ vol. 50 (1905) p. 10–31. Nemoy seems to have
overlooked this important article.
119 Epstein loc. cit.
120 Cf.  p. 14 (instead of  the reading here is ); 

 in Hahoker II p. 44; Elhanan ben Yakar  Ms. New
York JThS 838 f. 104a.
121 Cf. Otsar Nehmad vol. III p. 80–81.
122 I discovered these fragments of the totally unknown book in Ms.
Adler 1161 of the JThS in New York f. 70b/71b and 72b/73a. (

). The “mysterious” title  signi�es,



as I am informed by S. Liebermann, “Samuel’s book”, cf. Ketuboth 43b.
Speaking of the Kavod Samuel says f. 73a: 

123 These speculations are found in the  p. 13–14 and already
in the fragments from  (see last note).
124 Baba Bathra 25a.
125  ed. Kamelhar p. 32.
126 Cf.  p. 13; cf. also MGWJ vol. 78 (1934) p. 495.

127 Ms. Adler 1161 f. 71b: . This, as
far as I am aware, is the earliest reference in Jewish mystical literature to
a duality of the two terms  and . It seems to have originated in
the later Aggadah, where we �nd in Midrash Mishle ed. Buber 47a a
passage such as the following: .
128 Epstein in his afore-mentioned article in Hahoker vol. II.
129 Cf. my article on this subject in MGWJ 75 (1931) p. 172–190.
130  f. 20 a/d and passim;  p. 39; Sefer Hasidim 1514.
131 Cf. note 114 to the second lecture.
132  p. 14.
133  f. 23b:
134 Ibid. f. 29c.
135 Ibid f. 28d.
136  p. 34.
137  f. 20d.
138 Ibid f. 20a.

NOTES TO LECTURE IV

ABRAHAM ABULAFIA AND THE DOCTRINE OF PROPHETIC KABBALISM

1  Fuerth 1701.
2 Cf. my book  (1938) chapter IV.



3 First published 1831. The best edition of this highly interesting book
appeared in Warsaw in 1868 under the title .
4 Ms. British Museum 749 f. 10–28; Guenzburg 691 (formerly Coronel
129).
5 An analysis of the idea of  and its development in Judaism is a
desideratum. Cf. Ibn Ezra on Psalm I, 3; Nahmanides on Deuter. XI, 22
and on Job XXXI, 7; Ezra ben Solomon (published in my book 
1930 p. 197�.). Ezra quotes as a saying of his teacher Isaac the Blind: 

 (Pseudo-Nahmanides on ,
1763, f. 8d).
6 Cf. the articles on  in  (1876) f. 15 f., and in 
(1876) f. 24�.
7 R. Phineas of Koretz gives a very illuminating paraphrase in Yiddish. He
“translates” the words  mus sich arain gain in Haschem, cf. 

 (1876) p. 14.
8 Published in Berlin 1922.
9 The description of the experience of the High Priest in entering the Holy
of Holies on the day of Atonement has such an ecstatical character, cf.
Zohar III, 67a and 102a; Zohar Hadash (1885) f. 19a and 21a.
10 Cf. the bibliography.
11 Jellinek, Philosophie und Kabbala p. 23.
12 I know of some Kabbalists in Jerusalem who copied manuscripts of one
of the most di�cult of Abula�a’s books, not in order to sell them but for
the sake of their own work.
13 Jehudah Hayat in the preface to his commentary  on the book 

 Mantua 1558.
14 Moses Cordovero and Hayim Vital quote him more than once as a high
authority, not to mention minor Kabbalists. Eliezer Eilenburg, a German
Kabbalist (ca. 1555) says of Abula�a’s  in rhymed prose 

 and  (Ms.
New York JThS 891 f. 101a).
15 The Kabbalists used to quote all sorts of variations on Maimonides’
saying (in  IV, 13): 
16 Of two great Kabbalists of the 13th century, the brothers Jacob and
Isaac Hakohen of Soria, we know on very good authority 



 cf. Tarbiz vol. III p. 261.
17 The following account is based chie�y on the fragment of Ab.s 

 published by Jellinek in Beth Ha-Midrash vol. III p. XL �. of the
introduction. Many other details are to be found in his commentaries on
his own prophetical writings, cf. Steinschneider’s analysis of Ms. Munich
285 in his Catalogue of the Hebrew Mss. in Munich (1895) p. 142–146.
18 Koch, Meister Eckhart und die Juedische Religionsphilosophie des
Mittelalters, in Jahresbericht der Schlesischen Gesellschaft fuer
vaterlaendische Kultur 1928 (p. 15 of the reprint).
19 Abula�a’s commentary on the Moreh is extant in two versions: a) 
Ms. Munich 408; Erlanger Memorial Collection 96 in JThS; b)  of
which more than 25 manuscripts are known. Some pieces of it were
printed (anonymously) in the Kabbalistical collection  (Ferrara
1556) f. 23–31.
20 According to  Ms. Oxford 1580 f. 17a.
21 The list of these commentaries is printed in Beth Ha-Midrash vol. III p.
XLII.
22  Ms. Paris 7701; JThS 835, cf. my article on the author and
the book in EJ III col. 1105.

23 
24 In 1279 he is full of praise for these pupils, cf. the passage in Jellinek’s 

 German part p. 17 note 4. By 1282 he writes rather coolly
about them (  Ms. Munich 285f. 21b) and 1285 he says bitterly 

 (Beth Ha-Midrash III p. XLI).
25 Cf. MGWJ vol. 36 (1887) p. 558.
26 Fragments of one of these earlier works  are extant in Ms.
Vatican 291; of the book  in Ms. Oxford 1658.
27 A. H. Silver, A History of Messianic Speculation in Israel (1927) p. 146
has been the �rst to see this connection.
28 The account is published in MGWJ vol. 36 p. 558.
29  published by Jellinek in Jubelschrift zum 70. Geburtstage des
Prof. H. Graetz (1887) p. 65–85.
30 MGWJ vol. 36 p. 558. Zinberg, The History of Jewish Literature vol. III
(1931) p. 52 quotes a poem of one of Abula�a’s admirers who complains



bitterly of these persecutions. Solomon ben Adreth attacked him for his
activities in Sicily as a prophet and quasi-Messiah (cf.  No. 548).
31  p. 76.
32 In his  on Genesis Ms. Parma Derossi 141 f. 16b and 28b.

33 Ibid f. 16b: 

34 Ibid f. 28b: 
35 Cf. Landauer in Literaturblatt des Orients vol. VI (1845) col. 473. He
even speaks of Abula�a as a “rationalistic Christian” (!), ibid. col. 590.
The same misinterpretation is given by S. Bernfeld.
36 Cf.  p. 71. The Mss. of his books are full of polemical passages,
especially the  Ms. Munich 584 (partly incorporated into the 
1784 f. 50–56).
37 Cf.  p. 71 col. b. He enlarges on such “trinitarian” ideas,
especially in the  using the terminology of  and  for
the three aspects of the intellect which are explained in other metaphors
in the passage quoted in note 75. In  Ms. Enelow Memorial Coll. 858

of the JThS f. 26b he says: 
38 Cf.  Hebrew part p. 19; Philosophie u. Kabbala p. 38. One of
Ab.’s treatises,  Ms. Sassoon 56 is written especially

against 
39 Cf. his , a very illuminating piece (from the ) published
by Jellinek in the collectanea following his edition of the  p. 86.
40 Ms. Enelow Memorial Coll. in the JThS  702 f. 22b: 

. His epistle 
ed. Jellinek in Auswahl kabbal. Mystik p. 13–28 is one of his refutations of
personal attacks. Here he says likewise: 



41 Cf. the text printed in Philosophie und Kabbala p. 44 to which must be
added the introductory part found in my book  p. 26.
42 In the preface of his  Ms. Enelow Memorial Coll. (in JThS) No.
858 f. 2b .
43 Literaturblatt des Orient vol. VI col. 345. S. Bernfeld (in ) and
Guenzig have accepted Landauer’s theory without research of their own.
44 Proof of the accuracy of the description now following is to be found in
the translation appended to this lecture, and in Abula�a’s great systematic
manuals, especially the  and .
45 He refers to  p. 18 (the phrase occurs
several times in his unpublished writings).
46 Ibid. p. 20.
47 Samdhi-nirmocana Sutra ou Sutra détachant les noeuds, ed. Lamotte,
Paris 1935.

48 Thus he parallels the meaning of the metaphor 
49  Ms. Munich 58 f. 322b. The text of the passage is printed in the

 (1784) f. 52d/53a.

50 Philosophie und Kabbala p. 15: 
51 Cf.  Ms. Munich 285 f. 75b: 

52 In his  in the same Ms. he says: 
53 Cf.  p. 71; Philosophie und Kabbala p. 20 where he uses the

phrase  In his 
part VII, he gives the Gematria 
54  (written 1280). I know of about 25 manuscripts. Further
details cf. in my book  p. 24–30.
55  (written 1285) extant in no less than �fteen Mss. I have used
Ms. Munich 92. Already Jellinek has justly pointed out that this is an
exceedingly interesting work, cf. Philosophie und Kabbala p. 39.
56  (written 1291), also extant in about �fteen Mss. I have used Ms.
Munich 285.  in Ms. Paris Bibl. Nat. 774.
57 Cf. e. g. Philosophie und Kabbala p. 18–20.



58 A full elaboration of the technique of association has been published
by me (from ) in Kirjath Sefer vol. XXII (1945) p. 161–171.
59 Ibid. p. 44–45, from  I have translated several passages in
accordance with the better readings of Ms. 8  540 of the Hebrew
University Library.
60 These seven stages are described by Abula�a in his 
Philosophie und Kabbala p. 1–4.
61 Cf.  p. 25.
62 Ibidem. In his  Abula�a says: 

63  Ms. Munich 285 f. 37b: 

 Cf. also the passage
quoted in note 40.
64  printed at the end of  p. 85.
65  Ms. Munich 408 f. 67a: .
66 Particularly in his commentaries on Maimonides’ Moreh.
67 Examples of this are to be found in  p. 27, 29; Philosophie
und Kabbala p. 40–41; Moses Cordovero’s  ch. XXI, 1 (from
Abula�a’s ).
68 See the sources quoted in the last note.
69 Cf. the passage published in my book  p. 27.
70  Ms. Ambrosiana (Milano) 53 f. 157b: 

71 Cf.  Ms. Munich 285 f. 90a: 

72  Ms. Munich 285 f. 39b Abula�a quotes his own prophecy i.e. the
divine voice speaking to him, and gives his own interpretation. 



73 Sanhedrin 38a: . The words  and  have the same
numerical value 314.
74 Cf.  p. 25;  p. 70–71.
75  Ms. Munich 285 f. 26b. The Hebrew text reads: 

76 This is in accordance with Maimonides’ theology and borrowed
therefrom.

77  Ms. Ambrosiana 53 f. 164b: 
78 Cf.  p. 225–230.
79 Cf. my article, Eine Kabbalistische Deutung der Prophetie als
Selbstbegegnung, in MGWJ vol. 74 (1930) p. 285–290.
80 Gen. Rabba ed. Theodor p. 256.
81 Cf. the complete text in the article quoted in note 79.
82 This statement is found in Ibn Ezra’s commentary on Daniel X, 21.
83 On the ecstatic sensation of anointment cf. the quotation from Abula�a
in Johanan Alemanno  ed. Halberstadt 31a;  p. 228. On 

 cf. the passage quoted in note 72.
84 The terms  and  occur very often, cf.  p. 15,
17.
85  Ms. Munich 58 f. 322b.
86 Cf. the passage quoted in note 38.
87 The Se�roth are  in the passage from  (note 85). The 

 is  Ms. Jerusalem 8° 540 f. 13b.
88 Philosophie und Kabbala p. 11.



89 Ibid. p. 4.
90 Cf.  Ms. Parma Derossi 141 f. 19a. 

91 The same Ms. f. 12b �. 

92 He had been attacked for defending the eternity of the world, as
related by him in  Ms. Munich 58 f. 327b. Elsewhere he suggests a
solution of his own for the problem.
93 Cf. Jellinek, Auswahl kabbalistischer Mystik, German part p. 20;
Steinschneider in Hebr. Bibliographie vol. XIV p. 8 and p. VII
(corrections).
94 Cf. Philosophie und Kabbala p. 22, 43–44.
95  p. 30 and the words of his disciple quoted on p. 150.
96  Ms. Vatic. 291 f. 29a in a lengthy passage.
97  Ms. Munich 10 f. 172b 

 (cf. Sanhedrin 65b).
98  published in Edelmann’s  (1856) f. 42–45; cf. my
remarks on it in Tarbiz vol. VI No. 3 p. 94.
99  �rst edition Amsterdam 1648. In Kabbalistical manuscripts
there still exist a large number of other works of this genre including some
fairly interesting ones in the very valuable Ms. Sassoon 290.
100 These two books are  Ms. Jerusalem 8° 416 (cf.  p. 89–
91) and  Ms. Vienna, Library of the Jewish Community 260
(Schwarz p. 203–204).
101 Cf. the text published in Kirjath Sepher vol. VII (1930/31) p. 153.
102 Cf.  p. 34 and Kirjath Sepher vol. I p. 127–139.
103 Mss. Jerusalem and Columbia University Library X 893—Sh 43.
Several pages of the autobiography have been lost by accident and are not
included in the latter Ms. The two other Mss. are Leiden (Warner 24, 2)
and Gaster 954 (now in the British Museum).



104 The original text was published by me in Kirjath Sepher I (1924) p.
130–138. In some places, particularly in the last part, my translation
follows the much better readings of Ms. Leiden. Some passages at the
beginning and at the end have not been translated as having no direct
connection with the subject matter.
105 Hebrew . This is indeed the Su�c term mahw. Abula�a himself
alludes to this notion when he says, with reference to the Name, that he is

 — a play of words on a Talmudic saying concerning 
 cf. his  (after  p. 86).

106 This description gives an accurate picture of the actual content of the
bulk of Abula�a’s works.
107 This  is construed from letters of the three verses Exodus
XIV, 19–21, each of which consists of 72 letters, cf. Blau, Das altjuedische
Zauberwesen (1898) p. 139. The major part of Abula�a’s  is a
guide to meditation on these 72 names whose parts and combinations are
here inscribed in a large number of circles, each of them serving for a
special meditation.
108 Kiddushin 71a.
109 Perhaps the correct translation should be: “For every attainment in
Kabbalah is only an accident in relation to its substance, even if, for us, it
be the substance itself.” The Hebrew text reads: 

110 Cant. II, 4 . The Midrash reads homiletically  as though
God says “and his skipping over me.” The Kabbalist gives to this
“skipping” a new meaning.
111 See above p. 139, the passage on self-confrontation.
112 This degree of mystical meditation and perception of the Divine is
mentioned by Moses ben Nahman in his commentary on Genesis XVIII: 

Abula�a himself mentions it several times in his writings. It seems to be
connected with the  cf. note 132 to the second lecture.



NOTES TO LECTURE V

THE ZOHAR I: THE BOOK AND ITS AUTHOR

1 Cf. the manuscript published by M. J. Guttmann under the title 
 (Bilgoraj 1931),  117 p. 26. The Baal-Shem, the

founder of Hasidism, is credited with the saying: “When I open the
book Zohar, I behold the whole universe,” cf.  f. 6b.
2  published Mantua 1558. The book is sometimes ascribed
to R. Perez of Barcelona, cf. my remarks in  vol. XXI (1945) p.
284–287. In any event it is certain to have been written by a pupil
of Solomon ben Adreth. An analysis of the book has been attempted
with doubtful success by David Neumark  vol. I
(1921) p. 192–204, 303–322. Neumark proceeds on the false
assumption that the Maarekheth is older than the Zohar. He goes so
far as to assert (p. 206) that without the Maarekheth, the Zohar
would never have been written.
3 The previous stages of this discussion, which was frequently
carried on without the necessary philological groundwork, are
represented by some books and essays included in the bibliography
on this lecture.
4 Cf. Geschichte der Juden vol. VII third ed. (1894) p. 424–442.
5 Cf. e. g. A. Kaminka  in  (1937)
p. 171–180, and by the same author  in Sinai vol. VII
(1940) p. 116–119. These essays are typical of a form of “scienti�c”
literature with which I do not propose to deal in this book.
6 Cf. my opening lecture at the Hebrew University,  vol. I
(1926) p. 16–29.
7 Here it may be permissible to mention that I have prepared a
special dictionary of the language of the Zohar which I hope will see
the light one day. The work on this dictionary has done more than
anything else to convince me of the correctness of the views which I
have advanced in this lecture.



8 The usual editions of the Zohar comprise three volumes, the
pagination of which is the same as that of the editio princeps Mantua
1558–1560. (Only three folio editions include all this material in
one volume, Cremona 1560 etc.) I am quoting by volume and
folium. To this must be added the volume containing the Tikkune
Zohar (also printed �rst in Mantua 1558) and the volume entitled
Zohar Hadash. This title does not signify that this is a “new Zohar,”
an imitation of the old one, as some writers have suggested, but that
it contains those parts of the Zohar and the Tikkunim which were
missing in the manuscripts used by the editors of the Mantua
versions. The material was collected chie�y by Abraham Halevi
Berokhim from Mss. found in Safed and includes some of the most
important texts. I am quoting from the ed. Warsaw 1885. All the
editions of these three “parts” are enumerated in my Bibliographia
Kabbalistica (1927) p. 166–182.
9 This is simply an Aramaic metaphrase of the Hebrew term 

 is used Zohar II, 239a in the same sense as in this title.
10 Zohar II, 176b–179a. No scienti�c value can be attached to Paul
Vulliaud’s Traduction Intégrale du Siphra di-Tzeniutha (Paris 1930),
cf. MGWJ vol. 75 (1931) p. 347–362, 444–448.
11 Zohar III, 127b–145a.
12 In my review of Vulliaud’s book (cf. note 10) I have dealt more
fully with these links between the two texts.
13 Zohar III, 287b–296b.
14 Ibid. II, 127a–146b. It is quoted or rather alluded to in the Idra
Rabba, but the later Kabbalists did not know where to look for it.
From quotations in an old Kabbalistic work,  (written 1328)
it is clear which part is really meant. In our editions it is simply a
part of the section Terumah.
15 Ibid. I, 38a–45b and II, 244b–268b (in two parts: a) 244–262b on

 b) 262b–268b on ).
16 Ibid. II, 70a–78a. The continuation of II, 75a is found in Zohar
Hadash (1885) f. 35b–37c.



17 One text is incorporated in the bulk of the Zohar, the other bears
a special title which is clearly an imitation of the pseudo-
Aristotelian secretum secretorum well known in the Middle Ages,
which includes a chapter on physiognomics. The Hebrew translation

 of this treatise has been published by Gaster, Studies and
Texts vol. III; cf. p. 268–271 
18 Zohar II, 94b (bottom) — 114a.
19 Ibid. III, 186a–192a.
20 Cf. ibid. I, 238b �.; II, 166a; Zohar Hadash 9a.
21 Ibid. III, 161b–174a.
22 Ibid. I, 74a–75b, 76b–80b, 88a–90a, 97a–102a, 108a–111a,
146b–149b. (According to several manuscripts, the piece I, 15a–22b
contains the Sithre Torah on ).
23 Ibid. I, 62, 74, 97, 100b, 107b, 121, 147, 151, 154, 161b, 165,
232, 233b, 251; II, 4a, 12b, 68b, 74, 270b; III, 49, 73b, 270b; Zohar
Hadash 1d, 3a, 105a, 122b.
24 Zohar Hadash f. 61d–75a.
25 Ibid. f. 56d–58d.
26 Ibid. f. 1–9.
27 Ibid. f. 37c–41a.
28 The sections  of the Midrash Ha-Neelam are printed
in the Zohar Hadash f. 2–26; from  to  I, 97a–140a;  in
Zohar Hadash f. 27–28. Zohar II, 4a–5b, 14a–22a contains the
Midrash Ha-Neelam to .
29 Zohar Hadash f. 75a–90b. Ibid. f. 90–93 there is also a piece
styled 
30 The  is scattered through vols. II and III of the editions,
although in the manuscripts it is generally found together in
separate copies. The Ms. tradition of this part di�ers distinctly from
that of the aforementioned ones. The bulk of the R. M. is printed II,
114a–121a, III, 97–104, 108b–112a, 121b–126a, 215a–259b, 270b–
283a.



31 There are considerable di�erences of arrangement between the
editio princeps of the Tikkune Zohar Mantua 1558 which, it is true, is
not to be relied upon, and later editions.
32 Zohar Hadash f. 31a–37c and 93c–122b. To the Tikkune Zohar
belongs also the passage I, 22a–29b.
33 On the title-page of the Cremona edition of 1560, a  is
mentioned as a part incorporated in that edition. Which part this
refers to is not quite clear, but it appears to be col.56–72, where
every paragraph begins with the formula . This piece is printed
in the vulgata editions as an addition at the end of the �rst volume,
ed. Vilna f. 256a–262a. Later imitations are: I f. 211b–216a an
imitation of the Midrash Ha-Neelam (found already in Ms. Vatican.
Casa dei Neo�ti 23); the so-called Zohar on Ruth, cf. Bibliographia
Kabbalistica p. 183; a chapter called  is mentioned by
Azulai and extant in Ms. Paris Bibl. Nat. 782, as well as in Vital’s
copies from older Kabbalistic Mss.
34 London 1931–1934. This translation is not always correct but it
conveys a clear impression of what the Zohar is. It is to be regretted
that too much has been omitted. The innumerable deliberate
falsi�cations of the French translator, Jean de Pauly, are of course
not to be found in this more solid and workmanlike translation.
35 The only attempt to separate “authentic” parts from
“interpolations” has been made by Ignaz Stern, Versuch einer
umstaendlichen Analyse des Sohar, in Ben Chananja vols. I–V
(1858–1862). The argument amounts to a complete reductio ad
absurdum of the author’s own thesis, as I have shown in the case of
the  in MGWJ vol. 75 p. 360. Notwithstanding this fact, it
is a very interesting essay and much can be learned from it.
36 His preference for sentences with  re�ects the mediaeval use
of Hebrew .
37 E. g.  instead of  and vice versa 

 instead of  etc. Most common is the
preposterous  for “I have learned.”



38 E. g.  etc., or  which is clearly
mediaeval Hebrew.
39  in the sense of “to deal with
something” is 13th century use of the Hebrew .
40 He frequently uses  in the sense of “with” e. g. 
appears in the most unlikely places.
41 E. g.  (Hyle!), .
42 The author derived this Arabic use of  from David Kimhi’s 

 sub voce .
43 Especially in phrases such as 
meaning always angels of wrath and even demons (= ).
44 = Spanish endulzar. The later Hebrew phrase  is
taken from the Kabbalistic language of the Zohar. Already Simeon
Duran  (Part III  57) endeavoured to explain this highly un-
Midrashic parlance.
45 Preposterous, too, is the standing expression  “they
accompanied him three miles.” The author here confused  and 
!
46 —he goads the donkey . The author obviously thought
that the word had something to do with . The contention of Sh.
Pushinski that there was an authentic Aramaic usage of  in the
sense employed in the Zohar is baseless. The material collected by
him  in Yavneh vol. II, 1940, p. 140–147 clearly proves
the exact contrary of his own thesis.
47  (talm. ) cf. I, 67a  etc. The
explanation o�ered by R. Margulies in  on I, 46b has no
philological base.
48  based on a misunderstanding of the translation of Numbers
XI, 12  in Targum Onkelos . The author mistook
the Midrashic interpretation for a literal translation!
49 He confuses the Aramaic  which never signi�es anything but
thirst, with the Hebrew  particularly as substitute in the



Talmudic quotation (Megillah 28b)  which now
becomes  and !
50 See note 45.
51 Of this genre are e. g.  (a most fantastic
development!) .
52 E. g.  in the sense of making counterfeit coins — a
very awkward phrase with an interesting “history.”
53  etc.
54 This is the case with  “dross” which is not Greek as R. Eisler
assumed MGWJ vol. 69 p. 364 �. and I believed with him for some
time, but a delicate deformation of the Talmudic . Of the same
kind are  etc.
55 This has been pointed out already by Graetz in the �rst edition
vol. VII p. 503, but the whole paragraph has somehow disappeared
in the third edition!
56 Cf. the literature quoted in note 10.
57 There are more than 125 compounds of this kind in many
hundreds of places.
58 This is not an allusion to Trinitarianism, but refers to the
doctrine of the three parts of the soul, which the author expounds in
the following pages.
59 E. g.  (I, 39a),  (I, 33a), 

 (I, 241a) etc. The author has a predilection for
ending such “formulae” with the word .
60  etc., in hundreds of places.
61 This was the assumption of the late Dr. H. G. Enelow in the
Introduction to part III of his edition of Israel Nakawa’s Menorath
Ha-Maor (1931) p. 34.
62 Cf. my essay on this question in the yearbook Zion vol. I (1926)
p. 40–55, to which much could be added.
63  II, 94b is based, as my late lamented colleague Samuel
Klein has told me, on a misreading of a passage in Megillah 6a also



found in En Yaakob.
64 In a note to my essay mentioned in note 62, p. 56. The recent
attempt of R. Margulies to “vindicate” the author of the Zohar by
pointing to a Talmudical passage which mentions  and 
together (and according to M.’s interpretation “as neighbouring
places”) is pure apologetics, cf. his article in Sinai vol. V (1941) p.
237–240. The Zohar has clearly misunderstood the Tosefta quoted
by Margulies in the same way as Margulies himself.
65 Cf. Sabbath 33b ( ). There is no point in M.
Kunitz’ “reinterpretation” of the passage, cf.  (1815)  67.
66 Zohar III, 144b, 200b, 240b.
67 Cf. Zohar Hadash f. 22c on  and the source in
Pesahim 86b. Cf. also Bacher, Agada der Tannaiten vol. I p. 448.
68 Typical is the case of R. Haggai in Zohar III, 158a who owes his
mythical existence to a remark on the Amora of this name in Abodah
Zarah 68a.
69 Zohar I, 11a and often in .
70 Cf. Gaster’s article s. v. Zohar in Encyclopedia of Religion and
Ethics ed. Hastings vol. XII (1921) p. 858–862. A good many
statements in this article do not bear serious investigation.
71 Cf.  chapter 3.
72  often in the R. M. to .
73 A list of such passages was compiled as early as 1635 by Aaron
Selig ben Moses of Zolkiew in chapter 5 of his , Cracow
1635.
74 A Tel-Avivian scholar, Reuben Margulies, has begun to publish
an annotated edition of the Zohar, in which many of the Rabbinical
references are mentioned. It is a very useful book for every student
of the Zohar, but the author is careful to avoid any expression of
opinion sounding of “criticism” and has in many cases adopted
apologetic methods of very doubtful value in order to “explain
away” di�culties raised by modern criticism. Yet the “parallels”
quoted by him tell the story of the Zohar and its sources to every



critical reader, in rather �agrant contradiction to his own apologetic
attitude.
75 L’exegèse biblique dans le Zohar, in REJ vol. 22 (1891) p. 33–46,
219–229.
76 Cf. J. L. Zlotnik  (Jerusalem
1939) p. 5–16. As in the case of so many other modern defenders of
the “antiquity” of the Zohar, the facts which he presents with much
proof of erudition but without critical analysis, prove precisely the
opposite of what he infers from them.
77 It is easily forgotten that only the “Zabian” theory of Maimonides
made this explanation of the nature of paganism possible. The
author has combined the de�nitions of  I, 1–2 with those
given in Moreh Nebukhim III, 29. This is clearly re�ected in passages
like Zohar I, 56b, 99b; II 69a, 112a; III, 206b.
78 Cf. on Ezra and Azriel Tishby’s introduction to his edition of
Azriel’s Perush Ha-Aggadoth (Jerusalem 1945) and his studies in
Sinai vol. VIII (1945) p. 159–178 and Zion vol. IX (1944) p. 178–
185. The Zohar made particular use of Ezra’s commentary on the
Song of Songs and that of Azriel on the prayers.
79 The author of the Zohar used Nahmanides’ , his
commentary to the Torah and that to Job. Very illuminating for the
manner in which the author read his sources is Zohar III, 23a as
compared with its obvious source in Nahmanides to Job XXXVIII,
36.
80  does not signify “a point” or “one point” but “the centre”
I, 15a, 30b, 71b ( ) 229a; II, 157a, 259a, 268a; III,
250a etc. All this is found in passages which cannot be isolated from
their context.
81 The most striking passage is to be found in  (Hanau 1615)
f. 55a/b. The Zohar has only added the combination of these ideas
and terms with the theory of the Se�roth of which Gikatila makes
no use in this connection. Other Kabbalists before Gikatila have
spoken of the divine Hokhma as a point, but the term  and
the combination with the idea of the primordial Torah is his.



82 Cf. note 74.
83 S. A. Neuhausen (Baltimore)  (1937), which is much
fuller than the list given by Zunz, Gesammelte Schriften vol. I p. 12–
13.
84 Cf. Zohar I, 34b: .
85 An excellent example is provided by the comparison of Pesahim
3b and Zohar II, 124a.
86 Very characteristic in this regard is the mythology of the “great
dragon” II, 35a and the way it has been connected with the Aggadah
on the  in Hagigah 12a.
87 An analysis of the commentary on Genes. I (Zohar I, 15a–22a)
shows most clearly how these di�erent modes of thought coexist in
one context of close literary uniformity.
88 The texts of the Kabbalist brothers of Soria and of Moses of
Burgos have been published by me in two studies  vol. II
(1927) and Tarbiz vol. II–V (1931–1934). Todros Abula�a’s 
was printed in a full edition, Warsaw 1879. His  (Ms. Munich
209 etc.) still awaits publication.
89 For an example see Bacher in REJ vol. 22 (1891) p. 137–138;
vol. 23 p. 133–134.
90 Cf. Karl Preis, Die Medizin im Zohar, MGWJ vol. 72 (1928).
91 D. Neumark’s attempt to prove the existence of major doctrinal
di�erences between the “original books,” such as the Sifra Di-
Tseniutha and the Idras, and the Midrash Ha-Zohar has been
unsuccessful; it is based on quite a few unwarranted assumptions, cf.

 vol. I p. 204–245.
92 A number of texts bearing on this question are to be found in the
studies quoted in note 88.
93 Published Koretz 1784 and in a much better edition Lemberg
1893. This outstanding work still awaits an adequate analysis.
94 Cf. E. Gebhardt, Mystics and Heretics in Italy at the End of the
Middle Ages (1923); E. Benz, Ecclesia Spiritualis (1934).



95 Zohar III, 136a in the correct reading preserved by Menahem
Recanati  (Basle 1580) f. 21b: 
96 This idea is mentioned many times in the writings of the
Temunah-circle, cf. speci�cally David ibn Zimra’s quotation from
one of them (in his  Amsterdam 1714 f. 49b) 

 and Ms. Vatican. 223 f. 197 the far-
reaching conclusion (in a text not much later than the Zohar)

97 Baer has suggested that a strong in�uence was exercised by the
Franciscan followers of Joaquim of Fiore, the so called Spirituals, on
the author of the Raya Mehemna, cf. his important essay in  vol. V
(1939) p. 1–44. I would, however, stress the di�erences between the
Zohar and the R.M. much more than Baer with whose judgment on
the historic rôle of the RM in Spain I disagree.
98 Cf. passages like II, 42b–43a, III, 257b and the “prayer of Elijah”
at the beginning of the Tikkunim. Many writers have been led astray
by considering these passages as genuine presentations of the
theology of the Zohar proper.
99 Cf. Stern’s analysis (note 35); Jacob Emden in  (1769).
100 Cf. Abraham Zaccuto  (1857) p. 88, quoting from Isaac
of Acre’s diary .
101 Most illuminating in this respect are the beginnings of Idra
Rabba III, 127b using a formula from the Midr. Ha-N. in Zohar
Hadash f. 16a; the beginning of Idra Zutta III, 287b quoting a story
told in the Midr. Ha-N. ibid. 18d �.; III, 191b quoting Zohar Hadash
f. 9a–10d.
102 Cf. e. g. Zohar Hadash 25c �. as compared with 1, 89a; Zohar
Hadash 19a, 21a as compared with III, 67a and 102a; Zohar Hadash
80 a/c and 18d as compared with I, 218a/b.
103 The two old-fashioned commentaries to the book show,
however, fairly clearly the real state of things, cf. Abraham
Mordecai Vernikovski ,
and Gershon Enoch Leiner  (Lublin 1903). It is curious that



Jellinek who published the second part ( , in Beth Ha-Midrash
III p. 131–140) did not recognize the truth.
104 Moses of Burgos calls the contemporary Kabbalists
cf. Tarbiz vol. V, p. 51.
105 Cf. e. g. the beginning of the R. M.-fragment II, 40b–41b and
the continuation II, 42–43. Some paragraphs from this part (never
from the Raya Mehemna) are indubitably quoted by Moses de Leon
before 1291.
106 Ms. Cambridge University Library Add. 1023 (written about
1370) f. 8a–11b. I have published it now in the Louis Ginzberg
Jubilee Volume (New York 1945), Hebrew Section, p. 425–446.
107 Some unidenti�ed quotations from the Zohar are found in
Recanati’s commentary on the Torah.
108 Cf. Zohar II, 32a.
109 Cf. Steinschneider, Polemische und apologetische Literatur
(1877) p. 360–362.
110 Cf. A. H. Silver, A History of Messianic Speculation p. 90–92.
(The date 1608 which he mentions as the year of Redemption is
based on a misunderstanding of the text).
111 Zohar II, 9b.
112 He mentions this town in the prefaces of his books until 1290.
Isaac of Acre relates that he was known among his contemporaries
as “Rabbi Moses of Guadalajara.”
113 He cannot have died in 1293 as has sometimes been suggested
—cf.  vol. I p. 20–22—since we possess a treatise by him
which must have been written later, the  Ms. Adler 1577
in JThS. The date given by Isaac of Acre is obviously correct.
114  Basle 1608, and  ed. Greenup, London
1911. I know of twenty books and smaller treatises written by him,
of which fourteen are, at least in part, still extant.
115 Ms. Cambridge Add. 505,4 and Warsaw, Library of the Jewish
Community 50. The lengthy fragment in Ms. Munich 47 which I
believed for some time to contain this book, is certainly from a work



of Moses de Leon’s but not the  cf. MGWJ vol. 71 (1927) p.
109–123.
116 No less than six manuscripts are extant. I have used Ms. British
Museum 759.
117 Cf. Tarbiz vol. III (1932) p. 181–183. Only after having
published this article did I �nd the whole quotation in the
Cambridge manuscript of the Zohar mentioned in note 106.
118 Cf. my article in Kirjath Sefer, vol. VI (1930) p. 109–118.
119 Isaac of Acre, too, speaks of Moses de Leon’s relations with
Joseph ben Todros Abula�a.
120 Bahya mentions the  only twice, but he uses it in many
other places. This has escaped the notice of many modern writers
but was recognized already 1589 by Moses Mordecai Margoliouth in

 f. 26b.
121 Cf. my essay in Kirjath Sefer, vol. IV (1928) p. 311 �.
122 Some early authors quote parts of the Zohar as 

 etc. And Moses de Leon himself
does the same in quoting Zohar I, 19b with the introduction 

 cf.  ch. 2.
123 Cf. Steinschneider, Gesammelte Schriften I (1925) p. 171–180.
St. did not know that the original Arabic text of Ibn Wakkar’s
voluminous work is still extant in Ms. Vatican. 203, cf. my article in
Kirjath Sefer, vol. XX (1944) p. 153–162.
124 Ms. Vatican, 203 f. 63b 

“As to what is found of the book Zohar, it is necessary to be
careful. To those passages that are in accordance with what I have
said he may pay attention, but to those that disagree he should pay
no attention, for there occur in the book very many errors.
Therefore, it is necessary to be careful and keep within bounds from
it in order not to make mistakes.” The Hebrew synopsis Ms. Oxford
1627 f. 11a is much shorter 



125 E. Zeller, Vortraege und Abhandlungen. Erste Sammlung
(second edition) 1875 p. 336.
126 The text of this testimony is printed in  (1857) p. 88f.,
and better in JQR vol. IV (1892) p. 361 �. Cf. also Graetz vol. VII
(1894) p. 427–430.
127 Ms. Adler 1589 in JThS (in a fragment of Isaac’s ) f.

123b:  (Castile
=) 
128 This epitheton is found in Graetz vol. IX (1866) p. 451.
129 Ibid. vol. VII (1894) p. 199.
130 It is interesting to note that almost everything that has been
said by Jewish rationalistic critics of the author of the Zohar was
said in almost identical words by Christian writers of a similar bent
about that great Byzantine mystic who wrote about 500 A.D. under
the assumed name of Dionysius the Areopagite, known from the
Acts of the Apostles XVII,34. As a matter of fact, the parallel
between these two groups of writings goes far beyond these
strictures on the genius and the character of their authors (See note
156). The position occupied by them in the history of Christian and
Jewish mysticism, respectively, is strikingly similar.
131 Ms. Guenzburg 771, cf. I. Zinberg, The History of Jewish
Literature [in Yiddish] vol. III (1931) p. 55.
132 This is especially true of parts of , of the  (Ms.
Vatican 212) and of the great fragment without title in Ms. Munich
47 (cf. note 115).
133 Parts of his  which are to be found (without title or name
of the author) in Ms. Vatican 428 f. 80–90 could easily be taken for
writings by Gikatila. On the other hand, it required some critical
analysis to ascertain that the important fragment New York JThS
851 f. 62–92 was really written by Gikatila and not by Moses de
Leon. This is part of a hitherto unknown commentary on the Torah
written in the vein of  and it can be conclusively shown that
Moses de Leon has made use of it.



134 Cf. the references given in  I p. 27.
135 This is borne out by the earliest manuscripts (e. g. Florence,
Laurentiana Pl. II Cod. 41, written 1325), although Isaac of Acre
quotes the book already as  (in his  Cod. Munich
17).
136 Cf.  I p. 27, note 40.
137  as a transitive verb; forms like  etc.; the
gerundival use of the in�nitive (  very
common in the Zohar);  in the sense of 

 “to settle a quarrel”  and many other
wrong constructions with  (cf. note 40);  instead of  — to
give only some characteristic examples all of which recur in the
Zohar.
138 A. Jellinek, Moses de Leon und sein Verhaeltnis zum Sohar
(1851), especially p. 24–36.
139 Thus the parable Zohar I, 170a is used and “edited” in 
Ms. Berlin Or. 833 f. 59b to serve as a simile for the gradual
acclimatization of the soul to the other world.
140 Zohar I, 20a and Zohar Hadash f. 71a as compared with 
f. 35b.
141 L. Ginzberg has suggested (Legends of the Jews vol. VI p. 123)
that Zohar III, 184b made use of Maimonides’ explanation of  in
his commentary in the Mishnah-Treatise Sanhedrin. It is precisely
this passage which Moses de Leon actually quotes in his treatment
of  in the .

142 Pesikta de-Rab Kahana ed. Buber f. 6a. .
143 In his  Ms. Brit. Museum f. 6 he quotes all the motifs and
associations of thought which occur in the passage on 

 Zohar I, 236b in the name of the
Pesikta. In particular, the surprising connection with Num. XXX, 14
in both passages is most interesting.
144 This was a favorite idea of Jellinek’s and was adopted by Graetz
vol. VII (1894) p. 200. Moses de Leon “quotations” from the Enoch



Book are published in  s. v.  (1860) f. 115a �. and
partly in Jellinek’s Beth Ha-Midrash III p. 195–197.
145 Cf. my book  p. 35.
146 The response in question is to be found in  No. 80. The 

 on several commandments which constitute the second part of 
 are extant in two versions. One is the printed one in

which Moses de Leon quotes a passage from this response as 
(  12). But there is another version in manuscript (e. g. in an
important codex which was some years ago in possession of Mr.
Jacob Zevi Joskowitz in Zelow, Poland) and there he quotes R. Hai

Gaon! 
147 David Luria  (1856 and 1887), ch. II.
148 Zohar III, 184b quotes a book . Moses de
Leon has a further legend on this Kasdiel, in his  Ms.
Schocken f. 82a.
149 The brief allusion in Zohar I, 15b to the three vowel points 

 is fully developed in the 
. For another example cf. Jellinek, Moses de Leon, p. 37.

150  12 .
151 Ms. Berlin Or. 833 f. 51a/b. The Hebrew text reads as follows: 

 

 [sic!] 

 In the same context we read
two pages later f. 52b–53a the following passage (at the beginning
of his exposition of the mysteries of Gan Eden): 



 [53a] 

152 Ibid. f. 58b: 

153 Jellinek, Moses de Leon, p. 21.
154 The following very interesting passage is found in  Brit.
Mus. f. 107–108a: 



 (I) 

155 In his  Ms. Berlin f. 32a. The passage is here ascribed
vaguely to  a perhaps because he did not want to mention
Aristotle’s name in so sublime a connection.
156 Steinschneider who thought little of Moses de Leon’s merits said
in his acid way: “Wie unser gewissenloser Buecherfabrikant
ueberhaupt gerne sich in Moralisation ergeht,” cf. his catalogue of
the Hebrew manuscripts in Berlin vol. II (1897) p. 39. This reminds
one of the naive exclamation of John of Scythopolis (about 540) the
�rst Greek commentator of Dionysius who said of pseudo-Dionysius
the Areopagite: “What a desperate human being would a writer
have to be who misused the names of so many sacred persons and
things from early Christian times for such a fabric of lies and who
yet proved to be for the rest so pious and enlightened a writer.”

NOTES TO LECTURE VI



THE ZOHAR II: THE THEOSOPHIC DOCTRINE

1 Of Abula�a’s commentary to the Torah (written in 1289 in
Messina) we still possess  to Genesis Ms. Parma 141, New
York JThS 843;  to Exodus Ms. New York 843: 

 to Numbers Ms. Ambrosiana 53;  to
Deuteron. Ms. Oxford 1805.
2 There can be little doubt in my opinion that the famous stanzas of
the mysterious Book Dzyan on which Madame H. P. Blavatsky’s
magnum opus, The Secret Doctrine, is based owe something, both in
title and content, to the pompous pages of the Zoharic writing called
Sifra Di-Tseniutha. The �rst to advance this theory, without further
proof, was L. A. Bosman, a Jewish Theosophist, in his booklet The
Mysteries of the Qabalah (1916) p. 31. This seems to me, indeed,
the true “etymology” of the hitherto unexplained title. Madame
Blavatsky has drawn heavily upon Knorr von Rosenroth’s Kabbala
Denudata (1677–1684), which contains (vol. II p. 347–385) a Latin
translation of the Sifra Di-Tseniutha. The solemn and magniloquent
style of these pages may well have impressed her susceptible mind.
As a matter of fact, H. P. B. herself alludes to such a connection
between the two “books” in the very �rst lines of Isis Unveiled (vol.
I p. 1) where she still refrains from mentioning the Book Dzyan by
name. But the transcription used by her for the Aramaic title shows
clearly what she had in mind. She says: “There exists somewhere in
this wide world an old Book … It is the only original copy now in
existence. The most ancient Hebrew document on occult learning — the
Siphra Dzeniuta — was compiled from it.” The Book Dzyan is therefore
nothing but an occultistic hypostasy of the Zoharic title. This
“bibliographical” connection between the fundamental writings of
modern and of Jewish Theosophy seems remarkable enough.
3 See second lecture, section 10.
4  a term used by Todros Abula�a, Moses of Burgos etc.
5  —a very common term.



6 Particularly the writings centering on the  and the 
, cf. my article in Korrespondenzblatt der Akademie der
Wissenschaft des Judentums 1928 p. 18 �.
7 Fourteenth century Kabbalists (e.g. David ben Jehuda in 
the oldest commentary on the Idra Rabba in the Zohar) refer to 

 which are above the Se�roth. Cf. also Cordovero’s 
chapter XI ( ).
8 See �rst lecture, section 4. The Zohar uses the Hebrew term 
without translating it into Aramaic. It was used �rst by Isaac the
Blind and his disciples.
9 Cf. the anthropomorphic passages in the book Bahir; Gikatila’s
preface to his Shaare Orah. The formula used in the text is found in
ibn Latif’s  9 and Emanuel Hai Rikki,  part one,
chapter 3  15.
10 Zohar III, 159a, cf. Tarbiz vol. III p. 38. The interpretation of the
passage found in the English translation vol. V p. 226 is incorrect.
11 Zohar III, 70a. The phrase itself is taken from the Sefer Yetsirah
ch. I, 6.
12 D. H. Joel, Die Religionsphilosophie des Sohar (1849),
particularly p. 179 �.
13 The most important enumeration and analysis of such symbols of
the Se�roth is contained in Gikatila’s . Also very valuable
are the  by an unknown Rabbi Moses (about 1325)—not
written by Moses de Leon, as has long been thought (cf. Kirjath Sefer
I p. 45–52)—and chapter 23 of Moses Cordovero’s 

.
14 Cf. my article, Bibel in der Kabbala, in EJ IV, col. 688–692. Very
typical of this attitude is the symbolic aura given to Levit. XVI, 3 

 in a large number of passages. It is interpreted as
meaning: Only when the Shekhinah (called ) is with a man, shall
he enter the holy place!
15. Cf. Bacher’s article REJ vol. 22 (1891) p. 37 �. Only the passage
II, 99a/b is from the real Zohar; the passages I, 26b and III, 110a are



from the Tikkunim and Raya Mehemna. Moses de Leon says 1290
that he has composed a Sefer Pardes

 (Ms. Munich
22 f. 128b).
16 Cf. Bacher loc. cit. p. 41–46, 219–229.
17 Cf. Zohar II, 99a/b and III, 152a.
18 III, 152a.
19 The author calls the Talmudic scholar  adding that 
is an abbreviation of  (III, 275b). Other examples in
Graetz, Geschichte der Juden, vol. VII p. 505–506.
20 See  ed. Koretz 1784 and better Przemysl 1883; 
Porizk 1786. Cf Graetz vol. VIII, note 8; S. A. Horodezky in
Hatekufah vol. X (1920) p. 283–329; Verus (A. Marcus), Der
Chassidismus (1901) p. 244–261. Marcus’ views on the authorship
of the book, which have been accepted by several recent writers (e.
g. by M. Kamelhar  in Sinai vol. III p. 122–148) are
entirely mistaken.
21 Many examples are given in the literature quoted in note 20.
22 Cf. Graetz loc. cit. and already Cordovero  (1883) f. 79–
80.
23 Hibbert Journal vol. 28 (1930) p. 762.
24 There are about ten editions of the book and a Latin translation
of large parts of it by Paulus Riccius, Portae Lucis, Augsburg 1516.
25 Waite’s Secret Doctrine in Israel, which �rst appeared 1913, has
been incorporated in his Holy Kabbalah (1929) which contains also
his earlier book, The Doctrine and Literature of the Kabbalah
(1902). The chapters taken from this book are unfortunately of very
little value.
26  III, 30b, or simply .
27 Zohar III, 11b, 70a.
28  II, 86a, or .



29 The terms  and  are those employed most frequently. III,
7a speaks of “
30 Cf. Das Buch Bahir, German transl. by G. Scholem  85.
31 The term  itself is not used in the main parts of the Zohar
but only in the Tikkunim. The Zohar speaks of . But III, 193b
we �nd the Aramaic . In the Idra Rabba III,

139b we read: 
32 This is the expression coined by Cordovero in his .
33 The chapter  in Cordovero’s magnum opus is devoted
to the discussion of this problem.
34 Cf. Zohar I, 245a bottom.
35 Cf. Zohar III, 10–11.
36 Zohar I, 16b.
37 Zohar I, 74a. The same symbolism is used I, 15a/b. Moses de
Leon expounds its meaning in many passages of his Hebrew books.
38 On  and  cf. Zohar II, 90a; III, 290a; on  I, 65b, 204a/b.
39 The tenth Se�rah is the  Zohar I, 11b.
40 Cf. Commentary to the Sefer Yetsirah ascribed to R. Abraham ben
David, in ed. Warsaw 1884 p. 5 col. a. On the true author of this
commentary cf. my essay in Kirjath Sefer IV p. 286–302.
41  (O�enbach 1714) f. 108b. The same idea is expressed
in the “preface” to Tikkune Zohar (Mantua 1558) f. 7a, and in a
more developed form in Peliah (1883) f. 14c.
42 Zohar I, 2a: Moses de Leon  p. 25. Cf. Isaac Hacohen 

 in Tarbiz vol. II p. 195, 206.
43 Jacob ben Shesheth  Ms. Oxford 1585 f. 28a/b.
He does not use the term  but speaks of 

. His friend Nahmanides uses
it in a veiled form in his (generally misunderstood) commentary on
Genesis I, 1.
44 In Moses de Leon’s  Ms. British Museum 759 f. 125–230.



45  a term very common in the writings of the Geronese
Kabbalists.
46 Zohar I, 15a. My translation di�ers considerably from that of the
printed English edition, but I cannot go into philological detail here.

47 The author plays on the Talmudic saying (Megillah 21b) 
48 Zohar I, 15a/b.
49 The Zohar I, 2a says of the divine  which is identi�ed with
wisdom . Cf. also III, 43a. Azriel of
Gerona states in his  Ms. Jerusalem f. 42b that  means 

, but he says also (ibid. f. 44a/b) that the essences 
 of everything are contained in .

50 Cf. Zohar I, 15b.
51 III, 65b . Azriel of Gerona speaks of Hokhmah as 

 and of Binah as  in
chapter I of his  which is found in the printed editions of
Yetsirah, the name of Nahmanides being given as that of the author.
52  Zohar III, 134b, or very often .
53 Shelley, Adonais LII.
54 Zohar I, 1b–2a, 30a, 85b; II, 126b �., 138–140b.
55 I, 15b. The same interpretation is given by all the disciples of
Isaac the Blind and Nahmanides.
56 Cf. the passages quoted in MGWJ vol. (1927) p. 118–119.
57 One of these pantheists is David ben Abraham Ha-Lavan (about
1300) whose  I have published 1936.
58 Zohar I, 240b.
59 I, 241a.
60 Cf. my analysis of this term in Tarbiz III p. 36–39.
61 Zohar I, 241a . Similar expressions are used
many times.
62 This idea is advanced as the mystical meaning of Psalm XIX, 5 

 cf. Zohar II, 137a.



63 These Hekhaloth are described at length in the Zohar I, 38–45
and II, 245a–262b.
64 Part of a lengthy passage in Moses de Leon’s  Ms. Brit.
Museum 759 f. 47b which contains a pantheistic paraphrase of a
passage in the Pesikta Rabbati ed. Friedmann f. 98b: 

65 They speak of  which corresponds exactly to the
term apokatastasis that played so large a part in the ideas of many
Christian mystics.
66 Cf.  f. 6b  Zohar II, 176a 

 III, 141a/b. The same Neoplatonic formula
is used by Christian mystics like Meister Eckhart, cf. A. Dempf,
Meister Eckhart (1934) p. 93. Cf. also Gabirol’s Fons Vitae ed.
Baeumker III, 33 and Jacob Guttmann, Die Philosophie Gabirols, p.
163.
67 Moses de Leon’s older contemporary, Isaac ben Jacob Hacohen,
has given a vivid description of such an ascent and descent of the
Shekhinah in the Se�rotic world in his  which I have
published in  vol. II (1927) p. 246.
68 Cordovero’s  (written 1548) appeared 1592 in Cracow,
his  (written 1567–68) in Brody 1881.
69 Elisha Gallico of Safed has a very illuminating passage on this
subject in the preface to his  Venice 1587 f. 2a.
70 Cf. Zohar I, 11b; II, 216a; III, 56a and a long disquisition on the
subject at the beginning of Moses de Leon’s .
71 Zohar II, 97a and 146b. These passages have only too frequently
been misinterpreted by modern writers. A very interesting parallel
passage is found in Moses de Leon’s  Ms. Berlin Or. 833 f.
36a: The devout may “adhere” to the Shekhinah but solely in her
“veiled state” in which she is called  (Exod. XX, 21). A real
mystical union exists only between the Shekhinah and her Master.



72 Zohar I, 21b–22a: (I)  (a symbol
of the Shekhinah) .
73 A �rst attempt to analyze this symbolism has been made by
Waite in the chapter on “The Mystery of Sex” in his Secret Doctrine
in Israel p. 235–269. But his analysis is built on the incorrect
hypothesis that the Zoharic term  means a sex mystery. As
a matter of fact, this term simply signi�es the whole of the ten
Se�roth, the mystical world of God, without any sexual or erotical
connotation.
74 Zohar I, 207b uses the term ; III, 7a .
75 The critics of Kabbalism have fastened on this point as proof of
its essentially pagan character. Cf. in particular the well documented
but very super�cial treatise by S. Rubin, Heidenthum und Kabbala,
Wien 1893, p. 85–114, and the eloquent polemics of the Yemenite
scholar Yahya Ka�h in his work against Kabbalism  Tel-
Aviv 1931.
76 Outstanding examples of this symbolism are to be found in Zohar
I, 162a; II, 128a/b; III, 5a/b and 26a.
77 M. D. Georg Langer, Die Erotik der Kabbala, Prag 1923.
78 Zohar III, 296a/b, in a mystical interpretation of Psalm CXXXII,
13. Here  is used as a sexual symbol. On the critics of this
symbolism cf. Simeon ibn Labi  (1795) f. 11b and 185b.
79 Cf. my German translation  36, 43, 44, 52, 90.
80 Ibid.  90.
81 The terms  and  are employed, particularly the
�rst.
82  taken from the Zohar II, 95a where it
symbolizes the Torah. As a symbol of the Shekhinah it is used by the
whole Lurianic school.
83 Cf.  (Venice 1763) vol. II f. 4a/b; Meir Poppers 

 (Amsterdam 1709) f. 7d.
84 Cf. Zohar I, 228b: .



85 See note 73.
86  — a formula originally employed by Ezra
ben Solomon, �fty years before the Zohar. In the latter’s language,
man is  (III, 139b).
87 Ezra says in  Ms. Oxford, Christ Church College 198 f.
7b:  Cf. Zohar
III, 83b.
88  (O�enbach 1715) f. 9a.
89 Zohar II, 41b; 216b; III, 77b.
90 Cf. the interpretation given in Zohar III, 77b of Zechariah XIV, 9
and III, 260b.
91 Cf. the same passage of the Zohar .
92 Zohar I, 164a and often.
93 . II, 34a.
94 The Zohar very often uses the verb  but only seldom the
substantive .
95 Nahmanides on Deuteron. XI, 22.
96 Sayings like Hagigah 9b:  are exceptional.
97 . Zohar I, 10b etc., cf. my note in Baer’s article in Zion
vol. V p. 30.
98  Ms. British Museum f. 35b.
99 Cf. Baer’s article in Zion vol. V. p. 1–44, and note 97 on the
previous lecture.
100 Zohar I, 249b.
101 Cf. L. Ginzberg, Legends of the Jews vol. V p. 325.
102 Ps.-Nahmanides , �rst edition
Rome 1546. Cf. my article in Kirjath Sefer vol. XXI p. 179–186.
103 Cf. Moses Cordovero  chapter IV  9.
104 I have published Moses of Burgos’  in Tarbiz vol. IV p.
208–225, cf. also the analysis ibid. III p. 272–286.



105 These ideas are developed in the numerous  of the 13th
century Kabbalists on the question of Adam’s sin. The classical
formula of the Zohar is given I, 12b; the essence of sin was: 

. The mystical term
for this destructive separation is . The term is frequently
employed by the Geronese school. Ezra ben Solomon says in his 

 Ms. Oxford, Christ Church College 198 f. 7b–8a that the
Tree of Life and the Tree of Knowledge were separated only by
Adam’s sin. The other symbolism quoted in the text is used by Meir
ibn Abu Sahula, a disciple of Solomon ben Adreth, in 

 (1875) p. 5.
106 Cf. Zohar I, 35b and 36b, where the origin of magical
knowledge is described as the direct consequence of the .
As a matter of fact, Bahya ben Asher (1291) de�nes  sorcery, as 

 (in his commentary to Exod. XXII, 17.) Cf. also
Zohar III, 86a on  (which is taken from Nahmanides).
107 Zohar III, 15b in a mystical paraphrase of the Talmudic saying 

.
108 This fundamental thought is alluded to quite often in the Zohar
and in Moses de Leon’s Hebrew writings. The principal passage
where it is expounded at some length in Zohar I, 17a–18a. The
world of Satan originates in the hypertrophy of wrath ,
74b; 148a or  I, 161b.
109 Baader, Vorlesungen zu Jacob Boehme’s Lehre (1855) p. 66
tries to sum up Boehme’s teachings on the mystical nature in God
“in the vein of Angelus Silesius”:

Licht und Liebe sich entzuenden

Wo sich Streng’ und Milde �nden.

Zorn und Finsternis entbrennen

Wo sich Streng’ und Milde trennen.

This reads exactly like a versi�ed paraphrase of Zohar I, 17�.



110 Friedrich Christian Oetinger’s Selbstbiographie, edited by
Hamberger (1845) p. 46.
111 Cf. Zohar III, 192b. II, 98a describes it as the  of the
cosmic tree. Other frequent similes: 

 etc.
112 Zohar I, 19b; II, 69b; 108b; 184b; III, 185a.
113 Gikatila has written a short treatise on this question, 

 which is found in several manuscripts e. g. Leiden, Cod.
Warner 32. Here we �nd a myth on the origin of evil (f. 155b–

156a): 
114 Zohar II, 69a/b, 216a, 227a; III, 252a.
115 Zohar II, 103a; I, 171a on the “legs” of the serpent, Sammael,
who, according to Gen. III, 14, was left with nothing to stand on,
but is provided with “legs on which to stand �rm and upright” by
Israel’s sins.
116 Zohar II, 34b.
117  and  are very frequent metaphors for the
demonic power.
118 Zohar I, 223b; II, 34b; III, 135b and 292b. Cf. also the  of
the pseudo-Gikatila on the question  in Festschrift Dr.



Jakob Freimann zum 70. Geburtstag (1937), Hebr. part p. 170; 
 ed. Jellinek in  (1853) p. 2.

119 Zohar II, 163a.
120 The Hebrew text of the whole hymn is printed in Michael Sachs,
Die religioese Poesie der Juden in Spanien, 2. Au�. (1901) p. 50–51.
121 Cf. Sachs, op. cit. p. 328–331; I have given a complete German
translation in Almanach des Schocken Verlags auf das Jahr
5696/1936 p. 86–89.
122 Cf. L. Husik, A History of Mediaeval Jewish Philosophy (1918)
p. XLVII.
123 Zohar I, 206a; II, 141b; III, 70b. The original character of this
psychology can still be gauged from the Midrash Ha-Ne‘elam
especially on the section  (printed in the editions of the Zohar
Hadash).
124 Binah is often called  and Neshamah emerges
from this stream of light. (The Zohar connects ‘stream’  with
‘light’ ). II, 174a hints at an even higher origin of Neshamah in
the Se�rah of Hokhmah.
125 Moses de Leon puts this question, 1290 in  (Basle 1608)
ch. II, and 1293 in the unpublished . The solution quoted
in the text is that of the latter work.
126 Zohar I, 81b., 226a/b; III, 70b says that Neshamah returns
immediately after death to its heavenly abode in . Only
one passage II, 97a mentions a judgment on the ; the term,
however, is used there not in the pregnant sense of a special part of
the soul but signi�esthe soul as a whole. Cf. also II, 210a. Moses de
Leon says in  Ms. Berlin f. 46a 

. The idea that the souls of
the  descend to Hell for the purpose of saving other souls,
is alluded to in III, 220b.
127 The theories of the Zohar are further embellished in the
pseudepigraphic “Testament of Rabbi Eliezer” (the so-called 
printed by Jellinek in Beth Ha-Midrash III, p. 131–140); cf. note 125.



128 Zohar III, 302b.
129 Ibid. III, 68a/b.
130 Ibid. I, 233b; II, 161b.
131 Ibid. I, 224a.
132 Ibid. II, 209b–212a.
133 Cf. my German translation of the Bahir,  86, 104, 126�., 135.
The term Gilgul occurs only after the publication of the book Bahir.
It is not generally known that the term was borrowed by the
Kabbalists from the philosophical literature. David Kimhi uses it in
his commentary to Psalm CIV, but the passage is found only in the
editio princeps Naples 1487.  and its synonym  are both
translations of the Arabic term for transmigration, tanasuh.
134 On the Catharists cf. Jean Giraud, Histoire de l’Inquisition au
Moyen Age vol. I (1935): Cathares et Vaudois. On metempsychosis
p. 59 �.
135 Zohar I, 186b; III 7a.
136 Ibid. II, 99b; III, 177a.
137 The system of Joseph ben Shalom of Barcelona (ca. 1310), the
author of the commentary on Sefer Yetsirah ascribed to Abraham ben
David, is based on it, cf. EJ IX col. 708. For Recanati’s theory cf. his 

 in the sections  and .

NOTES TO LECTURE VII

ISA AC LURIA AND HIS SCHOOL

1 The Marrano Pedro de la Caballeria relates in his Zelus Christi
(Venice 1592) f. 34 that the Zohar was found in Castile only in the
hands of isolated Jews, apud peculiares Judaeos. This was written
about 1450.
2 See above p. 177 and 207–208, 230.



3  (Prague 1610) f. 7a. This text was written by the author
of the book Peliah.
4 This calculation of the End was based on Job XXXVIII, 7 

. The numerical value of  was variously interpreted as
signifying 1490 or 1492, cf. Zunz, Gesammelte Schriften vol. III p.
228. In Ms. Vatican 171 f. 96 b we are told that in 1492 the
renovation of the world would begin, .
5 This idea is developed in Abraham Halevi’s 
(Constantinople 1510) and other writings of this kind, especially in
the Ms. of  who interpreted  as alluding to the
year 1492.
6 Cf. my essays in Kirjath Sefer vol. II (1925) p. 101–141, 269–273
and vol. VII (1930) p. 149–165, 440–456.
7 Regarding the  I have given some details in my  p.
85–89. The voluminous  is preserved in several
manuscripts. I have used Paris, Biblioth. Nationale 845. The book
was known to the Mystics of Safed; Vital quotes it in his
unpublished book on Magic (Ms. Musajo� f. 69a). Passages from
other writings by the same author are found in a Ms. of the
Schocken Library in Jerusalem.
8  on Psalm XXIX.
9 Ibid. .
10 Ibid. f. 54b. Their books belong to  and it is they 

. These are ideas familiar to us from Joseph Jaabez’
polemical writings on the causes of the catastrophe of 1492.
11 Midrash Ha-Neelam in Zohar Hadash (1885) f. 23d: 

12 Already the author of  (1648) f. 148d interpreted this
Zoharic saying as a reference to Safed.
13 Very interesting is the quotation in Abraham Azulai’s preface to
his commentary on the Zohar  (Jerusalem 1876). He says: 

 (11490) 



 (1540) 

14 Azikri  is the correct spelling of the name usually misspelt
Azkari, according to the Mss. written in Palestine at that time, e. g.
the autograph of Vital’s autobiographical notes (Ms. Toa� in
Leghorn).
15 S. A. Horodezky’s presentation of the subject is very
unsatisfactory, cf.  (1924) and  in the
yearbook Keneseth vol. III (1938) p. 378–415.
16 Schechter, Studies in Judaism, Second Series (1908) p. 202–306.
17 Ibid. p. 258. Cf. Steinschneider’s remarks in H. B. vol. VIII p.
147. He �nds the Lurianic writings “completely incomprehensible.”
18 Cordovero alludes to his experience during meditation in his 

 (1888)  93, and in  end of chapter V. His 
(1601) is based on a special mystical technique devised by him and
his teacher Solomon Alkabez cf. Kirjath Sefer vol. I (1924) p. 164,
and vol. XVIII (1942) p. 408.
19  (1881) f. 24d: . It is perhaps
interesting to note that the German philosopher F. W. Schelling
employed precisely the same formula to de�ne Spinoza’s attitude
towards the problem of “pantheism,” cf. Schellings Muenchener
Vorlesungen zur Geschichte der neueren Philosophie, ed. A. Drews
(1902) p. 44. Cf. on this question of Cordovero’s “pantheism” MGWJ
vol. 75 (1931) p. 452 �, 76 (1932) p. 167–170.
20  (1883)  40, p. 98.
21 On Cordovero’s works cf. EJ vol. V col. 663–664.
22 Cf. Cordovero’s ethical prescriptions published by Schechter op.
cit. p. 292–294.
23  printed �rst in  (Basle 1629), cf. Schechter p.
323. Another letter of Shlomel’s was recently published by S. Assaf 

 new series vol. III p. 121–133.
24  37b;  (Livorno 1790) 33c.



25 Published e. g. in Vital’s  (Jerusalem 1898) f. 22a–
30c. The authenticity of the commentary can be proved
conclusively; cf. my article on Luria’s authentic writings in Kirjath
Sefer vol. XIX (1943) p. 184–199.
26 The  were printed for the �rst time in Jerusalem
between 1850 and 1898. They contain the version edited by Vital’s
son Samuel. Another version of Vital’s writings is given by Meir
Poppers; the best edition of part of which (the ) appeared in
Warsaw 1891. Quotations from the Ets Hayim are given in
accordance with this edition. The other parts bear separate titles for
each volume: 
27 On Joseph ibn Tabul cf. my essay on Luria’s disciples in Zion vol.
V p. 133–160, especially p. 148 �.
28 Tabul’s book under the title  was published at the
beginning of , by Mas’ud Hakohen Al-Haddad (Jerusalem
1921).
29 Many of them are collected in  (printed in 
Livorno 1790),  chapter 37�., and in Jacob Zemah 

 (1712).
30 Cf. the list of sacred tombs given at the end of .
31 Cf.  (1873) f. 50d, which is obviously based on the
Tosafoth to Hagigah 13a.
32  8d: .
33 Ibid. 50d.
34 Cf. Zion vol. V p. 125 and 241 �.
35 Cf. the essay quoted in note 27.
36 On the question of Sarug and his activities cf. my essay in Zion
vol. V. p. 214–241.
37 Herrera’s Puerta del Cielo is found not only in the Royal Library
at The Hague, but also in Columbia University Library in New York
(X 86—H 42Q).



38 Porta coelorum, at the end of vol. I pars secunda, of Knorr’s
Kabbala Denudata. This was translated (or rather condensed) from
the Hebrew edition which appeared 1655 in Amsterdam.
39 J. G. Wachter, Der Spinozismus im Juedenthumb (!) oder die von
dem heutigen Juedenthumb und dessen Kabbala vergoetterte Welt
(1699), drew heavily upon Herrera’s books.
40 This view, which is entirely unfounded, is taken by Horodezky in
a number of books and essays. Cf. note 15.
41 There can be no doubt in my opinion that Luria had read and
made use of a treatise written about 1480 by Joseph Alkastiel in
Jativa (near Valencia) which is preserved e. g. in Ms. Oxford 1565.
Several Lurianic termini technici have their origin in this book.
42 Ms. Brit. Museum 711 f. 140b: 

. This
explanation leans on Nahmanides’ interpretation of the �rst words
of the Sefer Yetsirah, cf. Kirjath Sefer vol. IV (1930) p. 402.
43 Cf. Exod. Rabba to Exod. XXV, 10; Lev. Rabba to Levit. XXIII, 24;
Pesikta de-Rab Kahana ed. Buber 20a; Midrash Shir Ha-Shirim ed.
Gruenhut (1899), 15b.
44 Vital Ets Hayim chapter I, 1–2;  (Jerusalem 1904) f. I;
Tabul  chapter I. The images in some manuscript versions
of Vital’s teaching are highly naturalistic.
45 The formula  is used �rst by Sarug and the
author of the  (Hanau 1618).
46 The parallel between  and  which suggests this
interpretation, is hinted at by Vital himself, though in a di�erent
context, cf. Ets Hayim VI, 5 p. 54 and a veiled allusion in the �rst
chapter of his . I am indebted for this remark to Tishby’s
book quoted in note 68.
47 Vital speaks, therefore, of this �rst act as . The principle
is stated Ets Hayim p. 71 (all quotations are from ed. 1891) 



48 Jacob Emden  (Lemberg 1870) p. 82.
49 This was the reason why Joel in “Die Religionsphilosophie des
Sohar” attempted to show that the Zohar does not teach emanation.
50 Cf. the discussion on the meaning of Tsimtsum in Joseph Ergas’ 

 (part two) and Emanuel Hay Rikki’s  chapter I.
51 The only attempt in this direction has been made by M.
Teitelbaum  vol. II (1913) p. 37–94. Other authors
who have written on the question of Tsimtsum are Molitor,
Philosophie der Geschichte vol. II (1834) p. 132–172; Isaac Misses,
Darstellung und kritische Beleuchtung der juedischen Geheimlehre
II (1863) p. 44–50.
52 Ms. Jerusalem cf.  p. 135. The text is published in
Kirjath Sefer vol. XIX p. 197–199. Its authenticity is beyond doubt.
53 This is emphasized in all the early writings on the doctrine of
Tsimtsum.
54 This is the course taken by Cordovero’s  in the lengthy
chapter VIII  where he deals chie�y with the question of the
meaning of . Cf. also ch. V  4, where Cordovero develops the
theory that the primeval worlds were destroyed not because of a
hypertrophy of din but rather because of its being wanting.
55 This is borne out clearly by the abovementioned fragment
written by Luria himself and by Ibn Tabul. The idea is somewhat
blurred in Vital’s version.
56 Ets Hayim p. 57 and particularly p. 59. This fundamental idea has
been made the basis of the great Kabbalistic system propounded in
Solomon Eliassov’s magnum opus . The third volume
(Jerusalem 1924) is called .
57 Vital seems to have had some reason for not mentioning the
theory of  in its proper place but only later (e. g. Ets Hayim p.
55). Luria and Ibn Tabul stress its importance.
58 Cf. the text quoted in note 52.



59 For Basilides see Hippolytus, Philosophoumena VII, 22; cf. Mead,
Fragments of a Faith Forgotten, third edition (1931) p. 261. For the
Coptic gnostic book Jeou cf. Mead p. 543.
60 Chapter II—VIII (p. 29–78) of the Ets Hayim include full details
of this process.
61 Ets Hayim p. 9 ( ). The terms  and 
favored by Vital are based on a jeu de mots, cf. Genesis XXX, 39.
62 Cf. the text published in Zion vol. V p. 156, and  (1648)
f. 32d.
63 This process is described in detail in Ets Hayim chapter IX.
64 See �rst lecture, note 30.
65 Zohar III, 128a, 135a/b, 142a/b, 292a/b.
66 Ibid. II, 176b. The Aramaic term is .
67 Ets Hayim IX, 8 p. 93; XI, 5 p. 103.
68 I am basing myself here on a very thorough analysis of the
Lurianic doctrine of  and the conception of evil, made by
my pupil Isaiah Tishby,  (Jerusalem 1942).
69 Cf. Ets Hayim XI, 5 p. 103;  (1898) f. 22b (from
Luria’s authentic writings!) and 33a;  (1904) f. 35d.
70 Vital  (Jerusalem 1913) f. 21b.
71 This is, for instance, the objection raised by Moses Hayim
Luzzatto at the beginning of his .
72 Menahem Azariah Fano  at the beginning of his 

 (1648);  24b.
73 Ets Hayim chapter XVIII, 1 p. 170.
74 This is described at great length ibid. ch. XI and XVIII. Vital
states that the  a�ected all the worlds, chapter XXXIX, 3.
75 Most of chapters XII—XL of Vital’s Ets Hayim deal with this
subject of Tikkun.
76 Ets Hayim XI, 7 p. 107 gives the best summary.



77 The following quotation from the German philosopher F. W.
Schelling (died 1854) reads like a description of the Tsimtsum and its
signi�cance for the personality of God. “Alles Bewusstsein ist
Konzentration, ist Sammlung, ist Zusammennehmen seiner selbst.
Diese verneinende, auf es selbst zurueckgehende Kraft eines Wesens
ist die wahre Kraft der Persoenlichkeit in ihm, die Kraft der
Selbheit” (Schellings saemtliche Werke, Abteilung I, Band VIII p.
74).
78 Cordovero in  already speaks of �ve  the same sense.
79 Zohar III, 128b.
80 The Idra Zutta III, 290 �. speaks of the symbolism of 
(after the chapter on ).
81  is taken from Prov. XIV, 17. Gikatila in  gives the
correct interpretation.
82 Ets Hayim chapters XVI—XXIX.

83 These are the mystical stages of  called 
84  Zohar III, 128b and in many other passages (based
on a mystical interpretation of a Talmudic passage, Taanith 29a).
85 On the development of this theory cf. my essay 
in Tarbiz II p. 415–442; III p. 33–66. Its signi�cance was emphasized
by Cordovero, cf.  chapter XVI.
86 Ets Hayim chapters XL �.
87 Ets Hayim chapter XLVI, 1–2, and in many other places. Cf.
Molitor, Philosophie der Geschichte vol. I (2nd edition 1857) p. 482.
Luria himself (in his  f. 23d) states quite
bluntly a purely theistic view which seems to have been somewhat
blurred in his later oral teachings.
88 Both Ibn Tabul and Vital assert that the theory of the “curtain”
holds good only for the  but not for the  which
permeates and surrounds all the worlds in its original substance. In
his more popular treatise on morals  Vital deliberately
employs a purely theistio terminology.



89 Cf.  (1893) and  ed. Freystadt (1840) p.
15–18.
90 This view is taken by Emanuel Hai Rikki in .
91 Ets Hayim chapter XXXIX, 1 (vol. II, p. 130).
92  I, 1 (Dubrowno 1804) f. 5a.
93 Ets Hayim chapter XXXVI.
94 Cf. the passage quoted in note 91. On Adam’s sin cf. also the
lengthy passages in  (1913) f. 56d and the  in 

 (1912) f. 1d–4b.
95  (1898) f. 37c/d.
96 Cf. Sefer Ha-Gilgulim ch. 1–3;  loc. cit.

97 . This
formula was generally introduced among the circles in�uenced by
Lurianic Kabbalism, especially with the aid of Nathan Hannover’s 

. Cf. Vital’s  (1872) f. 3b and 4b.
98 Cf. my essay, Der Begri� der Kawwanah in der alten Kabbala, in
MGWJ 78 (1934) p. 492–518.
99 This is the theory of  developed in  (Venice 1620), 

 (best edition Dubrowno 1804) and  (Jerusalem
1873).
100 Ets Hayim chapter I, 5 p. 29.
101 All this was expounded by Vital in a very interesting note
printed at the beginning of the so-called Siddur Ha-Ari

 Zolkiew 1781, f. 5c/d.
102 Their prayer-book has been published in Jerusalem 1911–1916.
It is the so-called Siddur of R. Shalom Sharabi, concerning whom cf.
above p. 328.
103. Paulus Berger, Cabalismus Judaeo-Christianus detectus (1707)
p. 118, says that he has found the Kawwanah called Sabbatismus ac
silentium sacrum by the Kabbalists. I have not yet been able to trace
the source of this statement which seems to have been taken from
Knorr’s Kabbala Denudata.



104 All this and the following remarks originate from Vital’s 
, the best and most complete edition of which appeared

Przemysl 1875. Cf. especially ch. 1–4 and 6. A Latin translation in
Knorr’s Kabbala Denudata vol. II pars 2 (1684) p. 243–478.
105 This idea is based on the mystical interpretation of an Aggadah
on Adam, cf. Midrash Tanhuma  12 and Exod. Rabba Par.
40.
106  cf. Targum Jonathan ben Uziel on Gen. I, 27
and Zohar I, 170b.
107 Cordovero,  (Jerusalem 1928) p. 5.
108 Cf.  f. 3a;  ch. XVIII.
109  f. 3b.
110 Sefer Ha-Gilgulim chapters XV—XVIII; also  f. 36b �.
111 Sefer Ha-Gilgulim chapter I.
112 Ets Hayim chapter XXVI, 1. In other passages it is stated that his
body was taken from the higher world Yetsirah.
113 Sefer Ha-Gilgulim chapter XVI and XVIII.
114 Sefer Ha-Gilgulim chapter XVIII and  f. 8c.
115 Its most important predecessor is a voluminous book, the 
written 1552.
116 Cf. my note on this subject in Gaster Anniversary Volume
(1936) p. 504.
117 The term  for Gilgul was used already in the thirteenth
century by the anonymous author of the  (Lemberg 1892) f.
56b.
118 Cf. EJ vol. IX col. 708 and Festschrift fuer Aron Freimann
(1935) p. 60.
119 Sefer Ha-Gilgulim chapter V.
120 Ibid. chapter VIII; Vital’s  (Koretz 1783)
f. 30–39;  (1648) f. 15–21;  at the end
of  and (better) at the end of Menahem Azariah Fano’s 

 (1892) f. 58–69.



121 Shemtob ben Shemtob  (Ferrara 1556) f. 78a.
122 Abraham Galante  on Zohar II, 105b. It is said of Isaac the
Blind (about 1200) that he could tell by perception of the aura 

 whether a man’s soul was “new” or “old”, cf. Recanati 
 (sections  and ).

123 Cf. Cordovero  f. 83d; Vital  (Jerusalem 1912)
f. 3a–5b;  (1860) f. 108a.
124 The book  was only partly printed (Mohilev 1812) and is
preserved in a more complete version in Ms. Oxford 1820. Cf.
Kirjath Sefer II p. 119–124.
125  f. 89b.
126 A. H. Silver, A History of Messianic Speculation in Israel (1927)
p. 137–138 has collected the evidence from the legends told by
Luria’s followers. On the year 1575 as the Messianic year cf. ibid. p.
135–137. The year 1630 has been marked as the beginning of the
general spread of Lurianic teaching by the Kabbalist Moses Praeger
in  (Dessau 1699) f. 58a:  (1575) 

. (1630).
127 Most of these rites are explained in the  at their proper
place. See also A. Abeles, Der kleine Versoehnungstag (1911), and 

 (Mantova 1648) on .
128 See the literature quoted in note 120.
129 Cf. A. Berliner, Randbemerkungen zum taeglichen Gebetbuche
vol. I (1909) p. 30–47; Abr. I. Schechter, Lectures on Jewish Liturgy
(1933) p. 39–60. This important subject still requires a more
exhaustive study.
130  printed �rst at Izmir 1731.
131 Cf. Rosanes  vol. IV (1935) p. 445–449; M.
Heilprin  (Jerusalem 1896) which has given rise to a good
deal of polemical discussion; Jehuda M. Fetaya  (Bagdad
1933) f. 37–39.



NOTES TO LECTURE VIII

SABBATIANISM AND MYSTICAL HERESY

1 Jacob ben Abraham de Botton  (1720) f. 42a, reprinted
by Rosanes vol. IV p. 473.
2 S. Trivush in the Russian monthly Voschod 1900 No. 7 p. 99.
3 Bleuler, Lehrbuch der Psychiatrie, sechste Au�age, p. 321 �; J.
Lange in Handbuch der Geisteskrankheiten vol. VI (1928) p. 93 �.
4 Thomas Coenen, Ydele Verwachtinge der Joden getoont in den
Persoon van Sabethai Zevi (Amsterdam 1669) p. 9.
5 This has now been published by A. M. Habermann 

 new series vol. III (1940) p. 209.
6 Ibid. p. 208.
7  and  in the account given by Baruch of Arezzo (

 ed. Freimann p. 64, 67);  and  in a letter by Nathan
published in REJ vol. 104 (1938) p. 120, where he plays on the
Talmudic name of the Messiah  (Sanhedrin 96b).
8 Nathan of Gaza in his  Ms. Berlin Or. oct. 3075 f. 6b: 

[= S. Zevi] 
Ms. Halberstamm 40 f. 92a says: 
9 Cf. the interesting account given by Tobias Cohen 

 I, 6: 

10  p. 95.
11 See above p. 207–208.
12 The Hebrew text is found in Ms. 2223 of the Enelow Memorial
Collection in the JTh Seminary in New York f. 228: 



13 From the important Sabbatian manuscript Kaufmann 255 (now
in the Hungarian Academy in Budapest) f. 30a we know that this
transgression was practised by him precisely in the hours of maniac

exaltation: 
14 Cf. note 9.
15 Nathan’s apocalypse on Sabbatai Zevi — ascribed to Abraham
Yakhini by modern historians without justi�cation, as has been
shown by Rosanes — mentions them in the spring of 1665: 

. Cf. 
 p. 99. The meaning of the expression  is that of

demons born of concupiscence, cf. Zohar I, 19b; III, 76b.
16 Cf. Nathan’s  Ms. Halberstamm 40 f. 90b: 

 and f. 102b: 

17 Relation de la véritable imposture du faux Messie des Juifs
nommé Sabbatay Sevi (Avignon 1667) p. 37.
18 The original text is found in a Sabbatian notebook preserved in
the Columbia University Library in New York (X 893–Z 8 vol. 1 No.



20) f. 16b–17a. This is the full text of the passage: 

19 This autobiographical statement is con�rmed by Nathan’s
account of his ecstasy to Moses Pinheiro in Livorno, cf. 
p. 95, where the text is corrupt, and the original manuscript in the

JThS reads: 
20 In the letter published by Habermann — cf. note 5 — p. 208: 

21 Cf. note 19.
22 Ms. Halberstamm 40 (Jews’ College, London); British Museum
856,I; Beth Ha-Midrash in London (Catalogue by Neubauer 1886)
123,3; Badhab 83 in Jerusalem (erroneously ascribed to Isaac
Luria!)
23 Nathan speaks of the year  in terms of a future event, but he
mentions Sabbatai Zevi’s imprisonment.
24 Vital says of the soul of the Messiah in his  ch. 19: 

. Nathan
makes no use of this passage.
25 On the symbolism of the serpent cf. Mead, Fragment of a Faith
Forgotten, third edition (1931) p. 182 �.



26 Ms. Halberstamm 40 f. 99b. The full text of the passage reads: 

27 This is the major point in which the views taken in this lecture
di�er from the presentation of the subject in my essay 
published in Keneseth II (1937) p. 346–392.
28 It is not impossible that his apostasy itself was brought about by
this illness, for it appears that at the time of it he was once more in
a state of depression and utter passivity, cf. my note in 

 pp. 165–166.
29 Leopold Loew, Gesammelte Schriften, vol. II p. 171 and IV p.
449.
30 S. Hurwitz  (1914) pp. 181–285.
31 Cf. W. Rabinowitsch in Zion vol. V p. 127–132.
32 Cf. G. Scholem  (1938) and Zion vol. VI
p. 94–96.
33 His full name is mentioned in a document published by Israel
Halperin in Haolam (1930) No. 36. This disposes of the suggestions
advanced by Rosanes IV p. 478.
34  (Vienna 1933) p. 333.
35 The exact date has been settled by Cardozo’s account of the
event, cf. Bernheimer in JQR (1927) p. 102 and my article in Zion
vol. VII p. 12 �.
36 Leopold Loew, Gesammelte Schriften vol. II, p. 255 and Adolf
Jellinek’s letter ibid. vol. V p. 193 who says very characteristically:
“Ueber den Sabbataeismus Chorins habe ich einen Zeugen, der



merkwuerdige Beweise gibt: es ist aber die Frage, ob es klug ist,
jetzt diesen Punkt zu diskutieren.”
37  Ms. in the Schocken Library in Jerusalem.
38 Cf. also my essay  in Keneseth vol. II (1937) p. 392.
A very interesting light on this connection between the late
Sabbatianism and the “enlightenment” is shed in the documents
published by V. Zacek in Jahrbuch fuer Geschichte der Juden in der
Czechoslovakischen Republik vol. IX (1938) pp. 343–410.
39 I am very much indebted to Miss Pauline Goldmark of New York,
who has been kind enough to present me with a copy of this very
remarkable document written by her grandfather, Gottlieb Wehle.
40  cf. the long disquisition of the “Maggid,” one of
the holy souls, addressed to Mordecai Ashkenazi, in my 

 pp. 79–100.
41 Hullin 7a.
42 Cf. the aforementioned discourse p. 80.
43 Far too little account has been taken in the literature on
Messianism of his great book  (Prague 1599).
44 Cf. Cecil Roth, The Religion of the Marranos, in JQR n. s. vol. 22
(1931) p. 26.
45 Cf.  (1933) p. 344.
46 Cf. Cardozo’s great epistle in  ed. Freimann (1913) p.
87–92, especially 88 and 90.
47 Cf. Ch. Wirszubski’s Hebrew essay on the Sabbatian view of the
Apostasy of the Messiah, in Zion III (1938) pp. 215–245.
48 There exists an extensive Sabbatian literature on the reasons for
the apostasy of the Messiah. We still have some of Nathan’s epistles
on the subject, his disciple Abraham Perez’  (cf. note 50),
and the Ms. David Kaufmann 255 in Budapest, the author of which
interprets many Psalms as foreshadowing the fate of the new
Messiah.
49 Cf. p. 175–177 on the books Temunah and Raya Mehemna.



50  published by me in  n. s. vol. II (1938) pp.
121–155. There I made the erroneous assumption that its author
was Cardozo. The real author is mentioned in Ms. Guenzburg 517,4.
Cf. Wirszubski (see note 47) pp. 235–245 on the doctrine of the
book.
51  p. 135.
52 Cf. my book  (1938).
53 The author of Ms. David Kaufmann 255 (of which a photostate is
extant in the Schocken Library in Jerusalem) mentions with much
indignation that some scholars among “the believers” refused to
become Moslems when called up to do so by Sabbatai Zevi.
54 Cf. Zion vol. III p. 228.
55 Cf.  (Hanau 1726) f. 2b: 

. Cf. on this
theory my remarks in Zion vol. VI (1941) p. 136–141.
56 Cf. Ps.-Nahmanides in  chapter II: Is. Horovitz in 

 (1698) f. 293a; Nehemyah Hayun in  (1713) f.
20d;  p. 150.
57 This phrase, quoted by Clement of Alexandria, Stromata III 13, 92
from the “Gospel according to the Egyptians,” originally had a
radically ascetic meaning.
58 Mishnah, Berakhoth IX, 5.
59  (London 1714) f. 33b (the book has no pagination).
60 Cf. Eugéne de Faye, Gnostiques et Gnosticisme (1925) pp. 413–
428; L. Fendt, Gnostische Mysterien (1922); H. Liboron, Die
karpokratianische Gnosis (1938).
61 I have given a detailed account of this mythology of nihilism in
Keneseth II (1937) pp. 381–387. Cf. also Joseph Kleinmann’s
valuable essay (in Russian) Moral i poezia Frankizma, in Yevreiski
Almanach (Petrograd 1923) pp. 195–227, which came to my
knowledge only after my aforementioned article had appeared in
print.



62 These writings are (a) a “rewriting” of the prophecy of Isaiah in
the spirit of Frankism, a very curious document fragments of which
have been published by A. Kraushar, Frank i Frankisci Polscy, vol. II
(1895) pp. 183–218; (b) the commentary on En Yaakob Ms.
Schocken, in Jerusalem.
63 A considerable part is included in scattered form throughout
Kraushar’s book (see the aforegoing note) and particularly in the
annexes vol. I pp. 378–429; vol. II pp. 304–392.
64 Nazir 23b .
65 . The saying is found in Menahoth 99b with the
reading . The reading of the Sabbatian formula is the same as
in Wistinetzki’s edition of the Sefer Hasidim  1313.
66 Cf.  (1726) f. 2a/b.
67 Sanhedrin 98a.
68 This is the doctrine of  expounded in hundreds of Frank’s
sayings, but mentioned already 1713 by Hayun in  f. 81 �.,
who describes it (polemically) by using other symbols.
69 It must be borne in mind that only a small part of Frank’s
followers actually went over to Catholicism.
70 This formula is attested to by several writers dealing with the
antinomianists of Salonica who used to ascribe it to Sabbatai Zevi
himself. It is based on a pun,  for  “who frees those
who are imprisoned.” Cf. Midrash Tehillim ed. Buber f. 268 and
Buber’s notes.
71 Cf. Keneseth II pp. 370–371.
72 Cf. Zacek in his essay quoted in note 38 p. 404. A monograph on
Moses Dobrushka — Thomas Edler von Schoenfeld — Junius Frey is
still a desideratum. He was certainly one of the leading Frankists.
73  published by the Yiddish
Scienti�c Institute, vol. I (1929) col. 266. The original German text
(of which only a translation has been published by Dr. N. Gelber),
reads “Die Erloesung aus geistigem und politischem Druck ist ihr
Zweck, ist ihr Ziel.”



74 Some of them, such as Israel Ja�e in  (1702) and Zevi
Chotsh represent the Lurianic school of Sabbatianism. It is scarcely
an accident that the author of the �rst attempt to popularize parts of
the Zohar in the vernacular Yiddish was a Sabbatian, Zevi Chotsh in 

 (1711). But the most interesting among this group is
undoubtedly Jacob Koppel Lifshitz, the author of an exposition of
Kabbalistic doctrine  which was held in high esteem by the
later Hasidim. Tishby has proved his intimate connection with the
heresy beyond doubt, cf. Keneseth vol. IX (1945) p. 238–268.
75 Of these Sabbatian authorities Samuel Primo’s ideas are known
only indirectly, through lengthy polemics against them in Cardozo’s
writings. By far the most voluminous tracts on Sabbatian theology
are those of Cardozo of which we have several volumes in
manuscript.
76 My study on this important Sabbatian leader has appeared in
Zion vol. VI (1941) p. 119–147, 181–202.
77 Cf. Mortimer Cohen’s apology of Eibeschuetz in his book Jacob
Emden, a Man of Controversy (1937) and my critical remarks on it
in Kirjath Sefer vol. XVI (1939) pp. 320–338. The whole question has
now been reexamined by M. A. Perlmutter in his comprehensive
analysis of Eibeschuetz’ Kabbalistical writings which leaves no
further doubt as to his Sabbatian belief, cf. his book 

 (Jerusalem 1946).
78 Cf. Cardozo’s account of these ideas published by Bernheimer in
JQR n. s. vol. XVIII (1927) p. 122. In several of his unpublished
tracts he is still much more outspoken about this “philosophy of
Jewish History.” Cf. also Cardozo’s treatise  published
in Weiss’ Beth Ha-Midrash (1864) pp. 63–71, 100–103, 139–142.
79  Berlin 1713. This book has in its day given rise to bitter
and protracted polemics, cf. Graetz vol. X (1897) p. 468–495; D.
Kaufmann in REJ vol. 36 (1897) pp. 256–282, vol. 37 pp. 274–283;
G. Levi in Rivista Israelitica vol. VIII (1911) p. 169–185; vol. IX p.
5–29; J. Sonne in  n. s. vol. II (1938) p. 157–196. Graetz’
interpretation of Hayun’s teachings is incorrect insofar as he



ascribes to him the theory of incarnation accepted by the most
radical wing of the Sabbatian movement, but rejected by many
Sabbatians. On the real history of the Sabbatian ideas on Sabbatai
Zevi’s apotheosis and their transformation into a theology of
incarnation cf. chapter V of my essay on Baruchiah, in Zion vol. VI
(1941) p. 181–191.

NOTES TO LECTURE IX

HASIDISM: THE LATEST PHASE

1 See the bibliography.
2 Ahad Haam , in  vol. II p. 129.
3 See the bibliography.
4 This was the view taken by M. Loehr, Beitraege zur Geschichte des
Hasidismus, Heft I (Leipzig 1925) and Lazar Gulkowitsch, Der
Hasidismus religionswissenschaftlich untersucht (1927) p. 68.
5 Verus (i.e. Aaron Marcus), Der Chassidismus (1901) p. 286.
6 Cf. Ariel Bension  (Jerusalem 1930).
7 Ariel Bension, The Zohar in Moslem and Christian Spain (1932) p.
242.
8 Several of these documents have been published, cf. e. g. Ar.
Bension,  pp. 89–90 and especially E. Tcherikover’s essay 
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Studies in History (in Yiddish) vol. II (1937) pp. 115–139.
9 The members of this congregation of Kabbalists were recruited
from among the Jews of North Africa, Turkey, the Balkans, Persia
and Yemen.
10 There is a vast literature on the “Palestinian movement” in early
Hasidism most of which is calculated to obscure the real issue of
Hasidism and Messianism, e. g. Isaac Werfel 
(Jerusalem 1940). A historical analysis of the movement in less



romantic colors has been given by Israel Halperin in his study 
 (Jerusalem 1946).

11 Even the legendary  still remember the existence of such
Hasidim, and we are informed that two of the Baal Shem’s earliest
disciples belong to them, cf.  ed. S. A. Horodezky (1922) p.
25.
12 Salomon Maimon’s Lebensgeschichte ed. J. Fromer (1911) p.
170.
13 The nephew of Jehudah Hasid who was later converted to
Lutheranism tells us that he and his comrades made the journey to
Jerusalem “because of the false Messiah,” cf. A. Fuerst, Christen und
Juden (1892) p. 260.
14 Cf. Wolf Rabinowitsch, Der Karliner Chassidismus (1935).
15 The most complete collection of these fabrications has appeared
in the Quarterly of the Habad Hasidim  1935–1938. The motive
of the authors was obviously to prove the historicity of everything
told in the .
16 Cf. now the texts published by Wolf Z. Rabinowitsch in Zion vol.
V (1940) pp. 126–131.
17 Cf. the details concerning his personality in the article quoted in
the preceding note.
18 Cf. Zion vol. VI (1941) pp. 80–84.
19 Cf. my note on this subject in Zion VI pp. 89–93.
20 Cf. Dubnow  (1930) p. 112.
21  (1913) p. 27, 30.
22  (Zolkiew 1800), section .
23 Kraushar, Frank i Frankisci Polscy vol. I (1895) p. 30.
24 Cf. his foreword to his teacher’s  (1781).
25  Cracow 1592.
26 Cf. A. Gottesdiener,  (1938) p. 38–52: ,
who has collected some Kabbalistic material from his writings
without attempting anything like a real analysis.



27 Torsten Ysander, Studien zum Bescht’schen Hassidismus in seiner
religionsgeschichtlichen Sonderart, (Uppsala 1933).
28 Cf.  by Rabbi Aaron Halevi of Staroselje vol. II (Lemberg
1862) f. 62 d.
29 All the writings of the “Maggid” of Meseritz and his disciples
abound in references to this basic paradox of Zaddikism.
30 Cf.  p. 35.
31 Verus, Der Chassidismus (1901) p. 308.
32 Cf. S. A. Horodezky, Religioese Stroemungen im Judentum
(1920) p. 95.
33 S. Schechter, Studies in Judaism vol. I (1896) p. 19–21.
34 Cf. M. Teitelbaum  vol. I (1913) p. 87 �.
35 Cf.  (1815) f. 28a in a passage remarkable for its
radicalism: . Rabbi Nahman of
Brazlav goes so far as to say that by telling  one
draws the light of the Messiah into the world and expells much of
the darkness, cf. his s. v. .
36 The core of this story is to be found already in a Hasidic
collection on Rabbi Israel of Rishin, Keneseth Israel, Warsaw 1906 p.
23.
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